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" Dwellers Alone."

By Rev. A. FORDER.

HE Prophet Jeremiah , in speaking about

the inhabitants of Kedar, uses a term which

is literally true , viz. , they " dwell alone "

(Jer. xlix. 31) . Their location as a people

makes them difficult of access. Their

country is almost an island , and their towns,

villages, and encampmentsare isolated from

the world by the desert. More than this,

they " dwell alone,” because Missionary

Societies have not yet made any very determined effort

to reach these millions of Ishmaelites. On the coast

at Aden and the Persian Gulf, however, it is true that

AN ARAB TENT, OR HOUSE OF HAIR.

missionaries have long and faithfully laboured , hoping

to be able to penetrate this closed land and evangelize

among these “ dwellers alone."

Last year will be remembered by those interested in the

spread of the Gospel among the Arabs as one of advance.

It had been impressed forcibly on me that it was

possible to effect an entrance into Arabia from the

North. Having been sent out by the Christian and

Missionary Alliance of New York to try and get into the

land , and see the probabilities of planting stations, I

started from Jerusalem in company with one man. Our

animals were loaded with Arabic Scriptures, kindly

provided through the self- denial of some of God's

children. Scanty information of the route , distances ,

and people made the journey one almost entirely of

faith . Previous experiences had taught me that I must

do my utmost to keep clear of Turkish outposts .

I had a striking proof of God's approval of the move

ment by being able to pass a Turkish station in the day,

time, and yet not be seen. It was the last outpost of

Eastern Palestine, and beyond there was no fear of

hindrance from the Government. As I approached it ,

over a wide plain , the question was how to pass un

observed . The road lay within a few yards of the

sentries. On nearing the castle a dense fog came on,ARABS OF MOAB.
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and through it I rode by the sentry, the Governor's Having got a Bible into the hands of the chief I was

house, and out on to the plains beyond , not having been soon able to dispose of more than fifty copies. I found

seen by anyone. the Arabs of the Jowf very ready to present to me the

My first long stay was in the Druze town of Orman , superiority of their religion over mine, and a very

on the edge of the Northern desert of Arabia. Here determined attempt was made by the chief and his

were Druzes, Mohammedans, and a few families of the supporters to induce me to give up Christianity and

Greek Church, the latter having no priest, and having become a Moslem . Five times I was waited upon and

almost lapsed into the religion of their neighbours. inducements of various kinds offered me if only I would

There was no Bible in the place, and I found a ready accept the religion of Islam . Four wives, camels , palms

sale for Scriptures , both Old and New Testaments. and money were among other things that were

Nearly three weeks were passed here, and every house promised if I would repeat “ There is no God but God,

was open to visitation . and Mohammed is His prophet.” I was shown six

I then joined myself to a caravan , composed of about graves, and was told they contained the remains of

sixteen hundred camels, two hundred horsemen , and those that were of my religion, but having refused to

about eight hundred Arabs, going to a place named Kaf, accept Islam had been decapitated .

a distance of about 200 miles South -East. This stretch I was only permitted to stay a fortnight in the Jowf, and

of desert takes six days to cross. The journey was was then forced to return with a caravan. I was given

tedious and dangerous because of the presence of into the keeping of a man who was required to deliver

hostile tribes of Arabs that at any time might attack us. me safely to the chief of a town that lay in the caravan

On arrival at Kaf I found it was a twin town , hidden route to Damascus. The return journey of ten days

away in hundreds of date palms. The chief received was full of exciting incidents , in the midst of which I

me kindly , but the natives were very shy at first, but was wonderfully preserved . On arriving at this town I

soon became friendly. No Christian had ever visited was at once isolated, and forbidden to mix with the

them before, and so they had never had opportunity of inhabitants, but as men came to me in my hut I was

speaking with or hearing of those they were taught to able to speak with them about salvation . Eleven days

hate and even kill . Five days were spent among these I was kept here subject to much that was painful to the

people , during which several Scriptures, portions and flesh . At last I was sent away into the desert, and after

tracts were sold or given away. The intelligence of nearly perishing from exposure and thirst was rescued

the Arabs of Kaf encouraged me, and also the request and cared for by a Bedouin .

of the chief that I would send to them someone to teach Exactly three and a-half months from the time I had

and care for their children . gone forth , I returned to my family and friends in

From Kaf I was sent on to a small village named Jerusalem , of whom I had heard nothing since I left

Ithera. Here the people were very fanatical, and them, nor they of me . The result of this journey is one

planned various ways of getting rid of me, all of which that gives cause for thankfulness and prayer ; thanks

failed. No one would accept a copy of the Word of that these desert-bound places have been visited and

God until the last day of my stay. Then the religious given the printed Word , also that it has proved possible

head of the place took a Bible. After a stay of a few to reach these “ dwellers alone ” so long thought

days , in which I endured some amount of humiliation , inaccessible, and prayer thatthe Holy Spirit will apply

privation and suspense, I joined a caravan of about the Word to the readers, and so be the means of

eighty men to go to the largest and most important salvation to some of “ Arabia's desert rangers."

town of North Arabia, viz. “ The Jowf." The inter But little has been done compared with the great

vening desert took us ten days to cross. During the need of Ishmael. This is a small wedge driven in , for

whole time we saw no living thing, and only tasted which we devoutly praise God, though with sorrow I

water twice. Being a Christian , the men of the caravan have to record that the Christian and Missionary

were severely cruel to me, refusing me food and drink Alliance have decided to drop the work opening out

when they had more than sufficient, and my scanty so encouragingly. The promises in Scripture are clear

supply had run out. and prominent concerning Ishmael, and it lies in the

Onarrival at the Jowf I found to my surprise that it power of the Christian world to help fulfil these

was a very large place, and had about forty thousand promises, and thus enable “ the dwellers in the desert

inhabitants. Plenteous springs of cold and warm water to fall down before Him . " Further information about

make it a delightful oasis in the great expanse of desert this work, invitations to speak at meetings, or enquiries

with which it is surrounded. The people are clean , of any kind may be addressed to the Rev. A. Forder,

intelligent and industrious . The cultivation of the date Whitchurch, Hants.

palm keeps them busy, dates being to them as bread to

the Western. I was lodged with the three sons of the OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT IN INDIA.—We have

chief, who is tributary to the Sultan of Arabia, Abdul pleasure in announcing that Mr. Thos. A. Bailey,

Azeez ibn Rasheed , who resides in the capital, Hayil, Hon. Organizing Secretary for the Mission to Lepers in

a city six days' journey from the Jowf . The majority India, has consented to be our Special Correspondent

of the menand boys could read , and many of them took in that country . As Mr. Bailey is shortly starting on a

Scriptures from me. Every house was open to me, but lengthy tour throughout a great part of India and

I only had access to the men . The women were all Burma, during which he will be brought into contact

secluded ; in the other places I had visited they were with many missionaries of many Societies, we may

free. Themen of the Jowf are strict Mohammedans, the confidently anticipate a series of most interesting letters

majority of them having madethe pilgrimage to Mecca, from his pen, treating of mission work in general. Mr.

but I found many of them kindly disposed and ready Bailey , who will be accompanied by Mrs. Bailey , has

patiently to listen as I read and spoke to them. been an honorary worker in India for several years.
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A Successor of the Apostles. ministry,and passed through his three years'coursewith

IF

'

great credit. He left the College at twenty years of age

to begin his work as a preacher of the Gospel, and served

By Rev. FRANK P. JOSELAND
successfully at several different places in the country

(London Missionary Society ).
inland from Amoy. In each place where he laboured

his work was richly blessed of God , and many members

F China is to be regenerated and wooed from of the Church have still happy memories of the young

heathenism to the love of Christ , it will be done not preacher's ministry amongst them . He then received a

only, or chiefly, by the efforts of foreign missionaries, but call to an important Church in the prefectural city of

by the consecration and zeal of the native Christians , and Chiang-Chiu, which he readily accepted, because it was

especially by the courage and earnestness of those who accompanied by the promise of becoming self-support

are called of God to the native ministry , to be followers of ing. The members were so unanimous in their desire to

the early Apostles in planting the Gospel in new regions obtain him that they offered to pay the whole of his

among
their own fellow countrymen.

salary , thereby becoming independent of foreign help,

Pastor Chiu Chi-tek was born in the year 1856, in the a decision from which they have never gone back.

But he was too good a man to remain hid , and when ,

four years later, the Amoy Pastor of the Thai-san Church

died , the Church there sent him a hearty call to

become their Pastor. So, accepting it as a call from

God , he came to Amoy, and was ordained as a full

Pastor in the year 1884. Here he remained twelve

years, during which time the Church grew in numbers

and efficiency. His tenure of the office was marked

by conscientious care and great tact , joined to an earnest

piety that endeared him to all young and old , natives

andforeigners alike.

It was therefore practically inevitable, when in 1892

a Forward Movement of the whole native Church was

started to open up a new mission work in the as yet

unevangelized prefecture of Ting-Chiu , that Pastor Chiu

should be chosen to superintend it . The Church

was loth to let him go, but in the end reluctantly con

sented . As head of the Ting-Chiu work, he has exhibited

qualities of the highest kind. While the foreign mis

sionaries have controlled the initiation and progress of the

mission , the practical work of preaching theGospel, of

opening stations, of renting houses, ofaccepting con

verts, of choosing preachers and other workers, &c . , has

largely been in the hands of Pastor Chiu . He led the

way when the first band of men entered the district ; he

bore with them theobloquy and scorn they received; he

shared with them their trials and privations , the difficul

ties of learning new dialects, and all the other rough

experiences of pioneer work.

The work has progressed rapidly since first started in

1892. There are now five separate Churches, with a

total membership of 170 adults, and 38 baptized

children ; there are seven out-stations connected with
PASTOR CHIU CHI-TEK.

the five Churches ; one native pastor, eight preachers,

six colporteurs ; five school-teachers, with fifty boys

county of Huian— " Gracious Peace"—in the prefecture and seven students preparing for the ministry ; and the

of Chin -Chew , situated some sixty odd miles north of number of adherents may be reckoned at the lowest at

Amoy, along the seaboard , in the province of Fu-kien . 500 . At present no foreign missionary is living in the

He was the second of three sons, all Christians, and has district , though we hope ere long to have both a clerical

turned out the ablest. His father became a Christian in anda medical missionary. The point, however, to be noted

middle life ; his elder brother is a deacon of the is this, that this large work has been not only supported

Koan-a-lai Church in Amoy ; his younger brother is the by the fifty Churches of our Congregational Union of

Pastor of the Thai-san Church in the same city, both Amoy, but largely controlled and managed by this

belonging to the London Missionary Society . He him native Pastor. He is, undoubtedly , the force that holds

self was also Pastor of this latter Church for many years . it all together. All the native workers look up to him

At nine years of age he came with his parents to with respect and admiration ; he is a persona grata

Amoy. At twelve he entered a Mission School , and among the literati and mandarins ; he is a power

began a systematic study of the Bible , with the result wherever he goes, and it is not too much to say that our

that at sixteen he was baptized and admitted to the work in the Ting-Chiu district would not have been so

Lord's Supper. A year later he entered the Amoy successful had this Pastor not been so thoroughly in

Theological Hall for the training of students for the earnest and so devoted .
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The Conversion of Omar. reply thus , “ And if they do murder me they can only

takemy life ; my salvation they cannot take . "

By J. H. COLPOIS PURDON. Two months only elapsed since his profession , when ,

(North Africa Mission . )
after his repeated request for baptism , none felt we had

reason to keep him back. Accordingly , in the monthof

SOM

VOME months ago there came to the weekly meeting May, Mr. Michell baptized him in the sea under the

in our Bible Depôt at Tunis a rough and dis ruins of ancient Carthage , the city where Perpetua and

courteous little man, a Moslem. Obstinately did he and Felicitas testified a good confession in death to the

his companion oppose the Gospel message, and hotly same faith . We all knelt down on the shore , and, after

did they argue against the truth . His companion, un a short address, witnessed the sign of identification of

able to maintain his position , fell off, but the small man our brother Omar with his Saviour in death anp resur

continued to attend. He appeared intensely stupid ; rection . The same evening, as he said good-bye to us

nevertheless, Miss Grissell reiterated for many weeks after communion round the Lord's table,he remarked :

the story of Christ's death for sinners . One evening we “ I am very tired , but a joy has entered into my heart

were startled by his ab to -day as if I wǝre entering

ruptly and openly averring
into heaven ." A week

that Christ had indeed
later he said : “ Ah ! that

died for him ; and said he , day was a great day ; the

“ Tell me what are His

requirements.”

memory of it is constantly

VAROQUINERTEAccus
before me.” Already he

tomed to impostors, we filide
is suffering reproach for

discredited him, but, not

DEPOT
the name of Christ , and

withstanding, explained to

him how faith must always

needs our prayers, for he
ACCORDEONS BIBLIOUE

does not yet know his own

produce a change in the weakness nor the power

believer's life . From that and wiles of Satan .

time he became keen on

“ faith with works." Since

then he frequently visited

To Our Readers .
us , and was taught from

the Scriptures the things As an inducement to

that accompany salvation . friends to assist us in in

Having heard me say of creasing our circulation , we

one that I hoped he was a shall be pleased to present

Christian , he asked, " Why a handsome 35. 6d . mis

do you say hope ' ? sionary volume to any who

“ Because ," I said , “ he will send us the names

draws back from publicly and addresses of five new

confessing in baptism the subscribers , with a postal

nameofChrist.” Baptism order for 7s. 6d . A copy

had accordingly to be ex of the M.P.A. Missionary

plained to him , and also Calendar for 1903 will be

the Lord's table . Like
despatched to any for

the Ethiopian he was
warding particulars of two

urgent to be baptized, new subscribers, with 3s .

although knowing full well In either case

what persecution would agent's receipt for prepaid

necessarily follow .
THE NEW BIBLE DEPÔT, TUNIS.

subscriptions can be sent

gested that it would be
instead, if desired.

better for him to hear more about Christ's words before Handsome cases, cloth gilt , for binding Volume II .

he took such a solemn step. If
you tell me to wait I can be obtained from the office for is. 6d . post free, or

will,” he said , “ but I cannot see why I should delay to bound volumes will be supplied at 2s. 6d . post free.

fulfil Christ's first command . I must have faith with

works , not faith only. And also I have a great wish to “ ALL NATIONS ” CHRISTMAS NUMBER.–Our Decem

break the bread and drink the wine in commemoration ber issue will be a SPECIAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER. This

of Christ's death ." Taking up the cup of coffee is, perhaps, a novelty in missionary journalism , but we

befor him he said , “ Why do like to drink this— believe it will prove attractive , and the articles will , of

because it is coffee ? No—I could buy coffee at the course , be of missionary interest, and tell of Christmas

café for a sou—I like it because it is yours , and you are as spent in various parts of the mission field . The

my friend, and dear to me ; you drink a little and I Bishop of Mackenzie River will write on “ Christmas

drink a little , and so we are glad . So also are bread in the North -West ” ; Archdeacon Moule , B.D. , on

and wine nothing in themselves, but because these are “ Christmas in China ” ; the Rev. J. R. M. Stephens,

particularly belonging to the Messiah , and He is my B.M.S. , is to describe “ Christinas in the Congo Free

Friend and dear to me, I eat and drink and feel I shall State " ; and Miss Edith Cantlow , “ Christmas in an

experience joy in my heart.” Several laid before him Armenian Orphanage.” Extra copies should be ordered

the consequences of his baptism , but he summed up his early.

а news

I sug

66
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The hindu as a Brother. silliness is the most objectionable feature in the Padri

Sahib ; his praise of Christ is admirable , but he carries

it too far.

By Rev. G. T. MANLEY, M.A.
So to these I was merely a curiosity, a new specimen

( Church Missionary Society .) of the Padri Sahib , “ of the Salvation Army style ” -SO

one of them told me !-with a strange story about his

IR, I have come to see you because you are a conversion , which turned out to be no conversion at all,

Bhakt' - devout man -- and my 'Guru ' - spiritual was he not born a Christian ? "

teacher - used to tell me, “Wherever you see a ' Bhakt , ' Here then is the contrast . One hearer seeks the

of whatever religion he may be , you must go to him, curious, the points of difference from himself and his

and you will find a brother. So I have come to you,
national standards , and measures and judges accordingly ;

Sir, to tell you that we are brothers, and to say how the other, with more sympathy and truer perception,

much I enjoyed listening to you last night.” seeks the common points, and undoubtedly is far the

All this was spoken tome in the city of Masulipatam, better able of the two to understand the man and his

in excellent English , by an educated and devout Hindu, message.

who had been present the night before at a meeting This then is the point of this sketch , as far as it has

where I was telling " The Story of my Conversion.” The one , that we should study the Hindu as a brother, and

glorious Gospel of the cross must always give enthusiasm not as a mere specimen in our collection of missionary

to our words, and I had no doubt that my friend had curiosities ; and if we view him thus we shall find him

felt in this the touch of a kindred spirit, and so had a brother indeed .

recognized me as a “ Bhakt." “ God created man in His own image, in the image of

But I have not quoted his words for their personal God created He him ," and we are not told that this

bearing, nor certainly as a sample of the reception our applies simply and solely to the Anglo -Saxon race ; the

words usually meet with , for devoutness is even rarer Hindu also is made in the image of God , and “ God is

amongst Hindus than amongst so -called Christians. love . " The realization of this I believe to be the basis

have quoted them as an illustration of the point of view of missionary work in India, for nowhere has this

which helps us by sympathy to understand each other. central feature of the character of God been more

My friend had regarded me as a brother, whereas I do strongly imprinted upon His creatures than in India.

not doubt the majority of my audience had regarded me Never wasthere a more affectionate and responsive

as a curiosity ; and the result had been that he had people. “ Prem , prem, prem : Hindusthan men prem

grasped much more of my spirit and meaning than they. sab hai,” “ Love, love, love : in India love is everything,"

It comes naturally to us to regard the Hindu as a were the words I used often to hear from Bal Mokand,

curiosity, and it is only from our Bibles we are taught one of my warmest-hearted Christian friends in India .

to regard him as our brother. To detect the falsity of This is founded on experience also.

the conclusions to which the former starting point might There have been few cases of conversion where

lead us, let me now spend a moment in reviewing the personal influence and love have not played aprominent

probable verdict come to by those in my audience whom part . There was a young Brahman converted about the

I may describe as the curiosity -hunters. time that I reached Allahabad , and I asked him what

They see in me simply “ a new Padri Sahib ," a par caused his conversion . “ I was surrounded by Christian

ticular specimen of the species “ Padri Sahib ,” itself a friends, and they prayed me into being a Christian " was

particular species of the genus " Sahib . " Everyone the substance of his reply.

knows " the Sahibs," the people who are their Rajahs, No doubt intellectual ability is a characteristic of the

the people so characteristic of this Iron Age, the people educated Hindu, who enjoys discussion on metaphysics

of unbounded wealth and luxury, combined with rest almost as keenly as the young Englishman enjoys his

less , rushing, mad activity ; always doing something fresh , game at cricket ; but it is an immense mistake to think

and seldom , if ever, reflecting upon what life really is ; that India's conversion depends upon an elaborate con

the people of hard, inflexible sternness and justice, who futation of Pantheism . If an English undergraduate is

force everyone to do their will ; the people of great beaten at cricket , he will doubtless respect the one who

pride , holding themselves aloof, who will not mix with beats him , perhaps with a trace of envy and rivalry ;

the Hindus, nor talk to them. and exactly the same is the effect when the Hindu is

The Padri Sahib too is well known as a sort of beaten at the game of argument. Conversion goes

“ Chota Sahib ” -little Sahib — a mitigated edition of the deeper than that. The real solid obstacles to most

other. He is less proud and wilful, less luxurious and young Hindus lie in their homes, their caste, their sur

unapproachable ; and yet possessing these characteristic roundings, and above and beyond all in their own

evils in a degree, though unquestionably useful for the unregenerate hearts. So the man who can win the

starting of schools and hospitals,and generally reputed Hindu for Christ is the man who can sympathize with

to be kind. The Padri Sahib is full of good works , but him in his difficulties, whether spiritual, social, moral or

still in the same unintelligible headstrong fashion, and is educational ; the man who can listen patiently to his

known by his unreasoning desire to impress his own grievances against the world in general and his college

religious views on other people, and his intolerance of professors inparticular ; who will discourse to him about

all worship which is not directed to his Christ. “ Chris the enchanted land beyond the water, which he knows

tians," this kind of Hindu writes, “ may or must enter as " wilayat,” - literally " abroad ,” i.e. , England - and

heaven through Him, but all need not do so. They can which the modern student is in danger of putting in a

enter heaven better through their respective saviours. higher place than “ Swarga ,” or heaven ; and who will

Christ is the Friend or Guru of the Europeans (West in general be a friend to him and try to help him to

erns) . . How silly it is to think otherwise .” This solve the difficult problem which life presents to him.

;
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TH

so

It is hard for us to enter into all his life . His family

TReviews.

life is all but closed to us by the seclusion of the Zenana,

even to speak of which toa stranger is almost to trans “ VILLAGE WORK IN INDIA : Pen PICTURES FROM A

gress the bounds of modesty. His so-called religion MISSIONARY'S EXPERIENCE . " BY NORMAN RUSSELL.

sits very lightly upon him , and consists of certain
Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier. 38. 6d .

Highlands of philosophic speculation which he has

HE intrinsic interest of this well-illustrated volume

and of the Lowlands of daily washings, repetitions and is enhanced by the fact that since its issue the

sacrifices which have come to be the most formal of all earthly service of its able and devoted author has

formalities. His real religion varies immensely, accord terminated . Mr. Russell , whose life seemed

ing to the closeness of his contact with Christianity, and necessary to the success of the missionary cause in

in general is a very strange conglomeration , with a basis Central India, died at Mhow on July roth . That his

of natural religion and certain Christian and Hindu decease at an early age will prove a serious loss in an

ideas thrown in . undermanned field , no one who reads the volume he

Perhaps some conception of this may be gained from has left behind can doubt. The book is freshly written ,

the following extracts from a letter written to me by a and full of interest from cover to cover. It throbs with

student on the death of his brother : - “ The whole the true missionary note of yearning over the sins and

family never (before) knew death. God was very much sorrows of the multitudes for whom the author gave his

pleased to grant us all property sufficient to discharge life. From the first chapter, in which he speaks of the

all duties to self and others. We wanted no more and one great impression that emerged from all the novelty

were quite content. The house was a palace to us. of India to a new comer, viz., the “ overpowering feeling

But now all is over, over. He is gone. His wife is a of the almost prodigality of human life , " to the closing

lifeless thing Life is now no life. Yet God's description , so painfully graphic , of the famine-stricken

will must be done. If a future world there is and God's people, there is not an uninteresting page in the volume.

government there reigns, as it surely does, it is our firm That Mr. Russell had a clear insight into the adapta

conviction that we shall be combined to him there. bility of the Christian Gospel tomeet theneeds of India's

There thephysical laws are not in force. Death is not millions is evident . He says : — “ The needs of the

known. We shall again constitute the same family, and Hindu, however, are not summed up in new ideals, new

live peacefully there, more peacefully than here. " views of God, sin , and man's relationship to God ; his

Here is the true heart " religion of a man whose greatest need,as the many abortive attempts at regenera

nominal belief was in transmigration, but who for six tion on the part of Indian reformers have shown , is

months had been a student of the New Testament. spiritual power - life - life as it is in Jesus Christ. And it

What had caused him to study it ? Simply the is the revelation of this life, the Gospel , which is the

brotherly love of a very unworthy messenger of Christ. power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth ,

I value very much the closing sentenceof this same for the Hindu as well as the Anglo -Saxon ."

letter : " I gave you this information and this account The obstacles arising from the mental attitude of the

because you have so much interest in me that I already native are not ignored : — “ In standing before an Indian

begin to feel you as an elder brother, and a member of audience , the missionary's first difficulty is with the

the family .” And this from a Brahman ! language. It is not a mere matter of grammar, though

Some may wonder how I can quote what seems too the Hindu lives largely in the subjunctive mood ; nor

sacred for publicity. It is in order that these Hindus yet of vocabulary , though the villager thinks and talks

may find in the readers of this article more brothers, in metaphors . For instance he does not speak of

and that they may be “ surrounded by Christian friends ‘ going for a walk ,' but of eating the air,' nor of

who will pray them into being Christians. "
repentance ,' but of catching his ear, ' and ' haste '

is expressed by such a phrase as breaking bread in

one place and taking drink in another. Even when

words and phrases have been learned , their content to

THE BARROWS - HASKELL LECTURES.-Dr. Cuthbert the European is often very different from the meaning

Hall, President of the Union Theological Seminary, they convey to the Hindu. Such terms as ' God,' sin,

New York , expects to arrive at Colombo early this righteousness,' ' holiness,' &c . , have an entirely dif

month , on his way to deliver the third course of lectures ferent significance to the missionary from his hearers,

on the Haskell Foundation . He will reach Calcutta and in using them their new content must be made

early in December, and Bombay in the latter part of plain . Again, such common Christian conceptions as

January, stopping at the larger cities between these two, justification, sanctification ,' and even conscience,

in accordance with the details arranged in consultation have no parallels in the Hindu mind.”

with committees in the various University centres. The The tact needed to deal wisely with cavillers is

general title of the lectures is “ Christian Belief Inter illustrated by the following incidents : - * On

preted by Christian Experience," and the sub-titles are occasion , in the middle of a Gospel talk , a man had

(I.) “ The Nature of Religion , ” (II.) “ The Christian persisted in the unprofitable but not uncommon ques

Idea of God and its Relation to Experience," ( III . ) tion , " Where did sin come from ? ' At last, turning on

“The Lord Jesus Christ the Supreme Manifestation of him , I said , “ What's that ? ' " Where did sin come

God,” ( IV.) “ The Sin of Man and the Sacrifice of from ; what is the origin of sin ? ' he repeated , looking

Christ Interpreted by Christian Experience,” (V. ) “ The round the audience with a self-satisfied leer, as if to say,

Ideas of Holiness and Immortality Interpreted by “ Now I have given the Padri-Sahib a poser . ' I did not

Christian Experience,” and (VI.) “ Reasons for Regard- attempt to answer : I knew the objection to be a stock

ing Christianity as the Absolute Religion ." question , and that he had his reply ready whatever I

one
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means

might have answered ; but, turning to the crowd, I solicitude. He travelled very extensively there and in

said : ' A certain man's house was on fire. Apparently adjacent parts, and by pen , practical advice, and close

unconscious of his danger, the householder was lying personal attention did much for that land . The Rev.

asleep inside. At no little risk to their lives his friends S. M. Zwemer described him at his death as the father

rushed in to drag him out, calling on him to save him of all Arabian missions." He further said , “ In the true

self. What was their surprise to hear him reply " I sense of the word , General F, T. Haig was the originator

have no desire to be saved ; I will not leave my bed of nearly every effort yet put forward to preach the

till I find out the origin of the fire . " What think you Gospel in this neglected country.” In addition to the

of such a man ?! Why, he's a fool , ' answered several narration of his travels contained in the main portion of

people at once. " Well then,' I replied , pointing to the the volume, there are in the appendices two valuable

interrupter, What do you think of this man ? We are papers of the General's, one on “The Evangelization of

in a world of sin , men all round us are dying of sin . Arabia," the other a “ Report of a Journey to the Red

But when I come to warn you and tell you of a way of Sea Ports, Somaliland, and Southern and Eastern

escape, this man, instead of heeding the message or Arabia. ” His interest, however, was by no

permitting others to heed, says he wants to know confined to this one field . He was, among other engage

nothing ofthe escape from sin till he has first found out its ments,a very active member of the North Africa Mission

origin . But the interrupter did notwait for their opinion , Council, and Chairman of the Irish Church Missions.

and I had the undivided attention of my audience while In many instances it is a mistake to publish memorials

I continued to tell them of the escape from sin .' only intended originally , as in this case, for the benefit of

" On another occasion a priest was defending idolatry private friends, but such is very far from being true

by the usual pantheistic contention that all things were here . The volume is most instructive and helpful. The

divine — therefore the image. I could not but feel that Rev. Gilbert Karney contributes a preface, in which he

with his intelligence, there was more of mercenary emphasizes General Haig's true catholicity. There is a

motive than faith in his profession , as I glanced over at frontispiece portrait.

the almost shapeless mass under the neighbouring arch

way, smeared with red paint and grease, and surrounded

WITH THE ARABS IN TENT AND Town . " By A.

with broken cocoanut shells an the scraps left by the FORDER. Marshall Brothers. 35. 6d .

village dogs . Picking up a stone from the roadside, I A rapid picture of some of Mr. Forder's enterprizes

asked him: ' Is this divine ? ' ' Yes, ' he replied , hesita and adventures will be found in the article with which

tingly , not quite seeing whither I was leading him . “ And
this issue opens. It may be taken as a sample of the

the rupee ' (which I had requested him to produce from volume before us, in which the whole story of his life in

a fold in his turban) , “ is that also divine ?' ' Oh , yes,' Moab and Edom, with the complete account of the first

he answered, not quite so reluctantly . “ Which, ' said Í, missionary journey into Arabia from the North, is given.

" contains the more divinity, the stone or the silver The author had spent many years in mission work in

rupee ? ' ' Oh , the stone, it is the larger. ' " Well , then , ' Kerak, the almost inaccessible capital of Moab, before

I replied, let us trade. ' But he did not." he undertook the special journey, the details of which

he has now made public, and from the very beginning

" MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF GENERAL F. T. Haig ."
his surroundings and experiences were of a wild and

BY HIS WIFE. Marshall Brothers. 35. 6d. oftentimes exceedingly dangerous character. There is

It is a noteworthy fact that the Church owes much to naturally a strong romantic flavour about the book. We

men holding His Majesty's Commission . This is not the may fairly describe it as one of thrilling interest. Mr.

place for discussing the reasons, but , as will be readily Forder went out, in 1891 , under the auspices of the

called to mind, the annals of Christian service furnish the Kerak Mission , but when the Turkish Government,

names of a large number of officers of prominent rank in in November of two years later , established , after

the British Army who have been devoted and humble many attempts, a garrison in Kerak, they closed the

soldiers of Jesus Christ, and actively associated with Mission School and put a stop to all medical work.

religious effort. General Haig's military life was all These circumstances and others led the Committee to.

spent in India, where he first served under another noble give the Mission over to the C.M.S. For three years

Christian officer, Col. (afterwards Sir) Arthur Cotton , Mr. Forder continued to work under the new manage

whose great irrigation scheme on the Godavery has proved ment, leaving at the end of that time because he could

soabundant a blessing to that part of the Empire. The not conscientiously conform to the Church of England.

influence of his chief was one of the most formative He carried with him , however, the highest of testi

brought to bear on him, and a close and life- long friend monials from the Secretary of the C.M.S. Palestine

ship, lasting over fifty years , sprang up between the two Mission. He was led to join the Christian and Mission

men, Indeed there became a relationship , for Mrs. ary Alliance, of New York, and after a visit to the

Haig is a sister of Lady Cotton's. At an early stage in United States returned to the Holy Land in 1898. The

his career Felix Haig had anxious thoughts of devoting first three attempts to enter Arabia failed ; the fourth

himself entirely to a missionary life, but after much and successful one is briefly outlined in Mr. Forder's

prayer was led to believe that his duty lay in the sketch in our pages, but we inost strongly urge our

Army, where he might serve God in the opportunities readers to procure the full narrative . Dangers and
which arose. It is interesting to record , however, deliverances only alluded to in the article are particularly

that there still lives an old man who, converted described in the volume, and wonderfully illustrate the

through his instrumentality , became an ordained native Providence which watched over Mr. Forder during his

missionary of the C.M.S. When General Haig retired hazardous tour. The illustrations are numerous, and some

from the Army in 1879 he gave all his energies to mission of them are of special interest. Mr. Forder, as ourreaders

work. Arabia especially was the object of his deep will be aware, is contemplating further work in Arabia.
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the dispensaries and hospitals to give a sympathetic

hearing to the teaching ; while famine relief and the

support of orphans contribute still further to commend

the message of the Gospel to the native mind. The

6 MISSIONARY MAGAZINE same may be affirmed in measure of industrial effort,

and emphatically, and without qualification , of the

Christ- like work of ministering to the spiritual and

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be
bodily needs of outcast and destitute lepers. It is

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL Nations, Exeter Hall , Strand , therefore in no spirit of disparagement of any of

London , W.C.
these branches of mission work, but with a cordial

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER JONES, recognition of their value, that we venture to utter

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
a word of warning, and to urge missionaries and

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in friends of Missions to keep " first things first ” ; in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. Jones.
obedience to the Master's charge to His earliest

evangelists , " as ye go - preach.” One of the many

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made

PUBLISHERS, MARSHALL BROS. , House, Paternoster discoveries made by a visitor to the Indian mission field

Row, E.C.
is how comparatively small a proportion of the time and

energy of the missionary is devoted to the direct work

of preaching the Gospel to the natives around him . So

far from this being his principal work, as the supporters

of Missions at home would gladly believe it to be , his

time and thought must of necessity be given largely to

other duties — though duties which it is admitted are

both important and inevitable. The pastoral care of

the Church already established ; the necessary services

The perusal of “ Village Work in India "_by the late in many stations for Europeans ; the supervision of

Rev. Norman Russell , of the Canadian Presbyterian schools, orphanages, or industrial work ; the erection of

Mission - suggests some important buildings ; the carrying on of correspondence, and the

A Call to questions as to the most effectual keeping of accounts ; the manifold claims on his time

First Principle . methods of evangelizing the three and temper as lawyer, banker, doctor, and in many

hundred millions of our great Depen- instances almost " father and mother ” to converts and

dency. In the course of his graphic and animated enquirers — how much margin , it may well be asked , do

narrative - which is reviewed in another column - this these multifarious claims leave for what should be the

capable young missionary bears repeated testimony to primary concern of the missionary, viz. , the winning of

the value of even the occasional proclamation of the souls by the direct preaching of the Gospel to the

Gospel from village to village . That this must ever be heathen ? It may be contended that by means of the

the principal plank in the missionary platform seems too native workers—whose training and equipment is an

obvious at first sight to need affirmation . Yet the very important part of his work not already named—the

multiplicity of missionary methods constitutes a danger European missionary is evangelizing the heathen . This

that the primary and apostolic method may be un is no doubt true in measure , and if only these native

consciously minimized , and other agencies, both legiti- agents were sufficient in quantity and thoroughly

mate and laudable in themselves, absorb energies which efficient in quality, the solution of the problem would

might otherwise be employed in direct and aggressive be in sight. But how many stations are fully supplied

evangelism . The advocates of educational work in the with catechists, evangelists and teachers , and how many

mission field are many and able , and can establish a missionaries are satisfied, or nearly satisfied , with the

strong case for imparting both to children and young present standard of spiritual and mental attainment

men the highest possible degree both of secular and among their native helpers ? One or two possible

religious instruction . The labour of the medical solutions of the difficulty indicated will be the subject

missionary, presenting as it does the practical aspect of a future article. In the meantime correspondence on

of Christianity, predisposes the patients who throng to this important topic is invited .
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Murray's School forfor the

Blind, Peking.

I

are as

from the poorest classes—men and women who have to

work hard to earn a very bare living, and who conse

quently cannot possibly devote the long time necessary

to learn to read. It is to these, the great multitude of

By Miss C. F. GORDON -CUMMING , the poor, that Mr. W. Hill Murray has been enabled to

offer the priceless boon of a system of such very easy

T is just about fifty years since, by a sad accident in a characters that the most ignorant who choose to try can

saw -mill at Glasgow , little Willie Hill Murray's left learn to read and write well in less than three months ;

arm was torn off ; and thus , when only nine years of and are then able to return to their own villages and,

age , the poor lad was disabled from following his not only read to others, but also teach them to read for

father's occupation . Doubtless this fact led him to be themselves from books printed for them by blind men

a more earnest schoolboy, and subsequently he became in Mr. Murray's School.

a very steady young postman, tramping eighteen miles It sounds like a fairy tale to hear that a poor crippled

daily while carrying Her working-man should go from

Majesty's mails on his poor Scotland as a humble street

crippled shoulder ; but be bookseller, and there first

guiling the tedium of the discover the possibility of

long daily walk by the study
teaching blind men and

of either his Hebrew or
women to read and write,

Greek Testament, and by and afterwards prove that

quiet prayer for direction as the same easy system could

to his true life -work. be adapted for the use of

Presently he realized that sighted persons, and that the

this was to lie in some form blind could be employed as

of mission work, so he applied
printers and teachers. But

to the National Bible Society fact is often stranger than

of Scotland for employment fiction, and never was there

as a Bible Colporteur, and a better example of this than

for seven years did excellent in the development of these .

service by selling portions of inventions, which

the Scriptures in their own suredly destined to prove of

languages to the sailors on the utmost importance in the

board foreign ships in the evangelization of China by

Clyde. the Chinese .

He was thence sent to
truly great works, they are

North China to endeavour remarkable for their sim

there to create a demand for plicity.

our Sacred Book. In the
From his boyhood, Mr.

first place he had to master Murray hasalways looked to

the very difficult language, God for His direct guiding

and also to learn to read the at every step ; and so when ,

written character, which is
to his amazement, a blind

so exceedingly complex that Chinaman occasionally came

not more than five per cent. to him , wishing to buy a

of the men and one in two copy of the foreign Book he

hundred of the women ever was selling, in the hope that

do learn to read . This great some day someone would

difficulty arises from thelack
read it to him, he was filled

of one of the blessings which with a great longing to teachTHE REV, W. HILL MURRAY.

we, in our favoured land, the blind in China to read for

accept without a thought
(From a photograph by T. F. McFarlane, Crieff, N.B.)

themselves, as they do in our

namely, the possession of our own country. He knew

simple alphabet, whereby our children learn to read ere Moon's system of raised letters, and found it impossible to

leaving the nursery. As the Chinese have no alphabet, adapt them to a language which has no alphabet. For

they have devisedan incredible variety of ideographs, eight years he patiently persevered in tryingmanydevices ,

the writing of an idea to represent every sound and none of which proved satisfactory. At last a lady came

every combination of sounds in the language. Of these from England to teach a little blind Scotch child to read

it is absolutely necessary to recognize, at sight, 4,000 in by the system of embossed dots invented by Dr. Braille ,

order to read a simple book , and it takes the average a blind Frenchman . These dots represent our A BC,

Chinaman about six years to acquire this knowledge. and Mr. Murray saw that it was indeed an admirable

Hence a very small proportion only of the people attain system for a country possessing an alphabet , but as

such an education , and these are all of the leisured China has none, how could he adapt it for his purpose ?

classes. After much thought and prayer, he was led to make

But, as of old the Jews asked in derision, " Have any the dots represent numerals — 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 , 6 , 7, 8, 9 , and

of the rulers of the people believed on Christ ? ” so in 0. Then he counted the number of sounds really used

China to-day all Christian converts have been gathered in the Mandarin Chinese, as spoken at Peking, which is

Like many
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age, and who, when once instructed in the arts of

PL , 44 ; r - 7--7--7-7-11 - re reading, writing, and playing the concertina, gladly

Thus the

si Lošjádrh - i'l ' -'L- ?, school for blind women was commenced,and already

07 ; L - 17 'rec - i CL

has been far -reaching in its influence for good.

All this was work for the blind , and very valuable,

vdrid-77 ,sippi ith - í .710 -ct but it was only a stepping-stone to a more important

!! TIPL - 'n - ir -is, 117 ,tir - it ; of the human race. After the lapse of some years,

Zirier - Torby , thirriperL - i entreating him to invent some method by which they

Soos .
might learn to read as easily as blind people were

then learning , instead of being left to struggle vainly

with the bewildering Chinese ideographs. At first

The LORD'S PRAYER IN THE NUMERAL TYPE . he despaired of being able to help them , but after

earnest prayer, the thought was suddenly flashed

the recognized standard for the many dialects used by into his mind, " Take the same system that you use for

about 318,000,000 persons who talk Mandarin Chinese.
blind persons, but instead of embossing dots, use

He found that there were only 308 sounds, so he wrote straight, black lines to connect the dots !”. Thus two

them out with a numeral under each sound, and he only dots becomeone black line , three dots make an angle ,

embosses the numeral , the blind reader at once uttering four dots a square, and in that way you produce the

the corresponding sound. Very anxiously he got simplest possible series of geometric formsrepresenting

together four poor blind beggars and commenced the numerals, and, strange to say, both geometric forms

task of teaching them ; and great was his joy when in and numerals are held in reverence by the Chinese.

less than three months he found that they could each Mr. Murray got these forms made in raised metal

read and write fluently. printing -type, and gave it to his blind men , who were

It was at this point that my personal interest was alreadyembossing books for themselves. They felt the

aroused in Mr. Murray and his work. I had for twelve type, and at once recognised it as being their own

years been travelling far and wide over this wonderful symbol. But they asked why it was represented by

world, and after a very interesting time in South China, lines instead of dots ? “ Because ,” said Mr. Murray,

I had actually taken my homeward ticket as far as "you blind people are henceforth to print books for

California, when, for some inexplicable reason , all my sighted people , and you shall teach them how to read .”

friends in Shanghai became so determined that I must could any more singular inversion of ordinary methods

visit Peking, that at last , much against my own inclina be conceived ? Very soon the blind men had printed

tion , I cancelled my ticket to California, and started on the Gospels in numeral type for the sighted , and a class

the long expensive journey to Peking. There, strange to of very poor Christians had been induced by a small

say , I was met by a messenger from the Medical Mission daily gift of money to humour what they very naturally

inviting me to visit the parents of the little blind Scotch supposed to be a sad proof that the foreign bookseller

girl , who lost no time in making me acquainted with had lost his reason . But greatly to their own amaze

Mr. W. Hill Murray, and the four first blind Chinamen ment, in less than six weeks they each found that they

ever taught , my hosts taking care to impress on me the really could read and write with great facility and

wonderful fact that three months previously

these had all been poor ignorant street

beggars.

Such was the small beginning of this great

work, which for several years longer was left

to develop little by little by the self-denial

of the working street bookseller, who con

trived to lodge, feed, and clothe a con

siderable number of blind pupils on the small

salary which was intended to suffice only for

his own maintenance. During this time

many most interesting details occurred , such

as Mr. Murray's adaptation of the same

system to represent music , his training his

blind men to be organists for several mission

chapels, his saving of several blind boys

whose unnatural parents had thrown them

into foul pools to drown, merely because

they had become blind. These little lads

became valuable Scripture readers in the

hospital, and one of them actually taught

a blind woman , who could not possibly have

been taught by Mr. Murray himself, or any

other man, but who might correctly be

taught by a small boy under eight years of MR. MURRAY'S FIRST CLASS OF BLIND MEN AND Boys,

-
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pleasure, and they came to tell their benefactor that

they could no longer accept his monetary inducement .

Soon afterwards, Hannah, the most capable of the

blind women, was invited to teach a whole class of

Christian farm women, and in less than three months every
C.M.S. Hotes

woman returned to her own village able to read for her

self, and also to teach her neighbours to read from the

copies of the Gospels which she carried with her .

Of course , like every other great invention , this was

met at the outset by violent opposition , but only from

men so steeped in prejudice that they refused to give the

new system a trial . One by one , missionaries working
HE C.M.S. Layworkers' Union commenced its

in widely distant provinces found courage to do so , and

these without exception extol it as affording by far the C.M.S. House. This will be the 21st Session of the

best solution of the difficult problem of how to enable
Union's existence as an auxiliary to the C.M.S.

the converts in Mandarin -speaking provinces to read the

Holy Scriptures for themselves. Little by little the good In the Gleaner for November, the Rev. J. D. Aitken

work took firmer root , and sent forth branches in many writing from Lokoja, at the confluence of the Rivers

directions, radiating from Peking, where Mr. Hill
Niger and Binue , thus emphasizes the greatness of the

Murray's Schools and Printing Works were established
need for missionaries in that part of the world :

on a seemingly firm foundation, when alas ! the terrible
" From my house I can walk straight away, until I have

Boxer effort to drive all foreigners from China broke out . walked the whole length of England and Scotland combined

The civic authorities warned Mr. Murray that his pre five times, before I could see another missionary , and if I then

sence would ensure the massacre of his blind pupils, but saw one he would be in a ship going to Uganda."

they promised that if he would take refuge in the British

Legation, they would guard his Schools. Having no
The Secretaries of the C.M.S. draw attention to the

option , he consented to do so, his wife and children large stock of lantern slides which the Society now pos

having already escaped in two parties with the loss of sesses . These slides , numbering over 4,000 , receive

all save life. Mr. Murray himself endured all the horrors constant additions and are kept well up to date . They

of the nine weeks' siege, and when relief came he
are issued in sets, containingfrom thirty to forty slides

hastened to seek for his beloved blind men and women , each , with suitable hymns, and they illustrate the work

he found only blackened ashes to mark where his beauti
in all the Mission Fields of the Society. Each set is

ful Schools had stood, forming as they did the funeral accompanied by a full typewritten lecture, prepared in

pyre for his poor martyred pupils.
most cases by a missionary from the particular portion

Other foreigners who could by any means leave China,
of the field illustrated . A full catalogue will gladly be

to secure a period ofsorely -needed change of scene,
did sent on receipt of application to the Society.

so , but Mr. Murray felt that it was impossible for him

to get away till he had made careful search for possible
The Rev. C. B. Clarke, Principal of the C.M.S. High

survivors . After months of patient waiting his quest
School , Calcutta , sends home a cutting from the Indian

was rewarded , as one by one half- a-dozen men and boys
Daily News of August 23rd , entitled “ Football in Cal

returned, and brought some new pupils. He also cutta . ” From this we learn that the boys of the Christian

ascertained that several had safely reached
boarding school, after a spirited contest with the Mad

their homes in far distant villages, two having actually
rassah (Mohammedan) team , have won the Elliott Shield

travelled three hundred miles, through a country full of
-a much -coveted trophy of native students. “ This ,”

enemies. remarks the News, “ is the second time that the plucky

Although Mr. Murray was suffering excruciating being
in 1900. The success ofour Christianlads is

, for

C.M.S. boys have won this shield ” —the last occasion

agony in his head for several months, he remained in

Peking till he had re-established his blind men in new
those whocan read between the lines , another and signifi

premises, and so far re-organized his work that the first
cant proof of the power of God's grace to keep His

book printed in Peking since the Reign of Terror has
children " outwardly in their bodies."

been the Gospel of St. John-the Gospel of Love
Mrs. E. W. Doulton , who is assisting in dispensary

printed for sighted persons by blind survivors of the

work at Ibwijili , in the Ugogo country , writes :
massacre in the easy characters invented by himself.

Then he utterly broke down, and the doctors at Peking
“ I joined my husband at this place in August, 1901, and

despatched him to London for the best medical advice.
very soon after, owing to the kindness of Dr. Baxter in letring

me have a few drugs, &c. , I was able to help some of those

Alas ! it was found that the prolonged over- tension had
who came daily begging for medicine. It was in those early

resulted in total loss of sight in his right eye , and serious days that a herd-boy was brought who had been badly mauled

injury to the left. It is, however, hoped that the latter by a leopard ; his 'scalp was torn away, and he had several

may recover as his general constitution regains strength , bites and scratches as well. Owing to his having come at

and that he may be able next Spring to return to Peking,
once for treatment, I am glad to say he made a splendid

there to resume his loved work.
recovery. Hearing of this, ancther man was brought a few

The development of this Mission is entirely dependent

days after, suffering from spear -wounds in one of his legs ; he

had been under native treatment ( ?). The result can be better

on voluntary offerings, and any gifts in aid will be
imagined than described, but he, too, made a good recovery.

gratefully received by Miss C.' F. Gordon -Cumming, These and other cases all helped us to gain the confidence of

College House, Crieff , N.B. , or by Mr. W. Roger Jones, the people."

21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand, W.C.
A LAYWORKER.

more
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On the Watch Tower. known traveller and administrator, describes “ An African

Equipment," with details as to tents, mosquito protection,

* Messages to the Churches. - We publish this month two clothing, European provisions , &c . Someof the principal

further Messages, for which we are much indebted to the outfitters have also been interviewed , and , under the title

esteemed authors . As, however, Prebendary Webb of “ Specialists in Clothing," their goods are noted and

Peploe's caligraphy is perhaps a little difficult of decipher- recommended. A paper on an obviously useful topic is

ment, weappend a copy of his Message in type, that it that by Mrs. C. F. 'Harford on “ Simple Hints on Cook

may lose none of its force and value . It runs : - “ June ing for Travellers and Missionaries." Mr. L. H. Nott,

6th , 1902. 25 , Onslow Gardens, S.W. From the Rev. late Lieutenant , York and Lancaster Regiment, and mis

Preby. Webb-Peploe.
· Go

ye into all the world ' (St. sionary of the C.M.S. on the Niger, supplies hints as to

Mark xvi . 15 ) — And as ye go , preach : (St. Matt. x . 7.) “ Feeding Arrangements on the March .” The founder

These were theever repeated commands of the Lord, and editor of this serviceable journal - published at six

from the time that He commenced His ministry , until pence-is Dr. C. F. Harford , Principal of Livingstone

He was taken up into Heaven . The same commands College, Knott's Green , Leyton , E. It can be obtained

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.

*Yune baigor
28, Tu Hour face la

Lin
The twine to w

foquitesudo Alu er forpunt

Then you thefruitputad cumhachand

the loss plan af inhi fare . Pre dosare chmugle

Few the line totdi Cituel dashuri illay siz

Anese upust sain you, un an prinsite

fundumise tebeuz Tally tapety na

Turtiair ke Teh Tal. Atn 20.ok .

Ah te th Shuel Chitthu foundel

7 ta shoe God the then hunfakta

Thymytte hos Csalu Inti tiny be fuck

dle a perfetta

cuk kthez au lit

How T.43441

beding

VII. — THE REV. PREBENDARY WEBB -PEPLOE , M.A.*

were repeated again and again during the times ofthe fromthe Secretary of the Travellers ' Health Bureau,at

Apostles,-Arise and go ' being the key thought of New the College.

Testament . (See Acts viii. 26 ; ix . 6, 11 ; X. 20, etc.)
The Zenana . - We have just received a copy of the

On this the Church of Christ was founded ; by this alone
ninth annual volume of The Zenana ; or Woman's Work

can she show herself alive and obedient ; through this
in India , the monthly magazine of the Zenana, Bible ,

alone can her Lord's glory be secured . Who then can
and Medical Mission . The work of this Society is a

dare to stand idle or neglect this great charge when
most admirable one, and is well chronicled in thepages

Heaven and earth alike are waiting for our obedience ? '
of our contemporary . There is a plentiful supplyof

(St. Luke xii . 43 , 44.) '
illustrations , and the volume is strongly bound in

Climate . — This excellent quarterly, founded as an out bevelled boards. At the price of 2s. 6d. it is published

come of the work of Livingstone College , is full of most at the offices of the Mission , 2 , Adelphi Terrace ,

valuable information to missionaries and travellers gener London, W.C.

ally . The articles are popular in style , and practical.

Among the contents of the current number is an interview

with Dr. H. White, C.M.S.missionary at Yezd, on “ Life PERSIAN KITTENS. — For sale in aid of Dr. and Mrs.

and Travel in Persia ,” giving particulars of food supply, Lechmere Taylor's medical work, and Rev. T. Grahame

health conditions, malaria and other matters. Another Bailey's village mission — both in the Punjab. Apply to

interview , with Sir Harry H. Johnston , K.C.B. , the well Mrs. W. C. Bailey, 17, Greenhill Place , Edinburgh .
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We ought to pray a great deal nuste

than

for the Leather for mission

arier , and
for convert
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There will be more cycles of
.

blessing , where there are nuore

prayer
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ten women-besides four babies. Some of the lepers

are in very advanced stages, and I shall never forget my

'HE Leper Asylum at , Mandla District , first sight of them. How repulsive and awful they

C.P., India, was erected by contributions from looked ! I can understand the Saviour having such

our Million Farthing Fund , and is supported by M.P.A. compassion upon the lepers. Then we have some

members. It is practically one of “ our own
* M.P.A. young men and women who are only in the first stages

Asylums, the others being Mungeli and Ludhiana. Our of the disease. These I get to help bandage the others,

members will therefore read with special interest the and therefore call them my doctors .'

following letter from Mr. J. L. Wakeling , whose sym " But my special object in writing now is to tell you

pathy for the lepers was first awakened through Mr. about a most impressive time we had last Thursday,

Albert Pemberton , the indefatigable Hon . Secretary of August 28th , when eleven lepers and an untainted son

the Leicester branch of the Mission to Lepers and the of a leper were admitted into the visible Church of

M.P.A. In his term of training in the C.M.S. Institute
Christ by baptism .

at Clapham , the influence of the Principal, the Rev. F. “ After a long preparation, and many requests for
E. Middleton, must have deepened Mr. Wakeling's baptism , they were examined by Mr. Price . Some

interest in the work of the Mission to Lepers, Mr. proved unsatisfactory, not being able to answer any

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.

ne ole

ىم

?

Thomas Thungers,

za

VIII .-PASTOR THOMAS SPURGEON ,

Middleton being the local Secretary of the Clapham questions, but they came again the following week, and

Auxiliary of the Society . asked to be heard again ; they said they were very

It seems but the other day that Mr. Wakeling told us nervous last week, and could not say anything. This

that he hoped to be placed where he could engage in time, with their teacher sitting with them to encourage

work among the lepers, and his letter shows how them , they answered all that was asked, and proved

rapidly and completely his desire has been granted . quite satisfactory. So at 6 p.m. last Thursday, as the

Mr. Wakeling writes as follows : sun was setting, and the Orphanage children had

Through Mr. Pemberton's influence I got to love returned from their field work, we all assembled in the

the lepers before I came out, and always hoped to be Leper Church , which has recently been made strong

located where I should be able to help them, so I was and durable -- it is only a thatched roof, supported on

delighted to find an Asylum at Patpara, and have, from brick pillars, with a concrete floor now ; we have no

the first, taken the greatest interest in its inmates. walls. We had our native band of drums and cymbals

" I go every Sunday to their service, and though I to help in the singing of the ‘ Bhajans,' which these

cannot speak Hindi much at present , I always try and people are so fond of. The hearty responses assured

say a few words, besides singing hymns and reading to us of the reality of the confession of Christ they were

them. A short time ago , the Rev. E. D. Price , who is making, and as they were baptized , each taking a new

in charge here, gave the medical care of the lepers over Christian name, they went over and sat with the other

to me, and now I have the joy of going several times a Christians. The service was beautifully simple and

week with fresh bandages and dressings, and of seeing most impressive , and as the darkness closed upon us we

all their poor sores cleaned and dressed . came away with happy thoughts of a service long

“We have twenty - five lepers here - fifteen men and looked forward to , and long to be remembered by our
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INDEBTED TO THEM .

lepers . Now all are baptized save one, who will be barks, and see what you owe to heathen lands. In the

ready before long . business world no man liveth to himself. A famine at

“ Should this account find its way to the readers of the Antipodes changes stock in Wall Street . The occu

your magazine, may ask for the prayers of all , that pation of the New Hebrides by missionaries lowered

these lepers may grow in grace , and prove Him to be a quotations on arrowroot . Livingstone's last journey

real Keeper and Friend Whom they have found as a opened half a million markets for piece-goods. The

Saviour ? value of exports and imports of Hawaii for a single year

“ May I offer a suggestion to any who are wishing to are twelve times as much as the total sum spent from

help the lepers ? Lepers are always needing bandages. the beginning until the end by foreign missionaries in

I have made some by tearing up old sheets which have evangelizing and civilizing its people. War destroys

been given to me ; I tear and roll betweentwenty -five markets, and has closed more open doors than opened

and thirty bandages from one sheet . Will friends, closed ones. But the missionary is the pioneer of com

therefore, save their old sheets and make bandages for merce and the herald of civilization . If you want a

the lepers ? ” wider market send out more missionaries. The man

[Any readers willing to supply bandages may address
who reads a primer wants a shirt and his wife a broom.

them to The Missionary Pence Association, Exeter
Uganda will soon import American carpet-sweepers. It

Hail , Strand, W.C. - EDs.]
ought not to take a business man long to see that

Missions pay , even in the lowest sense of the word.

Now while you profit by this world-market you can

not hide from yourself the fact thatmuch of this wealth

What Business has a costs the lives of men for whom Christ died , and that

they have died practically in your service , never having

heard . Here lies a great responsi

SMissions ?

world that they have a stake in the greatest business

enterprize and the most stupendous Trust of the

By Rev. S. M. ZWEMER, D.D.
twentieth century - Foreign Missions .

II .-FOREIGN MISSIONS NEED YOU, BECAUSE YOU ARE

1.-YOUR BUSINESS IS CONNECTED WITH FOREIGN A BUSINESS MAN. When the world was half asleep and

MISSIONS, AND YOU ARE This is wholly drowsy, in the Middle Ages, monks were mission

true whether you are a Christian or not , and whether aries. Now it is daybreak everywhere and monks are

you believe in converting the heathen or consider the out-of-date. We want business men for the business.

enterprize Quixotic and hopeless . Whatever branch of There are certain words of David, oft quoted , about

finance or trade you are engaged in , I challenge you to the King's business requiring haste. They were a lie to

read up its history, and you will find yourself face to face begin with, and , as applied to Christ's Kingdom are only

with Foreign Missions. There are no banks or drafts in partly true and wholly inadequate . The King's business

heathendom . There is no partnership in Mohammedan requires a great many things more imperatively than

lands , for no one trusts his neighbour. The history of haste. His work requires the very qualities in its servant

architecture, drainage , and transportation all land you in whichyou possess, if you are a successful business

the story of mediæval Missions. Modern commerce is man . Capital, caution, confidence, attention, application ,

the fruit of Christianity no less than modern civilization . accuracy , method, punctuality, dispatch-these are the

The fact that London and New York , and not Pekin or elements for efficient conduct of business of any sort.

Constantinople , are the financial pillars of the world , is They are the very elements that have built up theworld

due to Columba and Augustine. Peschel, the great to-day, rejuvenate the business at the old stand of

geographer, said : “Geography, commerce, and the Foreign Missions.

spread of the Christian religion have, singularly enough, This business of Foreign Missions is sorely in need of

a common history. " Missions not only promote but less criticism and more capital. You can supply it. It

create commerce . Ipecac, and quinine, and india -rubber is acknowledged on the best authority to be the most

were discovered by missionaries ; the first steamships on paying investment in the world . Ten thousand per cent.

African lakes were built for Missions ; ploughs were first (or an hundred fold) is guaranteed ; and has been paid

sold in Turkey by American missionaries ; Yankee clocks to investors again and again . The enterprize of carrying

have followed Yankee school-teachers from China to the Gospel to every creature is older, has more branch

Peru. offices, and covers a wider territory than the Standard

You owe a debt to Foreign Missions as a business Oil Company, and furnishes better light and warmth to

man. The heathen have a claim on you at least six days humanity. Why are business men afraid to sink capital

a week. Some of the indispensables of your lunch and in this Divine Trust ? But it is more than mere capital

the comforts of your home are the result of heathen that the business needs . Foreign Missions need you,

labour . And no modern business man denies that he yourself. A business enterprize needs business men to

owes a duty to his employees . Many of your costly direct it, to extend it , and to carry it on . Some of the

imports are brought to the wharves by heathen slave most successful Missions were inaugurated by laymen or

labour. Who gathered and dried the tea in India, business men. There is to-day a wider and louder call

Ceylon , and China ? Who toiled at the looms in Persia for consecrated business men in the Foreign Mission

and Afghanistan to fill your tapestry department ? Did field than there ever was before. The whole problem

the negroes who carried your ivory to the coast ever of industrial Missions, which lies back of that other pro

hear of your Saviour ? If you are in the drug or grocery blem of obtaining a self -supporting native church, will

trade look down the list of oils, balsams, gums, and have to be solved by men of business. - Slightly abridged .
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THE

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION

AND INFORMATION BUREAU.

-64

of view becomes the children of God. The mere

accident of birth often decides what community we

worship with , the blessing of the New Birth should

enable us to realize our membership of that one

Catholic Church which is the only one against which the

gates of hell shall not prevail. The poet of " In

Memoriam ” may have had these failings of our poor

mortality in mind when he wrote :--

“ Our little systems have their day,

They have their day and cease to be,

They are but broken lights of Thee . "

OFFICES - Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand ,

London , W.C.

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS.

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, Esq .

Secretary - WM. ROGER JONES.

MOTTO—“ Every Little Helps. " BASIS— “ Carey's Weekly Penny."

OBJECT:

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World.

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

a

The Late Norman Russell.

The early death of the Rev. Norman Russell removes

very valuable and

promising worker of

the Canadian Presby

terian Mission . It

should be a message

to all of us to “ work

while it is called to

day."

MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulusit has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over 618,000 has been collected. Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 63.009 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of All Nations, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred .

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the Missionary

Pence Association . Subscription , ONE PENNY A WEEK, Please write for a

card of membership .

Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions .

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prospectus.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A.

issues " Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting cards for any Mission you may
choose . A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible-woman , orphan, or Leper child.

MR. and Mrs. ROBERT

STEVEN left for Casa

Sailings.

blanca, Mo

rocco, on

the 16th ult . Our col

lectors found to 14 for

their passage.
Miss

EMILY BAYLY left

London on the 21st THE LATE REV. NORMAN Russell.

for Neemuch , taking (Author of " Village Work in India ." )

some tokens of our

practical sympathy in gifts for her Famine orphans ,

outfit, &c .

(ID.D.El.

1News and

'Hotes.

Miss Ellen Pash and Miss JEAN PERRY have

received a warm welcome from their orphans in the

Arrivals.
Protestant Home for Destitute Chil

dren , Seoul , Korea . Our M.P.A. has

spent £238 on this Mission, and has a debt of £20 still

to repay.

Our Victoria Gospel Press friends announce their safe

arrival at Buenos Ayres on Sept. 3rd , and desire us to

The political struggle thank the collectors who so energetically raised over

over the Education Bill £ 100 entirely in weekly pence towards their passages.

has once again in this densely populated Roman Catholic country there

Is Christ emphasized are many largetowns without a single missionary, and,

Divided ? " the unhappy judging from the blessing attending a similar effort in

divisions ” of Mexico, we feel justified in assuring the shareholders

the Church, which we ali ( collectors) that the initials of the mission may

deplore but so few combat. The work at home and remind them that Mr. Hodge and his companions

the extension of the Kingdom abroad are both will require Very Great Patience in dealing with a

crippled by these narrow views of our standing priest - ridden people, and Very Generous Prayerful

in Christ Jesus. A more lively faith , a greater support, as they have barely enough to supply their

desire to know the mind of God, a fuller realiza- present needs. They already call for our Very Glad Praise

tion of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit , would that the Lord has gone before them and made some

enable us to view men and things as He views them . crooked places straight, and inclined a generous sup

Every Christian will then be regarded as a brother in porter of our Bureau to give them £ 100 for a sorely

Christ. Of what use is ittodeplore the evils caused by needed gasengine. Not only has theMission, in reliance

the tyranny of caste in India,when we ourselves are upon the Holy Spirit's guidance , a Very Good Promise of

shackled by the shibboleths of sect ? This breadth success , which will most undoubtedly give Romanism
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a good shaking, but as sharers in their enterprize we Permit me once again to encourage our friends to

shall one and all enjoy Very Genuine Profits. make a special effort to gain one of the prizes offered to

those who assist to make this paper

Our Own better known , and therefore more

DURING the month we have been invited to find
Magazine. useful to the cause of missions gener

passage money for one of our collectors called to Brazil ally. Wegive full value for the penny

an industrial missionary ; for a
charged, and quite apart from higher considerations,

Applications. helper for Mr. and Mrs. Webb, of
our effort to brighten missionary journalism deserves

Sousse, Tunisia ; to send a typewriter support.

to Jerusalem ; a bicycle to Jhansi, India ; and £20 to

enable Miss Sainz , aconverted Spanish lady, to resume

work in Madrid.

as

Men Roger
Jones

But these are only minor needs compared with the

fact that we shall require between now and the end of

December the sum of over £ 400 to

Our M.P.A. meet all the expenses of supporting

Leper the present inmates at Patpara

Asylums. (C.M.S.) , Mungeli , and Ludhiana, the

three M.P.A. Victoria Memorial Leper

Asylums. Will our readers pray that a blessing may

attend our special effort to meet our liabilities ?

Missionary Pence Association,

Rooms 21 and 22 ,

Exeter Hall,

Strand , London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western .

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

this periodical.

.

£ 5 ;

£ 1 ;1 1

0

66

...

1

1 1

...

y !

0

1

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence

Association from August 13th to October

16th , 1902 .

£ s. d.
For the Societies. Balaghat Mission ( for Mr.

£ s. d. Smith ) 0 13 3

Church Missionary Society ... 1 1 1 Do.(for support of 'Gannu ') 0 13 0

Do. ( for Medical Missions) 0 1 Mr. Musa Bhai s Indian Fund 12

Do. (for Training expenses ) 2 3 g Miss Bowyer (Jerusalem ) 0 8 3

Do Not Say " Fund ... 1 0 0 Rev. A. Forder's Work among

Baptist Missionary Society... i 5 0
Arabs 1 16 1

Do (for Mrs. Couling, Protestant Orphanage(Seoul,

Ching - chou Fu ) 0 8 8 Korea ) 3 14 8

London Missionary Society ... 2 16 2 Dr. Edith Brown (Medical

Do. ( for Rev. H. Wills) 02 2 School. Ludhiana ) 1 10 0

Do. ( for Dr Griffith John ) 1 0 Mr. F. Cook (Orlebar Mission ,

Do (for Native Teachers' Coonoor) 08 1

support ) 2 18 5 Miss Warr( Nan -chang Fu,

Missionary Bureau Funds 3 13 6 China ) 8 0 2

Baptist Zenana Missionary Gospel Work in Straits Set

tlements ( Grant , ... 3 17
Society (Miss Aldridge) 1 100

0

Church of England Zenana Do. (Greenwich ) 0 7 11

Missionary Society 2 15 3 Mr. Tilden Eldridge ( Borneo) 0 10 10

“ Regions Beyond " Mission Anglo - Indian Evangelization

ary Union ... 4 2 3 Society 1

Moravian Missionary Society 0 10 0 Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

Wesleyan Missionary Society 1 Lumpor 1 5 2

Zenalia Bible and Medical Bethel Santhal Mission 111 9

Mission 0 5 6 Miss E. Bayly Neemuch ,

Do. (Widows' Home, India ) 5 0 0

Ranigiri) 0 6 0
Lala Musa Medical Mission ... JO

Dumaria M ssion 11 16 11

Europe. Do. (for Furlough Fund ) ... 1 9

Bull Ring Mission , Madrid
Mr. W. J. Campbell (Salmast ,

Lake Van ) 19 4 0
(Miss Leake ) 0 19

Kurku and Central Hill
Dunkirk Sailors' Rest 0 14 7

Mission 0 10 0
Pastor Rohrbach ( Berlin ) 0 8 8

Antwerp Sailors ' Rest
Nepaul Mission ( Mr. Innes0 3 3

Mr.W.McIntosh (Valladolid) i ii
Wright) 0 5 0

2

Mr. W. Dod (Marin , Spain )... 0 5 0 Sua -Bue ( Presbyterian Mis

Thonon Mission sion ) 6 4
(Savoy, Central Asian Pioneer Mis

France) 0 6 6
1 12 6

For support of * Rose," Chinese Blind Miss GordonEvian -les -Bains 0 7 5
Cumming) ... 0 10

Asia. Tai-yuen Fu Medical Mission 0 17 5
Tibetan Pioneer Mission 2 2 1

China Inland Mission 7 6 1

China Inland Mission (for Africa .

Chen- chou Fu ) Nyassa Industrial Mission ... 4 5 11
China Inland Mission ( for Mr. A. Carr, Sailors ' Rest,

Miss Richardson )... 3 13 9 Las Palmas 0 16 1

China Inland Mission ( for Mrs. Lewis ( Sierra Leone ) 1 1
Mrs. Best)

8 Mr. R. Steven ( Casablanca,

China Inland Mission (for Morocco ) 5 6 11
Edward Smith ) 0 11 11 Mrs.

Christopher (Upper
China Inland Mission (for Congo 3 17 0

D. G. Harding ! 0 18 8 Miss Coote's Work among
Abor Pioneer Mission 12 4 Coloured Girls 5 0

Balaghat Mission (Mr. J. North Africa Mission ( for Mr.

Lampard ) 07 7 Percy Smith ) 1 3 7

s. d.

North Africa Mission ( for

Miss Orchard ) 0 10 0

Do (for Miss Jennings) 0 10 0

South Africa General Mission 0 2 2

Do. (for Lulwe) 1 l 8

Do. (for Swazieland, Mr.

Gale ) 5 5 0

Mr. Geo. Wilkerson (Mata

beleland ) 2 18 4

Mr. H.Lamb(Port Gueydon ) 0 8 8
Pemba Mission 0 10 8

Fan Mission (Mrs. Marling) i 7 0

Tangier Orphanage ( Mrs.

Edwards ) 0 17 2

South Africa Colonial Mission 2 2 0

Zambesi Industrial Mission 0 3 3

Work in the Rand Compounds 1 0 0

Missions to Jews.

London Society 0

Mildmay Society 0 15 11

Abraham's Vineyard 0 1 1

Bergmann's Yiddish Testa

ments 0 15 6

South America .

Victoria Gospel Press 26 5 3

Do. ( for Mrs. Lowson's

personal use) 0 5 0

Pastor R. F. Elder (Las Flores ) 3 17 9

Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Bahia) 1 19 8

Mr. Lister Newton ( Tandil)... 4 14 1
Dr. Jas. A. Graham's work

( Brazil ) 3 0

South America Evangelical
Mission 0 14 7

Rev. J. Yair (Jamaica )
0 14 9

Mr. H. Eades ( S. America ) ... 0 16 3

Peruvian Industrial Mission 0 0

Dr. Paton's (New Hebrides )

Mission 6 6 5

" South America ' ( reserved

by "Good News" Mission ) 10 14 3

Sao Paulo Evangelical Mis

sion ( R. J. You : g ) 0 5 0

Famine Funds.

General Support of Famine

Orphans 5 15 10

Pandita Ramabai's Work 4 10 6

M.P.A. Orphanage ( Raipur) 1 13 6
General Famine Fund 5 4 0

Rev. J. C. Lawson's Fund

(Aligarh ) 7 12

Miss Millard's Blind Orphans 3 10

Friends' Mission ( India ) 8 5

Mr. King (Sarnand )
4 0

Mission to Lepers.

Miss M.Reed's work(Chandag ) 6 1

Do. (for personal expenses) 1 5 0

Do. ( for " Timah," £ 3 .

" Jessoda , " 25s. ... 1 5 0

S. d.

General Funds ... 13 3 10

For support of Santoki,"

£1148. 9d . Jitu,"

178. 40.; Dhanvy,"
13s . 4d . ; " Jessi-Mori,"

£ 1 ; Sandlu and

• Mindlu , " Bait

mail," £ 1 ; “ Kuar-Singh,"

** Alice and Arthur, "

£1 14s . ; Gobindall,”

20s. 7d .; " Makayah ," £ 1 15 00

For Pakhoi Lepers (C.M.S. ) 1 7 3

Dr. Fowler ( Kian -Kan Asy
lum ) ... 07 6

For Govindpur Asylum 0 7 6

Per · King's Messengers

Branch 4 9 8

do. (Boys) do. 3 13 2

Polytechnic do. 3 3 4

Leicester do . 12 19 10

Southwark Mission do . 2 16 4

Mrs. H. Hutchinson's

Bible Class 1 7 0

Cheadle HulmeBranch 2 13 5
Heaton Chapel do. 4 11 8

Hove do . 2 16 0

South Manchester do . 0 16 0

Gloucester do. oli 2

For support of one child

( Cromer) 1 2 0

Per Forest Gate Branch 4 4 6

For Trevandam Asylum 0

Miss K.E. . . (for child ).Hove i 0 0

Million Farthing Fund.

Mandla Asylum 2 9 0

Mungeli do 5 3 0

Ludhiana do 2 11 4

Home Missions & Miscellaneous
.

Lewisham Rd . Baptist Chapel

( reserved ) 0 19 3

Open Air Mission 0 5 0

London Poor " 0

Colonial and Continental

Church Society 0 1 1
Evan . Continental Soc . 0 4 4

Saleof Foreign Stamps 2 16 9

Dr. Barnardo's Homes 0 1 1

Miss Perks (Winchester

Soldiers Home) 0 3 0

Scripture Gift Mission 0 30

For General Expenses 8 5 0

Council Fund for Pas

sages and Outfits... 42 2 1

Church Pastoral Aid Society 01

Sale of Calendars and Reward

Sheets 4 16 0

Total for 9 weeks £ 438

Making a total of ... £ 22,309 8

...

0 0 1
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1 1
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Christmas in the

Far Horth-West.

By the Right Rev. W. DAY REEVE, D.D.

(Bishop of Mackenzie River ).

N what very different scenes Christmas Day

dawns !-on none more desolate , probably ,

than those in Arctic and sub -Arctic regions !

Go with me , in thought- I do not think

you would care to do so in reality - to

Herschel Island , in far North -West Canada,

the most northerly mission station in the

British Empire .

How late the dawn is in breaking ! It is mid- day , and

there is no sun to be seen yet ! No,

" When morning comes it comes not clad in light ;

Uprisen day is but a paler night."

A
D
S

AN ESKIMO WOMAN .

It is a month since the sun was seen , and it will be

nearly as long before he again shews himself. The

twilight, however , enables us to look about and distin

guish surrounding objects, but, oh ! what desolate sur

roundings ! What a dreary spot to look upon !

Not a tree is to be seen , nor is there one anywhere

within fifty miles or more ; nothing but ice and snow

whichever way the eye turns ; nothing but a few wooden

buildings, and a few turf huts erected by the whalers

who for a few years made this their head winter quarters,

but have now forsaken it ; and a few Eskimo snow

houses. There are some villainous - looking dogs also ,

who, did they but see us, would rush at us and make

their presence known by their fierce barking.

Yet here is found the faithfulmissionary, with his wife

and children, and their lay - helper ; here , amid Arctic snows ,

and Arctic winds , and Arctic cold, and Arctic privations

and dangers— they were all nearly murdered last winter

-here , because there are souls to be saved , because

there are poor ignorant heathen who have not yet

realized the meaning of the “ glad tidings," " Unto you
COMPLETING AN ICE HOUSE.
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called “ labrets,” or in their own tongue totuk, and are

inserted like a collar stud in holes in the lips. The

smell comes from their clothing, which is made of deer

skin , or the skin of the hair seal, dressed in a way which

would be fatal to the sale of any chamois leather prepared

in a similar manner in England. Men and women dress

so much alike that it is difficult to tell which is which .

The chief difference is in the shape of the upper garment.

They wear no underclothing, but in very cold weather

put on over their suit an extra one, with the hair outside.

They wear the first with the hair next their skin . The

seams are very neatly sewn and sometimes considerable

skill is shewn in ornamentation .

The women , as a rule , are much smaller than the men .

Look at that one taking her little naked baby from

under her dress ! That is how the mother carries her

baby, inside her dress next her own bare back. In

their snow - houses, although they have no fire , but only

a primitive oil lamp, they all sit half naked !

But the missionary has given out a hymn, and a short

service is going to be held. We look at one of the

hymn sheets and see on it a lot of words which we do

not understand — the nameof our Lord, “ Alleluia,” and

“ Amen ” being the only familiar ones — but the tune

tells us that it is “ Come to Jesus.” A few short prayers

follow. Another hymn is heartily sung. Then the

missionary “ with stammering lips and another tongue,"

tells them of that Saviour who came “ not to call the

righteous, but sinners to repentance," and concludes the

service with a third hymn and prayer.

WINTER QUARTERS. School is also held . Those little tots are learning the

A.B.C. Some of the older ones are farther advanced

both in English and in their own language.

is born this day a Saviour which is Christ the Lord ” ; young fellow over there understands a little English ,

here, because of that Saviour's command “ Go ye into and has made more progress than any of the others.

all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature , ” It is all very informal. There is not that decorum

“ Ye shall be witnesses unto me unto the utter
which one sees amongst civilized communities. Audible

most part of the earth .”

How is Christmas Day kept in such a bleak and terrible

wilderness ? Let us peep inside the mission house and

see . What a cosy little room ! How nice and warm

and comfortable compared with the bitter cold outside !

Artificial light has to be used during all the waking

hours, because , although there is good twilight for a

couple of hours or so , the ice -coated windowsmake the

room too dim to do without a lamp. There is no holly

or misletoe , or other such indication of the season , but

in the outer room there is an arranging of seats and

other preparations going on , shewing that visitors are

expected .

Who are these strange-looking people who come

slipping in one after another ? Phaugh ! What a vile

smell accompanies them ! Look at that fellow with the remarks are made

scars in his lower lip , and those other men with pieces as the preacher

of bone or ivory stuck in theirs. Who are they ? They proceeds. Perhaps

are the Eskimo who live in the turf and snow -houses we not much is under

saw. The children have rather nice faces , but the stood , and no one

countenances of the older people are not prepossessing, impressed. Possi

in spite of the smile with which they greet us . That bly, as they are

tall man is the chief. Last winter he tried to strangle half starving, most

the lay helper because of some fancied slight ; and that of them are think

fellow to the left attempted to kill the missionary - Mr. ing more of the

Whittaker—with an axe, and was only preventedby the " meat which

latter's promptness in closing a door in his face . They perisheth ,"" than

are very ready to take offence, and it is difficult to avoid of that “ which

giving it. The pieces of ivory are facial ornaments endureth unto THE ESKIMO AT HOME .
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everlasting life," but the seed has been sown , and we Santa Claus. We will bid our friends at Herschel Island

pray that as in other lands, and amongst their own a silent good -bye, wish them a Happy Christmas, and

fellow countrymen, both to the east and west , the pray that the God of all comfort and consolation will be

Gospel has been the power of God unto salvation," with them to make them glad with the light of His coun

so it will be here amongst these dwellers in the Wild tenance ; that He will cheer them with a sense of His

North Land .
presence, and favour, and love, and crown their labours

Most of them , when not off hunting, attend the with success. May He also stir up the hearts of His

services regularly and are attentive, but old superstitions believing people in more favoured spots, to strengthen

are hard to eradicate , and the power of the medicine the hands of His servants who, in their efforts to carry

man ” is still feared , so that no one has yet come out His commands, are willing to go even to “ the utter

forward as a “ convert. ” But we trust that ere long God most part of the earth .”

will give them the hearing ear, the understanding mind,

and the believing heart, and so grant the success for

which these isolated workers hope and pray.

The day's proceedings are not yet over, however.
A Christmas Baptism .

During all this time cooking has been going on ,and The illustration given below represents an interesting

now the missionary's wife brings a smile on every face, scene , the baptism , at Christmas, 1901, of eighteen

as she hands each individual a portion of what has been orphans of the Balaghat Mission-Mr. John Lampard's

prepared , and receives a inachi ( “ Thank you " ) from all . -at Baihir.

" When they were not catching seals," we hear her

say, “ I started to give out meals in the house , and gave

out 350 meals in less than three weeks. It meant a lot

of cooking for one pair of hands.” Eventually it became

too much for the one pair of hands, so food was given

to the poor starving people to cook for themselves,

until at length " bags and bags of flour, rice , beans ,

pork , sugar,tea, coffee, baking powder, and lots of other

stuff ” had been given away out of their not too well

furnished larder, the ship which was bringing their

year's supply of food and clothing having been wrecked

before it reached them, with the loss of everything.

Fortunately, some passing whalers were able to furnish

the missionary and his wife with some supplies from

their own stores, otherwise they could not have

remained here for the winter, nor have ministered to

the wants of the Eskimo.

Wehave not made our presence known, otherwise we

should not have seen as we entered , the few silent tears

which trickled down the wife's cheeks as she thought of

the “ loved ones far away ” in the dear Home Land, and

of the thousands of miles which separated them from her ,

and wished that there were some neighbour nearer than

two hundred miles off who might chance to comeand eat FRIENDS OF ARMENIA.—The Friends of Armenia

Christmas dinner with them . “ A very plain dinner," have on show at their rooms, 47 , Victoria Street ,

she would say, “ but we have a plum pudding to -day in Westminster, a large quantity of fancy goods specially

order to make it a little more home- like." And the suitable for Christmas gifts. Purchasers who desire to

pudding would be enjoyed none the less for knowing that obtain real native work can be certain of getting the

the ingredients had been ordered about sixteen genuine article here, at a reasonable price. To

eighteen months before they were needed ; that the flour enumerate only a few of the tasteful things displayed,

and sugar, and the currants and raisins , and the candied may mention antimacassars, d’oyleys, ancient

peel and nutmeg , had come from the store 3,000 miles embroidery, belts, aprons , serviette rings, screens ,

away or more ; that the lack of eggs was supplied by curtains, gauze collars and fichus, table centres, satin

baking powder, and deer's back fat had taken the place bags, slippers , cushion covers , lace and tray cloths . A

of suet. Under such circumstances a plain plum pudding price list can be obtained on application to the address

becomes a luxury , and it can be eaten and enjoyed with as above , where the goods are on view daily from ten

out fear of indigestion following, and thus it does not mar to six (Saturdays , ten to one) . All the articles are

the pleasure of the day . broughtfrom Mission centres and sold for the benefit of

Ihad intended taking you to our next mission station, the Armenian widows and orphans.

at Fort McPherson , some two hundred miles farther

south—but still within the Arctic Circle—and introduc

ing you to some of our Christian Indians, a very different THE Rev. WILLIAM CAREY, great-grandson of Dr.

set of people, who have come in to partake of the Lord's Carey, returned to India on Nov. 17th, after a furlough

Supper, but there is not time to do so now, nor to visit in this country. This is his third journey, he having

our Diocesan School , a thousand miles farther south still, gone out first in 1884. His former station was Dacca,

where we have some forty Indian boys and girls, but he will now take up work at Barisal , the head

boarders, who have been delighted with a visit from quarters of the B.M.S. in Backergunge.

or

we
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. After sunset the verandah was

Christmas in the Congo Free hqminated,and the schoolassembled by bell to receive

State.

A Wathen station ofthe Baptist"Missionary Society

some

a

COS

their Christmas presents. Whistles, Jews' harps , drums,

trumpets, or anything else that made a noise, seemed

By Mrs. J. R. M. STEPHENS. most appreciated. The white folk consoled themselves

with the reflection that most would be broken before

( Baptist Missionary Society.)

many days had passed ! Three hearty cheers were

NATIVE Church has been in existence at the given for the kind donors. Then the boys and girls

went off with their presents to bed, to dream perhaps

for thirteen years, and Christmas is the Church Anni of the pig, and other pleasures in storefor next day .

versary Festival . It has been customary, for the last At morning prayers a Christmas address was given,

few years , to hold a series of meetings lasting a week, telling these little dark lads and lassies of the meaning

to which come as many as possible of the Church of the festival . After service the boys and young men

members, and those friendly to theGospel, from the played a native gameresembling hockey, whilst the pig

village chapels and branch schools in all parts of the was being cooked . In the afternoon several chiefs and

wide area covered by the Wathen district . grandees came from neighbouring towns and formed a

If one desires to attend any Union meetings at home sort of " grand stand," to watch all kinds of games,

it is very easy to do so in a comfortable train, provided races - jumping, three -legged , wheelbarrow - tug - of-war,,

one has money etc. In the earlier

enough ; but here years the youngsters

folk come rather resentedthese

fifty, sixty, or even doings on a holiday ;

seventy miles , and it savoured too much

walk all the way, of hard work ! The

fording streams and prizes were cards

climbing hills ! of buttons , knives,

There are no roads, belts, and few

only narrow tracks cases of pencils,

in the giant grass . needles, etc.

Thewomen, in many
The folks'

instances, carry huge
tumes were diversi

baskets of food on fied , ranging from a

their heads and simple, scanty loin

babies tied on their cloth to a full -dress

backs, and have
IZOLA

footman's suit, gor

older children walk geous in plush and

ing with them. gold lace , that once

It reminds one of decorated a Mayor's

the tribes going up state functions in the

to Jerusalem , the
West of England.

caravans growing Between these two

larger as they pass extremes every im

through successive THE CHAPEL AT WATHEN . aginable change was

friendly towns, and (Decorated for Christmas . )
rungon native and

at length arriving at European garments ;

Wathen in bright, European shirts

alert, joyous groups, smartly and freshly dressed , because with the tails gracefully flowing over native clothes,

they carried their best clothes in bundles on their old uniform coat of the Dorset regiment , long

heads until they reached the last private spot, where plaids made with print patchwork , old school girls

they changed their travel -worn rags for festive raiment. in tidy dresses , women with every sort of button, or

They first make a round of the white folks ' houses, bead , or brass ornament, one little maid with the silk

exchanging greetings with them and others, and then cover of an old umbrella ingeniously arranged as a

retire to the shelters which the missionaries and their pointed skirt , and a little ladwhose one and only gar

boys have prepared for them . Last year these travellers ,Last year these travellers, ment was a trader's discarded waistcoat. Amongst

together with the Christians living near, and the boys them all , the schoolgirls in their clean print dresses ,

and girls in our large boarding school , numbered more and boys in neat jumpers and brightly coloured

than eight hundred. cloths , were a pleasing and hopeful feature. Then

Nearly three hundred children are in residence now , came the feast, consisting of the pig, and, as a great

and Christmas must be made a bright, happy time for once-a-year treat, tea, cakes , biscuits , lime- juice,and

them .
jam , in addition to the daily rations of native food.

Preparations began a few days before . A deputation Later in the evening, whilst the natives, satisfied and

was sent to a neighbouring market to purchase their tired into quietness, sat round their fires and talked over

special delicacy-a big , fat pig ! -not with money, but the day's doings, the missionaries enjoyed a well - earned

with ten pieces of cloth, each about eight yards long. dinner, as nearly as possible like , and yet so unlike, an

On Christmas Eve were sorted out, and marked with English one ; and talked and thought of dear ones far

the scholars' names, some toys and other gifts sent out away, and Christmas days long past. After the fun and

NZ AMBI 1.6

SWAIN 36

an
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each other's faces before , met to celebrate the love of

Him who died for all kindreds and tribes. As their

voices rose in the great song of the Church Universal ,

the " Te Deum ," one's heart swelled with the thought that

He " opened the Kingdom of Heaven to all believers,

and that even from this Church some had won their way

Home and were even then singing before the Throne.

Old men and women who had spent many years in

darkest heathendom , but whose lives now were lightened

by faith and hope , lads and young women who owed a

bonnie bright youth , free from much superstition and

evil , to the shelter and influence of the Mission School ,

all joined with the missionaries in this Christmas

Communion.

During the next few days the missionaries were busy,

giving out school requisites to district teachers, and

dispatching them to their distant work again , attending

sick folks , marrying couples who had taken this oppor

tunity of coming in , and so on , until the crowd

gradually dispersed, and the station settled itself with a

tired, satisfied sigh , to another season of steady work.

Swan

A GROUP OF NATIVE EVANGELISTS.

( Supported by the Wathen Church . )

Christmas in an Armenian

Orphanage.

By Edith CANTLOW.

( Secretary , Friends of Armenia .)

N Armenia Christmas follows the New Year instead

of preceding it , as in England , and far from being

associated with roast beef and plum pudding, it brings

thoughts of coffee and sweetmeats.

The day begins by early services , and the people flock

to their churches before it is yet light. The latter part

of the day is devoted to paying and receiving calls.

IN

feasting followed days filled with more serious business ,

including the Annual Church Meetings, when reports

were given from the district schools and by the forty

four native evangelists and teachers. The Treasurer's

report was of great interest, because all the native

teachers are supported , not by the Baptist Missionary

Society at home, but by the Wathen native Church itself.

Every Sunday , at Wathen and in the outposts, collec

tions are made, consisting of brass rods , various cloths

and prints , boxes of matches, percussion caps, eggs ,

fowls , bananas, monkey-nuts , yams , sweet potatoes,

shirt-buttons, beads , anything that can represent or be

exchanged for money ; and from these collections and

the proceeds of the Harvest Thanksgiving Services the

teachers are paid .

Candidates for membership are brought forward and

voted upon , and all the varied business of a Christian

Church discussed . The membership up to date is over 400.

On another evening a Temperance meeting was held .

More than 1,500 members are enrolled . Their pledge

means much more than simple abstinence from the

native intoxicant , palm wine, because a man has pro

gressed far toward Christianity before he gives up all

the social and other customs associated with this drink

ing. These teetotalers are all practically, more or less ,

earnest enquirers.

Competitions between rival village choirs, a Sunday

School entertainment , a magic lantern , and other

features filled up the evenings : whilst, during the day,

the missionaries gave lectures to the teachers and more

advanced Christians, on such subjects God the

Father - Son - Spirit,” “God in Creation , Providence ,

Redemption ," " Duties of Daily Bible Reading," " Our

Part in the Redemption of others." In addition,

popular lectures were given for all the crowd on the

duties of all towards the State, of husbands and wives to

each other, of parents towards children, on healthy

houses and ways of living , etc. Many of these meetings

were taken part in by natives, and some earnest , intelli

gent addresses and original quaint illustrations were

given .

Then came the Great Day of the Feast, the Annual

Communion - after a baptismal service by the river-side

-where the new members were received into the

Church , and believers who perchance had never seen

FOUR HAPPY

LITTLE

GIRLS

66

Hulchings

SOME OF THE INMATES .
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New clothes are worn if possible , certainly clean ones , procession , each intent on the new experience of making

and it is regarded there, as here, as a joyous festival . the most of its money. It was pathetic to see how

The difference of celebration lies chiefly in the longer often their choice was not some toy or sweet, thatwould

and much earlier services, and in the fact that, since the give a moment's pleasure , but some ụseful article that

surrounding population are of a hostile race and religion , might provide against future need , as a spoon, or bowl,

there is no appearance of Christmas-tide in the streets or plate . It seemed as if sad experience had made

and bazaars.
them wise beyond their years ; but there is a great

After the massacres the orphans were gathered into difference between the children of the East and

Homes by the resident American missionaries, and many West .

of these Homes are supported by the Friends of English children as a rule are ready enough to play ;

Armenia. Armenian children often have to be taught how to do

Christmas is not kept quite in the same way in all the Thus Miss Shattuck, of Urfa , had to invent games

Orphanages, but in each an effort is made to give the for the orphans under her care , and Miss Salmond, of

children as much pleasure as possible . Sometimes they Marash , describes how dolls are hung up on the wall by

are allowed to share this pleasure with others. Thus, children who have not yet learnt the joy of imaginary

one year at Marash each orphan was allowed to invite motherhood ; but great is the pleasure given by these

so .

THE WORKERS AT MARASH .

some poorer child to share its Christmas feast. But this dolls when once the idea is caught , and in some

led tosad scenes when the time came for the guests to Orphanages, to be allowed to nurse thebiggest doll is a

depart , for they had had a glimpse of what to them reward for good behaviour .

seemed heaven, and piteous were the entreaties that Armenians , being quick intellectually , find pleasure in

they might be allowed to stay.
orations and recitations , therefore in the Orphanages,

At another Orphanage the children who had mothers where the boys and girls are beyond the kindergarten

were permitted to invite them , and the women wept at stage , the festivities nearly always end with some enter

the sight of the plentiful food , but their tears were soon tainment given by the orphans themselves. Great excite

dried ,and for one evening theirsad lives were brightened.ment prevails for days before, and stores of sweets and

Knowing how the power of exercising choice and of dried fruit are provided by the missionaries, who, aided

making one's own purchases is a real pleasure in itself , by Mission helpers , deck the big schoolroom with flags

independent of the enjoyment given by the article and rugs and bright coloured cloth , the Union Jack and

obtained , Miss Salmond, of Marash, in 1901 started the American Flag hanging side by side. Invitations are

novel experiment of holding a bazaar in the Orphanage, given to the foreign consuls and leading Armenian dig

andallowing each child a few piastres to spend. nitaries , as well as to the friends of the children , and,

The articles were laid out on the long dining tables
with the Mission circle , these form quite a numerous

and the children moved round the room in a long, slow audience .
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Not only are climate andproduce different in different

parts of Armenia, but habits and customs , especially in

the matter of dress, vary also . In some of the Orphan

ages English dress is worn , in others the fez- i.e . high

red cap - yellow shoes and striped zoboon - i.e. loose

tunic - are the ordinary costume.

In every account received from the Orphan Centres

we find traces of the same deep gratitude felt by the

Armenians for those who have supported them in their

sorrow.

It is earnestly to be desired that the Orphan

Relief Work may be carried on to a satisfactory

completion .

h
a
y

A CANDIDATE FOR ADMISSION .

It was a pretty sight at Erzeroum last year when the

orphans marched in and took their seats, the girls on one

side and the boys on the other . The boys looking bright

and crim in their belted new suits , and the girls wearing

pink and blue cotton dresses , for in this city the children

are dressed in European fashion . The performance

began at six p.m. and consisted of carols, Armenian songs

and flag -drill, speeches, and a dialogue in English between

two boys. Finally , Santa Claus himself appeared, in fur

coat and white beard , accompanied , strange to say , by

Mrs. Santa Claus in Turkish veil . The last mentioned

lady does not appear to favour our shores , but on this

occasion she helped her husband with his pack , which was
Pesertachy

put on the table , and out hopped the brightest little orphan

girl as a Christmas present to Miss Bond, the Mission

helper , sent by the Friends of Armenia to Erzeroum !
A FEW RESULTS .

The consul had sent two hundred pounds of rahat -lacoon ,

or Turkish Delight , so that every child had an apple and

a portion of this to complete the pleasures of Christmas

Eve. Even the custom of hanging the stocking was not

Some work of the Missionaries.

omitted , and so many were there that they formed long

rows from one corner of the room to the other, crossing Is it nothing that through the labours of the mission

in the middle.
aries in the translation of the Bible, the German

On Monday, the day on which the mothers were philologist in his study may have before him the

invited, the party was so large that two sheep had to be
vocabulary of two hundred and fifty languages ?

cooked, and these, with rice pilaf, formed the substantial
Who created the science of anthropology ?—The

part of the meal ; the sweetmeats, oranges, cakes , figs , missionaries.

and nuts were not, however, forgotten . It seems strange Who rendered possible the deeply important science

to English ears that a party of poor guests should on
of Comparative Religion ?—The missionaries.

leaving be given a handful of preserved mulberries, for
Who have been the chief explorers of Oceania,

these are associated rather with luxury, but at Bardezag, America , and Asia ?—The missionaries.

another town where orphans are maintained, mulberry Who discovered the famous Nestorian monument in

trees are plentiful, since the rearing of the silk -wormis Singan Fu ?-A missionary.

a common industry . At Erzeroum the fruit is more like Who discovered the still more famous Moabite stone ?

that of England. The difference in produce is caused by -A C.M.S. missionary.

the climate varying according to the altitude of the city. Who discovered the Hittite inscription ? -- A Presby

terian missionary .
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and maintenance of buildings , and the many financial

and business details of a central station at present too

often devolve upon men who have had little business

experience, if any, but who have been trained at con

MISSIONARY MAGAZINE

siderable cost both of time and money for totally

different duties , viz . , for the evangelistic, educational

and pastoral work which are the true objectives of
All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS , Exeter Hall, Strand, missionary effort.

London , W.C.

A perfectly practicable solution of this difficulty sug .
Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall, Strand , W.C. gests itself , and that is the appointment to each chief

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in central station of a capable accountant and business

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES . agent, who, by undertaking all this non -spiritual work,

Applications for Advertisement Space should be
would not only insure its being more efficiently per

PUBLISHERS , Bros. , House,

Row , E.C.
formed than it can be expected to be by missionaries

trained for entirely different duties, but who would also

set the clerical missionary free to devote his energies to

their proper object .

The growing tendency for missionary effort to extend

into many departments over and above that of preaching

work, emphasizes the need we are pointing out. One

growing branch which is of pressing importance in India

The tendency of highly -organized missionary work just now is that of Industrial Missions. In view of the

to divert the energies of the European worker to
thousands of famine orphans who must be passing out

objects other than active evangelistic of the missionaries' hands year by year for the next

Business Men effort, was referred to in our last decade, this branch becomes of vital urgency. Now, it

for Business issue . The danger lest other duties is no reflection upon the faithful and zealous missionaries

Matters. -important in themselves - should so already in the field to say that Industrial Missions can

absorb time and strength as to leave only be developed with hope of success under experi

comparatively little of either for aggressive soul -winning enced business men .
In this connection we may be

work, was pointed out . allowed to quote the words of Dr. Zwemer in his article

Though with this, as with other defects in methods in our last issue—a paper which we have been requested

of religious work both at home and abroad , it is much
to reprint for circulation amongst Christian business men .

easier to diagnose the disease than to prescribe an
“ The King's business, " Dr. Zwemer says , " requires

the very qualities in its servant which you possess,

effective remedy, we will venture to suggest one or two
if you are a successful business man . Capital , caution ,

directions in which improvement might be attempted. confidence, attention , application, accuracy, method,

We believe it is not only possible, but practicable, punctuality, despatch - these are the elements for effi

to afford the ordained missionary much relief from cient conduct of business of any sort . ... There is

those more secular duties which occupy so large a to- day a wider and louder call for consecrated business

proportion of his time in many stations, more men in the Foreign Mission field than there ever was

especially in India, where a well- established station before. The whole problem of Industrial Missions,

means a many- sided work . In the case of which lies at the back of that other problem of obtaining

important central station , such as a leading Society
a self-supporting native Church , will have to be solved

usually maintains in a large city, it may be safely by men of business. ”

said that an amount of effort fully equal to the whole

With whatever influence and emphasis we can com

work of one of the European agents has to be devoted
mand with Missionary Committees at home, we would

urge on them to consider the extension of a method

to what may be termed the business side of the Mission .
already tried—though in a very few instances — with satis

The keeping of accounts, the writing of letters, the
factory results . Let them call for capable business men

rendering of reports and returns both to the Home
to undertake the business side of the work in their

Committee and the Government, these, together with principal stations, and we believe that call will be

the acquisition and control of property, the erection responded to .

an
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Christmas in China.

then , but not now , quite strange . My wife and I had

reached China in the preceding August, after a voyage

BY THE VEN. ARCHDEACON MOULE, B.D. round the Cape in a tea-clipper ; one hundred and

(Church Missionary Society. )
eleven days from the Downs to Shanghai. Through

hurricane, and almost more dangerous calm , God had

HRISTMAS in China includes in my thoughts brought us safely to our expected haven. We were

English Christians ; and the teaching of that song to the we were to work in , was in terrible confusion and unrest

Chinese ; and singing it with them . and danger, because of the approach of the T'ai-p'ing

1. But in a country without the long hereditary and hosts , who had swept through the heart of China from

ancestral memories which cluster round our English Kwang-si in the south , almost to T'ientsin in the north ;

Christmas, and the pagan observances of early centuries , and were now planning a descent on the coast , hoping to

the old Twelfth Night, the Epiphany, that true Gentile capture Shanghai and Ningpo. Four months after our

Christmas, and the sweet bells across the snow of the arrival they did capture Ningpo, which was our station ,

winter wild , and our more modern and possibly storming the great city walls with great gallantry, and

historical time of December 25th — without these putting to flight the panics - tricken garrison. We

sanctions and customs it is not easy in China to feel the watched the fight - Dec. 12th , 1861 — from the other side

indescribable charm of Christmas in the old country. of the narrow river, having been obliged to leave our

More especially is Mission House with

this the case be in the walls. All

cause anything like show of resistance

Christmas holidays, was soon over , and

in school or out of there was no Gor

school , is almost don nearer than

impossible in a land Shanghai to threaten

where the special them in the field .

observance of the The city of 400,000

New Year — some people had been

six weeks later than nearly emptied be

our Christmas
fore the Tai-p'ings

forms , to a China came on , by con

man's mind and tinuous exodus of

habits, the one great the poor bewildered

holiday of the and terrified people,

Sabbåthless year.
moving home and

It is just possible flying they knew

that as Christianity
whither for

spreads through
safety. It was said

China , and the that scarcely 20,000

sacred joy of Christ
remained when the

mas is more and
city was stormed ;

more felt , the and they all sub

Chinese Church will mitted abjectly to

desire to alter the West Gate ) their conquerors .

actual day of cele
We were able to

bration to some day save very many, be

nearer their New
sides our little band

Year ; so as to unite, of Christians, from

as we unite now , the two glad seasons together . And captivity and possible death, by an elastic interpre

we know an old Christmas Day — Twelfth Night, tation of the passes given by the T'ai-p'ing chiefs for

the Chinese may have a new Christmas Day. This, how ourselves and our people ."

ever, is not probable in the present generation ; and Christmas drew near, and on Christmas Eve I was

before the younger generation has grown up the challenged by one of the Consular Staff to go with him,

Chinese may alter their “ style ” of reckoning the year. and a brother missionary, to find some holly to deck

Only the fact remains that for any with conscience awake , our little rooms at this strange Christmastide. We

and the reality and the sense of sin thus intensified, started rather late in the winter afternoon ; and walked

New Year's celebrations would be anything but a glad first right across the great city , five miles in circuit , with

occasion but for Christmas just before, with its great wide reaching suburbs as well .
We met com

assurance of " good -will towards men ,” of pardon , and paratively few people ; but presently we were sharply

acceptance, in the Name of theLordJesus, and of challengedby a man on horseback, followedby a few

God's grace and guidance, and strength for the future soldiers on foot. It was one of the two great T'ai-p'ing

by the power of the Holy Ghost. With this idea in generals , -afterwards made kings by the would be

view, then , I give a few reminiscences of Christmas and Emperor Hung -seu -tsuen — who had captured the city.

the New Year in China . An active, soldier -like figure he had .
" Where are you

My first Christmas in China, December 25 , 1861 , just going ? ” heasked, “What are you about ?”" Our Con

41 years ago , was a strange one indeed , and in a land sularfriend reassured him we were not spies , or mischief

not

Ming-po.

as
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makers, or plunderers; but simply out for a country walk. down , although often agitated by rumours and sudden

So we passed on safely ; and once outside the South outbursts of superstition and fanaticism . Another

Gate we knew we were near the region of the holly Christmas was near ; and while itinerating in the country

trees . But darkness fell ; we could see nothing ; and round Ningpo with one of our Catechists, I caught

still stumbling on , my missionary friend suddenly sight of a fine holly tree , covered with berries. We

shouted out loud, " I have found it.” Sure enough he have mistletoe also in China.. “ Can we cut a few

had run his head into the “ thorny tiger ” as the Chinese branches, do you think ? ” I asked the Catechist.

call holly. We secured some boughswith berries ; and “ Yes,” he answered, “ I can climb that tree. ” He was

then went into a temple soon amongst the branches,

to borrow a lantern . The and began to cut and throw

temple was in ruins, partly down to me ; when out

burnt, and the idols head rushed the villagers , shout

less or armless. The priest
ing to us , “ You are destroy

had fled ; and no one but ing the luck of our village.

a desolate caretaker re “ What ! ” said the Cate

mained behind . This ruin chist , calmly maintaining

ation was the work of
his position , “ Do you

Chinese hands, for these really depend upon this

T'ai-p'ings were icono holly tree for food, and

clasts ; and at first, before life , and breath , and rain

their terrible march of and sunshine ? I thought

murder and rapine and these blessings came from

devastation began , they the God in Heaven ." And

were worshippers of the then he went on to speak,

true God, and named the from this strange pulpit ,

name of Jesus. But un about the true God , and

taught no missionaries Jesus Christ , Whom as at

were in those regions to
this Christmas time He

instruct them more fully, had sent to save us. The

and guide them in God's villagers listened and ap

holy ways-- and fired by
proved ; and when they

the sense of unjust rule, heard of our liking the

and lured by the greed berries at this season , they

of plunder, they swept, allowed him to come down

devastating and a curse, unmolested, and with his

through the land . But in bundle of holly twigs.

this temple, and almost Alas ! any object seems

everywhere in China nearer to the Chinese than

proper, “ the idols were the unseen but omni

utterly abolished." presentGod . They think

The
poor " temple

of the Supreme as out of

sweeper , after much
reach and out of hearing

groping, found for us at for the crowd ; and they

length what we wanted ; turn to minor deities, the

and started home
“ Kitchen god, ” the

wards ; not crossing the “ Thunder Kong-bo,” or to

city, for the gates were ancestors as demi -gods ,

shut at sunset , but walking and go -betweens ; or to

under the city walls , by a some fetish , as in this

path between the foot of
holly tree , for protection

the walls and the moat . and help . Or else they

It was a perilous tramp, strive to outwit or pro

for had the watch , " newly
pitiate the multitude of

set ” on the wall , seen us spirits, more or less power

or heard us , they would
ful and chiefly for evil ,THE CHINESE KITCHEN GOD.

probably have fired on us. whom they imagine to

But silently we walked on ; be round them . A long

and took our holly home in triumph ; and decked home straight reach of a canal , e.g., must be altered by an

and little hired room for service ; and kept our Christmas artificial island placed across it, so as to hinder the flow

Day. It was not a very glad day for us ; it was a day of spiritual influences bent on mischief or judgment.

of deep sadness and anxiety for the little band of Thank God for the uplifting of multitudes of Chinese

Christians ; and for the mission in city and country , hearts now through the Lord Jesus , and by the Eternal

apparently uprooted and destroyed. Thank God that Spirit,to the Father ; and for their emancipation to a

little band of one or two hundred has grown into a large extent from superstition , and fear, and from the

Church of two or three thousand Christians. bonds of sin.

A few years passed by, and the country was settling The mention of the “ Kitchen god ” reminds me of

m

o

we

a
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one of the Chinese New Year observances. Space will

not permit of my describing these at length-the manu Christ
mas

with Pandit
a

facture and careful composition and painting of the

Spring clay ox, and its after destruction. The first day of

TRamabai.
the Chinese Spring occurs generally near the beginning

of the New Year. The colours of the ox are supposed

to foretell the fortunes ,
DAY at Long

crops, diseases, , —
daybreak the has

fragments of the ox are eagerly gathered upto spread despatched a messenger with her hearty greetings, and

over the fields. On the morning of the New Year very
some little tokens of love , to her different workers. Her

early, the streets are filled with men, women, and girls quickly catch the spirit, for soon after fromall

children in holiday clothes - their own, or hired for the
sides comethe strains , in Marathi, of the beautiful old

day — on their way to worship at the temples. Every Christmas hymn, “ Hark, the herald angels sing.”

house will be found tobe provided with anew paper Before the sun rises almost, every one is up and

representation of the “ Kitchen god.” It is the removal dressed in anticipation of a day of joy and gladness

of this universal object of worship which affords one

unmistakable proof of the sincerity of an inquirer after

Christian truth. A strange fascination and awe seem to

gather round the idol . This small divinity is supposed

to sit amidst the smoke and fumes of the kitchen

through theyear, watching, listening, marking the words

and acts of the household. On New Year's Eve he

goes up to heaven with his report ; and early in the

year, or on New Year's Day, comes down again to

resume his office. So the people seek to bribe and

propitiate the " parting guest " by a special feast as he

goes, in order that his report may be good ; and they

welcome him back with feastings and with a new paper

image wherein to dwell .

There are faint adumbrations of truth in these follies

and fancies : “ Thou God seest me," " Thou art about

mypath and about my bed,and spiest out all my ways. "

Buthow urgently do the Chinese and all nations need

the Christian story , nay the history, of the true coming of

the Son of God, not to condemn , but to save ; not to

watch only, but by His life for us and in us, and by the

Holy Spirit's grace, to give new life to those who

believe on His Name, and grace for the New Year and

the eternal future in the Heavenly Father's Home.

LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY .—The Samoan Mission

has received a heavy blow by the death , in this country,

of the Rev. E. V. Cooper , who went out to the South Seas

as a missionary of the London Society in 1880, and

laboured in connection with the Huahine Mission (Society

Islands) , until the work was handed over to the Paris

Missionary Society in 1891. His second period of service

was on the island of Tutuila , Samoan Group, and he
Two OF RAMABAI'S CHILD WIDOWS.

was about to return to that station when his fatal illness

intervened .

The Rev. Samuel Couling, of the Baptist Missionary all are gathered together in the capacious church , which

such as cannot be known in heathen homes. By 7.30

Society, who has charge of the boys ' boarding school in
is filled well-nigh to overflowing with the Mukti family

Tsing-chou, has successfully passed his examinations
of two thousand girls of all sizes, from babies of two or

for the M.A. degree of Edinburgh University . Mr.
three years of age to women of thirty or thirty -five ;

Couling is now returning to China.
also teachers , workpeople, and a few visitors - European

and Indian .

The Rev. F. BAYLIS, one of the Church Missionary

Society's Secretaries, employed on a Special Mission to

While the girls are assembling, and until the service

Palestine, is detained at Damascus,owing to an outbreak actually begins,they occupy timeand voices in singing

of plague.

lustily every Christmas hymn they know, and many

other hymns beside.

HOME-MADE COCOANUT ICE , 8d. per pound, postage But what are those big boxes coming in at the doors,

extra. All profits given to Foreign Missions. - Orders those baskets placed on the front of the platform , and

gratefully received by " Shushilla,'' 19,St. Helen's Road, those piles of books ? We must have patience, and we

Hastings.
shall see.
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As soon as Mr. Bruere, the pastor, and some other

workers take their seats on the platform the service

commences. Several short addresses are given , inter

spersed with suitable hymns. The Pandita has a

message from Isaiah ix . 2 : “ The people that walked in

C.M.S. Hotes
darkness have seen a great light : they that dwell in the

land of the shadow of death , upon them hath the light

shined . " She brings out the truth of the text , and gives

us a fresh idea of the darkness , as no one born in a

Christian land could do ; and, as she speaks of the light

and Him Who is the Light, her face simply glows , and

this joy is reflected by the girls.

HE Day of Intercession for Foreign Missions, which

Service being ended , word is given to open those

mysterious baskets, when dolls large and small, besides

was instituted thirty years ago , will be observed by

other toys , are displayed. They are the gifts of friends
the friendsof the Society on Saturday , November 29th, or

on one of the days in the week commencing November
in England and Bombay. English dolls, with white faces

and fair hair,and dressed in such strange clothes - why, goth. TheCommittee will hold a special meeting for

everybody wants to have one ! The women, who of

prayer, at the C.M.S. House, on Thursday, December

course cannot have these playthings , are delighted 4th, from 3.30 to 5 p.m.

when Miss Abrams takes a few in her hands and goes

round about among them , letting them see them closely
The Special Christmas Missionary Book, which is

and examine them . India's women, and especially her
published annually at Salisbury Square, will this year be

widows, have known very little else but hard work and
entitled “Sea-Girt Yezo ,” and is written by the Rev. J.

ill - treatment , so that life in a Christian school is like the

Batchelor . The book is designed for young people,

commencement of life to an English child .
and purposes to give information about the Japanese

as well as the Ainu in the northern part of the Empire

But something is going on by the big boxes , and the
of Japan . The writer , through his long association with

Pandita is standing there with some of her faithful
this part of the world, is specially qualified to deal with

Indian helpers . The children advance in line, begin

ning at the first class. The tiny tots are kissed very
the subject. The price is 25. od .

lovingly by Ramabai, while sweets and fruit , that little The “ Boxers ' are causing serious trouble in the

hands cannot possibly hold , are tucked into the skirts Province of Si -ch'uan , in Western China. The move

of their frocks, and off they go to their rooms , or some
ment is probably the same as that in North China two

sheltered nook in the garden, to enjoy the goodies.
years ago, which led to the fearful massacre of Chinese

Very reluctantly the kissing has to be relinquished, for

there are two thousand girls to file past ; but guavas
Christians and missionaries in the Pekin district, but , a

missionary of the Church Missionary Society writes,

and sweets are put by the Pandita herself into every

open hand or outspread saree end. Many expressions all classes sympathize with Boxers ' in hatred of

" entirely lacks official support,although very many of

of thanks and words of greeting are exchanged, and at
foreigners . " The Christians have been in great danger ,

about mid-day this work is over ; the happy girls are
and hundreds of the Roman Catholic converts have

swarming about in every direction, while the Pandita
been murdered .

with aching arms and a tired body is looking the

happiest of all .
The Rev. E. J. Peck, of the Church Missionary Society's

During the next two hours breakfast has to be served Mission to the Eskimo in the Arctic regions, in the

to everybody , but shortly after two almost all the family northern part of the Dominion of Canada, has recently

is again assembled in the church . The little ones are reached England on short furlough . He has given to

led off into one of the big wings, the dolls are distri the Society deeply interesting accounts of the work of

buted among them and they begin to play . They have the missionaries along an Arctic coast-line of 4,000 miles,

to be taught how to do this, but they prove themselves where Eskimo, estimated to number some 10,000 , are

ready pupils, and most thoroughly enjoy it, giving scattered . The first - fruits of their labours are four men

expression to their feelings in true Oriental fashion , so and fourteen women in Baffin's Land, and many other

that the noise of Christmas afternoon leaves a lasting Eskimo have forsaken their heathen customs.

impression on scme minds. In the other part of the

church a service of song is going on ; and then the Mr. Peck tells of his journeyings over a frozen sea,

books--portions of Scripture — are given to all who can when , owing to a break in the ice letting one of their

read . At four o'clock the whole company are dis sledges through , their things were frozen into a solid

missed , and at their evening meal they find some more block ; of eager, even hungering, listeners to the message

good things to eat . of salvation which he was able to deliver ; of some

Atthe close of the day, when the workers with the Eskimo giving up their hunting on the Sabbath day, a

Pandita are together in the dining-room , a hamper is first step toward a fuller surrender ; of his meeting in

brought in . It is opened, and found to contain a real this journey with a woman who, seven years previously,

Christmas sugаred cake, oranges , apples and pomegra had learned to read in Blacklead Island, and who, on

nates. The Pandita immediately cuts the cake and going away, took with her some portions of the Bible,

hands it round, saying, “ I am so glad ; I have been from which she had been , in the meanwhile, reading to

thinking all day that you Europeans have not had and teaching others ; and much more in a similar strain .

anything that would be Christmas fare to you !” A LAYWORKER.

*
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"TReviews.
the people.” Sixteen illustrations are given . The issue

is well adapted for general distribution, and will do far

" THE BEST BOOK OF ALL AND How it CAME TO Us." more good than many of the penny story - papers , even of

By Rev. F. J. HAMILTON, D.D. (Morgan & Scott). Is.
the so -called religious type.

and is. 6d.

This little history has deservedly become one of the

most popular of Protestant publications. Though belong
Presbyterian Missions.

ing to a series intended primarily for children , it will

also form a useful and interesting sketch for readers of The Foreign Mission Committee of the English

maturer years. The story of our English Bible is told Presbyterian Synod report a threatened deficit on the

from the beginning in a concise and easy style , while the year of £3,000. Rev. Horace F. Wallace , son of Rev.

great lessons taught by the history of the Sacred Volume Dr. Wallace, of Hamilton, has just been appointed by

are wisely enforced. The illustrations are profuse, and the Committee first Principal of an Anglo -Chinese School ,

include a large number of full-page plates, besides other which has been founded at Swatow , a fund of 10,000

pictures, large and small , and facsimiles of old versions. dollars having been given for the purpose by a Chinaman .

By permission , the well-known picture of W. F. Yeames, Dr. J. C. Gibson (China) reported that the translation of

R.A., “ The Dawn of the Reformation " —representing the New Testament into Chinese, on which he and others

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.

Alwoch lubry me has hend fthe devres,adop

ledby Arme Cimonesu trecevoies du se efending

between an alten and a plough , with the molto

" Ready for enthen - lodo on to die for Sesus'late

This is the spirit wanted all through the church , ;

and it is a feat thing that even in there self

indulgens lunes, we have had to many stinning

examplesof it in the foreign feld.

Coursllebrand

IX . - THE REV. J. MONRO GIBSON , D.D. , LL.D.

John Wycliffe sending out a band of his poor preachers had been engaged, was now completed, and would be

-is inserted as a folding frontispiece. The cheaper printed by the Bible Society . It was agreed to invite

issue is in paper boards , with a special picture cover in the Synod, instead of appointing the usual Foreign Mission

colours ; the eighteenpenny edition is in cloth boards. deputies to Presbyteries, to recommend a universal and

For presentation to Sunday School scholars it is one of simultaneous exchange of pulpits in the interest of

the best books weknow , combining the genuine qualities of Missions in November next .

attraction and instruction . The dissemination of care

fully prepared high-class literature of this type is among

the most valuable services that can be rendered to the
SIAM . – A dinner was given by Mr. Van Norden, on

cause of Protestant education .
behalf of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, to

the Crown Prince of Siam on the occasion of his recent

“ THE STORY OF THE GOLDEN BOOK.” By Rev. F. J.
visit to New York. The Prince , returning thanks, spoke

HAMILTON , D.D. (Morgan & Scoll ). id .
in excellent English . The Siamese Government and

This is a slightly abridged edition of the volume re people , he said , had the most kindly feeling towards

viewed above. It is issued as a sixteen- page popular missionaries. He was proud of the religious freedom

pennyworth, in a pictorial coloured wrapper, and forms of his country. For six hundred years there never had

No. 1 of the “ Nimble Penny Stories," which are to be been a case of religious persecution on the part of the

devoted to “ pure, Protestant and interesting reading for Siamese Government.
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On The Watch Tower. surgical work, build hospitals and encourage sanitary

measures , and have been the chief agency throughout

A Murdered Missionary . — The anti-foreign feeling in Asia to check the spread of diseases like small-pox,

Morocco led to the sad death of Mr. D. J. Cooper , on cholera , and the plague. 6. They do a great work of

October 17th , and with deep regret we briefly refer to charity, and teach the idea of self-help among masses

the tragic event. Mr. Cooper was standing in the otherwise doomed to starvation and cruel slavery .

market-place at Fez , with two companions, buying 7. They are helpful in preparing the way for legitimate

some matting, when suddenly, and without the slightest commercial expansion, and almost invariably precede

provocation , a man ran out of the door of the Karueein the merchant in penetrating the interior. 8. They

Mosque on the conclusion of the morning service , and have done more than either commerce or diplomacy to

shot Mr. Cooper with a pistol. It appears that it was develop respect for American character and manhood

not because he was a missionary that he was attacked , among the countless, ignorant millions of Asia. 9. They

but owing to the fact that the murderer had vowed to are a necessity to the Asiatic statesmen and people

kill the first Christian who should pass him. Mr. to provide them with that instruction and information

Cooper was at once carried home mortally wounded, required to undertakegenuine progress and development.

and was attended by the Court doctor, Dr. Verdon, and Baptist Missionary Society.-- After several months of

by Mr. Bennett, a dentist who had recently arrived at absence , Mr. W. R. Rickett, the treasurer of the Baptist

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.

Westhoooodles

Imarvel that the thoughh ausenthusiana

of the church of Christ are not more turned

to the beachen Millions of the world. Here wither

land wehave to mare workers that we

run over one another,while in heathendom

preachen : are um ustances only one to
me to a million

this country are boddened arth the forpel

the blepes neur. There isa bad need for more

motoreflzct, while drys thusE co caulinelliant

Chrikan farmony Tchibalts
Brousa

The
masses of

X - PASTOR ARCHIBALD G, BROWN .

Fez, but he passed away two hours and a half later. He Missionary Society , was present at the monthly com

belonged to the North Africa Mission . mittee meeting on Nov. 18th. There were also present

Nine Arguments for Missions.—The Hon . John Barrett , Rev. W. A. Wills and Rev. F. Harmon , who have

United States Minister to Siam , and for seven years an recently arrived from China. The former bore testimony

extensive traveller throughout the East , says :-1. In to the important medical work in which he has been

my experience as a United States Minister, 150 mis- engaged, especially of late, in the terrible cholera visita

sionaries, scattered over a land as large as the German tion. Rev. John Pinnock , who also interviewed the

Empire , gave me less trouble than fifteen business men committee, having returned from the newly -entered

or merchants. 2. Everywhere they go , in Siam or Zombo country in Central Africa, told how those who

Burma, in China or Japan, they tend to raise the moral had received him with determined hostility and threaten

tone of the community where they settle . 3. They are ings of life are now eager to be taught the Christian

the pioneers in education , starting the first practical faith . Mr. T. E. Lower, of the Pastors ' College , was .

schools and higher institutions of learning , teaching accepted for mission service in the province of Shan-si,

along lines that develop the spirit of true citizenship, as Northern China . His wife being unable to endure a

well as of Christianity. 4. They develop the idea of tropical climate, Rev. H. A. Lapham , after twenty-two .

patriotism , of individual responsibility in the welfare of years ' work in Ceylon , has resigned his connection with

the State. 5. They carry on extensive medical and the Society , and the resignation was regretfully accepted ..
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1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

their voices the greater Gospel , the universal melody,

that should be heard in every city, village, hamlet, kraal,

and pah of the globe.

When those chimes first struck in Kent at the bidding

of St. Augustine, his monks were face to face with a

heathenism as dark as India's at the present day. How

many who hear the Gospel Bells ring on Christmas

morning in Leicester will think of the time when the

priests summoned the citizens of that place to worship

at the Temple of Janus ? At York, instead of the

Cathedral, our ancestors flocked to the Temple of

Bellona ; in Bangor the Welshmen crowned the image

of Mercury with mistletoe and holly ; the Londoner

worshipped Diana where St. Paul's now stands ; at

Westminster , where the Abbey rears its venerable pile,

stood a Temple to Apollo ; another one to the same

heathen deity was known far and wide at Bath ; Mars

was hailed as the God of War in Scotland ; the Cornish

tin -miners brought their offerings to Mercury ; and the

men of Essex , who will shortly be adoring the Virgin

DEAL-THY BREADTO THE HUNGRY . Is -lvin-7

MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

alsoby the stimulusit has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over $ 22,000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 63.000 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63 000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of All Nations, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom
solicited .

Cheques and postal ordersshouldbe made payable to the Treasurer, and
crossed London and South Western Bank.” English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price . The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL Nations are invited to become members of the Missionary
Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a

card of membership .

Our " All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions.

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prospectus.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ! The M.P.A.
issues "Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting cards for any Mission you may

choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible -woman , orphan , or Leper child .

DU
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TAKE. THIS CHILD AND NURSE-IT-FOR-ME Ex-119

CNS.P.E. born infant , nathless Dean Fremantle's scruples , then

wreathed the goddess Victoria at Malden with bays and

Thews and laurels. Yet despite all this, and of hundreds of other

temples at Uriconium , Camelodunum, Chester , Glevum,

Hotes.
Verulam , Lindum , Silchester, and many other places

where foundations of temples buried many feet under

the surface still speak of actual Heathen England ,
Ring Out , Sweet Bells,

those old monks of Canterbury knew on that first
Across the Snow.

English Christmas Day that they were sounding the

In Japan, the sunshine knell of paganism and ushering in the reign of

kingdom ; across India, Christianity. Shall not we too , this Christmas, take

again rejoicing in heart of grace , and believe that in answer to our prayers

autumnal harvest, the first and by more energetic circulation and preaching ofthe

for six dreary years in the Word of Life, the Christmas bells will yet chime a

Bhil country — though there are still a few districts in universal pæan of praise to the Creator.

Gujerat and the Central Provinces which must wait till

1903 for theirs ; swiftly traversing the plains of Central Would that in every pulpit on Dec. 25th , 1902 , the

Europe ; in our own greatly favoured land ; and away real message of Christmas could be faithfully preached .

through Canada, “ Our Lady of Snows, ” and the States, The dying navvy, shouting with his last

back again to the East, will shortly ring out the Christ Concentrated breath in the Cottage Hospital at

mas Chimes with their messages of love and comfort , Light v. Beckenham , “ Jesus Christ for EVERY

girdling the world with laughter and happiness . Widespread MAN ," struck the true Christmas

To many an Englishman they only speak of " Peace Darkness, key-note . In London on that day

in Great Britain , Good-will to all English -speaking places of worship will throw wide

people," but we who love the Saviour can detect in open their doors to sinner and saint alike ; in

an
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Liverpool four hundred congregations will sing the Finally, to all our subscribers, as also to our many

Christmas hymn ; yet in Ceylon a million souls will hear hard -working collectors,we tender the Compliments of

no message of hope this Christmastide ; in Argentina,
the Season . The glamour of Christmastide will be all

in the province of Buenos Aires alone , thirty -two large the more precious to us who have in our simple way

towns, with populations rising from ten thousand to done whatwe can to make others happier.

seventy-one thousand, will hear no Protestant warning
We need each and all -- to be needed,

against bowing down to the meretricious and gaudy
To feel we have something to give

Bambinos of a dissolute Roman Catholic hierarchy.
Towards soothing the moan of earth's hunger ;

Yet these two lands , Ceylon and Argentina, are com
And we know that then only we live

paratively well favoured in regard to Christian privileges. When we feed one another as we have been fed

It wouldbe easy to give far more glaring examples to From the Hand that gives body and spirit their bread.

contrast with our own overlapping and competitive

Christian enterprizes.

The Editor of The Bombay Guardian, in the issue for

Another case of khurtas and cholis has just been
Thursday, Sept. 25th , thus acknowledges the receipt of the

despatched, and 616 little orphans will be made happy
NINTH case of these useful garments.

Christmas
with a Christmas gift. Owing to the

Khurtas and Another one is almost ready to nail

Cholis.

Presents.
scanty rainfall in some areas, the mis

down : - “ We have had the pleasure

sionaries in Dhond, Panch Mahals,
of preparing for transit to the various

parts of Gujerat and other large districts , are having
orphanages a box of clothing sent to our care by Mr. W.

children brought to them still , and our small cartoon
Roger Jones, of the Missionary Pence Association. If the

will suggest to all our readers asimple method of wish
makers of these garments could but read the applications

ing a Happy Christmas and a Bright New Year to the
which keep coming to us, and the grateful , appreciative

little ones in the many orphanages which already owe

letters which announce their receipt , they would continue

so much to the generosity of our readers. Those most

their loving efforts. The strong, well -made kurtas are

needing such gifts are : Chandkuri, Jhalod, Nasik ,
especially appreciated, for boys in India as well as in

Godhra, Kherwara , Raipur , and Tarn Taran. Two of
Englandhave a habit of being out at the elbows . ' The

theforegoing are C.M.S. stations, and Miss Ruth Harvey apportionment is as follows :

at Nasik , needs help for her babies . Gifts can be sent Mr. G. W. Blair, Jungle Tribes Irish Presb. Mission,

to this office up to Dec. 18th , and can be cabled to our Jhalod

Bombay Agent in time for distribution on the 25th . Mrs. Nottrott, German Evan . Mission, Chandkuri

Miss Sunderbai Powar , Zenana Training Home, Poona...

Rev. E. I. Jones, C.M.S., Malegaon ... 65

It has been most cheering to receive such kind letters Miss Abbott, M.E. Mission, Godhra 106

of sympathy and good wishes from our subscribers when Rev. Albert Morton , Boys' Christian Home, Dhond 109

enclosing their annual payments for

Our Own ALL NATIONS. One calls it “ the queen

Magazine. of missionary newspapers," several
The fears expressed in the following lette hav

increase the number they will in future
unfortunately materialized , so far as an insufficient rain

take, and especial thanks are due to our Greenwich
fall in parts of Gujerat and the Central Provinces are

Branch for taking 110 copies monthly, and subscribing
concerned :

£2 a quarter to this journal . This and other good Mission House, Gogo, India, June 26th , 1902.— “ Dear Sir ,-Quite

orders will probably mean that our Society may look recently I have received forty -nine little jackets for the orphan girls

forward to sending larger sums in the future out to the
under my care . They were alldelighted with them , and promised

to take good care of them . In their name I write to thank all who

field than if the same amount of money had been solely
took any part in the sending of the jackets We in Gujerat and

devoted to evangelistic effort abroad . In this , as in so Kathiawar are now anxiously scanning the skies for signs of the

many other things , the broader view will eventually belated monsoon . We are more than half afraid that the rainfall

prove to be the wiser view . To send every penny you
will be again deficient ; and if our fears should prove correct, we

raise , say, to the lepers in their need is good , but in
shall have more orphans on our already burdened hands. Won't

you and the members of the M.P.A. join with us in praying that

askingour friends to remember the expenses connected God may send us abundant rain so as to avert the threatened

with this magazine we can certainly add— “ Yet show distress ?-Again thanking all , I remain, yours sincerely , S.

I unto you a more excellent way. ” The lepers, as well

GILLESPIE ."

as the heathen generally, will receive the more the more

this paper circulates.

96

76

50

...

Men Roger
Jones

We renew our offer of a Teacher's Bible , which met

with such acceptation last year. Particulars will either

be found in our advertising pages or can be obtained

from this office.

A little pamphlet embodying Dr. Zwemer's article ,

“ What Business has a Business Man with Foreign

Missions ? " which appeared in these pages last month,

has been reprinted at the request of friends, and will

form a neat and business-like enclosure to place in a

commercial envelope . Price 6d. per dozen, post free.

Missionary Pence Association ,

Rooms 21 and 22 ,

Exeter Hall,

Strand, London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western .

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

this periodical.
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Conquests of the Cross.

By B. REEVE .

1. - Uganda.

W

HEN Constantine the Great was on his way

towards Rome in A.D. 304, to attack Max

entius and protect the harassed Christians,

we are told by Eusebius—who had the

story from the Emperor himself — that on

arriving near the city, at about three

o'clock on the afternoon of October 27th ,

the sun declined , and there suddenly

appeared to him a pillar of light in the heavens in the

form of a cross, with this plain inscription : In hoc signo

vinces— “ In this sign thou shalt conquer.” The sign of

the Cross henceforth became embodiedin his standard.

We need no material cross to go before the hosts of

God , but the simple term , " the Cross,” stands to us for

THE CHRISTIAN KING OF TORO .

all that is bound up in the Gospel of the Crucified .

The Cross has conquered, since the days of Constantine,

on manya battlefield vastly different from his.

Though one of the most striking of missionary

triumphs, Uganda is also one of the most modern ;

indeed it is the amazing rapidity of the conquest that

constitutes the phenomenon. The creation of the last

quarter of a century, the remarkable strides the work

has taken put it in the forefront of recent missionary

endeavour,and cause it to rank so conspicuously among

the victories of the faith .

The discovery of Uganda is due to three C.M.S. mis

sionaries of German nationality , Ludwig Krapf, John

Rebmann, and James Erhardt, who sent home a " slug "

map of the vast unknown land which lay behind their

Mission base at Rabai, near Mombasa. This rough

sketch first appeared in the Calwer Missionsblatt in

October, 1855 , whence it was reproduced in the Church
THE NEW CATHEDRAL AT MENGO.

( The King laying the foundation stone. )
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force.

WANDERE

MACKAY.

The then ruler of the country, King M'tesa, welcomed

the missionaries, though he never went beyond an out

ward and empty profession of Christianity. The Roman

Catholics quickly followed up the Protestant entry , for

in less than two years, Cardinal Lavigerie, of Algiers,

had dispatched a number of French priests . This

Mission , from the first, displayed an antagonism to the

earlier occupants, which resulted in serious difficulty .

A great activity has ever since been shown by the rival

Four years passed before the first definite results

were seen . Then , in October , 1881 , Sembera, a slave,

applied for baptism. At the time he and others were

being prepared for the rite, the first actual convert,

Dumulira, passed away. Before his death he besought

a heathen companion, who declined to fetch the

missionaries, to sprinkle water over him in the name of

the Trinity . A very early trophy was Duta, afterwards

ordained, and known as the Rev. Henry Wright Duta,

whose great work has been that of translation .

King M'tesa, on his death in the latter part of 1884 ,

was succeeded by his son Mwanga, a young man of

eighteen , who commenced a terrible persecution. In

January of the following year, Mackay's native lads were

seized while accompanying him on an expedition , and

ALEXANDER three of them were slowly burnt to death. So serious

(Pioneer Missionary .) was the outlook that the missionaries anticipated having

to retire , and made what preparations they could to

Missionary Intelligencer the following year . The Royal ensure the carrying on of the work in that eventuality

Geographical Society and other authorities took up the by the native Christians themselves . Persecution, how

question, and wide and animated discussion was pro ever, only fanned the zeal of the church and fed its

voked . The conjectures of the missionaries were veri ranks. Twenty more baptisms took place , bringing the

fied later by the travellers Speke , Burton , and Grant.
number of those baptized to over one hundred. Then

The country lies on the east of the great continent, there was a lull in the storm , and the work proceeded

separated from the Congo Free State by the " Mountains quickly.

of the Moon ” and the lakes Albert and Albert Edward The first Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Africa, the

Nyanza. The inhabitants are termed Baganda. Right Rev. James Hannington, was consecrated in 1884 .

It was the distinguished explorer, Mr. (now Sir) He had two years previously gone out as a missionary,

Henry M. Stanley, who made the appeal which gave but was compelled to return for a time on account of

the impetus to a missionary advance on this

terra incognita, as it still virtually was. A

long and striking letter of his , in the Daily

Telegraph of November 15th , 1875 , brought to

the C.M.S. in three days an offer of £5,000

from " An Unprofitable Servant," on con

dition that theywere " prepared at once, and

with energy, to organize a Mission to the

Victoria Nyanza ." A few days later , the

committee had accepted the challenge , and

a glowing interest was kindled. The first

donation inspired a second of like amount,

and £ 24,000 was speedily in hand ,

The first accepted worker was a student at

St. John's Hall , Highbury. He was a Naval

lieutenant -George Shergold Smith—who

had resigned his commission to take Orders .

The second , but the one who is ever first in

the annals of the Uganda Mission, was

Alexander Mackay, the most notable example

of the C.M.S. lay missionary . A party of

eightmen set out,but very soon Mackay and

the Rev. C. T. Wilson were the only sur

vivors ; death , massacre, and breakdown

accounting for the rest. It was in November,

1878 , that Mackay, after being detained by THE YOUNG KING OF UGANDA .

fever reached Uganda,
(The Katikiro is the third from the left, front row .)
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on

upon the work at about the same time was Mr. G. L.

Pilkington.

Internal strife , engendered by the political action of

the French priests , disturbed the country during 1891-2 ,

the actual outbreak occurring in the latter year. It was

only by the continuance of the British Company's hold

ing - ensured partly by a great financial response at a

C.M.S. meeting in Exeter Hall — that things were not

worse. Eventually Sir Gerald Portal was sent, in

March , 1893 , as Queen's Commissioner, and in April

of the following year the British Government declared

Uganda a British Protectorate.

King Mwanga fled from the capital , Mengo, in the

summer of 1897, and endeavoured , unsuccessfully, to

compass the overthrow of British power. He was

defeated, and his son , King Daudi, or David , born after

his father's flight, enthroned in his room .

A dangerous mutiny among the Soudanese troops

shortly after, including themurder of Europeans, led to

the lamented death ofMr. Pilkington, who accompanied

the Government troops as interpreter, and was shot

during an attack by the enemy. His gifts as a linguist

andtranslator were of an exceptional order.
“ PILKINGTON OF UGANDA. "

The diocese was in 1897 sub-divided, and Bishop

Tucker choosing Uganda as his future see, that of

fever. He never reached his destination on this second Mombasa was formed of the remaining territory, and

journey . Trying a dangerous, but more expeditious Bishop Peel consecrated .

route than that usually taken from the coast toUganda, There are now in the Uganda Mission no less than

he incurred the unjust suspicions of the king, prompted 34,239 native Christians , and 4,067 adult baptisms took

by Arabs, and was murdered by command of Mwanga, place during 1901. A great brick cathedral , to seat

while his caravan retreated to the coast with the 4,000 people, has just been built at Mengo, to replace

word “ Ichabod ” a flag at their head. The the thatched, mud -walled erection , which , remarkable

Bishop's death was on October 31st , 1885, and next for size, but not for beauty , was previously the cathedral

siimmer a terrible persecution swept over the little church of the diocese . It will be re-called that the

church , in which the most revolting and brutal Katikiro, or Prime Minister, of Uganda, was a visitor to

tortures were employed . It is estimated that no fewer our shores last summer. He is a Christian chief of

than a couple of hundred at all events must have good education and statesmanlike ability, who has

suffered, including adherents of both Protestant and written a history of his country and other works, and

Roman Catholic Missions . Judging that their remaining makes a wise and enlightened ruler during the minority

only served to incite to further cruelty, the missionaries, of the king. One of the most noticeable and encourag

in the interests of the church , decided to leave. The ing features about the Uganda Christians is the manner

Rev. C. P. Ashe was allowed to do so, but the king in which they have themselves voluntarily become

compelled Mackay to stay, and for one year practically missionaries and carried the Gospel into Toro.

he was without a companion . He busied himself with

translation , besides ministering to the distressed flock . THE BALAGHAT Mission.—Mr. John Lampard's fare

Then he was exchanged for the Rev. Cyril Gordon , who well meeting takes place at Exeter Hall , on Friday, Jan.

also had to spend many months alone . 16th , and he embarks for India at Marseilles on the 23rd ,

Mwanga was deposed by his subjects in August, 1888 , accompanied by a new worker, Miss Waller. A second

and soonafter the missionaries were expelled , a reign new missionary will probably go out sometime next

of terror ensuing. Next year, by the aid of the year. Mr. A. H. Smith returned last month . It has

Christians, Mwanga regained his kingdom , and the been decided to open a new station in the town of Bala

missionaries likewise returned . The Imperial British ghat , which has a population of 5,000 . This will form

East Africa Company assumed protection of Uganda, the natural base for the evangelization of the whole

with a vaguely understood consent by the king. population of the district , of which only about a tenth

Mackay died on February 8th , 1890. His life is a great has so far been touched . Some 200,000 at present

story in itself, and only incidental reference has been entirely unevangelized heathen will be within reach .

possible in so brief an outline of a larger subject , but The Boys' Orphanage is to be transferred to the new

he is the dominating personality concerned in the centre as soon as possible. The building of a Mission

Uganda Mission, and his name will always be insepar- House, Home for fifty boys, and perhaps a small

ably attached to it . His memory lives as that of one of church , will cost from £ 300 to £ 350. For outfit and

the greatest of missionary pioneers and one of the passages to India nearly £ 100 is needed , besides

loftiest and purest of characters. another £100 for one year's food supply for orphans

The present Bishop of Uganda, Dr. Tucker, was con and other current expenses . A sum of £ 500 should

secrated under the old title of Bishop of Eastern therefore come into the exchequer within the next three

Equatorial Africa, in 1890. He had been preceded by weeks. To maintain the extended work an additional

Bishop Perrott Parker. Among those who entered £ 200 a year is needed.
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are , moreover, passages which betray unmistakable

venom towards the Jewish race," and which—he

declares - " disgrace a Christian paper."
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By the Way .

%

of

never

Go ye therefore,

and teach

An indication of the spirit of enquiry as to the teach

ings of Christianity, which is slowly manifesting itself in

China , is given in a letter of Dr. Griffith John , printed

in the Chronicle of the L.M.S. ( Here wemay observe

2 that the Chronicle is steadily improving, both as to the

quality of its contents and its style of production , and

the editor, the Rev. L. H. Gaunt, is to be congratulated .)

HAT the income of the Wesleyan Missionary To the 12,000 Chinese students who assembled recently

at Changsha for the Triennial examination , some 8,000

many years is a reproach to so vigorous and practical a packets of Christian books were presented. Upwards

body as the Wesleyan Church . The successful Million a ton of literature was by this single effort placed in

Guineas Fund of the denomination is a splendid object- the hands of these young men , to bear fruit,we dare

lesson of the power of voluntary giving, and we are not doubt, in future years. Dr. John writes that " the

convinced that the Methodist churches only need the officials were very friendly , and did all intheir power to

claims of the Foreign field pressed upon them in the make the task easy and pleasant, and the scholars

same forceful way to respond in a manner that will received the books willingly and gratefully . ” Such a

enable the work to be distribution has

not only sustained, but been permitted before ,

extended. We gladly and three years ago

note that the necessary would not have been

forward movement has possible, indeed an at

been commenced, and tempt then would have

that Missionary Conven imperilled the lives of

tions have been held in the inissionaries.

several places. These

are of a character to

develop a spirit of self It is a significant sign

sacrificing giving, as well of the improved position

as of personal consecra of missionary work in

tion to the great cause. Madagascar that as many

The Rev. F. W. Mac as 1,600 pastors, workers

donald (the able editor ALL NATIONS." and delegates should

of Work and Workers) has
have assembled for

eloquently pleaded for
Matt. xxviii 19.

special meetings in the

Missions at some of these capital,
ok

Antananarivo .

Conventions. The chairman , it is inter

esting to note, was a

Malagasy pastor, and

The preaching of the the subject of his presi

Gospel is still to the Jew dential address was ,

a stumbling - block, and “ Those by Whom We

no part of the mission field is more stony ground are Watched .” One sentence is well worth tran

than that represented by the lost sheep of the scribing : " There is not the least hesitation as to what

house of Israel . Converts from the Jewish people will be the result of Christian work, and we ought not

are few in proportion to the effort put forth by to spend money and strength if we are not honestly

Christian missions among them — but this is for the time convinced that the result will be eternal life to those

permitted in the Divine purpose , and does not, we are who receive the Gospel." Would that all preachers

persuaded , discourage the devoted workers among this shared the clear conviction of our Malagasy brother

tenacious race . But definite results do reward the on this vital point .

efforts made for their conversion , and we note that the

Mildmay Mission to the Jews reports the baptism of

two young men at the Central Hall recently . By the

way, Trusting and Toiling (the organ of the Mildmay BRITISH AND FOREIGN Bible Society.— The Society

Mission) , in its zeal for the Jew, comes down heavily on has issued the third of its series of pamphlets in connec

the Brilish Weekly, in some remarks on the serial story, tion with the coming centenary . It is entitled " Hints to

" The Hebrew ,” now appearing in that journal . This Centenary Helpers," and is " addressed to those officers,

titular Hebrew is represented as a rack-renter who helpers, and collectors who constitute the backbone of

bleeds the poor Gentiles in his slum property. That the Bible Society's local organizations." Sunday, March

there are bad and good among Jews, the editor in 4th , 1904, has been appointed as “ Universal Bible

Trusting and Toiling admits, but he avers that “ the Sunday." " The local celebrations will take place during

character in question is overdrawn and unreal . There the two months immediately following that date .
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Alerander Mackenzie on

A pathetic Appeal.

of hope — the door of the Christian Leper Asylum .

Gifts may be sent to the Secretary of the Missionary

E have received a letter from Mrs. T. A. Bailey
Pence Association, or to the Editors of ALL NATIONS,

Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

just paid to the Chandkuri Leper Asylum . These

two active friends of the lepers are on a lengthy

tour in India on behalf of the Mission to Lepers,

Sir
in the course of which they report as follows from

Chandkuri :

“ Yesterday we photographed a group of men waiting Missions.

for admission, also a group of women.
One man was a

particularly bad case. He had no clothes, so all the HE late Sir Alexander Mackenzie , K.C.S.I. ,

hideous ghastliness of his disease was open to view, and formerly Lieut. -Governor of Bengal, speaking

it would have needed a heart of stone to say “ No ' to at a great Missionary meeting in London , said " You

such a case.
Many others were almost as bad-a poor will unfortunately hear many retired Anglo -Indians

woman , for instance, with a tiny babe a month old. declare their absolute disbelief in Mission work, and

The houses are already overcrowded , but how can one speak of native Christians with dislike and contempt.

turn these poor creatures away ? Now I have always found that

It is all very well when one is far those who thus decry the work

away to write and say, “ Don't of Missions in India, have care

admit any more, ' but when one fully held aloof from all connec

looks into their faces and sees tion with it there , and have spent

their terrible condition it is another their service in complete ignor

thing.
ance of all that was going on in

" Our morning service in the that field even at their very doors,

Leper Church was deeply interest
while their knowledge of native

ing. Mr. Bailey spoke on ‘ Come Christians was limited to casual

unto Me and I will intercourse with a few disreput

give you
rest . ' There were almost able specimens of the domestic

five hundred in the church , count service type , and even their judg

ing the untainted boys and girls , ment was more often based upon

who sat apart from the lepers . prejudice than experience .

One could not look unmoved at I have not only served in Bengal,

that sea of faces as they listened
the Central Provinces, and

to the simple Gospel, all of Burmah-all of which provinces

them more or less afflicted with I have had the honour of ad

that loathsome disease - the ministrating — but I have been

great majority more. After the on duty in Madras and the Pun

address Mr. Nottrott catechised
jab, and am thus acquainted with

the twenty- five candidates for Mission work throughout the

baptism , and they seemed to give
greater part of India. I have had

bright , intelligent answers . Then , native Christians serving under

as they came forward, you can me in various higher respectable

imagine how touching it was -- a offices of the Government service .

father with his son and daughter, You will , therefore, admit that

a mother and her boy , and so on . there is some value in the testi

I could scarcely restrain my tears
SUGANDHIN , UNTAINTED, AT CHANDKURI. mony which I am prepared to

as the last candidate came for bear, that there is no reason

ward, crawling on four stumps, no toes or fingers left , whatever for doubt or disparagement of Mission work.

and unable to stand up." On the contrary, the advance made during my time has

Mr. Bailey reports that there are now 460 lepers and been substantial and encouraging, and it is my firm

children being cared for in the Asylum , and that besides belief that the day-spring of still better things is very

these fifty -seven are being provided with food , though close at hand , while the simple faith and godly lives of

they cannot be admitted for want of houses. Comfort many native Christians might put all , or most of us

able and permanent houses can be erected at a cost of certainly, to the blush .”

£5 for each inmate , and the same amount provides a

year's support for a leper . Spiritually, the work at

Chandkuri has been most encouraging. There are now
HOME-MADE COCOANUT ICE , 8d . per pound , postage

250 Christian lepers , and many others are seeking extra. All profits given to Foreign Missions. - Orders

baptism .
gratefully received by " Shushilla ,” 19 , St. Helen's Road,

The Missionary Pence Association has lately made
Hastings.

a special grant of £25 for this most urgent need at
Chandkuri , and weearnestly appeal to our readers News has been received from Rev. A. G. Shorrock,

to come to the help of these poor, stricken outcasts, B.A. , B.M.S , of Shan-si , of many conversions amongst

waiting in their misery at what is to them the only door the natives. No less than eighty have been baptized .
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W THE CHILDREN'S PAGE. Do
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Nºg

way home.

Prize Competition .

Tº

and Natal , they found there a Christian man , who took

Three Little Zulu Girls. them into his house and gave them food , and made

them rest over night. The next day he gave them food

ONGAZI'S home is away up in Zululand. A while
(cold sweet potatoes) for their journey, and a little

ago, she went one Sunday, when a native
money to help “ climb on the cars ” (as they say),when

preacher was holding a service. He told the people they should arrive at a rail-road station . After about

about Jesus and the home in heaven, and then told
ten days of travelling , they reached us and told us

them they must repent of their sins if they wanted to
they wanted to learn about Jesus , saying the Lord had

go to this home. She thought over his words all the helped them on their way. Although the school

When she reached her hut , she found her

father very angry. He had heard where she had been , wonder how many white girls would walk nearly 300
money was short , we could not turn them away. I

and he threatened to beat her severely if she ever went
miles , sleeping on the ground, and often hungry, that

there again. Still she could not keep the words of the
they might learn about Jesus, and read the Bible ?

preacher out of her mind - and, oh how she did want
You will all pray for these girls , will you not ?—GRACE

to hear more ! After a while she heard that there was
RAYNOR, in the Faithful Witness.

a school many, many miles away, where girls were

allowed to live, to learn more about Jesus . She

succeeded in interesting two other little native girls

whom she knew, and together they planned to meet at

a certain place at a given time, and run away from

home, although they did not know the way . On the O encourage our young folks in the study of the

Bible and in the Missionary cause we are pleased
day appointed Nongazi went to the meeting- place , but

to announce a Competition specially for them . We shall
the other girls were not there. She waited all day and

slept that night in the grass , not daring to go home for
give six interesting, illustrated missionary books for the

six best lists of Twenty Missionary Texts.
fear she would not find another opportunity to escape .

The next day the other girls came—they had not been Rules.

able to get away the day before. They hid in the grass
I. The Competition will be in two classes, the first divi

until dark, and then travelled on until nearly daylight

the next morning, when they reached the home of the
sion for boys and girls over twelve, but under fourteen, the

native preacher. He dared not take them into his
second for those under twelve.

home, but hid them in the church and took them some II . Attention will be paid to the choice of texts, to the

food . The next day the parents came in search of order in which they are placed, and, should two competitors

their girls, but they were not to be found. The father be in all other respects equal, to the handwriting and general

hid in the woods near the river, intending to go to the neatness of the papers.

river crossing at night , thinking the girls would be
III . References should be given in every case .

afraid to cross in the daytime, lest they be seen . The

wife of the preacher heard of their plans , so the girls
IV. All papers must be the unaided work of the competitors.

were given food , and sent across the river just at dark , V. The lists, written on one side of the paper only, and

with a Christian man accompanying them. After they having the full name, address and age on the first sheet, must

had travelled quite a distance from the river , the man reach “ The Editors, ALL NATIONS, 21 and 22, Ereter Hall,

turned back, first telling them not to fear, for the Lord
Strand, W.C.,” not later than February 12th, with the word

would be with them and show them the way. They “ Competition ” on the top left-hand corner of the envelope.

travelled most of the night, and then laid down in the

tall grass to sleep (regardless of snakes and poisonous

reptiles). Most of the next day was spent in the grass,
THE Rev. A. FORDER is returning to Jerusalem in

as they feared to travel by day, lest someone in the the course of this month , to open up a new mission work

kraals they passed should tell their parents which path under the Foreign Missions Agency, including a Home

they had taken . And so they walked on night after of Rest for missionaries passing through the city , an

night till they were so far from home they did not evangelistic effort and an Evangelical service for English

know the path, then they travelled by day and visitors . He would be very glad of an American organ

enquired the way of people they met from time to time, for use at meetings , and also about £3 to buy a small

spending the nights in the dew -laden grass, and many tent for use when visiting the Arabs. Donations

times without food . When they reached the Tugela towards passages and outfits would likewise be welcome,

River, which forms the boundary between Zululand and gladly received on his behalf by the M.P.A.
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The " San Pablo " feast.

By MRS. H. G. CRISMAN

(Gospel Missionary Union of Kansas).

C.ID.S. Notes

ITHIN a short time after our arrival in Monte

W cristi , people began telling us of the grand feast

of St. Paul and St. Peter, which always takes place

during the last week in June. In this country, where

saint worship is so common, we are not surprised to

find that this whole community has for many years

looked up to St. Paul as its patron saint , and many are
HE many supporters of the Church Missionary

the unlikely stories told of his exhibitions of power and Society have received , with much regret, the

wrath on the people. One superstition , probably taken

news of the retirement , under medical advice , of Mr.

from the last chapter of the Acts, tells us thathe has Eugene Stock from the editorial chair of the Society.

control of the snakes , and if his feast is not elaborate
Mr. Stock does not , however, sever his connection with

enough , he sends a plague of serpents on the town, and
the Society , but will continue to act as a Secretary with

sometimes withholds the much needed rain , or sends
out any departmental duty .

some other punishment.

Six Presidents are the principal features of the occa
Mr. Stock's name has long been a household word in

sion , and are chosen the year before. Two women are
missionary circles . For nearly 30 years he has been

appointed for the first two days, and are of minor
actively associated with the C.M.S. not only as Editorial

importance, a man and woman called the “ White Pre Secretary, but as a speaker at meetings and an advocate

sidents,” for the next two days, while another couple of the missionary cause all over the country, as well as

blacked up with shoe-blacking, called the Black Presi- abroad . The C.M.S. Gleaner was commenced by

dents," preside during the last two days, and take the
him in 1874 , and the “ Gleaner's Union ,” which has

highest honours in the feast . The Presidents' days are proved such a valuable agency in promoting missionary

from noon to noon . They are announced by explosions interest, owes its existence to Mr. Stock's initiative.

of gun -powder in front of the church door , and the

jingling of church bells in time to a fast " gig , ” beaten Statistics are generally recognized as very dry reading ;

off on the snare drum .
but there are some statistics which, without being

The band plays at intervals , then repairs to the house tedious , tell their tale in a very striking manner. The

of the oncoming President . He or she is to attend the following brief statement issued by the C.M.S. is an

vespers , going in a procession to the church, led by illustration of this, and will convey to its readers an idea

banners and brass band, and followed by many assist of the progress of women's work in the foreign field :

ants, and the usual crowd of small boys. Next morning " In 1820 the Church Missionary Society had only two

the same party attends Mass, after which the day is filled unmarried women on its roll of missionaries ; at the

out with eating , drinking and dancing . The female present time there are about 380, of whom eight are fully

"Black President's ” day is supposed to be very fine, and qualified doctors, twenty -five are trained nurses, and the

makes the best “ show .” The band and banners lead the remainder are engaged in educational or evangelistic

procession ; then comes the President, followed by many work .”

officials dressed in uniforms , feathered hats and swords

held at all angles ; then the maids of honour, clinging
The Gleaner for January contains interesting pictures

awkwardly to the arms of their escorts . All the men

are blacked and half drunk , while the women look very
from photographs of the new Cathedral which the people

of Uganda have been building for themselves at the chief
queer in ill- fitting dresses of brilliant colours , and their

C.M.S. station , called Namirembe , one of the seven hills

hair, usually worn in braids down the back, is now of Mengo, the capital . The Protestant Christians of

twisted into a hard knot , from which extends an arti

ficial flower or two.

Uganda are very proud of their Cathedral , the erection

of which has claimed no small part of both their energy

On the last day of the feast the images of Peter and and their money during the past two years. The work

Paul are taken from the church , just after Mass, and of building the walls and brick columns was finished in

carried about town in a big procession , preceded by the November, 1901 . The roof was immediately pro

banners , band and incense bearers, and followed by the ceeded with , and was destined to take nearly a whole

priest , Presidents and a multitude of people. After this year. Iron girders cannot be obtained in Uganda, so

“ paseo " they are returned to their dark corners in the timbers for the roof had to be brought by natives, some

church for another year's seclusion . times from a distance of fifty miles, and often it required

During the week several couples are married , though 100 men or more to carry one beam . It was a happy

they may have lived together for years and have families, day to the chiefs and work people when they placed the

many babies are baptised, and Masses for the dead are giided vane, with a lightning conductor attached , on

said. The priest goes home with his money coffers the apex of the central spire, about eighty -five feet above

fuller by some $ 300 of gold . So the poverty of the the ground , for they felt that the actual work of build

people is accounted for, but they go on in their sin and ing the great “ house to God's glory ” had been accom

superstition without God and without hope in the world , plished .

and with no rest or peace of soul . A LAYWORKER.
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reclamation it is thanks mainly to the City Mission ,

the Salvation Army, and other more or less irregular

and outside agencies. And these have proved effec

tive just in proportion as they have brought a

message , fresh , direct and simple, to the hearts

MISSIONARY MAGAZINES
and consciences of the people . It has been by virtue

of a vital Gospel that they have won their way,

and have proved themselves the salt that has kept life

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand,
pure in many a lowly home. And we believe that the

London, W.C.
urgent need of Foreign Missions to-day is a more

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. Wm. Roger Jones, aggressive proclamation of God's Gospel to the masses

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
of heathendom , by men who have won their spurs in

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in active soul-winning work at home, and who, before

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association , are invited to com unicate with Mr. JONES, going to the foreign field, shall be tested and trained to

the point of efficiency for telling out the Gospel story in
Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

PUBLISHERS, Bros. , Keswick House, Paternoster India, China, or Africa, Experienced missionaries tell
Row, E.C.

us that they find it best to avoid the philosophical

controversies and intellectual quibbles which it is the

delight of the Hindu to decoy them into . They agree

that when objections are raised , calling for theological

discussion or profound reasoning, they come but

rarely from sincere and honest enquirers. Moreover,

objectors either willing or able to argue closely against

Christianity are but a small percentage in any non

Christian community. The vast multitude sitting in

In our last issue it was suggested that missionary darkness and in the shadow of death are simple,

authorities at home should consider the policy of ignorant, and too often depraved souls who need not so

appointing laymen of proved capacity much a systematic setting forth of theological truth

Evangelistic to take charge of what may be termed addressed to their intellect as a stirring appeal to con

Missionaries, the secular side of the work in estab- science , and an earnest offer of that free gift of God

Jished centres, and so set free the which is Eternal Life . A considerable body of

time and energies of the trained ordained missionary testimony could be collected to prove that , so far as it

for evangelistic and pastoral duty. This is a policy has had a fair trial , the work of the evangelist, as

from which , we are persuaded , the best results would distinct from that of the more highly trained clerical

follow , both in a revival of direct spiritual effort and in missionary, has been no less fruitful in the foreign

increased efficiency in the business and educational field than at home. The admitted scarcity of candi

departments of missionary work . But there are other dates , and especially of men , for foreign service is a

directions in which a modification of existing methods powerful argument for widening the field of selection ..

is needed if the widespread preaching of the Gospel, There are, we are convinced, numbers of consecrated

which should be the true objective of Missions , is at all and capable young men-of the type we have indicated

to approach the oft-quoted ideal of “ The Evangeliza- available, who could , under the guidance and super

tion of the World in this Generation ” —or, we might vision of the more experienced missionary, preach the

add , in this century . We are convinced that the time Gospel widely and effectively. Their period of training

has come for the Committees who are responsible for would be varied, but never long. The cost of their

the selection of workers for the foreign field to consider maintenance would be less than that of the more

afresh the wisdom of calling for and commissioning educated worker, drawn from a higher social grade - a

candidates who correspond with the evangelist and City consideration by no means to be ignored in these days

missionary rather than with the clergyman and pastor. of missionary deficits. The provision of this type of

Two main considerations enforce this. The first is the evangelistic missionary, who could itinerate much more

proved value of such workers in the home field . In all widely than existing workers are able to do, would in no

our great centres of population it is agreed that , if the way lessen the need for an increase of efficient native

people are to be reached , it must be by “ Missions ” workers , but would be the most effective means of

rather than by Churches, and by Evangelistic Services calling these recruits to the banner of Him who

rather than by more advanced sermons. If the masses claims dominion from sea to sea and from the river to

of London are not “ lapsed ” beyond" lapsed ” beyond all hope of the ends of the earth .
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An African Colony in Wales..

T°

are

his home at Colwyn Bay ; and the little Africans,

thriving in its balmy air, and quickly adapting them

By M. DINORBEN GRIFFITHS . selves to their new life, became the pioneer students of

the African College .

the uninformed , the last place on earth in which The practical benefits of the new venture may be

one would expect to find youths and young girls quickly realized by taking into consideration the cost of

fromtheWest Coast of Africa would be a small town in sending a white missionary to Africa . The cost of outfit

North Wales. Yet in such a place there exists an amounts to £60 or £ 100 ; passage, generally £30 ;

institution founded , not to elevate the African negro, annual maintenance and work, £ 500 ; this apart from

but, far better , to teach him how to elevate himself ; his education . Then a lot of valuable time is wasted in

and which aimsfor its future results at the Christianizing acquiring the language of the district to which he is

and civilizing of Africa through the Africans . sent, and in getting on friendly terms with the natives,

The scene of this interesting experiment , Colwyn while, even at this initiatory stage, further progress is

Bay, is a picturesque and health -giving spot near the far often stopped by illness, The white is never seen at

famed vale of Clwyd. Nature , his best in equatorial Africa.

through all herchangeable Missionaries and traders

moods, only heightens the con
classed in the same category.

trast between this Welsh village The latter supply the natives

and the interior of Africa --with with spirits, and sell them worth

its climate notoriously fatal to less goods at exorbitant prices.

human beings, pestilential swamps, “ Is that Christianity ? ” asks the

dangerous jungles, and acres of savage . " No, it is not," replies

mud that poison the air for miles the missionary. “ Then teach

round with their putrid exhala your white brother first to do

tions. Here there is a simple, quiet
what you say is right, before you

people ; there, tribes whose one come to teach us,” is the pertinent

object seems to be to exterminate reply .

each other, many being more Promising African converts

ferocious and sanguinary than the journey second class from Africa

wild beasts which abound. to the College and back for

In the past, and even now, nothing. Messrs. Elder, Demp

many Christian men and women ster & Co. , the well -known

have left their homes and the
Liverpool steamship firm , kindly

comforts of civilization to dwell bringover students to their port

among these savages ; to endure free, except in a very few cases ;

untold hardships, incessant work, the St. Tudno Steamship Co. do

and the certain sequel of wasting the same from Liverpool to

malarial fever, which either per Llandudno, if required , and a

manently undermined their con philanthropic cab proprietor

stitutions and necessitated their transports them from the pier at

return to England invalided, or Llandudno to the College door

provided them with a martyr's at Colwyn Bay, also free. The

grave far
away from kith and kin . cost of five years' maintenance,

The outlook seemed hopeless, scholastic and technical training,

and permanent good results, on is only £125 for each student.

account of the waste of human During his first year in this

life and strength , impossible. On country the best part of the time

the one hand were thousands PRINCE ADEMUYIWA HASTROPE .
is spent in the schoolroom , where

living in utter savagery ; on the
( OJ Lagos, West Africa .)

he is taught English mostly. The

other, a handful of men-weak second year he selects a trade to

from constant ill-health, and depressed by the malarial which he is apprenticed, such as that of a carpenter,

climate - attempting to fight against the ignorance and blacksmith, mason, bricklayer, wheelwright, tailor, or

superstition of ages. printer. Some go in for medicine , and one or two have

So, some eighteen years ago, thought a Welsh mis taken up photography. When their term is finished

sionary on the Congo when, sick almost unto death , he the students are furnished with the tools of their trade ,

lay watching two little African lads whom he had a simple but ample outfit of clothes, and sent back to

redeemed from slavery, and who were his devoted their native land.

nurses and attendants. The solution of the problem Proof against the climate , conversant with the language

struck him suddenly : “ The best missionaries for Africa of the people, acquainted with their ways, the student is

are Africans ; why not train converts in England , and able at once to take a dignified position , and to teach while

send them out fitted to teach others as they have been supporting himself, thevery fact of being a skilled handi

taught ? " . craftsman giving him greatinfluence amongst his fellows.

To save his life, Mr. Hughes determined to return to The African Institute is now un fait accompli, and only

this country. The boys to whose care and devotion, requires additional funds to extend its good work and

humanly speaking, he owed his life , absolutely refused to open its doors to hundreds of promising applicants,

to leave their white friend , so he took them with him to and to start a similar institution for girls.
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are

Students come from all parts of Africa, the Congo, training school at

Old Calabar, Cameroons , New Calabar, Liberia, Sierra Monrovia, Liberia ,

Leone, South Africa, etc., districts representing some on similar lines.

three thousand miles of the coast , and about 600 different Dr. J. A. Abayomi

languages. The scheme counts among its ardent patrons Cole , whose portrait

H.M. the King of the Belgians, Lord Tredegar, Sir is given , is another

Samuel Lewis , K.C.M.G. , Sir Henry M. Stanley , Sir recent visitor to the

Alfred Jones, K.C.M.G. , of Liverpool, and Prince Institute, and one

Ademuyiwa, of West Africa, etc. of its most zealous

Happier faces you will not find anywhere than in the upholders. He is

class - rooms of the Institute, and, like the Welsh, the of Mohammedan

Africans love music . One student, when I admired a parentage, and a

quaint miniature lyre out of which he got wonderful doctor with a large

effects, offered to make one, and he did so , most practice in Sierra

ingeniously, out of umbrella wires beaten flat . The Leone, where he

wires are strung with beads, and fastened in the centre supports himself

with narrow strips of ox- hide on to a little box. The and family. He is

instrument is tuned the founder of the

by pushing the Gospel Banner

wires backwards Mission , which he

and forwards . carries on without

One notable fact support from any

about their tech church or society.

nical training, and The workers
Dr. J. ABAYOMI COLE .

one which proves mostly native Chris

the sympathy that tians.

is felt with Mr. The African Institute has already caused a revolution

Hughes' scheme, is in mission work. Now, instead of white people collect

that no apprentice- ing money to send missionaries to Africa, the Africans

ship fee has ever contribute funds for sending their young people to be

been asked for , or trained in this country.

accepted , so that All contributions should be sent to the Founder and

one of the most Director, W. Hughes, African Institute, Colwyn Bay,

important items of North Wales.

expenditure is pro

vided for through

the generosity of

outsiders.

The eagerness of

the young Africans “ NOT TO WHERE I AM WANTED, BUT WHERE I AM

to avail themselves
WANTED MOST."

SIR SAMUEL LEWIS, K.C.M.G. of every opportunity

(President of the Auxiliary Committee, for self - improve It is not where you are wanted,

Sierra Leone .)
ment, their persist

But where you are needed the most ;

ency , the faith based
The call is not to the noble,

Who of wealth or fame can boast ;

on the belief that if what is desired is good it will in
Not many wise are chosen ,

some way be granted, is very touching. Not many mighty are called ;

Sir Samuel Lewis, the first African knighted by our But those who are weak and willing,

late Queen, is an enthusiast as to the good that can be Whose lives are by Christ enthralled.

done by training Africans in England, and he advocates

It is not where you are wanted,

the extension of the scheme so as to admit of more
But where Christ would have you

students being received, and the same advantages being
At home or abroad, it mattereth not ;

offered to African girls also . If funds can be raised this It mattereth not to thee.

will be done at once. Only two girls have been trained So long as the will of thy Lord is done

at Colwyn Bay. One was sent over and partly paid for By thee in the daily task ,

by her father.
In doing the thing that is nearest,

Prince Ademuyiwa Hastrope visited the College about
It is all that you need to ask .

two years ago. The Prince has founded two mission Should He open a door of entrance

stations in the interior of Lagos, and supports native For service in other lands,

teachers for both . He is also a very eloquent preacher. Accept His Divine appointment,

Three local committees have been formed on the And quickly obey His commands.

Gold Coast to help the work of the Institute, and three
Would you know His will more fully ?

Walk closer, dwell deeper each day,
students have just arrived from that district . Another

And hour by hour His will He'll reveal

boy , of the Pessa tribe , was brought over by the late
In every step of the way.

Rev. R. L. Stewart, an African who, up to the age of

i neteen, was himself a slave , and who founded a
KATHERINE A. SALMON.

Carey's Motto ."

be ;
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The Great World
World Religions.

TH

twenty years, and comprise denunciations against

idolatry and against his personal opponents ; expo

1. - Muhammadanism .
sitions of the dogmas and duties of Islam ; legends from

Jewish traditions about Old Testament worthies, and

By Rev. CANON SELL, D.D. laws and regulations for Islam as a political and religious

(C.M.S. Secretary, Madras) .
community. These " revelations are now collected ,

without any attention to chronological order, in the book

'HE founder of the religion known as Islam , or called the Koran .

Muhammadanism , was born in Arabia in the In addition to the Koran, which is supposed to be the

year 570 A.D. At a very early age he lost his father, revealed will of God for the guidance of men , there is

and , after spending a few years, according to an Arab a second “ rule of faith ” known as the Sunna. The

custom , with a Bedouin tribe, was adopted by his meaning of this is that, as Muhammad was inspired in

paternal grandfather, Abdul Muttalib , and, afterwards, all his words, and divinely guided in all his actions, the

by his uncle, Abu Talib. As a lad he accompanied his record of these words and deeds handed down by

uncle on his mercantile journeys, when he doubtless tradition from his Companions, form a rule of life for

came into contact with numerous Christian sects, saw all his followers . He is to a Moslem a divinely-appointed

their worship , and heard of their bitter theological con guide , andthe highest ideal of life is to make it uniform

troversies. to what is believed to be the perfect life of the Arabian

When Muhammad was twenty -five years old he prophet. Muhammad conformed to the moral ideal of

entered into the service of a rich widow , Khadija , the Arabs of the seventh century, but as divine guidance

whom he afterwards married . He continued his has been imputed to his life, it has been made the

mercantile pursuits and by her wealth , his character, standard for all time, and thus has kept Islam stationary

and his family connection with the powerful Koraish with ethical ideas of a low order.

tribe , became a person of some importance in Meccan The Creed of Islam consists of belief in the unity of

society. At that time there was a small body of men God , prophets, angels , predestination , and the last-day.

in Mecca called Hanifs , who discarded idolatry and The Christian doctrine of the Trinityis entirely denied ,

taught a purer religion. One of these men , named and the conception of God is rather that of the deifica

Waraka, a cousin of Khadija, is said to have embraced tion of power than of love . The Moslem approaches

Christianity. They were all intimate with Khadija, God as a slave and not as a son . The aspect which God

and from them Muhammad may have received his dis bears to him is not that of a gracious Father , but that of

like of idolatry, his ideas about the Unity of God and a pitiless Fate. Jesus Christ is acknowledged as one of

some knowledge of the Jewish and Christian religions. the great prophets, to whom the Injil, or Gospel, was

Whilst giving Muhammad full credit for desiring to sent down. It is said that Christians have corrupted

see in his native city a purer form of worship than was the Scriptures, and practically the belief is that the

then current there, we must not overlook the political Koran now supersedes all previous revelations. Moslems

factor in the inception of Islam . At that time Arabia believe that Christ was virgin -born, though they deny

was surrounded by enemies, and the Abyssinians, the His divinity , His death on the cross, and His resurrec

Persians and the Romans had all inade encroachments tion . Many of the notions regarding angels are

on it. The country was weakened by the internecine gathered from the Talmud, and the ideas about Genii

strife of the various Arab tribes . It was evident that and Houris, fairy beings, female companions of the

the old pagan religion had failed to unify the nation at Faithful in Paradise, come from Zoroastrian sources.

a time ofgreat political danger. Muhammad was a The Koran has not solved the relation between God's

patriot, and felt, notwithstanding the failure of the sovereignty and man's free-will.sovereignty and man's free-will. Texts may be quoted

national religion , that unity could only be secured upon on both sides, but practically Moslems are fatalists. All

a religious basis. Judaism and Christianity were foreign Moslems will finally enter Paradise, and non-Moslems

religions , without any connection with the sacred temple will abide in hell for ever.

at Mecca, and so heconceived the idea of proclaiming , The five obligatory duties of a Moslem are to recite

or reproducing, the religion of their great ancestor, in Arabic the creed “ La illaha illallahu wa Muhammad

Abraham , and , by making Mecca the centre of the new Rasulu 'llah .” There is no God but God, and Muham

religion , he appealed to the national sentiment of the mad is the Apostle of God " ; to say the namaz, or five

Arab people. Finally, after some years of opposition , stated prayers daily in Arabic ; fasting ; almsgiving ;

he won their allegiance and, by uniting them in a and the pilgrimage to Mecca. The namaz is a liturgical

political and religious unity, made them strong and service said in Arabic, even though the worshipper may

powerful.
not know that language. It must be done, in order to

When he was forty years old Muhammad began to be valid , with the closest attention to an elaborate ritual .

warn and teach, saying that Gabriel had brought to him The Hajj , or pilgrimage to Mecca, should be done at

a revelation from God . The Koreish tribe , the guar least once in a life time . The ceremonies are the same

dians of the Kaabah , or sacred temple at Mecca, bitterly as those performed by the old pagan Arabs, except that

opposed him, and in 622 A.D. , he , with his followers, fed now there are no idols in the Kaabah , or temple. By

to Madina, where, in 632 A.D., he died. At Madina, he conserving this old pagan custom , Muhammad won over

changed his character and policy. In his earlier years the Arabs of his day ; but it has given the stamp of a

he denounced idolatry, and seems to have been content national religion to his system , and so has bound it up

to be a warner ; in his later days he became the chief of with the past in a way which now retards progress .

a State , and treated with severity those who would At Madina, Muhammad tried to win over the Jews

not submit to his claims.
to his side, and made his principal fast coincide with

The “ revelations came during a period of over their day of atonement, and also directed his followers
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to turn towards Jerusalem in prayer. When the Jews its prophet. The ideal thus placed before men as the

would not admit his claims, he bitterly persecuted them , objectof their highest ambition is a low one. That life

changed the date of the fast , and told Moslems to turn in all its varied episodes , in all its weaknesses , is held

in the direction of Madina in prayer. He produced to have been one divinely inspired as a “ noble pattern "

" revelations” sanctioning this change of procedure for all people. There is thus no hope that Moslems

and position. The "piecemeal ” way in which the can be expectedto be better than their prophet . They,

revelations" came enabled him to do this.
at least , are satisfied with him as a perfect example

After Muhammad's death civil wars broke out , and given to them by God.

very soon the great Shiah sect was formed to which the For many long centuries, the Christian Church has

Persians now belong. The cardinal doctrine of the sadly neglected the Moslem world : it is time that the

Shiahs is the divine right of Ali , son - in -law of Muham conscience of the Church was touched to send the

mad, and his successors. They repudiate altogether Gospel to them..

the claim of the Sultan of Turkey to bethe Khalif,
the

successor of the Prophet, or to the allegiance of the

Moslem world . The cult of Ali has led to many curious
"TReviews.

developments of religious beliefs in the Eastern world.

In the early part ofthe ninth century, at a brilliant SEA-GIRT Yezo. Glimpses at Missionary Work in

period of culture at Baghdad, a strong effort was made North Japan . By Rev. JOHN BATCHELOR. 25. od .

to modify the hard and fast system of Islam by intro (ChurchMissiona
ry Society.)

ducing a more rational and rationalist
ic method ;

Yezo is the name formerly applied to an island in far
but it was crushed out . In modern days in India , a

away North Japan which is now known as Hokkaido, a

similar movement is going on . The leaders of it are termi, however , which embraces other islands also. Yezo

often men of high moral character and considerable
is about the size of Ireland, and separated from the main

culture . The like of it is nowhere found in purely
land by a narrow strait, which at one point is less

Muhammadan States. It is only under the freedom of than fifteen miles across.

Christian rulers that such a liberal movement is possible.

It has a population of a little

At the beginning of the eighteenth century , a fanatical

more than a million Japanese and just under sixteen

thousand Ainu. The latter, the aborigines of Japan ,

sect , calledWahhabis, arose, and for a while caused are slowly ebbing away. The C.M.S. first began work

much trouble. Their spirit seems to have passed on on the island in 1874 . At that time there was only

into the great Dervish Orders, who have in recent years one missionary and his family there , and with the ex

displayed much missionary activity in the Sudans and ception of one Japanese gentleman whom the mission

in Northern Africa . Their progress has been remark
ary brought with him from Nagasaki as helper, there

able, and many tribes of pagans have been won to Islam . were no native Christians belonging to the Society in

Raised by this to a somewhat higher level , they are
Yezo. Since then the work has grown so large that the

rendered incapable of further progress, for they are
missionary diocese of Hokkaido has been formed ,

taught thatthe great moral defects of Islam are really Bishop Fyson being consecrated in 1896. At the end

commands of God in His latest " revelation,” and

sanctioned by the practice of His latest prophet. A

of 1901 there were about 2,300 Japanese and Ainu

Christians living, while some hundreds had passed

tribe won to Islam is practically lost to the Christian

Church . There is no part of the mission field just now

away. Foreign and native workers number fifty -five. Life

and work on theisland are described by Mr. Batchelor in

more important than this, for in many places it is a race

between the Crescent and the Cross.

a very interesting and instructive manner. The book

The onward
is most prolific in illustrations, is bound in cloth gilt ,

march of Islam can only be stayed by successful mis bevelled boards, with gilt edges, and is one of the best

sions like that in Uganda.

Islam confronts the Christian missionary in many
of the annual volumes for young people ever issued

from Salisbury Square. Some member of every family
lands. It is a great barrier to the onward march of the

Christian Church in the East , and its rapid progress in

of C.M.S. supporters should have a copy of it .

Africa calls for earnest and early attention. “ Missionary Nuggets . ” Extracts on Women and

Islam is strong in the truth it holds. It believes in one Women's Work in India and China . Compiled by

God, the Creator and Ruler of men. It acknowledges DORA M. PIKE. (Church of England Zenana Missionary

that God reveals His will through inspired prophets. It Society, and Marshall Bros.)

believes in prayer to God, in a judgment -day, and the life These are carefully chosen nuggets from the rich

to come. It is, however, weak in its conception of God. mine of missionary literature , and form a very readable

It has so magnified the doctrine of the Unity as to almost little volume. What the compiler regarded as the most

place Him out of relation to His creatures . The tendency interesting chapters of many choice books have been

of its worship is to become mechanical. It is deficient sampled . The contents include selections from the

in its sense and idea of sin . Salvation is looked upon as following books :- “ Irene Petrie ” ; “ The Story of the

escape from the punishment of sin rather than as deliver China Inland Mission " ; " Mary Reed, Missionary to

ance from its power . It altogether denies the necessity the Lepers” ; “ A Lady of England ” ; “ In the Far

of an atonement, and believes that men merit heaven East ” ; “ The Cobra's Den ,” etc.

by their good deeds . As a political and as a religious

system it is necessarily unprogressive , for the finality of

its law in its glory. Innovation is a crime, a sin to be A CHRISTIAN LADY desires to find another of earnest

avoided . It is weak asan ethical system . Polygamy, spirit, and self -supporting, who will be a companion in

slavery , and other moral evils are held to be ordinances Christian service in South America. Address : “ S. A.,"

sanctioned for all time by God . It is weak in the life of clo The Editors , All Nations, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
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Arabia in their dark, wretched homes.

It is still the day of small things, of

seed -sowing amid no ordinary trials

of climate, opposition , and great dis

comfort ; but the missionaries are toil

ing bravely on , buoyed up by a great

hope, and it is a joy indeed to them to

beable to report the signs of awaken

ing. Some hearts have been won for

Christ, and the converts have been
. . BY ..

CLARA BENHAM .
bold in witnessing to their trust in

Him , in face of great and bitter perse

cution , even unto death . Let us see to

it that by our faithfulness in prayer we

have a share in the advance of the

Kingdom of God in Arabia .

Fanuary 9th . — Russia : Throughout the Russian January 19th .—AFGHANISTAN : Although Afghanistan

Empire the Bible Society still receives friendly coun is not yet open to the Gospel, missionary work is being

tenance and support from the highest authorities in carried on at Peshawur, on the Afghan frontier. Many

Church and State ; and last year it circulated 592,000 suffering people come to the hospital in this great

copies of Scripture in over sixty different tongues. The military station from far-distant villages, and return to

Biblehas thus found its waythrough Russia and Siberia, their homes with the seed of the truth in their hearts.

and the colporteurs are able to report many instances In this way a quiet preparation is going on for the time

of kindness they have received from officials and when this country shall open its door to the Gospel.

people alike . At the same time it is sadly true that Further , the whole Bible has been translated into the

Materialism , leading to the denial of God's existence, is language of the Afghans, and thus the Word of God

gaining ground in Russia and all over Europe. We finds entrance if the missionaries do not.

need to pray earnestly that the Word of God may come

with convincing, enlightening power to the people, and [Miss Benham will continue these Notes every month, selecting

that great persuasiveness and tact may be given to the two or three days in each. It is suggested that members of our

colporteurs. Prayer Union should mark the days on their Lists when they

receive the magazine, and refer to the Notes as the days occur.

In SPAIN the workers meet with the most grievous All readers not having already joined the Union are cordially

spiritual ignorance, and they constantly experience great invited to do so. There is no subscription, and a Cycle can be

opposition from the Romish priests.-- From the Report obtained on application to Mr. W. Roger Fones. - Eds.)

for 1902 of the Brilish and Foreign Bible Society.

January 171h . - ARABIA is a vast country, about four

times the size of France ; a great deal of it is still

unexplored. No one knows the exact population , but

probably there are at least 6,000,000 people , for whom

Christ died, who have never heard of Him as Saviour.

The Christian Church has neglected Arabia for long years

past , and has left the country wholly to Mohamme

danism . But at last a better day has dawned , and now

there are six mission stations held by the Missionary

Societies mentioned on our Prayer List . One of the

widest regions yet untouched by missionary effort is the

whole of Southern Arabia, from Aden to Muscat , a

distance of 1,200 miles, with a population of over a

million and a half. This district , called Hadramaut, is

one of the least - known parts of neglected Arabia.

Hadramaut may be divided into three districts. The

first of these, nearest to Aden , is the best explored ,

most accessible and most fertile , and yet no missionary

has been to any of its towns, nor a Bible colporteur

along its coast since 1891 . Let us pray that the

missions already established in Arabia may be able to

extend their work to this region, and that

labourers may be sent out , bearing the light of the

Gospel to its dark shores. Medical mission work has

done much to break down opposition and win an

entrance for the Gospel ; and Christian women with

hearts of love and sympathy for their poor suffering One of the Bible Society's Spanish colporteurs, and his donkey laden

with Scriptures. During eleven months in 1901 the Society's circulation

sisters can find a wide field of work, and a warm
in Spain exceeded 68,900 Bibles , Testaments, and Portions . Of these,

welcome from the aching hearts of the women of 29,934 copies were sold by colporteurs.

more
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On the Watch Tower.

announced that the fund to remove the deficiency

had reached £ 53,000, leaving £10,000 still to be raised.

Encyclopædia Britannica . - In the sixth " New Volume" Miss Stevens, a self-supporting missionary of Mangari,

of the Encyclopædia Britannica there is a statistical article having offered to contribute £100 per annum for the

by Mr. Eugene Stock, of the C.M.S. , on “ Modern Mis support of a lady missionary to succeed the late Miss

sions. " In it Mr. Stock says : - " On the hypothesis Jessie Hewlett, of Mirzapur, which offer was very grate

that Christianity is true, the statistics at a particular fully accepted by the Board, Miss Mabel Bulloch,

period are no test of success at all . For in them the daughter of the Rev. G. M. Bulloch , of Almora, was

dead are not counted ; and the converts who are already appointed to the position. Over a thousand young

dead are—at least , in respect of individual salvation people assembled at the City Temple on Dec. 4th for a

the surest of results . If, however, we are to take missionary rally. The Rev. E. J. Newell , of Samoa,

statistical returns for what they are worth, it is estimated gave a description of work in the South Seas , and the

that the Christians in heathen lands gatheredby Protes Rev. A. Bonsey, of Hankow, represented the China field .

tant missions probably amount to four millions, and The Rev. D. Burford Hooke, the Secretary of the

a similar total may be ascribed to Roman Colonial Missionary Society , reached London

Catholic missions, making eight millions in all . This, November 29th , after an absence of six months in

however, includes adherents still under instruction for deputation work in the Australian States and New

on

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.
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XI.-- THE REV . ALEXANDER WHYTE , D.D.

bap sm , and their children . The inner circle of com Zealand . Mr. Hooke left England early in June, and

municant members is not more than one-third of the first visited Cape Colony, afterwards proceeding to New

total.” There are 558 Protestant Missionary Societies Zealand and Australia, where he has had conferences

at work. Mr. Stock estimates that the total number of with the various Congregational Unions in relation to

Protestant missionaries is about 15,500 , of whom 4.800 the work of the Colonial Missionary Society.

are ordained ; 480 men and 220 women are physicians ;

China Inland Mission.— The Executive Committee of

leaving the physicians out of account, 2,000 are laymen,
the China Inland Mission announce that the British

3,600 are unmarried women, and 4,400 are married

authorities have removed the restrictions against single
women .

London Missionary Society . – At the Directors'meeting patiently waiting at Hwuy -luh for several weeks for the

ladies returning to Shan-si . The ladies who had been

on Dec. 9th , the Rev. R. Wardlaw Thompson introduced
removal of the prohibition, have now proceeded to

Miss Nellie Clark , daughter of Mr. J. Clark , of Streatham,
Shan-si .

a Director of the Society, who is about to proceed to

Canton, to succeed Miss Wells,whohas been compelled School for the Sons of Missionaries. — For forty- five

to resign on account of ill -health . Mr. Thompson years this School has been in existence at Blackheath ,

remarked that Canton was the oldest , and in some and nearly 700 boys have been educated there, includ

respects the hardest, of the Society's stations in China. ing the eighty -five present scholars. Forty missionaries

The prospects of work there were, however, brighter are on the roll of “ Old Boys,” and twice that number

than at any former period. The Rev. A. N. Johnson, M.A. , have become University graduates .
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threats that were held out to him . All this to make

ONE convert ! Truly these people are in earnest about

their religion. Perhaps the sight that struck him most

was the vast Missionary College at Cairo , with its sixteen

hundred students , and the knowledge that by means of

the self-denying ministries of these young Muslims the

heathen populations of Northern India and the Central

Soudan were so rapidly embracing the doctrines of the

false prophet that he ventured to declare that unless

Christianity made greater haste to obey its Lord's com

mand the whole of Central and Northern Africa would

shortly become Mohammedan . Certainly the Hindu,

the Algerian, the Thibetan, give far more liberally in

support of their dead religions than Christians do to the

living Saviour. Shall we, in this new year 1903 , culti

vate a greater love , a more self-effacing zeal, a more

Christ-like earnestness for the salvation of the lost ?

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS .

Treasurer
JOHN JACKSON, Esq .

Secretary -WM . ROGER JONES.

MOTTO_“ Every Little Helps . " BASIS— " Carey's Weekly Penny."

OBJECTB

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World.

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

CAREST THOU

NOT ?

MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over 622,000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 63.003 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers , and a further 63 000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer , and

crossed London and South Western Bank ." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price . The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL Nations are invited to become members of the Missionary

Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK . Please write for a

card of membership .

Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions,

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prospectus.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A.

issues Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting cards for any Mission you may
choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible -woman , orphan , or Leper child.

CARUSIMIS PIRKCED HAND IS POINTING 10 THE WORLD FOR WHICH HE DIED
THOU NOT ) HE WHISPENS "

SIIS.D.A.

News and

Hotes.

Be in Earnest.
( By permission of the Religious Tract Society .)

OPPORTUNITY is said to The census of attendances in our London Churches,

have locks in front so that now being taken by the Daily News, speaks only too

men may grasp her, but to eloquently of the prodigality of the

be bald behind, because Our Gospel privileges of this metropolis

Opportunity suffered to Illustration . compared with the absence of all

pass by cannot be seized
facilities for hearing the Gospel in

again . The approach of another year serves to remind such countries as the interior of Brazil, where our Dr.

us that all may again seek Divine assistance to reconse James A.Graham was the only Protestant worker in a

crate their talents, their lives, and their purses to the district almost the size of Europe. Not that there could

service of the King. Speaking last week at Brondes be too many churches if they were only used aright ,

bury , Mr. Archibald Forder, whose apostolic journeys but can it be pleasing to God that so many Christians

in Central Arabia and hairbreadth escapes from martyr- simply content themselves with occupying their seats at

dom are exciting so much attention, says that in the the Sunday service , and make no effort on week-days to

capital city , Hayāl, a town of 200,000 inhabitants, all relieve the oppressed, to defend the widow and orphan,

business was suspended for a week whilst efforts were and to see that such as are in need and necessity have

being made to win him , a solitary Christian , over to right ? No wonder that we are all sighing for a fresh

Mohammedanism . Vast crowds filled the streets and revival in our congregations, and that Romanism is so

squares every day and discussed the inducements and hydra-headed and powerful in Merrie England - merry
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our

no longer if Jesuits pull the strings of Parliament and by the s.s. Dunolly Castle, on December 12th , for East

Convocation. The late Hugh Price Hughes, in a sermon London .

at St. James' Hall , said , " If you want to defeat Roman

ism in England you must attack it in Dublin , Paris ,

Rome, and Vienna.”
Compared with last year the RECEIPTS shewn below

No amount of men , and church
show

going, and even prayer , without effort, will' stay the

a falling off of 44 % . Where this means

RETRENCHMENT to some struggling
rising tide of priestcraft in our midst . Our congregations

needthe call to think less of themselves and more of Respondez s'il missionary we must not forget to

vous plait.
shame that it also

others .
means

RETREAT before the enemy, and,

As a Society the M.P.A. is supporting work and

workersamongst Roman Catholics in Berlin,France, perhaps, a few minutes' Reflection on this list will

lead to REMITTANCE.

Savoy, Madrid , and other towns in Spain, and at the

present moment urgently needs the small sum of £30

to enable a worker, who has had many years ' experience

under the C.M.S. in Hakodate , Japan, to commence

work under Mdme . Rodriguez's superintendence at

Figueras, a very bigoted district in N.E. Spain . Miss

Porter will , we feel sure, be greatly used of God in

pointing many donnas and peasant women to the Missionary Pence Association ,

living Saviour.
Rooms 21 and 22 ,

Exeter Hall,

Strand, London, W.C.

MR. AND MRS. A. STEVEN report Bankers : London & South-Western.
Arrival and

their safe arrival at Casablanca ,

Departure.
Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

Morocco. Miss A. M. Coote sailed this periodical.

Men Roger
Jones

1

DO

Mission to Lepers.

6 s d.

Miss Mary Reed's Work

(Chandag )
4 6 3

Do. ( for ** Harwa " )... 1 10 0

Do. ( for “ Jessoda " ) 1 5 0

Do. (for personal use )
1 0 0

Do. ( for Miss Hartry ) 1 93

General Funds... 23 5 8

For support of “Dhanvy 0 13 4

Do. child (per Miss Goldie) 1 10 6

Do. Moung, Pain
1 6

Do. " Jitu 0 17 4

Do. Two Bible -women 12 0 0

Per Stratford Branch ... 1 7 9

Sidcup do .... 1 2 9

Raleigh Meml. S.School i 18 7

Greenwich Branch 3 10 3

Men's Class, Brixton 5 0 0

Ashton -under -Lyne 4 0 0
Leicester Branch ... 4 15

Toxteth do . 3 0 6

Southwark do. 2 1 0

Heaton Chapel do. 2 3 10

Cheadle Hulme do. 2 1 0

South Manchester do. 0 19 6

• King's Messengers " do. 5 1 5

Gloucester do. 5 11

For Almora Asylum 0 15 0

Gloucester Y.W.C.A. (for

child) 4 0

Per Forest Gate Branch 5 4 0

10

4

...

1

0

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence . d.

Associat
ion from October 17th to Decembe

r South Africa General Mission 0 1 1

Do. ( for Kasawa) 0 0

12th, 1902 . Work in Isle of Socotra 0 12 0

Southern Morocco Mission

(Miss Ritchie , 0 5 0

For the Societies.
£ s. d . Zambesi Industrial Mission 0 3 3

Rev. W. E. Horley ( Kuala
s. d.

Lumpor )
Baptist Missionary Society

0 15 3

Missions to Jews.

(General Fund)
Balaghat Mission ( Mr. Lam

2 1 0

Do. ( SanSalvador Schools ) 3 0 0
pard ) 2 3 0

Mildmay Mission 0 15 0

Church of England Zenana
Balaghat Mission ( for Mr. Persecuted Jews (for Cholera

Smith ) 0 8 8
Missionary Society 0 2 2

Victims, Palestine) 2 50
Rev. A. Forder (Evangelical

Do (for Native Teacher,
Mr. Bergmann's Yiddish

Mission, Jerusalem) 2 9 5
Bengal) 0 8 8 Bibles 0 36

Church Missionary Society
Korean Protestant Orphan London Mission 0 1 1

3 12 8

(General Fands) 0 10
age (Seoul)

1
Do. (for “ Sun -douci "

Work among unevangelized1 0 0

Do. (Gleaners' Union ) 6 16 5
Jews 0 3 3

0Miss E Bayly Neemuch )
Do. (per Holy Trinity ,
Brondesbury ) 61 16 8 Rev. W.E Cooper ( Dumaria ) 9 14 11

Do. (for Fuh -kien Schools) 1115
Do. ( Furlough Fund) 1 12 3

South America, &c.
0

Do. ( per West Hampstead
Mr. W. J. Campbell (Marash ) 2 1

Marash Orphanage 0 10 0 Venezuela Mission Fund 2 5 3

Auxiliary) ...
10 0 0

Deacon Abraham's Orphan
Do. (for Foo -chow Schools ) 0

Do. ( for Mr. J. Brown ) 0 13 0
5 0

age ( Urmia )
Do. ( for Medical Missions ) 0

0 15 0 Pastor R. F. Elder ( Las Flores ) 7 2 81 1
Miss Holland's Work( Osaka,

Layworkers' Union
Mr. Geo . Graham (Las Flores) 2 0 0

02 6
Japan ) 0 8 Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Bahia ) 1 7 6

Regions Beyond Missionary
Mr. F. Cook's Work (KumUnion Barbadoes Mission (Rev. H.1 1

bakonam ) 3 6 0 A. Parris ) 0 4

London Missionary Society ... 0 15

6

0
Rev.W.Hill-Murray ( Chinese

Do. ( Mrs. Menzies ) ... 0
Do. ( for Mr. G. Wilkerson ) 3 0

5 0
3

Blind ) 6 9 6
Do.

5Peruvian Mission ( R.B.H.U.) 1
( for

7
Inland Tribes

Mr.Tilden Eldridge(Malacca) 0 197
Work ,Madagascar)

Dr. Paton's Work ( New
0 11 1

Do. (for Rev. A. E. Claxton ) 0 5 0
Gospel Work in Straits Set Hebrides) 0 7 11

tlements 6 1 11 Pastor F.

Do. ( per Staindrop

Lister Newton

Rev. J. Drake, Agra (for
Y.P.S.C.E ) 0 18 5

( Tandil) 1 13 8

Evangelist) 06 9

Presbyterian Church (Sua

0Dr. Jas. A. Graham's Work... 1

For Native Teacher ( Ilford ) 0 1 South America EvangelicalBue ) 1 7 6
Pandita Ramabai's

Mission (for
Work Mission 0 14 8

Earl Street ( Widows ) 5 15 0 1 12Do. ( for Miss Andrew )
Native Teacher ) ...

0 3

2 3 2 Do (for " Amandi and
Missionary Bureau 11 17 0

Victoria Gospel Press (Buenos
Bannu ) 3 10 0 Ayres)

20 4 6

Shan -si Fund (Dr. Edwards) 1 6 Do. (for Mrs. Lowson) 3 12 11

Europe. Indian Christian Realm 1 10 0 Do. (ret. by Mr. Hodge) 5 5

South Arcot Mission ... 0 Mr. Geo . R. Witte ( Brazilian
Bull Ring Mission, Madrid 0 12 4 Dr. Edith Brown (Ludhiana ) 1 0 0 Indians) 0 0

Dunkirk Sailors' Rest 0 11 Nan -chang Fu Mission ( Miss Jamaica Missions ( Rev. J.
Figueras Mission ( for Miss Warr )

2 13 5 Thrift ) 0

Porter ) 1 3 0
Do. (Rev. H. Edmonds) 0 4 7

Spanish Evangelical Society 0 2 Africa . Do. ( Rev. J. Yair ) 0 10 0
Thonon Mission (Haute

Savoie)
0 10 Congo Balolo Mission 08 0

Nyassa Industrial Mission 0
Famine Funds.

Mr. Carr ( Sailors' Mission ),

Asia. Grand Canary 3 11 7 General Fund ( for Support

Mr. R. Steven Casablanca) 3 5 5 of Orphans)

China Inland Mission 4 0 0 Mrs. A. Christopher (Upper For Rev. J. C. Lawson

Do. (for Mr. H. S. Conway) 1 0 Congo ) 3 17 21 (Aligarh )
1 10 0

Do. (for Mr. E. Smith ) oil 4 Mr. H.Lamb (Port Gueydon) 0 2 For Lepers' Famine Fund,

Do. (for Ku -cheng )... 0 0 Miss Coote's Work among Chandkuri (Grant) 25 0 0

Do. (for Mr. Ford ) 0 7 5 Coloured Girls (Zulus)... 1 4 11 Do., do . 10 11 6

Do. (for Mr. D. G. Harding) 1 1 0 Do. ( for Passage Money ) 5 6 5 For M.P.A. Orphanage 1 13 6

Do. (for Mr. C. Fairclough ) 0 15 0 Fan Mission ( Mrs. Marling) 0 10 0 (Raipur) 512 1

Do. (Mr. E Jeffreys ) 1 0 0 Mrs. Edwards ( Tangiers ) 07 ForMr. F. A. King( Sannand ) 1 4 0

Behar Mission (Mr. A. Banks) 1 9 6 North Africa Mission... 0 11 Miss C. Littlejohn ( Beawar) 2 0 0

Abor Pioneer Mission 6 2 0 Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 2 2 9 Purchase of Material for

Dravidian Mission Do ( for Mrs. P. Smith ) 0 8 6 Garments 0 0

( S Arumugam ) 0 3 3 Do. (for Miss Hodges) 1 12 9 Miss Harvey (Nasik)... 0 10 0

Million Farthing Fund.

Mandla Asylum 1 10 6

Mungeli do.
Ludhiana do . 6 8

1

1 9 61

...

1

...1

...

0

...
do.

0

Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Mr. Musa Bhai's Indian Fund 0 5 0

For ALL NATIONS to Mis

sionaries 1 13 3

By Sale of 1903 (`alendars 7 18 3

Dr. Barnardo's Homes 0 5 0

Mr. Fegan's 0 5 0

Miss Perram (Suffering

Poor ) 0 5 0

St. Giles' Christian Mission 0 5 0

Mission to Deep Sea Fisher

men ... 0 5 0

ALL NATIONS Prayer Union 0 17 3

Passages and Outfits' Fund 5 0 5

Reformed Episcopal Church

( Mr. J. Callan) 1 6 0

By Sale of Foreign Stamps 1 15 4
Sale of S.S. Missionary

Reward Tickets) .. 4 12 8

YWCA World's Penny ... 2 18 1

General and Expenses Fund 11 1 8
By Subscriptions to ALL

NATIONS ... 34 12 9

... 7

wN
o
w
o
o

7
1

... 1

Total for 8 weeks £500 4
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Conquests of the Cross. memory of this bitter period survived even to the

time when Protestant missionaries began operations ,

BY B. REEVE . and they had the ill - repute of earlier days to contend

with .

II. - Madagascar. The London Missionary Society had the island before

them as a prospective field from 1796 to_1817. In the

HE island of Madagascar owes its physical latter year the Revs. S. Bevan and D. Jones were

formation to volcanic eruption, and its accepted for service, and in February, 1818, set out ,

political and religious history have both wit- leaving their wives and children for awhile on the way

nessed violent upheavals. The Portuguese at Mauritius, and afterwards returning for them . The

discovered it in 1506, and were superseded missionaries made the acquaintance of Jean René,

Yantacus

NATIVE SOLDIERS MARCHING THROUGH ANTANANARIVO.

in settlement by the French . Under each regime the the chief of Tamatave, and Mr. Bragg , an English

Roman Catholics sought unsuccessfully to "
trader. At Tamatave the Mission originated , in the

the natives, in the second attempt threats being used , house of Mr. Bragg. Malagasy fever took off all the

which resulted in the murder of the priests and a party save Mr. Jones ere the year was out , and the

persecution by the French in consequence. The solitary man , in addition to the pain of bereavement
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a

was

and the sense of loneliness and responsibility, had to again : Government pupils and soldiers were forbidden

endure the most brutal treatment from Mr. Bragg, who, to join the church , baptism and the Lord's Supper were

for some unexplained reason ,had now taken a vehement prohibited, Christian army officers were degraded, and

dislike to him and his work . A lengthened stay in other methods adopted to harass the missionaries. The

Mauritius restored Mr. Jones' shattered health, and he schools especially suffered , but it was computed that

returned to Madagascar. He was received with friend 15,000 had already passed through them, and that twice

ship by the king, Radama, whom the missionaries had as many more had learned to read through them .

not visited on their first arrival , since he entertained Literature was widely disseminated by the aid of

some ill-feeling against the English at the time, owing donations from the Bible Society and the Religious

to a violation of treaty. Now , however , a new treaty Tract Society. The missionaries, hindered in much

was made—for the suppression of slavery and the slave of their other work , took to itineration , and made

trade . Radama was many converts.

great friend to the Mission , At last, on Feb. 26th ,

and in every possible way
1835 , the royal decree

he encouraged it , showing
intimated to the

much courtesy and con missionaries, who were

sideration to the mission summoned to the palace

aries, and granting facili to hear it , that the queen

ties in all directions for forbade her people to de

the establishment of part from their ancient

schools . He was himself
customs, to practise bap

a man of intelligence , and tism , to keep the Sabbath ,

quick to see the advan or remain members of the

tages of education , of Christian Church . Secular

which in a measure he education was to be per

partook , learning English mitted , but not religious .

and French . With his Three days later, a public

aid the missionaries were proclamation to this effect

enabled to reduce the was made in the hearing of

language to writing. The 150,000 people, and the

king renounced idolatry, Christians were ordered

and endeavoured to des to report themselves on

troy it , though he never
pain of death . The bulk

became a Christian . In of the Christians remained

deed, it is sad that a man true, and suffered degra

of ability and generosity dation in rank

such as he was should infliction of fines. The

have practically killed
translation of the Bible

himself through intemper and the compilation of

and other worse dictionaries com

forms of vice , dying a pleted , but since active

complete wreck as a young work was impossible

man of thirty -six . Another many of the missionaries

very valued friend the left , and the rest

missionaries had in the received notice to quit.

English ambassador, Mr. From 1839 to 1843 was a

James Hastie , but he, too , time of terrible persecu

died while the work was tion , the most barbarous

in its infancy. and revolting methods of

Ranavalona, a wife of
torture and execution

the deceased king , aspired being devised . Yet, even

to the throne, and by
The Ex-QUEEN OF MADAGASCAR.

Christians

means of wholesale mained steadfast . Six

murder, which one writer has likened to that of years of peace followed, due to the Government having

Athaliah, attained the coveted position . Among the their hands full with political problems. Then the fire

slain was the first pupil of the Mission school , Prince burst out again . About seventeen hundred Christians

Rakatobe, who had been adopted by Radama as his were fined, others were flogged, or sentenced for life to

successor, since he had no male issue. The young man hard labour and chains, andeighteen were putto death.

wasbelieved by the missionaries to be a true Christian . Some three thousand army officers and civil servants

The new Government was anything but favourable to were dismissed and degraded. The heir apparent to

the missionaries, and seriously curtailed their oppor the throne, Prince Rakatond Radama, who was accused

tunities, until political motives induced them to with of attending Christian worship , was only spared because

draw the restrictions, andthe situation became happier the feelings of the mother overcame those of the queen .

again. In March, 1830, the New Testament was published The last and greatest persecution occurred in 1857,when

in Malagasy, several other books of less importance the Christians were unjustly accused of complicity in a

having already been issued . By-and-bye trouble arose plot organized by two French merchants to remove the

or the

ance were

soon

so , the re
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SO

queen and place Prince Rakatond upon the throne. The Rev. R. Wardlaw

serious loss of the church was in the number of its most Thompson and Mr.

influential members who suffered martyrdom . The Evan Spicer paid a

queen died in 1861 , and Rakatond , on ascending the special deputation

throne as Radama II., proclaimed complete religious visit to the island . It

toleration . The young king , however, imitated Reho was felt wise to hand

boam in his choice of advisers, with painful results to over the schools to the

his moral character and influence. The Rev. W. Ellis, Paris Missionary

L.M.S. , superintended the erection of memorial churches Society, but happily

to the martyrs at a cost of £ 13,000, subscribed in Eng the L.M.S. have se

land . The C.M.S. and S.P.G. also commenced work. cured the full confi

Radama II . was strangled in 1863 by conspirators who dence of the Govern

were among those who had secured his accession , but ment, that the

were bitterly disappointed at his moral—and through it schools have reverted

his mental — lapse and the evils it foreboded . His to them . The French

widow, Rasherina, was offered and accepted the conquest , instead of

sovereignty , and a basis of more ordered Government being a disaster , has

was laid . Ranavalona I. , who was crowned queen on become, in the opinion

September 3 , 1868, became the first Christian ruler of of qualified judges , a

Madagascar, and the whole outlook was thenceforward . blessing to the island ,

MALAGASY CHILDREN AT PLAY.

brighter. in ensuring the aboli

The last great crisis, it will be remembered , was the tion of slavery, security of life and property, industrial

invasion of the French in 1895. The island was already enterprize, justice in the courtsof law , and other boons .

in a sense a French Protectorate , but now the queen , The area of operations of the L.M.S. has been reduced

Ranavalona III . , was deposed, and Madagascar became to about one half by the change, the other districts

absolutely a French possession. The situation , as itThe situation , as it having passed into the hands of others. Nevertheless ,

affected the L.M.S. , was most serious , and the gravest the last Report shows 23,911 church members, 44.767

fears could not be disguised. Indeed , withdrawal native adherents , 504 ordained natives, and 2,294 other

seemed the only course in the interests of the native preachers ; with 17,562 Sunday -school scholars and

church itself, and it was the urgent pleading of French over 32,000 children in the day schools .

Protestants that induced the Society to remain . The

LONDON MISSIONARY Society .—At the Directors 'meet

ing on January 13th , the Home Secretary announced

that £9,150 was still needed to clear off the deficiency.

The Chairman, Mr. G. C. T. Parsons, of Birmingham ,

pointed out that the Directors could see their way, by

increased contributions and lessening of expenditure, to

about £8,000 of the £25,000 needed addition to the

Society's income for the year, and he hoped that persis

tent effort would still be made to reduce the deficiency

and increase the income. The Board gratefully received

the anonymous offer of £ 1,000 for the erection of a

Medical College in Pekin if a modified Education Union

scheme for North China is arrived at . From a sum of

£ 2,000 contributed by a lady friend for the extension of

Medical Mission work in China, the Board was able to

provide for the erection of a hospital at Heng-chou

( Hunan) , and also to help in the re-erection of property

in Pekin destroyed during 1900.

P
E
T
鼎
湖

湖
湖

THE Rev. THOMAS E. North , B.A. , of the Wesleyan

Missionary Society , who has been home on furlough , is

returning to China, where he has laboured forover

twenty years . He will take charge of theWu-chang

High School during the absence of the Rev. G. G.

Warren, who comes to England this spring .

THE GREAT World Religions. — Next month we

shall publish , as the second in this series ofarticles, a paper

on " Hinduism ," by the Rev. T. E. Slater , L.MS., of

Bangalore . Mr. Slater has been seriously ill in England,

but we are glad to say that , after recruiting his health in

Switzerland, he has started again for his work in India.A MALAGASY CENTENARIAN .
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By the Way.

embracing, as it does, not a few of the keenest native

minds - offers a decided, if passive , resistance to the

Gospel of Christ . In its rebound from the monstrous

superstitions of Hinduism it rejects the supernatural in

Christianity, and places Jesus on a pedestal side by side

with Buddha , Confucius, and Mohamed, though disposed

to concede the first and highest place to Christ as the

most perfect man-though man only.

THE

The desire of

ALL NATIONS

shall come.”

' HE Decennial Missionary Conference for India It is all too seldom that missionaries are cheered by

was held in Madras in December, and was such ungrudging testimony to the value of their work as

attended by delegates from Arabia and Burma, in addi was given recently by the King of the Belgians . As

tion to representatives from all parts of India.India. The Sovereign of the Congo Free State , His Majesty was

papers read revealed progress in many directions , and presented with an address by a deputation from the

were, for the most part , distinctly optimistic in tone. Baptist Missionary Society , in which the work carried on

Emphasis was laid upon the effect of Christianity in since nearly twenty - five years ago was summarized.

steadily, if slowly, elevating the whole standard of During that period, ninety male and forty -five female

native life and thought, and thus unconsciously moving workers have been sent out, many of whom have found

the mass of the people graves in malarial Africa ;

towards higher ideals and
£ 300,000 have been

a purer faith . It should = 1.303
spent ; two steamships

never be forgotten that have been placed on the

statistical returns are very Upper Congo ; a hospital

far from giving a com has been established, and

plete indication of the several languages have

results of missionary been reduced to writing,

effort. and Scriptures and gram

mars produced. In his

reply , the king made cor

The Bishop of Madras, dial acknowledgment of

in his opening address , all this good work, and

dwelt on some of the emphasized the good rela .

problems of the future, tions existing between

and insisted that the
the State agents and the

spirit of unity among missionaries. One practi

Christians , and the mani cal proof of Governmental
Hag. ii . 7.

festation of that unity in good -will is the remission

every way possible, were of 50 per cent . of direct

the great requisites in and personal taxation in

meeting the missionary the cases of missionaries

questions of the new cen
= 25.5 and mission property, a

tury . To us in the reduction which the King

home-land, where religi intimated will be further

ous differences are , unhappily, being intensihed, it is extended by -and -bye. This is wise statesmanship , and

cheering to know that the missionaries , who form the other Governments would do well to follow so good an

advance guard of the Christian army, are standing example.

shoulder to shoulder in face of the common enemy.

“ It was all very touching, and extremely embarrass

While we rejoice in every manifestation of unity ing, " writes Rev. G. M. Bulloch, in describing the warm

abroad, and deplore its opposite at home, we need not reception accorded to himself and Mrs. Bulloch on their

be unduly cast down as to the effect on the heathen recent return to their work for the L.M.S. at Almora .

abroad of the divisions of the Christian Church. For upwards of six miles group after group were eagerly

There is reason to believe that it is less of a hindrance awaiting their appearance along the lovely mountain

to the Gospel than we might readily suppose it to be. road . First the Christian young men and boys “ formed

In a recent conversation with an enlightened and up in quite military style," then a company of teachers

intellectual Indian barrister, a member of the Brahmo and scholars - Hindu,Mohammedan and Christian . At

Somaj , he said that the Hindus are so familiar with the gate of the Leper Asylum , all the inmates able 10

sects and divisions among themselves that they are not crawl there were assembled to welcome one who has

stumbled by the minor divisions among the followers of been a true friend to them . They even wept in their

Indeed, the organized body just referred to, gratitude and excitement, and overwhelmed the new

which claims the title of “ Church , ” though only estab arrivals with enquiries after their friends in England ,

lished some seventy years already contains within its making special mention of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey and

borders three well -defined sects , and this among its not Mr. Jackson - who, on the occasion of his visit, was

more than 10,000 adherents. The Brahmo Somaj- welcomed at the gate in a similar manner.
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“ All Nations"

Prayer Union

Notes .

.. BY

TW HENRY

Now the L.M.S. is able to report a

Church membership of nearly 5,000,

and , in addition to these , there are tens

of thousands of adherents scattered

throughout the two provinces . Very

high testimony is borne by the mission

aries to the zeal , devotion , and con

sistent character of the native preachers

and assistants, numbering in all some

sixty -four workers. Dr. Griffith John

writes : “ I have been thinking a good

CLARA BENHAM.
deal of late about our native helpers,

and our indebtedness to them. Where

would our work be but for them ?

Take Mr. Peng. One Peng is worth

half-a-dozen ordinary missionaries.

And they are at it from year's end to year's end .

February 7th .-NORTH INDIA : " Only those who are
No furloughs for them ! We come and go, but they

engaged in Mission work can understandhow tenaciously remain for ever ! ” It is mainly through the self

and persistently men and women cling to their ancestral denying, unceasing efforts of Mr. Peng that the

religious beliefs, however foolish and absurd they may long-closed province of Hunan has at last been opened,

seem to others , and how difficult it is to get a Hindu to
and several Hourishing Mission stations are now to be

feel and confess the evil of sin as an offence against found there. What a triumph for the Gospel is this

God . ” So writes a missionary in Mirzapur, one of a man , who was at one time a notoriously bad character,

faithful band of workers in North India, all of whom sunk in degradation and sin ! A similar story might be

have a special claim upon our sympathy and prayers. told of very many who are truly “brands plucked from

They are engaged in hard, uphill work, with few visible
the burning," and are to -day the joy of the missionaries '

results to cheer them , and much to discourage in the hearts, and the strength of the Mission. Thus, whether

apparent fruitlessness of their toil. Picture a little band
we regard the work of the medical missionaries, or the

ofthree men and women responsible for a district con educational departments, or the purely evangelistic ,

taining 5,224 square miles, over 4,000 towns and villages, the daily preaching which is eagerlylistenedtoby

and apopulation of over a million ! Remembering that thousands , or the work faithfully carried on by the

this instance might be multiplied again and again all natives, there is great cause for encouragement and

over India , shall we not pray earnestly that the hearts
praise. The needfor more workers is urgent, especially

of those who can go may be stirred to a realization of in Hunan .

the vast need , and that the Lord may “ send forth

labourers into His harvest ” ? In Benares , the great

citadel of heathenism , with its countless temples , shrines ,
[Miss Benham will continue these Notes every month, selecting

and sacred places , there are few tangible results to

two or three days in each. Il is suggested that members of our

Prayer Union should mark the days on their Lists when they

record for all the faithful Mission work that has been receive the magazine, and refer to the Notes as the days occur.

carried on for many years . It is still the time of All readers not having already joined the Union are cordially

patient seed-sowing, and perhaps almost the only invited to do so. There is no subscription, and a Cycle can be

encouraging work is that among the young, in whom obtained on application to Mr. W. Roger Jones.—EDS. )

lies the hope of the future , though the missionaries also

feel that among the older people are very many who A new and enlarged edition of “ Do not say ' ; or ,

have lost all faith in idols, and are secret believers in The Church's Excuses for Neglecting the Heathen ," by

Christ. How difficult it is for us to understand what the Rev. J. Heywood Horsburgh, M.A., missionary to

open confession of their faith would mean for them !
the Chinese , has been brought out by Messrs.

February 14th .–CENTRAL CHINA : A marvellous work Marshall Brothers. The pamphlet was originally pub

has been going on in Central China during the last few lished twelve years ago , and has been very widelyused .

years, resulting in a transformation of the two provinces The answers to objections are very telling. Mr. Hors

of Hupeh and Hunan. By means of the great river burgh hits out in a kind but fearless way, and has

Yang-tse, and its tributaries, the 50,000,000 people in reached the consciences of many, to whom his words

these provinces are easily accessible to itinerating have been God's message. There are a number of

missionaries . Many out-stations have been established , illustrations and diagrams, and the price of the pamphlet

and the work is extending in all directions. The London is threepence. It is on sale at the Offices of the M.P.A. ,

Missionary Society has had a great stronghold here for post free fourpence halfpenny .

over forty years, while extensive and ever -increasing

work is also carried on by the Wesleyans and other DR. ZWEMER'S ARTICLE , “ What Business has a

Societies . The city of Hankow , which is 700 miles Business Man with Foreign Missions ? ” which appeared

distant from the coast , is the chief centre of the L.M.S. in our November issue, has been reprinted , by request ,

Mission. To this place Dr. Griffith John went in 1855 , in the form of an attractive booklet, suitable for enclos

and has worked with untiring devotion and witha ing in correspondence. Copies, at one halfpenny each,

steady enthusiasm, born of love to the Master and a or sixpence per dozen, can be obtained from the office.

passionate determination to spend and be spent in The article has been greatly appreciated, and is just the

bringing Central China under the sway of Jesus Christ. thing to put before practical men of business.
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TReviews.

Is, 6d.

an

un

such means as these, and since her conversion she has

travelled up and down the towns and villages of India, going

AN INDIAN PRIESTESS : The Life of Chundra Lela. By

to melas and sacred shrines, preaching Jesus Christ. Now , as

ADA LEE. With Introduction by LORD KINNAIRD.

a delicate woman of three-score years , she is unable todo as

net . (Morgan & Scott .
much as formerly, but her sweet, gentle presence is a living

witness to the Saviour she sought so long. The chapter on

This is a fascinating piece of biographical writing, the story the “ Conversion of a Leper Girl” is very pathetic. Lord

of one little known hitherto, probably, to English readers, but Kinnaird's introduction is one of well -deserved commenda

one who, as the result of this narrative, will rank among the tion , and Mrs. Wilma Morgan adds a touching chapter

foremost of native Christian women. Chundra Lela, as an describing the life of the author. The book is printed on

orphan and a widow, set out on a long, weary pilgrimage in beautiful paper, and the illustrations are most profuse and

search of peace. After seven years of physical and mental charming.

suffering in the agony of
IN THE LAND OF THE

the quest, she was induced Oil Rivers. The Story

to become the family
of the Qua Iboe Mission.

priestess to Indian By Robert L. M'Keown.

Raja. Still unsatisfied, is. net. (Marshall Bros.)

she presently resumed her

journey, and an extract The Qua' Iboe country,

from her experiences will until recent years

give an idea of the life of known, and still the sub

the heathen devotee in
ject of imperfect general

the pursuit of God : acquaintance, is situated

“ She travelled to Ram
in what is described as

gunge, and there joined the Netherlands of

the fakirs, becomingone Nigeria. It takes its

of their number . Each name from one of the

selected their own mode many rivers which enter

of penance, or self-torture. the sea between the great

Some were lying on beds
bend of the African

of spikes ; others buried Continent on its Western

in the sand ; still others coast and the Niger delta.

lying over smoking wood ; It is believed to be the

some had held their arms most thickly - populated

in an upright position district on that part of

until the flesh had
the coast, and probably

withered and dried on more than a million souls

the bone, and the un depend on the Mission

kempt finger nails had for evangelization. Of

grown several inches in this number, only about

length , piercing through five thousand have yet

the flesh or winding about
heard of Christ. The

the shrivelled and distor Mission originated

ted hand. Chundra Lela through a desire for a

smeared her body with white teacher, expressed

ashes, and painted her by some of the Ibuno

face red and white, after
tribe, who had been

their hideous manner.
brought into contact with

Her long, beautiful hair the Gospel as the result

was besmeared with cow of trading with the Cala

dung, then drawn up in a bar river country, and

horrible way, and fastened also through the efforts

in a knot on the top of her of a Christian trader who

head. She clothed herself had settled in Qua Iboe.

in a doty. About her neck The request was directed

she wore a long string of to a Mr. Foster, of the

large beads, and on her United Presbyterian Mis

feet she put wooden san sion, Old Calabar, and by

dals. A deerskin became him transmitted to Dr.
PICTURESQUE BENGAL.

her only bed . In her Grattan Guinness . Mr.

hand she carried iron
( From " An Indian Priestess : The Life of Chundra Lela . " )

S. A. Bill , a student of

pincers, with which to Harley College, volun

perform the sacrificial work before the idols. Thus equipped, teered to answer the call , and arrived in Qua Iboe at

she vowed to sit, during the six hot months of the year, on the the end of 1887. Thus the work began. It has been

deerskin all dayin theburning sun, with five fires built about blessed in its progress, and is now in a well-equipped

her. And thus she sat, day after day, while sweat ran from condition , though it is but small. Several new workers have

every pore of her body. In addition to this torture, at night gone out. There are three existing stations, with church and

she stood on one foot, with the other drawn up against it, mission buildings, and though theclimate tells very severely

her hands pressed together before the idol, she remaining in on the health of Europeans, and necessitates constant

this attitude, imploring the god to reveal himself unto her, recuperation of shattered health by furlough, the operations

from twelve at night till daylight
.. During the cold are successfully maintained . It is, however, impossible, by

season, instead of standing onone foot, she spent the night reason of the drain on the staff, on account of the absence

sitting in a pond, with water up to her neck , counting her referred to, that a single new station can be opened without

beads from dark until daylight.” “ All this,” she says, “ I additional workers. About seven hundred have been admitted

endured just to find God. " " She did find Him , though not by into church membership since the beginning of the Mission ,
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and some two hundred and fifty are candidates for baptism. door with a heavy bag on his back. They will keep, ' he said ,

The narrative Mr. M'Keown has presented is a most interest as he rolled his load into the waggon ; ‘ they are well spiced ' ;

ing one, being written in a pleasant, informing style. The so I hung them in bunches over my head, and every day for

pictures are prolific, and executed with the best skill of six weeks or so I cut dovin two sausages for dinner ." There

engravers and printers. are upwards of twenty excellent illustrations in this little book.

GARENGANZE : WEST AND East. BY F. S. ARNOT. WILFRID THORNTON ; OR, The Potter's Wheel. A

(Walter G. Wheeler & Co.) Missionary Story. By EMILY SYMMONS. Is. net. (Marshall

Brothers .)

In another portion of this issue we publish an interesting

article by Mr. Daniel Crawford, describing something of the “ This simple story is fiction , so far as its principal actors are

work of the Garenganze Mission. Here we have the pioneer's concerned, but many of the incidents connected with the

own account – modest in compass, but clear in style – of scenes laid in China are facts gleaned from the publications

the work of twenty-one years. Much of the earlier history of of theChurch Missionary Society and of the China Inland Mis

the work that appeared in his previousvolume, “ Garenganze," sion , “ or from information furnished by some of theirmission

in 1889, has been omitted, and in this way the history has been aries .” On these lines a simple, but pleasant tale is laid , and

brought down to last year, with at the same time a reduction the high and noble ideals of missionary life are set forth with

of bulk. From the day of his conversion when quite a boy, Mr. fidelity. It is a suitable story for young people, and will incul

Arnot had cherished the desire to take some share in carrying cate pure purpose and a true conception of Christian service.

AN IBUNO CHRISTIAN FAMILY.

(From " In the Land of the Oil Rivers . " ' )

the Gospel into Central Africa. Helanded in Natal in 1881 , and VICTORIA Gospel Press. - We have received the first

after a little delay on account of the first Boer war, which was
number of the new series of “ Echoes of Argentina and

brought to a close that year, took " passage” by a company of

transport waggons bound for the Transvaal. Íhence he was South American News," issued from the Victoria Gospel

Divinely led , as he felt, until after some years spent in the Press, in Buenos Aires. It is an interesting record not

Barotse Valley and elsewhere, he reached the Garenganze only of the Victoria Pressitself , but of all Evangelical work,

kingdom, where missionary work was actually commenced in
and of political and other events as they bear on Roman

December, 1887. Its history from that point is briefly
Catholicism - or as Roman Catholicism bears on them

sketched, and it has been evidently a gracious work and a

work of grace. That, in addition to its missionary value, the
and the need for the Gospel. It is the best means of

narrative does notlack an eminently readable quality, may be keeping in regular and definite touch with Mr. Hodge and

judged from the following little incident. When Mr. Arnot his co-workers . The subscription is one and sixpence

was leaving King Khama's country he did so in a waggon per annum, post free , and the magazine will be sent

generously provided by the king. “ At first it hardly seemed monthly on receipt of the subscription through the

right toaccept the chief's kind offer, but as soon as a start was M.P.A. In a circular accompanying this first number,

made all such misgivings were dispelled, for the big waggon

soon began to fill up . First one, then another, appeared by

Mr. Hodge speaks very gratefully of the aid rendered

the side of the road with_bundlesandbags of food and by the M.P.A., and since the circular was issued , on

supplies for the journey. The half -coloured butcher of the Christmas Day, further substantial amounts have been

town had been up all night making sausages, and stood at his received from the collectors.
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Foreign Mission enterprize is treated as one of the matters

of first importance . Nothing is grudged to it ; indeed,

the statement-express or implied—of those who have

the clearest right to be heard is that not too much , but too

MISSIONARY MAGAZINE , little , is given , in men and means, for the Foreign field .

We select for special emphasis here two or three only

of the important points made in the short , pithy

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be " Messages ” -love to Christ and humanity as the

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand,

missionary motive ; the urgent call to more earnest
London , W.C.

prayer ; the appalling contrast between the abundant

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
provision of “ the means of grace " in our own land and

the disastrous lack of it in far -off places. We trust the
Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence Messages ” have not merely reached , but touched

Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. Jones .
the audiences for which they were intended. What a

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made powerful testimony is such a combined expression

PUBLISHERS, MARSHALL Bros., Keswick House, Paternoster

of opinion , on so vital a question , to the underly
Row, E.C.

ing unity of believers ! It is a bugle-call to the

whole army of Jesus Christ to advance. Separated

only on minor points of doctrine methods

of church discipline, the Churches , through their

leaders-and , we hope, through the rank and file also

are at one in the great desire for the extension of the

Redeemer's Kingdom to the ends of the earth. Much

is heard to-day of Imperialism and Colonial expansion .

We conclude in this issue the series
We in the Motherland look with pride upon the

" Messages to of "Messages to the Churches " which
daughter-countries which comprise with us the Empire

the Churches." have been running in our pages during
on which the sun never sets ; and they turn with

the past few months, and the moment
affection to " the Old Country.” Would that some

such conception might take hold of the Churches in

seems opportune for indicating certain of the lessons
England, that they might see visions of native Churches

suggested thereby. Such testimony , which has been rising like the vast Colonies of the British Empire, out

most willingly given , should be amply sufficient to
stripping perhaps the mother Churches, as the Moravian

dispel the illusion which exists in the minds of some converts have the little community that gave them birth .

that there is a conflict between Home and Foreign When that is accomplished we shall have a great

service.
With the solitary exception of Mr. Barber, Christian Commonwealth embracing the world.

none of the contributors to our symposium have them .

selves been engaged in the mission field .
Their names

The year 1908 is well enough ahead of us, but already

are a guarantee of authority, for the writers stand in the
plans are being made with a view to a great Pan -Anglican

front rank of leaders in the various Protestant Churches
Missionary Congress to be held in that

-Anglican , Baptist , Congregational , Methodist , and A Pan - Anglican year in London , as proposed by the

Presbyterian . Their individual churches or dioceses , Missionary United Boards of Missions of the Con

as the case may be , are the centres of very many Congress. vocations of Canterbury and York. One

interests demanding thought, work and money ; and suggestion is for " a great service in

the clergy and ministers referred to are themselves St. Paul's Cathedral , at which a combined thank -offering

pressed with much service , and have on them daily , in
shall be presented, collected from all parts of the world ,”

and the promoters are sanguine that such an offertory

some cases, “ the care of all the churches ” ; yet these

“ might run into millions." All Bishops in communion

are the very men who are most intensely in earnest

with the Church of England have been communicated

about the business of Foreign Missions . So far from it

with , and invited , with their Councils and Synods, to

entering into " competition ” with their own special consider the proposal and express their opinion . The

work, and the claims of the Churches, institutions, and replies will be tabulated and placed in the hands of the

many-sided Christian activities under their charge, the United Boards of Missions.

-
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The Garenganze.

TH

of

Rob Roy was a thief and no King ; but to Christ's

followers there is no power but of God.

BY DANIEL CRAWFORD. And so along that Western trail we came ; first our

(The Garenganze Mission . )
beloved and honoured pioneer, Fred Arnot ; then a

still stronger man , Charles Swan, of Sunderland, whose

THE Garenganze country may indeed be named companion was the lowly man of prayer,
William

Central Africa par excellence. Lying half - way Faulknor ! Some of us , having obtained help from God

across Africa, its Northern borders may be roughly because of Faulknor's prayers, continue unto this day !

described as formed by the meeting of the two great Events , of course , march quickly in Africa, and soon

Lualabas in dark Lubaland. In the South the feeders the great empire was smashed back again into the

of the Congo mark the Garenganze limits, near the aboriginal units of the past . Mushide died as he had

Zambezi's upper tributaries. lived—a bad old potentate, and we remained on in the

Here, then, far away from the ken of Europe, the land to seek to gather together some of those tribal

great Mushide Torded it for many a day. Himself a fragments for Christ.

foreigner from the East, he began his conquest with And what were these aborigines, and where ? Up

scarcely a dozen guns ; and ten years of continual the passes and rocky ravines of the great Kundelungu

victory saw him ultimately the Emperor of the Far Range you will find our gentlemen mountaineers — the

Interior. True, this “ Empire ” was only a monster Valomotiva. Very retiring, these honey -seekers are,

mushroom ; but living for the

what African most part on

kingdom has ever trapping and

been anything millet. Along

else ? In his the shores

great capital
Lake Mweru

might be met
again you find

Arabs from the their cousins, the

Indian Ocean famous Shila

and Biheans from fishermen , who

the Atlantic ! battle with heavy

There was, too , waves and high

a seething mass
winds far out on

of tribelets , tat
Mweru in their

tered and torn " dug - outs. "

by internecine
These Shila folk ,

war. The Luban after long years

from the North , of harassment by

and the Lamba the Arabs, are at

from the last peacefully

South ; aboriginal
settled around

Sanga hunters Luanza, within

and emigrant sound of the

Lunda musicians Gospel.

-all met and Seven years

mixed under a A STREET IN LUANZA STATION , GARENGANZE . ago this Mission

common des (From " Garenganze : West and East," by F. S. Arnot.) town of Luanza

potism ! Eth only

nology , in fact , neuclear hamlet

is baffled to enumerate all the varied tribesmen, and of a dozen huts or so , and now there is a surging mass

must borrow from geology the homely figure of the of tribesmen from all points of the compass , all having

pudding-stone formation . ' buried the spear," and all intelligentGospel hearers.

Here, in Central Africa's real heart, the devil had Even yet, however, all is raw , rank heathendom

verily raised his banner in the night ! A true menace around our three widely separated stations, particularly

to human life , was it not also a challenge to England's in the South , in Lufira Valley, and again at Johnstone

Christianity ? Falls , on the Luapula River .

And how was this Garenganze to be reached ? Its Climate too, hourly menaces us, five men and women

only link with the far Western Atlantic was the slave ofGod having died pioneerdeaths here in Africa's far

trail. Sinuous and precarious, this trail had six nations interior .

lying athwart it ; nations that lived on loot and looked Languages are numerous, and here , bless God , we are

out hungrily on the trail for the first approaching delightfully abreast of tribal needs , some of us having

traveller. Low_and bestial, these poor shut-in souls made a dozen or so dialects our meat and drink for as

had never dreamed of disinterestedness, and so Mr. many years ! I once bought a verb with my last two

Missionary coming along was the easiest and surest yardsof calico ; this,of course, in the royal interests of

Bible translation !And this last word, by-the-bye ,

Step by step , we had almost said, was that long line brings us to our triumph after long years ! Here, among

out to the ocean " purchased," petty chiefs innumer rebel tribes and great , loud -swelling blasphemies , here,

able presenting themselves as tribute exactors. True, surely, was Central Africa's clamant need , to wit , the

man

was a

prey of all
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voice is ever raised for God in

hundreds of its hamlets , no

song,however lowly, ascending

unto God by Jesus Christ.

" Have they, then , no know

ledge of God ? ” you ask . Yes,

surely . Right across this con

tinent not one, but dozens of

God- titles declare how that

even when all was at its worst

God did not ever leave Himself

without witness. But He is

not the God of Love, but only

a fiercest of all potentates , a

Fupiter optimus inaximus, en

throned in hate . Oh ! Chris

tians of England , the Lord

your God is above all things a

jealous God - jealous of every

perverted thought the world

over regarding His own attri

butes. Do we not see , then ,

that here in these ubiquitous

MR. CRAWFORD'S STEEL BOAT LYING OFF LUANZA , LAKE Mweru .
God- titles He His own Self

(From "Garanganze : West and East , " ' by F. S. Arnot. )
has unfurled His own banner

in the night , calling thus upon

translation of God's Word. Behold then , during all usHis children to proclaim Him Lord of Love ?

these years, ever before us and high overhead, our But let there be no mistake as to the land . Here in

life's objective - a living , throbbing translation of the this Torrid Zone all is repellant and ingloriously sordid .

Scriptures ! Not only is “ Sin drawn with a cart rope," but there is

Textus receptus of course was held inviolate . We an appalling tendency for the missionary to be inert and

had notcome to Africato make (whew !)a new Greek apathetic. The old story this : Where iniquity doth

text. So, too , with Greek grammar. For instance, abound the tove ofmany doth wax cold .

the tenses of the Greek verb were reduced to fourteen God, too , has most definitely zoned Central Africa

iron laws , and these were slavishly followed as “ God's with malaria ; great rivers with inadequate banks,

tenses." dooming large lovely districts as habitat for Europeans.

The choice of a language, however,was much more The subtle, false buoyancy of body so often felt,too,

delicate a question , as it ever is . Chiluva was our is curiously parabolic of the spiritual life . Africa's

choice, a great lingua franca really, and known by all seasons , again , most strikingly typify all this. Six

comers. So long the vehicle of mad murder criesand months of the year see the land dead to the remotest

war-challenges, at last it was claimed by us and sancti corners of its vegetable kingdom . Trees and plants

fied unto the voicing of God's eternal thoughts ! have all died down to the roots ; streams shrunk into

But there is Tanguage and language - jargon and empty, echoing courses ; all , all crying in funereal voice ,

living speech ; and so for a long decade work of " How long ? " The rains, of course, change all this .

preliminary translation data was engaged in . Note Then all is mad haste—too mad and too hasty, in truth ,

books were ubiquitous, and only bonâ fide utterances to suit our steady North Temperate Zone tastes. A

recorded . Thus tribal speech, so long in a state of type , all this , we say, of Mr. African and Mr. African's

uncertain flux, was finally stereotyped in the form of poor missionary !

rules , Medo-Persic laws - say, rather, laws through Yet , beyond all controversy,I know of no man who

which God's words were translated. ventured in thus far who was not soon wedded to this

Nearly fifteen years have gone past since I saw the droll, inconsistent Central Africa and the pathos of its

shores of England fade fromview, in companywith the need. Head singing with quinine, notwithstanding, the
beloved pioneer of Garenganze, Mr. F. S. Arnot . Glad, sweet serene sense of a man's pioneership in the

weary years, indeed, have thesebeen in Christ's royal behalf of Christ, and the resolve of God's heart to

cause. " Who will join us in theGospelof God ? ” is the glorify that name- lo ! this is incipient victory !
call from these inclement lands. Glance then, just for a moment,at the map of Central

But let me emphasize this : Christ's lonely pioneer Africa ; note well the apex of that triangle formed down

must be in God's secret concerning His ways in such in Lubaland by those two great Lualabas, and know ye

lands . The popular English evangelist, if needs be, that Christ is without a voice down there in the night.

must turn his back on his dear statistical results ; must As He voiced all His love in His doing, shall not we

Tearn that he has only been harvesting other men's respond with our bodies in reasonable service ?
tabours ; and come out here to be often footsore and

heartsore, with a pioneer's seed-basket in his hands. HOME-MADE COCOANUT ICE , 8d. per lb. , postage extra.

Behold ít stretching far away into the night — that All profits given to Foreign Missions. - Orders gratefully

aching Central African mileage of heathendom . No received by “ Shushilla,” 19, St. Helen's Road , Hastings.
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“ The heroine of

From childhood she had always "felt a special love for

the worst, ” and at once her tender heart was filled with

the Communists ." pity for the misguided Communists who had just been

slain , and still more forthe tornand bleedinghearts of

BY FRANCES M. Boyce. those who remained . Visiting Père la Chaise, the scene

of the latest execution , which had taken place only the

T was in June, 1871—just after the terrible outbreak night before, she saw the crowd surrounding the ghastly

of the Commune, following the siege of Paris , at spot. She witnessed the grief of the widows and heard

the close of the Franco-German War. Misery and the wail of the fatherless. She could not come away

desolation were written all over the capital of France. till she had tried to comfort some of the mourners.

Public buildings lay in ruins ; private houses were One, almost frantic, for her husband and son had

riddled with bullets ; everywhere was sad evidence both been shot, said in reply to her words of sympathy :

that, for a while, a Revolutionary mob had carried all Ah ! you do not know what it is. I have lost all.”

before them. But the Federates, orGovernment forces, “ You have not lost the love of God," gently answered

finally proved the stronger, took Paris from the Com Miss de Broen ; and the sweet words brought soothing

munists, and, to punish their wilful destruction , made to the weeping woman .

prisoners of all who came in their way, guilty or not Thus did Josephine de Broen receive the Divine call

MESSAGES TO THE CHURCHES.

Cannot die

Hewho loves not lives not .

Hewho lives
lethedife

Raznena dull

W.T.asBarber

XII. - THE Rev. W. T. A. BARBER , M.A. , B.D.

guilty. By Government order (Mons. Thiers) , a whole to her life work. She decided not to continue her

sale ! execution took place . Men were shot down by tour, but to remain in Paris and alleviate the suffering

hundreds, till the streets of Paris streamed with blood ; and distress which had followed the Franco-German

and in Belleville, the centre of the Commune, the pave War and the Commune. Despite the objections of her

ment was taken up and a great hole made to receive the friends , who urged the dangerous character of the

dead bodies. From the bereaved mothers, wives, and district, she chose as her field of labour the Belleville

children went up a great, wild cry of rage and anguish and Lavillette suburbs of Paris, inhabited by 300,000

at their loved ones' doom. persons , but hated and shunned by all as the Com

One terrible night , at the well-known cemetery of munist quarter. Here she found crowds of sick , hungry,

Père la Chaise, nearly six hundred Communists were and terror-stricken persons, to whom none would give

shot, and their bodies thrown into three long, deep employment on account of their previous connection

trenches. On this scene of treble tragedy arrived with the odious Commune.

Josephine de Broen. Young, timid , fragile — few would How did Miss de Broen set to work ? Her first

have imagined that she had in her the makings of a endeavour was to provide paid work for the women ,

heroine. Least of all did she herself dream that she and to this end she started a sewing-class. Here the

was about to become such when she left England, Word of God was read to them, and the hearts of many

invited by friends to make a tour with them in France. —prepared by the horrors through which they had
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The Scorn of job.

lived , when Paris was in flames for ten days—were Far more welcome, however, to this devoted worker

opened to receive the Gospel . Miss de Broen gave than personal honours, would be gifts with which to

away tracts and Testaments , tended the sick, distributed carry on her old -established Mission. For , alas ! the

food and clothing to the needy, and told each and all of long list of noble, wealthy and influential supporters

the Saviour Who died for their sins , and Who lived to whom the founder of the Belleville Mission could once

help and comfort them . Small wonder that the poor, count upon has been greatly reduced by death , while

miserable creatures spoke of her as “ an angel sent to us their places have in scarcely any instances been taken by

from God ” ! those who have followed them. She therefore appeals

Although Miss de Broen had not intended staying to Christian friends everywhere to give themselves, their

longer than one winter in Paris, she found so many open money, or whatever help is possible -- new volumes for

doors that she resolved to stay on , and soon gathered the library are much needed—to continue this work.

round her other workers. Her funds were generously The Missionary Pence Association will receive and

supplied from England, and the Belleville Mission grew forward subscriptions, if desired , but all offers of personal

rapidly. By the help of Christian friends she built a service should be made direct to Miss de Broen, 3 , Rue

Mission Hall, Orphanage, &c . In two years' time a Clavel , Belleville, Paris.

flourishing organization was in progress . Its branches

consisted of Gospel meetings, a Medical Mission, day,

night , and Sunday schools , Bible classes, German

meetings, sick visitation , a Training Home for girls ,

prayer meetings, a lending library, village meetings,

distribution of tracts, occasional soup kitchen , and sale

of the Scriptures . In one year about 70,000 persons
JOB xxxi. 17.

were reached by the philanthropic and Gospel agencies
( By The Lord Bishop of Derry and Raphoe.)

of the Belleville Mission . The Holy Spirit set His seal

upon the work. Conversions, many of them striking “ IF I have eaten my morsel alone ” .

and wonderful , took place among the Communists. The patriarch spoke in scorn :

For instance, a mother, son , and daughter , each in
What would he think of the Church , were he shown

different places , accepted salvation on the very same
Heathendom , huge , forlorn,

Godless, Christless, with soul unfed ,

day — a family starting to serve God together.
While the Church's ailment is fulness of bread,

The changed character of the whole district began to Eating her morsel alone ?

be manifest . The Government encouraged Miss de

Broen's efforts, for they saw that under the influence of “ I am debtor alike to theJew and the Greek ,”

this young lady, shrinking, yet bold in a Power above The mighty Apostle cried ;

her own, the sullen , bitter fierceness of these ill -fated Traversing continents, souls to seek ,

For thelove of the Crucified .
people was passing away, and they were becoming more

amenable to the rule of law and order . Thus she came
Centuries, centuries since have sped,

Millions are famishing ; we have bread ;

to be looked upon and spoken of as “ The Heroine of the But we eat our morsel alone.

Communists." But the poor people of Belleville amongst

whom she worked gave her a still better name
“ Our

Ever of them who have largest dower

Mother " ; while she and her workers testify that they Shall heaven require the more :

never had an unkind word or look from them . A great Ours is affluence, knowledge, power,

feature of the Belleville Mission was its undenominational
Ocean from shore to shore ;

character . Also , though others followed her , Miss
And East and West in our ears have said ,

de Broen was the pioneer of Christian effort in that
“ Give us, give us, your living Bread ;

Yet we eat our morsel alone.

district .

The work became well known all over the world .
Freely as ye have received , so give,”

The late Lord Shaftesbury was president till his death .
He bade,Who hath given us all :

The then Lord Chancellor of England , Earl Cairns, the How shall the soul in us longer live,

late Lady Kinnaird, and many others, were counted
Deaf to their starving call,

among Miss de Broen's warm friends and counsellors . For whom the Blood of the Lord was shed ,

Roman Catholics and infidels in all parts of Paris praised
And His Body broken to give them Bread,-

If we eat our morsel alone ?
her work, and presently one French society after another

bestowed upon her testimonials and medals of honour.

In 1879 , the National Society for the Encouragement of

Good Works, making such presentation, spoke with

touching appreciation of her “ noble efforts, when the A CENSUS IN UGANDA.—At the request of H.M.'s

heart of France lay bleeding after the painful experi
Commissioner, a census has been taken of all the

ences of the War and the Commune, to draw the people C.M.S. churches and schools in the Uganda Pro

out of their profound despair by the light of the Gospel, tectorate . This census has furnished the C.M.S. Sec

and by philanthropic enterprizes , ” accompanying their retary in Mengo with the name of each church, its

address with the gift of their silver medal. The latest seating capacity , and the average Sunday attendance ,

honour of this nature fell to Miss de Broen only last and has revealed the remarkable fact that there are 1,070

year , when the French Government conferred upon her church buildings , having a seating capacity of 126,851 ,

gold medal in acknowledgment of her “ thirty-one years ' with an average Sunday attendance of 52,471. All this

unwearied and successful labours among the poor of in a country where the first baptism took place only

Belleville ." twenty years ago !

a
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TH

Annual Meetings

of the Mission to Lepers and

the D.P.El.

C.MM.S. THotes

THE

'HE Annual Gatherings of the friends of these

two Societies will—D.V.-be held in Exeter Hall

on Monday, April 20th . Full particulars will appear in

due course , but we make this preliminary announce

ment that all our interested readers may book the date .

In the afternoon the Annual Meeting of the Mission to HE C.M.S. has recently suffered the loss ,by death ,

Lepers will take place, and in the evening that of the
of some of its devoted workers . The Rev. E. B.

Missionary Pence Association . Beauchamp, of the Pakoi Mission , in South China , has

There will be also a just passed away, after some months of weary suffering.

He had laboured in China since 1889.

Sale of Work

Africa has lost heavily . Two young and promising
and an Exhibition of Pictures and Curios , which will

missionaries have succumbed to blackwater fever : Mr.

pleasantly and profitably fill up the interval between the
Richard Kinahan , who only sailed for Sierra Leone in

meetings.
May, 1901 , died the first week in January , and Mr. H. H.

There will be separate stalls on behalf of each Society, Farthing, of the Uganda Mission " fell asleep " a few

and we now earnestly appeal to our readers to provide

us, during the next ten weeks, with a Good Collection of leaves a blank in the Cairo Mission .

Another death ,that of the Rev. F. F. Adeney,days later.

Articles for Sale. If each reader would send one article

we should be well supplied , and our funds would receive Archdeacon Crowther, of Bonny, in Southern Nigeria ,

a much-needed replenishme
nt

. Will all
, therefore, recently visited a new station at a place called Ogu.

please make an effort and forward their gifts addressed The people had been for some time conducting services

to Exeter Hall , Strand, W.C. , to the Mission to Lepers, by themselves through a young man , who was sold to

or the Missionary Pence Association , with prices marked,
that place from Bonny by his heathen master as a

and stating for which Society they are intended.
punishment for being too religious . The man could not

read , but he explained passages of Scripture to them

which he had heard and learned when at Bonny. The

people have built a church and teacher's house, and are

THE JEWISH Mission COMMITTEE of the Presby- asking for a teacher to be sent . “ This is one of the

terian Church of England report that their missionary ways,” Mrs. Crowther writes, “ in which God spreads

in Whitechapel , Mr. Polan , has his hands full of hopeful the saving knowledge of His Son Jesus Christ .

work. Visits to the number of 7,300 have been paid by

Jews to the reading room during the year , and the The details of the destruction by fire of the Mengo

attendances at the hall generally have been large. An Hospital , on November 28th , have just come to hand.

additional £ 300 a year is required to meet the claims of It would appear that the fire was caused by a flash of

the work in hand and provide for extensions in White- lightning igniting the thatch during a violent thunder

chapel and Aleppo. Hitherto the annual deficiency has storm . In a very few minutes the whole structure was

been met by a grant from the United Free Church of ablaze ; but , thanks to the prompt action of those in

Scotland on behalf of the work at the latter place . charge, all the patients were removed from the burning

building in safety. The day after the receipt of the news

at Salisbury Square, a telegram was despatched to

DR . ARTHUR T. Pierson calls attention to perhaps Mengo, authorizing the rebuilding of the hospital and

the greatest need of the church to- day in his booklet ,
announcing a grant of £ 500.

“ The Revival of Prayer," published at sixpence net by

Messrs . Marshall Brothers. It is choicely written ,and In an article in one of the Indian native papers , a

the reading of it will be a spiritual refreshment. The
Hindu gentleman, who is apparently a reformer, advocates

appeal to the experiences of Müller, Spurgeon, Finney,
Bible- teaching in schools and colleges . The following

and others acts as an illustration of the great spiritual

extract may be taken as a specimen of the whole :

principle which the author urges .
“ The first remedy that I have to suggest is the introduction

of the Bible as a class-book in all primary and high schools.

I have found that lessons from the Manu Smriti, the Gita , or

MR. Moses Chin, a Christian Chinese , is now study the Puranas have proved ineffectual in broadening the mental

ing at the United College , Bradford, one of the vision of the student, and have a tendency towards strengthen

theological training institutions of the Congregationing thesuperstitious element in his spiritual nature. îhave

alists. He was the speaker at the recent annual meeting
seen, with dismay and indignation , B.A. students , who ought

of the Park Congregational Church Watchers' Band,
to have known better, defending idol-worship and Brahman

feasting with all the fervour of proselytes .

Halifax . During the last six months the members of “ I am not a Christian , but I think the more Christ - like we

the Band have contributed £33 to the Deficiency Fund become, the better for us and our land .”

of the L.M.S. A LAYWORKER.
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A Little Missionary.

five-year-old baby is learning to sew, and she has finished

her first book three times over ! They all received a

ERE is a nice little bit, boys and girls , showing prettybag fitted with work materials, aswell as a lovely

how the small son of a missionary tried to
doll . Their genuine delight over these gifts was delicious !

become a young missionary on his own account. Could
They examined the dolls very carefully, kissed them and

When I told them who
not our juvenile readers devise some simple plan of gave them such pretty names.

helping the lads and lassies of heathen lands ? Why
had dressed them , one girl said spontaneously, The

not join the Helpers' Guild of the Mission to Lepers , for
mem's auntie is good ,' and then they sent pretty messages

instance, and send your pence to aid in supporting some
of thanks."

poor little chap, or some wee girl, whose father and

mother are lepers, and so keep him or her from the

terrible disease ? Our Competition .

This is what Miss Ellen Pash , of the Home for
Be sure you do not forget that the closingday for the

Destitute Children , Seoul , Korea, says to us in a letter :
Missionary Text Competition is February 12. You will find

" A few weeks ago a little boy, son of one of the all the rules in the January number. We hope to have a

missionaries, had a birthday, and he chose as his treat to
large number ofpapers sent in .

give our children a feast. So his father came the day

before and brought the feast money , and then the day

following the boycame with his father and mother and

two little sisters, and our children's feast of vermicelli

soup with meat and seasoning , followed by Korean cakes,

bread , and sweets, was spread out on their tables in the

We all assembled with them as they sang the

chorus-in Korean

O wonderful love !

O wonderful love !

Wonderful, measureless, boundless and free ;

O wonderful love !

before giving thanks . Then they set to work, and bowl

after bowl of the steaming stuff disappeared , and little

Newland Miller , who gave the feast,looked on with a

happy face, and then they all rushed off to the woods to

play."

sun .

School in Jndia.

Of course, you all like school , and perhaps you will be

interested in a glimpse at school life in India. It comes

from a letter , published last month in India's Women and
A RESCUED CHILD OF LEPER PARENTS.

China's Daughters, from Miss Lawrence, of Colgong, an

out -station of Bhagalpur : - “ In the school in our house

the Hindustani children have been coming very fitfully.

The poorer girls are tired of learning and prefer playing . Mr. James Ferguson, editor of The Observer, of Ceylon ,

But when I quietly gave away the prizes to the diligent and a prominent member of Cinnamon Gardens Baptist

and regular pupils the other day, some of the pickles , Church , Colombo, was recently nominated to represent

who would not come when called for, or for any amount the Europeans in the local Legislative Council. The

of persuasion , turned up, as if they expected a present resolution proposing him for the office was forwarded to

too ! However, they had to go without , and we exhorted the Governor of the Island, but was not accepted, on

them to attend regularly after the holidays . We have the ground of Mr. Ferguson's connection with the

been getting a better class of girls , and that is something Press, which, according to the existing law, disqualifies

gained. him. His Excellency expressed the opinion that he had

“ The Bengali girlies all had nice prizes.
Even our

exceptional qualifications for the position.
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minded women . Before to -day the C.M.S. have found

splendid workers in the Lancashire factories, and the

M.P.A. is training a Lancashire puddler who has passed

brilliantly in Greek and Theology.

QAT

In " Affairs of West Africa ” ( Heinemann) the

author, Mr. E. D. Morel, discusses the comparative

STIS.IP.A.
failure of Christian effort among the

Poor

Mr. Morel !
negroes, and the great strides that

THews and
Islam is making among the Fulani

and Hausa nations. Doubtless from one point of view ,

1Hotes.

that of the counting of heads, the Muslim moulvies can

claim an undeniable success over the missionaries from

Europe, and their activities extend right down to the

For your Diary . Congo, and even beyond it to the Tanganyika Plateau .

Please book Monday ,
But Mr. Morel's whole book is poisoned with

April 20th , as a special anti-mission views, and the native Christians are the

occasion . The united butt of his opprobrium and scorn . “ The pagan native

Annual Meetings of The of the interior is more often than not a fine fellow ,heis

Mission to Lepers in India
one of Nature's gentlemen ," and, further on , “ the Mahom

and the East, and The
medan native is a splendid man ” —are so much sheer

Missionary Pence Association , will be held respec
nonsense. If these people are so " civilized , hospitable ,

tively on the afternoon and evening of that date , as so
kindly, simple, and courteous ” as Mr. Morel declaresthem

many of our friends are interested in the work and to be,why does he prefer to live amongst the Christians to

welfare of both these Societies. A joint Sale of Work , taking up his abode with King Mumbo -Jumbo , or some

under the superintendence of Miss Lyne and Mrs.
other nativenative monarch , in the neighbourhood of

Jones, will be organized in the interim of the after Timbuctoo ? The probability is that our author has

noon and evening, as many of our correspondents kindly
never seen the inside of a Mission station , and either

intimate that they can employ a few hours in sewing,
takes all the absurd tales about the native converts on

though unable toget about and collect.
trust, or he has been unfortunate in his friends and

acquaintance among the negro -folk, and knows only the

counterfeit article and not the true Christian . The

“ The Great I am prepared to give a Missionary allusion to “ rice Christians ” again crops up. We should

Durbar — Before Lantern Lecture on India, under this have thought that recent events in Shan-si had scotched

and After. " title The proceeds can be divided that libel for at least a decade.

between any local Missionary funds

and our own pressing needs.
As the result of a recent census, it has been found

that thirteen per cent . of the native Christians in India

"PAUSE, O youth or maiden !” he exclaims , “ before
M.P.A.

are giving their “ tenth .” We append

you accustom your lips to this fatal ' formula , I have
extract of a letter from the

Notelets.

no time to read. You have all the Rev. W. A. Stephens , C.M.S.

Mr. Andrew time which for you exists, and it is “ CORONATION CHILDREN'S MISSIONARY COLLECTION IN

Lang Speaks abundant. What are you doing with “ KOTTAYAM .

Out. it ? It is not time but the mind to it
" Several children in Kottayam took small tin boxes in order

which is lacking.” On no other hypo to collect money for missions. The movement was initiated

thesis can be explained the difficulty some of our by a young man, Mr. A. V. George, an earnest native Christian

collectors evidently have in keeping abreast with the graduate, who got his idea from the Missionary Pence

progress of the King's business . Anything that tends to
Association .

foster a taste for the perusal of Mission intelligence,

“ The first box opening amounted to Rs. 10. It has been

merits, in these dangerous times, more than a word of

decided to give Rs. 3 to the funds of the Association . "

approval. The Editors of All Nations trust that the The address of Mr. Hodge and his Victoria Gospel

Special Volume, advertized on our covers, for presenting Press party will be Montes de Oca, 2033 , Buenos Aires.

to Village Reading-rooms, Endeavour Societies, Railway Echoes from Argentina hasEchoes from Argentina has now reached us , and

Waiting -rooms, etc., will be quickly cleared off our we shall be glad to supply copies to order. Mr.

shelves . As a stimulus to our collectors, we will present Hodge sendsus the following graphic account of Anti

a copy in basket-cloth gilt to the first six members Protestant malignity in Bolivia :

sending up the name andaddress of a new collector for Cochabamba, Bolivia ,

our Mission, and a copy of the Special Edition to any DEAR BRO. TORRE , --When we commenced meetings here I

reader sending up 3s. for two new subscribers to this knew a little of the danger, but still could not turn away from

periodical . the open door. As soon as I could get seats madeand things

in order, we began meetings, with an attendance of from 150

An opening for two female weavers

to 300 persons.

Wanted !

Of course, many opposed , and excitement

Industrial

and spinners to accompany a mission got toboiling point. Excommunicationwas issued. To attend

a meeting was pecado reservado, and only pardoned by

Workers.
ary to Japan, lies before the Bureau. going on the knees to the Bishop. Sermons were preached

They must be consecrated , spiritually. in all the Churches. I was accused before the Criminal Court.

an
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we

The Police and Prefect were urged to put a stop to us . All simply charged through everything and wielded swords on all

thisonly served to send more people to listen.
sides.

Then came a new order of things. Lying slanders were We were glad to find ourselves in life , the poor children

circulated. I carried with me the “ special presence " of the
escaping also. In a few minutes more we had a stream of

Devil, had blasphemed the Blessed Virgin , and every one sympathizers that lasted till night . During the night an

passing should say " Maria, Jesus, José." attack was made on the Semenario, which they met with

Mothers, sisters, wives, must persecute us and any man who rifles and revolvers. About £ 150 to £ 200 damage has been

attended our meetings. This also failed , and Rome reverted done in our house. We are repairing as able , because we

to her friend, the ignorant mass, which is a mighty weapon in do not feel that should accept damages from the

Bolivia. Under the cloak of a demonstration in favour of the authorities.

municipality (who were friendly to the priests), a public meet In the case of Mrs. Hope, the lady in whose house we were

ing was called , and the “ Biatas ” (a society of ladies who staying, it seems different. She has been helped through our

devote themselves to religious matters) forced the Indians to stay, and is a great comfort to us. As to thefuture, we know

come in from their “ fincas ," leagues away, to swell the num not what tosay. The authoritiesand Liberalparty urge us to

bers. So at twelve noon on Sunday thebells rang out to call go until things quieten down. We have suffered a consider

the people to defend their religion. The crowd gathered in able shock , and at the slightest noise, day or night, we start.

the Parado, but no one came forward to address them , but I have received notice to leave the house, otherwise a law - suit

the Sacristans, etc. , mixed with the crowd , urging on to will be begun.

vengeance on the Protestants." Congress is actively engaged in the affair, which has

About two p.m. we heard the roar of furious thousands, and shocked all the gente sensata (people of sense) .

like a river let loose they rushed down on our house. Paving
Yours,

stones were quickly torn up , and before the police arrived;

windows and doors were smashed and about 1,000 voices were
( Signed ) W. PAYNE.

crying for blood. We cried to the Lord, not expecting to

live much longer . The Chief of Police and his men were

swept away before the mob, and now the door burst in before

the huge stones and force used. There were two parties, one

for murder and one for robbery. I was beaten and dragged

about through the “patio , " whilethe cry went up
“ Death to

the Protestant." The fire was blazing outside, as they had

lots of kerosene, and with all the forms, chairs , texts, clothes, Missionary Pence Association,

and books, the street was a bonfire. Piles, too, of Mrs.
Rooms 21 and 22,

Hope's books and photos, goods, and everything they could

lay hands on, were taken .
Exeter Hall,

It seemed that the end had come, when a big Cholo Indian, Strand , London , W.C.

who had been helped by me lately, drove backthe savages by
Bankers : London & South -Western .

sheer force. One man rushed at me with a knife, but Terrazas

knocked him down. Soldiers now arrived , the Regiment Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

Abarva, striking terror into the hearts of the mob, as they this periodical.

Min Roger Jones

1

1

1

0

1

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence £ s. 6 S. d.

Missions to Jews.
Norwich Branch 4 5 li

Association from December 12th to December
Leicester do. 18 8 5

Mr. Bergmann (Yiddish Support of " Makayah " and
Bible ) 0 10 0

31st , 1902 .
" Itoari” 1 18 10

“ Wild Olive Graft " Mission i 0 0
" King's Messengers " Branch 8 13 10

Y.W.C. Institute Hove 3 1 10

South America, &c.
For the Societies . £ S. d .

Cromer 1 0 0

Miss E.Bayly Neemuch )
4 Mr. H. Eades ( Buenos Aires ) 0 19 6 For Miss M. Reed's Work

£ s . d .
Mr. W.J. Campbell (Marash ) I

Pastor R. F. Elder's Fund 1(Chandag )
4

0
6

Baptist Zenana Society 1 10 0 Mr. F. Cook's Work (Kum ( Brazil) 0 11 11 Miss K- E = (Hove )... i 0 0
Baptist Missionary Society ... 0 10 0 bakonam ) 2 5 0 Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Bahia) 2 8 0

British and Foreign Bible Miss Orlebar'sHome (Coonor) o 8 3 South America Mission 0 17 4 Million Farthing Fund.

Society 1 0
Rev. W. Hill-Murray (Chinese Dr. Mackenzie ( E. Santos,

Church Zenana Missionary
Mandla Asylum 3 3 2

Blind ) 3 9 New Hebrides ) 1 17 2
Mungeli do 3 9 6

Society
0 12 5

Mrs. White-Jansen (Manilla ) 0 Mr. Lister Newton ( Tandil) ... 0 1 1 Ludhiana do . 4 10 6
Missionary Leaves Association 1 0

Pandita Ramabai's Work 2 0 Victoria Gospel Press ( Buenos
London Missionary Society Tibetan Mission 0 10 0 Aires) 20 5 5 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

(Stowmarket, £i ls 4d ) 1 13 South Arcot Mission 0 8 Rev. J.Chrift, Jamaica ( for
Do. ( for native evangelists) 3

0
2 3 By Sale of Calendars, Reward

medicines) ...Bethel Santhal Mission (Miss
1 0

Church Missionary Society ... 0
Tickets and Books 6 11 5

5 0
Pilditch ) 0 17 4 Rev. J. Yair, Jamaica (for

Do. (Gleaners ' Union) 5 15 11
Mr. Musa Bhai's Fund 0 16 10

Miss N. Warr ( Nan -chang Fu ) 3 10 bicycle) 2 15 9
Missionary Bureau 6 14 3

For ALL NATIONS to Mis

Wesleyan Missionary Society ( 11
sionaries 0 16 00

Famine Funds. St. Giles' Christian Mission 0 5 0

Africa . For Rev. J. C. Lawson Irish Home Baptist Mission 0 14 0
Europe.

(Aligarh ) 1 0 0 Open-Air Mission 0 2 6

Mr. W, McIntosh (Spain ) 0 15

0For Orphans at Chandkuri ... 20 0

Congo Balolo Mission
5 6 Passages and Outfits' Fund 40 5 5

Mr. Mackenzie (Sailors' Rest,
Lepers' Famine Fund

Mr. A.Carr (Grand Canary )... 1 13 8
1" A. N." Prayer Union 5 6

Dunkirk 0 9 4 at Chandkuri
Casablanca Mission (Mr. R. 3 5 5

612 3 For Special Training of
Candidate ... 2

Figueras Mission

01 0
0 For Raipur Orphanage0 3 14Steven ) 0 19 2

Do. ( for Miss J. Porter ) 5
Sale of Foreign Stamps

3 Mrs. A.Christopher ( Upper
Per “ Fox and Knot Schools, 0 16 10

0

Thonon Mission
Do.

(Haute
General Fund

Congo )
Reward1 0 0 Missionary3 8 6

Savoie) 05 Miss Miss Ruth Harvey (Nasik ) ..Coote's Work“ (Zulu
Tickets

0
0 10 0 2 10 9

" Rose,” EvianSupport of
M.P.A. General Funds 11 19 2Girls ) 0 14 Support of " Lalliand Kanui'5

les Bains 0 14 6
2 0 0 Sale of ALL NATIONS and

Tangier Orphanage
2 ( U.P. Ch. ) ..0

North Africa Mission (General) O 2
Material for khurtas and special gifts 31 12 1

2
cholis 19 8

Asia.

1 0 0 I Council Grant Funds 6
Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 0 15 0

Do. ( for Miss Jennings)
For Deficit Fund (" Sym0 16 10

China Inland Mission Mission to Lepers.
2 2 0

8 8 Do. ( for Jews ) pathy " )0 10 0

Abor Pioneer Mission 0 0 Mr. G.
ALL NATIONS volumes to

Wilkerson ( Hope For support of Dhanvy 0 6 8

For support of " Timah "
0 5 0

2 10 0 Fountain ) ... 0 10 0 General Funds...
Reading Rooms

8 92
0 4 6

Miss Bowyer (Jerusalem ) 0 0 Binding Covers for do.
South Africa General Mission

For support of Samariya 0 9 0
Rev. A. Forder (Jerusalem)... 0 10 0

7 10 0
(Lulwe) 1 Special Bibles sold, &c.

8 6 Pakhoi Asylum 6 5

Korean Protestant Orphan Qua Ib0e Mission 0 13 3 Support of “ Jyuni"
2 10 0 Total for two weeks £ 279 12 3

age 0 5 11 Mr. M. Z. Stöber (Angola) 0 11 8 Do. “ Kauntia 2 5 4

-

31

1

1

1
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Conquests of the Cross ..

more than 50,000. There is another which exceeds

this in point of size , but whose inhabitants are con

By B. Reeve. siderably fewer, viz , " The Great Fiji," Na Viti Levu,

which measures ninety miles by fifty, and has about

III.Fiji. 20,000 less people than its'neighbour.

The Fijians were, even under their old heathen and

HE coral islands of the Pacific have a special cannibal conditions, possessed of a notable degree of

charm for those who are fond of reading of intelligence and ingenuity, and famed especially for

voyages of discovery and narratives of their skill in the manufacture of cloth , pottery, and

world -travel. The Fijian group, comprizing basket-ware , and the art of hair -dressing The eating

sometwo hundred and twenty islands—all of human flesh was indulged in as quite a common

but eighty of which, however, are uninhabi- practice ; to a slight extent, cannibalism entered into

ted and very small—lies in the South Pacific, their religion. Nowhere, probably, was human life so

1,760 miles north -east of Sydney , and 1,175 cheap. Greatforfeiture of it accompanied the burial of

north of Auckland. The chief is Vanua Levu, signifying the dead, while the sick and decrepit were disposed

“ Great Land," though it is but one hundred miles in of in an utterly callous manner.

length and twenty -five in breadth . Its population is Christianity reached Fiji via Tonga, where the

MRS. CALVERT AND MRS. LYTH INTERCEDING WITH KING TANOA .
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was

а .

seven

Wesleyan Missionary Society early : laboured . ' King which in reality a

George of Tonga, with thousands of his subjects change for the better, but in

embraced the Gospel in 1834. Already there were volved a certain amount of

several settlements of Tongan people in Lakemba and
restlessness, he was ac

other islands of the Windward Group of Fiji , about two cused of killing her, it being

hundred and fifty miles from the Friendly Islands , the supposed that she was dying .

home of the Tongans. These colonies had originated With that Mr. Calvert threw

in the course of trading. As the result of prayer on the over the case , but at a sub

part of the Tongan church, the Revs. W. Cross and sequent request , and having

David Cargill, M.A. , missionaries of the Wesleyan extracted an apology from

Society , voyaged to Lakemba, with a messenger from her father , he prescribed

King George to the Fijian chief, Tui Nayau. Though again , and eventually had to

the nativesmade a demonstration which , in appearance have her and her attendants

at all events , was somewhat threatening, the chief
crowded into his own house

received the newcomers with approval, encouraged for several weeks. She

them to settle, and erected for them temporary dwell recovered , but greater

ings , afterwards replaced by permanent houses. After
troubles awaited her. She

a few months, a small company of thirty -one adults was
had been betrothed as

baptized , a regular congregation and schools having child to Tanoa , King of Bau ,

been established . Persecution , instigated by the king, a notorious cannibal , and

who became jealous of the increasing influence of the the most villainous of the

new religion , broke out, but was not of an alarming
Fijian chiefs. The alliance

nature. The missionaries were not immediately suc had to be consummated,

cessful in their endeavour to plant the Gospel on the much as the poor girl and

island of Bau, whose ruler was the predominant force her Christian friends would

among the Fijian chiefs, since that spot was seriously have given to have her

disturbed by the only recent conclusion of a escape . Her religion in

years' war. Missions, however, were founded on two volved her in persecution,

other islands , Rewa and Viwa. and worn with illness occa
KING GEORGE OF TONGA.

The Rev. James Calvert and his wife , and the Rev. sioned by the treatment

John Hunt, went out in 1838 , and in six months the first meted out to her, she re

two were alone on Lakemba, the other missionaries turned home. On recovery she was forced to go back

welcoming reinforcements as a means of extension . again to Bau, until the death of the king, when she again

For a long time, Tui Nayau, the king, pursued a policy visited Lakemba, on the understanding that she brought

of secret opposition , though this attitude was relaxed back tribute. Her father, however , kept her this time,

subsequently The Gospel spread to other islands; and the new King of Bau complained to King George

notably to Oneata and Vanuambalavu. The Christians of Tonga, undertaking to permit Tangithi to return

on the latter, refusing to take part in the tribal wars freely, provided she brought the tribute due . King

which were so frequent, received permission to betake George took Tangithi with him to complete the bargain,

themselves to Munia, an islet about nine miles off, but discovering that the chief intended to break his

where, in course of time, a very successful community word, brought the young woman back to Lakemba.

was built up. There she lived from that time, being an active worker

Tui Nayau's daughter, Tangithi , was converted, and in the church . In the year 1849, or thereabouts, Tui

at the same time rescued from a dangerous illness by Nayau became a Christian .

Mr. Calvert, who attended her at no small risk to him The manner in which Christianity was sown in Ono,

self, since when a change took place in her condition
in the extreme south of the Fijian Islands, is very

remarkable. Wai , a chief of Ono, visited Lakemba to

pay the customary tribute to its king . There he became

acquainted with Takai, a chief who had accepted

Christianity when in the Friendly Islands. Takai gave

Wai some simple instruction , limited apparently to the

two great principles that there was one God and that

one day in every seven should be devoted to worship

ping Him. Wai communicated these facts to his

fellow -islanders . As a result , they assembled on the

Sabbath for service, having done all their cooking and

other necessary work on the previous day. They were

in perplexity , however, as to who should perform the

functions of worship, and having no one else available,

requested their heathen priest to offer prayer ! He did

so, beseeching the God of the Christians to bless the

people, but putting himself in a consistent position , as

he thought, by explaining to the Almighty that he him

self served another god and was only obliging his

countrymen in an emergency. After a time spent in

CAPTURE OF WOMEN WHILST FISHING ,
this manner, a request was sent to Tonga by a whaling

Ch
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Mrs. Calvert and Mrs. Lyth , wife of another missionary ,

were alone with their children on Viwa when the news

of this arrived . Hurrying over in a canoe, they went,

with a Christian chief, into the king's house , where

women were never permitted to enter, and interceded

for the lives of the women . They so far succeeded as

to secure the liberty of five ; the other nine they were

too late to save.

King Thakombau became a Christian under the faith

ful ministry of Mr. Calvert , though the final pressure to

take this step came through a letter from King George

of Tonga. He was baptized in 1857, and publicly

married to his principal wife . The rest he dismissed,

sacrificing with them very much wealth and influence.

At his baptism he made a public confession , before his

people , of his past misdeeds. He was now fifty years

of age , and, though he attempted to master the rudi

ments of an education, did not succeed in learning

much. He was, however, a consistent Christian , regular

in his attendance at Christian worship , and insisting on

the proper observance of the Sabbath. In October,

1874, he ceded Fiji to Great Britain , and sent his hand

some club and yanggona bowl - yanggona is the native

grog—to Queen Victoria. They are now preserved in

the British Museum . He received a pension of £1,500
KING THAKOMBAU .

and a present of £1,000 to purchase a vessel for his use.

vessel for a teacher. A party of Tongans had set out He died in 1883, having exerted a most beneficial

by canoe from Lakemba for home, but were driven by influence among his people.

contrary winds to Vatoa Island , about fifty miles from
The Jubilee of Christianity in Fiji was celebrated in

Ono. Hearing of the desire of the inhabitants of the 1885. The returns showed that there were then 1,322

latter for Christian teaching, one of them went and places of worship ; ten white missionaries ; sixty - five

settled there , relieving the heathen priest , and conduct native ministers ; 1,016 head teachers and preachers ;

ing daily services. Meanwhile an answer had come 1,889 local preachers ; 28,147 fully accredited Church

from Tonga, telling the people of Ono that they must members ; 4,112 on trial ; 3.206 class leaders ; 3,069

apply to the white men on Lakemba for assistance . catechumens ; 1,824 schools ; 2,610 teachers ; 42,807

This they did, and by a striking Providence one of their scholars ; and 104,585 attendants on public worship out

own people - a young man brought in contact with of a population of 116,000.
of a population of 116,000 . There was not an avowed

Christianity in Tonga, converted in Lakemba, educated
heathen left .

under Mr. Cargill , and doing good service as a local
Among the other missionaries who have laboured in

preacher — was found to be eminently fitted to act as a Fiji, thenow venerable Rev. Frederic Langham must

native missionary among them. He met one hundred and
not be forgotten . For a number of years past the work

twenty people who had already renounced heathenism.
has been out of the hands of the Wesleyan Missionary

A second teacher was sent, chapels were built, and Mr. Society, the Fijian churches forming part of the Austra

Calvert had over one hundred to baptize when he lasian Methodist Conference.

visited the island not long after. Among them was

Tovo, a maiden of highest rank , who was betrothed to

Tui Nayau, who wasat that time not a Christian . Mr.
The Mission to Lepers.

Calvert took the serious risk of refusing to baptize her

THE ANNUAL MEETING announced in our last issue
unless she declared that she would not become one

among the many wives of the heathen, and she accepted ing of great interest. TheRight Rev. Bishop Welldon

for April 20th , at Exeter Hall , promises to be a gather

the terms firmly. Tui Nayau endeavoured to enforce

his claim , but by a series of interpositions, which there

hopes to attend and give an address, as also does the

is not space to relate here , God preserved her from that

Rev. Prebendary Fox, of the C.M.S. Actual work

fate.
among the lepers will be represented by Dr. Horder,

Mr. Calvert removed to Viwa on the illness and death
from Pakhoi , and probably one or more Indian mission

of Mr. Hunt in 1848, the island being a dependency of
aries . Madame Annie Ryall will sing .

Bau, two miles away. Tanoa, the before-mentioned

Following the meeting, which will take place in the

afternoon, will be a small

King of Bau, had practically resigned the government

to his son , Thakombau. He enters, however, into one
Sale OF WORK

very dramatic incident just here. A piratical tribe , in the joint interests of the Mission to Lepers and the

known as Mbutoni, brought tribute to King Tanoa , and Missionary Pence Association , and we specially invite

to provide human flesh as a delicacy for these braves , any of our readers, who can do so, to send contributions

in accordance with etiquette , a company of Bau fisher of suitable articles to the secretaries of the Societies, at

men set out to capture any , friends or foes, for the oven. Exeter Hall , stating which stall the gifts are for. The

They hid among some mangrove bushes, and captured M.P.A. meeting will be held in the evening. Further

fourteen out of a party of women who were fishing. details will appear in our April issue .
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baliman.
very bitterly at the idea of going to live with your mother-in

law ! ” Then, looking at the studious Haliman, they said :

ALIMAN was born in apicturesque but dark Himalayan

“ You are right, Miss Sahib. Haliman is the best child in the

school. She is never naughty.” The missionary never forgot

ing and sets early in the afternoon. Down the middle
the look of surprise and pleasure that broke over the shy face

of the narrow valley ran a swift mountain stream. Fields lay in

at such good words from her schoolmates.

terraces along the steep mountain sides, watered by streams
Another time, when Aso was telling the children how

diverted to them from the brook that was in every sense a
Pharaoh had all the boy babies thrown into the River Nile,

"nourisher of the poor." It was induced, by an ingenious

and how Herod killed all the boy babies in Bethlehem , little

device, to form a creche, and lull to rest the village babies with

Sundri , beautiful and beloved, looked up in her arch way, and

its cooling touchand soothing song. They were laid on
said : “ In those days it was the boys that were killed , and not

fragrant pine-needles and bracken in a shady nook, and water

the girls ! ” A heavy sigh escaped from Haliman , the un

was conducted from the rills that fed the rice fields, so that
welcome little step -daughter. Did she have a presentiment of

the fate hovering over her ?
gentle streams played constantly on their bare heads, keeping

the little ones asleep while their mothers gathered fuel, or

toiled in the patches of rice, or maize, or ginger.

After a time Haliman's mother became a widow, and

although she was a Mohammedan, her lot was almost as

One morning every one was shocked to hear that Haliman

had been carried to the medical missionary stationed there ,

hard as that of a Hindu widow. It was partly because their with her jaw smashed in. The step-father said she had fallen

food was so scanty, and partly from lack of sunshine and
from her bed and broken her jaw ! It is not likely that he

from the injurious minerals in the hill water, that Haliman ever allowed her to sleep on a bedstead. She had probably

lost the plump loveliness of her babyhood and grew up a to sleep on the earthen floor wrapped in the cotion chaddar

cretin , tall and spindling, with long lank arms, unsightly which she wore all through the day. It is much more likely

goitre ,and a look that made people think her half-witted. that the step-father had struck her with a billet of wood than

At last her mother married a man who sold milk to
that she had broken her jaw by falling from a low native

British troops, for Mohammedan widows may re-marry. So charpoy. The doctor did all he could for her, but Haliman

they moved into the step-father's village, which was nearer

civilization . Here there was a little day-school, taught by a

sank under the operation, and never woke again on earth.

But when she knocked at the Gates of Pearl, and pleaded

missionary lady and her native assistant,Aso.

Haliman's new playmatestook her with them to this school . “ I am only a little child, dear Lord,

At first it seemed impossible for her to learn , but when the And my feet are already stained with sin,

missionary heard it whispered about that this dull child's step
But, • Suffer the little ones,' is Thy word,

father hated her, often beat and starved her, and acted as
• To come to the gate and enter in ,' ”

though he longed for her to die, she took special pains to fill
The King at the Gate looked up and smiled,

Haliman's mind with Bible stories, and impress upon her the
A heavenly smile, and fair to see,

And He opened, and bent to the pleading child ,

fact that Jesus loved her. When she taught the children that Enter in ! I bled and died for thee."

in heaven they would hunger and thirst no more, and that

God would wipe all tears from their eyes, she could see that it -From The Indian Standard ,

meant more to Haliman than to the rest. She saw how much

her new pupil loved her school and liked to nestle close to her

side, and how nicely she was beginning to read and write

easy words.

Punjabi spelling is hard to learn , and to spell even a simple
Prize Competition .

word you have to make quite a long speech. For instance,

this is the way she had to spell “ Aso " : “Are nun a kanna, AWARDS.

sasse nun Asohora, so ” (to A put an accent, to s add 0 ,-Aso ).

Once a doolie curtained with red , and carrying a small bride
A FAIR number of boys and girls went in for the Missionary

dressed in red, passed the open door, and the children rushed Text Competition. In the junior division the prizes go to

out of the room like a covey of frightened partridges — all but
Mary Evelyn Gromitt (Sheringham , Norfolk ), aged u ; Eva

the despised Haliman . Presently they came trooping back, Annie King (Westerham, Kent) , aged 10 ; and Anna Scott

and settled down to their books and wooden slates again. (Paisley, N.B.), aged 75.

“ What does this mean ? What made you all rush out like The prizes for the elder ones are awarded to Edward Ernest

that without leave ? You arevery naughty, all but Haliman. Kirkham (Sav-la -Mar, P.O., Jamaica), aged 13 ; to Ruth

What made you act so ? " inquired the astonished missionary.
Ponsford (Newport, Mon.), aged 12 ; and Charles Hart

“ Oh, a little bride had arrived next door, and we all ran out
( Kimberley, near Nottingham ), aged 12.

to see if she cried properly at going to live with her mother

in -law ." .

Then some of the children said the bride had done it very Look out for next month's Children's Page. There will be

nicely, but others were of the opinion she had not cried a Picture Competition ! That ought to fetch some of our

bitterly enough. “ You know , ” they added, “ you ought to cry young readers.
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of Africans for no other crime than failure to comply

with the unreasonable demands of the officials for

rubber.

V
O
R
Y

By the way

God ... hath made of

one blood

At the same time, the deputation to which reference

was made in this page last month-should not be con

demned unheard. Mr. Baynes and the missionaries

who have done such magnificent work on the Congo

are not the men to curry favour with the Belgian King

by empty words of flattery, and they can doubtless

justify a course of action which to those without inside

HERE are indications of possible trouble in China knowledge seems remarkable. It is probable that those

. In that land of vast distances and im who denounce the deputation - and it has been de

perfect communication it is impossible , except by nounced in emphatic language by at least one Baptist

Imperial edict , to thoroughly disseminate intelligence of Member of Parliament-have failed to distinguish be

important public events . Many inhabitants of the more tween things that differ. It is quite conceivable that

remote provinces still believe that the result of the war the representatives of the Belgian State may have been

with Japan was a brilliant victory for China ! How at once cruel to the natives and kind to the missionaries .

then can we expect these prejudiced and ignorant It is obvious that upon the friendliness or otherwise of

people to appreciate the humiliating lesson administered the Belgian Government officials must largely depend

to the Chinese Govern both the success of the

ment by the Powers of work and the social posi

Europe? tion of the English mis

sionaries. The officers

may have been at once

If we may credit the harsh and even barbarous

North China Herald , the in their treatment of the

natives of Shensi and Ho
natives and favourable to

nan have learnt nothing those who were their co

by past experience, and workers in the cause of

are merely biding their civilization . Hence, an

time to exterminate the acknowledgment of kind.

foreigner. “ We will not ness and courtesy re

leave one ocean demon ceived from the Govern

alive in Shensi and Kan ment need not be taken

su " is the threat in to imply approval of all

current circulation in the actions of the officials

those provinces. Nor are in their dealings with the

the native Christians to natives . We shall look

be spared. “ It is stated with interest for the

that a census of Christian statement in which we

converts has been carried imagine Mr. Baynes is

out , and neighbours are
prepared to justify the

to be held responsible action of himself and his

for an exact declaration
colleagues.

as to all friends of foreigners in each group of ten

families.” As these statements are given on the
To turn to a home topic - in view of the increasing

authority of a correspondent whose forecast of the

importance of the Christian Endeavour movement in

former massacre was most accurately fulfilled, it will be

seen that there is need of care and watchfulness in
the life of the churches, it is encouraging to find the

C.E. societies leading the way in a very practical effort

China and of prayer and sympathy at home.
to deepen missionary interest in the public mind.

These Notes are written in the middle of a week of

The action of the Baptist Missionary Society in
active service in connection with the Nottingham

sending a deputationto King Leopold in his capacity of

Missionary and Oriental Exhibition , an undertaking

head of the Congo Free State has been the subject of

which owes its existence to the C.E. Union of Notting

adverse comment. In certain quarters the Committee

ham and district. Judging by the crowds that have

are being loudly called upon foran explanation , and we

thronged the large Mechanics' Hall , its financial success

fully anticipate that a satisfactory one will be forth

seems assured . But even if the accounts should have

coming. In view of the undoubted barbarities perpe

to be balanced without a profit there will remain as the

tratedoninnocent natives by certain Belgian officials,

result a great and lasting impetus to the missionary

it naturally excites surprise that the sovereign of the

cause in the city and county.

State and the ruler of these officers should be ap

proached with a eulogistic address by missionaries

The Rev. W. E. HORLEY, Methodist Episcopal Church,

Kuala Lumbur, Selangor, Malay Peninsula, appeals for funds

whose part it would rather seem to be to denounce such to build a mission hall in a town forty miles away, where there

atrocities as the deliberate cutting off of the right hands is at present no missionary.

ALL NATIONS."

Acts xvii , 26.
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The Troubles in Morocco.

OROCCO is a country which, if the status quo be

M preserved by European nations and the reforming

policy of its enlightened Sultan has free scope, may

emerge from its present position into a comparatively

healthy State. Recent events have created a considerable

interest in its affairs. As is well known to those familiar

with Missions, the North Africa Mission is settled in the

country. It is , of course, the principle of the Mission always

to observe a strictly non-political attitude, but without breach

of that wise regulation , Dr. C. L. Terry, the Secretary, has been

able very kindly to give me some opinions.

It was in 1881 that the Mission to the Kabyles was founded,

being re-organized two years later as the North Africa

Mission. Hope House - previously termed “ Bleak House "

Tangier, was purchased as the base of the Morocco Mission .

The work gradually extended, stations being opened in

Laraish , Tetuan, Fez, and Casablanca . At the present time

the Mission has twenty-seven workers, all told, in Morocco.

They have met with a great deal of success in breaking down

prejudice and getting hold of the people, the medical side THE LATE MR. D. J. COOPER.

being very valuable to this end .

The late Miss Herdman went to Fez in 1888, having replied : “ He is a man whom one cannot help admiring, and

previously been elsewhere in Morocco. She went up with is far away ahead of most of the young men in Morocco. His

three other ladies. Had male missionaries gone at that time mother, a Circassian woman , seems to have had a great deal

they would probably have been ejected . Miss Copping of influence over him. The late Sultan, who made him his

assisted in the medical work, and the way was paved for men favourite son , did a good deal to train him himself. During

to enter later . Miss Herdman , who died in 1899, was very the last three or four years, after the death of his mother, he

much blessed , and the means of the conversion , among others, has had to take up the whole responsibility of Government,

of about a dozen men, who became colporteurs, going right and he seems to us a strong man. The great thing he has

away to the Atlas Mountains and inland villages, besides doing tried to do is to see something like justice established, and to

work in Fez itself. Two of them are supported by the Bible check the tremendous abuses arising from the farming out

Society, though under the supervision of the North Africa of all offices. He has struck a blow at that system and ordered

Mission. Mr. D. J. Cooper, who succeeded Miss Herdman, that all officials shall be paid , and not allowed to squeeze

and who, it will be remembered, was murdered last October, money from the people, or to ' milk ' as they put it . The

had great influence over these men, and they travelled with consequence of this action has been to make him a good many

him in different parts down south , as they had done with enemies, but on the other hand the natives have found that

Miss Herdman . during the last year cr so they have obtained a very good

There are only about a score of baptized Christians in harvest, and been placed in a much better position as a result

Morocco, but the smallness of the number is no matter for of not being squeezed , ' and they are seeing the advantage of

discouragement when one remembers the extreme difficulty the reform . How long the Sultan will be able to continue

of work in Mohammedan lands in its early stages. these amendments it is difficult to say. There is certain to be

country like Morocco it is death to declare oneself aChristian. opposition from those who make fanaticism their stalking

There are doubtless many secret enquirers. horse. They say that all these changes are introduced to

I asked Dr. Terry — who was himself at one time in charge favour the Christians."

of the hospital in Tangier — his opinion of the Sultan. He “ What is the Sultan's attitude towards Christianity ? ” I

enquired.

All we can say is that he has

a Bible, a copy specially bound

by the Bible Society and pre

sented to him by one of the

missionaries of the Southern Mo

rocco Mission when the Court

was at Marrakesh three years

ago. He received it very

graciously, and instead of giving

it to one of the attendants to

carry, treated it as the Word of

Godand carried it himself. We

believe he has read it , but fur

ther than that we cannot go ."

Speaking of the circumstances

which may have assisted the

Sultan in his progressive ideas

and methods, Dr.Terry said :

“ The influence of KaidMenheb

bi over him is considerable, and

he greatly favours England.

The Kaid was one of the Moorish

Mission which visited this coun

try last year, and the probabilities

Two MOORISH COLPORTEURS . are that he has indoctrinated his

(Converted under the late Miss Herdman .) master with the principle of the

In a

-
-
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liberty of the subject which prevails here, and induced him to In 1901 an unexpected trouble came upon this band of

try and imitate that condition of things." believers—the Colombian revolution broke out. The work was

As to the effect which the recent troubles had on thework hampered, property damaged, and the people impoverished .

and movements of the missionaries, Dr. Terry stated : “ When The trouble lingered for fifteen months. Mr. Notman and his

the Sultan's troops were defeated it became a grave question wife stayed on until September last, when the Jamaica Society

whether the missionaries ought to leave Fez. Everythingwas sent travelling expenses and advice to leave for home, and there

quiet, and the Sultan himself said it was unnecessary for them to seek help for the work.

to go . They would not have done so had not Sir Arthur Help is needed to the extent of £350. The revolution is

Nicholson, the British Minister, sent up a peremptory order now over, but the work requires a fresh start, and the

for them to retire . No doubt he took the wisest course, but buildings need restoring. The M.P.A. heartily endorse this

very much against their wishes they left on December 8th , work, and will be glad to receive donations on its behalf.

and got down to Tangier on the 15th . By that time they

foundthe Sultan's position very muchimproved. Then came

the news of the further defeat and capture of the Pretender,

Bou Hamara, so that, with the full consent of Sir Arthur Principals.

Nicholson, the missionaries returned on February 5th . Really

GOD
OD is taking the common people into partnership in the foreign

the work has not been interrupted for more than a few missionary business. A mere stipendiary in a store may faith

weeks." fully fulfil the functions of a clerkship . He may attend assiduously

It is gratifying to know that the authorities of the to the duties of his station and whip himself up to his routine tasks.

Mission do not believe there will be any further serious But he is comparatively inert and listless until you take him into

disturbance, although
partnership He

pointingout, as already
longer needs rigid super

indicated, that the Sul
vision or arbitrary rules.

tan is likely to be

The duties are not drud

always exposed to the
gery.

resentment of those

We heard of a man in

who are adversely af

the city who was a good

mechanic. But, as most

fected by reforms. hirelings, he was some

B. Reeve.

what of a machine. One

day he had his heavy

hammer raised in rivet

ting boiler iron on a

scaffold . Just then the

An Appeal
gong struck to stop work

from Colombia.

for the night, and he

dropped the big hammer

back over his shoulder,

COLOMBIA, the

most northern of

and never finished the

stroke. But when he

the South American became proprietor of a

Republics, is almost piece of ground and cot

entirely neglected by tage in the country , he

Protestant Christians. called to his wife to

Yet the success of small bring the lantern quick

efforts there should
so he could see to finish

encourage the attempt
the chicken coop after

ingof more. Emigrants

dark .

from the West Indies

A working man with a

have done much to
dinner - pail in his hand

carry the glad tidings
came out of a little shop,

down the coast of Cen A STREET IN BOCAS DEL TORO.
and was met by a fellow

tral America and on to
working man .

the Isthmus of Panama.

( Colombia, South America .) “ Why, Jim," ex

The native coasters

claimed the newcomer ,

gladly received the Word, and , with the West Indians, were you're working overtime now , ain't you ? ”

grouped into churches. These churches were visited by No," was the reply , “ I'm not."

English missionaries from Jamaica, some of whom were led " Ain't you putting in over eight hours a day ? ”

“ Yes."

to settle.

The Rev. E. C. Notman , a student at Harley College ,

“ I thoughteight hours was the Union schedule ? " remarked the

outsider.

received a call from the Jamaica B.M.S. to take up work at

Bocas del Toro, a Colombian port near to the Isthmus of

“ Yes, but you see I have bought the shop, and I want to work

more than I did ."

Panama. The district is a very wide one ; hundreds of miles
The church people have been whipped up to pay their official

may be travelled, and scores of villages and towns passed
assessments” to the missionary cause, a few cents more or less,

through, without a witness for God. Here are Spaniards, and it was tacitly understood that then they could be considerably

Indians, Chinese, and natives scattered over vast lagoons and dispensed with . This explains in a great degree the lack of interest

long rivers, and only two Protestant missionaries.
in Missions . They have had comparativelylittle to keep alive and

The Mission was started in 1892 . In 1898 Mr. Notman strong their sense of responsibility to Christ. A large per cent. of

went out to make the work self- supporting.
In three years

the slender gifts of the people is consumed in gearing. God wants

the membership doubled ,and many new organizations were

the missionaries at one end of the route, and the common people at

begun . The principal building was re -floored , a new platform

the other, to be both volunteers and principals. — The Faithful Witness.

erected, new seats made, and a new bell hung. Another

building was enlarged. Also £ 50 was spent on an out-station,
and a new station was opened. This work was completed SUITABLE tracts in Arabic for Mohammedans are very scarce

without debt, and without outside help. Native evangelists in the Malay Archipelago. Mr. Tilden Eldridge, of the Bible

were raised up to visit the neighbouring islands, and to Society, at Malacca, is wanting to publish one. An edition of

journey on the mainland.
10,000 would cost about £ 11 - a cheap investment.

CC
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conservative estimates have been made , based upon

former reports.” Very detailed particulars are given ,

each Society being separately treated , and the number

of its missionaries, ordained natives, stations, communi

cants, adherents, schools, scholars, amount of income,

etc. , being entered . We, however, can only set out the

totals for Christendom, which are as follows :-Home

income, 16,310,424 dollars (£3,298,005 ) ; income from

the field, 2,837,674 dollars (£591,182 ) ; ordained mis

sionaries , 4,697 ; laymen, 1,197 ; wives , 4,409 ;

married women, 2,879 ; total missionaries , 13,282 ;

ordained natives, 4,337 ; total native helpers , 71,458 ;

stations and out-stations, 24,070 ; communicants,

1,315,544 ; added last year, 98,607 ; adherents (native

Christians), 4,046,503 ; schools , 25,583 ; scholars, 972,181 .

For the most part the totals for British Societies are

slightly in excess of those of American organizations.

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES.

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

PUBLISHERS, MARSHALL BROS. Keswick House, Paternoster

Row, E.C.
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The following paragraph is quoted from a recent issue

of the Christian Patriot : - “ We wonder why Indian

Christians have never thought of

Cremation . cremation as a method of disposing

the dead . It is certainly far better

Statistics are proverbially dull , and than burial; and the plague showed clearly how dan

Missionary we would not weary our readers with gerous burial is. The mode of disposing of the dead body

Statistics. unnecessary or unimportant figures, is not in any way a necessary part of Christianity.

but outstanding numbers are not only The Jews were accustomed to bury , and so the early

of consequence ; they may even be invested with a Christians , who were also Jews, naturally followed the

degree of special interest. Again , statistics , it is said , same custom . The doctrine of the Resurrection from

can be made to prove anything , which is true . Numerical the dead is not affected by any mode of disposing of the

success may be altogether misleading ; so also may corpse. But for various reasons not a few Christians

numerical failure. Yet, where statistical results are even in the West are coming to favour cremation.

honestly and carefully arrived at, and represent genuine Burning destroys the germs of disease and prevents

facts, they have an undoubted value , and are some these from spreading in different ways. Cremation does

criterion of progress. We are indebted to the Rev. not take up for cemeteries the ground which is needed

D. L. Leonard, D.D., one of the Associate Editors of for the living . It does not easily foster the notion among

The Missionary Review of the World, for the useful table the less intelligent that departed friends are now in their

which he prepares annually, and the latest issue for graves under ground. When a person has died of plague,

which appeared in the January number of our con sanitary considerations strongly favour cremation in

temporary. Dr. Leonard says in explanation : “ This order not to endanger the living.” We suppose that

table includes only Missions to non-Christian and non while it is true that the manner of disposing of the body

Protestant peoples , and so omits work done in non is , in a sense, quite immaterial, and does not affect the

Catholic Europe , while covering that in behalf of doctrine of the Resurrection , burial is to be preferred

Indians, Chinese and Japanese in the United States. -in a heathen land like India , at all events—because it

The figures are derived almost wholly from annual certainly sets forth the teaching of the Resurrection more

reports , and relate in the main to 1902 , though some beautifully and naturally , and the contrast between

times the year includes a part of 1901. The aim has heathen and Christian custom is suggestive of much,

been to leave the fewest possible blanks, and hence would be interesting to hear what missionaries have to

where the latest official figures were not to hand say to the proposal.
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in Sub -Arctic Regions.

W

on .

By Rev. W. Spendlove

(Church Missionary Society ).

E reside on the Northern confines of British * cerritory,

not far from the Arctic circle and GreatBear Lake.

The rivers and lakes are covered with snow for

eight months of the year. Ice- blocked and snow -bound toa

thickness of five or six feet , the banks / of the majestic

Mackenzie River form a shelter for wild animals and roaming

Red Men, while overland on both sides there is a trackless

desert of beautiful, perfectly dry now . Hither and thither

roam these untutored savages, lijding on such wild animals as

moose, bear, deer ,musk- oxen , also rabbits and fish, which are

numerous. They likewise hjunt the fur- bearing animals, and

in return for such valuable articles of commerce obtain

European clothing, guns , tea , and tobacco. We are 8,000
FORT NORMAN STATION : A GENERAL VIEW.

miles from England, upwards of 1,500 beyond the outer limit

of Canadian civilization and frontier border settlement, the

same distance from town, village, shop or post office ; and did not keep children in good health, or give the missionary

until recently the nearest railroad was 2,000 miles away. Cut needful strength . Nor did the wild animal flesh , dried ,by

off from the residence of whites, except here and there a sun and smoke to the appearance and hardness of burnt

leather, three times daily for several months. Hence we

obtained 300lbs. of four and a few pounds each of rice,

raisins, and sugar for a year .

The great distance and freight rates made a four-pound

loaf cost five shillings, sugar eighteenpence per lb., and so

Even a reel of cotton cost about a shilling. How my

excellent wife managed to rear babies and keep them from

freezing is as romantic to think of as it was realistic in

experience. One little fellow was fed, from three months

old, on fish soup and tea . Once there were no trousers

for father, so mother's shawl must be cut up and a pair

made !

For several months in mid-winter I have travelled about,

living and sleeping among the Indians, leaving my wife in

charge of the mission station, to manage Indian boys and

girls,keep school , and superintend outsidework ; now helping

to fix up a log shanty, now digging a cellar, now directing a

fishery ; all the while living in a room where the water froze

solid a few feet from the stove, and the tea must be drank

quickly to keep icefromforming on it. Once semi-starvation,

sickness, and absolute duty drove me to undertake a long

journey to England with two small boys underfour yearsold.

Part of the journey was overland, occupying thirty -five days'

travel, sleeping out in the open air arnid rain and myriads of
MR. AND MRS. SPENDLOVE AT FORT NORMAN.

mosquitoes. Poor mother had to be left at the Mission during

( With the baby of Mr. and Mrs. Whittaker. )
father's absence, battling against the triple foes of cold ,

hunger, and human enemies, for a year. After eleven consecu

solitary fur -trader, we receive letters twice a year and papers tive years' hardships and loneliness, my wife's health failed,

only once, so that the death of a parent, child , friend — or,say, under weakness and poverty of blood , but no active disease ;

our late Queen-in England could only be known to us she had to face the long, tryingjourney to the homeland with

months after. three little children, leaving father this time at the mission, in

We are shut up among Red Indians, living a shivering life charge, too, of the youngest child , eight months old. Little

in moose -skin tents, where life to most people would be in Willie was still unweaned when his mother snatched herself

tolerable, and certainly escape impossible. There is no white from him. These are some of the lights and shadows, ups

woman for my wife to converse with nearer than 300 miles, and downs, of missionary life in Sub -Arctic regions.

and no missionary within fifteen days' journey. For years the At one or two stations in this mission district the sun fails

effort to procure food and fuel for such a climate hasbeen no to rise for eight or ten weeks, but there is twenty-four hours

easy task. At times the cold stings and burns like poison and moonlight during portions of two or three moons which do

fire, especially when sleeping outdoors, rolled up in a pair of not set. Then there is almost nightly magnificent aurora,

blankets on a little pine-bush in a hole in the snow. We have scintillating and moving in a gorgeous panoramic display.

known the pain and weakness of hunger and compulsory When this is dim myriads of stars sparkle and twinkle with

fasting morethan once, even to the verge ofstarvation ,when a the brightness and clearness of electric light. During the

kind Providence intervened and sent direct and special help. short summer, days are hot and nights cool, being near and

It is cold and uninviting work to suck lumps of ice and chew not many feet above the sea. At some points, though not

hard frozen snow to drive away hunger . During the first where I reside, the sun does not set for a part of the summer,

stages of our experience, a small outfit of supplies was and one can read indoors at midnight. Ihave taken a photo

obtained from England. The order was about a year on the of the midnight sun . It is a very healthy climate, the air

way out and the goods two years coming in . They were being perfectly dry, with not much rain in the summer , and

sometimes greatly damaged, there were always some lost, and the cold strengthens the constitution if proper nourishment

more than once the part or the whole was destroyed . and exercise are taken .

Hung fish , half putrid and frozen, three times daily for a When I first entered the work twenty-four years ago there

few months,with a little tea and very few inferior potatoes, were only two or three missionaries in a territory of one
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He was soon at

work necessary. Of shepherding the saved sheep I need not

tell you much , but an illustrationof a single visit is representa

tive of many. When the adherents are on the station, I visit a

tent crowded with men, women, children and dogs. There is

no greeting, no courteous reception , no sign of welcome. I

push my way in , stumbling over fire -sticks , kicking a dog out

of the way, and squeeze myself between the Redskins where

ever I observe a slight space. Then I chat away, read the

Scriptures, pay, sing, give medicine , advice or a scolding if

necessary, but always deliver a Divine message, if only short.

Too often one gets no assurance that such ministrations are

appreciated , but sometimes expressions of gratitude are given.

Such is their naturesullen, apathetic, lacking demonstration.

Then I am visited, if only that they may beg something ; a

process preceded by profu se talking and watching of my

actions or countenance, waiting a favourable moment to " pop

the question.” They attend daily prayers when residing near

the station, and will travel long distances - often two hundred
CHRISTIAN INDIANS AT FORT NORMAN .

miles — to attend preaching, for the baptism of a child, and to

receive the Holy Communion. I give them a journal to
million square miles ,these being about a thousand miles apart ; reckon Sundays, but sometimes they are outof time a day, as

now there are upwards of forty stations occupied. After five I have been formerly. Instead of receiving fees, I have to

months’travel — a tedious, trying journey never to be forgotten , provide wedding feasts and give presents, but they have
I found myself attempting to acquire the Chipewyan and begun to make offerings to God in church. Their Christian

Slave languages. But, oh ! those unpronounceable sounds worship is most reverential in the beauty of earnest simplicity,

which greeted my ear. I can only compare them to a hen requiring no aids of nature or pictures.

cackling or a turkey gobbling. However,I was determined to

succeed , and my feelings ended in prayer thus : “ Lord, either

reverse Babel or givemea second Pentecost ! ” I went and
“ Me Clistian ."

lived among the Indians, acquiring their own words and A CHRISTIAN Chinaman in Oakland , California , Sapplied for a

pronunciation, but not without injury to my throat, their situation in the family of a professing Christian . Pollor John was

language being so very guttural, and the doctor has since
subjected to a pretty thorough examination about his habits, but

cut off a diseased uvula.
gave satisfactory and unequivocal answers to all enqui. ries.

To preach Christ to the heathen means more than learning you drink ? ” he was asked . · No,me Clistian ; me nodrinok.” “ Do

a few sentences in order to tell dark souls God's love to them . you play cards ?”
No, me Clistian ," and so on.

One must possess an adequate mastery of the native language, work in his new home, and was found efficient and fail thful in

the conditions of the people, their modes of thought and everything.

religious beliefs. In order to do this I have travelled But onenight the family had a big party, and John found himself

thousands of miles to deliver the message, sometimes to a called upon to wait upon them in the usual attendance ofsuch a

function. Faithfully and silently he went through the
nightgroup of dusky Redskins by the river- side, then to a larger

withouta murmur, and saw them playing cards, dancing andgathering encamped near a fish lake, ormore often to a single drinking wine

camp in the forest. To a gathering of five hundred I have The next morning he presented himself to the mistress will th a

used lantern slides to explain the Gospel, and found some short and plain announcement : " Me go, me no stay . "

Why, JC3
ohn,

afterwards had received it into the heart, others also getting what is the matter ? ” she asked . * Me no drink, me no play cal

rids,
somelight ; but I have preached for a whole year to one soul me no stay with heathen who drink and play cards. Me go.

Me

in my own house, and then have not been sure of success ! Clistian.” To him there was no logical alternative. If he we

I have acted as schoolmaster under various untoward con a Christian it meant to walk like Christ.— Selected .

ditions. Often I have sat round camp fires, with benumbed

fingers, the smoke filling eyes and mouth, using birch for

books and charred sticks for pencils, teaching old and young
Dr. E. Th . Edwards' Aew Book.

the syllabic system of their own tongue. At other times I UNDER the title of “ Fire and Sword in Shansi," Messrs. Oliphant,

have conducted regular school for twenty or thirty scholars, Anderson, & Ferrier will publish in the course of the present

some stumbling for months over the ABC, others doing sixth month a work written by our friend Dr. E. H. Edwards. While

standard lessons, and some, not pure Indians, learning Latin. intended primarily to be a memorial of the missionary -martyrs

But in all this varied work there is the daily opportunity of connected with the late Shou Yang Mission, the spread of Boxerism

sowing Gospel seed . is traced throughout the entire province . Enquiries having been

Every missionary, whether he likes it or not, must do more made on the spot during a residence of four months, it is now

or less medical work . God has so many times blessed our possible to give what is believed to be the true version of the

efforts inrelieving pain, curing complaints, and evensaving history of subsequent events in Shansi is brought up to date, specialmartyrdoms, including many details hitherto unpublished. The

life and limb, that no part of our work is so successful in

reference being made to the circumstances which led to the return
creating gratitude to God, as well as making friends for His of the Protestant missionaries ; the establishment of the College of

servants. Gifts to God varying in value from a few pence to Western Learning, and the settlement of the Indemnity Question.

five pounds have been received. However, we meet with One chapter is devoted to an account of the sufferings of the

comical experiences, and sometimes are expected to give for Chinese Christians ; and there will be found, in addition to

the privilege of effecting a cure! One dark Redskin will tell memorial sketches of all those connected with the Shou Yang

you he must " rest and be fed three days " after a simple Mission , several letters and diaries now published in this country

operation, or that he expects to walk in three days after the for the first time. There will be forty illustrations from photo

setting of a limb. graphs, most of which were taken in 1901 ; and the text will be

Therearefour stations at which I have laboured,having facsimile of one of the Certificates ofProtection granted tofurther elucidated by two maps, while the volume will contain a

upwards of a hundred converts each-not all, of course, given

Christians and Adherents. Dr. Alexander M'Laren, of Manchester,
to me. There are no longer the evil influences of medicine

will write an introduction. We hope to review the volume on itsmen to withstand ; no longer murders, infanticide, robbery,

appearance, and in the meantime are glad to give our readers thiscannibalism , the leaving of the aged to die, casting off a wife, preliminary announcement of what promises to be a book of special

or taking a second.
interest and merit. It will be handsomely bound, and published

I have reached an age and stage at which I find pastoral at 6s.

66
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The Great World TReligions. simple former nature worship,ormore correctly speaking,

H

déities, ,

form of , ,

"henotheism"-each god in turn being regarded as supreme;
II . - Hinduism .

while behind and beyond all , the idea of the Infinite arises.

By Rev. T. E, SLATER.
The feelings of awe, and guilt, and contrition , find a place in

these hymns : and some of the most striking prayers are for

(London Missionary Society ). forgiveness. Material sacrifices, however, animal and human,

form the staple of the worship ; and material gifts and

INDUISM is the most ancient of the great ethnic , or blessings are the chief bequests, both for this life and for the

world religions, and claims to-day the largestnumber heaven of “ the Fathers."

of votaries, or nearly one-seventh of the population of Outside this simple Vedic faith, and spreading over the

the world. Unlike the other great faiths, it has nofounder, and country, were the numerous aboriginal tribes ; and their

this is reckoned one of its chief virtues ; it is not named after any fetishism and demonolatry, their phallic, tree , and serpent

particular Saint. It runs back to pre-historic times ; indeed , worship , have helped to mould Hinduism quite as much as

it is India's boast that its Sacred " Veda ” is eternal, and the the religion of theconquering Aryas.

breath of the Supreme. It is, therefore, the “ Eternal Religion" In the conquest of these dark, outlying tribes by the fair

-other faiths being but branches of it ; and it has been skinned Aryas, wehave the origin of caste -- the terms “ caste "

glorified by the life and work of, not merely one individual, and “ colour " being synonymous ; and for the next six

but of hundreds of Divine incarnations and thousands of centuries the great caste system, which, in its organized and

Saints and Sages. inflexible form , is unknown out of India, with its inexorable

To the dreamy, pantheistic mind of India, the facts of the rules, as fully prescribed in the “ Laws of Manu," gradually

world and of life float unconnectedly, without those chrono grew up. Among the Aryas themselves, the Brahmans, who

logical sequences which to the Western mind constitute
were the religious teachers and the sacrificing priests , stood

history. There is an innate dislike to inductive, historical at the head ofthe body politic, and were greatly reverenced

study , and to anything like verification upon the basis of for their learning and sanctity. Next came the Kshatriyas, or

testimony. Hence, its unhistoric character is the chief merit warriors, to whom the Brahmans looked for protection ; and

of Hinduism ; and though unbounded reverence is paid to below them were the Vaisgas, or merchants and agriculturists.

the great religious teachers of humanity, the Hindu always These formed the three castes of the “twice-born," who alone

boasts that the highest importance is attached to spiritual wore its symbol, the sacred thread ; while under all came

truth itself. the “ once-born " Sudras , forming a fourth division , and whose

But, it will be asked , " Is not Hinduism the grossest and one duty was to serve.

most elaborate system of idolatry that the world has seen ? ” And here it may be observed that the institution of caste,

It is ; and it is just here that the religious problem in India whose fetters are somewhat relaxing in the modern world, still

becomes so subtle, and the keen, Hindu intellect eludes the holds its own, and is , practically, identical with Hinduism.

logical and rational condemnation of the Christian preacher. Hinduism has been called the “ apotheosis of race," and where

Orthodox Hinduism is a vast system of pantheism. Belief in Hinduism is, caste must be. It embraces half the population

.a Universal and Absolute Essence, shining through all matter , of India, is the sworn foe of the Gospel, and the chief obstacle

underlying all phenomena, and at the back of every symbol, to its rapid progress.

is inwroughtinto the religious consciousness of every Hindu. Family loathing, social ostracism, and disinheritance are the

All else is Maya, or only illusive appearance. “ One only, penalties that the caste convert has to pay. A Hindu may

without a second," is the great text of the Veda. But while accept the truths of Christianity, he may attend Christian

this is the transcendental belief of philosophic Hinduism , the worship, or he may be an avowed sceptic, and no one will

innumerable images of a vast polytheism everywhere meet impeach him. But let him unite himself, by baptism , to the

the eye. For pantheism and polytheism always go together. leading religion of the world, and he is made to suffer all that

The lower and popular worship of the temple and the grove law and public opinion can inflict. The simple application of

must supplement the higher conception , and can alone satisfy the water, by a non -caste hand , is a crime of the deepest dye.

the cravings of the masses. So Hinduism, which, in its Caste is intensely selfish , as it leads a man to care nothing for

onward course, has become more and more heterogeneous in those outside his own community. As a vast organic whole,

character , compromizing with other forms of religion outside Hinduism is held together, not by its theological beliefs

itself, and adding god after god to its pantheon, is nature which may often be contradictory—but by the cement of

worship or physiolatry in its main aspects, and even fetish caste, which has hardened through the ages.

in its recognition of particular aspects of the forces that But to return. An elaborate sacrificial ceremonial was

make for good or evil ; polytheistic and pantheistic, idolatrous, gradually developed by the Brahman priests, which

ceremonial, and sectarian , and yet spiritualistic and trans increased their power and invested them with religious awe.

cendental. And whereas the philosophers of ancient Greece A new priestly literature, a sacrificial rubric, called the

and Rome, though they mightconform to the rites of public " Brahmanas," was attached to each of the Vedas-the Rig,

worship, disregarded the religion of the masses, the strength the Yajur, and the Sama Vedas—and ushered in an age of

of Indian polytheism and popular worship of every conceiv blighting formalism . Altars smoked, and the land

able kind, is that it has a philosophic and theosophic back drenched with blood.

ground ; - and is symbolically interpreted and upheld by the A reaction from such an overdone ritual and despotic

Brahmans, who hold the key of all the mysteries. Every sacerdotalism could not but set in. And so we find a rational

Indian image is thus a symbol of some profoundly spiritual istic development carried forward by certain Brahman sages,

conception of the supreme ; Krishna says in the in the literature of the Upanishads, which seeks to give a

Bhagavad -gita, “ Whatever gods one worships, me only he rational and philosophic explanation to the poetic imagery of

worships through them " ; though to the uncultured masses, the Vedas. Coming as they do at the end of the Vedas, they

the symbol, however degraded , is the only object grasped. have given the name to the most important school of Indian

It is essential to realize this fundamental principle ; for, other philosophy — the Vedanta --and they form the authoritative

wise, Hinduism and missionary work in India cannot be source for the highest and best Indian thought of the present

properly understood. day.

The earliest records of the Hindu religion are contained in With the growth of sacerdotalism camealso a great change

the ancient Sanskrit hymns of the Rig Veda, which cannot be in the belief in a future life . The simple Vedic faith gives

later than 1200 B.C., and which throw light on the early place to the weird and cardinal dogma of Hinduism, that of

history of the Aryan ancestors of the Indo -Germanic familyof the transmigration of souls. The belief is held tenaciously by

nations.
These hymns, or Mantras, which represent the all the sects ; it underlies all the systems of philosophy, which

primitive and purest faith of the Hindus, are addressed to are concerned with the methods of escape, not from sin, but

was

as
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from the ills and miseries of existence ; and it has given rise From a state of blissful repose, in which he is supposed to

to all the austere practices of asceticism, to all the self-torture typify the Universal Spirit , Vishnu is roused to take an interest

of the devotee . It is a belief that clashes most with the in the affairs of men ; and becomes repeatedly incarnate in

Christian doctrine of free forgiveness, atonement, and salvation, the bodies of animals and heroic men, for the purposes of

through faith in Christ . By teaching that a man himself, in a salvation. Themost important of these descents or avatars

future birth in this world , atones for the errors and sins of the were those of Rama and Krishna, whose exploits have been

present, it strikes at the root of the substitutionary idea of preserved in the two great epic poems, the Ramayana, and

sacrifice ; casts a man on his own meritorious exertions, and the Maha Vharata ; passages from which are still recited

leads him to seek beatitude-or a state of oneness with the with intense feeling atreligious festivals .

Supreme Spirit-either by the path of meditative knowledge, The worship of both Vishnu and Siva degenerated into the

orby the path of works of self-abasement and penance. grossest forms of licentiousness ; for the gods are taken as

The two periods at which we have glanced, represent, they are, reflecting the passions and vices ofmen ; and under

respectively, Vedic and Brahmanical Hinduism . The theology a pantheistic system , which logically correlates good with

and ritual of the latter , having grown intolerable, led , as we evil, holiness is not an essential inthe conception of deity .
have seen , to a reaction, which culminated in a Nihilistic Such , then , is the degraded condition in which we find

Buddhism-a revoit against caste and priestcraft, andsacrifices, popular Hinduism to -day. It is a religion of forms and cere

and even the idea of God, of a Being influenced by acts of monies, of temples and shrines, of sacred places and pilgrim
worship. ages, of festivals and dancing-girls, of Sadhus and ascetics, of

The struggle with Buddhism , which reached its zenith about gurus and priests. Out of all, the spirit is fast departing ; and

the beginning of the Christian era, and which led to an the more educated of the people, animated bya spirit of

intellectual revival among the Brahmans, continued to the patriotism that has been stirring in India throughcontact with

twelfth century, when Buddhism was expelled from India, the West, and aided by the theosophical movement, are now
and what has since become Modern Hinduism became looking to a Neo -Hinduism , or a revival of the ancient faith,

established in the land . as a starting-point for a new development. Many are beating

But the influence left by Buddhism was very great. It is a retreat from their shameless temples to their sacred books ;

seen first in the rise of the six schools of Hindu philosophy, and after reading Christian ideas into ancient Hinduism , are

which are founded , not on the authority of the Vedas, but on proclaiming it in terms of their own philosophy. Hinduism

the dialectics of pure reason.
has been put upon its mettle by the advancing power of

The orthodox Hindu idea of the Supreme Spirit is that of an Christianity, and is striving to become a worthier rival ; and

impersonal, uncreated , unconditioned Being, which alone is, so the Christian Church is entering on its final conflict in our

while all else has only an illusory existence. Our human Indian Empire.

spirits are, therefore, parts ofthe Divine Spirit — since out of

nothing, nothing comes ; but being fettered by union with the

body, and enveloped in ignorance, we know it not,and the

great aim of all the schools of philosophy is to free the spirit

from its bondage to matter — which is essentially evil - so that

it may be able to reunite with the Supreme. The chief

end of existence is liberation from the eighty-four hundred

thousand births ; and this can only be accomplished by

snapping the chain of works,or Karma, which produce merit

or demerit, and which bind it by repeated births to the

present world, alternated by periods of reward or punishment

in transient heavens or hells.

This doctrine, like every other, the Brahmans turned to their

own account. It rivetted and sealed the bonds of caste. If

a man is born a Brahman , it is owing to merit acquired in

a previous birth ; and whatever the condition into which any

man is born , it has been determined for him by his previous

deeds ; and he can atone for sinful actions, and gain a higher

step, only by faithfully fulfilling the duties of his callingand

accepting the universal order.

But the influence of Buddhism is further seen in the forms

of worship, in the creationby the Brahmans of objects of

popular adoration ; in the allianceformed with the aboriginal

deities, until the 33 gods of the Vedas had increased to 330

millions of modern Hinduism ; while a subtle pantheism

supplied a philosophic basis for all such worship.

The two chief deities thus installed were Vishnu and Siva

both of whom may be traced back to older Vedic gods of sun

and storm ; and their followers compose the two great

modern rival sects of Hinduism , between whom there arose

the bitterest strife . A pantheistic reconciliation , however,

was attempted,which culminated in the popular frimurti or

trinity of Hinduism , and which represents the three chief

manifestations of the Supreme - Brahma, the Creator, Vishnu,

the Preserver, and Siva, the Destroyer.

These two modern sects correspond to the two opposite poles

of religious thought - the Vaishnavaites looking by faith and

devotion to Godas the author of salvation , and coming nearest

to Christian Antinomianism ; the Saivaites relying on the

efficacy of works , thereby approaching Arminianism , and

seeking by severe austerities to attain union with the
THE Rev. MARK C. HAYFORD, D.D. ,

Supreme . The two cults are set forth in the legendary

books known as the Puranas, which constitute the Bible of Who will contribute to our next number an article on

popular Hinduism. “Baptist Mission Work on the Gold Coast."

ہک
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Sound, has witnessed the faithful, self

denying work of the Rev. E. J. Peck and

his brave wife , of the C.M.S., for six

long years. It will help us to under

stand a little how entirely they are shut

off from the outer world , to know that

the first intimation to reach the island

of Queen Victoria's death was on Sep

tember 2nd following, when a whaling

steamer called there! After six years

of earnest labour, the missionaries have

CLARA BENHAM.
had the joy of baptizing four of the

Eskimos. Mr. Peck says : “ We had a

full and most attentive congregation .

It was indeed a solemn time, and

the presence of the Holy Spirit was

March 6th.— Jews: There are , at the present time,
in our midst . The converts can read Auently, and

about 250,000 Jews in England , of whom probably have a good report amongst the other Eskimos . One

150,000 are in London. Many Missionary Societies are has every reason to believe that the Holy Spirit is

working among these interesting people, the oldest and working in their hearts . I commend them to the

largest being the London Society for Promoting prayers of every reader of these lines. May they

Christianity among the Jews. One of the missionaries, be made, through the power of God, a vital and

reporting on his work for the past year , refers to the aggressive force for the establishment and spread of the

many difficulties to be encountered, but he is able also truth amongst their own people. "

to speak of very encouraging results. He says : " There March 20th . SAMOAN ISLANDS : Another lonely

is no doubt that the Jews listen to the Gospel as never missionary, needing our prayerful sympathy, is the

before in the memory of Jewish workers. Rev. J. W. Sibree , of the L.M.S., working in one of the

Sometimes, it is true, they get angry when Christ is Samoan islands . Called upon to mourn the loss of the

forcibly presented to them , but moreoften they listen helpmeet who had shared the burdens and joys of his

attentively ; some with contempt stamped upon their work, he is now holding up the banner of the Cross

faces, but many with real interest , and a fewwith un alone - yet, “ not alone." Mr. Sibree has thirty-three

mistakable heart hunger. It is at present a village churches and schools under his care, a consider

time of sowing, in Whitechapel, though we are not able part of his district being only accessible by sea ,

without marked signs of harvest also.
Another along an exposed , rock-bound coast. The strain of

worker - in Liverpool - says : “ It is a marvellous sight medical, educational, evangelistic work is taxing Mr.

to see the Jews crowding our Mission Hall, listening Sibree's strength very severely. He says : “ With regard

most attentively to the Gospel addresses , and joining in to the general position of the work, I think I may

our hymns with the greatest reverence. Oh ! to see say that it is on the whole full of hope and encourage

those earnest faces, to see them drinking in every word ment. Though one sees little actual fruit to one's

spoken by the missionaries ! A poor Jewish woman labours in conversion of souls, and one gets periods of

expressed herself in simple words, laying her hand much despondency over the weakness of character, of

on her heart , • Here, here, it did me good here ! ' ” which we see so much , God does give us some cause to

Medical missions have done much to break down rejoice , and we know He will judge our work, not by

opposition, and another most important and valuable its results , but by our faithfulness to Him ."

branch of the work is the house to house visitation ,

carried on largely by ladies ; showing a woman's loving

sympathy in the sorrows and needs of the women in THE Rev. JAMES HAYTER, of the Central American

these homes, they are able to prepare the way for the Mission , Cartago, Costa Rica, would find a duplicating

“ old , old story.” It is an encouragement in our prayers apparatus very useful for writing reports and circular

to hear the following testimony from Rev. Isaac Levin letters. An “ Automatic Cyclostyle,” for type-written

son , who speaks from personal experience : “ Never matter, foolscap size, with india-rubber rollers for the

before have Jews listened to the Gospel more sympa hot climate, would be just the thing. He would also

thetically than now. Never before have New Testaments greatly appreciate gifts of lantern slides illustrating the

and general missionary literature been received and Gospel story ; alsoOld Testament history , the Taber

read by Jews more earnestly. Never before has there nacle , etc.

been a greater demand for reinforcements in the various

mission fields than now .” It is still the day of small
MR. AND Mrs. F. LISTER Newton, of the Evan

things, but the workers have reason to believe that there gelical Mission , Tandil , Buenos Aires , have our sincere

are thousands of secret believers in Christ , and gradually sympathy in the recent loss of their little one . We

these are coming forward , in face of certain persecution , should like to be able to send them a sum of£10 towards

to confess.His name by baptism . the current expenses of the Mission .

March 1oth .—THE GREAT Lone LAND : Who of us

can realize the hardships of missionary work away up HOME-MADE COCOANUT Ice , 8d . per lb. , postage extra .

in the Arctic Circle ? The loneliness, the isolation, the All profits given to Foreign Missions.-- Orders gratefully

physical discomforts ! Blacklead Island , in Cumberland received by “ Shushilla ," 19, St. Helen's Road, Hastings.
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A First Visit to the Lepers.

IT

C.S.S. Hotes

A

T is always interesting to read the first impressions of

new missionaries as to their work and surroundings. A

few weeks ago we said farewell to Miss Coward, who

has just joined the staff of the C.M.S. at Tarn Taran , in the

Punjab. Miss Coward was an active helper in the Clapham

Auxiliary of the Mission to Lepers, and the following extract

from her journal will show that her interest in theneedsof

these sufferers is being intensified by actual observation of

the work among them and their children . Under date of

December 26th Miss Coward writes :

SERIES of lantern addresses on Foreign Missions “ To - day I had my munshi first thing, and then about

twelve we drove up to the Leper Asylum to see them have

Michael's, Cornhill, on successive Wednesdays, from their treat. I do not think I shall ever forget the sight .

March 4th to April ist . The service will commence at Although I have read and heard a great deal about the lepers,

1.15 and close at 1.45 . Further particulars will be sup

I do not think anyone can fully realize the awfulness of this

disease without seeing its ravages. Prizes are offered for the

plied on application to the C.M.S., Salisbury Square, E.C.
best kept houses, also gardens, and really it was wonderful

how some of the poor lepers, with hardly any fingers at all ,
The death of the Rev. Henderson Burnside, on Feb.

had managed to paint such pretty devices outside ; and the
ruary 9th , deprives the C.M.S. of an active supporter.

insides were so spick and span. All the houses are built of

Mr. Burnside was one of the early missionaries to Japan , mud. The Christians' houses were far the best, as also their

but was compelled by ill - health to retire after six years ' personal appearance , so much brighter and cleaner. The

labour. For many years he was Vicar of St. Saviour's, Christians live in one row, the Hindus in another, and

Mohammedans in another ; also sweepers. There is a veryForest Gate .

kind Indian doctor—a resident - and they also have a dis

Welcome news from the Soudan ! Permission has pensary. Everything that can be done is done to alleviate

been given by Lord Cromer and the Sirdar for the
their sufferings, but their poor faces show how deep the

suffering is in spite of all.

Church Missionary Society to open schools at Khartoum ,
“ We took our children up to see their parents. Of course

and to receive into them Mohammedan children , on the
they are not allowed to touch each other, and have to stand a

understanding that should their parents object to their certain distance away. One felt so sorry for the parents ;

being present at prayers and Bible instruction , their some of them looked so longingly, as if they would love to

wishesshall be respected .
clasp the little ones in theirarms. The children do not feel

it so. They are so happy here that they hardly seem to miss

The Rev. F. Baylis, who, with the Rev. C. T. Wilson,
their parents. Mr. Guilford had a list of all the names and

has just returned from a special visit to the Palestine called them out, and they came up one by one to receive

Mission , writes an account of his journey in the C.M.S.
their gifts, which consisted of oranges, sugar-canes, rice ,

flour, &c.
Gleaner for March. He refers to the recent outbreak of

“ I think I saw every leper , except those who were quite
cholera in Palestine , and the heroic efforts of the mission

unable to crawl . I was sitting by Mr. Guilford. The Indian

aries ' in helping the sick and suffering. “ There can doctor gave the gifts, the lepers standing about two feet away.

be no doubt,” he says , " that to many people in Pales It was indeed a procession of the sick andlame ; how some

tine this visitation will have brought some fresh light on could walk at all was a marvel. How their faces brightened

the love and self-sacrifice of Christians ; and we should
as they received their gifts , with a kind word and a smile . I

pray that it may incline their hearts to accept the faith
did so wish I could speak, but I had to be content to give

them a smile, although one felt more like tears. The saddest
that works by love."

sight of all to me was the dear little children some of these

The first Japanese convert to be baptized in Horo
lepers had clasped in those hands or stumps, children that as

yet were untainted ; but how long will they be ? The utmost

betsu, in the northern island of Yezo , died last year.
persuasion is used in order to try to prevail on the parents to

The Rev. J. Batchelor was with him two days before give them up to the charge of the Mission, but of course we

his death , and on December ist wrote : - “ He was over cannot take them without the parents' consent."

seventy years of age , which, for a Japanese , is very old .

I had watched the religious life of this man year after

year from the beginning, and always reckoned him
The third yearly report of the Dr. Kellock Home for

among the sleepy, slow-going stragglers, never thinking Lepers,Ramachandrapuram, Godavari District , India, is to

him to be taking much of the Gospel into his heart and hand . There are 72 inmates, of whom 51 are Christians,

head. But upon his death -bed I discovered how very 27 being converted and baptized during the year. The

greatly I had been mistaken. He was found then to be buildings now consist of four for the lepers, one for the

a true member of Christ's body, a real joint-heir to the caretaker and the chapel, besides a new building for the

kingdom of heaven . After his death I made a further
accommodation of the house surgeon. For the means to

erect these buildings thanks are due to Mrs. Dr. Kellock.
very interesting discovery. It was this : Since the day

The chapel, completed in March , 1902, is a beautiful edifice.

of his baptismhe had never been known to be separated
The surgeon, Dr. D. L. Joshee , is a Christian young man,

from his New Testament, neither by day nor by night . trained at Agra Medical College. The evangelist David is

By day he carried it in his bosom, and by night placed both preacher and caretaker, and Miss Gertrude Hulet is

it under his pillow ! When I visited him it was still by Acting Superintendent.

him , being placed at his head with his medicine bottles.

Would to God we all had the faith of that old man , and
MR. JOHN FRYER, C.M.S. , Patpara, Mandla District , India,

the like love for our Father's Holy Word ! ” would be grateful for supplies of medicines, bandages, &c.,

A LAYWORKER . for the hospital and dispensary there.

*
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are worth . David declined to sacrifice that which cost

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION him nothing, yet how often are we invited from the

AND INFORMATION BUREAU.
pulpit (where i Cor . xvi . 2 is never given out as the

sermon-text ) to assist our rummage sale - any damaged

goods, or articles which may be rather an eye-sore , will

OFFICES — Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand, be gladly acknowledged ; our van will call at your door

London , W.C. on receipt of a post-card.” No wonder that a church or

chapel which is not heavily in debt is a rara avis.
President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS.

Treasurer Nor are our Missionary Societies wholly without blameJOHN JACKSON, Esq .

Secretary -WM. ROGER JONES. in this matter. In a leading organ appears the follow

MOTTO_" Every Little Helps." BASIS_" Carey's Weekly Penny. "
ing : - “ Miss will thankfully receive old

fashioned (or broken pieces of) silver or gold ornaments,
OBJECTS

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World. so that she may sell them and send the proceeds to the

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions. fund.” It has always been a source of keen satisfaction

that, apart from the solid work done in various mission

MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and fields by our small Society , it has exercised an influence

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions

of the Churches . Over 624.000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have that has permeated far and wide in the direction of

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 63,005 has been emphasizing the privileges accompanying the stewardship
raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief.
of money, whether we are counted rich in this world's

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and goods or rich only in faith and love toward Jesus Christ .

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and The Million OUR readers are aware

crossed London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any
that the M.P.A. has , byvalue received at full price. The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL NATions are invited to become members of the Missionary
means of the Farthing

Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a Fund, built three Leper

card of membership.

Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions.
Asylums, at Patpara , Mun

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer -Cycle.
geli, and Ludhiana, as per

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A. issues

“ Carey's Weekly Penny" collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may
manent memorials to the

choose. Afew members banding together may easily support their own native
late Empress-Queen Vic

catechist, Bible -woman , orphan , or Leper child .
toria , Mr. John Fryer

( C.M.S.) , who has just

Fund. returned to India , writes :

“ On my return I miss a few faces from among my

dear lepers. Two or three have left us, and we had to let

them go , as we use no compulsion , and two have died ,

but thank God they died trusting in the Saviour. All

but two of our lepers are divorced from their idols and

have accepted Christ .

“ We have at last succeeded in getting all the untainted

children away from their parents ,and are hoping that by

good food and healthy exercise they will escape from the

terrible disease . The photo I send herewith (see next

page] shows one side of the leper compound ; the build

ings face each other all round .'

" Without Blemish .”
We hope next month to give the photo of the leper

church , where twice a day the sufferers have happy

These two significant communion with the Great Physician .

little words (only one in

the original ) appear no OUR “ Mite " boxes

less than thirty-eighttimes (see illustration ) often

in the Scriptures. TheyThey arrive so full that the

indicate that the amount last farthing has evi

of our gift is not of such great importance as the spirit in dently been driven in

which it is given . Not only should we give “ not with a hammer ! One

grudgingly ,” for our God desires cheerful giving, but we day a little collector

should approach Him with our gift in a reverentattitude. called with his box

We must say with David , “ Who am I, and what is my " to see the Farthing

people, that we should be able to offer so willingly ? Man." I still think

for of Thine own have we given Thee . " that he was awfully

Mischief-loving children may insert buttons and disappointed at
at not

battered coins into collecting boxes, but their seniors are finding me sitting up

avruse when they attempt to render God service to my knees in far.

making His house a receptacle for their things . Oneyoung lady (Miss Winifred Game) , who has

Mission can tell of bundles of old papers, sent in a full box every year since this particular fund

lothes , and such -like “ gifts !” on which was started in 1897 (the Diamond Jubilee year) , has just

called to pay for carriage more than they remitted £2 8s. 1od . as the total for 1902 .
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Please remember to keep your copies of

All NATIONS clean , as they will be useful

for binding up at the end of

Our Binding the year. Sixpence will bring

Covers. a really beautiful cloth cover,

and if not required at home

there are plenty of places where such a

readable present mightawaken interest in the

Gospel . No one who has had to wait in our

dreary railway waiting -rooms but would have

been glad to have such a book to while away

the spare quarter of an hour.

Wen Roger Jones

A CORNER OF THE VICTORIA MEMORIAL LEPER ASYLUM , PATPARA,

MANDLA , C.P.

We should be glad to place more of the pretty boxes out . Who

will volunteer forone ? Every Christian draper should place a

farthing box on his counter. Will you ask yours to do so ?

Missionary Pence Association,

Rooms 21 and 22,

Exeter Hall,

Strand, London, W.C.

Bankers : London & South-Western.

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in

the pages of this periodical.

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence

Association from January 1st to February

10th , 1903,

...

.

£ s. d .

Mr. F. Cook's Work (Kum

bakonam ) 0 6 2

Mr. J. Lampard (Balaghat

Mission) 0 16 6

Do.(Mr. Smith) 0 4 3

Do. (support of Orphans,
various 4 10 0

Do.( forPurchase of Foot

ball) ... 0 10 4

For Gospel Work in Straits

Settlements 6 0 0

Dr. E. H. Edwards ( Shan -si) 0 17 0

Miss Warr (Nan -chang Fu ) ... 3 12 10

Y.M.C.A. Extension (India) 05 0

Zenana Bible and Medical

Mission 0 2 2

Do. (Loving Service League) i 6 0

... 1 7

9 .

For the Societies.

£ s. d.

Church Missionary Society ... 0 2 6

Do. (for Oyo ) ... 24 0 0

" Regions Beyond ” Mission
ary Union 1 9

London Missionary Society 1 02

Do. (per South Wigston ). 1 9 4

Do. ( for “ Benjamin Sur

appa " ) 3 18 9

Do (forG. Wilkerson, Hope

Fountain ) 1 195

Baptist Missionary Society ... i 11 6

Do. (ld . a day subscription ) 1 10 5
Do. (for Rev. A. Mayo) 0 5 0

Do. (for Rev. J. Drake) 0 7 5

Do. (for Mrs. S. Couling) ... 0 10 2

Missionary Bureau 2 13 0

Do. (for Training Expenses) 3 0 0
Presbyterian Mission ( for

Sua-Bue ) 2 12 4

Europe.

Pastor Rohrbach (Berlin ) 0 8 8

Antwerp Sailors' Rest 0 6

Evangelical Alliance ... 0 10 0

Mr. Dod (Marin, Spain ) 0 10 0

Mr. W. McIntosh (Valladolid ) 0 16 6

Bull Ring Mission (Madrid )... 1 0 0
Miss J. S. Porter (Spain ) 5 0

Dunkirk Sailors' Rest 0 6

Figueras Mission 0 2 0

Paris City Mission 0 1

Supportof " Rose " (Evian

les Bains ) 0 8 7

6 s. d. ko s. d .

Two Packets of Foreign

Stamps (for Mildmay Support of “ Potu " 1 5 0

Mission) Per GloucesterAuxiliary 1 5 9

Field Lane Ragged School 0 19 1
Leicester Auxiliary 3 17 5

South America, &c. Support of “ Lois 4 0 0

Do. , " ' achild " (per X.Y.Z. ) 4 0 0
Brazil Bible School (Mr. Do., Kuar-Singh " .

1 0 0

McEwen) 0 5 5 For Mandalay Asylum

Pastor R. F. Elder ( Las (W.M.S.) 0 2 6

Flores ) 4 3 5 Per Highbury (Y.W.C.A ) 1 11 11

Dr. Jas. A. Graham's Work Miss K - E- ( Hove) 1 0 0

( Brazil) 08 9 By Sale of Indian Stamps 0 3 6
Orizaba Printing Press, Support of Jessi-Mori 1 0 0

Mexico 0 1 6 Do. “ Ma-Aung-Shin " 2 0 0

Rev. T. C. Joyce (Bahia) 2 3 8 Do. " Phutku 1 0 0

New Hebrides Mission 0 For Pak -hoi Asylum .. 0 5 0

South American Evangelical
Purulia Asylum 0 5 0

Mission 0 13 6 Extension 5 0 0

Mr. Lister Newton ( Tandil).. 1 6 1 Per Mrs. Hooper (13 friends ) 0 13 0

Victoria Gospel Press 24 20

Do. (for Mrs. Lowson )
1 3 9

Mr. R. Young (Sao Paulo ) 0 15 8
Jamaica Baptist Mission

Million Farthing Fund.

(Ocho Rios )
0 5 6

Ludhiana Asylum 2 5 2

Mungeli do
2 8 6

Famine Funds. Mandla do. 1 17 6

M.P.A. Orphanage (Raipur) 1 5 6

Rev. J. C. Lawson (Aligarh ) 1 14

Christian Alliance, Akola (for Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Orphan )
1 2

Support of Orphan ( Raipur) 1 0 0 By Sale of Calendars ...
27 0

Chandkuri Leper Famine Field Lane Institution 05 0

Fund 5 0 0 Mr. Musa Bhai's Fund 1 17 4

Famine Orphans' Fund 5 4 0 International Christian Union 0 10 0

Do. (per Readers of Trust London City Mission ... 0 17 7

Magazine)
1 2 Charrington's Mile End Mis

Rev. C. Posnett (Medak ) 0 3 0 sion 0 10 0

Support of “ Champa,” Miss Ash ( Soldiers' Home) ... 0 10 0

U.F.C.S. 1 10 0 Miss Weston (Sailors' Home) 0 10 0

For Material for Cholis 0 10 6 ALL NATIONS' Prayer Union 1 il 6

By Sale of Foreign Stamps ... 1
Passages' and Outfits' Fund 2 7 0

Mission to Lepers.
Salvation Army 0 12 6

Sale of S.S. Reward Tickets 08.11

General Funds... Towards M.P.A. Deficit Fund 13 3 0

For Starving Lepers
1 0 0 By Sale of Missionary Book

Miss Mary Reed's Lepers,
lets 0 18 10

Chandag
13 14 0 Marshall Bros., for ALL

Per Stratford Railway Mis
NATIONS 14 18

0 16 0 Subscriptions to do ., 1903

Toxteth Branch 2 13 0 M.P.A. Council G

Cricklewood Gospel Mis
For Office Expense

sion 1 4 2 By Annual Subscr

Polytechnic Branch 2 9 0

Mrs. Hely -Hutchinson's
Total

Bible Class... 2 2 6

1

7 1

0

0...

6 ...

Africa .

Congo Balolo Mission (for
Mrs. Harris ) 5 16 6

Nyassa Industrial Mission 4 4 6

Mr. A. Carr's Work (Grand

Canary ) 2 2

Mrs. Lewis (Sierra Leone ) 1 12 9

Casablanca ( Mr. R. Steven ) ... 3 8 4

Mrs. Christopher (Upper

Congo ) 0 14 7

Miss Coote's Work ( Zulu

Girls ) 0 8 3

North Africa Mission ... 0 2 0

Do. ( for Miss Dennison ) 0 10 0

Do. ( for Miss Aldridge) 0 10 0

Bishop Hartzell's Mission

(for Miss Turner, Angola ) 0 17 0
Mr. M. Z. Stöber (Angola ) 1 26

Rev. M. C. Hayford's New

Church (Cape Coast) 0

Natal Missionary Society 0 2 0

South Africa General Mission 0 2 0

Do. ( for Lower Zambesi) 0 3 9

Do. ( for Mr. Maisey) 0 8 4

For Labourers in the Rand

Compounds 1 1 0

0...

1

1

...

... 16 12 5

...

Asia .

China Inland Mission 1 15 6

Do. ( for Miss Richardson ) 3 2 0

Behar Mission (Mr. A. Banks) 1 7 9
Abor Pioneer Mission 5 12 2

Dravidian Mission 0 4 4

Deacon Abraham's Work 0 2 0

Korean Protestant Orphan

age (Seoul)... 0 7

Do: (for Sundouci " , 1 10 0

Miss E. Bayly Neemuch ) 0 3 3

Dr. Martin Newton ( Jallalpur) 1 2 0

Friends of Armenia " 0 2 0

Rev. A.Forder's Work (Arabia ) i 1 0

Fuh -kien Schools (C.M.S. ) ... 2 9

...

sion ... ..

...

Missions to Jews.

Mr. J. J. Edwards (Tangier) 0 10 1

" Scattered Nation " (Mr. D.

Baron ) 0 2 6

British Society (Canon Kelk) Ö 8 8
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Conquests of the Cross.

the L.M.S. sent other two out and they landed on Tanna,

the island nearest Erromanga. On account of persecu

By B. Reeve. tion they were compelled to leave and take refuge in

Samoa. Native teachers from Samod were sent time

IV . — The New Hebrides. after time to the islands, but were unable to endure the

climate and the treatment of the savages. Finally , in

RROMANGA, " the Martyr Isle," was the 1848, the Presbyterians obtained a footing on Aneityum,

first of the New Hebrides to be touched the most southerly of the group , and a Mission was thus

with the Gospel message and the blood of established . In a few years there was a Christian

the saints ; and although the story lies out community of 3.500 and no heathen left.

side the history of Mission work in the “ The King of the Cannibals, " as C. H. Spurgeon

New Hebrides as ordinarily understood , it facetiously called John G. Paton , set out from Glasgow

forms the introduction . Williams and Harris in April
, 1858, accompanied by his young wife, Mary

landed on Erromanga on November 30th , Ann Robson, and a companion , Mr. Copeland, who had

1839 , and were killed and eaten immediately. In 1842 been ordained at the same time . Mr. Paton was then

BAS

MR. PATON EXPOSTULATING WITH HOSTILE NATIVES.
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nearly thirty- four years of age and had had much

experience of Home Mission work in Glasgow . Mr. and

Mrs. Paton settled on Tanna, and here the latter died

within a few months, to the overwhelming grief of her

husband .

The Tannese were a race of painted cannibals,

“ vicious and bigoted , and almost void of natural

affection.” They harrassed the missionaries exceedingly,

and attributed a time of drought, which early appeared ,

to their presence, so that the situation became threaten

ing. One Sunday rain came in abundant measure, and

the white men were permitted to remain , though their

difficulties were by no means past . The superstitions of

the people caused them to fix the blame for sickness,

death , and all other ills on Mr. Paton and his Anei

tyumese assistants . Finally a great meeting was called

to select assassins, but two friendly chiefs came to their

rescue and broke up the gathering. Mr. Paton set

himself strenuously to oppose wife -beating and widow

strangling — two of the brutal customs prevalent in

the island - and gradually , by precept , and example in the

manner of treating the native teachers' wives brought

fromAneityum , influence was gained. Still , the people

failed to appreciate the missionary's spirit and he

often had his possessions stolen almost under his

very nose . On the appearance one morning, however,

of a British man -of-war, all the mis-appropriated articles
YAUWAKI'S NEW EYES.

were restored . Mr. Paton, worn by fourteen attacks of

fever and ague which had overtaken him almost con the revenge of enraged natives, and glad enough to get

tinuously after the first three months' residence , was away, after days and nights of horrible suspense extend

well-nigh at the point of death , and nursed back ing over someweeks.

to life by Abraham, a faithful teacher, and his One morning the missionary's house was surrounded

wife .
by hostile natives, who informed him they had come

It is painful to read the descriptions Mr. Paton is for his life . After prayer, he went out and reasoned

compelled to give of the white traders and their crimes. with them , and as a result, many made a compact to

One in particular, Captain Winchester, instigated , for protect him. · Still , there were those who time and again

his own wicked ends, a terrible feud , though he suffered sought to murder him . The martyr of the Mission

something by way of penalty , being in mortal terror of was Namuri, one of the native teachers from Aneityum .

A building for church and school

was erected, and there were some

forty worshippers, though only a

chief, Nowar , and three or four more

as yet gave evidence of Christianity.

Mr. Thomas Binnie, Junr. , of Glas

gow , having provided Mr. Paton with

a printing press and type , he was

able to issue a small sheet of the

Word of God . To strike a blow at

Nahak, or sorcery , Mr. Paton volun

tarily offered himself as a test to the

sacred men , who had to admit their

powerlessness to take his life by that

means, the theory being that if these

individuals obtain any food part of

which has been eaten by any person,

they can bring about his death . Mr.

Paton tells us that few even of con

verted natives ever get entirely clear

of the dread of this witchcraft.

The story is a familiar one how that

the missionary on one occasion trusted

himself over 'the side of a dangerous

cliff in the darkness , committing him

self to God for safety, in order to

avoid a dangerous village , and by

ROBBING THE MISSIONARY . special Providence had been led to
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Whitecross. Financial difficulties regarding the support

of the Dayspring — the wages of the crew and other

current expenses-were after much anxietyovercome and

Mr. Paton was adopted by the Victorian Assembly of

1866 as the first missionary from the Presbyterian

Church of Australia to the Ne Hebrides. From that

time till 1881 he laboured on Aniwa, one of the smaller

islands. He never felt led to go back to Tanna , though

other missionaries took up the cause there and slowly

won the people to Jesus Christ . At Aniwa the mission

aries were kindly received , and the natives were found

superior in many ways to the Tannese. A mission- house

and two small orphanages were built , and eventually

quite a model settlement,with church , school , workshop,

printing office, and other buildings, was established

what Dr. Paton calls “ a city of God."

It must not be supposed that the work was all easy,

but the difficulties were less than on Tanna, though

attempts at violence and murder were frequently made.

Determined efforts were made to thwart the progress of

the new religion, and it was the sinking of a well - an

astounding thing in the native eyes — which broke the

power ofheathenism . They regarded it as " rain from

below ," and the old chief Namakei preached a sermon

on it to the congregation on the following Sunday ,

telling them that since the word of Jehovah had come

to their land the world had been turned upside down .

That afternoon Namakei and many of his people

publicly burned their idols. This same chief learned to

read , by the aid of the Bible and “ a pair of glass eyes

A TANNA CHIEF.
--spectacles and became Mr. Paton's right-hand man

in the conversion of the island. His wife, Yauwaki,also

the right path, though he was uncertain as to his position . received a pair of spectacles. Great was her terror at

Soon after this a plague of measles caused all the native first trying them on , and great was her delight when she

teachers, save faithful Abraham, to return to their own found herself with the sight of a little girl! ”

island. The first Communion on Aniwa was held on Sunday .

A sad tragedy occurred on Erromanga in May, 1861 , October 24th , 1869. Twelve were admitted to the table

when the Gordons, husband and wife, who had been out of a class of twenty who had been prepared and

labouring there for four years , were murdered . Mr. examined . The entire life of the island began to alter,

Paton's own life was attempted daily, and he had the and a Christian atmosphere to pervade the place. In

opportunity of removing on a man -of -war to Auckland 1873 , owing to breakdown in health and the loss of the

or some other place of safety, but steadily refused to Dayspring, Mr. Paton was compelled to go to Sydney, and

leave . At last , however, it became evident that to him there the Paragon was chartered , and afterwards

and his band of native helpers it meant death to remain . purchased , being re-named Dayspring. A steam-ship was

Being, as he says , a strong Calvinist , but no fatalist, he felt at the end of 1883 to be essential , and Dr. Paton came

escaped with them to Nowar's village, where they were
to the United Kingdom to raise £6,000 for this and other

speedily followed . Nowar proved a false friend-greedy , purposesofthe Mission. He was home for eighteen months,

and vacillating. After enduring terrible agonies of and raised £ 3,000 beyond the sum originally aimed at .

suspense at the mission house on the other side of the For the last twenty years — comparatively uneventful,

island , which was in charge of Mr. and Mrs. Mathieson , and spent in following up the victories so hardly won-Dr.

and to which Mr. Paton had made his way, the whole Paton has beenmore or less going about in the interests of

party were taken off by a passing vessel, the preceding the Mission , rather than living permanently in the islands,

night being spent in watching for what seemed likely to be but it is a pathetic picture which we have now of the Grand

the end . It was during that timeof peril and siege that a
Old Man of Missions returned to spend his remaining days

great deliverance came which saved the mission house andmaythey even yet be not a few — amid the scenes

and its inmates from destruction by fire. The fence had of earlier labour , and devoting himself with a fire of zeal

been set aflame , but the wind drove the flames away which still burns brightly to the work he has loved and

from the house, and “Jehovah's rain ,” as the would be
would -be lived for during nearly the last half century.

murderers acknowledged it to be, then put out the fire.

Mrs. Mathieson died on Aneityum soon after, and her

husband, whose mind was injured by the sufferings they Why is IT ? _ “ I say it deliberately , I say it with

had passed through, followed in three months. shame, but I believe, nevertheless , it is true—that there

Mr. Paton went to Australia to raise funds for a is no single religion in the world whose followers give

mission ship , the Dayspring, and for the outfit and so little to their religion as do those who follow the

passage of additional missionaries , to seek whom he religion of Jesus Christ. I believe the idolater gives far

returned to Scotland. There he married Miss Maggie more. "--Rev. E. A. Stuart.
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These reflections are suggested by a remarkable

so article over the nom de plume Verax in the Daily

News—a journal which , under its presentable manage

ment, comes nearer the standard of a Christian daily

paper than any yet published . We cordially commend

it to the support of all our readers . As many of our

readers are worshippers or workers at Mission Halls

we gladly reproduce the following sentences from the

r

article referred to. The secrets of success are declared

to be three, viz . , the naturalness of the service, the real

UR Editorial columns recently called attention to sympathy, and the practical character of thework. No

the value, in many parts of the mission field , of
doubt there are Mission Halls and Mission Halls, but

lay evangelists, and preferably of men who could relieve
the healthy and vital characteristic of this new depar

the clerical missionary of some of the business detail of
ture is that the religious appeals are such as the mind

his work . We are glad to find this need endorsed by

can accept, the conscience approve, and the heart

the greatest of ourMissionary Societies . The Church day sympathy and practical help.”

The Church respond to , and the appeals are followed up with every

Missionary Intelligencer for March contained an article on

" Present Urgent Vacancies in the Mission Field.” In

five classes of workers enumerated as specially required , The work of the Mission to Lepers received the

the third place is as hearty endorsement of

signed to lay evangelists , the Decennial Conference

for whom Africa and of Missionaries, recently

China are named as affor

titet

held in Madras. A series

ding hopeful openings.
of nine resolutions, recog

Ceylon is said to have nizing and approving the

especial need of a “ lay work, were passed unani

missionary to relieve the mously by a standing

Secretaryof the Mission vote of the Conference.

of what might be called One stated that “ This

the secular side of his 66 ALL NATIONS Conference desires

work – in book -keeping place on record its high

and in the general busi
appreciation of the work

ness of the mission ." We which is being carried on

are confident that the
.” in India by the Mission

need for this class of mis
to Lepers, and cordially

sionary is more urgent ,
approves of the inter

and his sphere of useful denominational character

ness much greater, than is
of the Society, co -oper

at present recognized by
ating as it does with all

the Societies as a whole. the Evangelical Churches

in Europe and America,

and with their representa

The value of the long

despised mission hall as

tives in the foreign field .”

a religious agency is at length being acknowledged .

The recognition has been too long delayed , but we hope

the day for disparagement of this indispensable agency

A FURTHER resolution declared that the Conference,

in theevangelization of our " home heathen ” is finally the evidence of Divineblessing which have followed the

“ having regard to the large measure of success and

passing. Not only are special courses of evangelistic

services much more frequent among the Churches

work among the lepers, and seeing the great need of

notably Free Churches-but , inspired by the splendid
similar efforts in many districts and entire divisions

success of the large Wesleyan Central Missions, other

of India, urges the Mission to Lepers to extend its work

bodies are initiating similar movements.
by opening or assisting new Asylums as far as possible.”

It is to be

hoped that the startling figures of the religious census so

The last resolution urged on the Governments of the

various provinces the importance of more largely sup

pluckily undertaken by the Daily News will give a

further impetus to all such efforts to bring the un

porting and encouraging the Society's operations in the

future.

churched masses under the influence of the Gospel .

The man in the street has no active aversion to the “ The ONE-Eyed SMACKSMAN ” sounds attractive, and sug

Christian message when presented in a bright , hearty, gests something humorous. In reality the brochure which

homely, and withal a positive way, especially when the bears this title is a pathetic sketch , but there is beauty in the

place in which Christianity is preached to him on pathos. Donald Dorrington was described by an atheist who

Sunday is a place in which it is practised on the other
visited him as “ a dead body and a living soul," and that is

about what he was.

days of the week . But he is not attracted , on the other

Since the touching story of his physical

sufferings and remarkable Christian testimony was published

hand , by a stately church and a formal service , with too
recently, he has passed away. Mr. Kerrison Juniper, in this

often a message from the pulpit which goes either over character study, has preserved a record of afragrant life. The

his head or through it , but seldom reaches his heart . booklet is published at sixpence by Messrs. Jarrold & Sons.

shall serve Him

Psalm lxxii , II .
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PICTURE COMPETITION.

H

ERE are three photos, from three

different Mission fields They are

distinguished only by numbers, and wewant

you, boys and girls, to tell us what they

represent. You will have to make up your

minds, of course, what parts of the world No. 1 .

they come from , and then, with a little

thought , decide what they illustrate. After

that, with just a little imagination , you

ought to be able to write a nice paragraph

about each , telling what it means. Try to

fancy you are looking at the real thing , and

writing home to your cousins, describing

what you have seen . We shall give in all

six interesting, illustrated missionary books

as prizes.

No. 2

RULES.

1.- The Competition will be in

two classes, thefirst division for:

boys and girls over twelve, but

under fourteen, the second for

those under twelve.

II.-- Each paragraph must be

numbered to correspond with the

picture it describes, and no para

graph should exceed 250 words.

III.- All papers must be the

unaided work of the competitors.

IV . - The papers, written on

one side of the sheet only, and

having the full name, address

and age on the first sheet, must

reach “ The Editors, All Nations,

21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand,

W.C. ,” not later than May 15th,

with the word “ Competition “

on the top left -hand corner of the

envelope.

Halelengs

QUITE INCONVENIENT !-A missionary in

Japan tells of a little heathen girl who

went to Sunday School twice, and, going

home, said to her heathen grandmother :

“ The God in Sunday School is very

different from my god . I have to go to

the temple to pray to my god , but this

God they have in Sunday School you can

pray to when you are all warm in bed , or

most any time, and He can hear you just

as well. But there is one thing I don't

like : He can see you all the time every

where, and sometimes I should think that

would be quite inconvenient.”

No. 3.

The Katikiro of Uganda is sending his

son to study at Cambridge. “ I shall be

very pleased,” he says, when my son

reaches England, because I like your

country and your wisdom and great kind

ness in treating us black people so well."
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Severe scrutiny to which the origin and authority of the

Bible have been subjected, so far from weakening its claim

to continued and increasing circulation , should only give

the greater confidence to the Society and its supporters.

UL NATION MISSIONARY MAGAZINESS They are engaged in the publication not merely of a book,
WAZIONS

but of a series of books which have emerged - not des

B.REEVE

troyed , but purified — from the fiery trial of a long course of

criticism , always keen and often hostile ; and maythey con
All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

tinue to send to new nations these leaves of healing with
addressed to The EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand ,

an unshaken confidence that they are not only Divine in

London , W.C.

their origin , but are in the best and highest sense the

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER Jones , veritable words of Eternal Life. We concede nothing,

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand, W.C. even by implication , in affirming that questions as to the

human authors of the books of the Old Testament, as to
Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

the precise proportion in which they are historical or
this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

allegorical , or as to the exact centuries which gave them
Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES .

birth , are after all minor matters in comparison with the

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the unfolding of the purpose of God , which is their burden

PUBLISHERS , MARSHALL Bros., Keswick House, Paternoster from Genesis to Revelation. In other words, a proper

Row, E.C. spiritual perspective shows that the vital fact about the

Bible , that which renders it unique among books , is that

it enshrines for us and conveys to us “ the words of

Eternal Life.” It is not only, as Mr. Balfour termed it ,

a " living," it is also a life - giving record of a Divine

revelation .

EDITORIA
L

*

It is as containing the only teaching that can make

men “ wise unto salvation ” that the written Word of

God is so essential to all successful

“ A LIVING record of a revelation from God to man The Bible missionary work. Sincere and eloquent

kind.” In this pregnant phrase the Prime Minister and Foreign will be the tributes paid during the

expressed his faith in the Holy Scrip Missions. centenary year so hopefully inaugur

The Premier tures in his thoughtful and sympa ated to the value of the Scriptures in

and the Bible thetic address at the inaugural meeting shedding the light of God into the dark places of the

Society . of the Bible Society's Centenary at the earth . We may be sure that not the heartiest and

Mansion House. A book of which strongest of these testimonies will exceed the facts. The

180,000,000 copies have been circulated during the past annals of Missions abound with instances in which single

century by this one agency alone, and which has a daily copies of the Bible have brought new life to individuals,

distribution of some 16,000 copies from the Society's and even to nations. The Book remains and wields its

depôts , may be truly said to be alive. This marvellous silent influence long after the missionary or colporteur

Book is at once the most ancient and the most modern in has gone on his way. It falls as life-giving seed into

literature. Recording for us the very beginning of many an unlikely cranny, and brings forth the fruit of

human history ; occupied with the struggles and suc holiness on grounds that seemed given over to weeds

cesses and ultimate dispersion of the Jewish people ; and and stones. The vital importance of the Bible Society's

closing with the transcendent story of Christ , His life, work to the cause of Foreign Missions is obvious. It

death , and resurrection , and the letters of His immediate would probably not be too much to say that without the

disciples—it is still wielding a more potent influence on help so generously given by it, the work of our principal

the true life of mankind than all the remaining products of Societies would be rendered almost impossible.
sible. While

our too- prolific Press. Every new translation brings thanking God for this wonderful record of a hundred

some fresh tribe of the great human family under its years of Bible work , we look forward with confidence that

benign influence, and the incalculable benefit it has con the new century on which the Society will shortly enter

ferred on mankind, even as a civilizing agent , well merits will go far to realize the ideal when men of every kindred

the tribute paid to it by the first Minister of the State . and nation shall be able to read in their own tongue the

Mr. Balfour showed true insight in pointing out that the wonderful works of God.
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The Bible Society Centenary.

TH

deemed sufficiently connected with the object of this Society,

thus generally to appear on these minutes." The old Minute

Book, with this important entry, is still preserved in the

HE last of a great series of centenaries is now at hand . archives of the Tract Society, with an additional sentence

The BaptistMissionary Society commenced the number inserted at the same time, giving Mr. Hughes the credit for his

as far back as eleven years ago. The London Mission- suggestion.

ary Society followed three years later, and the Church Mission Further discussion took place at se ral later meetings, and

ary Society and the Religious Tract Society in 1899. All these the point was reached of deciding that a special Society to

organizations came into being as the result of the Evangelical promote the object was desirable, Mr. Hughes coining the

Revival, and thegreat_Bible Society was, in a certain sense, name by which it has from the beginning been known. The

the daughter of the R.T.S. aid of William Wilberforce was sought, and he had an inter

The Committee of the latter met in a room still existing, in view with the Committee. Eventually, the inaugural meeting

the counting house of the then firm of Messrs. Hardcastle & was held at the “ Old London Tavern," 123, Bishopsgate

Reyner, close byOld Swan Stairs, London Bridge. There, on Street Within , on March 7 , 1804. “ About three hundred

the morning of December 7th , 1802, the members of Commit- respectable persons of different religious denominations '

tee met at eight o'clock for breakfast. This early hour and attended, and were presided over by Granville Sharp.

morning meal are still an institution of the R.T.S. The Rev. The Bishop of London , Dr. Porteous, who became one of the

THE SOCIETY'S NATIVE STAFF AT SHANGHAI, THE HEAD -QUARTERS OF THE CHINA AGENCY .

Matthew Wilks was in the chair, and the Rev. Joseph Hughes patrons, suggested the name of Lord Teignmouth, whofrom

was secretary. A Mr. Tarn introduced the Rev. Thomas 1792 to 1798 had been Governor-General of India, as Presi

Charles, of Bala, who had come all the way from his native dent, and the office was offered to and accepted by him. Mr.

Wales to seek aid in supplying his countrymen with Bibles. Zachary Macaulay, father of the historian, was a member of

In the north of the Principality a deep spiritual movement the first Committee. The Revs. John Owen and Joseph Hughes

had taken place, and there was a longing for the Word of were appointed Secretaries, with a Lutheran minister, Pastor

God in their Celtic tongue . One little girl he spoke of who C. F. A. Steinkopff, as Foreign Secretary, and Mr. Henry

walked seven miles every week over the hills to read a chapter Thornton, M.P. for Southwark, as Treasurer. The first year's

from his copy, until the inclemency of the weather prevented expenditure was £691.

her. It was only natūral that one of the earliest efforts of the new

His appeal made the desired impression , and the following Society should be the issue of Welsh Scriptures, a large edition

resolution , drafted and proposed immediately by Mr. Hughes, of which was seen through the press by Mr. Charles. One who

was carried : - " Mr. Charles, of Bala, having introduced the saw the first consignment of New Testaments delivered wrote :

subject, which had been previously mentioned by Mr. Tarn ,of “ When the arrival of the cart which carried the first sacred

dispersing Bibles in Wales, the Committee resolved that it load was announced, the Welsh peasants went out in crowds

would be highly desirable to stir up the public mind to the to meet it , welcomed it as the Israelites did the ark of old,

dispersion of Bibles generally, and that a paper in a magazine drew it into the town , and eagerly bore off every copy as

to this effect may be singularly useful. The object was rapidly as they could be dispersed .
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His Royal Highness the Duke of Kent, father of Queen A handsome copy of the Scriptures was presented to King

Victoria, took a considerable interest in the Society, and was Edward in connection with his Coronation. " He had graciously

the mover of resolutions at the anniversaries in 1813 and the promised to accept a copy for actual use at the ceremony, but

two subsequent years. Speaking of one of these occasions one it was afterwards decided that, in accordance with precedent,

of his auditors said : “ I never can forget the speech which the the sacred volume then used must contain the Apocrypha,

Duke made. He referred to the wish of his father, George which the Society's rules do not permit it to print.

III., that there might not be a cottage in the country without A very important step was taken in October, 1901, when the

a Bible, or a childthat could not read it.” From the beginning question of publishing the Revised English Version , which

to the end of her long reign our late gracious Sovereign was had been under the most careful consideration of the Society

patron of the Windsor Auxiliary, Lord John Russell, then for many years, was finally disposed of. One of the funda

Home Secretary, intimating officially on August 11th , 1838, her mental laws, which was a barrier to the issue of the Revised

acceptance of that position. Version , was altered, to enable it to be issued concurrently

The Great Exhibition of 1851 contained a stall of the Society, with the Authorized Version. Its underlying text had for

with editions of the Scriptures in the 148 languages and years been used by the Society's translators.

dialects into which it had then translated them. It was Lord The business of the Bible Society is conducted on a catholic

WANDERING KIRGHIZ , NOMADS IN SIBERIA AND TURKESTAN

( For whom the Society has printed the New Testament) .

Shaftesbury who interested the Prince Consort in this matter,

and so caused hiin to obtain the favour.

The Jubilee of the Society was celebrated in 1854, and her

late Majesty was a donor of £ 100 to the fund raised . She also

sent £ 100 towards the building, fund of the present Bible

House, the foundation stone of which King Edward, as Prince

of Wales, laid in 1866, he also giving £ 100 towards its

erection .

A special “ Jubilee Bible," in four volumes, was published in

1887 , in commemoratio of the Queen's Jubilee. er Majesty

graciously accepted a specially bound copy, and, as

afterwards shown, reserved it for her own private reading.

Also, as part of the Jubilee scheme, 300,000 English Testaments

were presented to the pupils of the secular State schools in

Australia. For these, the Queen wrote the following inscrip

tion : On earth peace, good will toward men , " and signed it

“ Victoria, R.I., Windsor Castle , March 8th , 1887." When the

Diamond Jubilee was reached, the Society presented to her

Majesty a set of volumes, specially bound, of the translations

in fresh languages which had been executed during her reign .

basis, and its organization is one of the most perfect. The

Committee consists of fifteen laymen of the Church of

England, and a like number of lay members of the Noncon

formist Churches , with six foreigners resident in England.

With the exception of the officials, no clergyman or minister

who may be present canspeak on the subject under discussion

save by special leave. Six members retire each year, being

those whose attendances are the lowest for the preceding

twelve months, and they are not eligible for re - election till

twelve onths have elapsed. Even should a member's absence

be caused by travellingabroad in the interests of the Society,

as sometimes occurs, it makes no difference to the operation

of this rigid rule !

The following brief summary of work accomplished during

the year 1901-2 will illustrate the vastness of the Society's

enterprize and its widespread benefactions to the cause of

Foreign Missions. It issued over 5,067,400 copies of Scripture

-complete or in parts. This total surpasses all earlier records.

Out of every 100 copies issued, 19 were Bibles, 27 were New

Testaments, and 54 were Scripture portions, chiefly Gospels or

was
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Psalters. It spent $ 10,000 in grants of Scriptures to different the Albert Hall, London. For Centenary celebrations in

religious and philanthropic agencies at home. Its 750 colpor England the following approximate dates are suggested :

teurs abroad ( returns incomplete) sold over 1,400,000 copies. London, March 7th to 12th ; provincial towns, March 13th to

The Society's grants for colportage during the past year 26th ; country places, March 20th to May ist .

amounted to no less than £ 42,500 . It supported over 620 Asa thankoffering it is proposed to raise a special Centenary

native Christian Biblewomen in the East, in connection with Fund at home of at least 250,000 guineas. Already upwards of

nearly fifty different missionary organizations. £ 39,000 has been received , £ 10,000 of it from themembers of

Translations or revisions were in progress in over one the Committee. This fund will be used to enlarge the Society's

hundred different languages. Several hundred translators, foreign enterprize in every department, as well as for special

revisers, and assistants, organized in many committees, have developments in its home policy. Many new translations and

charge of this world -wide task. The list of versions now revisions are urgently demanded ; while imperfect Bibles

includes names of 367 distinct forms of speech . To print these in scores of languages need to be made complete. For

languages, over fifty different sets of characters are required. distributing the Scriptures,distributing the Scriptures, the Society's staff of col

Four new names - Visayan , Bugotủ, Union Nyanja, and porteurs and native Biblewomen requires to be largely in

Yalunka were added duringthe year. creased. In China, Malaysia, Central America, and the West

As a rule, books for the foreign field are granted on Indies, additional sub-agents are essential. The Society also

Exemplare

THE RE SERS OF THE SINHALI BIBLE.

(Bishop Copleston, now of Calcutta , second from the left, front row. )

“missionary terms," i.e. , the books needed are sent out on proposes to provide fresh Scriptures for the blind ; to increase

such terms that they practically cost nothing to the Missions its Benevolent Fund ; to undertake special work in Sunday

which receive them . No Missionary Society's request to Schools and among young people at home as well as in the

print and publish a properly authenticated version of the colonies. As one result of the Centenary it is hoped that the

Scriptures in a new tongue has ever been refused . Society's normal income will be permanently increased.
The income from all sources was £236,292, and the expen The Society will issue the English Revised Bible in more

diture £ 241,143. This leaves on the year'sworking a deficit popular editions and at lower prices than has been done

of £ 4,851 . The previous year's deficit was £15,000. heretofore ; as well as a text of the Greek Testament,

Since 1804 the Society has circulated more than 175 million embodying the resultant conclusions of the ripest modern

copies of Scripture, but there still are something like 450 scholarship. Mr. William Canton is engaged in writing the

millions of people in the world who have never yet had any official history of the Society , which will also appear in popular

opportunity of reading any part of the Bible in the only tongue form . A History of Versions is also in preparation. To spread

they can understand.
information, Centenary pamphlets will be issued at least once

The preliminary steps for the Centenary celebrations have a month during 1903-1904:

been taken, and all the arrangements are well in hand . At We express ourcordial congratulations to the Society, and

the inaugural meeting at the Mansion House on March 6th, the point the lessons of its career on another page.

Prime Minister was the chief speaker. It is proposed that

Sunday, March 6th, 1904, shall be kept all the world over as

Bible Sunday, with special services and sermons everywhere. We regret to learn of the death of Mrs. Scrivener,

On Monday, March 7th, 1904 , a great gathering will be held in wife of the Rev. A. E. Scrivener, B.M.S. , Congo,
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“All Nations"

Prayer Union

Notes .

TW HER

PAN

wilderness and fierce natives, who are

said to be polygamists and cannibals,

constantly at war between themselves.

Amongst the most interesting of these

people are the lake-dwellers , living in

the town of Santa Rosas . Ti dwel

lings, built on tree trunks, driven into

the lake bottom , consist of a single

room, in which two or more families

live contentedly. There are about 250
.. BY

of these people, but civilization is
CLARA BENHAM.

slowly driving them away. Venezuela

is a difficult field for missionary work.

The country was long closed to Protes

tant missionaries, but there are to -day

a few Protestant Christians , and the

April 18th . — PERSIA : The C.M.S. is able to report American Bible Society and other Societies are at work

hopeful and encouraging work in Persia . A Medical among the lower classes of the people . There is need

Mission has lately been started atMosul, near the site of for much prayer, that the people of the land may be

ancient Nineveh Immediately it was attended by an awakened, out of ignorance and indifference, to seek

overwhelming crush of patients — Turks, Arabs , and after righteousness.

Kurds—whoshowed no hesitation in trusting themselves

to the Christian doctor. At Julfa, a suburb of Ispahān ,

there is a growing little church, many of whom are
Visitors to Dukti.

women. Every one of these has had much to endure ;
BY HELEN S. DYER .

some have suffered most brutal treatment, which they

accept with a cheerful courage , thus bearing witness to the
(Late of Bombay.)

reality of their faith . These women converts are show ANDITA RAMABAI'S unique work at Mukti is rapidly

ing a deep interest in the spread of the Gospel in other becoming one of the sights of India. In the cold

parts of Persia . They have been the means of encourag
season Christian tourists visit it . One who was there

ing others, at Yezd, to boldly confess Christ . Work is with a party of relatives last year wrote me recently that they

also carried on at Kirman and Shiraz, and everywhere is

enjoyed it as much as anything they saw in India . Missionaries

from all quarters make it a point to run over to Mukti for a

receiving the support and sanction of the Governors.
day when at or passing through Poona ; some stay longer and

Whilst it is still the day of small things, and vast tracts both give and receive spiritual help. They are of all deno

remain unoccupied , waiting for reinforcements in workers, minations. But especially does Ramabai value visits from

we may praise God for the manifest tokens of His power Christian evangelists who go to India to stir up the Churches.

working among the people , and pray that He may thrust This season has been particularly fruitful in such visits .

forth more labourers into this needy field .
Their presence gave an impetus to some recently organized

prayer meetings, so that within a month a thousand girls and

April 23rd .- PARSEES : Parsees are Persian in origin , women were meeting every evening in the Church . The

Zoroastrian in faith ; they despise idolatry, and are number was considered too large for profit, and had to be

indifferent to Christianity . They follow still a faith
divided into two.

preached 3,000 years ago, and for a thousand years they
Some of Ramabai's Brahmin foes are always plotting

have formed, in the midst of the Hindus, a separate against her. One of their plots wasjust hatched, andhad

nation, peculiar in race , religion, and social life. They strengthening angel" appeared on thesceneinthe person of

thrown the institution into considerable agitation, when “ a

believe that life is governed by two hostile principles – Dr. Cuthbert Hall, of New York. A correspondent says : “ O

good and evil . All that is good comes from the former , how kind , how interested , how loving he was ! The theolo

all that is bad from the latter. The outcome of this gian was all swallowed up in the tender love of Jesus. He

faith is that man must save himself by good works. did cheer us all.”

“ After death, if a man's good actions outweigh his evil
Some prominence hasbeen given to the visit of “ Father "

ones , even by a small particle, he is allowed to pass over

Page, ofthe Cowley Fathers, identifying him peculiarly with

the bridge to heaven . If his evil actions outweigh the
Ramabai bythe statement thathe baptized her ! The fact is

that a Ritualistic Sisterhood in England received Ramabai on

good ones, he is not allowed to pass over the bridge,
her first arrival in England, and while with them she gave an

but is hurled down into the deep abyss of hell.” Such is intellectual assent to the Christian faith . She has since

the faith of these sun-worshippers, or fire -worshippers, repeatedly stated that her eyes were not at that time opened

who reverence fire as themost perfect symbol of the to see herself as a sinner and her need of a Saviour. So

Divine glory. Parsees believe in four sacred elements little value has she put upon the baptism administered by the

-earth , water, air, and fire — and in order not to taint
High Church party that she has since been baptized by

any of these by the touch of death , they bring their
immersion by a Christian brother who does not even add

“ Rev." to his name. The Sisters were always kind to

dead into the “ Towers of Silence ," where they are
Ramabai, and she has retained her friendship with indivi

devoured by vultures . There are 76,000 Parsees in duals among them , but as far as her work is concerned it has

India, and as yet very few of them have been won for developed in the very opposite direction to that of the Ritua

Christ. From “ Across India , ” by Lucy E. Guinness. listic Sisterhood itself . No one need fear that “ Father " Page

April 28th.— VENEZUELA : The vast interior of this

was at Mukti on a proselytizing errand. Ramabai's creed is

drawn direct from the Bible under the inspiration of the

great land is still almost unexplored. Beyond the Holy Spirit, and her sympathies are with all who love the

Western seaport , Maracaibo, there is nothing except Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and in truth.
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Baptist Mission Work on

the Gold Coast.

M

are estimated to be about 40,000 . There are thus to be reached

and won for Christ some 2,460,000 of the people there. This

the Baptist Church at Cape Coast, which was founded four

years ago, and at present is small in numbers, is aiding to do.

In one village, Amamama, as we entered we found a “ big

By Rev. Mark C. HAYFORD, D.D.
dance " with “ tom -toms” and other instruments of jubilation

much in evidence. For a while it seemed as if it would be a

ISSION work was started by the Roman Catholics in difficult matter to draw the peoplefrom the boisterous scene

this part of Africa in the year 1481 , when the King to listen to our message. We halted and prayed , and then

of Portugal sent priests to the town of Elmina, the marched into the village , trusting in the power of God. For a

oldest European settlement on the Coast. In the period when time the scene seemed aggravated by our presence . We

the slave trade flourished all along the Western part of Africa, proceeded to the house -- a two-storey " swish " building-of

and till the year 1723, the Roman Catholic missions continued , the head -man of the place, who was favourably disposed

with varying fortunes, their existence ; but in the year above towards the Lord's work , and had given his name to us on a

mentioned they withdrew from the Coast.
previous occasion as an " enquirer," although his doing so had

Thirteen years later, the Moravians opened a mission, which by no means influenced the greater portion of his people to

was closed in 1770. By that time the Society for the Propaga come to us. We prayed with him , and gave a short Gospel

tion of the Gospel had also occupied Cape Coast, then more address to him and his household. Presently the noise of the

particularly known as “ Cape Coast Castle." The history of tom -toms” and of the dancing ceased , and in streamed a

this castle is interesting, apart from political circumstances, number of the men, and some of the women too. I continued

from its connection with the slave trade, and as being the the address, on finishing which the men rose en masse and

resting -place of the poetess “ L. E. L ." — Letitia Elizabeth went out of the room . We were wondering what it was about

Landon - afterwards the wife of Governor Maclean, who died when they returned, and stated thatthey had decided to join

in 1838. Within its walls and dungeons in times past, from the Christians, and that they would like their names enrolled .

GROUP OF CONVERTS AND SUNDAY SCHOOL CHILDREN .

Sir John Hawkins' days in 1562 until the abolition of the slave I enrolled them to the number of about fifteen, including some

trade in 1807, the hapless captives, kidnapped or procured of the women , and we all, with the head -man's household,

as the result of raids or by other iniquitousmeans, used to be returned thanks to God for inclining the hearts of the people

confined in dark, slimy cells. Atkins, speaking of this castle, to Himself, and for the answer to our prayer.

mentions “ the spacious vaults under the square or place of What has been felt a great need is a commodious place of

arms, cut out of the rock , and divided into several rooms so as worship, which is now being built by a London firm in the

to contain a thousand slaves " ; and Ellis correctly adds : form of an iron church, specially designed to suit the tropics,

" The slaves were chained and confined in these dungeons, and the cost of which is£ 671. To aid in paying this, contri

now used as stores-often for weeks at a time till a ship came butions will be thankfully received, and Missionary Pence

to carry them to the West Indies. They were all branded on collectors welcomed. Part of the building will be fitted up

the right breast with the letters ' D. Y.' (Duke of York ).” for use as a school , with accommodation for 200 children ,

The nineteenth century witnessed a revival of missionary while the other portion will seat 300 adult worshippers.

activity in this part of Africa, the C.M.S., the Wesleyans, and

the Basle Mission leading the van in the earlier part of the

century. American and English Baptists came on the scene The Chinese “ New Year's Honours List " contained the

between 1822 and 1840. But, although these various bodies names of twomissionaries of the London Missionary Society,

have been doing good and strenuous work, after the greater the Rev. W. Hopkyn Rees and Mr. A. H. Bridge , upon each

part of a century's effort we find in West Africa not more of whom was bestowed the “ blue button ," which confers the

than 160,000 Christians out of a population estimated to rank of a prefect. The honour, it is announced , has been

exceed 60,000,000. The Gold CoastColony has between two conferred in recognition of services rendered during the

and three millions of inhabitants, the Christians among whom troubles of the last two years.
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T this year

Annual Meetings of the Mission to

Lepers and the M.P.A.

C.M.S. INotes ΤΗΣ

HESE ANNUAL GATHERINGS are to be held (D.v.)

on Monday, April 20th . In the afternoon, at

three o'clock, the Annual Meeting of the Mission to

Lepers will take place . Sir Andrew Wingate, K.C.I.E. ,

will preside, and the speakers will include the Right

Rev. Bishop Welldon and the Rev. Prebendary Fox,

M.A. (C.M.S. ) . Madame Annie Ryall will sing.

There will also be a SALE OF Work and an Exhibi

'HE C.M.S. anniversary sermon will be preached tion of Pictures and Curios. There will be separate

this year on Monday, May 4th , by the Bishop of stalls on behalf of each Society , and we now earnestly

Liverpool. The pulpit will be, as usual , that of St. appeal to our readers to provide us , during the next

Bride's, Fleet Street, and the service will commence at three weeks, with a Good Collection of Articles for Sale.

6.30 .
Will all , therefore, please make an effort and forward

their gifts addressed to Exeter Hall , Strand, W.C. , to

The annual meetings of the Society will take place
the Mission to Lepers, or the Missionary Pence Associa

the following day. They will be held in Exeter Hall, tion , with prices marked.

and will be as follows :
The Annual Meeting of the M.P.A. will commence at

Morning Meeting at ii o'clock. Chairman : The seven o'clock. The chair is to be taken bySir William

Archbishop of Canterbury.
Godsell . The speakers are the Revs. J. Heywood

Evening Meeting at 7 o'clock . Chairman : The
Horsburgh, of China, A. Forder, of the Bedouin

Bishop of Coventry. Mission , and E. C. Notman , of Colombia. Mr. John

A Public Meeting will also be held in St. James' Jackson will give an exhibition of lantern views onleper

Hall the same day, at II a.m. , at which Col. Williams
work. Madame Jessie Strathearn is to be the soloist.

will preside.

T

A Convention of Laymen , to consider the command The B.M.S. and Congo free State.

to preach the Gospel to all nations, will be held under

the auspices of the C.M.S. on Saturday, May 2nd, in HE following minute of the Baptist Missionary Society

Exeter Hall. The chairman at the morning meeting, was unanimously adopted at the monthly Committee

commencing at 11.30 , will be Sir John Kennaway, M.P.; meeting held on March 17th .

at the afternoon meeting (3 o'clock ) , H. R. Arbuthnot, " 1. The Committee of the Baptist Missionary Society have

had under their consideration certain grave charges recently
Esq. ; and at the evening meeting (6.30) , the Lord Bishop

of London . published of inhuman cruelties perpetrated upon natives of

the Congo Free State by representatives of the Free State

Government and of the Concessionaires Companies - charges

The capture of Kano in Hausaland by Colonel Morland that have filled the minds of the Committee with the greatest

early in February is a significant event. For many concern and pain . The Committee learn with satisfaction

years the C.M.S. has attempted to gain access to the that these charges are to be investigated by an English Court

Central Soudan, but its efforts have not been crowned
of Justice, and they trust that, as the result, the truth may be

made clear .

with success. Bishop Tugwell did indeed succeed in

leading a little band to Kano,but he was soondisdain- territory occupied by missionaries of the Baptist Missionary

“ 2. With regard to the parts of the Congo Free State

fully ordered by the Emir to leave. Now the door Society, it should be clearly understood that they are far

seems open and there can be no doubt that by judicious removed from the districts where these cruelties are stated to

handling the situation may be made one of very great have been inflicted .

promise from a missionary point of view . " 3. The missionaries of the Baptist Missionary Society have

consequently never witnessed any such acts, and so could not

possibly bear personal testimony.

In a recent letter from the East African Mission Field
“ 4. With regard to one of the statements made in the book

a remarkable instance of “ remembrance ” is reported. entitled, The Curse of Central Africa,' at page xxvi.of the

Mr. Briggs, of Mpwapwa, writes that when he and introduction, that in the recent Address of the Baptist

Bishop Peel were visiting in the densely crowded Missionary Society presented to King Leopold, the Committee

country of Ugogo, south of Lake Victoria Nyanza, they referred to his Majesty's enlightened rule in Africa,'itought

to be stated that these words are not used in that Address ;
found a chief who remembered a visit of a few days

but the following are, viz. : ' That the Committee desire that

paid to him years ago by the Rev. J. C. Price, but never
the peoples of the Congo Free State may have the advantages

repeated. The heathen darkness has remained un of a just, upright , and beneficent rule . '

relieved all these years . Mr. Briggs writes, “ It was “ 5. It ought also to be stated that the occasion for that

most pathetic to hear the old man say, I was young Address, which was prepared in July last, was the action

then .. and I am old now , but I have never taken by King Leopold, when , by Royal decree, he granted to

forgotten his visit . That is the tree where he camped '
all religious, scientific, and charitable institutions in the Free

(pointing to a baobab ). When we left the old man said,
State a reduction of 50 per cent. in direct and personal taxes.

The Committee felt it would be right to thank his Majesty for

Yes, you are going away, and you will be like the other
this welcome concession , and but for the illness of the King

man-you won't come back again . '
and the subsequent death of the Queen, this Address would

A LAYWORKER. have been presented during the summer of last year.”
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THE

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION

AND INFORMATION BUREAU.

OFFICES — Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand,

London , W.C.

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS.

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, ESQ .

Secretary - WM . ROGER JONES .

MOTTO_“ Every Little Helps." BASIS_ " Carey's Weekly Penny ."

OBJECTS

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

NISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have enefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches . Over 6 24.000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields . Over 63,005 has been
raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed London and South Western Bank. " English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the Missionary
Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a

card of membership.

Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions .

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A. issues

“ Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may

choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible-woman, orphan , or Leper child.

father that it is time she began to keep purdah. From

this time , say the age of eight , she becomes a prisoner,

no more to see the sights, no more to go shopping in the

bazaar, never again to see the glories of the pipal tree,

or the temple monkeys at play.

Her little Chinese sister possibly has not even enjoyed

this amount of liberty, as her parents may have begun

at an early date to crush her ankle bones and distort her

feet, that she may have “ golden lilies."

Nothing, probably, prevents the coming of the

Kingdom ofChrist in these two lands so much as the

influence of the women of the households. Conservative

and ignorant as they necessarily must be, it is the more

distressing that they who suffer most from the fetters of

caste, andare so shackled by hoary superstitions, should

be the most reluctant to embrace the Conqueror who

has come " to set the captive free " !

We cull the following from The Bombay Guardian,

and welcome the innovation :- “ Purdah parties like the

one lately given at Lahore will do much in a healthy

way to prepare for the relaxation of the very rigid rules

of seclusion of Indian ladies. The party met in the

Punjab Text- Book Committee rooms : there was a

large gathering of English and Indian ladies , over

150 being present . Among the distinguished visitors

were Lady Rivaz, Princess Dhulip Singh , and Lady

Carbery, who has been travelling in this country in the

interests of the Young Women's Christian Association .

The arrangements were strictly purdah in the central

hall , the wall space of which above the book shelves

was taken up by very interesting and instructive edu

cational maps and charts. Several English ladies played

on the piano, some Indian ladies tried the harmonium ,

and some of the latter took part in games of ping-pong . "

" PITY

With this issue we are sending out a request to all to

rally around the Society in its hour of need. During

SIIS.P.A.
1902 we made no special appeal for

Our Special funds beyond the columns of this

Hews and

Appeal to Our periodical, and our collectors have

Members and been so earnest in their self-denying

Readers. efforts to assist whichever particular

Aotes . Mission or Society they individually,

or as a Branch collectively, have been interested in , that

The Wrongs of Oriental
the fact that the M.P.A. has an extensive work of its

Women ,
own to support has largely been overlooked. Any

my unhappy collector wishing tomakea special effort in this direction

lot, ” ran the placard on a can have a copy of last year's volume of ALL NATIONS

street organ which was to base their appeal upon. Every Mission mentioned in

being drawn along Kil its pages has had some measure of help extended to it.

burn High Road the Doubtless the local secretaries of the Auxiliaries and

other day. The proprietors consisted of four healthy Branches will kindly receive any small sums that may be

looking, well-clad men, one of whom had had the great entrusted to them for the extinction of the Deficit Fund.

misfortune of losing both legs. Judging by the flourish Please remember our M.P.A. motto , “Every little

ing look of " the firm ,” the public had pitied them helps." We hope to acknowledge in next month's

handsomely. magazine , under initials, a very long list of gifts from

Evidently plenty of sympathy had been forthcoming pence to pounds and upwards, showing that we have all

for the cripple, enough to provide not only for himself , made “ a long pull and a strong pull ” to accomplish

but also for his three jolly - looking companions. this purpose. Much prayer and a little pains will

The thought instantly arose that the same placard guarantee us success.

might with equal applicability be placed outside of every

zenana in India and China. Are not the ladies of these A CONSTANT stream of missionaries is passing through

two empires crippled for life ? The Hindu lassie of good our offices, and many of them commend themselves and

parentage, who has hitherto run about with her little their work not only to our sympathies

brothers, basking in the sunshine and enjoying God's One Day's but also as standing in real need of

blessed open air , suddenly hears the fiat go forth from Applications. active assistance . One Monday was
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me.

the climax , as on that day by post or by personal appli a package of stamps to sell for me and give proceeds to Jno.

cation six Missions applied for grants to the total value Wilkinson for Jewish work in Russia. It is our pleasure to

of £373 5s. 6d. , ranging from camera outfit for the now send you a larger package of stamps, registered mail,

Congo to enable a coloured brother to exhibit Gospel given byone ofthe converts here for the Jewish work in

pictures, to an ox -waggon for a pioneer -worker in
Russia also ; the man who makes the gift is almost a full

blood Quiché Indian, an artist of ability , and a firın believer

Tongaland. in our Lord . He had secured the stamps, tending to sell

them ; but the Lord directed his heart towards the brethren

QUITE 100 new members have applied for Prayer of our Lord in Russia from some words casually dropped by

Cycles. It is good to use the lists issued by the big His name is Javier Rodas, and receipt can be sent to me

Societies, but a quarterly programme for him.

“ All Nations " of prayer topics covering the whole The work prospers here. Pray for us.

Prayer Union. of the great field of missions is better. In His love,

There was an apocryphal man who Your brother by grace,

was said to pray daily the following formula : C. F. SECORD.

God bless me and my wife,

My son John and his wife,
Mrs. Jones , 98, Brondesbury Villas , N.W., is now in

Us four, and no more, charge of this department of our work.

Amen .

If we do not give in what is , I believe , the only method

inculcated in the New Testament, viz . , " scatteringly

and large-heartedly , we can at least endeavour by God's

grace to avoid the easily besetting sin of only praying

for our own Society and for our own acquaintances in

the field , remembering the dictum of Confucius, “ The
Missionary Pence Association ,

superior man is catholic and not a partizan .”

Rooms 21 and 22,

The following letter , too, is interesting : Exeter Hall,

“ Chichicastenango,

Strand, London, W.C.
Our Stamp Depto. de Quiché,

Bankers : London & South- Western.
Bureau. Guatemala, C.A. ,

Jan, 13th, 1903. Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

DEAR BROTHER JONES,-I sent you a couple of weeks ago this periodical.

Wen Roger Jones

1

7

Do.7

..

7

8

...

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence Missions to Jews.
6 S. d.

Association from February 11th to March

6 s . d . Leper Famine Fund 2 3 6

Per Mrs Hooper 1 12 6

18th , 1903 .

Mildmay Mission 0 5 5 For support of one adult 5 0 0

" Scattered Nation " (Mr. D. Do " Jitu " 0 15 0

Baron ) 02 6
Do. “ Kansitiya " 2 0 0

For the Societies. £ $. d. Yiddish Bibles (Mr. Berg Do Sandlu and

Do. ( for Miss Lucy Richard man ) 0 10 0 * Mindlu " 5 0 0
£ s. d. son ) 2 0 0 For Persecuted Jews Fund... 0 1 Do “ Reuben " (per Ready

Do. ( for Mr. Giles ) 0 3 6 For Jews in North Africa 1 3 3
Band, Brinton) 1 0

Baptist Zenana Mission 1 10 0 Do. ( for Mr. D. G. Harding) 0 8 6
4 0 0

Baptist Missionary Society ... 10 Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala
Collection at Stratford

Do. (for Rev. J. Drake, Lumpor) 0 10 0 South America, &c. Meeting 3 10 9

Agra) 1 4 0 Protestant Orphanage ( Seoul ,
Per Leicester Branch

Do (for Native " Pastor,
11

Korea ) 0 11 8 Pastor R. Elder ( Tres Sidcup Christian Band ... 1 4 11

Chittagong ). 0 13 7 Do. ( per Mrs. Hudson, for Arroyos)
0 14 4 Chalford and Briscombe

Church of England Zenana a child ) 2 5 9 Dr. Jas. A. Graham's Work 1 2 6 Branch 1 13 5
Society 1 16 9 Miss E. Bayly Neemuch) 0 13 8 Rev. E. C. Notman (Bocas del Southwark Home do .

Do. (for Chinese Schools) 0 9 0

2 5 9

Dumaria Mission ( Bengal) 118 Toro ) 1 0 0 Norwich do. 1 14 8

Church Missionary Society ... 0 14 Do. (forFurloughFund ) 1 11 0 Rev. T.'c. Joyce ( Bahia, Cheadle Hulme do. 1 5 9

Do. (for Medical Mission )... 0 1 1 Pioneer Mission to Lushais... 4 6 5 Brazil ) 3 90 Plumstead do.

Do. (for Miss Peddar, Jub

(Miss

Mr. J. Campbell (Armenia )... 1 1 0 Mr. Bryce Ranken (for Turrell) 0 16 1
bulpur) 0 7 6 Mr. A. Forder (Bedouin Mis Scriptures)

1 10 0
Million Farthing Fund 2 6 0

“Regions Beyond ” Mission sion 010 0 Mr. F. Lister Newton ( Tandil) 2 0 0
ary Union 0 14 0

Miss Allin (Hyderabad) 1 5 0 Victoria Gospel Press 12 4 0
Moravian Mission 09

Mr. F. Cook's Work (Kum Do. ( for Mr. and Mrs. Lowson ) 7 3 11

London Missionary Society 1 2 3 bakonam ) ... 1 14 Mr. G. R. Witte ( Brazil ) 1 1 0 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Do (for Geo . Wilkerson, Balaghat Mission (Mr. J. Rev. John Yair (Jamaica ) 2 6 0

Hope Fountain) ...
1 12 6

Lampard) 2 0 0 Rev. J. Gordon Somers ( do . ) 1 10 | Young People's Missionary

Do. (for Madagascar) 0 9 6 Gospel Work in Straits Settle Venezuelan Fund 0 5 0 Union 0 10 M

Do. (for Attingal)
3 6 7 ments 5 5 7 Endeavour Development

Do. (Deficiency, 1902) 05 5 Shan - si Native Church Fund 4 2 0 Abroad 0 10 0

Missionary Bureau 3 8
Indian Christian Realm 0 0 Famine Funds. Sale of Calendars 1 14 3

Do. (Annual Subscription ) 6 0 Miss N. Warr (Nan -chang Fu ) 2 6 6 Dr. Barnardo's Homes 0 4

Wesleyan Missionary Society 0 8 M.P.A. Orphanage (Raipur) 5 12 8 Church Pastoral Aid Society 0 1 1

Zenana Bible and Medical
Africa .

Miss Millard's Blind Orphans 1 0 0 Tram Car Text Mission 0 0

Mission 1 0 0 Chandkuri Leper Famine Ref. Epis. Church (Mr. J.
Congo Balolo Mission 1 0 0 Fund 3 0 0 Callan ) 1 5 0

Europe.
Do. ( for Mr. Clark's Lantern ) 0 10 6 Late Rev. Dennis Osborne By Sale of Foreign Stamps .. 0 18 7

Mr. Carr's Work (Grand -Memorial Fund 5 0 0
Passages and Outfits Fund ... 6 0 1

Work in Utiel, Spain (per Canary ) 0 10 1 Aintab Orphanage (for Sale of S.S. Reward Tickets 0 19 4

Mr. Ives) 0 6 6 Casablanca Mission (Mr. R. Ludena ) 4 0 0 ALL NATIONS Prayer Union 1 9 11
Bull Ring Mission (Miss Steven ) 3 4 6

Famine Orphans (General For Missionary Library 1 10 0

Leake,Madrid ) 4 Mrs. Christopher " (Upper Fund ) 15 0 For Free Distributionof ALL

Pastor Saillens ( Paris ) 0 10 Congo ) 98 Pandita Ramabai's Orphans i 10 0 NATIONS 1 0
Miss de Broen's work (Paris) 0 2 Miss Coote , South Africa

Do. ( for two Widows) 3 0 0 Subscriptions to do. 25 8 8

For support of “ Rose ” ( per
( Work among Coloured Council Grant Funds and

W.P.U., Evian les Bains ) 0 10 0 Girls )
0 14 7

Office Expenses 33 14 5

NorthAfrica Mission ... 011 2
Mission to Lepers. M.P.A. Deficit Fund (particu

Asia . Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 1 14 3 lars next month)
Do. (for Miss Hociges) 1 92 General Funds ... 16 7 7

Mr. Tilden Eldridge ( B.F.B.S.) 0 19 6 Gospel Mission (Madeira) 0 31 Do. ( for Miss Reed, Chan

China Inland Mission (General South Africa General Mission 0 5 5
Total

1 16 8
£ 304

dag ) ..
Fund ) 1 17 10 Do. (for Tongaland ) ... 1 0 0 Do. (for personal use ) 0 10

...

0

0

1

0 4 1 1

6

6
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Conquests of the Cross..

earlier work in the Cameroons, which in its turn sprang

from the zeal of certain emancipated slaves in Jamaica

By B. Reeve.
who, having been kidnapped from the coast of West

Africa, weredesirous of carrying the Gospel back to the

V. - The Congo . land of their birth . The Cameroons Mission, founded

thusby these sons of Africa, was taken over in 1840 by

T San Salvador , on the Lower Congo, are the the B.M.S.

ruins of a Roman Catholic Cathedral , all In 1877, the late Mr. Robert Arthington , of Leeds,

that is left as the result of the Portuguese offered the Committee £1,000 for the establishment of a

Mission of three hundred years ago . These Mission on the Congo River, and presently supplemented

crumbling bricks are a witness to the ineffi it by a gift towards meeting the initial outlay in pioneer

cacy of Rome's system of conversion , but ing. Mr. (afterwards Sir) Charles Wathen , of Bristol,

the Romanists of to - day are making a contributed £ 500 towards the object.

renewed effort to obtain a foothold in the A start would have been made to the interior earlier

country . but for the opposition of the coast tribes, and the Revs .

The BaptistMission on the Congo sprang from the George GrenfellandT.J.Comber wereequipping them

m.

4

3

SWAN SC

A VIEW ON THE CONGO AT THE PORT OF MATADI .

( From a photo by the Rev. S. K. Petterson , Swedish Missionary Alliance . )

1
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were or

pioneer , George Grenfell, remains ; W.

Holman Bentley, one of the party taken out

by Comber, J. H. Weeks, and others ; but

fifty probably received a swift promotion ,

while others invalided home

transferred to India or China . The death

roll in recent years has not been so heavy ,

owing to increased medical knowledge and

precaution , but a telegram may come to

morrow announcing that another has fallen !

The Mission had to wait over eight years

for evidence of result . In March, 1886 ,

Mr. Comber's personal “ boy, ” Mantu, was

baptized. Meanwhile stations were being

planted at various points along the river ,

Congo boys are remarkably quick at pick

ing up an education, but they are liable

also very speedily to forget what they have

learned, Schools were established at the

different stations. It was on Mr. Holman

Bentley that the work of translation fell.

SWAN SC
He commenced his labours with a vocabu

lary of fifty words collected by Mr. Grenfell

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE , BOLOBO. and Mr. Comber on their pioneer visit . He

was aided at a later stage by a translation

selves for such a move when the Committee, on the by Mr. (now Dr. ) H. Grattan Guinness of a Latin

happening of these offers, sent them forward. Six volume in the British Museum , written by a Roman

months previously, Mr. H. M. Stanley had emerged at Catholic Prefect in 1659 , which gave some rules for

the Congo from his long journey in the heart of Africa, understanding certain idioms .

and attention was focussed on the great continent and The first church belonging to the Mission was institu

this natural opening into it . The B.M.S., however, had ted at San Salvador in December, 1887. It consisted

placed their appeal in aid of this advance step before of five young men , with the missionaries. Twelve

the public prior to the sudden re-appear

ance of the great traveller.

When the pioneers reached San Salva

dor they discovered that the Portuguese

Jesuits had received informatio as to

their coming, and endeavoured to fore

stall them by establishing permanent

services. Accordingly, they were minded

to take up their abode at one of two

other towns, but the king, Dom Pedro ,

was pressing in his request that they

should settle in his own town , and pro

mised to protect them ; hence they

agreed. It was necessary , however , to

secure a band of workers, and Mr. Comber

came to England for the purpose , whilst

his colleague went back to theCameroons.

Mr. Comber took with him to the Congo on

his return a wife and several companions .

A further party followed by - and - bye ,

having with them the steamer “ Peace ,'

in parts , for re -building on the river.

No Mission , probably , has ever been

established at so great a cost of human life,

exacted by a perilous climate . It was

a tragically common occurrence for a man

to be seized with fever and called Home

within a few days or weeks of his arrival ,

and three or four years was almost a long

lease of life . A whole family - the

Combers—were taken one by one, until

an aged father was left in California, SWAIN se

bereft of all his offspring. Some have

been preserved as if by a miracle .
The WASHING DAY IN ZOMBO.
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attendance of from 150 to 200 young people.

There are three or four thousand children in

the day schools.

The great ambition of the missionaries—the

dream whose fulfilment is coming nearer every

day - is that of completing a belt of stations

right across the African Continent , so that the

missionaries on the Congo may join hands with

those of the C.M.S. in Uganda, who are working

their way further west as the others come east.

The B.M.S. , it should be remembered, though

the best known to the majority of our readers,

and the largest of English Societies, is only one

of seven or eight Societies engaged on the Congo.

An estimate made some years ago calculated the

B.M.S. at about 25 per cent . of the whole , the

American Baptist Missionary Union another 25

per cent., the remainder being divided between

various Evangelical Missions and that of the

Roman Catholic Church . We may mention in

particular the Swedish Missionary Alliance ,

founded in 1881 , and the Congo Balolo Mission ,
A GLIMPSE AT YAKUSU .

seven years later.

months later a church was formed at Wathen with

seven converts. Between these two dates occurred an The American Marathi Mission.

important event, the first marriage consummated by

Christian Congoese . Naturally it created quite a stir.
HE Report of the American Marathi Mission for

Rapidly the line of stations was pushed further along,
1902 is ably edited by the Rev. William Hazen .

At the end of the year the Mission had forty -one mis
one place after another having to resign the distinction

ofbeing the farthest outpost. Once it was Monsembi. eight principal stations,and 142 out stations. Under

sionaries , of whom thirty -four are on the field. It has

now it is Yakusu. A most pleasing feature of the

Mission is the intense activity the converts display in
the direction of the missionaries are 584 helpers. There

evangelizing their fellows. This has been a characteris
are fifty - eight churches, with twenty -five pastors and

tic of the work from an early date, and a large number
6,163 communicants, the total Christian community

of evangelists are entirely supported by the churches to
being 14,327. There was a net gain in membership

carry the Gospel to the surrounding population. At
during the year of 556 , and four new churches were

Wathen, for instance , during 1901 , fifteen evangelists
formed. The Bombay church was founded in 1827 , the

were employed, at an expense of£ 80.
only signers of its covenant then being the missionaries

The latest development of the Mission is the advance
and two Europeans. At that time three persons had

upon the Zombo country, where the Comber Memorial
been baptized , but all were unsatisfactory, and two had

Station has been founded by the Rev. Thomas Lewis.
been excommunicated. To-day there are in the church

There are over sixty stations in the Congo Mission ,
314 communicants and a total congregation of a thousand

with about forty missionaries, in addition to missionaries'
souls. The number of Sunday Schools in the Mission

wives and lady helpers. Substantial buildings have
is 177, with 464 teachers and 10,050 scholars, of whom

been erected , notably the large new chapel at San
5,390 are Christians. Christian endeavour is gaining from

Salvador, and the school at Bolobo, shown in one of year to year in India, and though its progress has been slow

our illustrations (all of which are kindly lent by the
in the Bombay Presidency , it is coming to have a larger

B.M.S.) . The church members number some 700.
place in the life of the churches and the work of the

The Temperance movement and the Y.P.S.C.E. are
Mission. Day Schools number 185 , with 8,638 pupils,

of whom more than
strong adjuncts to the church . To quote from Wathen

fifty per cent. are Christians.

again , in the station and its outposts — most of which
There is a Theological Seminary, out of which twenty

have branches — the Temperance Society, which is
one men passed last November, after a course of four

affiliated with the Belgian section of the Blue Cross,
years. The Mission has under its care 3,028 famine

which has its centre at Geneva, possesses upwards of
orphans; also three leper asylums , at Poladpur, Puri ,

1,500 members. Mr. Holman Bentley says" Total
and Sholapur. The Mission to Lepers contributes a large

share of their support.

abstinence is not made a sine quà non of church fellow

ship, but so strong is their sense of the fitness and

necessity in this country, that all our church members Twelve hundred and ninety-one persons, of whom

are total abstainers. The introduction of alcohol is 882 were adult converts, were baptized in the Jebu Ode

wisely prohibited by State law, and the members of the district of the Church Missionary Society's Mission in

Temperance Society are so keen in their feeling on this the Yoruba country last year, a larger number than in

point that it would be almost impossible for alcohol to any two previous years combined. The Rev. R. A.

get into this district without their knowledge, and if it Coker, the African pastor in charge of the district, says

did it would be at once reported . ” The Christian these numbers need cause no wonder, as they represent

Endeavour Society at this same station has a weekly Christians from at least eighty places.
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By the Way.

The following may be read in conjunction with the

foregoing paragraphs, as illustrating how Rome accom

modates herself to circumstances. There is in the Eternal

City , within the walls of the Vatican, an organization

known as “ The Religious Society of St. Jerome for the

Diffusion of the Holy Gospels." It has the special bene

diction of the Pontiff, and its work is intended as a counter

blast to the efforts of the Protestant missionaries, whose

2

success under the very eyes of the Pope has seriously

alarmed Leo XIII . The first edition of the Word of

God in this form comprises 100,000 copies, with the

T is a striking coincidence that two cases of Bible
addition of “ Aids ” in the shape of maps and other

burning by Roman Catholics should have been matter , such as is found in Teachers' Bibles. It is in

reported almost simultaneously. Some months ago Italian , so that it can be understood of the people . An

virtually theentire Fijian population of Namosi perverted
“ Indulgence " is granted to all who spend a quarter of

from Wesleyan Methodism to Roman Catholicism ,
an hour each day in reading it. Tetzel is dead, but his

though one of the missionaries of the former Church
invention is still in use !

remarks that they had not left the Protestant faith

from a pure religious conviction , but because they had

been coerced through the actions of an old chief, who The Rev. W.R. Hunt, in the columns of the Christian, re

had become angered at cently drew a comparison

not getting what he between the great wall of

deemed fair play from
-SSOR China and Confucianism .

the English magistrate He said : “ The greatest

and others in the district. 大大大大大大大大大大大大 大大 大大大大 大 wall of China is the for

This chief in turn forced tress of Confucianism .

his followers into the It is the citadel of classic

Roman fold . On Feb heathenism . It is en

ruary 12 two throned high in the State ,

cases of books, the covers and deep-rooted in the

of which had been either hearts of the people.

wholly or partly torn off, When this buttress is

were employed to heat removed , the foundation

the lime kilns at the will fall. The

Roman Catholic Mission consensus of opinion

Station at Naililili . The among the leading mis

books were, for the most
sionaries is that the Con

Hag. ii . 7.

part , Bibles and hymn fucian altars will fall .

books, and witnesses
The battle will be a severe

state that the former and long one, but the

were numerous issue is not in doubt . A

than the latter. Two religious renaissance is

European “ Sisters " spreading all over Asia .

superintended the burn Out of the travail of its

ing, which native girls regeneration is seen the

performed. " Father " Rougier, the priest in charge, renaissance of Sinim . The mental standstill of

was compelled to admit that some old Bibles had been the literati is changing to an attitude of inquiry and

destroyed . In extenuation he stated that it was the an eager appetite for true and exact science. It

ordinary practice to destroy old church material thus. is a pathetic, solemn, and almost sublime scene .

Surely the light of His star has risen again in the

East ! "

or more

" I will shake

ALL NATIONS."

more

In Pernambuco, on February 22 , two hundred and

fourteen copies of the Bible were burned in public,

before the most popular Roman Catholic Church . The

priest who did the burning said , in a local journal :

** As had been announced, there was realized in the

square of the Church of Penha, on the 22nd ult. , at

nine o'clock in the morning, in the presence of more

than 2,000 people , the burning of 214 volumes of the

Protestant Bible, amid enthusiastic cheers for the

Catholic religion , the Immaculate Virgin Mary, and

the High Priest Leo XIII . , cheers being raised

spontaneously by the Catholic people , who, far

from being scandalized, applauded the act," etc.

A SIMPLE but expressive story is going the rounds

about King Khama. He received a message from Lord

Milner requesting his presence in Cape Town. Mafe

king lay on his line of route. There he was pressed to

speak at a missionary gathering. After a great deal of

persuasion he consented , and the following is the sum

of his address : “ I am going down to Cape Town

because the High Commissioner has sent for me .

I do not know what he wants, but I obey his

summons. So you must obey the words of Jesus

Christ."
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Medical Work Amongst

Women .*

By Miss LILLINGSTON, L.R.C.P. , & S.

(Church of England Zenana Missionary Society .)

I
N N India at any rate it is allowed that a medical woman has

a right to exist and to work. And what a field she has !

Every other woman within accessible radius of her

station may be gladto see her at some time or another, not

even excepting the English woman, who may take the oppor

tunity of asking a professional question, prefacing it perhaps

by saying, " I don't think it is worth while having in a proper

doctor, unless it is really serious !”

Till the grace of God finds pla in the heart of a Hindu

man, there is no element in his life perhaps strong enough to

combat his caste feeling , unless it be his love for his children .

Forthe life of his wife we sometimes feel he has less respect.

An English -speaking Moodliar came one day and said, “ Since

seeing you last, I have had great trouble ; Ihave lost both my

wife and my great friend . I don't so much mind about my

wife, but my friend's loss can never be made up to me.' SISTER CLARE AND PAKIAMMAL.

Another afternoon Miss Church , M.D. , late of Madras, joined
(The latter an Honorary Evangelist .)

me in arguing at length with a man, to allow us to try to save

his wife's life by operative interference, but nothing moved

him. Though he was told she must certainly die if left un until our Hospital was opened in 1895. We surely do not

treated and we might be allowed to restore her to health and feel it is as it should be that in times of their direst need our

strength , he replied obdurately, No - if she dies here, her fellow-Christians should be driven to turn for all practical

parents will never forgive me, but if she dies on the journey help to members of the Roman Catholic Church . Is it not

home it will not matter ; our caste will not mind that," and so right that there should be a Protestant Hospital where our

'he took her out, to die. But it is when his child's life is in people may be cared for by Protestants ? Many feel this for

danger the Hindu will risk the reproach of his neighbours and themselves, we believe, and are very grateful for all that is

bring her for treatment to the western doctor. He comes, done for them . I recall especially one Christian woman who

beseeching the doctor to do anything, with a childlike trust was a very unruly and noisy patient when admitted , and

that is painful and would be appalling if she, in her turn , needed peremptory dealing to prevent her disturbing a whole

could not look up to the Father of all mercies and from Him ward . We almost felt we had been too strict and firm with

ask counsel and skill . her, but judging by after-results it was not so. For months

In speaking of the scope for medical work amongstwomen she and her husband took the keenest interest in the Hospital

in this land, do not our sisters in the Indian Christian garden, and every plant or cutting they sent came with a note

Churches demand our help ? If we Protestants do nothing to say it was we who had delivered her from the jaws of

to help them in times of illness, the Roman Catholics will death .

have it all their own way in many places. In Bangalore , with It is during illness we can often shew that true interest and

the exception of the Military Hospital, all the nursing, both affection we all feel towards our Indian fellow-Christians.

in the Cantonment and the City, was in the hands of nuns And we are allowed to speak of home concerns in a very
intimate way.

Illness breaks down all denominational differ

ences, and the unification of the Churches, if

it is to be found anywhere to-day, should be

looked for in Medical Mission. A few

months after the opening of a Church England

Hospital there were found amongst its workers

members of the Church of England, Wesleyan ,

Congregational, Presbyterian, Baptist, and American

Methodist Churches, working harmoniously to the

one end of leading the patients to a personal Saviour,

not to a distinctive Church .

Perhaps I may be allowed here to emphasize the

value of a Medical Mission in the employment of

the capable young women of India . To those who

have been left widowed young, to those whose faces

are set against marriage (and , though few, there are

some such ), to those who would besomething more

than school-girls before becoming the wives and

mothers of Christian India , to those whose tastes

and talents do not incline them to teaching as the

most suitable profession—to all such amongst our

educated girls a Medical Mission offers other fields

of work - it may be as medical students, or com

pounders, or nurses.

VICTORIA WARD , BANGALORE HOSPITAL . * Extracted from a paper read before the Bangalore and

(Church of England Zenana Mission .) Madras Missionary Conferences.

а
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idba's Story.

BY “ VILLAGER .”

I
N

HAVE two names. At school I was nicknamed Parad .

eshi or
stranger, ” whilst my home name Sidha means

“ prepared." I am both ; for my home is heaven and

Jesus has prepared me for it. For His glory I will tell you

how it came about. Our village lies at thefoot of a hill over

which the sun rises every morning. The hilllooks as if large

blocks of stone have been piled one on top of the other until

some have fallen down and never been put back again. On

the top of the hill is a cave temple, where a god is supposed

to dwell ; the people say that he drives out, and protects from

evil spirits, and so they take flowers and fruit and climb up

the stone steps to crawl through a small hole in a stone slab,

to be protected from imaginary or real evil . The people who

are too fat to get through comedown very sad.

Once a year at our village a festival is held and an idol car

is dragged about. The village boys think it fine fun to pick

up the plantains which the people throw at the idol as it sits

on the car. On those days my mother used to put on her

wedding sari and let us wear our caps and take us to see

the poojah and the people with their new cloths and big

turbans,

My father is a maistry of a coffee estate and is seldom at

home; he used to bring his savings home and get drunk at a

little shed not far from our house ; but he does not do so now,

and you will know why when I have finished my story. As

my father thought it would be nice if I learned to read , he

sent me toa village across the rice fields, beyond a large tank.

There a Mission lady whom we called Chikkamma ( I do not

think that was her real name) used to tell us the story of

Jesus. I soon learned to read my Bible, and when my father

came back from the coffee garden I wanted to read to him,

but he got angry, and when I said I wanted to be a Christian

he gaveme blows instead of food, and said something about

my caste being spoiled. I knew that Jesus had given me

salvation, and so I could not help telling my mother and

father about it .

One day my father decided to take us all to the coffee

estate ,as he thought that there I might soon forget all about

the Bible and the Mission School ; but I managed to take a

Bible with me, andthere after the day's gardening was over and

the coolies gone, I got my father's permission to read it to

him. He quickly saw that therewas more in the Bible than

in the armful of puranas and fables which he had, and so

began to give them away, and at last he said , " I too must be a

Christian. My mother, who had been believing in Christ for

a long time, also said she was trustiog Jesus, but for fear of

my father had not said so before.

When the season was over we returned to our village and

father sent me and my little brother back to school. În due

course, when the missionary in the town near by was persuaded

that we were true Christians, he baptized us in a tank by the

roadside.

I am only a village boy, but have ye never read, “ Out of the

mouth of babes and sucklings Thou hast perfected praise" ?

From The Christian Patriot.

What mobammedans Believe.

N a very interesting book for boysand girls, " The Subjects

of the Shah ," the Rev. C. H. Stileman, who is working

for the Church Missionary Society in Persia, tells us :

" Every Muhammadan is bound not only to deny that our

Lord Jesus Christ is the Son of God , butalso to deny that He

was ever crucified ! Some of them think that Judas Iscariot

was really crucified instead of Christ, God deceiving the

Jews by changing him into Christ's likeness. But no one who

believes the Koran can believe that the Lord Jesus was

crucified for us, or that He died for our sins . So the Incar

nation and the Atonement of Christ are swept away by the

Koran, and no Muhammadan can believe that thebooks of

Isaiah and Daniel are really God's Word, for they predict

Christ's death , which the Koran denies.

“ Then , too , the Muhammadans find that in our Scriptures

there is no mention of a Prophet named Ahmad or Mu

hammad, who should come after Christ . So they say that

the Old Testament has been altered by the Jews, and the

New Testament by the Christians, and that we have no

Scriptures which are trustworthy!

“ I'here are other mistakes in it besides those I have

mentioned. For instance, it teaches that one of Noah's sons

was drowned in the flood ; that Moses was adopted by

Pharoah's wifc (not his daughter) ; and that the Virgin Mary

was the sister of Aaron ! Butthe sad thing is that when the

messengers of Christ go to tell Muhammadans the old, old

story of God's love in sending His Son into the world to live

and die for them, that all who believe in Him should not

perish, but have everlasting life , the Muhammadan thinks that

he knows better , and looks upon these messengers as infidels

who are teaching what is eviland blasphemous !

“ That, of course, makes missionary work in Muhammadan

lands very difficult. But English boys and girls surely will

not say we must give up trying to do a thing because it is

difficult ! We did not say that Sir Redvers Buller must give

up trying to relieve Ladysmith because it was difficult to get

there! Or that Baden -Powell must give up trying to hold

Mafeking because it was difficult to hold out ! Or that Lord

Roberts or Lord Kitchener must give up trying to get to

Johannesberg and Pretoria because it was not an easy task !

No ! of course we never said so ! We knew that, by God's

help, they would succeed in their difficult tasks if they showed

courage and pluck and perseverance. And wehaveGod's own

own promise thatour work in Moslemlands shall not be in vain ! ”

The people of Persia are very ignorant and very superstitious.

Their ideas of medicine are quite funny to readof, though we

should not think them pleasant to experience. “ Dr. Carr tells

us that if a man wishes to become a doctor he buys a book on

medicine in the bazaar, reads it for a few weeks, learns what

diseases are said to be hot and which are cold, and the same

with regard to food and medicine, and then he is ready for

practice. He knows nothing of the circulation of the blood,

and he believes that all diseases are either hot or cold , wet or

dry, a hot disease requiring a cold remedy and a wet disease a

dry remedy."

Do not forget the Picture Competition ; and remember that

May 12th is the closing day ! Full particulars appeared in April.
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India, and the best loved .” Trained under that wonderful

man of prayer, Charles G. Finney, her life was associated first

with the pioneer faith work ofAlbert Norton-one of Bishop
FIRE AND SWORD IN SHAN-SI . By E. H. EDWARDS, M.B. , William Taylor's pioneers—at Ellichpur. After hermarriageher

C.M. 6s. ( Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier .) husband and herself, feeling the burden of the whole State of

Berar, resolved to branch out into a hitherto unevangelized

T the time of the crisis in Shan -si, our readers were kept district, and settled_at Akola. It is with this town and

well supplied with first-hand informationby the copi- Bombay that Mrs. Fuller's name is always connected by

ous extracts from Dr. Edwards'diarywhich appeared those who know her life and work. An illustration of the

in our pages , and the story of the Sheo-Yang Mission is
high principle which animated this consecrated couple is

probably familiar to most of them , but in this volume the found in their action with reference to Government grants in

author provides us in permanent form with a memorial of respect to their school children at Akola. Conscience pro

those of its members who gained the crown of martyrdom. hibited them from accepting aid derived, in part, from the

During a four months' residence in T'ai Yuan Fu, Dr. opium and liquor traffics. On this point Mr. Fuller said :

Edwards made careful inquiries, as the result of which it is
"There are too many dirty shillings' in the revenue of the

possible forhim to give what he believes to be the true version Government of India for me to receive such money for God's

of their sufferings. Other books have been written dealing work. I would not receive a donation for our work from a

with the Boxer movement in general, and with the deceased liquor or opium seller ; and as long as the Government con

missionaries of the China Inland Mission ; Dr. Edwards has,
tinues to be the sole manufacturer and wholesale dealer in

therefore, restricted himself—so far as the Memorial portion is opium will not receive its money for our work." It is not

concerned-to a commemoration of those with whom he him for us , here, to enter into a discussion on this topic, but it may

self was in the most special and intimate association , and be remarked that, while not alone in their protest, they were

whose loss to him has been so deep and personal a sorrow. in a very small minority . On their return to America on a

The heroism and sufferings of the little native Church are not furlough, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller joined the Christian Alliance,

forgotten among these tributes.
whichhad recently been formed under the leadership of the

While this is the chief purpose of the book, it does not Rev. A. B. Simpson , of New York. They led out two bands

exhaust its scope by any means. To render the narrative of reinforcements for Berar, becoming the Superintendents of

complete and give it a general value, the story of the Boxer the Alliance Mission in India. In a year or two fifty or sixty

movement as itrelates to the province of Shan- si is carefully were in the field . At about the same time Mr. Albert Norton

dealt with .. The progress of events since the massacres is was invalided hometo America, and his work was taken over

traced , and this is probably the portion which will prove by a new organization, the Kurku and Central Indian Hill

of special interest to the ordinary reader. Reference is here
Mission, under whom it is still carried on . In 1895 the head

made to the indemnity question - on which Dr. Edwards took
quarters of the Alliance Mission were removed to Bombay,

so fine a position - and to the College of WesternLearning, or and Mr. and Mrs. Fuller made their home there, although

Shan -si University . This was a proposal by Dr. Timothy they were frequently absenton missionary journeys. In “ the

Richard , of the B.M.S., so widely known for his remarkable time of India's Trouble," the repeated trials of famine , they

work in the dissemination of Christian literature in China , that nobly bore their part. Mrs. Fuller made an excellent use of

the province should pay the sumof Tls. 500,000, in ten yearly her pen , and in “ The Wrongs of Indian Womanhood " contri

instalments, towards the establishment of such a seat of buted a trenchant volume on a subject of vital importance.

education . The account, quoted from Dr. Richard's own
Mrs. Dyer's intimate acquaintance with her particular subject,

pen , of the inauguration of this new intellectual movement is and with Indian Missions generally, has enabled her to produce

intensely interesting. The Rev. Moir Duncan , M.A., B.M.S. , a very interesting sketch .

was appointed Principal. Six European and American

professors, and an equal number of natives qualified in

Western learning, constituted the staff. Two other foreigners

have been appointed since. The broad features of the work THE FLEMING H. ReveLL COMPANY announce for immedi

are set out and give evidence of statesman-like policy and the ate publication two books on India. The first is “ India's

prospect of great moral and intellectual advance. The Problem , Krishna or Christ," by John P. Jones, D.D., of the

question of Roman Catholics and the indemnity is referred to American Board of Foreign Missions in Southern India. The

by Dr. Edwards. They exhibited a disposition which was in author has spent twenty -four years in India as a missionary,

striking contrast to the generous attitude adopted by the traveller, and president ofa Theological Seminary.
The

Protestant missionaries, and presented demands which were

second is «Daughters of Darkness ; or, From Girlhood to

still unsettled at the time Dr. Edwards wrote. Our author, in Womanhood in India , " by Beatrice M. Harband, an Austra

closing, discusses “ Present Needs and Future Prospects
lian lady known as the author of “ Under the Shadow of

with a judgment based on twenty years' experience as a
Durgamma." “ The Turk and His Lost Provinces : Sketches

medical missionary in China, and his views are accordingly of and Studies of Life and Travel in the Land of the Sultan," by

great value .
William Ellery Curtis, with numerous illustrations, is about to

Dr. Alexander Maclaren, the veteran Baptist preacher of be issued by the same publishers. Mr. Curtis is a well-known

Manchester, contributes an introductory note full of warm traveller, and a journalist in Chicago. Mr. Robert E. Lewis,

appreciation of Dr. Edwards and his work, and of choice Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. , Shanghai, has written a book

and tender allusions to the missionaries and native converts entitled “ The Educational Conquest of the Far East," with

who laid down their lives for Christ's sake. The volume con illustrations, map and charts. This also is on the Fleming H.

tains forty excellent illustrations, the majority of which are Revell Company's list.

from new photos taken in 1901. There are also two maps.

An object of particular interest is the fac-simile of one of the

“Certificates of Protection," printed on linen in colours . The A WISE ANSWER. - A young man in Massachusetts who was

volume is bound in acover of original and handsome design, recently offered a package of infidel publications, replied :

and the whole get-up is substantial and admirable. " If you have anything better than the Sermon on the Mount,

A LIFE FOR GOD IN INDIA : MEMORIALS OF MRS. JENNIE
the parable of the Prodigal Son , and that of the Good

FULLER. By HELEN S. DYER. 25. 6d . net. (Fleming H.
Samaritan ; or if you have any better code of morals than the

Revell Company . )
TenCommandments ; or anything more consoling and beauti

ful than the twenty-third Psalm ; or, on the whole, anything

Mrs. Fuller was a woman of great force of character and that will throw more light on the future and reveal to me a

irresistible personality, of whom the Bombay Guardian said Father more merciful and kind than the New Testament,

that she was “ the best known woman missionary in Western please send it along . "
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ascertain the Brahminical view, and was equally careful

not to allow his adverse opinion to be modified by too

much intercourse with the missionaries whose failure he

returns to proclaim. Having , he affirms, acquired

PLNATIONS I MISSIONARY MAGAZINE beforehand almost the habits of a Brahmin (whatever

they may be when practised by an English physician) ,

he is careful to state expressly that , during his whole stay

in India , he “ never once accepted the hospitality of a
All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

European ," but sojourned with the natives , sometimes in

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS , Exeter Hall , Strand ,

a village hut or temple , but more frequently, we suspect,
London, W.C.

in a rajah's guest house. Singularly enough, there is not

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES , a hint in his article that reveals the slightest misgiving

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C. as to the absolute reliability of evidence offered from

sources which even he can scarcely regard as impartial .
Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES .
WHAT then are the principal points in this criticism of

the life and work of the European missionary in India ?

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made
They are set forth under three heads,

PUBLISHERS , MARSHALL BROS. , House, Paternoster
The the first of which is that the missionary

Row , E.C. Indictment. is charged with being usually an

Anglo - Indian ; " he is “ in touch with

official life ; he mixes with the officers and their families,”

and so on . These will scarcely strike the ordinary student

of Missions as serious delinquencies in themselves, even if

they should be admitted (which we doubt) to be in

any sense hindrances to the success of Missionary work.

Dr. Oldfield devotes a page and a half, out of eleven

occupied by his article , to what he terms " suggestions

for changing failure into victory.” Among these

The Hibbert Journal is a new and attractive monthly suggestions is one recommending the despatch to India

whose special feature is the frank discussion of all forms of of " a dozen spiritual men," who would emulate the

religious thought and activity . The saintly lives and ascetic practices of the early fathers of

A Critic on April issue contains an article entitled , the Christian Church , not—as we were almost prepared

Indian Missions. “ The Failure of Christian Missions in to read-of the Brahmins and Hindu priests whose

India," from the pen of Dr. Josiah Old followers, Dr. Oldfield tells us, expect from them a

field . This gentleman had occasion to visit a patient in one “ constant devotion to the gentler virtues,” though he

of the Native States of India , and took the opportunity to does not inform us how far that expectation is realized .

elicit the views of high - caste Hindus on the life and work This appears to be his proposed substitute for the present

of missionaries . His article , therefore, derives its chief type of missionary .

interest from his presentation of what we may call the The second clause in the indictment deals with

Brahminical view of Christian Missions, and of the the personal habits and social life of the mission

reasons why they are , in the judgment of the educated aries , The gist of the charge under this head is

and intelligent natives , a failure. It may be said at once comprised in the following remarkable sentences put

that Dr. Oldfield has , in our opinion , done the cause of by Dr. Oldfield into the mouth of a representative high

Missions a real service in thus making himself the caste Hindu such as “ a prime minister, a judge , or a

mouthpiece of these candid , and by no means friendly , pleader .” Says this objector- “ We always bathebefore

opponents . He has put his case, as counsel for the we eat ; your missionaries do not consider it essential to

defence of Hinduism , strongly , and cannot be suspected their ideas of etiquette . We always change our clothes

of any bias in favour of the missionaries, to whom, it and put on a clean garment to eat in ; your missionaries

should be noted , and not to their message , the failure do not mind sitting down to dinner in the clothes in

which he affirms is to be attributed . If, as we are justified which they have walked the streets. We allow no dead

in hoping , we have in this article the strongest objections body to touch our hands ; your missionaries do not

that can be urged against missionary methods in India , scruple to put them within their lips , & c .” By making

we may press forward with renewed courage and himself the channel of such objections as these , Dr.

hopefulness. Certainly Dr. Oldfield took ample pains to Oldfield must be understood as contending that mission

FD
IT
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Chinese beggars.

By Rev. John PARKER, L.M.S.

(Of Ching- king.)

fail to

the streets. The sudden destruction of property by great

Aoods makes hundreds of families homeless. Old age and

sickness, for which there is no asylum or retreat , swells the

number. Opium-smoking, whose craving swallows up land

and home, often turns wife and children into the streets.

From these sources come the great stream of half - starved and

almost naked beggars.

No nightmare hasever conjured up such repulsive beings.

The gaunt figure, looking like a resurrected skeleton, wrapped

aries should conform to native customs as to bathing,

clothing, and food - including abstinence from flesh in all

forms . With reference to clothing it may safely be said

on behalf of missionaries that they adopt a dress which is

, , , ,

since Dr. Oldfield sees fit to introduce the topic ,

we are constrained to inform him that had he been

the guest of as many missionaries as he was of high caste

Hindus, he would have found that a bath-room is a much

appreciated adjunct to every bedroom in most Mission

bungalows.

Finally , under his third head , the Hindu objector

complains that missionaries do not devote themselves to

spiritual studies or spiritual exercises , but actually " eat

and drink and go to parties and to tennis and balls, and

live a social life.” An extended knowledge of Indian

missionaries leads us to regard “ balls ” as entirely out

side the range of their social engagements , but we will ,

on behalf of a minority among them , plead guilty to the

tennis. One worker, who had stood five years of active

service in the trying climate of Bombay city , assured

us that he attributed his excellent health largely to an

hour of tennis every week-day morning before seven

o'clock . It might have been expected that this medical

critic of missionaries would at least have acknowledged

the hygienic value of a reasonable amount of outdoor

exercise , notably in such a climate as that of India. He

actually appears to think that his Hindu friends had

proved their case against Christian missionaries up to

the hilt when they called upon one who happened to be

just then at the gymkhana and afterwards committed

the enormity of calling on the doctor and his friends " in

flannels and with his tennis racquet ! ”

Before affirming the “ failure " of missionsin India , we

need to know what constitutes success , and if it be

admitted that the distinct and substantial results which

undoubtedly have been achiever come short of what we

desire and hope for, there still remain to be indicated

many much more vital and deep- rooted obstacles to the

cause of Christ in India than those which Dr. Oldfield

has presented in a paper which we must regretfully

characterize as both one-sided and superficial.

A CHINESE BEGGAR .

(Quite a Respectable Specimen .)

FOR THE OF THEThe ASSOCIATION
DIFFUSION

GOSPEL IN SPAIN is doing a good, though quiet work.

The report says : “ The condition of Spain during the

past year has not improved. With the death of Sagasta,

the Liberal leader , it is possible that the grip of Rome

will be still further tightened.” The influence of the late

Senor Sagasta was a factor in procuring religious liberty

for Spain in 1869. Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong continue

their work in Barcelona, aided by others in various

stations . The hon . secretaries in England are Mr. B.

F. Babcock, 4, Water Street , Liverpool , and Mr. S.

Southall , 51 , Cliff Road , Leeds .

around with a piece of paper or dirty rag tied on with a bit of

string, stalks down the street. His queue of black hair has

long since been cut off, and sold for a few cash. With a dirty

bowl for charitable contributions of rice , and a long stick to

defend himself against the numerous dogs, he makes a house

to house visit . When his wretchedness does not attract pity,

his persistent piteous appeals tire out the most unsympathetic.

But his earnings at best are scanty. Once, when medically

attending to a beggar, I asked him how much money he could

get on the best day of begging. He said he could obtain

sixteen cash , which is equal to a half-penny. He then asked

me, " Have you beggars in your country ? " . When I answered ,

“ Yes," he inquired, “ How much can they get on a good day

of begging ? " I said I did not know much about it , but

thoughtthey would receive an ounce of silver — value, half-a

crown. The poor fellow looked at me with wide open eyes

and gasped out, “ How far is your country from here ? ” His
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Lepers at Ludhiana.

I

At a

enterprizing nature received a check when I told him it was

36,000 (Chinese) miles away.

There is the beggar with the filthy, running sores upon legs BY ANNIE E, KEMP.

or arms, prominently exposed to public view ; alsothe beggar

who covers his face with slime to attract all the flies, and so
WANT to tell you of a new convert who was baptized

excite pity ; and the other unfortunate being who bangs his
some months ago. Unless he is ill , his face is a wreath of

head on the pavement until passers-by save him from knocking
smiles. I only wish you could have seen how sad he

his brains out by giving him a few cash . Further, we have always was before he became a Christian. You would hardly

the beggar whose feet have simply rotted off with leprosy,
believe him to be the same man ; now he seems to be always

and who finds the raw stumps of his legs considerably help his
brimming' over with joy. It is surely one of the most convinc

income. There is no poor -house or benevolent institution for ing proofs of his having become genuinely converted. Hehas

such. If charity is refused , they must either eat tine filth of
indeed passed from death to life. He is generally the first

the streets or die of hunger. To see a beggar gnawing at the
one to greet me when I visit the Asylum . Poor fellow , he was

decayed body of a rat is a sight to haunt one's life.
miserable for some weeks with a dreadful wound on his leg.

How to help these poor creatures is a most difficult problem ,
We hardly thought the wound would heal, as his blood is so

their numbers are so vast and their methods so desperate .
filled with theleper taint, but in answer to prayer it is now

One tender-hearted friend thought he would try the plan of
practically well. It was so difficult to convince him that the

feeding so many beggars each day. The first day's distri wound must be kept clean ; I had to go daily for some time

bution of food was very satisfactory, but the next morning so
to see that it was dressed properly.

great a mob of ragged half-famished beings surroundedhis
There was great excitement at the Asylum one night lately,

house, and their clamours were so violent and threatening,
for we then had an unusual treat. The inmates had their

that help had to be sought from the military to disperse them .
anticipations raised when they heard that a lady, who

If a beggar is ill-treated by a person it is not uncommon for him
had come thousands of miles from her own country ,was

to goandcommit suicideon that man's doorstep, knowing that
now coming to show them some pictures at night ! They

the officialinquiry into his death will most likely ruin hisenemy.
were much puzzled to knowhow it would be possible to see

Large numbers of these needy ones have no homebut the
pictures in the dark ! and what was a " magic lantern ” ? At

street, and the filthy pavement is their bed. In some cities last the hour arrived, when a little procession of two Miss

disused temples are given over to their use. Some time ago Sahibas, with a mysterious box carried by two servants, was

in Pekin there was a large doss -house, where those whocould
seen coming up the path. In an instant the children were

afford five cash could sleep on the floor of the room and have
on the alert , as though determined not to miss anything of

a share of the common coverlet. The latter was suspended
this strange show. They watched the setting up of the

from the ceiling by ropes, with which it was raised and
lantern , and the making of the acetylene gas with the

lowered . The quilt had a number of large holes in it . At
greatest interest. Then they sat themselves down facing the

night the lodgers lay down on the floor, and the quilt was
lantern, instead of the sheet ! However, we soon turned them

lowered to cover them, each man seeking one of the large round , and assembled the older folk. Some sat on beds,

holes, through which he thrust his head to breathe. someon the ground, and of course I had my own chair from

certain time in the morning the quilt was hoisted up again
the dispensary.

and everyone had to rise , whether he liked it or not .
The pictures were on the life of Christ , from His birth to

His Cross.
Beggars there always will be. But their numbers in China

They were beautifully explained by a native

would be far less and the open filth and degradation of the
preacher, and a native Christian, Mr. Wyle. They understand

others might be relieved, would but her rulers listen to the
Panjabie best, so that language was used. In the middle of

voice of God, speaking to themthrough many cruel experi
the talk, and pictures, suddenly the mulvie and some others

ences, as well as by hundreds of His faithful servants. were called to go to the lepers' houses not far away. I was

surprised, and concluded they objected to the pictures in some

way. You may judge my surprise and amusement when
A REAL AMERICAN . — During the short war with the United later I learned that in their excitement to be sure to see

States in 1812-14, an American privateer captured a small all there was to see, they had forgotten the fresh milk that
Welsh collier in the Irish Channel. The captain of the they had put on the fire to boil !

privateer, noticing in the cabin a strange little box with a slit Last Sunday, in the middle of the service, the whole of my

in it , asked what it was. “ Ah ! ” replied the Welshman , “ I Mohammedan audience melted away ; there was a. quarrel

and my poor fellows drop a penny apiece in that box every about some grazing, and everyone went to see it settled !

Sunday to help to send missionariesto the heathen . "
There was nothing to do but to follow them. Finally, succeed

deed,” exclaimed the American, “ that's a good thing." A ing in making peace, we resumed the service !

brief pause ensued, and then the victor suddenly said , " I won't I should so like to say that warm comforters, made of the

touch your vessel, nor a hair of your heads ; ” and, summoning gayest coloured wool, would be so much appreciated by these

his men, he returned to his own ship, leaving the collier with poor sufferers. It is so bitter here in the winter that we all

the missionary box to go his way rejoicing. That box saved him . need very warm clothing, and these poor people are so cold

often.

How His INTEREST GREW.-A truly Christian man grew You have doubtless heard of the native drum which was

interested in Missions. At first he began to pray, “ Lord , save presented to the asylum by a friend. It is so much apprecia

the heathen ! ” After a time he prayed, “ Lord, send mission ted and used in the singing of hymns that I am seriously
aries to save the heathen ! ” Later on he prayed, “ Lord, if considering making an addition to the " orchestra !” I am

you haven't anybody else to send, send me!” Then he told that a “ khanjeri" and a “ khartala ” —both native instru

changed his prayer, " Lord, sendme; but if you can't send ments ; one is like a cymbal—make a “ glorious row ," so I am

me, send somebody ! ” Finally, he changed and said, “ Lord, hoping to get them the next time I go to Lahore. Poor

send whom thou wilt ; but help me to pay my share of the creatures ! of all people, I think they need a little music let

expenses." Then for the first time the Gospel to him became into their lives.

a reality and giving to the missionary cause a pleasure. [ It will interest our readers to know that the Ludhiana

Asylum is a M.P.A. institution .-EDs. ]

The Bible Society.— “ The Bible in History” is the sub

ject of two concise papers by the Rev. Canon Edmonds, B.D. ,

Chancellor of Exeter Cathedral, issued by the Bible Society The Rev. T. Collins Joyce, of Bahia, Brazil , would be

in theirnew series of Centenary Pamphlets. The first is on very grateful for a portable oil cooking stove, with oven-

" The Eastern Witness ” and the second on the Western. cooking conveniences are not to be counted on in rented

A quantity of valuable information is well presented . houses and also for a typewriter.

( In
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“ The Orphan Butterfly.”

I

By “ GRUB."

AM an orphan. I think I hear you groan, “ Oh, when

shall we hear the end of these orphans ? They are as

wearisome as the famine wail ” —which you did not hear,

but only read about. To be met with a groan is not very

encouraging unless you have come to relieve the sufferer.

Fortunately, it is for this purpose I have come. You expected

an appeal to your pocket, andyou will be glad to learn that I

am in good circumstances, and am never likely to want a coat.

Now, does not this cheer you ? Do you not feel relieved ?

But perhaps you will say, “ Then if you don't want anything,

Yet I am wonderful. I am awfully handsome ! People look

at me with wonder and say, “ What a beauty ! " If you have

very long legs, and a very long nose, and very long ears, and a

coat like an elephant, your claim to beauty is established . I

am sure you would like a picture of me. I was taken once

with some children, when I was only four months old . You

cannot see from this picture how beautiful I am, but it is the

best I have at present.

The children with whom I am taken are all motherless.

Their mothers were lepers. Some kind people in England

have taken the place of their unfortunate parents. I owe my

life to a foster-mother. When my mother died the women

who nurse the orphan babies tried to suckle me. First one

and then another held me to her breast and said , “ Drink, poor

thing, drink ! ” I did not understand, and so someone went

and fetched a dog-mother, who reared me with her own

puppies. My foster -brother is my daily companion. He is

very ugly and common, and is called " Jolly John,” because,

as a puppy, he was a fat, jolly fellow. The promise of his

youth has not been fulfilled, but he is improving. He and I

walk out with the foster-mothers and their babies. Their

clothes don't expand as they grow, and, unlike Mr. Toots, they

have no prospects of coming into their property. It died first,

and the parents afterwards, during a time when everything

was dying - even big trees ,because there was no rain. In

those days the only thing that did not weep was the sky.

The babies wept very much , and kind people took them in and

fed them , and so the babies won't know they are motherless

just as I didn't - till they grow up.

I think the five minutes must be up !

-

1

Money Spent hot in Vain .

ONE

NE beautiful Sabbath afternoon , writes an American

missionary, Wen Hsin , a Chinese girl , lay dying in our

Pekin school.

We knew that she must soon go, and so, as it is the

custom in China, she was bathed and dressed in her grave

clothes. Her glossy black hair was knotted on the top of her

head with bright red cord . She wore a dark blue garment

with a bit of bright trimming down the edge ; snowy stockings

and embroidered slippers were on her feet. Her white hands

were folded peacefully, and she lay so calm we knew she was

resting in the arms of Jesus, and only waiting for Him to take

her spirit from the poor worn body:

It was the hour of the Sunday School. They knew that she

was dying, and through the open windows we could hear

them singing, “ There's a land that is fairer than day.”

The busy little clock on the square red table kept on ticking,

ticking, until the Sunday School was dismissed , and many of

her schoolmates gathered sorrowfully around the brick bed on

which the dying girl lay.

FOUR UNTAINTED CHILDREN AT NASIK Several of her old friends came in from the neighbourhood .

( With the Author !)
None of them had ever seen a Christian die before, and they

gazed with wonder upon the peaceful girl, and went back to

their homes with the wondrous news that Wen Hsin lay

don't bother me. I have to give my time to those who do . " dying and was not afraid !

I do want something - your attention for five minutes ! Somebody in America had given six pounds a year to

Did you ever before hear of an orphan butterfly ? Did you support her in a Christian school.

ever imagine you would know one if you saw it ? And are you As she found how precious it was to have the dear Lord

picturing to yourself a thing with lovely colours and Auttering Jesus go with her through the dark valley and the shadow ,"
wings ? she was thinking of them , the kind friends so far away, who

You must be undeceived. The only thing about me which had done so much for her.

can flutter is my heart ! and I am the colour of an elephant. I said to her, “ Wen Hsin, do you want anything ? "

If I suck honey at all it is when I have turned over the honey “ I - want - to - write - a - letter . "

pot and laid up rods in pickle formy back ! Who could beat “ Oh, you are too weak ! What is it you want to say ? Tell

a butterfly ! One stroke would do for it altogether ! Do you me, and I will write it for you ."

not wonder how I came to be so misnamed ? Gathering up all the strength she had left, she gasped it out

It is nice to get at the bottom of things, but when you get in her weakness, a word at a time :

there it is almost always flat ! This is the origin of my 1 - want - to - tell - my - American - friends - they - did

mysterious name. I had a mother, a tall, graceful hound, with not - spend — their - money -- in - vain - for - me."

a look of unrequited love in her large brown eyes. Someone Soon she had closed her black eyes, and went away from

called her “ Butter ” ; someone else added the word “ Fly " ; the brick bed to the mansion prepared for her , but she had

and when she died at my birth I was known as Butterfly's sent her precious message to cheer and encourage the home

orphan ," or " The orphan butterfly." Nothing wonderful ! workers for missions Selected .

06
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funds and workers, the missionary

army has been withdrawn from

several positions. Immense districts,

which are perfectly open to the mis

sionary , have not even been occupied .

We may hope that the Paris Society

may be able to do what M. Bianquis

urges , and undertakemore distinctly

aggressive work. Especially is it

necessary that the work in the island

should be divided among the different
CLARA BENHAM.

Societies , so that it may not be, as

now, that whole tribes are neglected

by the messengers of the Gospel. A

young teacher, recently sent to work

among a distant tribe, wrote : " You

May 9th .—The TODAS are a people inhabiting the have so many lights burning in the capital ; here, in

Niljiri Hills. Very little is known about them ; probably this dark valley, there is only one little candle. Will

less than about any other of the many tribes of the great you not send us help ? ” It is encouraging
to hear that

Empire of India . Yet they are very interesting,
and "the Malagasy love to give , specially for thekingdom of

totally distinguished
from any other tribe or caste, in God ” ; and they are prepared to do their part towards

customs, worship, and physique . Visitors describe them extension of the work, but for a long time the work will

as of pleasing appearance
, with strong, well -formed be largely dependent on foreign support. A L.M.S. mis

bodies, and beautiful, long, silky hair. They wear but sionary writes that the work among the young, in Sunday

one garment, a loosely -arranged blanket of cotton or Schools , Christian Bands, High Schools, and Missions,

wool. They live in little mound- shaped huts, which is in a very satisfactory
condition, and is full of promise

can only be entered on hands and knees through the for the future.

low , narrow duor. The huts are generally neat and

tidy, though well seasoned with smoke . These huts are

What Are We Sending wp ?
to be found in little groups , forming tiny villages called

munds, and in each mund is a " dairy-temple ” and a A rich lady dreamed that she went to heaven, and

buffalo enclosure. No stranger is allowed to enter these there saw a mansion being built . " Who is that for ? ”

“ dairy -temples," which are so called because employed she asked of the guide.

for ceremonies connected with buffalo worship . Great “ For your gardener."

quantities of milk and ghee are used as offerings to their " But he lives in the tiniest cottage on earth , with

gods, the uncouth animals they tend and worship. The barely room for his family. He might live better if he

Todas admit that in some temples there are images , did not give away so much to the miserable poor folks."

but they will not describe them . Probably they are Further on she saw a tiny cottage being built. “ And:

related to buffaloes, for all a Toda's thoughts and who is that for ? " she asked .

affections cling about these creatures. It is a weird "That is for you."

thing to hear songs concerning them sung by a dozen “ But I have lived in a mansion on earth . I would

or more women with lips nearly closed . These sacred not know how to live in a cottage.”

animals are sacrificed freely at a Toda funeral , which is The words she heard in reply were full of meaning.

the great event to which every Toda directs his con “ The Master Builder is doing His best with the material
sideration and care. These people number only about that is being sent up.”

seven hundred , and they are rapidly passing away, Then she awoke , resolving to lay up treasure in

which is not surprising when it is known that the heaven .

revolting custom of polyandry exists among them. They

are probably the only people known who retain this “ THINGS AS THEY ARE : Mission Work in Southern India, "

practice . Mission work was begun among the Todas is the title of a new book by Miss Amy Wilson -Carmichael,

by the C.M.S. about nine years ago ; and Miss Ling, Keswick missionary of the Churchof England Zenana

the devoted missionary who works there , has translated
Missionary Society, just published by Messrs. Morgan &

St. Mark's Gospel , and some Christian songs into their

Scott . It describes the life of the people of South India, more

tongue. As yet there is very little result to show , for it especially that of the higher castes, and the thoughtful

scholars of the Tamil race. The conditions of Mission work

would be extremely difficult for a Toda to become a
amongst these are honestly faced , and the hidden wrongs of

Christian, involving a complete severance from all he the country have the mantle of secrecy boldly torn from them .

now holds dear. But we believe the day shall come The volume is handsomely bound in cloth boards, gold letter.

when these people, too , shall be reckoned among the ing, with thirty-nine beautiful illustrations in collotype, from

nations which worship the true God .
photographs specially taken for this work. The price is 6s.

We hope to review the book next month .

May 21st. — MADAGASCAR : In some recent articles on

Madagascar, M. Bianquis , the leader of the French
“ DAWN IN THE DARK CONTINENT " is the title under which

Protestant Mission in that island , asserts that , whereas
the Lectures on Foreign Missions, recently delivered by Dr.

the onward march of civilization has been very rapid Stewart,of Lovedale , are about to be issued in book form by

since the French occupation , it has been far otherwise Messrs. Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. The volume will

with the progress of the Gospel . Through lack of contain nine coloured maps by Bartholomew .
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“ Our Own ” May Meetings.

A

became the greatest and most important disease in

mediæval Christendom . It was only about a , century

THE MISSION TO LEPERS. and a- half ago that the last case was got rid of. Anyone

who had knowledge of that inscrutable illness knew that

CHANGE was made this year in the form of the isolation was absolutely necessary, but it must be as far

meetings , in that each of our organizations had as possible a voluntary - and as little as possible a

its own distinct gathering . Both were held on the compulsory — segregation. When the Government was

20th ult. at Exeter Hall . That of the afternoon was
on the horns of the dilemma , and must either allow the

the Annual Meeting of the Mission to Lepers. There lepers to roam all over the land, or incarcerate them in

was a very good audience, which overflowed into the practical prisons, and by that measure run the risk of

gallery . Sir ANDREW WINGATE, K.C.I.E., presided . concealment , the Mission came to the aid of the Govern

The Rev. A. R. CAVALIER read a portion of Scripture ment by successfully placing the lepers and their

and offered prayer.
children under the best sanitary administration , andyet

Mr. JOHN JACKSON read letters expressing regret at without any compulsion whatsoever. No wonder Mr.

inability to be present from Bishop Welldon , Lord Bailey had been able to tell them that the Government

Aberdeen and Sir Charles Elliott. The absence of the
of India was fully appreciative of the efforts of the

Bishop was an intense disappointment, as he was Society, and felt that the lepers could not be better

announced to speak. He wrote when invited : “ I
treated than under missionary auspices. The Maharajah

would gladly do anything for your noble and courageous of Gwalior, whom they all knew as perhaps the leading

work." In explaining his enforced absence he said :
Prince of India in the direction of anything that tended

“ It is a sorrow to me that I cannot be with you on to reform and improvement , had come forward to show

Monday, but I am only just getting over a serious
his confidence in the Society . That was only another

operation , and my doctor will not allow me to do any proof that the Government was more afraid of Christianity

thing more than the absolutely necessary work in the than were the natives themselves . The Chairman con

Abbey. I wish I could say at the meeting that if there cluded by moving the adoption of the report and balance

is any sacred or blessed cause in India it is that of the sheet, and the re- election of the officers and committee.

Mission to Lepers, and I doubt not it is dear to the The Rev. Prebendary H. E. Fox , M.A., Honorary

heart of our risen Lord .”
Secretary of the C.M.S., seconded the resolution . He

Mr. WellesLEY C. BAILEY presented the annual re said that one thousand at least of the lepers which the

port, of which the following is a summary. The object Mission touched were under the care or superintendence,

of the Mission is to preach the Gospel to the lepers , or in connection with , the C.M.S. He didnot think Mr.

and as far as possible to relieve their sufferings , and Bailey exaggerated at all when he said that that Mission

provide for their wants. It also establishes Homes for got a better return than any other Society. The resolu

the untainted children of leprous parents. Its meth tion was unanimously adopted .

ods are the establishment and maintenance of Asylums ; The Rev. R. WARDLAW THOMPSON , Foreign Secretary

grants in aid of Asylums in connection with other Mis- of the L.M.S., proposed a resolution appealing for

sionary Societies , and the maintenance of Christian increased support for the Society. He said his early

instruction in Asylums where it is not otherwise pro- boyhood's recollection was of a Leper Mission at the

vided. The Mission works in conjunction with 23 Cape, in which a brave Moravian missionary was carry

Missionary Societies of all denominations in India , ing on work on Robin Island , the Government Asylum.

Burma, Ceylon , China, Japan and Sumatra. There are
He mentioned the Leper work among L.M.S. stations,

65 stations in all. Asylums and Hospitals wholly main- including Almora .

tained by the Mission to Lepers number 30, and the
The resolution was seconded by the Rev. A. R.

number of Homes for Untainted Children 15. There CAVALIER and carried .

are 14 aided Institutions. In addition 15 Government Mr. John JACKSON described some incidents in his

and Municipal Institutions are open to the Mission for Indian tour . Madame ANNIE RYALL sang sacred solos.

the purpose of religious instruction . The total number
Between the afternoon and evening meetings, a Sale

of inmates in all the Asylums and Homes is about 6,420. of Work took place , separate stalls being provided for

Of this number there are about 270 leper children, and each Society. Thanks to the thought and liberality of

about 570 untainted children. There are now about friends, there was a capital display and good business.

2,500 baptized Christians. There is a great need of a
The M.P.A.

central Home for European lepers in some healthy

situation in India. The total income for the year was A number of friends stayed on for the evening

£21,492 ios. 5d . ; an increase of over £ 7,000 on last meeting, and others joined them till there was

year, chiefly accounted for by legacies. It was the good muster. Sir WILLIAM GODSELL proved a very

largest on record . sympathetic chairman. The Rev. H. H. Pullen, of

The CHAIRMAN emphasized the fact that we, who were the SpeziaMission , offered prayer.

free from this terrible disease , should open our purses in Mr. W. Roger JONES read the report, of which we

testimony of our gratitude. If , he said, we ought to be give an abstract. After the bustle occasioned by the

grateful to be exempt from sickness , there was no evil to Society putting forth special efforts during the two

which the human body was heir from which we ought to years 1900-1 , to assist the many Missions struggling

be so thankful to be exempt as from leprosy. We must with the horrors of the great famine in India , the

remember that it had only comparatively recently been year 1902 was a comparatively quiet one. The

got rid of from this country. Twice had leprosy been sum received for specified Missions was £2,694 , and

introduced into Europe. On the first occasion it was an additional sum of £ 340 was contributed for the

due to the stir and movement of the Crusades that it home work of the M.P.A. and for office expenses.

a
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The following had gone outfor thefirsttime :Mr.John I

These latter and the sums expended on propagating a

practical interest in Missions along the lines of syste

matic and proportionate giving came to £554, leaving a

deficit of £221 . This , with a previous deficit in 1901

and an overdraft for the current year, had compelled the
C.I.S. Aotes

Association to put forth an urgent appeal for the sum of

£ 500. One third of the amount had been received

already, in sums ranging from sixpence upwards.

Three missionaries were enabled to return to their

fields by grants from the Passages and Outfits Fund,

viz . , Mr. Robert L. Hodge, of the Victoria Gospel

Press ; Miss Anna M. Coote, to East London, South

Africa ; and Miss Emily Bayly to Neemuch, India .

N addition to the C.M.S. annual meetings, announced

in our issue for April , the following will also be held

Lowson, and Mr. Henry Moon, Victoria Gospel Press .
on May 5th :

Two members of the Association received £52 between
1. A public meeting for women at Queen's Hall,

them to enable them to continue their theological Langham Place,at 3.30 , chair to be taken by the Lady

and medical studies for another year. Among Victoria Buxton .

special amounts granted were £54 to Miss Mary 2. Gleaners ' Union meeting for Clergy, Branch Secre

Reed, for work among lepers and hill-tribesmen ; taries , and Country Gleaners at the C.M.S. House at 3.30.

658 for work among natives in indigo plantations on

the border of Nepaul; £ 135 to the Victoria Gospel Press ,

and over £ 600 to the Mission to Lepers, including the
The annual meeting of the Medical Mission Auxiliary

will be held at St. James' Hall, Piccadilly , at 7 p.m. on
support of the Asylums at Patpara, Mungeli, and Lud

hiana. A very special blessing had attended the efforts May 7th , doors open at 6.15 p.m. Chairman : The Right

of Messrs. Lorrain and Savidge among the Lushais and
Rev. the Lord Bishop of Derry and Raphoe. Speakers :

Abors on the Indo-China border . Those two friends Dr. H. Martyn Clark (Punjab), Dr. A. C. Hall (Egyptian

had now been taken over by the B.M.S. , to whom the
Soudan) , Dr. Emmeline Stuart ( Persia) .

work in South Lushailand had been transferred . It had

been one of the conditions of their transference that a
In China there are over 150,000 men, women , and

worker should be sent to Sadiya to carry on the work
children suffering from leprosy. In the C.M.S. Mission

amongst those savage tribes. The B.M.S. had under
at Pakhoi, in South China, besides prescribing for about

taken to do so next year and supporta missionary in
28,000 patients during last year in the general hospital,

about twelve months' time. A special effort would , how
the medical missionaries had under their care 160 lepers.

ever , be made to send this man out without further delay ,
Year by year Dr. E. G. Horder (now in England on

and in the meantime he would be supported by the
furlough ), Dr. L. G. Hill , and their assistants do all they

M.P.A. and other friends of the Abor Mission .
can to make the poor creatures happy. The report just

The Chairman specially commended the interdenomi
issued says : “ Cast out by their friends, relatives, and

national basis of the Society. He liked himself to
fellow - countrymen , it is only the despised foreigner

work on the lines of putting Christ first and in any way

promoting His kingdom . Speaking of the systematic home ofrefugewith us.

whose pity takes a substantial form , and they find a

Our Leper Hospital is a stand

collection of small amounts, he said that during the last ing monument to the Divine origin of Christianity , and

twenty years , in connection with servants and poor
as such it appeals to the Chinese people.”

people , he had raised something like £400 for the

London City Mission.

The Rev. J. HeYWOOD HORSBURGH , M.A. , author of The following testimony to the earnestness of a native

“ Do Not Say," told of four men who desired to go to of Kikuyu, reared by a Masai medicine man , and after

China, but were declined by a leading Society, two wards brought to Christianity through the influence of

because they were not considered sufficiently well edu
the C.M.S. missionaries, is reported by Mr. A. W.

cated , and the other two because the doctors would not McGregor, of the East African Mission :

certify them as strong enough, though they were in very
“ Iwas very much struck one day to hear him ,” says

good health to all appearance. In the end they went

out with him independently and were provided for. The
Mr. McGregor, “ in speaking to a church full of Kikuyu

warriors , say, ' I know what is passing in your minds.

result had been , through God's goodness, that the two

who were thought not educated enough were educated

You are saying. “ What does this man mean bycoming

to teach us ; if it weren't for the Europeans wouldn't we

enough, and thetwo who were thought not strong enough
kill him ? " Yes , ' he continued , and it was not so very

proved strong enough, Allwere eventually accepted by long agothat, if Ihad metyou out in the Masai plain , Í

the Society which had previously declined them .
would have done the same to you , but now I do not wish

Mr. ARCHIBALD Forder, of Arabia , and the Rev.

E. C. NoTMAN , of Colombia , gave interesting descriptions

to kill you , but to save you ; and why ? Because my

of the work in theirrespective fields. Mr. John JACKSON when,having learned to loveandservethe Lord Jesus

heart is full of the love of Christ , and the time is coming

exhibited lantern slides on leper work . A number of

friends from various fields responded to the MissionARY

Christ , you will be ready to go out and tell your great

Roll Call, an interesting feature of the evening.

enemies, the Masai, ofthat Saviour you love ! "

Madame Jennie Strathearn was the soloist .
A LAYWORKER.
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of the Churches. Pioneer Missionaries have

The M.P.A. issues

choose .

THE
fields. Though rains came late , farmers had made good

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION use of the month of August planting , and the prospect

AND INFORMATION BUREAU. was pleasing and promising. I was here a month , and

but two small showers of rain fell after the 12th of Sep

OFFICES — Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand ,
tember. I left Raipur in the latter part of October, and

everywhere over a district about 50 by 50 miles the rice
London , W.C.

crop was blighted and there was only a promise of but
President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS.

Treasurer little more than poor fodder left . The crop was less than
JOHN JACKSON, Esq .

Secretary-WM . ROGER JONES.
a two anna one. For months now a famine of work has

MOTTO_ " Every Little Helps." BASIS_"Carey's Weekly Penny . ' been settling down on a very large class of people in this

OBJECTS district, who depend on their daily earnings for a living.

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World. Beyond the confines of the district named the crops
2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions,

were abundant , and so there is this anomaly here at

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and present-most reasonable prices for all food grains, but

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions thousands of people with no manner of work to earn that

Over 624.000 has been collected.
with which to buy.

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 13.00 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of “ The Malguzars and other land owners of this district

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and
have had to suffer sorely in the past , and they are yet so

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom little recovered from the losses sustained in the famines
solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer , and
of '97 and 1900, that as soon as it was evident the last

crossed “ London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any year's crop was a failure they shut down all employment

value received at full price. The higher values preferred.

of the labouring classes in their own villages . Fora long
Readers of ALL NATions are invited to become members of the Missionary

Pence Association . Subscription , ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a time streams of people were seen coming five or six miles

card of membership.

Our "All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions, from every direction bringing bundles of wood , grass,

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer -Cycle. and such other things as they could gather in the jungle

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ?
or find in their villages. The trees soon became stripped

" Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may

Afew members banding together may easily support their own native of dry branches along the road side . The grass soon

catechist, Bible-woman, orphan , or Leper child. failed .

" In February last the Government began to open trial

relief works to test the matter as to whether there really

was famine or not. It soon became evident that much

had to be done , and the Government has taken very

prompt measures to give work to the needy, and kitchens

were opened for the aged and infirm , of whom to date

there are few . Some 50,000 are on relief works in this

district now . The numbers can but increase rapidly from

this on ' till the rains break .

“ There were poor Christians and others whose claims

Hews and we could not easily ignore or neglect. So in the month of

February we began quarrying, breaking, and carrying

stone for future mission buildings, expecting to employ

no great numbers, and adoptedthe Government famine

wage in this district - one anda quarter anna for a man,

AFTER the bustle oneanna for a woman, and half an anna for a half-grown

occasioned by our Annual person or boy or girl per day . Soon , we had 200

Meetings ,which were, we and women employed on good tasks. For the last three

have good reasons to be weeks we have been daily importuned by 20 to 100 dailyfor

lieve , greatly blessed to work beyond the number we had set for ourselvesconsidering

individual souls, there is the remnant of famine money we had to work on .

much to be done in the " Recently we reduced the wage to a quarter anna a day

way of attending to correspondence and accounts all less than the Government gives for all classes. It has in

in arrears, so our thanks to the many who so kindly a small degree only checked the cry for work, and few

assisted to make our Anniversary a time of pleasure and of those we had employed have quit . As we are work

profit to all who attended must be brief. Our readers ing, one rupee gives work for an average of 20 persons for a

will notice that our Deficit was appreciably lowered by day.

the results of the evening meeting. " It is easy to say the Government should do all this

relief work. If all these people went to the Government

At the present moment a gift or gifts to meet some for work we would be glad. But daily there appear

special needs would be a real God-send . Please read before us many who manifestly do not get as much to

Ask the Lord, the following letterfrom
Raipur, eat as they should, women with their children in arms ,

and Tell.His ' where, as you know, the M.P.A. has
others telling us that they have been driven out to seek

People.
a Famine Orphanage of its own. I for work , and men who say less than the women, but

will head it
whose faces say they are in want . We have the work. It

DO NOT SAY_ “ NO MORE FAMINE ” :
is most desirable that timely help prevent the disruption

“ When I came to Raipur the 12th of last September, of homes, the discarding of wives and mothers, the out

the country in these parts was one great green of rice casting of children , and the forsaking of their villages .

I.P.E.

Thotes.

men
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“ If there be those who have received abundantly from them to book their passages. We can only do this

the Lord who would help us give these people bread for as the Lord provides. Will our readers who are

the next three months, by giving them work, on the daily prayingdaily praying " send forth labourers into Thy vine

extremely low wage they are willing to work for, yard ,” pray that the following may not be hindered in

namely one anna a day for a man, three quarters of an their efforts to avoid further detention in England :

annafor a woman , and half an anna for a boy or girl, or as Rev. Archibald Forder , to the Bedouin Arabs ; Rev.

they come more women and children than men, so that one and Mrs. E. C. Notman , to Bocas Del Toro, Colombian

rupee pays20 persons for a day,letthem send by P.O.; M.O .; Republic ; Rev. Mark C. Hayford, D.D., to the Gold

or bank cheque to Mr. W. Roger Jones, Exeter Hall, Coast ; and Mr. Percy Lowe, to Buffalo Poort , South

London, W.C., communicating the gift for Famine Relief Africa.

at Raipur. I have been here almost two months

and have hesitated to write famine till I cannot feel just

right in keeping silence . I believe that were the Master

here He would say “ Give ye them to eat . '

" C. B. WARD."

Missionary Pence Association ,

The fact is that like most other Christian enterprizes,
Rooms 21 and 22 ,

the income of the M.P.A. is utterly insufficient for its
Exeter Hall,

objects and needs. In this month of Strand, London, W.C.

“ Know ye Not May there five missionaries
Bankers : London & South-Western.

that Ramoth- desirous of starting for their re

Gilead is Ours, spective mission fields, and

and We Go of them are pressing us to make
Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

Not Up ? " them immediate grants to enable this periodical.

Men Roger Jones

* * *

are

all

Amounts received from March 24th to April 24th for Special Appeal for $ 500 to Close

Deficit Account by Missionary Pence Association.

EVERY LITTLE HELPS . H. L. P.

E, C. A.... 105
Accumulated
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0...

M
.
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£500.
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Conquests of the Cross.

m

no

a

shared the belief of the poet, and resolutely combated

all proposals for abandonment. The great Dr. Judson

was one, and the other was the Rev. Amos Sutton, of
By B. Rekve.

the Orissa Mission , at whose suggestion the Telugu

work had been originally undertaken . They succeeded
VI. –The “ Lone Star " Mission .

in prevailing upon the Board to adopt the alternative

of reinforcement . Mr. Jewett was accordingly dispatched

HIS series of articles to the field . Still the prospects showed little improve

closes with one upon ment. The Indian Mutiny had a most serious effect

an American Mission upon the work, while minor perils, in the form of

which may be described epidemics and famines, were frequent. Coupled with

as one of the wonders these discouragements, the health of the missionaries

of the world. It was was greatly weakened . The only visible results of the

christened—if the term first thirty years

can be allowed in con were two or three

nection with a Baptist churches, consist

Mission- with a title ing of Eurasians ,,

which has adhered to British soldiers, Ta

it ever since, though mils, and Burmans,

happily longer with a handful of

possessing its old low caste Telugus ,

significance. and training

In 1836, the Board school for native

of Managers of the workers. The

American Baptist Mis- Scriptures and

sionary Union sent Mr. other books had

and Mrs. Day into the been translated .

Telugu country, and Again the proposi

they established them tion to close the

TELUGU TYPES.
selves at Nellore. For Mission was

(I. A Dhobi, or Washerman .) whole generation, brought forward ,

there was practically but rendered futile

nothing but apparent failure, and the advisability of by the determina

closing the station and transferring the one missionary tion of Dr. Jewett ,

and his wife to Burma was very gravely discussed by the who, though aged,

home authorities. In the Board -room was, of course , a resolutely refused

map indicating the posts occupied by the Union . to quit his post,

Those in Burma were numerous , resembling a cluster and stated his in

of stars, but in India proper there was only one solitary tention of remain

mark. Hence it came about that at one ofthe meetings ing to the end of

of the Union someone referred to the Telugu work as life . The situation

the “Lone Star ” Mission , and the name caught on . was saved , and the

The same night , Dr. S. F. Smith , the author of the Rev. J. E. Clough

American National Anthem , wrote a poem, in which he sent out in

depicted a grand constellation in the region where, at 1865 to assist the

that moment, the isolated star twinkled. Dr. Smith veteran. The num

was a true prophet. ber of living con TELUGU TYPES .

There were faithful men , with large vision , who verts among the (II . A Mohammedan Bride.)

a

was
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no more

Telugus in the membership of the Baptist churches did with the Mission 3,832 members, of whom 2,761 were at

not then exceed twenty -five. Four other denominations Ongole, 675 at Ramapatam, 336 at Nellore, and the

were working in the country, the population of which remainingfew at Alloor.

was 34,000,000, but their position was Troubles followed , not in the Church , but such as

satisfactory. could not do other than sorely afflict it. A severe

Twelve people of the pariah class about this time famine arose , and when it was over a disastrous flood

desired to be baptized. They were examined and took up the work of devastation . Cholera and renewed

found in every way fit for the ordinance, yet the famine, of a more rigorous type , followed . Neverthe

missionary knew that if he baptized them the gates of less, 724 were baptized during 1876 , and the Church ,

the Church would be closed to the caste people , whomhe though sadly decimated by one visitation after another,

was also very desirous of reaching. He went to his could report 1,394 members. The worst had yet to

room and opened his Bible. Altogether without design come, however. That great famine , the first of an awful

his eye fell upon 1 Cor. i . 27-29, “ God hath chosen series, which took the whole country in its grip , lasted

the foolish things of the world to confound the wise ; from January, 1877 , to June, 1878. Government relief

andGod hath chosen the weak things of the world to works were started . Mr. Clough was the man for the

confound the things which are mighty ; and base things emergency. He " seemed to have been raised up for

MODES OF TRAVELLING IN THE TELUGU COUNTRY.

of the world , and things which are despised , hath God such a time as this . " Before entering the mission field

chosen, yea, and things which are not, to bring to he had been by profession a civil engineer. Accord

nought things that are ; that no flesh should glory in ingly he applied for and obtained contracts for several

His presence.” He came out of his room and met his sections of the Buckingham Canal . Many thousands of

wife. Strangely enough she, also without design, had natives he engaged onthis task , taking no profit out of

read the very same passage. They told each other of the transaction , but devoting everything to the relief of

what they had found in theWord of God , and felt it was the destitute . The Government were not stinting in

the answer to their difficulty ; they dare not refuse the their praise. So successful were the missionaries in

candidates , outcasts though they were. Their loyalty their endeavours, that the neighbourhood within 150

to principle and their faith in God concerning the miles radius of Ongole had a lower death-rate than any

consequences were honoured of Him . other district in Southern or Central India.

In 1867 the converts at Nellore and one or two out Very wisely , Mr. Clough allowed no baptisms to take

stations numbered forty or fifty. That year a church place while the famine lasted. There was an obvious

was formed with eight members at Ongole, a few miles risk of “ rice Christians," and furthermore, the mission

to the north of Nellore, where a station had been estab aries were so taxed with extra responsibilities as to be

lished a little previously. Before the year was out unable to examine candidates properly. The crisis over,

however, fifty had been baptized at Ongole, which applications poured in , and each case was carefully

speedily became the larger church. The growth was dealt with . The utmost caution was still preserved , and

now very rapid , and in 1874 there were in connection rather than swell the church roll with doubtful names,
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Wesleyan

( Dissions.

DR.

R. GLOVER, of Bristol ,

administered to the

Wesleyan Missionary

Society at their annual meeting

what the denominational organ

terms “ a stimulating rebuke, "

and again " a Christian rebuke.”

At the close of a magnificent

address, one of the finest of the

“ May Meeting " utterances, he

said :- " The present state of

your Missions is one with which

no Christian man can be satis

fied . You have had—and I do

not think it can be said of any

other denomination—no sub

stantial increase in your Mis

sionary work for a generation ..

I think Mr. Gladstone,

before he died , said that

England was five times as

rich as it was when the Queen

ascended the throne. I do not

WAYSIDE SHRINE TO HANUMAN , THE MONKEY-GOD .
think we shall err much if we

say we are five or six times as

thousands were recommended to postpone their admis rich as we were in the year 1837. What change has come

sion . Nevertheless, the phenomenal number of 8.691 over the incomes of Missionary Societies in that time ?

were baptized between June 15th and July 31st , 1878. I know one Missionary Society which, for every shilling

Then occurred that wonderful scene which, outside the
it had in 1837, has now 6s. - I am taking last year's figures,

not the revised ones of this morning. The Church

story of the three thousand added to the church at Pente
Missionary Society, for every shilling it had then , has

cost, constitutes the record case of immersions, At
55. 5d. Glory be to God ! The London Missionary Society

Velumpilly, six missionaries baptized 2,222 converts in has 2s. Iod . ; the Bible Society 2s. 6d ; the Wesleyan Missionary

nine hours in the Gundlacumma River. From one of Society is. 6d . I suppose, sir, that means that, in proportion

the Ongole pallums one thousand persons came in the to their means, seventy years ago the Methodist people

July into the Mission compound, gave up their idols , and gave four times as much to Missions as they are doing

requested that they might be baptized. ' From that time
to-day. Well , brethren, is that right or worthy ?

forward the Mission has made splendid progression , and
Why should any touch of decay come upon this great Church

of Christ ? Why should ‘ Time write any ' wrinkles on its

there are now about 52,000 communicants .
brow ' ? And yet even that does not state the whole case.

It is but fair just to mention before concluding , that The last twenty-five years have been years of great progress

the C.M.S. has an excellent Mission in the northern part in every other Society, so far as I know. To take onlyone .

of the Telugu country. In 1841 , Robert Noble and In the last twenty years the Church Missionary Society has

Henry Watson Fox went out to Masulipatam, where
raised its staff from 264 to 906 - between three and four fold.

Noble College stands as a monument to the twenty- four
Why ? Because the idea has taken hold of a great many

years' labours of the first-named. The Mission has met
saintly people in the Church of England that, if they cannot go

abroad , they must send somebody, and pay for him. And

with much success. nearly one-half — 442 out of 906 – of their entire staff either

meet their own charges, or are supported by friends, or are

The death is announced of Mwanga, the ex -king of
supported by the congregations, or partly meet their own

Uganda, to whom was due the murder of Bishop
charges. And the Methodists ? Mr. Perkins says you have

Hannington and the trial of blood and fire through
reached the standard of 1875 this morning, having been

drooping down beneath it in a melancholy loop all that time .
which the Christian Church in Uganda passed .

Brethren, should that be ? We cannot keep our light if we

do not share it . The unprofitable servant has his talent taken

The percentage of mixed marriages among Jews has away, and he goes out, even now, into outer darkness.

risen considerably in Prussia in the last five years . Is there another Society in the world anywhere which gets

While during 1875-1879 there were 98.3 mixed among more from casual collections than it gets from regular sub

1,000 Jewish marriages, the number for 1895-99, ac scriptions ? You want every member to be a subscriber from

cording to the Jewish World, has risen to 169.5.
a halfpenny a week up to £20 a week, which many Methodists

During the latter period every fifth Jew in Berlin
could with great advantage give. I, therefore, urge you ,

married a Christian. In 1895 there were born 5,202

brethren, take your place, leave the other Churches in con

trition . In re-consecration, in charging yourselves with this
children from mixed marriages ; and although accord asyour main duty in life, surpass every other Church. They

ing to law the male children follow the religion of their will bless you for doing it. " And they will , perhaps, surpass

father and females that of their mother, 3,929 children you , and bless you by doing it. Let no man take your

were baptized, while only 1,273 remained Jews.
crown .' "
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taken by them. At the same time , they desire it to be

clearly understood that they will always be prepared to

do all in their power to safeguard the rights of

natives of the Congo Free State and elsewhere to

just and humane treatment from their Europeon

rulers .”

V
I
T
O
R
Y

By the way.

THE

some

ALL NATIONS .":

28
The cases of Bible burning to which we referred last

month are not by any means the only ones that have

occurred . The report of the British and Foreign Bible

HE Committee of the Baptist Missionary Society Society, read at the annual meeting, says : - “ In not a

have placed on record for publication the follow few countries Bible-burning is still painfully common .

ing with reference to the Congo atrocities :-( 1 ) The This year's reports tell of it in Baden and Franconia ,

recent testimony given by Mr. Robert White, the and Danzig and Cologne , in Spain and in the Argentine ;

representative in England of the American Presbyterian while public bonfires of the Scriptures occurred in

Missionary Society , and of Dr. Harry Guinness , of the Carniola, in Pernambuco, in Peru , and in Fiji- all under

Congo Bololo Mission , relative to those atrocities, the unhappy inspiration of the one Church which bans

justifies the appeal for an immediate and thorough in the open Bible .

quiry into the charges of

cruel treatment of the

natives in the rubber THE University of

districts of the
Madras has

ttttCongo Free State by

recently

issued a circular announc
Belgian officials and

ing the exclusion of a
agents of chartered trad

number of stanzas in

ing companies, and into Hindu sacred literature

the working of the system
from of the

of chartered trading com
vernacular text-books, on

panies, which , according .
“

the score of their in

to available evidence , is
decency. This will form

largely and mainly, if not a precedent. To all

entirely, responsible for classes of youth the

the cruelties complained
change will be a moral

of. (2 ) In the judgment blessing, removing a

of the Committee of the
plentiful source of temp

Baptist Missionary tation and vice .

Society this inquiry

should be requested of

the Government authori

ties of the Congo Free
The sale of Clifford's

State by the Missionary Inn for a building site

Societies which have has compelled the Com

stations in the rubber mittee of the South

districts , and whose missionaries have been eye-witnesses American Missionary Society, for the fourth time in their

of these cruelties . ( 3 ) Whenever the Committee of the London history , to search for a new home for the Society.

Baptist Missionary Society has had cause to complain A freehold site has been acquired at 22 , Red Lion

to the Congo Government at Brussels , the Government Square, Holborn.Square , Holborn . The purchase price is £3,185 . It is

has invariably inquired into such complaints and justice estimated that the required building can be erected at a

has been secured, and this fact warrants the confident cost not exceeding £ 5,000. Other Societies have built ,

belief that a respectful and urgent request for inquiry or purchased , or had presented to them their houses,

will be granted. (4) This urgent appeal for inquiry to without trenching on the funds that have been gathered

be addressed to the King of the Belgians as Sovereign for missionary work, and the Committee earnestly desire

of the Congo Free State by the representatives of the that it may be so in this case also . One member of the

Missionary Societies within whose fields of labour these Committee has already promised £ 500, on condition

cruelties have actually been perpetrated , should be that other contributors join in the effort.

supported by a memorial from all missionary organiza

tions which have missionaries in the Congo Free State

-such memorial praying the King, in the interests of

common humanity and civilization, to order the desired The Daily News census of the religious attendance

investigation . And (lastly ) until the Government in of the Jews in London was taken on the first day of the

Brussels has had an opportunity for replying to this Passover week. It is estimated that there are 104,550

appeal for inquiry, the Committee of the Baptist Jews in the metropolis, and of this total there were

Missionary Society feel that no further action should be 26,612 worshippers, or one in less than four.

Isa . Ixvi , 18 .
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Tulloch Memorial Hospital,

Tangier.

BED

TH

one

BY A. GERTRUDE HUBBARD LORDSHIP LANE

( North Africa Mission ).

HE Tulloch Memorial Hospital stands on high

open ground known as the Marshan , just outside

Tangier, and overlooking the Straits of Gibraltar .

It is essentially a Mission hospital, its first object being

to get at Mohammedans and teach them that they “ are

knocking at the wrong door for salvation ,” as

worker among them has said , to teach them which

they are pointed to Him who said , “ I am the door."

The second object of the hospital is to do all that is

possible to relieve suffering among a people who know

almost nothing of medicine or of the best way of

relieving pain . It is free to all Moors who need its help,

as far as it can accommodate them. If beds run short

there is always room on the floor, and the patients do

not mind, though I am afraid at times the poor nurse

does . I know a young fellow who was a patientthere

who utterly declined to lie on a bed, lest he should fall

off in his sleep, as he never had slept higher than a

mattress on the ground !

Do not let anyone run away with the idea that it is

like an English hospital , because it is not . The men go

to bed in their clothes. They get up when they want to,

and when they want to go out for a bit theygo. The

doctor's pet fever case takes himself to the cliffs for the

wind to cool him , and the other day a man with suspec

ted typhoid was not happy with the food he was FEZ COLPORTEUR READING TO A PATIENT.

allowed , so he took himself off into the town to satisfy

his hunger with bread and fruit , and then returned doctor-a fowl , which he kept tied to the foot of his

to his bed ! To see the patients wandering about on bed till the right time should come to present it .

the Marshan taking an airing , wrapped up in the quilts Now for the other side. Many people seem to have

from the beds, is a common sight, but not one to be an idea that Mohammedans are not to be converted,

seen in an English hospital ! I saw one old man being that they are too hard .that they are too hard . But the same Holy Spirit that

dismissed the other day. He was better, and going opened myeyes and yours to see the Truth can do, and

about his business again , his trade being begging, as is has done, the same for some in this land of Morocco,

the trade of many more in Tangier. His whole rig- out and for some in this very hospital. There is a man

wasnot worth many pence, but before he left he waited coming for daily teaching at this present time whom we

to get his savings from the doctor, to whom he had en believe to be truly converted . He was in the hospital

trusted them—twelve French gold Napoleons ! I believe for a time suffering from gunshot wounds ; he still

he was the same man who brought a present for the comes as an out-patient, but he has professed his faith

in the Lord Jesus and is

showing the change by

actions as well as words.

The colporteur the

photograph, reading by the

bedside of Abd - u - salam , was

brought to the Lord some

years ago , and almost

tirely through reading the

Scriptures. A friend who

was a convert himself gave

him copy of the New

Testament, which he took

away to his home in the

South and studied it well

for three months. He was

then SO convicted of the

truth of the Book that he

EXTERIOR OF THE HOSPITAL. set out to find someone

in

en

a
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Victoria

Gospel Press.

THE

exHE following are

tracts from a letter

received from Mr. W.

Lowson, addressed from

Buenos Aires :

“ If God's people could only

see the wide field of usefulness

before such a work as this,

expansion would come at once,

and on a scale far greater

than ever we have hoped for .

In this city alone could be

disposed the entire production

of our Press, still leaving a

shortage ; and if that is so,

what about the vast continent

outside ? The need here is a

double one. Much literature is

required to deal with Roman

Catholicism , preferably by
TULLOCH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL — THE WAITING ROOM,

simply presenting the truth

although sometimes it is as well

who would teach him more fully, and the Lord led him to deliver an attack upon error. In the latter connection we

to the late Miss Herdman , of Fez . He definitely have just printed 10,000 copies of a sixteen - page tract-in Por

accepted the True Prophet instead of the false one , and
tuguese for Brazil - showing how utterly unfounded is the

Romish claim to supremacy.

since then has been used up and down the country to

spread the light he has himself received . The man
“ The other side of this land's need is this . Large numbers

with whom he is reading has also professed conversion ,

have turned,and are turning, from Roman Catholicism to--?

That is for God's people to decide in some measure. They

and many sowers seem to have had a hand in sowing must turn to something, with the resultthat socialists, anarchists,

the truth in that plot of ground. He appears first to spiritualists, atheists, and such like are all active in propagating

have heard the truth and to have received a copy of their views. Little wonder, then ,that many adherents are being

God's Word in Tetuan . Then he was in Tangier Hos - gained by these people. When a Roman Catholic gets dissatis

pital for a time , and while there he four times read fied — I might say disgusted --with the Church, and turnsfrom it,

through the New Testament. Then he received more
asfar as he knows he is turning from Christianity - for as a

teaching in Larache, and then in Manakst. Nowhe is up naturally, is to embrace anything anti-Christian which may
rule he is acquainted with no other form of it . The next step ,

here in the North again , and says he too believes that come along first. Going to and fro each day from this house

Jesus is the Son of God and the Saviour of the world. to the printing office, I pass a shop which displays in a window

He gave his testimony before other Moors, to whom he —and posted outside - various papers, some anti-Church and

also tried to show the true way. All this sounds others anti-Christian. To the average man here there is no

encouraging, but, alas ! there are many who come and difference. The cartoons are decidely extreme. To us, they

go and , as far may be seen , are quite untouched. The merely expose the actions of the Roman Catholic Church ; to

Mohammedan religion is so easy that it just suits the

others they appear to hold up to ridicule Christianity. One

called Progress has for one of its mottoes a sentence which

sinful human heart, that wants a religion and yet wishes reads to the effect that all the evils in the world are due to

to continue in its sin . A man may do all he likes, and
Christianity, and so on . We smile at that and say a moment's

yet be sure of Paradise if he die a " believer ” -in thought will show how far from the truth such a statement is.

Mohammed, of course . A man told me a while ago , The presence of two figures, one each side of the title, carica

after I had been talking with him : “ Because I am a
turesof priests - onelooks like the Pope—shows that Christianity

Mohammedan, I can steal, or lie , or kill , or do highway
and Roman Catholicism are , to these people, synonymous

robbery, or live an impure life , or any other sinI like ,

terms. Who is to tell these people that such an idea isfalse ?

We cannot stop and

but at the last I shall receive the mercy of God through Gospel literature may easily be slipped into their hands,
reason with them individually, but

the Prophet.” “ Whatsoever a man soweth that shall and safely left, with God's quickening, to do its silent

he also reap , ” says God's Word , and I told him he work.

could not sow nettles and expect to reap corn. “ The work we are doing for Brazil is very large. I have

already mentioned one tract. There are others, one 16 pp. ;

two 32 pp. and one 6 pp. The larger ones have covers ,and

MISSION TO LEPERS . — When starting the M.P.A. Million all show John iii. 16. Altogether, the number of pages printed

Farthing Fund, in 1897 , it was thought desirable that all and to be printed for Brazil will amount to 960,000 — close on

sections of the Christian Church should be invited to

a million - not copies, but pages. All this means much

participate , and funds were collected from church and
labour, because in addition to the type setting and printing

there is cutting, folding, printing the covers, putting

chapel alike. The Mission to Lepers in India and the these wire stitching, and lastly, trimming

East kindly assumes responsibility for the proper edges on the cutting machine, and packing them for

expenditure of this fund . shipment."

.

on, and
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Reviews.
missionaries is especially concerned . ” Thus there was one

Committee comprised of workers interested particularly in the

native church. They were instructed to deal with such

THINGS AS THEY ARe : Mission Work in Southern India. subjects as Self-Support, Self-Administration, Theological

By AMY WILSON -CARMICHAEL. With Preface by EUGENE Institutions, etc. Readers of the Report desirous of knowing

STOCK . 6s. (Morgan & Scott.) how these questions are viewed by those on the spot

and best qualified to express opinions, have only to

HE title suggests that to the author's mind there is need turn to those pages wherein the resolutions of the

for something amounting to a revelation concerning Committee are printed, to find their judgment given.

the true condition of things in heathen India. She Similarly, the consideration of Vernacular work

does not paint a canvas in roseate hues, but presents a candid entrusted to a group of workers whose main business it is

portrayal of facts, disclosing the obstacles which beset to reach the masses through the medium of their own tongues.

Mission work, and illustrating the exact bearing of each upon
The various problems which arise under that head are dealt

the general question. Mr. Stock in his preface says : - " I do with accordingly. The great field for work among English

not think the realities of Hindu life has ever been portrayed speaking non -Christians wasdiscussedby a third section , and

with greater vividness than in this book ; and I know that the recommendations made. Of course Medical and Industrial

authoress's accuracy can be fully relied upon . The picture is Missions came in for treatment, while such public questions

drawn without prejudice, with all sympathy, with full recog as Government policy as affecting Christian work , the drink

nition of what is good, and yet with an unswswerv
ing determina traffic, etc., were handled by men and women of the states

tion to tell the truth and let the facts be known — that is, so manship which these delicate matters demand. To mention

far as she dares to tell them. What she says is the truth , and only one other branch of enquiry, literary work had its own

nothing but the truth ; but it is not the whole truth-that she department, and a very important one naturally it was. The

could not tell . If she wrote it , it could not be printed. If it perusal of these series of resolutions, covering as they do prac

were printed, it could not be read. But if we read between tically the whole ground of Mission work in India , will be of

the lines, we do just catch glimpses of what she calls the the utmost interest and value to home students of Mission

Actual.' enterprise, supplying them with a concensus of opinion on

If there is an occasional remark which seems to reflect upon which they may confidently rely.

other missionaries whose descriptions do not disclose things in A good section of the volume is devoted to papers and

such a naked light, Mr. Stock, as a Secretary, is sympathetic, addresses delivered atthe Conference, and these will be read

for he says : "What does a clergyman or an evangelist with great profit. A “ Statistical Review of Missions in India

in England tell of ? Does he tell of his many daily disap during the Decade (1891-1900 ),” “ Religious Movements in

pointments, or of his occasional encouraging cases ? The South India," “ The Arya Samaj," and otherson kindred topics,

latter are theevents of his life, and he naturally tells of them . go to amplify the information to be obtained from the resolu

The former he comprises in some general statement. How tions, and serve to throw light on many of the phases of work

can he do otherwise ? And what can the modern missionary dealt with .

do in the short reports he is able to write ? ” This is true,
THE END OF THE BIBLE.

and it therefore needs able missionary pens to devote them
By Mrs. John Stewart

selves to writing on those phases of Mission work which call
OLIPHANT. 38. 6d. (Marshall Bros.)

for such special remark and place them before the public in The sub-title indicates that the volume is “ a book on

some substantial form-which is what Miss Carmichael has prophecy for young Christians. " It is not concerned, as

done. The terrible caste system with its bondage is here might be supposed , with the Revelation only, but is an

exhibited. The author's style is fresh and pleasing. The exposition of the prophetic Scriptures from the beginning.

thirty-nine collotype plates are beautiful illustrations, though Its style is simple and its thought sound and sensible .

selected not for their pictorial value merely, but for their

splendid adaptation to the purpose of the book. For instance,

there are three striking photos depicting the three types of

Brahminhood as it exists in South India - keen, thoughtful, LIVINGSTONE COLLEGE. — A very interesting exhibition of

dull — which are full of education in themselves. The letter articles of outfit suitable for travellers and residents in foreign

press under the illustrations is not confined to mere titles, parts, and especially in tropical climates, washeld in the Exami

but bright chatty paragraphs are inserted, which arrest the nationHall of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons,

attention and bring out the suggestiveness of the pictures. London, on May 6th. It was organized by Livingstone

This is a book which will be read and talked about. Nothing College, and included cooking requisites and feeding arrange

so striking has appeared for a long time.
ments for the march, medicine chests, ambulance outfits,

mosquito protection and sleeping arrangements, concentrated

REPORT OF THE FOURTH DECENNIAL INDIAN MISSIONARY foods, and the etcetera of travel. Most of the prominent firms

CONFERENCE. 35. net. ( Christian Literature Society . ) dealing with the outfitting problem showed their specialities.

A special lecture was given by Dr. L. W. Sambon, of Naples,

The proceedings of the Decennial Conference, which
“ The Chief Disease Scourges of the Tropics in their

met in Madras last December, are of permanent and
Relation to the Development of Great Britain ." Dr. Charles F.

special value, since the resolutions arrived at represent
Harford , Principal of the College, and Dr. G. Basil Price gave

the matured and authoritative opinion of the entire Mission
demonstrations. The exhibition proved very interesting and

forces of India. Membership of the Conference wasprimarily instructive, especially to missionaries, explorers, members of

based upon the principle of representation, every recognized
the military service and medical profession, and commercial

Mission - European and American - being allotted a propor men with undertakings abroad.

tionate number of delegates. Other specially invited members

joined the Conference, and the body thus drawn together

embraced a collective experience which gave the strongest At the annual members' meeting of the Baptist Zenana

weight to the deliberations. “ The delegates " —to quote the Missionary Society an encouraging report (presented by one

introduction to the volume-— " were distributed among eight of the Hon. Secretaries, Miss A. G. Angus) stated that at

Committees, made up of men and women engaged in work the present time fifty -three ladies were working in the

among similar classes of the community, or in similar kinds of Zenanas of India, while five were labouring in Shan-tung,

work, who might be considered specialists in their respective China. The financial statement showed an income of

fields. Each Committee , thus composed, dealt with the £ 11,615 during the year, and a balance due to the treasurer

subjects and problems with which that particular group of of £422.

on
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native Christian population during the past decade .

It shows double the proportionate increase of either

Hindus or Mohammedans, and these converts exercise

a leavening influence over the non- Christian masses

LENATIONS MISSIONARY MAGAZINE
which is preparing the way for further and

rapid progress in the not distant future. An

assumption underlying this attack on Indian Missions,

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be against which we must protest , is that they have failed

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand, because comparatively few converts have come from

London , W.C. among the Brahmins or other high castes . But is it not

characteristic of Christianity that it wins its way from

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER JONES ,

the lower to the higher ? and, as it was recorded in the

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

beginning that “ the common people heard Him gladly ,"

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in so it is still true in all lands that “ not many mighty, not

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence many noble, are called .” The faith that was to conquer

Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES. the very throne of the Cæsars found its first adherents

among the slaves in the Imperial palace . And, from
Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

what we believe to be the true point of view , it shouldPUBLISHERS, MARSHALL Bros. , Keswick House, Paternoster

be no disappointment to the friends of Indian MissionsRow , E.C.

to find that their progress is , so far, mainly among the

lower castes . The degraded condition in which Hin

duism has held these classes for ages forms a dark

background against which the elevating and transforming

effects of Christianity are most effectively displayed.

Already the Brahmin who desires the best available

education for his child has to submit in some cases to its

receiving that education from a low- caste teacher . The

writer-who, it may be noted , is not a missionary

recalls an occasion on which a Hindu Government official

In our last issue we ventured to criticize some of Dr.

Oldfield's criticisms of Indian missionaries and their himself not a convert — and in the presence of two

of high standing, speaking in a Christian church-though

methods, and to characterize his paper
hundred and fifty famine orphans , said he was more than

Have Missions on what he terms the " failure ” of satisfied that these children were being educated in the

in India missions in India as one-sided and super

Christian religion . · He averred that what India needed

“ Failed ” ? ficial. We are confirmed in this view
was a living faith, which would form a bond of unity

by the opinion of some of those best able
among her different races and impart new vitality to

to judge, and revert to the subject in order to ask in the
them . Nothing but Christianity , he declared , could do

first place whether the title ofDr. Oldfield's article does this.

not carry with it an unwarranted implication . Have

Christian missions in India failed ? If it were to be

anticipated that within a century of the landing of
In several instances Dr. Oldfield and the high-caste

William Carey on the shores of that great land the Hindus, of whom he is the spokesman , furnish the reply

ancient creeds which held undisputed sway over its races to their own objections. This is the

should be overthrown , and the banner of Christ float Some of case when one of a number of high

victoriously over every temple and mosque from Cape the Hindrances. officials undertook to explain why

Comorin to the furthest Himalayan Valley - if only this , Christianity had made so little head

or something approaching this , were to be regarded as way among the upper classes of India. Says this

success , it may at once be admitted that success has not witness : “ The work of the Christian missionaries

been achieved . But was such a result as this at all to be among the outcasts and famine - stricken is excellent , and

expected by any intelligent student of great religious cannot but be admired. These poor wretches have

movements, either ancient or modern, at home or abroad ? nothing to lose , and perhaps a little to gain , by becoming

We believe not . Judged by the number of native Chris . Christians, and therefore among them the missionaries

tians, as given in the census returns, substantial progress have some success ; but amongst the higher classes , to

has been made even numerically, and more encouraging become Christian means a loss of position ,a loss of all

than the numbers themselves is the ratio of growth in the old safeguards, loss of all family friendships-maybe loss

EDITORIAL

*
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of wife and children and parents,& c.” . In otherwords,it shoonderbai Powar at poona.

M

still costs much to follow Christ in India, and the wonder

is that the critic does not apparently see that the heavy

price that the Brahmin or other high -caste Hindu has to

pay for his confession of Christ , constitutes in itself one

main reason why so few are found ready to pay it .

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that the courage

and strength to overleap the barriers that confine the

Hindu within the fold of his ancient creed have been

weakened by centuries of hereditary and climatic influ

ence . As regards some of the more numerous races of

India, the innate limpness , the absence of moral back

bone is, perhaps, the greatest hindrance with which

Christianity has to contend, so that is a common

saying among missionaries that it takes three genera

tions to produce a strong stable type of native Christian

But it is being produced , and it is not the less satis .

factory that it is so largely from among the lower castes ,

who are regarded with so much contempt by the proud ,

self-righteous Brahmin , whose representative Dr. Old

field has thought well to constitute himself.

BY HELEN S. DYER (late of Bombay).

ONEY at compound interest ! Who would not like to

hear of safe investments yielding continually increas

ing profits ? Yet this is just what money invested in

Mission work in India in the decades of the past century is

doing, going on to multiply itself indefinitely .

In Western India fifty years ago a young Hindu was con

verted . He endured great persecution, but remained firm .

His wife was denied him by his relatives, but ultimately she

came to him , and won by his Christian character and prayers,

she too, confessed Christ. They brought up a fine family, and

four of their daughters became active Christian workers.

Mother, father, and two of the daughters have been called to

their reward . So have the missionaries through whose

instrumentality they were converted. So have the vast

majority of those who, in the home-lands, held the ropes at

that time and prayed for the work . But the effect and

influence of those prayers and that effort goes on widening

with the years.

Soonderbai H. Powar, their eldest daughter, is not unknown

by name to many in England . While yet an infant she was at

one time nigh to death . Her mother, though only a babe in

Christ herself, vowed to the Lord that if He would spare her

Scenes at Mungeli.

By Rev. E. M. GORDON.

M

foundertakih . Porvaz .

UNGELI is situated thirty miles off the Bengal

Nagpur Railway. The missionaries are the only

Europeans at this station. The work of the Mission

is varied. There are four schools at different points, a largely

attended hospital in the charge of Dr. Anna Gordon, a

continually -increasing Church membership , and a leper

asylum (of which the M.P.A.is the patron). There are also a

number of boys and girls, most of whom were taken in during

the years of famine. The leper asylum was erected by the

pennies of the M.P.A. In the same enclosure there are two

sister buildings.

The choir in the leper meeting-house consists of five girls

from the orphanage. The lepers all sit on the floor, in

accordance with the custom of the country, during the

service. In this small church the lepers have enjoyed the

privilege of hearing Mr. T. A. Bailey, and many other visitors

from distant places.

One Sunday morning, when it was particularly warm and little one she would dedicate her life to His service, as Hannah

sultry, and when the orphans were all at Sunday School, a of old dedicated Samuel. Her prayer was also heard , and the

large troop of monkeys, feeling the great heat, sought shelter daughter, early converted, became an earnest worker for

in the Mission School . They seated themselves everywhere, Christ from her thirteenth year.

on the chairs and table, on the windows and doors, and Soonderbai has never married . She has had a wide and

several lay around in the verandah . I slipped up to them varied experience as Zenana and school teacher. Sunday

with my camera and leisurely took several snap-shots. The School work she delights in, and excels in getting others to

monkeys were not in the least perturbed. They are very work with her in this unlimited field in India . ' When I first

human in their ways. Amongst the natives it is cominonly knew her in Bombay she was acting as Zenana visitor for one

reported that they bury their dead in the sand of the river of the leading Missions, putting in her spare hours at a boys'

beds. I recall a scene I witnessed many years ago. It was boarding school-where she lived - and was at the same time

at sunset. I came on a group of monkeys in a grove. One responsible for the upkeep of at least a dozen Sunday Schools

was lying dead at the foot of a tree, and around this tree, at in different parts of the city.

stated distances, were seated solitary monkeys, who looked In 1891-3 she made two visits to England in connection

for all the world like sentinels keeping watch over the one with the Anti- Opium Crusade. Since then she has had

that had died. It was not till some time after that I heard several years' experience of work among widows with her

the report of the monkeys burying their dead ; otherwise I friend Pandita Ramabai, at the same time transferring her

should certainly have watched this group to see if they really energies in Zenana visiting and Sunday School work to

did bury the lost one.
Poona.
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In her first inception of this work it was Soonderbai's crying, and at last a pleasant thought came into her mind that

thought to take a few Christian girls into her home and train if she went to a Christian school she would get shelter ; so

them thoroughly in theScriptures, and in methods of work for she made her way to this Christian school, and now she is

and among women. The Home was began in a humble way quite happy. No one can imagine what the poor Hindu girls

in the early months of 1900. But that year the famine was suffer.

most severe, and money was sent to Soonderbai - unsolicited “ In the city of Poona, where I visit zenanas, there was a

for famine succour. She took in starving girls who came to Rajput house. The woman and the children always listened

her doors. Others were sent her of all ages, from eighteen to to the Gospel. The eldest daughter got interested in the

one year old. Thus, instead of her Home being only filled Bible . She was treated very cruelly by her mother -in -law , so

with Christian girls seeking Christian training, the majority her mother told her to ' run away and go to Soonderbai, and

were unconverted heathen girls needing everything. she will take care of you . According to the custom of this

At the end of the year 1900 thirty -five girls had been land a mother cannot protect her daughter from the

received. A year later the numbers had risen to sixty -one. oppression of her husband or mother -in -law . Just at that

In a report lately published, bringingthe story of the work up time a Bible -woman belonging to a Ritualistic Mission

to the end of 1902, 112 girls were under her care and instruc enticed her, and the girl went to them. She stayed for a

tion. Soonderbai has not sought to increase the number. She month , and she was then asked by a sister to receive the rite

takes those the Lord sends, and trusts Him for the money for of baptism. She said , “ No, I will never be baptized here, for

their needs. Some extracts from this report will exemplify there seems no difference between your church and a Hindu

the spirit and scope of the work . I should be glad to furnish temple. We worship idols, light the lamps before our gods,

complete copies to any interested friends. we burn incense, we often ring the bell for gods to wake up,

Soonderbai says : - “ As the work was increasing, I felt the we bowdown before the images ; andyou do the same. Why

need of a helper, so I began to pray for a matron . I prayed should I become such a Christian ? Why do you not teach

for several months. I wanted a true Christian woman, and I the Second Commandment ? I will go and receive baptism

asked the Lord to send me one. I had many applications, but where they do not worship idols. ' The girl left that place

I did not choose . I thought it better for me to work harder, and cameto me, and now she is quite happy,and baptized .”

and, if necessary, let the children be untidy for a little while, About forty of thefamine girls have been baptized on their

rather than to have a nominal Christian with the new own confession of faith . They enjoy meeting for prayer and

Christians and the heathen girls, for such an influence would strive to live Christian lives. Two Christian girls have

do more harm than good. The Lord heard my prayers and graduated from the second year's course and are helping teach

gave me a woman who loves her children . She looks to the
others, while taking their third year's study, which includes

Lord for her support ; her name is Ratnubai. the preparation of a sermon each week from any verse given

“ I have had many troubles and trials in different ways. them ." A new class of forty-six girls commenced 1903 as first

Each time I knew the Lord would deliver me. Once for a year'sstudents. This includes a number of the girls rescued

fortnight there was not one pice in the house, but not one day from famine.

we went to bed without food. One or two, or five rupees,

would comein time to buy food . Once there was no rice in

the house for the evening. I was asking the Lord, and £450 a Dear through prayer.

a lady who did not know our difficulties gave

five rupees. Another time there was no fuel for the next I was speaking at a Y.M.C.A. meeting the other night, and

morning. That same evening a lady who was with was introduced to a friend I had not seen for forty-four years.

for a day or gave five rupees, so the We did not know each other, but when we were introduced

difficulty for the time being was removed. Once the girls
we remembered. At the close of the meeting he got up and

wanted custard-apples (they get fruits very seldom ). I said that forty -four years ago a little incident connected with

wanted to give them, but there was no money. I was going
our lives had been blessed to him. We lived in the same

to the city, and I saw a large basketful of this fruit in the
house at that time. He was a civil engineer, and greatly

market. I thought of the girls, and then and there I told my disappointed that he could not go out to South America and

Heavenly Father, “ Thou hast created fruits, vegetables, etc.,
takeup an opening worth £ 100 a year. Some little jealousy

all good things for us. I know Thou giveth Thy children in the office prevented it. One nighthe overheard mepraying

richly all things to enjoy. O Lord ! the earth is Thine and aloud, and the prayer was an inspiration to him, and gavehim

the fulness thereof. Gold and silver are Thine. So give the a new start in life . In the prayer I had quotedPsalm xxxvii.,

girls the fruit they want.' The next day, in the morning, a
“ Oh, rest in the Lord ; wait patiently for Him ." One day, as

man came with five rupees. The money came froman he was returning from lunch, a fellow -clerk said to him,

Indian Christian gentleman. So the Lord did send the “ There is an appointment for you. You are to go out to

money, and the girls got custard -apples. How they were India on £450 a year." That is how God rewards us if we put
delighted, not only for the fruit, but also because it was a our trust in Him.-Sir William Godsell.

direct answer to prayer.

" I am glad to saythat some of the younger girlsare grow

ing in grace; the same girls who were last year wild, unruly, The BIBLE SOCIETY.— " The Bible in the New Hebrides,"

obstinate, &c. There are somenew girls who are quarrelsome by Dr. John G. Paton, is the third of the present issue of

and disobedient, but I am sure they will be converted, will be

cleansed by the blood of Jesus, and get saved , and will begin

Centenary Pamphlets. The whole history of the Mission is

well epitomized in these pages, and with such a name to it

to live for His glory. Some of these girls suffered a great

deal ; one of them had a drunkard as her husband, and he

the pamphlet ought to be scattered far and wide.

used to come home and beat her every day ( poor girl of
fourteen years). There was no one to help her. She worked INDUSTRIAL MISSIONS AID Society . — A very attractive

every day from morning till evening, and in the evening exhibition and sale was held recently in the Grafton Galleries,
she had blows from her husband as a return for faithiul under the patronage of Her Grace the Duchess of Grafton,

work. Hers was a hard lot. When the girl could not bear it Field -Marshal the Right Hon. Earl Roberts (Commander-in

any longer, she ran away from her mother- in -law and came Chief ) , the Right Hon .Lord George Hamilton, M.P. ( Secretary

to me. Another girl was an orphan ; she lived with her step of State for India ), and others . It included fine hand-woven

brother, who married her to a young boy when she was a Indian carpets and rugs, made in the Society's factory at

Small child . In her new home she was treated cruelly by her Ahmednagar, where nearly 250 natives, mostly Christians, are

mother-in-law. She was whipped and starved. Then she left employed. There were also gold and silver thread em

her home to go to her aunt's. Her aunt refused her shelter, broideries from South Africa andArmenia,lace fromShan -tung

and drove her away. The poor girl went on wandering and and Chefoo, North China, and a variety of other articles.

me

me SO me
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refused to yield to the Christianity

taught by the Roman Catholic priests.

Here is a wide and vast field for

labour ; it is good to know that the

Americans arousing to their

responsibilities towards these Islands ,

and are sending missionaries who

shall teach the pure Gospel of Jesus

Christ.

Fune 28th .-CEYLON : The Colombo
.BY .

district contains an area of 1,122 square
CLARA BENHAM .

miles, and a population of nearly one

million . Of these, 16 per cent. are

Christians, 72 per cent. Buddhists, 4

per cent. Hindus , and 6 per cent.

Mohammedans. Those figures give

June 7th . — SPAIN AND PORTUGAL : The Wesleyan food for reflection and prayer ; when shall they be

Missionary Society is doing good work in Spain and Por altered ? An encouraging statement is sent homeby a

tugal, and should claim a share in our prayers. Report- Wesleyan missionary.Wesleyan missionary. He says : “ Night after night,

ing about the work in its present condition , the mission week after week , during the special Missions being held

aries say that Spain is passing through a great crisis, that around the district, there have been crowded meetings,

the religious agitation is becoming stronger every year , and neighbourhoods have been aroused . Believers

and that “ Freedom from the yoke of Rome" is the aspira have been sanctified , nominal Christians have been

tion of the majority of the people. Hence, it is of the soundly converted, and not a few who lately were

utmost importancethat vigorous work should be carried bigoted in their opposition have penitently publicly

on by the Evangelical Churches, and thus a strong renounced their dumb idols to serve the living and true

foundation be laid, in the truths of the Gospel , ready for God. Hundreds have come out during the year

the time when the day of liberty will dawn. The publicly to seek for pardon , purity and power. As the

educational work of the Wesleyan Society in Spain , and early Christians went forth and preached everywhere,

also in Portugal , is in a very encouraging condition, the theLord working with them, and confirming the Word

only embarrassment arising through scarcity of funds. with signs following, so we have gone forth strong in

One of the missionaries writes : “ It is heartrending to the strength which God supplies through His Eternal

keep back two or three years, children who are seeking Son,' and He has made us to triumph everywhere. To

admittance. More space anda larger teaching staff are Him be all the glory.” Such a report as that ought to

what we want, in order to take our legitimate place in stimulate our faith in prayer and in the God whohears

this city, where there are signs of public recognition it and honours the trust of His children .

which will greatly increase our influence in the future. "

We are so accustomed to our beautiful sanctuaries and

bright , airy mission halls at home that perhaps we give

little thought to the discomforts under which somany DUBLIN MISSION HOMES AND SCHOOLS. — These institutions,

of our missionaries have to labour. With what self which were commenced some fifty years ago by the late Mrs.

sacrificing perseverance do they meet and daily endure Smyly in connection with the Irish Church Missions, and

these adverse circumstances ! This has been the case
were supported mainly through her devotion and influence

during her lifetime, have now reached the second year in
for long at Estephania, where the premises of the

which the responsibility for their management and mainten

Mission are wholly unsuitable. Well may one say : ance has devolved upon others . The seven homes have con

would be a great encouragement if some of our monied tinued to shelter a family numbering from 500 to 600 boys and

friends at home would come out and see for themselves girls, and the Ragged Schools have been daily attended by

how things stand .” As they witnessed the eager atten some 400 of the poorest city children , who get breakfast and

tion of the hearers, notwithstanding the stifling atmos
dinner at the Schools. There are always more than a thousand

children under their care and teaching, the greater number of

phere of the big, low -roofed cellar, surely they would
whom would be lost to the Protestant Church if the Mission

get the inspiration for their liberality which makes
Homes and Schools were not maintained . Every year a good

giving a pleasure and a blessing ! ly number of boys and girls are sent out to service or business,

June 21st.—THE PHILIPPINES : In the interior of Scripturally taught, and trained to be useful. The cost of

these Islands, among the mountains, are to be found a carryingon this work as it has been done in the pastamounts

few thousand aborigines whose religion seems to be a
to £ 1,000 a month , or £ 12,000 a year, and nearly all this has

to be obtained in voluntary contributions or bequests. The

kind of spirit-worship. They have no permanent idols, financial year which has just closed has not been so satisfac
but worship any rock or tree trunk in which they trace tory as could be desired , inasmuch as three of the Homes, viz . ,

a resemblance to an animal. They have a great respect the Elliott Home, the Coombe Boys' Home, and the Spiddal

for the aged and the dead, which really amounts to a Orphanage, received less than their expenses by a sum of

form of ancestral worship . Many other tribes inhabit 6520 inclusive. It is earnestly hoped that this need has only

these Islands, possessing varying degrees of superstition
to be known to be supplied, as the respective committees,

while most grateful for the generous support they have re
and ignorant idolatry and paganism . Chinese are there

ceived , cannot but feel some anxiety at so large a deficit in

who came as traders, bringing along with them their
one year. Communications should be addressed to the Misses

idols as well as their wares. Mohammedans, too , are
Smyly, 102, Lower Baggot Street, Dublin, who will be glad to

to be found in large numbers who have determinedly give the fullest information respecting the work.

It
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Say Meeting Stories.

HINDUS SUPPORT A CHRISTIAN ASYLUM .

E are sure our boys and girls will like to hear some of On one Sunday afternoon a considerable number of well-to

the interesting missionary stories which were told at do English -speaking Hindus had come together in the mission

" Our Own " May meetings ; so we are printing a few chapel at Cocanada, to hear what we were doing for the lepers

of the best . in India. I told them of the new asylum at Ramachandra

puram, twenty - five miles from their own town, which was the

Five DAYS AND NIGHTS WITHOUT WATER.
only door of hope for three hundred miles in any direction for

I remember once on my way across the desert to reach a the thousands of lepers in the Telugu country. I told them

far-away town where they had never seen a Christian , that we that it originated in Christian compassion , was built by

found no water. We went on for five days and nights, and Christian money, that its prime object wasto make Christians

began to get thirsty ! Things were becoming a little serious. of their lepers, and that if they as non -Christians were disposed

The Arabs I was travelling with scattered, and after about to assist the work on these terms, we would not decline their

half-an-hour one man found water. When I got to the spot help. At the close of the address, one of the leading men of

where he said it was, I thought he was tellinga lie , because the town, a Government lawyer , a Hindu of high standing

Arabs never tell the truth except by mistake. There was not and character, rose and said he had been surprised and

a sign of water that I could see. Down went six or eight men , ashamed at what he had heard , ashamed that it should be left

and dug a hole six feet deep in the sand, and there was the to Christians of another country and race to care for " our

water, sure enough. I said to them afterwards, “ Tell me how lepers .” “ I feel," he said , “ that the least we can do is to help

you knew. There is not a palm-tree or a blade of grass, or the them and stand by them .” He immediately gave 300 rupees,

tiniest scrap of moss.” They were sons of the desert, and one and promised a monthly subscribtion as well.—Mr. John

of them told me that a discoloration in the sand revealed the Jackson.

presence of water.--Mr. A. Forder.

you know ? ”

SAVED BY A Horse's NEIGH . TELL-TALE MARKS ON A LADY'S

On one occasion I was visiting a tribe of Arabs on the HANDS.

southern shores of the Dead Sea , people whom you would

never visit for pleasure. They thought ittheir privilege to pilfer I remember about fourteen years ago, a lady in a Mohammedan

and rob everyone who came along. They tried it on with me zenana at Fyzabad made up her mind she would risk all for

night after night that I spent in the encampment. One night Christ's sake, and be baptized. There was a tremendous stir ,

two men with myself slept out in the open air. It was much and she was sent to Lucknow, in order that her life might be

preferable to being in the tents, where there was sometimes
protected. The missionaries noticed that there were some

inore company than we cared for ! We had not rested very marks upon her hands, and said to her, “ How long have you

long , when one of the men came to me and said, “ You must had these ?” “ Oh ,” she said, " they have been there for some

not sleep ; there is danger !" " Danger ? " I said . “ How do time." No one dreamed what was the matter, but immediately

There was no one about, so far as I could see
one of the lady doctors in the mission hospital saw her, she

in the clear moonlight - not a speck. The man , however, said, " It is leprosy." There was no mission leper home in

kept on nudging me, and saying, " You must not sleep,” for I Lucknow, only a Government asylum, and she was sent there.

was very tired. They kept up for about five hours. I had
At once the Mohammedans said “ This is God's judgmenton her

fallen asleep in spite of the nudging. All at once I moved my for leaving Islam .” That woman found herself suddenly con

head and where the head had been there came a stone bigger fronted with the prospect of living amongst a number of poor,

than a football. What was it caused me to move my

low-caste lepers. She spent one Sunday in the asylum, after

head ? It was my faithful horse neighing. Three men had
which Christian friends provided alittle house for her. She

been wandering round from point to point, waiting for an was asked afterwards what she did on the Sunday in the

opportunity topounce upon us, and God made that horse
asylum . She said she got the other lepers together andread

prick up his ears and neigh in the nick of time.—Mr. A. Forder.
to them from the New Testament about the Lord Jesus Christ

healing the leper. When she went to the little home provided

BLIND GIRLS Saved FROM HUNGER,
for her at Fyzabad, a touching thing happened. Before leav

ing herown family on her profession of Christianity, she had

On one of my travels I came to a school for blind girls. I had a Hindu ayah to care for her children as nurse, and had

went in quite casually, and found they were in sore distress. taught her the truths of the Gospel. The ayah had left for

They had hardly anything in the house for those fifteen or other employment, but when she heard that her old mistress

score of children to eat. Just as I was there, there camea was a leper, she announced her intention of coming to nurse

letter , and the good woman who cares for these little ones said her and spend the rest of her life with her. The teaching was

“ Mr. Forder, thank God for the Missionary Pence resumed, and a few months afterwards she was baptized . On

Association . " That letter contained a cheque at the very the death of her mistress she went for further training, and

moment of need, which saved those children from hunger.- became a Bible-woman, and occupied several years in really

Mr. A. Forder. useful work.-Rev. A. R. Cavalier.
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gain a peace and calm of heart which nothing could shake or

destroy. For several years he wandered about, sitting now at

the feet of one teacher, now at those of another, tormenting

III . - Buddhism . his body by starvation and his mind by endeavouring to

By Rev. W. St. CLAIR -TISDALL, M.A., D.D.

destroy the innate consciousness of personality. At last one

night, as he sat, plunged in deep reflection, at the foot of the

( Church Missionary Society). sacred Bo -tree - as it was afterwards called--he passed from

one state of abstraction to another, until he at last fancied

UDDHISM affords the probably unique phenomenon of that he had attained to omniscience. He thus knew not only

an originally atheistic philosophy which has developed the past andfuture, but also discovered the cause and the cure

into more religions than one. The Lamaistic Buddhism of all the suffering which , in his opinion , constitutes the whole

of Tibet differs very much from the Buddhism of Japan or of existence in this and in all other worlds. The rest of his
China, and that again from Buddhism as it is found at the long life was devoted to preaching the system of philosophy

present day in Burma and Ceylon . But in all the various forms which he had thus evolved from his own inner consciousness.

of the faith now existent in these different countries, there are His disciples were sent forth to do the same, and thus the

certain points in common, one of which is the worship of a “ Law " which he taught gradually spread , mostly by peaceful

number of different deities. In the philosophy as originally means, in after years overthe whole of India and Ceylon, and

taught by Buddha himself there was no room found for God was ultimately carried to far distant lands. It largely influ

at all. The existence of the Hindu deities was not , however, enced thought in Persia and Mesopotamia, helped to originate

denied , though their influence on man's future happiness or Manichæism , Gnosticism and various corruptions of Christianity,

misery was not acknowledged, and the idea of offering them and, after dying out in the West and being absorbed into

worship was completely opposed to the fundamental ideas of Hinduism -which it considerably modified - in India, gradu

Buddha and his earliest followers . In the tacit acknowledge ally assumed the religious forms which to -day distinguish it in

ment of their existence, however, though their inferiority to Tibet, Burma, China, Japan, and Ceylon.

Buddha himself was clearly stated, and the latter made no The leading idea of Buddhism is that all existence is misery,

pretence to anything but a purely human origin, we may find and that the only way to escape from misery and suffering is

the source of the idolworship and demonolatry which prevails to cease to exist. The systemis, therefore, the most extreme

in Buddhist lands to-day. and utterly pessimistic one that has ever been conceived. Its

The influence which Buddhism has exercised in the past goal is suicide, not indeed of the body but of the whole nature

history of many Eastern lands can hardly be exaggerated,
of man . Buddhism recognizes no spirit in man , no self, no

though that influence is now - and has for centuries been ego. Yet from Hindu philosophy Buddha borrowed the idea

waning. It is still sometimes asserted that Buddha has more of transmigration , though denying the existence of a soul or

worshippers than Christ, and that the system which he taught spirit which could pass from one existence to another. There

is, if mere numbers be considered, the prevalent religion of is here a manifest contradiction , but the Indian mind is very

the human race at the present time. This is a mistake. The patient of contradictions and ready to accept with indifference

system which Buddha taught had long been entirely forgotten, both and neither as true ! Buddha felt that it was impossible

until brought to light by modern study of the ancient Pāli and to believe that good deeds and bad would alike be without

Sanskrit works in which its principles are enshrined. result to the doer ; he felt that justice and reason alike

According to the strict Buddhist rule, none can be reckoned demanded that evil should bring its own punishment and

as Buddhists exceptthe comparatively few persons who are good its own reward . As it was evident that such was

full members of the Sangho or Monastic Order. Butreckoning not always the case in this life , it was necessary to hold

all who are even lay adherents, the late Professor Sir Monier that every man would " eat the fruit of his actions ” some

Monier-Williams considered that the total number of Bud where else. Hence the Buddhist doctrine of Karma, which

dhists in the world a few years ago was rather under than over word literally means “ deed . " Though a man or a deva or any

one hundred millions. other sentient being must die and cease to exist, Buddha

In order to an understanding of the “ ruling ideas ” of Bud taught that his character, his karma, then passed on to another

dhism , it is necessary to revert to Buddha himself and to show being, which-except in the case of an arahat or "perfect man"

under what circumstances his system originated . Buddha - at -sprang into existence at his death . To explain this, various

first called Siddhattho or Gotamo—was born about the year557 illustrations are used , the most common being that of a flame.

B.C., and died circa B.C. 477. His birthplace was the Lumbini If a number of pieces of tinder are placed close together, but

Grove, near the city of Kapilavastu, which stood on the banks without actually touching each other , and the first of the series

of the little river Rohini, in Nipa !. His father Suddhodano is set on fire, it is possible by dexterously blowing out the first

and his mother Mâyâ belonged to an Indo - Scythian tribe long to kindle the second by the same breath , and so on to the

settled in the country. The caste system , which now forms end of the series. The fame which consumes the last piece

the distinguishing feature of Hinduism , can hardly be said to of tinder is not the same which burnt up the first, yet it has

have then completely established itself , yet even then the sprung from it and may in a sense be considered the same.

Kshattriyas or warriors-to which section of the population So when the life of one being is extinguished another comes

Buddha's parents belonged — were distinguished from the into existence, to which the karma of the former is transferred ,

Brâhmans, or priestly section of the community. The latter, and so on. This process in most cases goes on through

however, were very far from possessing the high position , countless ages . All existence, whether on earth or in one or

in at least that part of India, which they afterwards other of the very numerous heavens and hells of the Buddhist

attained . All the tales regarding the supernatural character system, is misery, and the one object of the wise man is to get

of the Buddha's birth which afterwards came into vogue are rid of this misery ; that is , to attain to Nirvana.

quite alien from the simple narrative of the early Pāli books.* This brings us to consider the “ Four Noble Truths," which

At the age of sixteen or seventeen years he was married to at sum up the main doctrines of Buddhism . They are :-( 1 ) The

least onewife, called by the earliest writers Bhaddakaccâ, by Noble Truth of Suffering,( 2) The Noble Truth of the Cause of

later ones sometimes Gopâ and sometimes Yasodharâ ; but Suffering, (3 ) The Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering,

she is generally referred to as “ the mother of Râhulo," and (4) The Noble Truth of the Course which leads to the

Buddha's only son . At the age of twenty-nine Buddha left his Cessation of Suffering. These are : That all existence is

home and family and becamean ascetic anchoret. His reason suffering ; that the cause of suffering is thirst for sensual

for taking this step was his conviction of the transitory and pleasure, for continued existence , or for instant cessation of

unsatisfying nature of all earthly happiness, and his desire to existence ; that, therefore, the only thing needed is to cease to

* Perhaps I may be permitted to refer to the proof of this contained
thirst for these things ; and that the way to overcome that

in the Appendix- “ Note on Buddha's Birth " —to my book entitled
thirst is to walk in the “ Noble Eightfold Path," the law which

" The Noble Eightfold Path " ( Elliot Stock ) .
Buddha taught. The last and final stage in this is a state of
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perfect self-concentration, in which the mind of the devotee is

equally indifferent to pleasure and pain , good and evil. When

a man hasreachedthis stage he has extinguished his passions

and affections, andwhen he dies he ceases to exist, as did

Buddha himself. This stage is termed Nirvana, or extinction,

which term primarily refers to extinction of the passions and
C.M.S. Hotes

secondarily to that of the being .

In modern times few Buddhists hope to attain to Nirvana

on dying : they prefer to aim at advancing a few stages

forwardon the road to that goal, leaving its attainment to

some future existence or existences.

The ethical system of Buddhism is utilitarian or selfish ,

since actions are judged only from their supposed effect in

hindering or promoting a min's early attainment of Nirvana.

There is no absolute distinction in kind recognized between
THE Anniversary Meetings of the Society held on

good and bad, only a difference of degree. Every action is May 5th were, as usual, well attended and were

considered as it affects theman himself, without any reference marked by much enthusiasm . The meetings organized

to the will of a Supreme Being. For example, suicide is not by the Layworkers' Union took place on the Saturday

considered as wrong in itself, but it is unwise , because it previous and were in every way successful.

may place the self-murderer in a state less advantageous for

the attainment of Nirvana than his present existence. Bes

tiality is said to be less evil than the conduct of a Buddhist The " General Review of the Year, " read at the

monk who returns to family life .
morning meeting on May 5th , contained many interest

There are ten moral preceptsin Buddhism , of which only ing facts.
ing facts. The total number of adult baptisms during

the first five are binding upon lay adherents. The latter are,

however, advised to practise the first eight. The last two bind
the year amounted to 9,565 , of which 3,965 were in

only the full members of the Order, that is to say, monks and
Uganda, and 2,578 in India .

These ten precepts are as follows :—Abstinence ( 1 )

from slaying any living being, ( 2) from taking what is not

given, (3 ) from conduct unbecoming a religious student, (4)
The total receipts of the year for the general work of

from speaking falsely, ( 5 ) from intoxicants, which cause
the Society amounted to £ 341,000, which exceeds all

slothfulness, (6) from eating out of due season , (7 ) from
previous totals ( if the Centenary Funds are excluded) by

dancing, songs, music, and seeing spectacles, (8) from using as £14,000 . They are £ 100,000 more than the income of

adornments garlands, scents, unguents, ornaments, and finery, ten years ago , so that the average yearly advance has

(9) from sleeping in a high bed, a big bed, and ( 10) from been £ 10,000.

receiving gold and silver.

Buddhism can hardly be said to be producing any good

results in the world. It has no very high moral standard . In
The number of missionaries accepted for service

Oeylon and Japan the livesof its monks are proverbially during the year was 67 , 33 being men and 34 women.

impure. In Japan, if a boy is lazy and inclined to unmitigated Among the new recruits was the eldest son of the

lying and evil-doing generally, his Buddhist parentssay thathe martyred Bishop Hannington, and also a daughter of

is “ just cut out for a monk ." Religion is a complicated system David Livingstone, who, with her husband, have been

of unmeaning ceremonies, idol and demon worship. There allotted to Africa. Bishop Stuart has gone back to
are many Buddhist sects in Japan , the most influential being

called the Shin - shu . Members of this sect look for salvation
Persia in the 53rd year of his missionary service ; and

through invoking Amida Buddha. They have magnificent
Archdeacon Arthur Moule, restored to health after eight

temples, gilded images, candelabra, incense, gorgeously years of waiting , is once again in China among those he

arrayed priests, prayer-wheels and other paraphernalia of loves so well .

sensuousworship of a dead man who is no longer believed to

exist. The Lamaistic Buddhism of Tibet is so very similar in

its outward forms to Roman Catholic worship that one is only
At a C.M.S. meeting in St. James's Hall , Piccadilly ,

with difficulty able to believe in the possibility of the two the Rev. E. J. Peck , of Baffin's Land, in the north of

systems having arisen independently of one another. Canada, where he has been working among the Eskimo,

It is not too much to say that, whether as a philosophy or as said the only “ connecting link " with the outer world

a religion, Buddhism has failed. Hence many in the lands was the annual ship . When this arrived in September,

where this system of utter and hopeless pessimism still

prevails are to-day turning to the Gospel and finding the
1901 , he hurried aboard to hear the news of the previous

satisfaction of their deepest needs in Him who said : - " I am
year . Queen Victoria had been deadseven months, his

the Light of the world : he that followeth Me shall not walk little daughter was ill , and his old friend and fellow

in the darkness, but shall have the light of life . ” worker had left the Mission . The little ship remained

four weeks and then departed , leaving them to wait

“ HELP FOR BRAZIL ” Mission . — The latest “ Occa another year for news of the outer world. Until he, Mr.

sional Paper ” contains an abstract of the accounts for Peck, returns to Baffin's Land in June, his colleague , Mr.

1902 . The total amount received was £1,268 8s . 5d . , Greenshields, will know nothing of the King's Coro

and there is a balance in hand of 616 14s.Ird. The Paper
nation !

also publishes very many interesting accounts from the

pens of the missionaries of work in this South American Dr. W. R. Miller makes an urgent appeal in the C.M.

Republic , and copieswill be gladly supplied by the Intelligencev for more assistance in his work among the

Secretary , the Rev. W. Lawrence Tweedie, 22 , Grove peopleof Hausaland. " He says : — " I wish the committee

Terrace, Highgate Road, London , N.W. Brazil is could see this country with our eyes as it is opening up,

nearly half acontinent. It contains twenty-one States , going to be, say , next to India and perhaps South

the smallest larger than Belgium , the largest equal in Africa, one of our greatest dependencies, with a great

size to Germanyor Persia .
future. "

* *

*
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children have contributed . A lady in Suffolk sold some

of her jewellery ; " only a young working man " sent

26, besides his usual quarterly remittance ; and four

missionaries sent gifts from their distant stations.

* * *

** * *

The Rev. and Mrs. Archibald Forder have left for

SIIS.P.A.

Jerusalem and their work among the Bedouins ; Rev.

and Mrs. E, C. Notman for Bocas del

Left. Toro, Colombian Republic ; and

Hews and Messrs. Clarke and Lowe for Jamaica

and South Africa respectively . A large box containing

Hotes. nearly six hundred_khurtas and cholis has been sent to

the offices of The Bombay Guardian for distribution to

Triumphs of the Cross orphanages.

and Failures

of the Church.

SEÑOR Emilio OLSSEN, Rev. J. C. Lawson and wife

It is well to linger on from Philibit, India, and Mr. and

the triumphs of the Cross Arrivals. Mrs. F. Lister-Newton from Tandil,

in heathendom since Argentina. We shall be glad to hear

Pantenus, about A.D. 190, of opportunities for these friends to plead for “ England

left his honours in Egypt to preach the Gospel to the in the East," and for “ The Neglected Continent.”

Brahmins, and it is also well, though less encouraging ,

to look at the other side of the shield .

Everyone has heard of Wm . Carey, but there are
Doubtless the mystery that the Gentiles (heathen)

likewise lessons to be learnt from the few meagre
both the Hebrew word, Goi , and the Greek word ,

details we know about his coinpagnon de voyage,
ETHNOS , alike being translated in some

Dr. John Thomas.
“ TheVeil that places " heathen," and in others

How many missionary gatherings have been electri
is Spread over “ Gentiles ” —are partners with the

fied by the story of “ The Lone Star Mission ” ? (see the
all Nations.” Jew and the Christian in the Gospel is

concluding article in “ The Conquests of the Cross .")
à MYSTERY still to the majority of the

This verytriumph should lead us to think side by side
worshippers in our ecclesiastical edifices, and missionary

with it of the failures of the Church of God in its efforts
literature is the best means of removing the veil . The

to plant the Cross in distant lands.
support given to ALL NATIONS compared with that

If, in addition to dwelling upon the wonderful bless
accorded to the majority of Society organs is surprizing.

ings attending the Gospel story in Uganda, the Telugu
During recent months the Editors have been re

country, Hawaii, and other places , ourMayMeeting cipients of manyencouraging and appreciative letters

audiences in Exeter Hall could have their attention
from well -known travellers, like Miss Gordon-Cumming,

directed to the vanished Christianity of North Africa
and from stay-at - home folk in every county in Great

Britain .
and Malabar ; to the relics of Primitive Churches to be

An English lady in Denmark writes : " I

found in China and among that cross-tattooed race
think All Nations the brightest and most readable

recently discovered near Kano ; to the almost Mission

missionary paper that I receive." The Editors

less countries of Tibet , Nepal , Rewa, and Cooch Behar ;
would welcome funds placed at their disposal, how

surely more prayer would be forthcoming, and while
ever small , to bring this paper before our Christian

going to our homes with a feeling of satisfaction for
Endeavourers and others, and to supply the numerous

whathas been done,we should bedriven to our knees

requests from missionaries and native workers to be

for what remains to be accomplished .
placed on our free list . About one hundred have

In doing thus we should be helping the cause more
already, by the kindness of friends , thus been accom

effectually than by any amount of self -denial. In the
modated , and at the time of writing I have before me

evangelization of the world the missionary prayer
further requests from Belgium , Ceylon , and the States.

The students of the Coimbatore Bible Union send us a

meeting is a greater force than the public annual

meeting.
round -robin couched in the usual plaintive and high

flown Babu- English , concluding with the promise that

if we “ graciously accede to their humble request

We hold over a list of contributions to our Deficit they will give their heathen friends an opportunity of

Fund till next month , to make room for the usualtable
hearing Christian truth by reading the beautiful

the collections. Many of our Christian Missionary Journal All Nations to them . ”

Our Deficit readers have not yet sent even a few

Appeal . stamps to assist us in reaching the The Editor of the Bombay Guardian kindly supervises

third hundred pounds which we so the distribution of the khurtas and cholies made by the

badly require. Candidates' appeals from abroad, sug readers of All NATIONS. In a recent

gestions from the offices of the Missionary Societies, all Where the issue he writes :

have to be shelved until our funds assume a more Famine Clothing “ We have this week had pleasure

healthy complexion . has gone. in forwarding the contents of another

So many thanks to the friends who have denied large and valuable case of famine

themselves to aid the Gospel. Servants , sailors, and clothing, alluded to in a previous issue as having

*

re
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reached the port of Bombay. The missionary recipi- in particular . Preaching to Christians has been rela

ents of this generous gift are indebted to the many tively overdone, and, to the impenitent, underdone.

supporters of the Missionary Pence Association , whose has no sympathy with denunciations that only irritate,

Secretary, Mr. W. Roger Jones, forwarded the case to of exhortations that are only a waste of breath . He

us for apportionment and despatch . Those who have asserts that“ The ugliness and the doom of sin should be

made these beautiful garments will be pleased to know preached till the sinner feels his own guiltiness, and

that they have reached India at a me when the weather Christ should be so presented that the sinner should flee

is very cold and trying, and the garments will therefore to Him as his only Saviour .
The minister

be greatly valued. has no more right to cap Sinai or conceal hell than he

“Our apportionment is as follows : has to hide the sin -atoning cross of Calvary . "

100 to Mr. John Fryer, of the C.M.S., Patpara. Dr. Cuyler does not believe much in the common

75 to Mrs. Ashton, Vanguard Faith Mission, Teethul , Bulsar. theory that to awaken sinners ministers must first preach

78 to Rev. G. W. Blair, I.P. Mission , Jhalod, PanchMahals. to awaken Christians . He thinks that this is often kept

50 to Miss E. L. Harvey, M.E.Mission, Raipur, C.P. up till the members of the church are rather hardened

70 to Mrs. Robert Ward, M.E. Mission , Godhra, Panch under constant hammering. " Nothing stirs up comatose

Mahals.

Christians like the sight of awakened personsgoing into

“ The case also contained packages for the following an inquiry -room with their pastor."

addresses :

Miss Sunderbai Powar, Zenana Training Home, Poona.

Mrs. Albert Norton , Boys' Christian Home, Dhond .

Miss Harvey, Z.B.M.M. , Nasik.

Miss Ashwood, Rehoboth Mission,Belgaum .

Mrs. Longhurst Ward, Adyar, Madras .

Miss Legg, Ceylon and Indian General Mission , Penukonda. " Missionary Pence Association,

About 700 khurtas and cholies in all . Rooms 21 and 22,

Exeter Hall ,

Strand , London , W.C.

DR. THEODORE L. Cuyler accounts for the falling Bankers : London & South- Western.

off in the number of conversions in recent years by Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

saying that too many discourses are addressed to nobody this periodical

Men Roger Jones

1

...

...

...1

99

... 19

the Missionary Pence
6 s. d .

North Africa Mission ... 0 3 2

March 18th to May Do. ( for Miss Jennings) 0 14 3

Do. ( for Miss Jennings

clothing for widows) 0 10 0

Do. ( for Mr. P Smith) 0 17 4
£ s. d . 0

Natal Mission(MissWhitly)
0

Protestant Orphanage (Seoul,
Korea )

South Africa General Mission 0
11

8 3
0

Do. (for Sun -douci) 0 15 5 Mr. Ştober's Angola Mission ) 0 8 0

Mrs. Turner ( Thi-peng, Ma
Zambesi Industrial Mission 0 2 2

laysia ) 0 17 0

Miss E Bayly Neemuch) 0 5 5

Dumaria Mission 10 18 3 Missions to Jews.

Do (for Furlough Fund ) 0 15 0
Abor Pioneer Mission 2 8 5 Mr. D. Baron ( " Scattered

Messrs Lorrain and Savage Nation ) 0 2 6

(Lushailand ) 7 7 Barbican Mission 0 2 6

Mr.W. J. Campbell(Armenia) 2 13 6 Wild Olive Graft " Mission 1 1 0

Marash Orphanage (Ar London Society
0 5 0

menia )
1 10 6

Rev. A. Forder ( Bedouin Mis

sion 8 09

Fulkien Schools ( Miss Goldie) 2 0

South America, &c.
0

Miss Hollands Work (Osaka ) 0 16 4
Mr. H. Eades (Argentina ) 0 19 6

Mr. and Mrs. Cook (Kumba Mr. J. Brown ( Venezuela ) 0 13 8
konam ) 1 3 11

Pastor R. F. Elder ( Tres
Rev. W.H.Murray (Chinese 3 11

Arroyos)
0

Blind ) 0 14 7 Dr. Jas. A Graham (Brazil ) 1 8 8
Do. (for Outfit Fund ) 0 3 0

Mr. J. Lampard ( Balaghat
Orzaba Gospel Press (Mexico ) 0 7 6

Rev. E. C. Notman ( Bocas del
Mission ) 0 15 6

Toro)
6 10 0

Do (for Mr. H. Smith ) 0 17 4 Do. (Grant) 10 10 0

Do. (support of “ Jhunia " ) 2 0 0 1 18Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Bahia )
1

Do. (support of • Balia " ) ... 1 0 0 Dr. Paton ( New Hebrides
Sua Bue Presbyterian Mission 2 18 10 Mission ) 1 0 0

Mrs. Longhurst Ward Do. (for Dr. Mackenzie) 2 11 2
(Madras) 5 0 0

South American Evangelical
Lala Musa Medical Mission 3 11 6 Mission 2 1 7

Pandita Ramabai's Work 1 0
Mr. F. Lister Newton ( Tandil ) 0 9 4

Dr. Edwards (Shan-si, China) 1 0 3 18Victoria Gospel Press
6 1

Indian Christian Realm 1 8 0
Do. (for Mr. Lowson) 2 7 2

South Arcot Mission ... 0 8 0 Do. ( for Mrs. Lowson ) 1 3
Bethel Santhal Mission 1 199

Mr. G. R. Witte (for Steel
Women's Medical Mission 0 6 0

Boat ) 1 1 0

Miss N. Warr (Nan -chang Fu , Mr. and Mrs. R. Young ( Sao
China )

3 7 6
Paulo ) 5 2 9

Zenana B. and M. Mission 0 11 0
Barbadoes Mission 0 4 6

Rev. J. Yair ( Jamaica )
0 8 8

1

0 0

99

8

Amounts received by

Association from

16th, 1903.

For the Societies.

6 s. d.

Baptist Missionary Society ... 2 97

Þo. ( for San Salvador) 3 0 0

Do. (for Mrs. Couling) 0 8 8

Do. (for Rev. F. Madeley) ... 0 5 3

British and Foreign Bible

Society (for Brazil) 1 3 0

Regions Beyond Missionary

Union (for Mr. P Clarke) 15 0 0

Church Missionary Society... 0 6 6

Do (per Holy Trinity Aux

iliary ) 1 5 7

Do. (per Holy Trinity

Juveniles)
11 11 8

Do. (for MedicalMission )... 0 10 0

Do. ( for Pak-hoi ) 1 7 3

Do. ( Rev. E. J. Peck's Work) 0 50

Do. ( Rev. T. L. Pennell,

Bannu )

Church of Scotland Mission 5 12 6

London Missionary Society 1 17 6

Do. (for Mr. G. Wilkerson ) 1 13

Do. ( per Staindrop

Y P.S C.E. ) 0 14 10

Do. (per Earl St. Mission) 3 6 0

Do. ( per Paddington

Chapel
2 18

Do. (for Mrs. Bryson China) 3 0 0

Do. (for Mrs. Osborn , Tre

vandom )
2 18 0

Do. (perDunmow

Y.P S.C.E. ) 0 12 6

Missionary Bureau 7 0 0

WesleyanMissionary Society 0 10 5

Europe.

Paris City Mission
0 4

Dunkirk Sailors ' Rest 0 12 0

Bull Ring Mission (Madrid) 0 15 0

Mr. W. Mclntosh (Carril ,

Spain)
9 6

Sailors' Rest (Antwerp) 0 7

Pastor Rohrbacr ( Berlin ) 08 8
Mr. Dod (Marin) 6 0

Asia.

China Inland Mission
2 0 9

Behar Mission (Mr. A. Banks) 1 8 0

Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

Lumpor)
0 2 2

Do. (by special work - tin

workers)
21 0

Deacon Abraham (Urmia) 0 6 0

For Blind Girls' Work (Jeru

salem )
0 5 6

Mission to Lepers.

£ $. d.

General Funds... 29 10 6

Miss M. Reed's Work

(Chandag )
2 4 8

Do ( for support of “ Jessoda

and one child ) 25 0

Do. (Support of “ Timah " 2 10 0

Per Auxiliaries (Stratford

Rail Mission ) 1 2 8

Do. ( Toxteth )
3 9 0

Do ( Cricklewood Mission ) 1 0 0

Per Polytechnic C.E.M.S. 2 3 7

Mrs Hely Hutchioson's

Bible Class 1 14

Gloucester
0 4

Field Lane 1 3 0

Leicester Auxiliary (Mr.

Thornley)
2 16 2

South Manchester 0 14 6

Hove Y.W.C.I. 3 10 3

Heaton Chapel Branch ... 14 4 10

, Salisbury do. 1 11 0

West Kirby do. 3 6 3

Cromer do .... 1 2 0

, " KingsMessengers " 15 16 1
Forest Gate 5 2 9

For support of proteges
Per Miss K. E. Hove, £1 ;

for - Makayah ," £ 1 ;

** Phutku," £ 1 ; " Jessi

Mori, " £ l ; " Kuar Singh ,"
£1 5 0 0

Per Mrs. Hooper
1 12 6

Million Farthing Fund
Mandla Asylum

2 0 0

Mungeli do.
3 0 0

Ludhiana do. 2 15 1

Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Mr. Musa Bhai's Fund 1 0 0

Open Air Mission 02 6

London City do.
1 8 8

Women's Protestant Union 0 16 0

Galway Orphanage
0 4

Mr. McCali Barbours Work 0 3 9

Collections at Missionary

Meetings
10 12 4

57 Shillings for 57 different

Mission Stations 2 17 0

“ A N." Prayer Union
0 4 10

Sale of Foreign Stamps 1 9 6

Passages and Outfits Fund 8 10 6

Sale of S.S. Reward Tickets 0 16 2

Support of “ Rose (Evian

les - Bains) 0 5 1

Subscriptions to ALL NATIONS 36 i 7

Council Grant and Expenses'

Funds 67 5

Special Deficit Fund ... ...207 10 3

Total £ 940 9 5

... ...

8

1

...

7

8

Africa .0

Mr. A. Carr (Grand Canary ) 0 17 3

Casablanca Mission ( Mr.

Steven ) 5 13 5

Mrs. Christopher's Work

( Ikoko ) 2 199

Miss Coote's Coloured Girls

( Zululand ) ... 0 16 4

Fan Mission (Mrs.Marling) ... 0 1 6

Gold Coast (Rev. M. Hayford's
new church) ... 136 15 0

Do. ( Grant )
20 90

Famine Funds.

General Fund ... 20 90

For the Starving Christians

at Raipur
6 3 6

M.P.A. Orphanage at Raipur 10 10 6

Miss Littlejohn's Work
0 3 6

Mr. F. King (Sanand, Gujerat) 1 18 0

Mr. Moyser Akola ( for

Orphan )
0 0

Chandkuri Famine Fund 52 5

Do. ( for Clothing ) ...
2 14 0

0 1

1
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The kischineff Massacres. frontier, lying on the railway between Odessa and Jassy ,

in Roumania .

By Rev. C. H. TitterTON , M.A. , B.D. So that we may have a better grasp of the situation

under which the riots occurred , it may bewell to briefly

(London Jews' Society.)
describe the town and itssurroundings . Kischineff, the

capital of Bessarabia , which country was acquired by

HE Kischineff massacres, or atrocities , for Russia in 1812 , contained at that time about 7,000

both these terms are used to describe the inhabitants. It has grown very much since then , and

awful events which have lately taken place , has became an important town with a population of

have drawn the eyes of all civilized nations 110,000 , consisting of Russians , Bulgarians, Tartars,

upon them . What accentuates the pain of Wallachs, Jews and others . Situated on the river Byk ,

it all is that they have happened in a so a tributary of the Dniester, and divided , like Warsaw,

called Christian land, and in a town within the capital of Russian Poland, into an old and new town ,

easy distance almost of our own doors, the latter of which stands high on crags some450 to 500

Kischineff is only 120 miles from Odessa, that great feet above the river, it is a town not without some

business centre, and thirty miles from the Roumanian natural advantages. The buildings of the town are

T

D
I

LITTER FROM JEWISH Houses LINING THE STREETS OF KISCHINEFF.
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sacres arose.

among the CUS

plain , but the gardens round about are remarkable . portions that it was not possible to repress them , and on

The Jews as a rule in Russia , owing to legal restrictions , the evening of the 6th of April the violence of the mob

are compelled to live in the cities , but in Bessarabia was no longer confined to the property of the Jews ; it

they are allowed to carry on agriculture in sixteen large also attacked their persons.”

colonies. Jews seem to have first come into the country By others, however, it is strictly affirmed that the riots

at the beginning of last century and to have been the were pre-arranged down to the smallest detail , and this

first to exploit the land and develop business . So to the Jewish paper, Woschod, confirms as follows:

day we find them taking their full share, if not more " Eye witnesses assert that printed manifestoes

than their full share, in the appeared in the town before

business of the country. the Easter holidays, and a
Let us now endeavour to

whole bale of proclamations

understand how the mas preaching pillage and murder

The following were handed in at a local

paragraph is part of the Rus tavern— " Moskwa "_for dis

sian official account, and I tribution

need hardly say that it differs tomers ; and further that in

very considerably from the town there were special

accounts received from Ger rendezvous where crowbars

man and Jewish sources :
and other instruments of

“ The inquiry ordered into
violence were distributed

this matter has established the That the murderous attacks

fact that the riots arose from were premeditated is also

the tension of the relations proved by the fact that from

between the Christians and the beginning of the riots the

the Jews in Bessarabia. The local workmen did not par

slightest calumny spread ticipate, but strangers who

against the Jews sufficed to suddenly descended on the

provoke an explosion of the
town . It is said that bands

passions of the populace. The of rioters arrived the day

Jews had been falsely accused before by train , and when

of having , for ritual purposes, the disturbances were almost

killed Christians at Doubos at an end, a fresh party came

saru—a neighbouring village which , however, was taken

in the Government ofKherson into custody at the railway

-at Kieff, and even at Kis
station by the military autho

chineff. In consequence of rities.”

these lying reports the working One who lived in Odessa

men and the populace com in 1871 and 1882 , during the

menced to speak with persis riots in those years, writes

tence of the necessity for that they and those of Eka

attacking the Jews. Manu terinoslav, Elizabethgrad and

script documents were even in scores of other towns or

put into circulation , which villages, are nothing in com

reproduced the accusations parison with what has

brought against the Jews, occurred in the last place of

and incited the population to butchery- Kischineff- they

slaughter them. On the first all pale before it. One can

day of Easter, the 6th April ,
well believe that this is true ,

a mob assembled in Tcheuflin after reading the terrible

Square awaiting the opening tortures inflicted man ,

of the booths and other places woman , and child . The

of amusement. Nothing
gruesome picture painted for

abnormal in its attitude was us by the Berliner Tageblatte

noticeable. Towards four
and others is a sight of wrecked

o'clock in the afternoon, a
A RUSSIAN JEW.

homes, outraged women , chil

Christian woman , with an dren flung from balconies,

infant in arms, was seated on a merry -go-round. Its men brained , mutilated , eyes gouged out, and other

proprietor, a Jew, hustled the woman in order to make atrocities. Very rarely has such an awful tale been

her get down , and he gave her a blow with such force told as the one I now append, taken largely from

that she let the child fall. This incident wasthe starting the two Russian newspapers, the Petersburg skia

point of the troubles. The mob in its fury threw stones Viedomosti, April 24th — May 7th , and the Nowosti, April

at the Jewish houses in the locality. The disturbances soon 23rd-May 6th “ The riots broke out during the

reached the neighbouring streets , and bands spread them Russian Easter holidays and lasted for two wholedays,

selves in several quarters destroying the Jewish shops and the 19th and 20th ult. They were due chiefly to the

houses. The rioters who destroyed the houses were suc inflammatory incitements of a localnewspaper which for

ceeded by pillagers. The disturbances assumed such pro years had been preaching the most violent anti-Semitism ,

on
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to be proclaimed that the excesses ceased . The

extent of the destruction wrought during these terrible

days cannot yet be ascertained . Fifteen streets of

houses are, however, specially mentioned as having been

completely sacked. The official reports admit that 700

houses and 600 shops belonging to Jews were pillaged ,

and that 43 Jews were killed outright and 424 wounded,

74 seriously. Of the living, 4,000 families are now

shelterless and destitute. The most incredible

atrocities were perpetrated on the dead."

Universal horrorhas been expressed at these inhuman

deeds , and no one can feel them more than the mis

sionary who has lived and laboured in the land , for they

strike with deadly force at the cause so dear to his

heart -- the cause of Christ in Russia. How often has a

Jew said to me, when living in Russia : “ You want me

to become a Christian, but the Russian is a Christian " !

The terrible irony of the word ! and yet how fully justified.

Still , there are amongst the Russians, and these the

highest in the land , men whose hearts God has touched ,

and who long, as we ourselves , for those better days

when the eyes of the people shall be opened to accept

the Gospel of Christ in its simplicity. Even now we

see, as it were , the stirring of the leaves upon the trees.

The colporteur of the British and Foreign Bible Society

has not laboured in vain in his many wanderings through

this great land of the North , and the quiet but steady

and persistent work of the London Society for Pro

moting Christianity amongst the Jews has not been

without fruit . Who can tell the effect of that endless

stream of Christian tracts—tracts which have entered

thousands of homes, and still are entering alongside of

God's Word, translated by the London Society, so that

BAREFOOTED RUSSIAN PEASANT WOMEN.

(In the District of Kischineff.)
the Jews may read , in their own tongue , the wonderful

works of God ? God is graciously answering prayer,

too, in another direction . One of the last works ofthe

and which for weeks previously to the outbreak had Rev. E. M. Eppstein , a missionary of the Society for

been stimulating the passions of the superstitious
many years, was an endeavour to reach the Jewish

populace with the old fables of Jewish ritual murder. Rabbis and learned Jews in Russia by means of letters.

The outbreak, however, was not left wholly to chance. The answers to these letters show many an emptyheart

It was deliberately organized by certain local anti and much hunger after a better way. May Christ be

Semites whose names have been communicated to us, exalted through them .

and whose place of meeting was well known to the [The English translations in this article are from the

authorities . In the early morning of the 19th , the mot Jewish Chronicle. - C . H. T.]

d'ordre was given, and bands of half-drunken loafers ,

armed with cudgels and iron clubs, distributed them

selves in the quarters inhabited by the Jews, and
The TRANSVAAL.- The Revs. W. Perkins, M. Hartley ,

proceeded systematically to break into their houses.
and W. H. Findlay are appealing for volunteers from

They were soon reinforced by mobs of men and women

among the Wesleyan ministry for work in the Transvaal .

frenzied by their overnight Easter observances and by
At least a dozen are needed for immediate service . They

the cries raised on all sides of ' Death to the Jews ! ' A
" Our prospects are widening out beyond all

perfect pandemonium ensued. Houses and shops were
anticipation . Every week brings letters telling of new

emptied of their contents ; the streets became strewn
developments, new openings , new needs ; a single week's

with broken furniture and merchandise , and the air
mail often bringing news such as , under ordinary con

filled wth the cries of maltreated and dying women and
ditions, would make a whole year conspicuous. It is

evident that Methodism has in this new colony to-daymen . In some cases children were flung from the

upper storeys of houses on to the pavement below.
an opportunity unparalleled in even Methodist history.

Women were outraged ; men had their brains battered

out , and corpses were frightfully mutilated . Several The Rev. Dr. Campbell , Presbyterian missionary for

synagogues were completely wrecked , the Scrolls of the thirty - five years in Santalia , was one of the speakers at

Law being torn to shreds, and smeared with the blood
the recent General Assembly of the United Free Church

of the officials who vainly strove to protect them. At
of Scotland .

nightfall the mob retired, but their work of destruction

was resumed on the following day, and it was not until A short course of sixteen lectures on “ The Preserva

5 o'clock in the evening of the 20th—on an intimation tion of Health in Tropical Climates ” was delivered at

from the police that the minor state of siege was about Livingstone College last month,
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By the Way.

THE

“ Thou shalt inberit

bearing all the hardships and privations of long tours in

soalldel mountainous regions , visited 163 places . Signor Pasella ,

the third agent, lives at Foligno. He has a good hall

in his house for preaching purposes, and is the only

evangelist in this important town. During the year 42

persons were inscribed as catechumens, eight of whom

were considered ready for baptism . During the first

few months more than twenty of the most promising

28
converts were transferred to other towns , but their places

are being gradually filled by others.

HE Commemoration Day proceedings of Living

stone College took place on June roth, at the

College, Leyton . The new Bishop of St. Albans—the The Zenana Bible and Medical Mission registered

Right Rev. Dr. Jacob - presided over a short meeting in last year a total of 23,219 patients and 73,970 consulta

the grounds . The Principal , Dr. Harford , stated that tions. The missionaries and assistants number 157 and

since the foundation of the College in 1893, 171 students the Indian workers 275 . The Committee most thank

had passed through the ordinary curriculum in addition fully report thelargest income ever received , amounting

to many who had attended for shorter periods . In spite to £ 26,413. This includes a legacy of £ 7,200 for

of rigid economy, there was already a serious accumu medical work from the late Miss Marston . The ordinary

lated deficiency on the income was £19,213 and

funds amounting to over the expenditure£ 21,281.

£ 600. The Committee An increase of £ 2,000

were anxious to clear off wttttttttt per annum in the income

the mortgage of £ 3,500 is imperatively necessary

which still remained on
if the present work is to

the property. From the
be efficiently maintained .

College Year Book it

appears that the number

of students entering dur
Dr. P. B. KESKAR is

ing the session 1901-2 doing a splendid work at

was very small , only eight Sholapur , India. It in

taking the full course and
cludes orphanages and

five a special six months '
famine work, and a leper

course. We note that asylum carried on under

Mr. Farrand Pierson , son
the auspices of the Mission

of Dr. A. T. Pierson , is
to Lepers. The total

the first student from the number of inmates of this

United States , but the
latter institution is 91 ,

hope is expressed that he besides 14 untainted chil

will be the forerunner of
dren in the orphanages.

many more. Two oppor; Adults and children, Dr.

tunities afforded
= ( 5 Keskar has in his charge

during the year of discus 414 persons.
His life

sing the question of the College course with representa- story, which we have just received , is a deeply inter

tives of the Missionary Societies. Some additions have esting narrative.

been made to the staff. Dr. G. Basil Price has become

Vice- Principal , and Dr. L. W. Sambon, of Naples,

lecturer on certain tropical diseases . The Year Book We quote the following from the missionary portion

contains some very valuable and extended notes on of the minutes of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church

climate and outfit for tropical lands, which make it of England : - " The limitations of non- Christian Chinese

well worth the sixpence it costs . good sense are curiously illustrated by a memorial per

sented to the Emperor in the end of 1902 by Chang

Chih- Tung, then Viceroy of Hunan, and Tuang Fang,

The Bible and Evangelist Mission , a “ Forward“ Forward Viceroy of Hupeh , another influential advocate of reform ,

Movement” in Central Italy, was founded by the late prayingfor an imperialedict of commendation for the

Rev. James Wall , of the B.M.S. , and is now carried on son of the Viceroy of Sichuen, who committed suicide

by his son from the headquarters, 35 , Piazza in Lucina, before his mother's coffin , in orderto wait on her in the

And the edict has been solemnly issuedRome. The work is accomplishedby means of colpor other world.

teur -evangelists. The first agent has been engaged for
from Pekin ! ”

nearly five years. In the course of ten long journeys

which occupied almost the whole of the past twelve

months , he visited 287 towns and villages, selling 56

Bibles , 644 New Testaments and 1,336 Gospels and WE regret to record the death of the Rev. George E.

portions. Beyond this , he distributed 2,307 Gospels and Moore, son of Alderman Moore, of Bath , one of the

large numbers of leaflets and tracts. Another worker, youngest of the B.M.S. missionaries on the Congo.

ALL NATIONS . "

Psa. Ixxxii , 8 .

were
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Across Siberia ;

En route for T'ai Yuan Fu.

By E. H. EDWARDS, M.B., C.M.

( Baptist Missionary Society ).

M

ANY were the misgivings of some of our friends when

we mentioned that we intended to return to China

by way of the Trans -Siberian railway ; but here we

are safely landed at Tientsin , after a most interesting, and on

the whole, comfortable journey, friends and helpers coming

forward to our assistance just when they were needed .

Our real startingpoint onthis long journey was Bordighera,

which we left on March 18th, reaching Moscow on the 22nd.

For those who have timeat their disposal, there will be found

much of interest both at Warsaw and Moscow ; but as we had

to press on, we were able to see little . At each place we were

glad to find a depôt of the British and Foreign Bible Society,

wherewe bought a few Gospels, to give away as opportunity

offered . The Society has many colporteurs, working both in

Russia and Siberia, and the Russian Government grants to all

its agents a free pass on the railways and carries their goods

free of charge.

The vouchers obtained in London securing places in the

train to Irkoutsk, had to be exchanged for tickets at Moscow,

and when in the office transacting our business, we met a

gentleman recently arrived from China, who volunteered the

information that he " had the exquisite . pleasure of just doing

the beastly journey, and found more dirt in every square inch

than everhe saw before. " This was not veryencouraging,

but we were not to be daunted.

Moscow was left on March 23rd, and after a most pleasant

and comfortable journey of seven days and a half, wereached

Irkoutsk.
A STATION CHAPEL AND SHRINE.

Some of the most interesting points—as the cros

sing of the Volga and traversing the Urals , we unfortunately
(In the Trans- Baikal Territory.)

passed at night ; but what we did see, coupled with the facts

gatheredfrom our " Guide,” gave us quite a new idea of this by grain , the other consisting of animal products. From the

part of Siberia, and enabled us to understand to some extent station of Krivoshchekovo, on the riber Ob, the Great Siberian

how greatly theopening of the railwayhas tended to develop Railway in 1897 conveyed no less than 24,000,000 poods of

the country: The line to Cheliabinsk was not opened till various goods, the products of the region where the railway

1892, but a few years afterwards the local merchants bought crosses the navigable basins of the rivers Ob and Irtysh .

upannually 500,000 to 700,000 poods( 1 pood = 36 pounds) of On reaching Irkoutsk, we found we should have to wait

wheat for export; while in 1893, 600,000 emigrants were there nearly three days for the mail train, which would take

registered at the emigration station there. Another important us as far as Lake Baikal, and thus had an opportunity of seeing

point passed is Omsk, where there are over seventy buildings for a little of the town . Situated on the banks of the Angara, it is

the requirements of therailway alone ; while the annual export considered one of the finest and best -organized towns of

of goods exceeds a million poods, half of which is represented Siberia, having rapidly developed since the arrival of the first

train on 16th August, 1898. The streets are

wide, with wooden sidewalks, but the roads are

in a deplorable condition , and were

quagmires when we were there, as the result

of afall of snow and subsequent thaw. Most

of the houses are built of wood , while a few

are of stone and others of mixed material.

The town boasts two cathedrals, twenty-nine

orthodox churches, fourteen parish churches,

thirteen house -chapels, also one Roman Catholic

and one Lutheran church, two Jewish syna

gogues and a Mohammedan mosque, as well

as a museum and theatre. We were pleased to

find an agency of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, the large advertisement board of which

outside was adorned with notices in Russian ,

German, French, English , Chinese, Manchu

and Mongolian.

One of the most important and probably far

reaching results of the opening of the Trans

Siberian Railway will be that many more

Chinese will avail themselves of the increased

facilities for going westward . Already Chinese

merchants are settled in Warsaw, ready to

WATER TOWER AT ZIKOBO STATION . seize the opportunities for developing trade .

mere
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Many of the passengers in the trains which

passed us, bound for Moscow, wore the blue

gown and cue ; while on our train, bound east

ward, they were conspicuous by their absence.

At Irkoutsk there is a comparatively large

colony, and as the result of speaking to one

Chinese on the street, some four or five visited

me in the hotel . They told me that there

were some ten Chinese firmsthere, all engaged

in the tea and silk trades. Of these, several had

been established nearly twenty years ; while

others had only extended these businesses from

Kiakhta—the border town of Mongolia and

Siberia - since the opening of the railway . The

point of interest for me was that all these men

were from the province of Shansi, and most of

them from the neighbourhood of T'ai Yüan Fu !

Yet, strange to say, those who visited me knew

nothing personally of the missionaries living

in that district. Though doing business in an

" outside country,” on their return homethey

kept themselves to themselves, thus maintaining

their exclusiveness.
THE VILLAGE OF ZAMZOI .

When we left Irkoutsk on April 2nd , it was

nearly midnight, and by five next morning we

reached Baikal, on the edge of the lake. With the o'clock started on our two and a half days' journey to

aid of a kindly fellow -traveller, who spoke Russian , we Mandchourie. We were soon resting, but not all sleeping, as

secured two sledges, on which we packed our luggage. the carriages were very hot and stuffy — the two windows

Each sledge is supposed to carry three passengers, but being fastened with screws !

by paying an extra fee of two roubles we secured one for When we woke on the next morning we nd we were

our own use. After a welcome cup of coffee at the buffet, we favoured with bright , bracing weather, and were crossing the

started on our 40-mile drive across the lake. Most of the Zaigon Da range of hills, in the Trans-Baikal Territory, The

passengers had goneon ahead of us, but our sledges had original inhabitants of this district were Mongols and Buriats,

good teams, and our Buriat drivers were determined to lead and many of them were to be seen at the stations and among

the road if possible. Only once were we defeated, when a the passengers on the train . One who attracted special

driver with three sturdy little horses " kept the road . " The attention was, we were told , a priest. He was rather an old

whip was scarcely used at all ; the animals seemed to enjoy man, and presented a curious appearance with his long wadded

the race, and only needed a word of encouragement from the coatofa bright red colour, a white towel round his head to

drivers to do their best. The ride in the keen morning air act as a muffler, and the whole surmounted with a hat with

was most exhilarating, and we were quite ready for more red tassels, like the winter hat of the Chinese ! The settlers

refreshments when we stopped at the half-way house- a log of this part are mostly the descendants of exiles from

hut built on the ice by the railway company for the accommo European Russia, not a few of whom suffered for their

dation of travellers. After an hour's rest we started again, religious belief.

and before reaching the other side it began to snow , but The chief town of the Trans- Baikal territory is Chita, before

wrapped inour furs we defied wind and weather. We landed 1827 an unknown place of twenty -six peasant huts, with 300

at the little station of Pereiomnaya, 45 versts south of inhabitants. From that date its prosperity began, owing to

Mysovaya, and therefound a train waiting in which we were the presence of some exiles called Dekabrists,who drained

fortunate enough to be able to secure one coupé. There we the place, filled up ditches, and expended money for the satis

remained from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. waiting for the luggage and faction of their daily requirements. It was a busy scenewhen

mails. Mysovaya was reached at 7 p.m. , where we had to we arrived there at 8 a.m. on Sunday, April 5th. The platform

change trains and again scramble for places ; and about 9 was crowded with passengers, and in the vicinity of the

station manynew buildings were being erected, among

them a handsome new station . In the old wooden

shanty used as a buffet, we found very good refresh

ments, and on the bookstall noticed French, German

and English books.

Mandchourie was reached early next morning, and

was the scene of much confusion , as everyone had to

change trains. A strong wind was blowing, which

raised much dust, and a company of Cossacks exer

cising within the station precincts, helped to make

matters worse . With much difficulty we secured

tickets and a coupé in the only second-class carriage

on the train, in which most of our luggage had to be

stored , and in which we had to travel for the next three

days and a half ! However, we were fortunate in

having connected with one of the new trains running

on this part of the line, whereas some friends who

travelled a few days after us, had to be content with

the old style, which they described as horse-boxes

fitted up as carriages.

From Mandchourie to Kharbine - or Harbin-the

line runs through Hei Lung Chiang -called after the

Amur, which is known to the Chinese as the “ Black

BASHKIR GIRLS SELLING MILK. Dragon River " —the northern of the three provinces

I
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keeping our eye on a fellow -traveller - a Russian colonel

feeling assured we were safe in his company. Without the

usual warning of three bells, someone suddenly shouted at the

door of the buffet, the colonel bolted and we followed suit .

The train was already moving, but fortunately the officials saw

our dilemma, stopped the train , and we regained our seats

safely, but somewhat out of breath.

It was nearly midnight when we reached Ta Shih Ch'iao,

where we had to change trains and go by a branch line in

order to reachYing K'ou,or Newchwang, a distance of seventeen

miles ; a most important port situated at the mouth, and on

the left bank, of the river Liao. The station-terminus of the

branch line—is about three miles higher up the river, but on

the same side as the port. On reaching there at two in the

morning, we were at a loss to know how we were to cross the

river to the right bank, where the terminus of the Chinese

railway leading to Pekin was, when we appealed to a Russian

naval officer who spoke French, and he at once offered to

take us in his steam launch to the port, where there was an

hotel. We gratefully accepted his offer,and reached the hotel

about three a.m. Two sleepy Chinese servants were roused,

who let us in, and we were all ready to throw ourselves on the

beds in our clothes for a short rest till daylight, when we

hoped to cross the river and catch the early train for Tientsin .

This was not to be, however, for though up about five, and off

soon after in a native boat, when we reached the other side

the boatman told us the train had gone . But scarcely had our

luggage been dumped on the mud bank when a Russian

soldier appeared , and though we could scarcely understand a

word he said , gathered that “ the captain invited us." Other

soldiers appeared, and before long we found ourselves in a

small bungalow, which we afterwards ascertained was fitted

up by the Russians as a rest house. Here we had to remain

till the following morning, and during the day were most

kindly looked after by the Russian soldiers, also by an English

THE STATION AT KATCHA. gentleman -engineer-in-chief to the railway — and his wife,

(Two thousand seven hundred miles from Moscow .) when they found out we were there . That night my wife and

I slept in the train, as we were to leave early ( 5.30) on the

into which Manchuria is divided. Tzitzihar, the capital, was Saturday morning. Westarted punctually, and at seven the

occupied by the Russians in 1900, soon after the 'outbreak of same evening reached Shan Hai Kwan, now a large military

hostilities, but as we pass there about half-past nine at station occupied by the troops of many nationalities. There

night, we could see nothing else than the large buildings,
being no hotel there , we at once went on to the train which

numerous sidings, and preparations for building in the vicinity
would next day take us to Tientsin . There fortunately we

of the station. found a restaurant car, where we were glad to appease our

Kharbine, being the junction of the line from Port Arthur hunger. We slept on the train and were perforceobliged to

and Vladivostock , presented a scene of great activity , and one
go on the next day - Sunday, April 12th - to Tientsin, where

could scarcely realize that before 1898 there was but one
we arrived at3 p.m. Thus our long journey was accomplished

solitary house-a Chinese distillery-on the spot. At the in almost exactly twenty -five days, nineteen of which were

present time it is a large town of several thousand inhabitants, occupied in travelling, and six in waiting at the different

consisting for the most part of Russians connected with, and
stations.

for the protection of, the railway. Sightseers had, however, Mrs. Edwards has already gone on to Pekin, but I have been

better beware ; for two Englishmen who preceded us by a
detained here waiting for our baggage, which has only just

few days, when taking a walk in the town, were arrestedby
arrived. We hope to proceed to T'ai Yüan Fu as soon as

an officious Cossack, who marched them off to a guard house.
possible.

On the arrival of an officer they were at once released, but it

was an unpleasant experience.

From Kharbine the line runs almost directly south to Port friends' South African Relief

Arthur, a distance of 615 miles ; but we were to change at the

junction of Ta Shih Ch'iao, 169 miles north of the terminus. Committee.

The most important and interesting place we passed was

Moukden, the capital of Feng Tien , the southern of the three The Friends' South African Relief Committee of

Manchurian provinces. Before 1900 the railway made a con York are appealing to British possessors of Boer family

siderable curve to the west to avoid the Imperial tombs of the

ancestors of the present Manchu Dynasty ; but the Russians

Bibles to give or sell them to the Committee in order

occupied the city on ist October, 1900, and since then the line
that they may be returned to their original owners. In

has been shortened some thirty miles, and from the train one
the destruction of farmhouses and dispersal of their

can see the lofty crenellated brick walls of Moukden on the contents during the late war in South Africa, many valued

one side, and the site of the Imperial tonibs on the other . family Bibles were either destroyed or taken away, and

We reached there about five in the afternoon of Thursday, it is thought that some of them may have been brought

91h April, and the scene on the platform - Russian officers and to England. The Committee point out that these Bibles

soldiers mingling with the Chinese, and a Russian military

band playing in front of thebuffet - made it almostimpossible family interest, and in some cases formtheonlyregister

often contain genealogical and other notes of great

to realize that we were within three miles of the ancient home

of the present rulers of China. Here we had to run for our
of the births, deaths, etc., and their loss has been very

train . We were in the restaurant quietly drinking our tea, but keenly felt.
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propagation of “ Church ” views in the denominational

sense , and in the most sectarian spirit . ( If the titles of

the two Societies could be exchanged they would be

AND TEACH
more accurately descriptive.) The S.P.G., in short , isALLE

INATION MISSIONARY MAGAZINESS WATIONS the Missionary branch of the Romanizing party , and it is

EDITOR CO - EDITOR

JOHNJACKSON B.REEVE
a surprise to many that , at a time when the lawless

character of that party is more than ever manifest, the

Committee of the C.M.S. should be acting as if the

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

differences between the two Societies were trivial or non

addressed to THE EDITORS . ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand,

essential . United meetings , where the speakers representLondon, W.C.

views divergent and mutually destructive - as divergent

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

indeed as are the spiritual and sacramental conceptions

Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall , Strand, W.C.

of the Christian revelation ; missionary exhibitions in

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in several of which the inclusion of the S.P.G. has meant

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence friction and dissatisfaction unknown when the C.M.S.

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. Jones . and kindred Evangelical Societies have worked happily

together ; a general tendency to minimize differences
Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

that are vital and affect the very essence of the faith
PUBLISHERS, MARSHALL Bros., Keswick House, Paternoster

these are some of the things that are distressing not a
Row, E.C.

few of the warmest friends of the C.M.S. We cannot

doubt that many protests have reached the Committee

against this policy of compromise, and we support them

with all the emphasis we can command. We can assure

them that we do not write at random when we affirm

that many loyal friends of the C.M.S. are seriously

alarmed at what they regard as , at least , a partial

surrender of principle, and that not a few feel that they

must withhold their gifts from a Society as to the

thoroughly Evangelical character of which they begin to

ITS splendid record of service abroad and its com have their doubts .

manding position at home make the Church Missionary

Society the admiration of all true

The C.M.S. and believers in world-wide evangelization . be that this attitude on the part of the C.M.S.

the S.P.G. Its steady financial progress , until it is regarded as making for unity , and so contributing to

is now in possession of a yearly income
heal the division which has rent the

of £ 340,000, bears witness to the wisdom and devotion The S.P.G. and Church into rival sections. If so such

of those responsible for its guidance in the past , and is, the E.C.U. a hope is foredoomed to disappoint

at the same time , a splendid testimony to the principle
ment . Any unity between Societies

of voluntary giving . The policy of faith in God for men standing for such radically different conceptions of

and means at home has gone hand in hand with the Christian truth can never be more than spurious and

preaching of a pure Evangelical Gospel abroad , and the superficial. We can well believe that overtures of a

results have been in accordance with the means friendly sort are not wanting from the side of the Ritual

ployed . But not a few staunch supporters of the C.M.S. istic Society . They have all to gain, and nothing to

are becoming seriously concerned at what appears to lose , by concerted action . They will , naturally , be glad

them a partial departure from the distinctly Protestant to avail themselves of the missionary fervour of the

and Evangelical position hitherto occupied by the Society. Evangelicals—that fervour which has made the C.M.S.

They are alarmed at the decided tendency shown of late the first Missionary Society in the world . Some readers

to fraternize with the Society for the Propagation of the may think the terms we have applied to the S.P.G, are

Gospel. However much this venerable Society may uncharitably severe . If so , we commend to their con

have merited its title in its early days, it has long ceased sideration the close connection between that Society and

to represent that interpretation of the Christian revela the English Church Union . The aims and attitude of

tion which all Evangelicals, whether Churchmen or Non the latter Society may be gathered from the words of its

conformists, agree to call the Gospel. No one knows President, Lord Halifax :

better than do the Committee of the C.M.S. that what is
“ We wish for union with Rome . We desire from the bottom

sometimes termed the “ Sister Society ” stands for the of our hearts to be allowed to make our confessions to, and

EDITO
RIAL

* *

It may

em
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to receive our Communions from , the hands of the Roman
A Bible Van in the Straits

clergy."

Settlements.
And of this Romanizing Society twenty-six of the Com

MR. TILDEN ELDRIDGE, of the Bible Society, sends us from

mittee of the S.P.G. and six of its Organizing Secretaries
Malacca the accompanying photo of a Bible van built for him

are members . As many as 130 of the missionaries of at a cost of $ 192 , wit a portion of a grant made him a little

the S.P.G. belong either to the English Church Union or
while since by the M.P.A. It is drawn by two hired bullocks

and goes along very easily. Being on springs, it is comfort

the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament , an organiza able to ride in - very different from the ordinary bullock -cart,

tion for the practice and advocacy of Romish rites. The which , when going along a rough road, jolts the traveller from

side to side.

S.P.G. is remarkably successful in securing the promo
The cart is fitted with Venetian blinds-in the

tion of its clergy to colonial and missionary Bishoprics.

In the report of a service conducted by one of these

Bishops, such Romish terms as “ oratory,” “ prime, ”

" acolytes," " altar," and " processional cross " appear pro

minently . The following advertisement emanated from

one of the African stations of the S.P.G. It appeared

in the Church Times :

“ Benefactors regularly remembered at the altar. Brother

Catholics, you love the Catholic religion in its entirety, then

help us to spread it amongst colonists and heathen . We are

genuine Catholics and not the slightest bit moderate. The

parish .. is in dire need of assistance. We claim

assistance from those who share the views of the E.C.U., the

C.B.S., and G.A.S.”

We may add that the " genuine" Catholic faith , as

held by these immoderate gentlemen , includes the rite

of circumcision . To the diocese in which Romanism is
THE BIBLE VAN .

being thus zealously propagated the S.P.G. voted in a

recent year £ 4,031. Again, we find a Bishop , closely con
picture shownopen—and a rolled blind which, when let down,

affords protection from the sun during the day. The convey

nected with , and warmly supported by, the S.P.G. , and ance is used for both travelling and sleeping. As there are

who is a member of the most advanced Romanizing fairly good roads right away from MalaccatoPenang,some

Societies, deploring the want of " holy water," but

long journeys will be undertaken . On the first tour it was

found to answer its purpose very admirably. Many Chinese

cheered by the possession of " a large picture of Our and Arabic Malay Gospels--the van was built by a Chinaman

Lady.” On another occasion he writes that he is leaving -were distributed.

for a certain station to “ pull the people together
Thousands of Scriptures, a magic lantern , cooking utensils,

besides a camp bed , etc. , can easily be stowed away inside.

spiritually by having a daily Mass there.” He regrets Indeed more than twice the quantity of goods which would

that none of them have been to Confession for some
go into an ordinary bullock -cart can be accommodated.

time. "

Other instances of the anti - Scriptural and ultra
a Chinese Mother's Enquiry.

Romish character of the teaching and practices of the
The heathen mother of a dear young native Christian girl

Bishops and missionaries of the S.P.G. could be given , that had recently passed away, whom I was trying to comfort

but these will suffice for the present . They will serve , with the assurance that her daughter had goneto heaven, said

we hope, to put all Evangelical Church people on their

“ What hope is there for me to see her again ? What

life, what hope, is there beyond ? It is all very well for you to

guard to see to it that the usefulness of the revered , tell me she has gone to heaven , you that worship God ;

nay more, the beloved, C.M.S. is not impaired by com perhaps you know about it , you Christians, but we Chinese

promise, or co-operation with a Society which propagates

don't. We don't so much as know that there is such a place

as heaven . If there be, how can I get there ? what road has

" another Gospelwhich is not another," for there is none my girl gone by ? can I get on it ? for Iwant to see my girlie

other but that denoted by the word “ Evangelical, ” and
again ." Put in contrast to that an old Christian man's words

to me just before he died, when I asked him , using the

for the spread of which the C.M.S. has hitherto been so Chinese Christian's salutation, “ Have you peace ? " " Peace ?

graciously used of God. why should I not have peace ? I believing in Jesus, Jesus

believing in me, nothing — neither life nor death - can ever

separate me from Him. How can I not have peace ? " -Miss

Graham .

The Rev. E. L. Hamilton, for eleven years minister of the

Vineyards Chapel, Bath --Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion

-recently resigned to become the home representative of the
THE BIBLE SOCIETY . - Number IV. of the Centenary

Egypt General Mission. His successor is the Rev. A. W. Pamphlets is the story of " The Bible in Uganda," by

Evans, assistant to the Rev. F. B. Meyer, at Christ Church , the Rev.G. K. Baskerville. It is a most interesting

Westminster Bridge Road, S.W. sketch . Bishop Tucker contributes a preface.

to me ,
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A Great Opportunity.

Fº

As will be seen by Mr. Guilford's appeal which follows this,

an arrangement has at last been come to by which the whole

settlement is to be made over to the charge of the Mission to
OR many years there has been a large leper settlement

at a place called Tarn Taran, near Amritsar, in the
Lepers. Mr. Guilford proposes to do away with the present

Panjab. There is a sacred tank near by which is said
insanitary and wretched hovels occupied by the lepers, and

to have healing properties, especially in cases of leprosy, and
rebuild the whole place at a cost of 3,000, two-thirds of

lepers have been in the habit of visiting and bathing in the

which he has already secured locally, on condition that he

secures the balance.

tank in the hope of cure. The settlement has been recognized

He now appeals for the remaining

£ 1,000 which it is necessary for him to have in order to be
as the great centre to which lepers might be sent from

different parts of the province—not that they could have been
able to claim the £ 2,000 promised locally. Surely he will not

forcibly sent there, or forcibly detained , but some lepers were
appeal in vain ? The need is urgent and pressing, and the

sent from time to time, and many came of their own accord.

appeal will, we believe, be responded to readily.

For their support the rule was that each municipality promised to make a handsome annual grantfor the upkeep.of

Once we have the buildings up the local Government has

provided at so much per head for any lepers sent from within
the settlement.

its own bounds. The settlement has been more or less
The average number of inmates is, taking

regarded as a Government Institution , but subjected to

one year with another, about 200, but there is a large

community of lepers living within the town of Tarn Taran

very little inspection and very little supervision. The conse
who should be at once removed to the new Asylum, and we

shall probably have 500 inmates before long.

I have every confidence in emphasizing Mr. Guilford's plea

and in calling on the readers of All NATIONS to respond as

generously as possible to what I can personally testify to be a

very urgent need . It was in accordance with a suggestion

made when I visited Tarn Taran in 1901 that Mr. Guilford

began the negotiations that have now terminated in a way

which will bring new hope and comfort to the inhabitants of

the leper village . What has hitherto been a dirty , dilapidated

heathen village will shortly, we trust, be transformed into a

successful Christian Leper Asylum .

EDITOR.

Mr. Guilford's plan is as follows :

“ After negotiating for more than two years with the Panjab

Government for the transfer of the Tarn Taran Leper Asylum

to the Mission to Lepers in India and the East, the matter has

at last been settled to the entire satisfaction of the Mission .

One of the chief reasons for taking over the Asylum in con

nection with the Mission , was that an opportunity might be

found for rebuilding the place from the very foundation, so

as to make it at all habitable for human beings. The present

quarters are miserable and insanitary to the last degree, the

size of the huts, being9 by 8 by 7 feet, with no ventilation

beyond that which is offered by the door, which is 4ft. 6in. by

2ft. hin . The awful condition of these places, especially in

the hot weather, can be more easily imagined than described.

The plan is to build ten separate squares of 1ooft. each, 50ft.

apart, and each containing sixteen rooms, 12ft. by soft. by

12ft. , with verandahs in front and plenty of ventilation . These

will be built in groups of eight on two sides of the squares.

On the other side will be planted trees to afford both shade

and fruit , and in the middle of each square a bright little

flower garden will be made. These ten squares will be so

arranged that, should the Leper Act ever come into force in

the Panjab, the whole can be enclosed at very little cost by

building an outer wall , and so joining square to square.

This will make one compact whole, while a large open space

UNTAINTED Boys , TARN TARAN . will be left in the centre of all , and serve as a recreation

ground and place of entertainment. The cost of the whole,

including a small hospital, doctor's house, servants' house,
quence is that for many yearsthe inmates have been allowed

flour mill, baths, and store rooms, will be about Rs 45,000.
to do pretty muchas they liked , while the small miserable huts

Two-thirds of this sum have already been promised, provided
provided for the lepers are quite unfit for the purpose. Ill

that we can raise the other by the end of the year. We now
ventilated and over-crowded, they become hotbeds of disease ,

make this appealin hope of a readyresponse being given to it.
and the filthy condition of the inmates is indescribable.

Anyonedesiring to perpetuate the memory of someloved
Men , women, and children are herded together in a dreadful

one, might like to undertake the cost of building one square,

condition . and to name it after the one in whose memory the money is
The Rev. E. Guilford, of the C.M.S. , who for many years has

given. One square will cost about Rs 4,000, or £250, but the
worked at Tarn Taran, has always taken the deepest interest

smallest gifts will be gratefully received ."
in the welfare of the lepers and regularly visited them, and has

Remittances may be sent to The Editors, ALL NATIONS ;
had regular weekly services with them . The lepers have

or the Secretary, Missionary Pence Association, Exeter Hall,
always regarded him as their best friend . Mr. Guilford's

Strand , W.C.

efforts for their spiritual welfare have been much owned by

God , and many of the lepers have become Christians. A

little church was built some years ago by the Mission to

Lepers, in which the Christians have worshipped for a long Ar Notting Hill Presbyterian Church , " Missionary Day "

time. this year realized £291 2s. 8d. , or £50 more than in 1902.

--
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Prayer Union

Notes.

TIPS

TW HENRY

that the wickedness of men may be

brought to an end .

Fuly 22nd. - FOR HINDUS : It will

encourage us in our prayers for those

who are still under the influence of

Hinduism, to know, on high authority,

that among the classes influenced by

Western ideas, Hinduism is rapidly

breaking up The lower forms of

Hinduism , animistic and demonistic
. BY :

CLARA BENHAM.
beliefs, are rapidly giving way, while

the dry-rot at work at the heart of the

system is symbolized by the general

decay of Hindu temples throughout the

country. New temples , when built, are

on an inferior scale ,and usually among

Fuiy 141h .-SLAVERY IN AFRICA : It might have been rural populations, Said a Hindu : “ Hinduism is sick

hoped that the horrors of slavery had passed away for unto death ; I am fully persuaded that it must fall."

ever, and that the 20th century could furnish none of Another has said : “ The younger men do not much

the blood-curdling stories of cruelty and oppression that mind caste rules, not more than we can help .” Yes, we

have disgraced the past . But alas, this is not the case. may gather courage from the disintegration of heathen

A book recently published, entitled “ Civilization in ism , but let us remember that it is not enough to bring

Congo- land , ” by H. R. Fox -Bourne, is sad and grue about the downfall of an old , debasing religion ; we must

some reading, giving in graphic words the undeniable send the glorious Gospel of our Saviour to replace it ,

facts of Belgian atrocities in that vast district . Arab and to bring India into the peace and liberty of children

slave-trading has largely ceased , but from this testimony

of an eye -witness, confirmed by others of equal authority ,

the slavery carried on under the sanction of a so- called " THE TERRAQUEOUS MISSIONARY.” – Rev. James

Christian nation is far more appalling. Last year, there Graham Paterson died last month at Port Said , at the

were 1,465 Belgians in the Congo State, holding almost age of seventy -two. Mr. Paterson was probably the

all the important military and civil positions. It seems most widely -travelled missionary who ever set forth

strange that such a small handful of whites should have from Britain . He was aptly designated by Rev. Dr.

been able to reduce twenty to thirty millions of natives Wilson , of Bombay, “the terraqueous missionary." He

to virtual slavery. But so it is , and this has been brought belonged to the Free Church of Scotland , but for the

about by each officer demanding from each native chief greater part of his life had no settled charge, but went

a certain number of slaves , in return for so many pocket well- nigh everywhere, preaching the Gospel to all with

handkerchiefs. Refusal to comply is treated as an act whom he came in contact . Among the lands he visited

of war, which is punished by village burning, stealing of ---some of them repeatedly—were Russia , Japan , China,

stores , and shooting of natives . As every district officer India, Babylonia, Australia - where he spent many years

receives £2 head money for each slave thus enrolled , it - New Zealand , many portions of South Africa, Egypt,

is easy to see how the standing army., which now and South America—where he crossed the Andes

numbers 15,000 men, was obtained . There are also Canada and the States, besides itinerating and preaching

thousands of cannibal tribes enrolled as an irregular in every corner of the British Isles. On board ship he

native militia . The duty of these natives is to bring in never spared himself, but with all eagerness went among

a certain minimum quantity of india-rubber every passengers and sailors , and gathered all sorts of people

Sunday. If they refuse , some are shot , and the rest together for worship and exhortation. He had innumer

driven back into the bush to collect the rubber. If the able friends in all parts of the world, and among his

tale of rubber fall short , war is declared , gardens of rice , books were " Sowing Beside All Waters . ” “ Providence

plantains , etc. , are destroyed , huts are burnt , and on Ship and Shore, " and " From Bombay through

general desolation ensues . ' If at the end of the week the Babylonia . ”

full quantity of rubber is not forthcoming, the defaulters

are sometimes subjected tothemost cruel form of beating THE KING OF ITALY AND EVANGELICAL WORK. — King

with thongs ; others are killed, and their right hands are
Victor Immanuel has once more shown, in a practical

cut off and sent down with the baskets . It is impossible to
way, his sympathy with Evangelical work in Italy, and

relate here in full the horrors perpetrated on the natives,
his appreciation of the good it is doing. On leaving

men , women , and children , but enough has been said
Florence he left a sum of money to be distributed

to givesome idea of the chaos and desolation which pre- amongst the philanthropic agencies of that city,includ.

vails throughout the Congo State for the satisfaction
ing three Protestant institutions. It is a significant fact

of white oppression and greed . Surely the time of retri

bution will come.
that Evangelical work is generally helped in Italy by

“ The mills of God grind slowly , but those in authority, while Papal work has to be restrained

they grind exceeding small.” For men and nations by penal statutes.—The Christian.

is it true that the sowing producesa sure harvest The

above facts ought to be known by Christians everywhere,
At the time of our going to press, the venerable Dr.

that they may do what lies in their power to stir up Langham, the Wesleyan veteran of Fiji , was lying in a very

public opinion against all evil , and may earnestly pray critical condition in London,
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May Meeting Stories.

HIS month we are giving young boys and girls a few

more very interesting May Meeting anecdotes.

CHEATING THE MISSIONARY.

Not very long ago, in one of our mission compounds, while

famine work was being carried on, the missionary employed

one of our schoolboys to count the baskets of lime that came

in , and to render to him a strict account. The boy's own

mother, in whose house servants had been employed , and for

whom coolies had done the very same kind of work, brought

her basket of lime, and when the lad saw that, he said he felt

ashamed, humbled, and disgraced . When the people who

were responsible for the contract came and said to him ,

“ Look here, take your paper and write down fifty," or words

to that effect, he yielded to the temptation . He took a bribe,

and wrote down a greater number than he should have done.

You may be surprised at that-we are not. But what

happened?. The very same evening the missionary called

him into his study and said, “ This is work for which I am

thankful. You have taken a burden off my hands ; here is a

rupee for a present.” The boy took it, and went away. An

average Hindu would have thought he had scored, and it

would have been a story to tell to the end of his days. But

within an hour the boy came back. The money had burned

in his hand ; his conscience was awakened. With a flood of

tears he Aung the money down at the feetof the missionary

and acknowledged his sin.-Rev. Frederick Lamb.

the names of one hundred and twenty , not all Christians, but

learners whom I had been able to teach. On one side were

women's names, and on the other those of men. I was

astonished , because it is not my province to teach the Chinese

men ; I leave that to my husband. But these men, through

their children, had come to appreciateour
work, and to know

that my husband and I loved them . So they said, when the

women were getting up the subscription
, “ We must have our

names ontoo, because we know the lady loves us as well as

you .” When they had finished their bowing, they asked me

to accept the gifts, and I thanked them . Turning to the

banner, I said, “ I am so glad to see your names here.

how my heart would rejoice if I could be sure that yournames

were written in heaven and in the Lamb's Book of Life ! "

The gentleman who had bowed lowest of all turned to me and

said , “ Lady, come back to us, and teach us more, and some

day we will all believe." - Mrs. Macdonald .

Oh ,

A CLASS-Meeting in the TRANSVAAL.

It is Sunday morning early, and after a hurried breakfast I

jump on my bicycle for a ride of three miles. As I reach a

mine I make my way along a row of wood and iron miners'

houses. In the midst of these there is one room , twelve feet

by ten , which, by the kindness of the manager, has been set

apart for religious meetings. I enter the room and find

between twenty and twenty- five miners, under the leadership

of a godly engine-driver. As I go in, although there is only one

spare seat, the silence is as deep as if the room were empty.

It is a very blessed silence. Some are in prayer ; others,

according to the old Methodist custom , reading the Methodist

hymn-book ; others sitting with a look of eager expectancy

on their faces . At 8.30 we begin. The meeting is old

fashioned , but not stereotyped, and not dull. These men have

been in conflict with evils most glaring and daring, and the

Methodist class -meeting is the very bread of life to them.

Rev. Henry W. Goodwin .

CAN YOUR JESUS DELIVER ?

It is a common sight in Chinchew to see men and women

before their idols, burning incense to them, and bowing down

to the gods of wood and stone, sometimes knocking their heads

on the stones till the blood flows, and crying out in agony and

distress to the gods that cannot hear. An old woman said to

meonce , “ I have worshipped every god that I have heard of,

and I have gone from temple to temple, and spent all my

living in offerings to them, and not one of them has ever

heard me or helped me ; my heart is all full of darkness and

bitterness . Is your God at all different to these gods ? ” I

thought of the cry of one of old, " Oh that I knew where I

might find Him ! ” A worker in China was telling of the

mighty power of God to save to the uttermost, and an old

woman said to him , “ Is this Jesus whomyou speak aboutable

to deliver a wreck like me ? All the village knows me," she

said, " for I am an old opium -smoker, and my husband is an

opium -smoker, a thief and a gambler, everything that is bad.

Can your Jesus deliver such as we ? " This oldwoman and

her husband listened to the story of Christ's power, and how

that He came into the world tosave sinners, eventhe chief,

and they went home with the preacher and heard more of

Jesus,and both of them trusted Him as their personal Saviour.

The chain of opium that bound them was broken, and in a

little while the man himself preached the glad tidings of the

goodness of God .” — Miss Graham .

A CHINESE PRESENTATION .

When I was coming away, some of my Chinese friends

wanted very much to make me a presentation. I wished to

get out of it, but they would do it . On the appointed day they

called the heads of the clans in our valley on both sides of our

house. They put on their best robes, and came forward, bow

ing like only Chinese gentlemen can bow. I thanked them

with my heart very full, because I saw on a pink silk banner

His Novel METHOD OF GIVING.

A gentleman, well known for his large benefactions, was

asked whatpart of his income he was in the habit of contri

buting to the Lord's treasury. “ I do not know ,” said he ; " I

do very much as the woman did who was famous for the excel

lence of her rhubarb pies. She put in as much sugar as her

conscience would allow , and then shut her eyes and put in a

spoonful more. I give all my conscience approves, then add

a handful without counting. "

1
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Miss 'katherine A. Salmon.

C.C.S. Hotes

We have to bid farewell shortly to one of our office

staff, Miss Katherine A. Salmon , who is sailing for

Buenos Aires to be married to Mr. Robert L. Hodge, of

the Victoria Gospel Mission Press. We offer to both

our very hearty congratulations, and shall rejoice to

have another intimate link with the Mission field . Miss

Salmon has a very effective poetic gift , and we hope

to publish contributions from her pen from time to

time.

URING the year ending March 31st, the Church

Missionary Society issued five and a half million

copies of publications of various kinds .

Dº

The Bishop of Coventry's inspiring address at the

evening meeting of the Society on May 5th is being

published in separate form for general circulation, under

the title of “The Work of Missions a Partnership with

Christ.”

The annual sermon preached in St. Bride's Church on

May 4th by the Lord Bishop of Liverpool , has also been

published separately, and will be supplied in small

quantities , free of charge, to those who may wish to

read it before it appears in the annual report.

Some idea of the vastness of the work to be done , and

the inadequate means to do it , is conveyed in the report

of the C.M.S. missionary whose " parish " is the Upper

Sindh district in Northern India . The area of the

district is 8,000 square miles, and the population

1,018,000. Amongst all these people the C.M.S. has

only one station and one man, and neither mission school

nor institution of any kind. Well might the missionary

write with the feeling of one who hardly knows where

to begin or what to do !

Miss KATHERINE A. SALMON

In the Church Missionary Intelligoncer for July , Mr. T.

paying for his Own Post-Mortem . B. Woods, a missionary of the Society in the Fuh - Kien

province of China , writing on February 21st on the

SPEAKING recently at the Farwig Mission at Bromley, inhuman custom prevalent in China of destroying girl

Kent,Dr. HarryGuinness described the terrible sleeping babies, says :

sickness which is such a grave perplexity in Africa,

and for which as yet no doctors have discovered a real remedy, “ About fifteen minutes ago I had a note to say that a

the nature, cause, and required treatment of the disease being baby girl had been left at the door of the ladies' house.

a mysteryto themedical profession. In connection with the It was only a girl , and so not wanted ! This is the ninth

Congo Balolo Mission , a young African, a carpenter by trade, case of throwing away children within one month which

became converted, and was very anxious to do something to has come under our immediate notice. Last year more

show his love for Jesus. Not long after his conversion he was
than forty of these little children had to be taken in and

attacked by the sleeping sickness, and knew that he must die .

He had a little money saved , and he came to the missionary
cared for. There is now no accommodation for more, so

and said , “ I want to use these savings of mine to pay my what will become of the others we do not even dare to

passage to England." The missionary asked , “ Why do you think . Of course, there are always those who would not

want to go to England ?" He replied, “ I wish that my death think of bringing even a useless baby girl to the foreigner.

may be the means of benefiting my country people ; and so I These poor babies we see done up in straw mats floating

thought I would go at once to England, where your doctors down the river , or even on a sand -bank with dogs and

can study thestages of my disease till I die, and then use my pigs prowling round. I wish some Christians now at

dead body for examination purposes, that thereby they may

learn to understand and find a curefor this sleeping sickness.”
home could only see a little of the everyday life of the

Here was aman, recently a heathen , who nobly gave the respectable heathen whose religion is good enough for

remnant of his life , and paid the expenses of his own post him ' ; they would , I am sure, be led to alter their minds

mortem , that he might help to save others. What are you
and come to help us."

doing ? A LAYWORKER .
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THE

for the benefit of the Mission to Lepers in India and

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION the East .

AND INFORMATION BUREAU. Extract from letter , dated May 14th ,

- Further Appeal 1903 , from the Rev. J. Gass, Raipur,

OFFICES - Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand,
from Raipur. Central Provinces, India. [ Please

London , W.C. note the date.—W. R. J. ]

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS. “ You probably know that we in the Raipur District, C.P. ,

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, Esq . have a local famine, and I should be so grateful ifyou would print

Secretary -WM . ROGER JONES. in All Nations a request I want to make for some seed grain.

MOTTO_“ Every Little Helps." BASI8— " Carey's Weekly Penny . ' We have about 800 Christians in villages not very far

OBJECT8 from Raipur, and they are all farmers. They have had bad

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World. crops for several years, and many of them are very poor.

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions. They have fields, but they will not be able to sow their fields

if nobody helps them . I should be so very thankful for any

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and donation given to me for them . Rs. 300 (or twenty pounds)

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches, Over 624.000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have would put me in a positionto help them to sow some of their

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over $ 3,000 has been fields. These farmer will be obliged to take money from

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of
money-lenders if we do not help them , and they will take at

Lepers, and a further 13.000 for Indian Famine relief.

least 25 % interest, not after a year but after a harvest. IfFunds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom any Christian friend is willing to help these poor Christian

solicited . farmers he should do it quickly.-- James ii . 15-17 ."

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed Londonand South Western Bank. " English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred.
“Sousse, Tunis,

May 12th, 1903

“ We have had a great joy and a great sorrow . The first is

the baptism of an Arab soldier who has been under instruction

for twelve months past. He is the first

News Moslem convert baptized here. . . The

from Sousse, second was the home-call of our dear little

fourteen -day-old son ; just as

rejoicing at his advent the Good Shepherd came and bore him

away - thus we have a real link, a bit of ourselves in heaven ."

SID.P.El
HERBERT WEBB (N.A.M.) .

News and No. I. Asylum has been built at West Mandla, where

the C.M.S. have a very successful work among the wild

Hotes.
Gonds, and it is situated in the village

Our of Patpara. We append an account

Illustration . of the recent visit of the Bishop of

Thanks from Patpara.
Calcutta " On Saturday morning we

went to the Leper Asylum . The lepers were all seated

ACCORDING to promise in their church, which is like a covered over platform ,

we give anotherview of the waiting. It was indeed a solemn sight to see some twelve

C.M.S. Leper Asylum at of these poor creatures come forward, one after the other,

Patpara. The

Superintendent sends us a further letter :

Patpara, Mandla, C.P.,

" May 5, 1903.

“ MY DEAR MR. JONES,—I have been asked by

the members of our Gond Mission Conference to

cordially thank you and the M.P.A. for the sup

port of the Patpara Leper Asylum , and also to

ask you whether you could grant us £ 10 per annum

for the support of a C.M.S. Agent who spends

most of his timeamong them . This would relieve

the C.M.S. and enable the agent to devote his

whole time to the lepers.

“ Many thanks for your letter and for the 100

khurtas safely received. They are most accept

able. I wish you could see the joy they afford .

“ Wishing you every blessing and hoping to

hear from you again,

Believe me, yours faithfully,

JNO. FRYER.

PA

66

We have to thank Miss L. S— for the

gift of a handsome gold chain to be sold

CHURCH IN VICTORIA MEMORIAL LEPER ASYLUM No. 1 , PATPARA,

(Supported by “The Million Farthing Fund ." )



Morgan and Scott's Publications.

THINGS AS

AS THEY ARE :

Mission Work in Southern India.

By AMY WILSON -CARMICHAEL, Keswick Missionary, C.E.Z.M.S. Preface by EUGENE STOCK, C.M.S.

320 pages and 39 beautiful Collotype Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth boards, 6s.

“ THIS IS THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY MISSIONARY BOOK WE HAVE EVER READ— the most intense , vivid , realistic , and , on the face

ofit,true to fact. Three gifts shine conspicuously in the book :a picturesque, sententious,straightforwardstyle: a camera ,morelike a living

thingthan a dead instrument,that bringsoutpreciselythe details needed for the illustration of the text,and,like the pen that writesandthe

tonguethat teaches,consecrated to the Master's use ; and, lastly , a soul simply swallowed up in the enthusiasm ofthe Cross and the conversion
of India . "—Methodist Recorder.

Thisis abookthat will be read and talked about. The author's style is fresh and pleasing, and presents a candid portrayal of facts ,

disclosing the obstacles which beset Mission work in India. Nothing so strikinghasappeared for a long time." - All Nations.

THE BISHOP OF DURHAM ( Dr. Handley Moule) “ is greatly struck by the ability of the work and the solemn force of its appeal."

WORKS BY REY. A. T. PIERSON, D.D. HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

has accepted a copy of " An Indian Priestess," and has graciously

expressed her appreciation of the book .

N INDIAN PRIESTESS .

THE ACTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.

AN

“MAN

The Active Mission and Ministry of the Spirit of God , the Divine

Paraclete, as set forth in the Acts of the Apostles.

Cloth Boards, 28. 6d. ; Presentation Edition, 38. 6d.

ANY INFALLIBLE PROOFS. "

The Evidences of Christianity ; or ,

The Written and Living Word of God .

Cloth Boards, 28, 6d.; Presentation Edition , 38, 6d.

" A handbook of evidences of Christianity, by which the author found his way out

of the deep darkness of doubt into the full light of day , and found that the Bible was

the Book of God and Christ the Son of God . May it help many others out of

Doubting Castle ." - Local Preachers' Treasury.

THE LIFE OF CHUNDRA LELA.

By ADA LEE With an Introduction by RIGHT HON.

LORD KINNAIRD.

In Art Canvas Boards, with 16 full- page Ilustrations, specially

prepared for this work, 13. 6d. net. ( Pustage 3d. extra .)

“ Wehave seldom met with a more impressive and absorbing story than that of

Chundra Lela . "- Preachers' Magazine,

" One cannot read this book without gaining the conviction that bright days are

still before the mighty empire of the East." — Weekly Leader.

THE HALFPENNY HYMN-BOOK.

Biographical ” Series. The Evangelistic hymn-book.

WORKS BY REY. F. B. MEYER, B.A.

The

Cloth Boards, 28. 6d.

ABRAHAM : Or, The Obedience of Faith.

ISRAEL : A Prince with God .

JOSEPH : Beloved - Hated - Exalted.

MOSES : The Servant of God .

JOSHUA : And the Land of Promise.

SAMUEL THE PROPHET.

DAVID : Shepherd, Psalmist, King.

ELIJAH : And the Secret of his Power.

JEREMIAH : Priest and Prophet.

JOHN THE BAPTIST.

PAUL : A Servant of Jesus Christ.

For Special Missions, Cottage, Tent, Open -air, and

other Meetings.

186 PIECES, compiled by IRA D. SANKEY.

One Halfpenny . 38. per 100 net. ( Post free, 38. 8d. )

Words and Music (Old Notation or Tonic Sol-fa) :

Printed Cloth, 9d .; Cloth Boards, 18 .

The Book for permanent use is

“ Sacred Songs and Solos."

Complete List with Specimens of Type post free on application .

The Official Authorised Life of

Dwight L. MOODY,“ The studies in the lives and times of Biblical characters by the Rev. F. B. Meyer

are marked by great care in preparation, and a suggestiveness that has made them

very acceptableto preachers andteachers.” — The Quiver.

" All Mr. Meyer's books are eminently readable and instructive ; but they are
more than that - they are, in the truest sense, devotional.” — Methodist S. S. Record .

By his Son, W. R. MOODY.

Over 80 Illustrations. Cloth Boards, 5s.576 Pages, large 8vo.

For the most extensive and comprehensive REPORTS of HOME and FOREIGN MISSION WORK see

EVERY

THURSDAY.

The Christian

ONE

PENNY

A Weekly Record of Christian Life and Testimony, Missionary Enterprise, Evangelistic Effort, and

Religious and Philanthropic Work throughout the World .

FREE BY POST.- Illustrated Booklet of Volumes published by Morgan & Scott. List of Holy Bibles, My Counsellor,

Sacred Songs and Solos. Works by D. L. Moody, Revs. F. B.Meyer, B.A., F. S. Webster, M.A., G. ČampbellMorgan, D.D.,

A. T. Pierson, D.D., Protestant, Missionary and other Evangelical Literature. Children's Books. Works for Bible Students, & c.

London : MORGAN and SCOTT, 12, Paternoster Buildings, E.C.
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and kneel to receive the laying- on of the Bishop's beginning with the lower , and insisting that all Christians

hands. We were all very much surprised to hear the should set apart a certain proportion of their income for

Bishop speak to us in our own tongue - Hindi. All his the cause ofGod ,just as they set apart a certain sum for

addresses, too, were extempore. In the afternoon the living or house- rent . Then there would be no need for

Christians assembled in the church. At this service bazaars and entertainments, and the constant pressure of

· some forty -five were confirmed. The Rev. H. J. Molony, debt on so many of our noblest institutions.”

who had prepared the candidates , presented them .

Many of the confirmees came from Marpha, fifty -three

miles distant, and some had walked nearly seventy miles

to be present. One candidate was taken ill with small

pox and was left behind half-way . It was a very

impressive service. One could not help thinking 'what

great things the Lord hath done. It is the fourth

confirmation in ten years. At the first some two or

three Christians were confirmed , and now at the fourth

fifty -seven .”

*

Wehave received theusualhalf-yearly report from 0

O

A FAN PALM .

Miss Sarah Page ,who was sent out by the Bureau to

Jacmel, Haïti, West Indies , as far

From Artist back as 1894. She writes : — " Owing

to Pastor. to the political troubles in the country

last year, we were obliged to close

the schools on 12th May, and they were not re-opened

until the beginning of October. On Sunday

evening , 4th January, 1903 , we had a baptism of four

believers. One was a man , the firstfruits from our

newest mission station ; one started last year on La

Grande Riviére , about twenty-five miles from here.

The three others were three young ladies from the

Sunday School. One is the niece and adopted daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Lhérisson (she is an orphan ) ; another is

the eldest daughter of one of the Church members, and

the third is an orphan, the daughter of one of the

former preachers of the Gospel here, a friend of Mr.

Lhérisson, who, when Mr. Lhérisson wanted to paint a

picture of Christ to put into the Roman Catholic

Church here, lent him a Bible in order to study the life

of Christ. That Bible was the means of Mr. Lhérisson's

conversion, and thus the picture was never finished by

him . I have seen the picture in a private house, but

some other hand has filled in the figure of Christ. Mr.

Lhérisson strives to closely imitate the life of his

Saviour and Lord Jesus Christ. You may imagine what

a day of real joy it was to him to bury in the waters of

baptism the daughter of his true friend , and his own

adopted daughter, that they might rise in newness of

life with the Divine Master."

..

Amounts received towards the Deficit Appeal

for $500 .

£ s. d . £ s . d .

Acknowledged in April ALL

NATIONS 105 5 0 Miss H., P.T.A.H. - 3s. each 0 60

Do. (May ) 74 19 10 C.P., E.C .. T.M.Y., Miss C.,
Amounts promised 22 11 0 W.H.P. , M.F .. " Stamps,"
Amounts received from Anon . (City ) — 2s.6d.

April 25th to June 13th , each 1 0 0

1903 : " Field Lane." K.E.S.,K.A.S.,

Grant from The Mission to Anon.- 2s, each 0 S 0
Lepers in India and the Stamps." JRC , " Foreign
East 75 00

Stamps," A.L.B. - 1s. 6d .
" Good News» Mission 5 2 9 each 0 6 0

Sale of Work Parcel 1 0 H. B. 0 1

Two ditto --- 58. each 0 10 0 Miss 0., M.T., “ Farthings."

R herhithe .H.U. 0 10 6 R.S.B., C.S.B., C.S.V.,

A.R. , F.S. , Baby, Miss L., Anon. (Lincoln ), Anon,
" Daily Pence 10s. (Dover), Reader of ALL
each 2 10 0 NATIONS, Ditto - ls. each 0 10 0

Mrs. M., Anon. ( Dalkeith ) Mrs. B , Miss L. , RE.

7s . 6d . each 0 15 0 Mr. ' F. 0. (Japanese

W.S , E.C.D , W.C., W.H.C. , Stamps), " Colporteur,'
Field Lane, Mrs. A., RAS.,Miss K. - 60 . each 0 3 6
C.J .. E.R.E. , $ .0.- 58 Smaller amounts (Stamps ) 0 2 10
each 2 5 0

Mrs. D. , M.J. - 4s. each 0 8 0 Total £ 294 1 6
Anon. ( Blackheath) ... 03 61

1

99

...

ONE advantage of fostering our M.P.A. method of

systematically laying on one side , either daily or weekly,

a certain sum (it need not be only a penny) for Foreign

Missions , is that in those churches and mission halls

where it is adopted there is generally found to be a

spontaneous movement towards supporting the home

work on the same basis. Dr. Cuyler writes : — " One

great need of the present day is systematic giving ,

arising out of the systematic devotion of a fixed

proportion of every sovereign to the cause of God . The

ideal way is to count all as God's , and to administer it

for Him , reserving enough only to bring up children , and

to occupy the position to which we have been called .

But many professing to adopt this system give less than

the old patriarchs,who, in the grey dawn of religious

light , were satisfied with nothing less than a tenth . It is,

therefore, necessary to educate people into the higher , by

len Roger Jones

Missionary Pence Association ,

Rooms 21 and 22,

Exeter Hall ,

Strand, London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western .

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

this periodical.
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With Christ at Sea .” Captain Clarke's personal history is in itself a most

interesting story , carrying us back to the days of the

INTERYIEW WITH CAPTAIN GEORGE CLARKE.
Crimea and earlier. Born at Cowes, Isle of Wight, he

went to sea, at the age of nine years , with his father,

By B. Reeve . who was a ship's captain . He brought his first vessel

up to London from Cowes in 1851. He had command

TAKE the liberty of borrowing Mr. Frank of two other small vessels between that year and his

T. Bullen's suggestive title as being most Crimean experiences . Some will be old enough to

expressive of the aims of the British and remember, and most will know from history, the terrible

Foreign Sailors ' Society , the oldest insti privations endured by the British soldiers in the war

tutionof its kind in the world. with Russia , and how official negligence, resulting in

A pleasant afternoon's chat with its indescribable sufferings, was remedied by the fruits of

breezy Association Secretary suppliedme public benevolence. Captain Clarke took out the Fairy,

with the facts concerning its work . The the first vessel which carried these stores to the Crimea.

Society was the out On August 4th , 1855 ,

come of the American he took his commis

war of 1814 , when sion in the Royal

thousands of seamen Navy, passing his

were paid off at the examination on the

close of hostilities and old Victory, in Ports

" let loose.” Admiral mouth Harbour. In

Lord Gambier, who 1886 he retired , after

signed the Treaty of nearly thirty - two

Peace with America , years' service. One

was the first Presi the Captain's

dent . William Wil
proudest possessions

berforce was one of is silver medal,

the promoters . The
presented to him by

father of Mrs. Jemima the late Queen Vic

Luke, author of " I
toria , for rescuing

think when I read sixty - four lives , by

that sweet story of means of the

old ,” was much inter rocket apparatus,

ested in sailors . It at Aldburgh, Suf

was in March , 1818 , folk , when holding

that H.M. Sloop -of an important posi

war Speedy was open
tion the East

ed by the Rev. Row Coast .

land Hill, and moored
It was in the

in the Thames off Old
THE PORT OF ROSARIO.

summer of the year

Wapping Stairs, for 1886 , when Captain

the benefit of sailors , who speedily christened it The Clarke was at his old home in Cowes, that he met the

Ark. It is a significant and happy coincidence that the Rev. E. W. Matthews , the indefatigable secretary of the

first sermon in the new headquarters of the Society, British and Foreign Sailors ' Society, who has lately

known as “ Jack's Palace,” and provided through the celebrated the silver jubilee of his secretariat . Το

great munificence of Mr. Passmore Edwards, was digress for a moment, I may remark that Mr. Matthews'

preached quite recently by Rowland Hill's successor , the connection with work among seamen has been as notable

Rev. F. B. Meyer, B.A. as it has been lengthy: Trained for the Congregational

of

а

on
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People have no idea how

dangerous the life of a sea

faring man is.
It is very

short, his sea life being, on

average, only twelve

years, while the landsman's

is twenty - two more .

Taking the totals for a year

as a basis of calculation, six

sailors are drowned every

night. Returns taken from

the Labour Gazette, the official

organ of the Labour Depart

ment of the Board of Trade,

show the number of deaths

among seamen to be in

excess of those in any other

of those occupations com

monly regardedas dangerous.

The loss per cent. among

H. M. SLOOP -OF -WAR “ SPEEDY," OR " THE ARK." several such classes is as

(Opened by the Rev. Rowland Hill , March , 1818. ) follows :-Railway servants ,

ministry, he became the chaplain of the America Sea 0'09 ; miners, 0'12 ; factory operatives, o'oz ; seamen,

men's Friend Society of New York , in Antwerp . He
0-73 . The relative loss can be gathered from the fol

succeeded in obtaining rooms from the Belgian Govern lowing comparison For every factory operative killed,

ment , and presently the B. and F.S.S. joinedhands in the three railway servants, four miners, and twenty-four

enterprize. Mr. Matthews was instrumental in building seamen are killed or drowned .

the splendid Mariners ' Church and Institute in Antwerp, The Society has stations of its own or helpsto support

and , to defray the cost of it , travelled in Belgium , Holland, Sailors ' Rests, Institutes , Homes, or other agencies in ports

the British Isles, Canada, and U.S.A., collecting and all over the world . It has six stations in London, besides

preaching . From Antwerp he came to London to take the work done on the Thames, and every port of any

up the office he has so ably filled ever since .
consequence in the three kingdoms and in Ireland is

The result of the meeting between these two , who provided for . The Indian Empire and the Colonies

have been colleagues for the past seventeen years, was a are also touched , and the foreign ports in which work is

request from Mr. Matthews that Captain Clarke would carried on include places so diversified as Antwerp ,

address a meeting on behalf of the Society in the Rangoon, Odessa, Rio de Janeiro , and Shanghai . At

Wesleyan Chapel at Cowes. So happy was the address, Rosario there is a “ Home” for seafaring men of all

that a pressing invitation to the Society's secretarial nations. In the course of three months some hundreds

staff followed . Thirty years before Captain Clarke had of seamen and others attend the various meetings held

recommended his old Chief Officer of the Fairy — now several times weekly, while the number using the reading

Captain Stephens — to the Society as a missionary , and rooms runs into the thousands. Visits, of course, are

he spent twenty -five years in that capacity in Malta . paid to the ships, Gospels and tracts distributed , and

It is impossible to impart to an article

like this all the raciness of Captain Clarke's

style and manner. One needs to hear him

in the pulpit or on the lecture platform ,

pleading the cause of the sailors , in order

to appreciate the force of his appeal and

enjoy the pungent flavour of his words .

A favourite story of his , often introduced

into his preaching or addresses, is John B.

Gough's recital of the death of John

Maynard. There is a whiff of the ocean in

all he says, and an evening spent in listen

ing to him will brace the nerves and

strengthen the sympathy of all his hearers.

Evenas he sits in his own drawing room

and enlarges to his visitors on the life of

Jack ashore and afloat, his dramatic quality

comes into play, and he evidently is full of

exuberant enthusiasm for his subject . I can

only give a summary of the need and of the

work accomplished , and suggest to secre

taries of Missionary Auxiliaries and others

that they book the Captain to spin " A Sailor's
THE PASSMORE EDWARDS SAILORS' PALACE

Yarn ,” as one paper described his lectures. (Opened by the Prince and Princess of Wales ).

19.3
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it does at the junction of four great East

London highways, the East and West India Dock

Roads, and Commercial and Burdett Roads. The

original plot of ground , however, being limited , the

Committee purchased two adjoining sites and added to

the original project the " Alexandra Wing ” and the

King Edward VII. Nautical School . The whole

building is most completely equipped, and mention

may be made particularly of the American dining

room and bar, and the John Cory Hall — part of

the Ocean Library. The committee are wishful of

forming an endowment fund for the permanent up

keep of the work.

Captain Clarke desires me to draw particularattention

to the Bethel Union Association , an auxiliary of the B.

and F.S.S. It is an association of Christian shipmasters

for mutual co -operation, and to benefit their officers,

crews, passengers , and all who come within the scope

of their influence , by religious services, &c. The Union

flag, a white burgee with blue star , is supplied to each

member free of charge . Christian officers and men may

be helpers and wear the flag. Captain Custard is the

Assistant Registrar .

The following statistics show something of the

Society's operations during the year 1902-3 . Meetings

on board ship and in the open air amounted to 1,793 ,

with an attendance of 34,938. On shore meetings

emessenget
( indoor) , total 8,743, the congregations numbering in the

aggregate 329,246. Just over a thousand Temperance
CAPTAIN GEORGE CLARKE .

pledges were taken . Visits were paid to ships to the

every convenience offered sailors visiting the port. number of 62,723 . The distribution of literature

This is only a specimen of what is done in every place. amounted to more than 500,000.

Special opportunities are promptly embraced . Captain Regular tidings of the Society's doings can be obtained

Clarke told me with evident enjoymentof how , when the from the monthly Chart and Compass, edited by Mr.

Ophir was leaving Portsmouth with the Duke and Matthews with all the freshness of sea air and salt water.

Duchess of Cornwall and York — now Prince and Contributions will be gladly received by the Rev. E. W.

Princess of Wales—on their Colonial tour, he handed Matthews, Sailors' Palace, 680, Commercial Road, E. , as

over a parcel containing 550 Testaments to the also by Captain George Clarke. Invitations to Captain

officer of the watch as a gift from the Society. Clarke to preach andlecture should be made to him at

These Testaments were given out to the officers and 21 , Clarendon Road , Lewisham, S.E. Having heard

men by H.R. Highness the Duchess after Church him on several occasions , I can confidently promise

on the following Sunday morning and were much a treat in store for any place that opens its doors to him.

appreciated , being a specially pre

pared edition , containing a photo

of the Duke and Duchess and their

family , with numerous pictures illus

trating the Scripture narrative. The

colour was of blue, with the design of a

lifebuoy and ship, crown and anchor,

and Union Jack, in colours. Simnilar

Testaments are presented to all who

collect 5s . towards the funds of the

Society .

Some detailed description must be

given of the Passmore Edwards

Sailors' Palace already referred to .

Mr. Edwards' benefactions are widely

known , but this has been described

on due authority as the greatest of

his gifts. His cash donation amoun

ted to £14,100 — more than the

estimate for the building as first pro

posed — and in addition he has

presented 5,000 standard volumes

for the " Ocean Library.” The site of

the building is unique , standing H. M. S. “ OPHIR LEAVING PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR ,
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not up to the profession, and what a hindrarce to

missionary workis indulgence in sinful ways . If only

all who are called by Christ's name witnessed to His

power to save and keep from sin , how many would be

convinced of the truth of God's message !

T
O
R
Y

By the Way.

THEhicago, an Yealianterresbyterianle church, the

6 ALL NATIONS

of

sball flow unto it.”

MAURICE RUBEN, writing in the Christian and Mis

sionary Alliance, says : " On Manhattan Island every fourth

22 man is a Jew , and the New York Sun has recently

stated that the Jews of this city will soon number one

'HERE is a very interesting little Church in third or even more of the total population. There has

been no such mass of Jews in any one place since the

pastor and office -bearers of which are all Italians . fall of Jerusalem . The presence of such a vast number

1. They are a peculiar people ' it seems,” says the of the sons of Jacob among us is a loud call to the

Faithful Witness, “ and do not like to be called Presby Church , and it is pity that so little is being done for

terians , but simply Christians . They dislike display in them . One Jewish brother, who has visited the

the matter of dress , and object to pictures in Sunday Missions in England, declared to us that America needs

School periodicals or on the walls of the school , as a work like that carried on in the Mildmay and other

savouring too much of Romanism . They are also Missions in London . He deplores the poverty of the

peculiar in the fact that a larger proportion of their Missions in our land , especially their inability to care for

membership engage in
converts. "

mission work among their
=lF

own countrymen every

evening when their day's 大大 大大大大 大大 大大 大大 大大大大 大大 大 The Tasmanian Evan

work is done than in any gelistic and Colportage

other Church in the city ,
Mission has been estab

not even excepting the lished to counteract the

far- famed Moody Church. extreme sacerdotal influ

Another peculiarity inci ences at work in the

dentally manifested itself
Island. In a pamphlet

when a stone came crash entitled Tasmania's

ing through one of their Peril ; or , The State of

windows. Instead the Church of England

getting angry and excited in Tasmania ," the Rev.

as such people of southern H. C. Wisdon , B.A. ,

blood are supposed to do, Superintendent of the

the good class leader
Mission , discloses the

merely remarked , " That
condition of the Anglican

is too bad , but it is just
Church in the diocese.

some of the Roman
At about the beginning

Catholics , ' or words to
of 1900 depôts began to

that effect, and took no be founded for the sale

more notice of the matter."
of Gospel books and

literature, explaining the

nature of the errors of Ritualism , and setting forth

A CONTEMPORARY recently quoted a letter from India the true teaching and character of the Protestant

which , after reference to certain charges made by a Hindu and Reformed Church of England . This work spread

against the English , continued : - " Another native in a until depôts are now established in almost every

high position under Government, referring to the recent town of any importance, and quantities of books,

events in our station , said : “ The collector is not a pamphlets and tracts are circulated throughout the

religious man . He never goes to Church . ' A religious Ísland. This work has been greatly supplemented by

Hindu greatly respects an out-and -out Christian , The lectures. It is estimated that a capital sum of £ 5,000 — or

speaker had his caste-mark on his forehead, and to all £300 in annual subscriptions — contributed by England,

appearance was a thorough Hindu : yet he said : ' I together with the annual subscriptions given in Tas

think there ought to be a rule made in England that mania, would produce an income sufficient to insure a

only religious and good men should be sent out to high real and permanent work being established . The

positions in India. Then they will seek the welfare ofThen they will seek the welfare of English Treasurer is Mrs. W. R. Arbuthnot, 19 , Exeter

the people , and not merely to put in their time and Hall , Strand , W.C.

retire on a good pension . ' And he added , Many years

ago there was a collector here who always carried his Harley HOUSE.—No fewer than forty - five students

Bible in his pocket. He knew and loved the people. ' have gone forth this year from Harley House, or will go

English officials often think they please the Hindus by before the year closes. Ten are proceeding to the

being irreligious and not caring about Christianity ; but Congo next month . This is the largest number that has

it is a great mistake. The Hindus are naturally religious ever gone to that Mission in one year. Three new

and they respect religion in others. But it must be the directors have been appointed : the Rev. Dr. Hanson,

real thing. None are quicker in finding out if the life is the Rev. R. Wright Hay, and Mr. G. Morgan .

Isaiah ii . 2 .

6
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A Journey in

T

now

Horth

not delay too long at Tientsin , or we shall tire our readers

China. before reaching our journey's end.

Pekin is now but a ride of some five hours by train from

By E. H. EDWARDS , M.B., C.M.
Tientsin, whereas, when I first went up in 1889, it took me

( Baptist Missionary Society.)
three long days by cart ; and even in 1900 the journey occu

pied nearly the whole day, as the line had only just been

HE account of our journey through Siberia and Man repaired, and was mainlyused for military purposes. This

churia - in last issue- brought us as far as Tientsin , time my travelling companions were an English officer, a

where we arrived on April 12th . There we had to Japanese officer, an American tourist, and a Chinese gentle

remain about afortnight, as our luggage, which had been sent man, all of whom spoke English ; and many were the subjects

round by sea, had not arrived ; and during that time were discussed — especially the present condition of affairs of China

able to see some of the many changes which had taken place -but the opinions expressed were almost as diversified as our
since we were there in December, 1901. At that time traces nationalities .

of the siege -in ruined houses and marks of shot and shell The few days spent in the capital were mostlyoccupied in

were everywhere to be seen , but now had almost completely intercourse with old friends rather than sight-seeing ; but we

disappeared ; though the presence of soldiers of many nation visited the Legation quarter, and the preparations made in
alities was a reminder of what had been . case of another attack were what first attracted attention . A

Formerly the foreign “ concessions ” were situated about two large space has been cleared on the north side of the site

miles from the Chinese city, and between the two was a long occupied by the various Legations, so as to remove all cover

narrow street, which for some distance skirted the river. Half for an enemy ; while the high wall to the south - dividing the

of this street and a good slice of adjoining land had been Tartar city from the Chinese city — between the Ch'ien and

appropriated by the French as their “ concession ," and a large Hata gates, has been appropriated by the Powers ; and at the

portion of it had been laid out with new streets and buildings, east end of this the Germans have built a strong fort, the guns

while the other half the Japanese had taken possession of, of which would command even the Imperialcity itself. It

carrying their concession by means of a wide embankment is an open secret that from the English Legation underground

along the river side, passages have been

rightup to the Chinese made in the direction

city . Here, too, had of the Forbidden City

been great alterations,
—within which is the

for the old wall , which Imperial City—that in

had for hundreds of the case of the out

years surrounded the break of hostilities the

city, was completely latter could be easily

demolished , and a mined . Very few

good macadamised traces of the actual

road now replaced
siege reinain,

it , greatly facilitating though one corner of

traffic . Signs of the the wall surrounding

ravages of the Boxers the English Legation

were still to be seen has been allowed to

in the middle of the remain untouched ,

city, immediately ad showing the mark of

joining the central shot and shell, and

tower, streets of what with the inscription

had once been four “ Lest we forget. ' At

ishing shops being the gate of the same

now nothing but ruins. Legation is a plain

That which inter obelisk with simply

ested us most, how the dates, “ 20 June
ever, was the fact that BRIDGE OVER THE River, TIENTSIN Native City .

14 August, 1900.” The
all the Missions had spot in Hata Men

been able to Street where Baron

commence work, some of them on an extended scale . von Ketteler was assassinated is now surmounted by a stone

The " new education ” had to extent given an memorial arch , which covers almost the whole width of

impetus to Mission work ; and notwithstanding the fact the street.

that a Government College existed, giving a free educa Our limited time prevented our seeing much of the Mission

tion to all who could pass the not very severe preliminary work in Pekin, but we were glad to hear that all the Missions

examination , Dr. Lavington Hart , of the London Mission , had re-commenced work, some of them in greatly extended

had been able to start a school in which some one hundred premises. We found our nine Shansi schoolgirls comfortably

and twenty young men were paying for their education , in located in the new girls' school of the American Board, with

which the teaching of Christianity forms a distinctive feature. some seventy other scholars. While we were there, four of

With regard to this part of the work, Dr. Hart in his report for their number confessed faith in Christ by baptism , eight were

1902 says, “ Our Church for English -speaking Chinese is small, received as “ enquirers," while twelve others expressed a

only having some twenty members, but these members come desire to become Christians . Altogether the work of this

from various parts of China. At New Year time we had a particular Mission was in a very encouraging condition, as

social gathering, and found that amongst the members and within the last three or four months some sixty people had

friends there were present representatives of tendialects; we been received as church members at their various out -stations.

could , however, all converse in English with perfect freedom. A day or two before I reached Pekin the Emperor and

Our Church is trying to be a missionary Church . Two, Empress-Dowager returned from their trip to Pao Ting Fu,

perhaps I should say .only two,' have come forward wanting and a friend who witnessed their entry into the city said that

to be baptized and join the Church ." at the Ch'ien Men (gate), where both alighted from their chairs

Another interesting feature, as showing the trend of the to worship in a wayside temple, the Emperor quickly re

" new learning," is thatthe daughters and grand-daughters of entered his sedan without noticing the foreigners on the wall

some of the highest officials are now learning English, with above ; but the Empress stopped some five minutes or so

daughters of missionaries as their teachers. But we must looking up at them through an opera glass handed to her by

re

some
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CENTRAL TOWER , TIENTSIN Native City.

( Showing ruins in the vicinity .)

foot of the mountain separating Chihli from

Shansi .

A short rest in a neighbouring inn enabled

us to take some refreshment, which had to

last us for the next six hours, as at the rate of

about three miles an hour it was nearly seven

o'clock before we reached Hwai Luh, where

we had a warm welcome from our old friends,

Mr. and Mrs. Green and Miss Gregg. If ever

there were heroes and heroines these three

are . During the two days we were there we

heard againfrom their own lips something of

the sufferings they endured when in the hands

of the Boxers in 1900. The road along which

they fled in the middle of the night, the

mountain in the near distance close to the

summit of which was the temple in which they

hid for more than a month, were all pointed

out to us and made the story very real. The

room in which we took our meals was the one

to which they were brought back by the

Boxers, and in which they expected to be

killed—their enemies exultingly sharpening

their swords before the faces of the mission

aries and their children. To this place

they have bravely returned to carry on the

work so rudely interrupted only three years ago.

Here we had to hire mules and litters, as almost immedi

ately after leaving Hwai Luh the road enters the mountains

and becomes a narrow pass. The most important places to

the Chinese on this road are the four heavenly gates, east,

north, west, south--the order in which we pass them — but they

are by no mears the highest points passed ; for while at the

west heavenly gate the aneroid only marked 3,200 feet ;

betweenShou Yang and T'ai Yuan Fu it rose to 4,300 feet.

One defile on this road is so narrow , and the neighbouring

mountains so high , that in wet weather it forms a regular trap

for unwary travellers, who are warned by notices cut in stone,

“ Beware of the mountain streams," and here and there on the

adjacent hillsides refuges are erected for any who may be in

danger by the sudden rising of the water. But the narrowest

part is at the “ Ku Kwan ," the Customs station on the border of

Shansi, where the road is a deep cutting through the

mountains.

Three and a half days' of this mountain travelling brought

us to Shou Yang Hien, hallowed by the labours of the late

Mr. and Mrs. Piggott, but now practically a deserted Mission

station , as none have come forward to take up their work .

Though this is the main road through Shansi from Pekin to

the north -west of the empire, no other place between Hwai

an attendant, and bowing to those whom she thought she

recognized.

Another stage of our long journey was commenced on 30th

April, when we left Pekin for Pao Ting Fu, accomplishing

the distance of 120 miles in about six hours by train. Here

we remained one day, as my old friend , Mr. Lowrie --with

whom I had lived for four months in 1901 when we were

interpreting for the Germans—and his brave mother, now

over seventy, had invited us to visit them in their new home.

It will be remembered that this city was the scene of the

massacre of fourteen foreigners - missionaries, their wives and

children - in 1900, seven of whom belonged to the American

Presbyterian Mission. Among the number was Dr. Yardley

Taylor, and so great was the respect in which he was held,

that on the settlement of affairs in 1901 , the officials and

gentry presented the Mission with a large piece of land out

side the city on which to build their new premises, and where

already a nice new church, hospital, and several dwelling

houses had been erected. Outside the south gate of the city

we were glad to find our friends of the American Board

Mission busily engaged in reconstructing their work. During

the last few months several hundreds had been enrolled as

enquirers," but whether the movement is not more anti

Roman Catholic than pro -Christian remains yet to be seen .

We were not able to see the so-called

palace which has been built for the Empress

Dowager here, but judging from the limited

space occupied it cannot be very elaborate,

and must be in strong contrast to her spacious

abode in Pekin . Those who have visited it

are more struck with its furniture than

structure , as the upholstering is quite in

European style and the whole building is

lighted by electricity ! When she left Pao

Ting Fu she sent a message that she would

like to see all the foreign community at the

station , and decorated several of them with

“ buttons " of various degrees.

From Pao Ting Fu we were able to con

tinue our journey by train for another

hundred miles, and so escape the dreary cart

journey across the sandy Chihli plain , which

in the old style occupied three days. Cheng

Ting Fu — the present terminus of the railway

from Pekin to Hankow — was reached about

twelve o'clock on Saturday, 2nd May, and, as

I had sent on a servant ahead, carts were

inreadiness waiting to take us thelasttwenty

miles across the plain to Hwai Luh, at the A BUSY SPOT : NATIVE QUARTER , TIENTSIN .
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The Call of Young Jndia .

A

Luh and Thai Yuan Fu, a distance of 170 miles, has ever been had some passages from them translated and published in a

permanently occupied by Protestant missionaries, and both current English paper. They were at once prosecuted by

north and south of this road is a vast unoccupied district with their delighted rivals under that section in the Indian penal

many towns and villages. code that prohibits obscene literature . This Act, while pro

We remained seven days at Shou Yang, living in the partly hibiting a translation, does not extend the prohibition to the

renovated Mission House, and re-visiting the scenes of the religious books in the original. Many of them would be

martyrdom of 1900. Itwas a sad week, made sadder by the quite unrecognizable from the late Professor Max Müller's

fact that we knew we should have to pass on without being bowdlerized English translations of them. These translations

able to leave anyone there to carry on the work ; for all the have lost all thesap of evil and the interest of iniquity that in

reliable Chinese Christians had been swept away by the Boxer the past have attracted and held the interest of the common

outbreak.
people to their moral undeing.

From Shou Yang to T'ai Yuan Fu is a comparatively com To place within the reach of this large and growing class of

fortable journey of two days, mountainous for the first day, readers a pure, ennobling and wholesome literature that will

and then on the second a sudden descent to the T'ai Yuan be cheap and attractive, the Religious Tract and Christian

plain , but an account of our reception and the condition of Literature Societies of the Presidency towns are doing a great

affairs we found on arrival , must be reserved for another time . and useful work. Recently a new and helpful auxiliary to

this effort has originated in what is known as the Post Office

Crusade. The aim of the promoters is to secure the names of

native gentlemen educated in English, with a view to sending

them weekly a paper each, selected from those already used

by the sender or sent direct from the office of publication.

The development of this work is very desirable.

By Rev. H. F. LAFLAMME (Canadian Baptist Mission ).
Many a young man setting out in life with a salary of one

or twopounds a month withwhich to support his own family,

LL over India, millions of young men and a large a widowed mother and sister and other dependent relatives,

number of young girls are being educated in English. and who cannot spare money for books at the age when

The language of United India, the dream of the future, good books are most needed and most influential, could easily

will be English . The chief harbingers of this hopeful future be set up with a nice little library on the literary cast - offs of

are two in number . One is that in the Indian National some family in the home-land.

Congress, which unites all sections of India in a representative There is also a growing demand for Scripture wall texts

informal , political and social organization ,English is the one with which to adorn Hindu homes, and thus supplant the

language used in the annual assemblies. The second is that odious prints of nude and lecherous deities that have for ages

any book designed to reach all the races of India,or any paper
been the sole wall ornaments of the houses of the well-to -do

seeking more than a very local circulation , must be printed in classes. The price of new cards is in many cases prohibitive.

English. There are at each yearly house -cleaning thousands of such

Young India is done with the past. Modern ideas of cards discarded from English homes because of some slight

geography prohibit his ancestral belief that the earth is tarnish, that would be considered quite clean in these homes,

surrounded by seas of milk, curd, boiled butter and whey ; the floors of which are daily washed with a solution of

his science studies have revolutionized his entire system of liquid cowdung, and theouter walls of which are ornamented

thought ; history has reduced his faith in the remote antiquity with long rows of cowdung placques, hung there in the sun

of his Vedas to the limits of modern knowledge and the to dry for the purpose of cooking the family meal. Sabbath

capacity of modern belief . With the past shattered , the school picture rolls, Scripture text tickets and reward cards

present uncertain and the future unknown, young India stands
are in great demand in the larger towns for Sunday School

ready to be moulded into right lines of thought and faith .
work.

His new language may become the vehicle for this thought

and faith as it presents to him a new and purer power for

expressing his ideals. In one of the schools of Northern
TALBOT TABERNACLE, BAYSWATER.—The twenty-fifth annual

India a youth ran into the presence of the English Principal
missionary breakfast meeting in connection with this church

complaining bitterly against one of his mates, who had called

him a liar. “ But I have understood that you Bengalis feel
was held on June 8th, and was morelargely attended than in

rather complimented when called liars ? ” replied the master.

any previous year. Pastor Frank White presided. Twenty

six missionaries were present , representing work among Jews,
“ Yes, sir , we do, but this fellow called me a liar in English ! ”

the irate student answered. That makes a vast difference in
Roman Catholics, Mohammedans, Hindus, Buddhists and

the meaning of not only that, but thousands of other words.
fetish -worshippers. Rabbi Lichtenstein gave a greeting to his

fellow-believers in all lands, which was interpreted by the

Words have a new, a purer and a more pregnant meaning in Rev. David Baron .

the new than in the old tongue . English has been purged by

Dr. Harry Guinness made an appeal for

prayer for a revival on the Upper Congo such as was wrought
nobler aspirations, higher sentiments and a truer faith. The

on the Lower Congo some years ago. The Rev. H. Sutton
ideal of young India is finding expression in the English

language:
Smith , B.M.S., of Yakusu , Upper Congo, Pastor Lecoat, of

Brittany, and Mr. David Gardiner, of the Ceylon and India
Shall this ideal be shattered ? Ever ready , the minions of

General Mission, also spoke.

the evil one are pouring into India cheap prints in English , to

meetthe new demand for English reading matter, of someof

the vilest literature that finds its breath in the pit . This stuff

reeks with the vilest fumes, and appeals to all that is lowest AN ANGRY PRIEST. The Rev. A. A. Thomas, B.A. , of

and base in the nature of a peoplewho look upon idolatry as a Negapatam , India, relates an incident in which two boys

virtue, polytheism as a practical faith , child marriage as a (brothers ) were received into the Protestant Christian com

necessary usage, caste as an honorable social custom, and munity, and when their Roman Catholic priest heard of it , he

prostitution as an attractive adjunct to temple worship. To sent for them to take them to task . Only the younger of the

this people this bad literature is reactionary in the extreme . two went, and when the priest could not persuade him to go

It is easily available, as few native booksellers would find any back to the Roman Catholic Church, he lost his temper, that

thing objectionable in it, for vile and all as it is , it cannot refuge of the weak. The boy asked him why he had not given

possibly be worse than the common stories of their own sacred himthe New Testament , and why he had not told him about

books. Some of these are so bad that in a controversy those things which the Methodists had told him . The priest

between two rival Hindu theological factions, one of them, to then said , “ Ought I to put a flower garland into the hand of

prove their contention correct and give it a wide circulation , a monkey ? '
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mittee. We may surely hope that the influential

minority on that body who are regarded as leaning

towards the S.P.G , remain sufficiently Evangelical in

their convictions not to oppose so mild a pronounce

NATIOR MISSIONARY MAGAZINESS
WATIONS ment . Even so easy and apparently unobjectionable

a course as this would do much to clear the air , and

to reassure the many earnest supporters of the C.M.S.

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be whose minds are unsettled by what they cannot help

addressed to The Editors . All Nations, Exeter Hall , Strand , regarding as a tendency to compromise at a time when

London, W.C.
compromise is especially dangerous. We are not

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER Jones , urging a Pharisaical or uncharitable attitude on the part

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall, Strand , W.C.

of the C.M.S. , or its missionaries and helpers. There

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

are many parochial and diocesan meetings the promo
this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES . ters of which are clearly entitled to invite representa

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the tives of all Church Societies to take part. In such cases

PUBLISHERS MARSHALL Bros., Keswick House, Paternoster we do not think supporters or missionaries of the

Row, E.C.
C.M.S. should refuse to be present ; to do so might

be to be misunderstood , and would probably promote the

interests of the S.P.G. by leaving its supporters in sole

possession of the field. But, at the same time , we are

convinced that there is real need that the Church

Missionary Society, officially , and through its appointed

Executive , should re - affirm its staunch adherence to

Evangelical principles. This need give no

offence to any other body, save such offence as may be

The article in our last number on the compromizing inseparable from loyalty to what have been described

attitude of some C.M.S. leaders towards the S.P.G. has by Mr. Eugene Stock as the " ancient and well

elicited letters and comments which known Evangelical and spiritual principles " of

C.M.S. and show that we in no way over -esti the C.M.S.

S.P.G. Again . mated the importance of the issues We have been appealed to by one of our corres

involved . One Evangelical Church pondents — himself a C.M.S. missionary — for practical

paper has reproduced the article in extenso . Letters suggestions to relieve the genuine perplexity which he, in

from well-known missionaries contain expressions such
common with many others , feels on this difficult question .

as these : — “ I agree with every word of it,and am glad It is scarcely within our province, even if it were within

you have put the case so clearly ” ; “ I have enjoyed
our capability , to offer advice in any detail , In asking

reading your article I most thoroughly agree

with it.” The letter last quoted from reminds us that
for such guidance from the responsible leaders of the

at the Annual Conference of the C.M.S. Clergy Union , Society as we have suggested , we believe we have indi

held at Nottingham , in June, the relations of the two
cated the course that would prove at once practicable

Societies were under discussion. Delegates were and effective. To individuals , whether missionaries,

present from many centres, and with only two dissen local Secretaries , or subscribers, a large degree of latitude

tients the following resolution was passed : - " That this must obviously be left. “ Let every man be fully per

Conference believes that any increase of Joint Meetings suaded in his own mind " as to his own attitude and

between our Union and other Unions which are not of action . But we may, without presumption , urge on all

an Evangelical character tends to obliterate the distinc
who are awake to the danger—which we believe to be

tive principles of the C.M.S.” It is satisfactory to find
much more real than some of the most influential officials

a body of clergy whose influence on the missionary of the C.M.S. recognize - to be on the watch tower , and,

future of the Church of England must be of great

importance defining their position so clearly . The
alike by prayer and effort, seek to preserve the Society

wording of the resolution is of studied moderation and
from any departure from principles and practices which

entirely free from censoriousness or uncharitableness.
have in the past so manifestly secured for it the Divine

We will venture to suggest that a resolution similar in approval , and the steady pursuit of which for more than

purport, with only the necessary variation in wording, a century has placed it in the fore -front of the Mis

should be proposed at a meeting of the C.M.S. Com- sionary Societies of the world .

•
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While we have felt compelled with grea reluctance youth America's Heed.

to criticize the action of the C.M.S. , we speak the truth
BY EMILIO OLSSON .

in love, and our readers need no assur

C.M.S. Forward ance of the warm regard we have for
HE story of the Bible carried through the depths of

South America will , I think, interest every true friend

Movement. the work of the Society . We have of Missions . To me it has been a joy to explore many

before commended its great principle out-of-the-way places, never before visited by a missionary.

In dark Bolivia I travelled with the Bible , on mule -back, over

of Faith , and are glad to support the gigantic Forward
1,000 miles, and navigated the great rivers, Rio de la Plata ,

Movement which has now been set on foot. A call is Mamore in Bolivia , Madeira and the great Amazon in Brazil ,

made for five hundred more missionaries ; £ 400,000 a by boats, canoes, and steam , for over 3,000 miles. Upwards

of 2,000 Scriptures, Bibles, Testaments and Gospels, with
year now—to meet current and immediate needs—and

texts of Scriptures in Spanish , were put into circulation in this

£500,000 a year in five years hence . The proposed trip alone , among different races and tribes, and, probably, we

addition to the Society's staff would represent an increase
reached 30,000 souls. Hundreds of Indian tribes in the heart

of South America have never yet heard the Gospel . I know

of fifty per cent . , and in order to meet the added expen

diture the Society pleads for a corresponding increase in

the number of subscribers, collectors, and lay workers.

Large as the project is , it is by no means beyond the

resources of such a Society, and of the great Evangelical

section of the Church of England. A glance at the recent

history of the Society, and the remarkable growth of the

past twenty years, shows what can be done. The

Society's missionaries have increased from 280 in 1883

to 953 in the present year, or more than three -fold . The

ordained clergymen then numbered 223 , now 422 - in

cluding seventeen Bishops supported by the Society ;

laymen, then were 34 , now there are 149 ; single women ,

then 15 , now 382 ; besides whom , most of the 375 wives

take an active part in missionary work . The increased

staff has led to enlarged operations in all fields, but

urgent appeals are constantly being received for a still

further advance in every direction . We trust the

Society's supporters will rise to the occasion , and that

new friends will be found for it , while we also hope that

in respect to those matters to which we have already

alluded , the Society's trumpet will henceforth ring with

no uncertain sound .

RUINS OF THE FRANCISCAN CONVENT, MENDOZA.

The Late Dr. Langbam .

The death of the Rev. Frederick Langham , D.D., at

Stoke Newington, on June 21st , removes one of the most

venerable and honoured figures from missionary circles .

Dr. Langham devoted a longer term of service to work in

the Pacific than any other missionary has everdone . He

went out to Fiji, under the Wesleyan Missionary

Society , in 1857 , and laboured there for 37 years . He

was Chairman of the District for 26 years. In 1894 he

went to Australia to revise the Fijian Scriptures , coming

to England four years later to see the revised version

through the press . Some months ago the University of

Glasgow conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor

of Divinity. He was seized with illness in February

last , when journeying to Liverpool to preach . After

several weeks there he was removed to London and

gradually grew worse . His wife predeceased him by

just over twelve months , after a married life of forty

years.

the names of forty-two savage tribes in darkest South America,

numbering at least 1,000,000 .

I was travelling one day in company with Gauchos and

Indians. One Gaucho, who could read , shed tears after read

ing the New Testament, which he handed back to me saying :

« This book I cannot read without crying. I never thought

my heart to be so hard and wicked . " This man said he never

saw a New Testament until I gave him one . At another time,

a young man whom I met saidhe had wanted a Bible for three

years, but did not know where to get one before he met me.

Another young man, to whom gave a tract, entitled “ The

Just for the Unjust,” came up to me on the street a few days

later and said, " I want this Book that speaks to me of the

Just one who died for the unjust, " and he bought a Bible .

The most remarkable place I ever visited was the great

nitrate fields of the Pampas, in the northern part of Chili.

The people there were so intensely interested that after I had
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Mojos I was nearly swallowed up in the

treacherous swamps, for my mule sank deep

beneath me, and only through a miracle, as it

were, was I extricated . Twice the virulent

fevers of the clime seized me, but the Lord

healed me.

I have given all I have to the proclamation of

the Gospel. I have been married fourteen years,

and have been half of that time away from my

wife and children in the work of spreading the

truth . I feel it very hard at times to leave my

home, but someone must go, and my wife is

content to remain many months alone at home

for the Gospel's sake.

“ Four thousand seven hundred miles long, and

over 3,000 wide,a stupendous continent, 7,000,000

square miles in area-nearly twice the size of

Europe -- containing one- eighth of the land sur

face of the globe, the most magnificent system

of river drainage in the world , a coast line

16,000 miles long, and a rocky mountain

backbone of extraordinary magnitude and

sublimity, lying away in the Southern Seas, is

South America , well called, from a spiritual

standpoint, the Neglected Continent. Discovered

A.D. 1500, by the Portuguese Pedro Cabral, it

has been for nearly 400 years a part of the parish

of the Pope. In contrast with it the North of the

New World , Puritan — prosperous, powerful,

progressive - presents probably the most remark

able evidence earth affords of the blessings of Protestantism ,

while the results of Roman Catholicism, left to itself, are

written in large letters of gloom across the priest-ridden,

lax , and superstitious South. Her cities ' among the gayest

and grossest in the world , ' her ecclesiastics enormously

wealthy and strenuously opposed to progress and liberty,

South America groans under the tyranny of a priesthood

which , in its highest forms, is unillumined by, and incom

petent to preach , the Gospel of God's free gift , and in its

lowest, is proverbially and habitually drunken , extortionate

and ignorant.' In Brazil 30,000 priests keep the people in

darkness. Three-fourths of the people are born out of wed

lock. Only one in thirteen can read. The priests lead

openly licentious lives . Everybody smokes, drinks and uses

snuff. There is no confidence among them . Their idols

are seen on every hill, at every cross- road and street . Their

houses and churches are full of them. They are carried in

GAUCHOS OF THE ARGENTINE PAMPAS.

preached one sermon every man who could read bought a

copy of the Bible, and I sold thirty- five. Following another

meeting in Iquique, thirty souls came out seeking the Saviour.

The following striking incident proves the power of God's

Word and the important work of circulating the Holy

Scriptures among the people of South America. "Two Bibles

were boughtbytwo young men . One fell into the hands of

a Roman Catholic priest , who contemptuously burned it . The

other was faithfully studied and the heart of the owner was

touched by the Saviour. He came to the Mission meetings

and was finally converted. His wife was converted through

reading the same Bible. Two years later , I met this man at

a religious service, and he reminded me of the sale. His face

was radiant as he presented to me half a dozen people who

had become converted through the reading of that one copy.

Twelve persons had been brought to the missionaries' meet

ings, of whom nine arenow converted, and one is a deacon

in a church in Chili. The Bible in question , from

constant use, appeared as if twenty years old,

although only two years had elapsed.

In one out-of-the-way place , far in the iuterior,

where I circulated the Scriptures during my last

trip , and preached the Gospel for the first time

to the people, about one hundred men, women

and children knelt down , and , with me, prayed

to God to forgive their sins. While travelling

in the wilderness, often through the fierce burn

ing heat of the tropical sun , at times almost

unendurable, I met, one day, a very aged man.

In his hut I preached the Gospel from St. John

iii . 16. It was the first time the poor old man

had heard the story of the Cross. He cried like

a child, and, with me, prayed that God would

save him , and I believe he was “ born again ."

My last journey through the wild regions of

South America was fraught with thrilling ex

periences . Once we nearly perished in the

Madeira Falls ; one boat shooting the rapids,

just behind us, was capsized , and five were lost.

We had some remarkable escapes from tigers,

alligators and serpents. At night our camp was

often surrounded by Indian savages, but through

God's merciful kindness, they did not molest us .

At one time we lost our way in the forest, and

were without food or water. In the desert of ARGENTINE MILKMEN .
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thousand inhabitants , in about one hour's time, the entire

community will be in possession of the fact that the Bible has

come . One day in Chili, on the occasion of a great feast, I

distributed freely 2,000 Gospel tracts, and working on this

line, one man can possibly reach, with the Gospelmessage,

about 100,000 persons in one year. And this is evangelizing.

Of course “ teaching them (converts) to observe all things " is

to my mind quite another thing. It takes many years of

patient toiling and teaching to instil into a native church the

first principles of faith , practice, discipline, and the doctrine

of Christianity.

[Contributions to the South American Industrial Pioneer

Mission Pastor Olsson's work — will be gladly received

through the M.P.A.) .

Indian (Dissions.

T'

processions with large lighted candles, with flags and music,

and accompanied bysoldiers. Catholicism there is a mixture

of Christianity, Indianism and Paganism .”

Persecution is still raging in Brazil, and since the days of

the cruel Wilegagnon and the martyred Rio Huguenotsover

three hundreds years ago, the blood of the martyrs is being

spilt on South American soil. In Bolivia, Majardino, a Bible

colporteur, was murdered . In Goyas, Brazil, another Bible

missionary sacrificed his life . A few years ago, at South Bento

and in the Province of Pernambuco, Brazil, Ďr. Butler, Mr. and

Mrs. Kingston and other workers barely escaped with their

lives. Dr. Butler's companion was stabbed to the heart and

brutally murdered on the spot. Pastor Fanstone, Mr. Taylor

at Bahia , and Mrs. Kingston, have also had most wonderful

escapes. Mrs. Kingston received a dangerous blow on her

forehead , and still bears the mark of the Lord Jesus.

Brethren Panzotti , Milne, Tucker, Thompson,Besson, Torre,

Müller , and a great many others have suffered manifold

persecutions at the hands of the Papacy. I remember being

thrust out and roughly handled, with stones whizzing through

the air and flying over my head while preaching.

One Lord's Day, when speaking to a great crowd of Spanish

and Portuguese, on my way to England, one man became

very angry because I did not preach about La Virgen and

the saints , and tried his utmost to create a disturbance and

break up the meeting. He came close up to mein a threaten

ing manner, while others besought him not to kill me.
But

we had a glorious time notwithstanding
, and many of the

Spanish -speaking people listened eagerly, and thanked me

for Libros presiosos given to them .

In my travels with the Bible from Patagonia,across the

beautiful continent to Chili, and from Salta, in Argentine, via

Bolivia to Antofagasta, Chili, thousands of miles, I found not

one to preach Christ to the people ; not a single Christian

worker was to be seen. There were plenty of priests, monks,

nuns, Papist churches, convents, and all the signs of idolatry.

Some Papist priests are very bad . Oneonce called me Satan ;

another called a Gospel Hall the “ House of the Devil .”

Brother Fanstone, of “ Help for Brazil ” Mission , has been

called “ The Lame Devil " because he uses crutches. An

Englishman, preaching the Gospel, was told in one place, to

leave at once or else be killed . The priests excite the people

to the persecution of missionaries, and the spirit of Rome is

just as dominant there to -day as in days of the Inquisition,

for one priest publicly declared recently , from a pulpit in

Brazil, that “ What we need is the auto de fe to kill off the

heretics." I have been well received by Governors, Govern

ment officials and Ministers in almost every country in South

America. It is only the Roman priests who are enemies to

the Gospel and seek to persecute God's people.

There is very little opposition upon the part of Roman

Catholic families to the starting of day schools. It is not

essential that money given specifically for the preaching of

the Gospel should be expended upon the schools, for as arule

they are self-supporting, and quite able to maintain them

selves by teaching. I believe in establishing Christian schools

for the children of native converts in the Mission field , which

is, indeed, a necessity. But I do not believe that men coming

out as missionaries should settle down as teachers of day

schools, and go in for education , instead of working for the

evangelization of the people on Scriptural lines.

The long trip I have just made through the very heart of

South America would have taken perhaps two years to have

accomplished some fifty years ago. Now I made the journey

in about six months' time, because I was able to travel by

steamboats thousands of miles on the great Amazon, Madeira,

Mamore and Rio de la Plata rivers. The whole expense of

this most difficult and dangerous journey amounted to only

about one hundred pounds sterling, and most of that sum was

spent in Bolivia, travelling on muleback, with the Bible .

It is quite remarkable to notice how the Gospel announce

ment reaches a place. Sometimes before a missionary reaches

a village, insome mysterious way the people get hold of the

news that he is on the way. News travels fast in South

America. In many villages or small towns of four or five

HE article on “ The Failure of Christian Missions in

India , " by Dr. Josiah Oldfield, which appeared in the

April issue of the Hibbert Journal, and which we made

the subject of criticism in our columns, has been answered in

several quarters. The current issue of the Hibbert contains

an article in reply by the Rev. Dr. Miller, Principal of the

Madras Christian College, and Vice-Chancellor of the Univer

sity of Madras.

He points out that “ the standard of success set up by Dr.

Oldfield is not warranted by anything in the history of the

Christian Church , certainly not by its earliest and most rapid

triumphs." Concerning Dr. Oldfield's statement that the

converts are drawn from outcast races, or from “ poor wretches

who have nothing to lose and perhaps a little to gain by be

coming Christians , ” Dr. Miller says : “ The sweeping statement

on which his opinion rests is far from true. In not a few

regions a very appreciable proportion of the native Christians

belong to classes which both by birth and intellect stand high

in the social scale. It is granted that the large majority of

them originally belonged to the lower classes, and not a few

to the lowest of the low-to classes as low comparatively as

the slaves who bulked so largely in the Churches of the earliest

days." .

With some of Dr. Oldfield's strictures Dr. Miller agrees,

though he remarks that the former's criticisms are not so

novel as he thinks. On the question of missionaries sharing

in the amusements of their countrymen , Dr. Miller writes :

“ For myself, I sympathize with the views propounded. As a

rule — though a rulewith very numerous exceptions-- mission

aries, in places which are Anglo -Indian centres, tend to be

come merged in ordinary society more than is expedient, if

not more than is right -- at all events, to an extent which does

something to accentuate their being foreigners, rather than

of one blood with those for whose benefit they labour. Thus

it happens that , unintentionally, and to a large extent un

consciously, missionaries seldom bear themselves towards

Hindus of good social position as in my opinion they ought to

do. Here , again , however, the sensitiveness of the Hindu,

and the extreme suavity of his own manners make him reckon

the evil as more than double what it actually is. The whole

question is replete with difficulty.”

Dr. Miller administers an almost scathing rebuke in the

following words: * No weight attaches to the views of one

who has been but a few months in India, and has come

in contact with those classes only who stand most aloof

from Christian effort, and even with them only in those parts

of the country where least has been done to bring East and

West into any kind of sympathetic relation . For in almost

every place which Dr. Oldfield tell us that he visited , Missions

are comparatively new , and have made less way than else

where with the classes to which his observation was confined . I

do not admit that even in those regions the outlook is so dark as

he describes : but I can testify from long experience that in

Southern India--that is, in the Presidency of Madras and the

Native States surrounding it-things are entirely different.”
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W THE CHILDREN'S PAGE. DO

EA CUBITI

and Others.
banti our servants found them and brought them to us. Poor little

things, they were so hungry, and I remember so well that we
BY ANNIE E. KEMP

had to limit their first meal, as we were afraid they would get

( Medical School , Ludhiana ).
ill . They sat on our verandah eating from the plates with

their fingers, and bolting the food like little wolves.

WONDER how many of our little friends who read this
The laddie was sent soon afterwards to an orphanage, and

page have been offered for sale , like the little girl I am
the little girl , re - named Pujári— “ Lovie " -went to join Shanti

going to tell you about ?
at school. She is such a pretty little thing, so loving and

To begin at the beginning, this is her story :—Hermother
bright and merry, as full of fun as a little kitten . We had

had been coming to our dispensary at the Memorial Hospital
quite a fright one day when she was here for her holidays.

at Ludhiana (look in your maps of India and see if you can
She was missing from 4 to 7 p.m., and wecould not find her

find this place in the Punjab ; it is between Amballa and anywhere. Search parties went out in different directions

Lahore) , but as she was not getting better, the doctor said she
and where do you think we found her ? Why, lying fast

must come into hospital . She said she could not do this,
asleep in the drawing-room , nearly under a sofa. Being in a

because she had two children , a girl and a boy ; so they were
dark corner we had not seen her ! She used to love to creep

allowed to come too. After a little while the woman got quietly into the doctor's room on all fours and “ mew ” like a

better, and wanted to go away and leave the girl behind. cat, and scream with laughter when the doctor caught and

Little boys out here are thought a great deal of, and their
kissed her.

sisters always have to give way to them . Just think what a I am afraid Pujari would not have such happy times if she

dreadful place England would be if all the boys had to be
were living with her own mother. Do you know what she

pampered and spoilt and get the best of everything, while
would bedoing ? I expect, all kinds ofhard work, and perhaps

their sisters had to do without and have no nice times ! getting all manner of beatings and scoldings. I do not think

Well , the doctor said she would take care of the little girl she would care to leave her new surroundings, and Dr. Brown

for a month , until the mother got some work to do. To her would , for one, I am sure, be very sorry to lose her. I went

surprise, the mother then said that she would not leave the
into the doctor's room one day last summer, and what do you

child unless the doctor gave forty rupees - about £2 135. 4d.
think I saw ? In addition to the three little “ waifs," doctor

-for her . This she could not do, because there is a law out had brought the three waif babies from hospital, and there

here which does not allow little girls to be sold . The woman they all were having such a gay time— the babies sprawling,

tried very hard to get the money and was taking the child kicking, cooing, and feeding, and the others chasing and

away, when she was told that the police would have to be playing with the doctor. You may be sure I, too, joined in ,

informed that she was trying to sell her child. This frightened
and the fun was fast and furious !

her so much that she went off and left the child behind , and This is the bright side of an Indian girl's life, but you have to

so she has been adopted by Dr. Edith Brown . She has been
think of the millions of other little girls who do not have good

re-named Shánti, which means “ Peace," and she is now away at
times at all . When a boy is born there is much rejoicing, and

school learning to read and write and sew and cook . We hope often a band plays and fireworks are let off, but if it is “ only a

that she will become a Bible woman when she grows up. She
girl ” there is no fuss made, and the parents sometimes think

has a very good ear for music , and quickly picked up the hymns
it is very bad luck . Yet Jesus died for girls as well as boys,

which she heard in school and hospital. I have many times
for men as well as women, and if you study your Bibles well ,

gone to hospital when she was there and found her sitting on a you will see how so often women were allowed to help Jesus.

bed in the middle of a group of patients singing away in Even when He was dying, the women were near ; and after

Hindustani such hymns as “ Jesus Loves Me " and “ Hold the He rose again a woman was first sent to tell the glad news.

Fort.” Last summer, when she was here for her holidays,

she surprised us so much by her knowledge of the Bible and

hymns. One morning she sat by the tailor, who was sewing

on the verandah, and sang him everything she knew. He

was much impressed - he is a Mohammedan - and I love to
A WESLEYAN CHAPEL IN OLD PIRATE HAUNTS. - The Rev.

think that even then Shanti was beginning her missionary Charles Bone, of Canton , tells how, last year, when at Hong

work . Will you sometimes remember little Shánti in your Kong, he found ten men who wanted to hear about Christianity,

prayers ? and in a little room they gathered and talked and prayed until

We have three more little “ waifs " who have been given to It was a very touching scene. Then they asked

us ; two came from the famine district two years ago, and the where they would have topray in future,and he replied that

other was given to Dr. Brown in such a strange way. The they would have to get a chapel. They asked when he would

latter was coming along in her jinrickshaw - a kind of grown come back again, and he replied in four months. He did so,

up baby's carriage, drawn by a man - one day, when she and found not only a chapel built , but decorated, chiefly with

looked up , hearing a woman scream out " Miss Sahib, Miss newspapers. He went through the Apostles' Creed with them ,

Sahib !” The woman was being dragged off to prison between and there could be no bettertext, he says, for people who had

two policemen , as she was a thief. She begged Dr. Brown just embraced Christianity. Now, where formerly the forts

to take care of her two children , who, she said, were under a stood in which the pirates hid who robbed European vessels ,

tree near the police court. This address was rather vague, was to be seen the little Wesleyan chapel, nestling among the

and for two days we were searching for them . Then one of
trees.

very late .
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Thy kingdom Come."

Government, They knew nothing of the

old story of Jesus and His love; the Gospel

was so new to them that they could hardly

take it in .” Now , part of God's Word is

translated into their language, through the

help of an earnest native Christian, who •

was raised up in answer to prayer. God's

blessing has also been seen in medical,

school , and evangelistic work . The medical

mission has especially been the means of

breaking through suspicion, and arousing

interest in the Gospel message. The school

work amongst the Indian boys is in a very
CLARA BENHAM.

flourishing condition, and quite a number

of the boys are now professing Christians,

and will soon be admitted to the Church .

Lack of funds, and of workers, has hindered

similar work among the girls , and the

missionaries ask our prayers that this most

August 13th-South CHINA.—Praise must be the prevailing important branch may be strengthened and extended. One

note, for.amid many disappointments there is progress in of the greatest hindrances in the work is the strong drink, in

almost every part of South China. The Fokien province is which the natives indulge so freely, and this may well form

probably the best worked ofall the eighteenprovinces, and the a subject for our prayers, whilst we praise God for the bless

Church life, and the girls ' schools, are both matters for ings which have already been seen in this part of " The

rejoicing. In Foochow we find the huge C.M.S. Boarding Neglected Continent. "

School with two hundred and fifty girls, and through the

district a number of smaller schools worked by that Mission

and the two American Missions at work there. In the

Southern half of the province are ten girls ' boarding schools,

and as many small day schools under the care of the E.P.

Mission, L.M.S. , and American Reformed Church , and in all “ The Kingdom come, Thy will be done ,”

these schools a generation of Christian women is being
Thy children pray ;

trained , which must tell on the future of this part of China as
But heedless, thoughtless, caring not,

perhaps nothing else could do. Pray that each one of these
These go their way.

girls may definitely give herself to Christ. In the Canton They do not help the Kingdom come,

province women's educational work is scarcely as advanced ,
They love their ease,

though progressing. Medical work in Hong Kong and Canton And will not give , but still prefer

is a cause for praise, and especially touching is the great
Themselves to please .

asylum forthe insane near Canton, the only institution of the
Thy will be done " -Lord , make us real

kind in China. Only the love of God can support the In all we say ;

labourers in this trying work , and we must not fail to help to

gether by prayer.

Keep us from speaking idle words,

That, come what may,

August 24th-New Guinea . — The largest island in the
We'll strive to bring Thy Kingdom near,

Where'er we go,
world , and nearly one third of it part of the British Empire,

New Guinea should be of special interest to us. Gleanings of
Fulfilling all Thy gracious will

light are seen in the large gatherings for Christian worship,
While here below .

and in friendshipbetween tribes which not long ago were at

bitter enmity-for these must give thanks. The
Then do the thing that's nearest,

missionaries have to contend with the originally low moral And leave the rest ;

standard ; with the laziness natural to those whose crops grow Serve the Lord God thou fearest,

easily, and who have grown up to consider any work but that He knoweth best .

of killing a degradation ; and with the evil wrought by
Seek thou thy next-door neighbour,

un - Christian white traders. Some of the workers are planning He needs thy prayer ;

an extensive Industrial Mission , and need our prayers that
And God will bless thy labour

they may be guided to do what is wise in this matter. Others Sometime, somewhere .

are turning to the inland tracts of darkness and cannibalism ,

and they, too, need our earnest prayers, that they may be
and teach ," the Master saith

To all His own ;
strengthened and helped in this pioneer work . Up the Fly

River, where Chalmers was murdered, native converts are
Lord , we obey Thy last command ;

carrying the glad tidings of peace, and the older Christians are
“ Thy will be done. "

taking an interest in this important and Christ - like work . Let We'll seek to bring the Kingdom near

our prayers join theirs .
To every soul,

And speed the Word from East to West,

August 30th - Chili. - Missionary work was started among From pole to pole .

the Indians of Araucania in South Chili , eight years ago, by the KATHERINE A. SALMON .

South American Missionary Society , and now the workers are

able to report great encouragement and hope for the future .

These Indians are moreadvanced than any of the other tribes. C. E. IN JAPAN . — The recent Convention of the Japan

There is much in their brave independent characters to Christian Endeavour Union was the largest and most repre

command admiration , and they are well worthy of help and sentative of any yet held in that land. Seventy of the one

teaching from Christians, who should lead them to a higher hundred and fourteen Societies in the Empire were repre

life . One of the missionaries says :—When we went there we sented, and delegates came from centres in almost every part

found those Indians in the densest heathen darkness, notwith of Asia . Special features were a session conducted in

standing the fact that they had lived for hundreds of years in English , an impressive sunrise service on a hill-top - attended

contact with professing Christians, under a Roman Catholic by 140 — and a two -hours' consecration service.

we

“ Go ye
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keswick and Foreign

Missions.

A Katheringofworkersis the prominence of missionaries

TH

or

MARKED and hopeful feature of this great annual

C.I.S. Hotes

among the visitors . The increasing recognition of

Foreign Missions and the number of meetings wholly or

largely devoted to them removes from the movement any

suspicion of want of practicalness that may have formerly

attached to it . Apart from the work of the missionaries

supported by the Convention Funds, there can be no doubt

that work in many a distant station must be more efficient

and effectual through the stimulus received by the workers at

Keswick . They, of all who attend , are most qualified to
'HE Rev. E. J. Peck sailed once again for his lonely

appreciate the privilege of these unique gatherings. To the station in Cumberland Sound on July 2nd .

home-workers, who are present in thousands, and familiar with

large meetings, these vast assemblies of united earnest

listeners are stimulating and memorable. But to missionaries, The Church Missionary Society's annual report for

many of whom have been for years largely isolated from 1902-3 will be published early in August.

European intercourse , and toiling on amid , at most, a handful

of converts, the Keswick gatherings are a veritable inspiration .

It will be with mingled feelings of longing and encouragement The sale of books continues to be an interesting part

that these friends will often recall the Convention of 1903.
of the C.M.S. work in Uganda. From the returns for

The fact that the official programme of the Convention

included as many as ten meetings exclusively devoted to 1902 we learn that 523 Bibles, 3,836 Testaments, 7,381

Foreign Missions, proves that the first great duty of the Gospels and portions, 2,416 Prayer Books and portions,

Church is being adequately recognized. These embraced 631 Commentaries, 46,028 First Reading Books , and 8,042

meetings for the promotion of Medical Missions and Jewish Catechisms were sold , besides a quantity of school-books.

Missions, as well the large gatherings devoted to the Keswick

Mission and to the cause of Missions in general. Provision was

also made for a missionary candidates' meeting. This, it may

be hoped , will reveal that not a few lives have been laid on

The Church Missionary Society has issued an appeal

the altar for service or even for sacrifice in foreign fields as call ” for 500 more missionaries, and an income of

the result of the Convention. £ 400,000 this year , rising to half a million in five years'

It was a happy thought of Mrs. Head and Mrs. Alexander to time. This appeal is made in order that the Society may

invite all missionaries and mission -workers to an hour of adequately cope with the rapidly-increasing develop

social intercourse on the opening Saturday afternoon of the ment of work within the sphere of its operations.

Convention . As usual several houses are entirely occupied by

workers from the foreign field , and a very large and represen

tative gathering assembled, many of them to enjoy their first

“ Keswick.” Among my limited personal acquaintance it was The total number of missionaries on the roll of the

interesting to recognize representatives of China, India, South Church Missionary Society at the end of June was 941 ,

America and Palestine. Mr. Albert A. Head, who seems to an increase of 21 on the number at the same time last

be the accepted substitute for the aged Mr. Robert Wilson as
year. Of this total 547 are men and 394 women ; 8o are

Convention chairman , offered a hearty welcome to all the

missionary visitors andexpressed the hope thattheir experi.' maintained , so far as stipend is concerned, by the
honorary, 32 partly so , and 337 are in whole or in part

ence of Keswick would be that of the Bishop of Durham ,who

writing to a young friend attending this year for the first time
contributions of Associations or other organizations

said , “ I pray Keswick may be to you all it has been to me. ” (including 39 by the Colonial Associations) ; and 110 are

The Rev. Barclay Buxton ( from Japan ) gave a very forceful maintained in whole or in part by individual donors.

address,in which , with Job xxxvi. 16 as his text, he contrasted

the straitness which characterized so many Christian lives

with the broadness and fulness which is God's provision for
A short time ago Bishop Tugwell , of Western Equa

His people . Speaking as a missionary to an audience mainly

of missionaries, he claimed that they were, in a special sense,
torial Africa, visited Jebu Ode, a town forty - seven miles

the inheritors of the Master's promise, · Lo ! I am with you from Ibadan , in the Yoruba country . He preached on

alway." To realize the fulfilment of this was the only safe. the Sunday morning to a congregation of over 1,200

guard against the many tendencies to straitness and poverty of people . The Rev. J. S.Owen, of the Church Missionary
spiritual power in service. Going out into foreign work often Society , says of these people :

meant going into the midst of temptation. In seeking an

infillingof spiritual energy here at Keswick, it was essential to “Eleven years ago a savage, ignorant, blood-thirsty,human

be definite in our desires and petitions. So long as the blind sacrificing populace, content with their present condition, and

man merely cried in a vague way for mercy he failed to obtain desiring no interference from , or intercourse with other

what he needed ; but when he prayed definitely, “ Lord, that peoples ; to-day, possessing one of the largest and best built

I may receive my sight,” he received the answer he desired. churches in the Yoruba country, which was filled from end to

Mr. Buxton emphasized the points of a very telling address end with people, cager to hear and learn, to say the least of it ;

by instances he had personallyknown of missionaries who had many of whom were baptized and communicants. What a

sadly admitted their life to be one of spiritual decline, and , on story some of those old greyheads could tell of murders and

the other hand, of others who gladly testified of fulness and torturings, and burnings, and human sacrifices, and seductions

power when alone with God, and far from all helpful human with their consequent house-burnings, and many other doings

companionship . of which they are now ashamed ! To-day they sit quietly

On the Sunday afternoon a large gathering, presided overby among the congregations, and can join in our grand old , “We

the Rev. F. Paynter, listened to interesting accounts of Mission praise Thee, OGod : we acknowledge Thee to be the Lord .

work among Jews at home and abroad . All the earth doth worship Thee.'”

J.J. A LAYWORKER.
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By the

Departure . Some verses from her pen appear

in this issue , and I would mention

that her previous contribution to All Nations , en

titled “Dwell Deep ,” has been reprinted on a large

wall card by Messrs. Walter G. Wheeler & Co., of 17 ,

Paternoster Row, E.C. Her many friends might like

SIIS.P.A.

to procure a copy as a small memento that she will still

need our prayers in her arduous work and testimony in

that busy mart of commerce.

Hews and

The following letter has just come to hand. It is

Hotes .
worthy of note for three reasons. The children's self

denial is admirable, and gives promise

A Bold Proposal.
A Welcome of future usefulness in comingyears ;

Letter. their father recognizes that the M.P.A.

The well-known Ameri has a work of its own as well as an

can missionary, Jacob interest in other Missions ; and he is willing to assist in

Chamberlain , during one making the Society's magazine better known.

of his rare furloughs in bye ,one of our donors pronounces it to be “ the most

the land of his birth , artistic and readable of all the many present-day

whilst addressing a large missionary , meeting in missionary papers.” The letter is addressed from the

Tremont Temple, said :—Every church should support University of Edinburgh, and runs thus :

two pastors ; one for the thousands at home, the other for

the inillions abroad . Considering the great difficulty
“ My Dear Sir ,

“ Í have much pleasure in enclosing Postal Order for 14/
that most congregations labour under in supporting for the general support of the M.P.A. Missions.

their one minister, this was a bold statement, and “ The larger portion has been obtained by my children taking

probably met with little sympathy from the audience. skim milk instead of sweet.

Still it was a statesmanlike proposal , and rested both on “ If you can send me a parcel of old numbers of the All

Scripture and on a sound financial basis. We seldom
Nations I will pay carriage;"

hear of any difficulty in raising the necessary funds for

home expenses where the congregations are fruitful in CORRESPONDENCE about khurtas and cholies for the

good work towards the heathen . When the Holy famine orphans , still in great demand, and also orders

Spirit awakens the sinner to a sense of his guilt and his for the Foreign Stamp Bureau, should

need of a Saviour, he has no great distance to travel in M.P.A. in future be addressed to :

Great Britain before finding an evangelistto point him Notelets . Mrs. W. ROGER JONES,

to the Pilgrim's Narrow Way, but should he not live in Cae Clawdd, Mayfield Road ,

this favoured land it is possible that he might wander
Sanderstead ,

for years before he came across one who could point Croydon .

out the place where he could lay down his burden of Sheets of stamps can be sent on approval , or sample

sin . Even in India , although not less than 3,300 devoted packets for three stamps and upwards.

men and women labour in that vineyard, there are still

many immense tracts of thickly -populated country, con DONORS and collectors should receive a prompt

taining thousands of square miles, without a missionary. acknowledgment and a printed official receipt for all

One such lies just south-west of Patna, in the United sums sent to this office over sixpence . If this should

Provinces, and the other Patna, near the centre of India, not be forthcoming at any place in Great Britain within

is the capital town in another missionaryless district. fourteen days from posting the collecting card or

Did not the Nepālese priestess , Chundra Lela, wander, cheque , an enquiry should at once be made at thisoffice,

impelled by hersense of the need of a personal Saviour, Sometimes friends wait a month or even more before

from the snowy north to the extremest southern end of asking if their letter has been received . It is then too

the peninsula and back again to Bombay before she late to trace missing postal orders, &c.

heard that there was a book called the Bible that would

assist her to find salvation ? We have recommended MR . HELI CHATELAIN , of Lincoln Station, Benguella ,

the story of these three years' wanderings from temple Angola, West Africa, is needing a teacher, an artizan

shrine to temple shrine before , and shall be pleased to missionary , and a matron . He is also desirous of

present any one of our readers raising 25/- during the finding an experienced missionary to assist him in the

next quarter for any foreign mission with a copy of this development of his growing Mission . Particulars from

remarkable book , entitled “ An Indian Priestess this office .

Chundra Lela ,” or we will send it post free for 2 - to

anyone desirous of obtaining a striking and well Mrs. Shields, of Portuguese West Africa , writes

illustrated book to awaken their friends to an interest that they have a magic lantern, but very few appropriate

in the Gospel . slides, and enquires whether one of

Missionaries' our readers would not like to present

Needs. the Mission with some Old and New

OUR office appears less cheerful now that Miss
Testament lantern slides . Our former

Katherine A. Salmon has sailed by the Royal Mail ss. member, Miss LilyTurner, is holding the fort at Pungo

Danube to-day ( Friday , July 17th) for Buenos Aires . Andongo in Mrs. 'Shields' absence .

*
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Mr. F. Lister Newton intimates that he will require lectures to the Jews with the aid of the lantern in the winter .

about £ 200 to open a Pioneer Mission in Ajacucho , May I appeal to your committee for a grant , either of money

South America. He will spend his furlough in en or slides ? I want especially Old Testament selected subjects,

deavouring to stimulate the interest of the churches in
and New Testament, Palestine (where I was stationed for

three years) , origin of Bible, &c. I should be most grateful if
the neglected Continent. Practically he found the

you could help us in this. The lantern is almost unknown

M.P.A. to be the only Society willing to finance his here, and would , I feel sure , draw and enable one to reach

work in Tandil, now handed over to the charge of Mr. much larger numbers than before.

Wilson, of the R.B.H.U.
" I am , yours faithfully,

Mr. John Lampard, of Balaghat, C.P. India, mentions
“ London Jews' Society." “ J. H. ADENEY.

his requirement of three large Indian gongs, to be used

as church bells in the stations at Balaghat town , Baihir Our friend, the Rev. Mark C. Heyford , D.D. , F.R.G.S. ,

and Bhiri. They would cost about 10 rupees each , say has published a volume, entitled “ West Africa and

30/- the set . He also asks us to thank the makers of

Christianity ," in which he discusses the questions of the

the last parcel of khurtas sent to Mrs. Lampard. “ They
day that occupy the minds of missionaries in that field .

were exceedingly nice, and pleased the lads im
It deals with marriage customs, polygamy, training of

mensely."
Africans in Europe, and the use of native agency, and

Another application for lantern slides comes from gives the native view of these questions with some force

Roumania, from a well -known missionary to the Jews. and cogency. It is published by the Baptist Book

He writes :
Society, at 4 , Southampton Row , W.C. Price 2s.6d. nett.

“ Str . Olteni , 55 ,

“ Bucarest, Roumania,

" 15th June, 1903.
“ Dear Sir ,

This Mission possesses a magic-lantern , but unfor

tunately no slides. I am most anxious to give a series of

We Roger Jones

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence

Association from May 17th to July 17th,

1903 .
19

99
For the Societies. 9

do s.a.

-- 7

0 1 7

99

0

4

8

0

0

Baptist Zenana Missionary
Society 1 5 0

Do. (for Miss Aldridge) 1 10

Baptist Missionary Society

( San Salvador Schools )... 3 0 0

Do. (Native Teacher, per

Rev. F. Madeley )... 0 6 0

Do. (Medical Mission ) 6 11

Do (General Funds) 0 10 9

British and Foreign Bible

Society
0 5 2

Church of England Zenana

Mission 0 8

Do.(per Miss Boileau ) 0 9
Church Missionary Society ... 3 9

Do. ( for Miss Peddar) 0

Do. (MedicalMissions) 0 1

Do. (per Holy Trinity .
Brondesbury ) 10 12 4

· Regions Beyond " Helpers’
Union 0 16 3

Do (for Miss Smith Buenos

Ayres ) 0 90

London Missionary Society 0 5 6

Do. ( for Mr. G. Wilkerson ) 1 13

Do. ( for Madagascar) 0 12 11

Do. (for Rev. A E. Claxton) 0 0 0

Do. (for Native Preachers.

Support) 2 19 11

Wesleyan Missionary Society 0 8 8
Do. ( for Mysore) 0 13 10

7

6

1

1

.

1

0

1

1

1
1

to s. d . £ s . d .

South Africa General Mis Per Cricklewood Mission ( for
sion (Kasawa ) 6 6

Santoki)
1 0 0

Mr. Stober (Angola Mission ) 0 6 5 Gloucester Branch 6 3

Zambesi Industrial Mission Leicester do. 21 13 6

( Domboli ) ...
0 2 2

Sidcup Christian Band ... 0 19 6

Southwark Home Mission 2 1 7

Missions to Jews. Cheadle Hulme Branch ... 1

South Manchester do. 0 12 2

By Sale of Foreign Stamps... 0 Hove Y.W.C.I. 4 15 11

For “ Kischineff Relief Fuod 1 Ready Band," Brinton

Mildmay Mission
0 2 6

( for Reuben ) 0

LondonSociety 0 1 Cage Lane Mission 0 10 8

Heaton Chapel Branch ... 4 10 0

South America, &c.
Salisbury do. 2 1 11

West Kirby do. 2 6 8

Mr. McEwen's Work, Brazil 0 For Support of Sonsie 2nd ,"

Rev. P. L. Clark ( Jamaica ) .. 9 lu - Makayah ," Jyuni."

Mr. H. Eades ( Azul, Argen
" Karuna 3rd ." Jessie

tina ) ... 0 18 5 Mori," " Phutku," " Jes
Pastor R. F. Elder's Fund 9 15 3 soda 15 15 0

Orizaha Gospel Press (Mexico ) 0 4 Per “ K. E.; " Hove ( for sup

Rev. E. C. Notman ( Bocas del
port of child 1 0 0

Toro ) 8 7 Collection at Olive Hall.Liver

Do. per Mr. A. Wood, for pool 2 5 0

Passage Account... 35 10 6 at AdmiralSt. Halldo. 2 14 5

Dr. Paton (New Hebrides) 010 Support of child at Chandag

Mr. F. Lister Newton ( Tandil) 0 12 0 ( Mrs. C. Brown ) 1 0 0

Do. (Grant ) ... 3 3 0 Million Farthing Fund

Victoria Gospel Press 23 6 7 Mungeli Asylum ... 5 0

Do. (for Mr. & Mrs. Lowson ) 4 16
Mandla do ... 1 15

Mr. R. Young ( Sao Paulo) ... 0 2
Ludhiana 1 10

Rev. J. Yair (Jamaica ) 0 16 3 By sale of gold chain 5 5 0

Venezuelan Fund 0 Support of adult leper (one

quarter ) 5 0

Famine Funds.

Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

M.P.A. Orphanage, Raipur... 5 0 0
Famine Relief at Raipur 9 11 0 By sale of Bibles 0 19 6

Grain for Native Christian Special Deficit Fund ... 9 8 6

Farmers, Raipur ...
1 8 11 International Christian Union 1 0 0

Support of Orphans, Rajpu Christian Progress Union 0 1 6

5 06 National Waifs Association ... 0 9

Do. " Pertha,” a Famine London City Mission ... 1

Orphan
4 0 0 Evangelical do. (Mr. Russell

Per Readers of “ Life of Hurditch ) 0 5 0

Faith " (Orphans ) 8 0 i Church Pastoral Aid iety 0 1 1

For Materials for Garments 0 10 Passages and Outfits Fund 9 11

For Mrs. Dibben ( Sag- juria.1 0 10 0 for Mr. J. W. Harrison

Support of " Champa, " Fam (China ) 7 00

ine Orphan 2 0 0 Missionary Bureau Subscrip

tions ... 2 9 0

Mission to Lepers.

per Readers of

Faith " 0 0

General Funds... | Ref. Epis. Church (Mr. J.
29 5 1

Miss
0

M. Callan)
Reed ( Chandag

1 2

Council Grantand Expenses
Heights) for " Timah 2 10 0 Funds ... 24 7 8

Do. ( General Fund ) 4 2

Pakhoi Leper Fund
Subscriptions to ALL NATIONS 16 8 81 3 1

Starving Lepers ( for Food )... 0 6

Chandkuri Asylum 1 14 101

Per Stratford Railway Mis Total for 2 months... £ 449 3
sion 1 6 4

5 1 1

6 s.
d.

Do. ( for Mr. Coulthard ) 0 7 0

Do. ( for Mr. Douglas

Harding) 0 8 2

Do. (for Mrs Ford ) ... 08 6

Do. (for Mr. Nyström ) 0 0

Do ( for support of Bible

Woman . Si-chuan ) 1 1 0

Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

Lumpor) 0 2 2

Mr. Carr (Grand Canary ) 1 16

Miss Bowyer's Work (Jeru
salem ) 09

Protestant Orphanage (Seoul,
Korea ) 3 14 3

Mr. R. Steven ( Casablanca

Mission ) 2 19

Mrs. Christopher's Fund

(Congo) 0 5 6

Dr. Martin Newton (Jallal

pur, Jattan 2 0

Abor Pioneer Mission 8 11 5

Mr. W. J. Campbell (Turkey .
in - Asia ) 2 10 0

" Friends ofArmenia " 0

Nestorian Mission 0 1 0

Bedouin Mission ( Rev. A.
Forder ) 2 18 5

Mr. T. Cook (Kumbakonam .
India ) 1 19

MissOrlebar's Work (Coonoor) 0

Balaghat Mission ( Mr. Lam

pard ) 0 1

Do. (for “ Jhingyara " 0 11 11

Sua Bue (Presbyterian

Hospital ) 5 10 0

Miss Soonderbai H. Powar

( Poona ) 0 19 6

Pandita Ramabai's Work 2 0 8

Dr. E. H. Edwards (Shan - si ) 0 17 0

Miss N. Warr (Nan -chang Fu ) 2 8 3

Africa .

Nyassa Industrial Mission 3 16 2

Mrs. F. Merry (Garenganze) 0 12 0

Miss Coote (for Colouredi

Girls , East London ) 2 199

Dr. Mark Heyford's Church
(Gold Coast ) 10 14 11

North Africa Mission ... 0

Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 1

Do Ifor Miss Jennings) 1 0 1

Rev. J.J. Edwards ( Tangiers ) 0 8 0
Bishop Hartzells Work

(Madeira) Grant ... 3 3 0

Natal Missionary Society 0 0

Qua boe Mission 1 0 0

1

1

1

8 S..
tana ... 1

Europe.

Pastor Rohrbach ( Berlin ) 0

Antwerp Sailors' Rest 0 6 3

Miss Sharpless (Spain ) , per
Mr. Ives 0 6

Mr. Wm . McIntosh ( Trabanca ) 0 18 5

Bull Ring Mission, Madrid
( Miss Leake) 6 3

Dunkirk Sailors ' Rest 0 8 6

Figueras Mission (Spain ) 011 0

Support of " Rose " (Evian
les Bains) ... 0 7 11

7

...

Life of 7

1

0

1

Asia.

Gospel Work in Straits

Settlements 6 7

Mr. Tilden Eldridge (British

and Foreign Bible Society ) o 14
Miss Porter (Pondicherry ) 3 0

Rev. X. P. Moschou (Smyrna ) 1 0

China Imland Mission (General

Fund , 6 3 1

0

7

1

...

1 7
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Loanda.

BY MRS . LOUISE SHIELDS .

( Methodist Episcopal Church . )

M

TS full name is St. Paul de Loanda, and it is

known as the finest city on the Western

Coast of Africa. It is the port of entrance

to and principal trading centre of the

Portuguese province of Angola. Its popu

lation consists of 20,000 natives, and 4,000

whites , mostly Portuguese. Until recently

it was the port from which thousands of

slaves were annually shipped to other parts of the
LOANDA : THE LOWER CITY.

world, and Angola thus stripped of her finest sons and

daughters.

In his “ Journal, ” Livingstone remarks that when he prayed that the Church of the Living God might have

entered this port, several vessels were being loaded with fruit in this corner of the earth also .

human freight. Along the same path by which he It is only within recent years that the city has had

journeyed inland do we journey , and within sight of one the advantages of Protestant teaching. About fifteen

of our Mission stations are the rocks where Livingstone years ago work was begun by the Missionary Society

of thethe Methodist

Episcopal Church of

America, but owing

to the interior being

more favourable to

the spread of Pro

testant doctrines, the

coast town of Loanda

became little more

than a receiving sta

tion for the interior

work.

The past year has

been a glad one for

us, in that work has

been re -opened in

this great and needy

city . The Catholic

priests are opposed

to us, and view us

with a jealous eye ,

but one circum

stance seems some

MONUMENT OF SALVADOR CORREIA , LOANDA. what in our favour.

BENED
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A Cry from Macedonia.

BY ELLEN M. Stone.

S never before, God's work in this ancient land is

A sounding outitscall forhelp, andbymeansofthe

Press of the world , its sound is literally going out into

all the earth , in a fuller sense than was ever possible hitherto .

The newspapers, everywhere, are printing daily bulletins of

the latest developments of the political unrest among the

Christian nations who are the subjects of the Moslem power,

and the Foreign Offices of all the Governments of Europe

have the keenest interest in every movement of this section of

the Balkan Peninsula, which is the storm-centre of the

Continent.

Nor is the Christian world , which is studying the making of

history to-day, under the mighty working of God's providence,

less keenly alive to the wondrous openings for the advance

ment of God's Kingdom. In Macedonia, during these later

years, God has opened before His children of the American

Mission such doors that they hardly dare plead with Him

longer for more openings for work, for among Greeks,

The King of Portugal when in England , was waited

upon by a deputation from the Evangelical Alliance,

and persuaded by that Society to grant religious

liberty to all his Colonies . Alongsideof this decla

ration, however , is the order that nothing is to be

said or preached against Roman Catholicism , which

has been at work here for several centuries. The

closed Bible—has it meant anything in this corner of

God's vineyard ? The spiritual condition of both

Portuguese and natives is at a very low ebb, if one is

right in judging from their lives . " By their fruits ye

shall know them .” The behaviour of both priests and

Portuguese traders affords a very poor standard for

imitation, and heathenism , with all its darkness, spreads

itself.

Just a stone's throw from the Catholic burial ground

lies the small English cemetery, a gift from the King of

Portugal to the few English residents of the town.

“ Unconsecrated ground " it is said to be . Only a few

lie buried here. They are mostly English, a few

Americans and Dutch, stricken with fever, either on

land or while waiting in the harbour . Tombstones have

been sent by distant relatives and friends and mark

their graves on a foreign shore. Read the inscriptions

on these stones , and lo, we find words from the Word

of Life, pointing one upward to Heaven, and speaking

of that blessed hope of immortality through the mercy

of God in Christ Jesus . This is one of the far -reaching

results of the “ Open Bible .”

How different it is in the large pompous Catholic

cemetery, where hundreds lie buried. Save in one

instance, no hope is expressed upon the tombstones

there. All inscriptions are about the same :—Birth ,

occupation, honours won , disease and length of same,

death . Christ Jesus has been darkly veiled to hearts

hungering for they know not what-hopeless hearts

striving to offer up to God their sufferings and works of

righteousness as a fit thing whereby the fires of purga

tory may be lessened for them . From these tombstones

comes no fragrance of that love of God which sent His

Son into the world to die that we, in believing, might

have “ Eternal Life.” Here is one of the results of a

closed Bible.

The King and Queen of Italy have sent, through the Italian
A GROUP OF TURKISH OFFICERS.

Ambassador in London, framed pictures, bearing their auto

graphs, to the British and Foreign Sailors' Society for their

new headquarters, the Passmore Edwards Sailors' Palace . Servians, Albanians, as well as Bulgarians, the cry now isfor

The Archbishop of Canterbury and Mr. Samuel Hope Morley, more preachers , more Bible-women and teachers, as well as

Governor of the Bank of England, have become vice all the appliances for a more effectual prosecution of the work

presidents of the Society. The Rev. R. J. Campbell, of the
of the true enlightenment of these peoples. More meansare

City Temple, has also been invited to take the position imperatively needed to help these nations struggling in their

occupied by the late Dr. Parker, deep poverty," to maintain their churches and schools, and

for the sending of preachers and teachers among them .

Then , too, we feel keenly the need of money to build this

The Bible Society is sending out a centenary deputation very year the Home in which must be gathered the children

to the Dominion of Canada, where it has twelve auxiliaries, who in the struggle of the recent past, and the struggle which

with over 1,100 branch societies. The deputation will consist it seems almost inevitably must be continued, have been and

of Archdeacon Madden, of Liverpool, and the Rev. G. H. will be orphaned . A thousand pounds could be used most

Bondfield, the Society's agent for China, who is return advantageouslyat once .

ing to Shanghai, via Vancouver. They_left Liverpool Another work which presses heavily upon our hearts is

last month by the Dominion Line for Boston, whence especially for the men , the marines and the blue-jackets of the

they will proceed to St. John, New Brunswick . From this Mediterranean and other British squadrons, which several

point westwards a series of Bible Society centenary meetings times each year come into the harbour of Salonica for a

have been arranged in which they will take part. On longer or shorter stay. Wewould purchase upon the Quay a

October ist , the deputation will be joined by Sir Algernon desirable site for a Rest for these , and make it also a safe, at

C. P. Coote, who will speak at the chief meetings during that tractive place for the men of all other fleets, as the Italian,

month. Austrian, French, and Russian , which occasionally visit this

5
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port. We would have it also a rendezvous for the young of the infidel, materialistic, and communistic literature of French ,

city, who have no such reading-room and gathering place, German, and Russian sources - but for any publications of

while dancing -halls, drinking saloons, and gardens stretchout spiritual and moral value the Mission Press must be depended

their attractions on all sides to lure them from virtue. We upon, and it is to a great degree rendered inoperative now by

have assistance pledged from the Central Committee of the lack of funds. Any sum , from £ 1,000 upwards, could here be

International Y.M.C.A. at Geneva, Switzerland , who will pro put to the most telling use to supply the Christian literature

vide a Christian young man, guaranteeing half his salary from which is most imperatively required for the awakeningminds

the start, and more later on ; butwe must provide the place and consciences of Bulgarian, Greek , Servian, and Albanian

for his residence and work. Hence we turn to British Christian communities within the reach of our Mission .

Christians, with faith that they will help us in this work, which Surely British Christians who so nobly responded to the

is so largely for the well-being of Britishmen-of-war's-men . appeals of the late Dr. Cyrus Hamlin—the founder of Robert

It is not only Macedonia that is begging for help for those College, whenhe implored them to take up Missionary work

who cannot help themselves, but free Bulgaria, in which among the Bulgarians, saying, “ You have the men, we have

educational and religious work under the care of American the money ; establish your Mission, and we will help you !"

missionaries has made good progress during the twenty - five and fulfilled their pledge, have now only to know of the needs

VOA

THE PORT OF SALONICA .

years since the Treaty of Berlin guaranteed the Bulgarians the ofthat growing work which they helped to found in order to

right of self- government, pleadsfor a continuance ofthe help rally and help carry it forward in this stupendous crisis in the

which British Christians so nobly gave in the foundation of needs of these nations of the Balkan Peninsula.

that Mission work some forty years ago. The Collegiate and [In viewof the present position in the Balkans, we are sure

Theological Institute, at Samokov, Bulgaria, is the out-growth Miss Stone's appeal will he read with special sympathy, and the

of the station class in Philippopolis, for which £ 300 of British M.P.A.will gladly act as the channel for transmitting funds.

gold was given at its beginning. The Institute now clamours -Eds. ]

for an endowment of $ 20,000, of which the Bulgarian gradu

ates from it have pledged about £ 100. The Girls' Boarding

School, also at Samokov, is the samewhich received from An invitation to accept the pastorate of the Union Church,

Britain £ 300, when it was started at Eski Zaghra. It is in Mussoorie, N.W.P., India, has been accepted by the Rev. J. F.

desperateneed of a new school building, for which £ 500 more T. Hallowes, M.A., of Cambridge, who expects to leave

is required before the work ofbuilding can be undertaken. England about the middle of October. Mussoorie is one of

What shall I say of the Publication Department, almost the most important of the health stations of the Himalayas, is

silent from lack of men and money, when this newly -awakened a great scholastic centre for the training of Anglo- Indian

nation is demanding food for the intellect and the soul? There children, and a resort of missionaries during the summer

is no lack of translations of trashy or worse novels, and of the months.
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By the way.

M

" The Lord is high above

was addressing a Christian Endeavour meeting at a

noHollolle mission hall in Walthamstow. He was introduced to

an elderly Hebrew Christian , only lately converted, who

enquired if he knew a missionary named Marcus, of

whose surname he was unaware. The new disciple then

related the story we have outlined , and it appeared that

he was the instigator of the prosecution . He was

amazed to find that His Hebrew Psalter and the “ Pro

28

mised Messiah " in Hebrew bore the former Rabbi's

name as translator. He is an employer of labour , and

R. MARCUS BERGMANN, the translator of the preaches Christ to his Jewish employés. Hiswife and

Yiddish Bible , has recently met with a remark
children are also converted , and he and his wife read

able incident, which carries him back more than thirty
the Scriptures to their Hebrew neighbours.

five years, to the great crisis in his career.
Born in

Wieruszow , on the borders of Silesia, in 1846, he came A PROPOSAL was made some time ago , and has been

to London twenty years later , and , shortly after his giving rise to considerable
discussion since , with

arrival , established a small synagogue , at which he reference to the position of Indian students in London.

gratuitously officiated as minister for some time. Being On an average there are two hundred Indian students at

overtaken by illness, he spent six weeks in the German the Inns of Court - in particular at Gray's Inn — and the

Hospital. When feelingsomewhat recovered he began various hospitals. Mr. H.C. Richards, M.P. , commends

to look into the Hebrew the plan adopted by the

Bible which was on the
5 层

Universities of Oxford and

shelf in the ward . The Cambridge of keeping a

portion that made a great tt
list of authorized lodgings.

impression on him was Another suggestion is for

Daniel ix. Several verses G
the establishment of a

of this chapter are re hostel under the control

peated each Monday and of a small committee.

Thursday by every Jew,
The main objection

but the latter part, which
raised to this course is

speaks plainly of the
that the differences in

sufferings of the Messiah,
race , religion, and social

is never read . The standing among the class

Rabbis , indeed , pro
intended to be benefited

nounce a dreadful curse would render difficult any

on everyone who investi attempt at corporate life.

gates the prophecy of the
Moreover, it is felt that

seventy weeks. With the proposal would tend

fear and trembling the to isolate the students

young man read the pas and preserve an Indian

sage, and came to the colony , instead of en

words : “ Messiah shall abling them to gain a

be cut off, but not for
familiarity with English

himself." Though Jews life and customs, which is

are most careful not to let a Hebrew book fall to the part of their purpose in coming to this country. The

ground , he threw the Bible out of his hand, thinking , in question affects more particularly the non-Christian

his ignorance, it was one of the missionaries' bibles. members of this class. It is , of course , very desirable

But he could not dislodge the significant sentence from that wise means will be taken to advance the interests

hismind. One day he again took up the Book, without of these sojourners in London, and preserve them from

looking for any particular passage, and his eyes were loneliness and temptation without unduly restricting

arrested by the words, in a chapter which is never read their freedom . Under the auspices of the National

by the Jews : “ For He was cut off out of the land of the Indian Association, the question is being discussed

living ; for the transgression of My people was He among the students themselves.

stricken . " Not being able to banish these two texts

from his mind, he went, in his distress , some timeafter

his release from the hospital, to the late Rev. Dr. Ewald, The work among postal employés in South America ,

at Palestine Place. His Jewish friends, hearing where promoted by their confreres in this country, has taken

he was, and being desirous of saving him from becoming a new departure in the itinerant-journeys of a col

a Christian , had him arrested on a charge of theft. He porteur-evangelist, Senor Cabral. He is able to carry

spent the night in a police -cell, and there, for the first Bibles, Testaments , and tracts to those who have been

time, called on God in the name of the Lord Jesus awakened by the printed messenger, El Correo Evangelico .

Christ . The next morning he was charged before the This monthly Gospel paper has, for some months past,

Lord Mayor, but the evidence was so contradictory, and had a regular issue of 10,000 copies . It is forwarded to

the motive of his accusers so apparent , that he was every post office in Argentina, and Peru, Bolivia, Chili ,

honourably acquitted. Now comes the remarkable and Ecuador are being added . The Hon . Treasurer of

sequel . Mr. P. L. Dornbusch , some three months ago, the fund is Mrs. C. L. Smith , 35 , Eltham Road, Lee, S.E.

ALL NATION
S."

Psalm cxiii.
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Caminba, Portugal.

BY GEORGE SEARLE.

C

AMINHA is indeed a corner of the Mission Field, being

a small town situated in the extreme north-west of

Portugal, near the mouth of the river Minho, which

divides Portugal from Spain. A small stream, the Coura,

flows into theMinho here, and, with the surrounding hills,

further tends to shut us in.

The little town is quaint, very clean (for this country) , and

contains one or two interesting old buildings. It is backed by

the remains of fine old ramparts and a broad moat, in which

cattle now graze. The scenery around is very beautiful, and

seems to be generally admitted to be as pretty as any in this

province, which bears the name of Minho, and which is often

styled the “ Garden of Portugal.” But unfortunately Portugal

does not lay herself out for tourists.

There is one other English family here besides ourselves,

Mr. Farmer — who, by the way, is a Scotchman-his wife, a

young son and two young daughters, the latter of whom come

in to us for lessons in the mornings, together with two other

girls, daughters of a Portuguese gentleman. Mr. Farmer is

chief of the Eastern Telegraph Company's small cable station

here, and he and his family are very kind and friendly neigh

bours.

Two or three years ago a Portuguese, Senhor Teixeira,

began evangelizing the town by distributing portions of

Scripture and tracts, holding little meetings, and so forth .

For this he was arrested and tried , but was acquitted, and

continued the work . Not being a man of sufficient education

to do much preaching, he felt the need of a missionary, and

he and his wife began praying that the Lord would send some

one. At the same timemy wife, daughter, and self were in

Oporto, waiting also on God in prayer for guidance as to our

future. Graduallyour attention was called to this place, and

so it came topass that, after one or two preliminary visits, we

finally moved from Oporto here, at the end of September,

1901, to live and labour in the Gospel among this people.

The Lord's dealings with us since wecame have tended only

to convince us that the step we took was the right one. Senhor

Teixeira, who was recently in Brazil for over a year-having

business in Rio de Janeiro — rents a small house here for the

meetings. He has already purchased a piece of ground on

which to build a mission hall or chapel, but the clerical party

and local authorities are placing obstacles in the way.

Meanwhile we have very much to thank God for, and if we

would fain see more conversions, we believe there is a work of

A SIDE STREET IN CAMINHA.

( With the Spanish Hills in the Distance.)

the Holy Spirit going on in some hearts. There is the danger

of the people thinking that all that is needed is a change of

religion. Many seem to imagine that the more one can rail

against the Romish priest, the better Protestant one is . We

do not press a change of religion, but a change of heart. Our

Portuguese servant girl, who came to us from Oporto, is, we

believe, the first-fruit of our labours here. She was very

ignorant when she came to us, but has learned to read with

my daughter, and loves to study her large-size Bible . She

considers no other book worth reading. There is a woman

who does not, or rather did not, bear a very good character,

whom we believe to be very much changed, if not converted,

and whose husband complained not long ago that he could not

get her away from the Bible at night. She would read and

read from eight in the evening till eleven o'clock. An old

man also, who has a small shop, when in the shop has his

Bible on the desk or counter, and is constantly reading it . I

often carry a Gospel or two in my pocket, and one is frequently

asked in the street, or as one goes along the road, for “ um

livrinho " -a little book. Once , as I was riding my bicycle

about eight miles out, I was so accosted by a group of boys,

on their way to school. I dismounted and gave them a

couple of Gospels, finding out first if they could really read .

The request is not always sincere, it often being made in

mockery.

At present our meetings are small, thirty being a very good

gathering, but we do not lay too much stress on mere numbers.

You could hardly find a more attentive audience than our little

Caminha congregation. On Sundays we have service morning

and evening, and Bible classes in the afternoon , with service

on Thursday evenings, and a prayer meeting on Saturdays.

On Sundays, at noon , we have a little English service in our

house, at which the Farmers attend.
MARKET PLACE AND FOUNTAIN , CAMINHA.
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TReviews.

should perhaps be inclined to make that objection , but if there

be some defects, the work as a whole is very useful as a plain

exposition of practical truth , and as showing that there is still

The New TesTAMENT IN MODERN SPEECH . By the late infinitely more to besaid for the orthodox view thana number

RICHARD FRANCIS WeymouTH, M.A. , D.Lit . Edited and of people give credit for. The facts Professor Bettex has

Partly Revised by E. HAMPDEN-Cook, M.A. 25. 6d. ( Fames adduced, though many of them not new , are most striking;

Clarke & Co.)
Mr. Simpson has donehis work with much thoroughness, and

Ofattempts in general to turn the Scriptures into present
has increased the utility of the volume by supplying classical

day English, little,if anything, can be said in favour. The collo and other references , and adding notes. He has also

quialisms grate upon the ear, and the whole dignity of the illustrated the text by English quotations, with the aim of

sacredrecord is lost, while the linguistic qualifications of the anglicizing the work.

so-called translators are often most meagre, and lead to grave

faults . Of this translation, however, it is impossible to speak
DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS IN SUNNY INDIA , BY BEATRICE

too highly. Dr. Weymouth's scholarship was profound ,

beyond all question, and his translation is from a previous
M. HARBAND. 35. 6d . net. (Fleming H. Revell Co.)

work of his of immense value to students, “ The Resultant The art of story -writing is one in which lady missionaries

Greek Testament." The study of a long lifetime in the Greek especially might find great scope for their pens, provided they

and English languages is reflected in these pages, which repre possess, as Miss Harband does, the gift of investing the many

sent a bona fide translation , made directly from the original, incidents that come into their work with the charm of a

and not a feeble revision of earlier versions—though the trans piquant literary style. Every fact, the author assures us, has

lator added to his laborious task by a careful consultation of been related as faithfully as possible. “ The fancies are few

recognized authorities to test his own results . Dr. Weymouth's and far between ." The missionary characters introducedwill

desire to provide an accurate translation did not lead him be recognized, we are told , by many in Australia and New

astray into over-literalism . The idiomatic constructions of Zealand , but the story, for its own sake, will be scarcely less

the Greek, complicated by the admixture of Hebrew idioms, welcome to English readers.

render dangerous such a course ; but here the Doctor's

scholarship prevented him from falling into error, the easy

tendency to which he points out. “One point,” he says in his THE PREACHER'S AND TEACHER'S VADE-MECUM. 25. 6d .

preface, “ cannot be too emphatically stated . It is not the (H. R. Allenson .)

present translator's ambition to supplant the versions already

in general use, to which their intrinsic merit or long familiarity
The former compilation of Mr. J. Ellis , including, “ The

or both had caused all Christian minds so lovingly to cling.
Tool Basket,” “ The Seed Basket,” etc. , is well known,

His desire has rather been to furnish a succinct and com
and has been widely used by Christian workers. This

pressed running commentary (not doctrinal), to be used side
second series comprises, first, The Evangelist's Wallet,"

by side with its elder compeers. And yet there has been
containing one hundred and sixty-four outline addresses and

something of a remoter hope. It can scarcely be doubted that

sermons prepared by Mr. Ellis. The skeletons are, on the

someday the attempt will be renewed to produce a satisfactory
whole , good ,and they convey sound and practical lessous. To

English Bible - one in some respects perhaps (but assuredly
a speaker who can use such material well and interweave his

with great and important deviations) on the lines of the
own thoughts, they may prove helpful. The “ Outline Ser

revision of 1881, or even altogether to supersede both the
monettes on Golden Texts " are contributed by a number of

A.V. and the R.V.; and it may be that the translation here
preachers, and are intended for children . They are simple in

offered will contribute some materials that may be built into style and suited to the capacity of the younger people of the

that far grander edifice." The abundant analytical notes which
congregation. They need illustrations, however, but these

Dr. Weymouth has provided — together with the brief intro
may be looked for in the third section of the volume, “ By

ductions to the several books-add vastly to the practical value
Way of Illustration ," compiled by Mr. Ellis.

of his translation . We have put the volume to a working test

in the course of ordinary preparation for teaching and preach

ing, and can heartily commend it .
THROUGH THE GATES. A memoir of William Norman

Titterington. Is . net. (Marshall Bros.)

A beautiful story of a life early closed , written with the

MODERN SCIENCE AND CHRISTIANITY . By Professor F. warmth of mother-love. It was a life full of promise, and has

BETTEX .. Translated by EDMUND K. SIMPSON, M.A. left a charming fragrance. Norman Titterington
55.

(Marshall Bros.) specimen of a bright, manly Christian character ; his religion

We are so accustomed to associate German theology with
was of a healthy sort. In the work of the Children's Special

the " Higher Criticism ," and to regard all German thought as
Service Mission he took a deep interest, and exerted a

permeated with Rationalism , that it is well to be reminded by
remarkable influence, both upon those older and those

the issue of such a work as this that what is commonly termed
younger than himself, by his participation in the work. He

the “ conservative ” position has its strenuous exponents in
belonged to the Moravian Settlement, Fulneck, Yorks.

that land . The name of Professor Bettex may not be as

widely known as those of some of the “ liberal ” school, but

among ourselves the menwho advance the most startling (Churchof England Zenana Missionary Society and Marshall
STATION CLASS SKETCHES. BY EMILIE STEVENS. 6d .

theories are often for that very reason a

place in the public esteem than those who hold the more sober
Bros.)

and traditional views. In his own country the Professor's A station class consists of a number of women enquirers,

works have acquired a good value, and thevolume before us who come together for a period of three months to be

has appeared in America and in France. The form in which instructed in the main truths of Christianity, and then return

the argument is cast is popular, and can be followed by the to their several homes and labour as voluntary evangelists

general reader who is not acquainted with the intricacies of among their neighbours. Many of these women have stories

scientific phraseology. The translator says in his preface : of great interest, and Miss Stevens has collected a number of

“ There are a few matters in these pages regarding which, no such personal histories and written them up in a very inter

doubt, there will be differences of opinion. It may be said , esting form. They give a clearer insight into the life of

for example, that the leavening and expansive, recuperative women in China than many larger volumes. There are ten

and reflex influences of Christianity are not enough allowed illustrations onspecial plate paper, and the booklet is taste

for in the author's view of actual and possible progress ." We fully issued . It is a remarkably cheap production.

was a
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C.S.S. Hotes

HE Record states that the receipts and expenditure

of the C.M.S. for the four months ending July

31st were lately considered by the General Com

mittee, and that the position is not an encouraging one.

TH

The C.M.S. Annual Report is now in the hands of the

Society's friends. It is a wonderful record of the year's

labours, and will enable those who advocate the

Missionary cause to replenish their stock of illustrations ,

with a view of extending interest in the work.

For those who have not the opportunity of reading

the large report, the short annual report will prove an

excellent substitute . It is a splendid summary of

C.M.S. work, and should prove of interest to those

beyond the usual sphere of C.M.S. influence .

*

Nine of the Pygmies of the Aruwimi Forest are under

instruction , and two have already been baptized . In

May the Rev. A. B. Fisher visited Mboga, one of the

ninety out-stations in Toro. Amongst the congregation

on the Sunday there were representatives ofnofewer

A STATION CLASS, Foochow .
than seven different tribes. The service was conducted

(From “ Station Class Sketches ." ) in Lunyoro, a language which they all more or less

understand . Mr. Fisher was hoping that the first con

vert would be shortly baptized from the great Balega
MUSICAL SERVICE : Is It Right ? By Rev. JAMES NEIL,

M.A. Second edition, 6d . and is. (Simpkin, Marshall & Co. )

tribe, who were both friends and foes of Sir Henry

Stanley. During this visit to Mboga, Mr. Fisher was

The veteran author of so many fascinating works on Pales

tine has here written on an altogether different topic.
gathering information as to the best means of reaching

He

urges a plea for simplicity of worship with a great deal of
the Pygmies. He concludes an interesting letter :

skill , and his remarks on the dangerous tendency of many
“ The mighty change visible here on all sides since our

“ modern " methods of Church service are full of wisdom . first visit in 1896 fills me with gratitude to Almighty

God for the triumphs of His love.

The Bishop of Liverpool, who preached the C.M.S.

How To FILL THE CHURCHES. BY WILLIAM NICHOLSON . annual sermon this year, thus refers to the benefit of

is. (Marshall Bros.)
reading missionary literature :- “ Bishop Lightfoot has

The problem of attendance at public worship is the great told us that the study of Church history is a cordial for

topic of discussion in all the churches just now. The moral low spirits . This saying is eminently true of the

ofthis story-for it is a story and not an essay-is unexcep history of the Church in the mission -field. The

tionable, but we doubt whether tales of this kind , written so

obviously " with a purpose ,” and of a goody-goody kind , will

missionary will tell how the sight of the triumphs of the

very materially assist in a solution of the question. A careful
Gospel under new skies and amongst new

study of a dozen of the leading churches in the Metropolis strengthens his own faith in the Master Whom he

would probably reveal the secret of success in reaching the serves , and in the message which he delivers. Many a

population. disheartened worker in the home- field will tell how the

reading of a missionary report, or attendance at a

The Indian Government report on Augustist that the

missionary meeting, or contact with a simple and

bottom figure for four years has been touched in respect to

humble missionary, has brought life and vigour into his

famine relief — there being 18,700 on relief works.
communion with God , and sent him amongst his people

expecting with fresh ardour the blessing of God .

Missionary work strengthens our hold on the love of

Senor EMILIO Olsson is open to book dates for meetings God, on the possibilities of man , on the value of the

and lantern lectures during the autumn on his journeys in
atoning blood of Jesus Christ , and on the power of the

South America. He can be addressed c/o The M.P.A. Holy Spirit.” A LAYWORKER .

races
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sentence which contained the gist of our criticism :

“ United meetings, where the speakers represent views

divergent and mutually destructive—as divergent indeed

MISSIONARY MAGAZINE
as are the spiritual and sacramental conceptions of the

Christian revelation ; Missionary Exhibitions in several

of which the inclusion of the S.P.G. has meant friction

and dissatisfaction unknown when the C.M.S. and

All Literary Communications, Books) for Review, etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS . ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand , kindred Evangelical Societies have worked happily

London, W.C. together ; a general tendency to minimize differences

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER Jones , that are vital and affect the very essence of the faith

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

these are some of the things that are distressing not a

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence
few of the warmest friends of the C.MS." Is it denied

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES. that such meetings have been held ? Is it disputed

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made that serious friction has been caused in connection

PUBLISHERS MARSHALL Bros., Keswick House, Paternoster

with Missionary Exhibitions by the inclusion of the
Row, E.C.

S.P.G. ? It may, perhaps, be maintained that the

Committee are not responsible for the matters in

question , or that officials of the Society sometimes take

part in meetings in their non -official capacity. If such

be the case, has not the time arrived for the great number

of distinctly Protestant supporters of the C.M.S. to be

assured of this, and to have the unfaltering adherence of

the governing body of the Society to Evangelical

Theletter we have received from the Rev. Prebendary principles and methods publicly and officially affirmed ?

Fox, Honorary Secretary of the Church Missionary

The altered conditions of recent years not only justify

Society, and which appears on another

such a course, they demand it . It may well be that this

C.M.S. and page, necessitates some further refer
is a juncture in which inaction on the part of the

S.P.G. ence to the subject of our recent executive may be as injurious as mistaken action might

articles . We gladly give publicity to
be under other circumstances. In dismissing the

Mr. Fox's explicit denial that the Committee of the subject, we beg to assure the Committee that it is not

C.M.S. has departed from the original principles of the lightly or willingly, or on mere partisan grounds , that we

have called attention to this subject, and if our protest
Society in any of the matters at issue. At the same

time, we must be allowed to remark that , had his denial

be regarded as , in any sense, an attack on the C.M.S. , its

been accompanied by some definite refutation of the

spirit and object will be entirely misunderstood. The

statements objected to, it would have done more to allay Evangelical character and increasing usefulness of this

the misgivings that undoubtedly exist in many quarters .
noble Society are, in a sense , the inheritance , as they are

It is objected that our articles contain “ reflections,” but
the admiration , of all Evangelical Christians, and our

surely it cannot be seriously maintained that the policy
earnest hope and expectation for it is that in its second

of so important a body as the Committee of the C.M.S.

century it may continue the fruitfulness in service and

is to be exempt from criticism . The matters in question faithfulness to the Gospel that have characterized its

have been before the missionary public for a year and
first.

more, and references to them , both in the publications of

the C.M.S. and elsewhere , surely entitled us to regard

The crisis in the Balkan Peninsula at the moment of

writing is acute, and it is impossible to say what grave

them as fit subjects for comment. Then we are accused

of repeating " insinuations " which, it is suggested , we

happenings may not take place in the

The Troubles near future. The signs as we judge

quote from others. Now, it will be found that the
in the Balkan them now are ominous, and the

articles referred to do not contain a single quotation in States. possibility of a serious conflagration

any way reflecting on the C.M.S. On the contrary, our cannot be disguised . The situation

articles were based on our own knowledge of the present calls for earnest prayer on the part of God's people that

position . For the sake of clearness, we repeat the the repetition of the terrible atrocities from which our

*
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En ndian Dela.

tyranny underwhichtheyhavelivedsolong.Specially Oillages,is the religious festival, or mela, held in

thoughts have hardly recovered may be averted , and

that some means of deliverance from Turkish misrule

and barbarity may be found for these oppressed people,
By Rev. WILLIAM E. COOPER

goaded to desperation by the almost inconceivable
(Olivet Christian Mission ).

NE of the features of Indian life, especially amongst the

opportune is Miss Stone's appeal , which we publish in honour of one or other of the innumerable deities

another portion of this issue. Her own dramatic ex worshipped by the Hindus. These melas are held periodically

periences are so recent, and the work of our American
at certain sacred spots, and as they are generally attended by

immense crowds of people from the surrounding districts, they

brethren and sisters in the Peninsula so eminently afford to the Christian missionary a unique opportunity of

deserving of support , that we trust the plea may receive preaching the Gospel. One is reminded of the feast at

its just reward. Whatever further shall happen in the Jerusalem, when Jesus Himself stood up and cried ,“ If any

man thirst, let Him come unto Me and drink ! " Even so do

“ storm centre of Europe ,” English Christians must be the missionaries follow in their Master's footsteps, and proclaim

ready, in the name of humanity and of the Saviour, to

the good news of the Water of Life.

Many of the worshippers who throng to the mela are earnest

help the struggling nations to their feet and provide the seekers after holiness, and sincere in their devotion to the

means for their advancement in civilization, and the heathen deity at whose shrine they present their offerings, and

extension of the Gospel of Jesus Christ among them .

Had you

C.S.S. and S.p.6.

To the Editors, ALL NATIONS.

DEAR SIRS,-My attention has only just been called

to Editorial Articles on p . 136 of the July number of ALL

NATIONS, in which , after a frank acknowledgment of

that which God has done by this Society , you go on to

make reflections, and repeat insinuations, which you

appear to quote from others, and which have been

contradicted by us again and again both in our official

publications and in our correspondence.

done us the favour of applying first to us to ascertain

what truth there was in these suggestions before giving

currency to them, I should have been very happy to

have given you full particulars, which would have

convinced you how unfounded they are. As it is , I must

content myself with this explicit denial that in any of

the matters to which you have referred has the Com

mittee departed in the slightest degree from the original SINGHESHWAR : THE TEMPLE.

principles of the Society , or altered in any way its long

established practice .
to these the messenger of Christ can make a strong appeal.

I am, yours faithfully,
They are often willing to listen and enquire and discuss , and

H. E. Fox,
sometimes to purchase Gospels and tracts.

I recently visited a mela at Singheshwar , not far from

Hon . Sec . C.M.S. my station . The photo accompanying this article is a

August 8th , 1903.
flattering view of the temple and its immediate surroundings

flattering because the filth, rubbish and foul smells do not

appear in the picture. Thousands of people passupthe many

The End of Theathenism .
steps from the ghat to the temple, the courtyard of which is

entered through a large doorway. The scene is a picturesque

BISHOP THOBURN relates the following : Bishop Foster one as the worshippers, in their gayest attire , fit to and fro.

once visited a beautifultemple in India. Heasked the attendant The god, before whom offerings are made and libations

how long it would all last . ' Not long,' he said. “ Why ?' poured, to whom requests are presented and vows fulfilled, is

asked the Bishop. And the attendant, lifting his eyes to the but a stone. It is said to represent Mahadeo, the great god,

south -west, and scanning the whole horizon , uttered the one otherwise called Shir. He is one of the Hindu Triad , the

word ‘ Jesus.' May God hasten the prophetic day !”
other two members of which are known as Brahma and

Vishnu. He has many high -sounding titles, such as “ Lord of

the Universe," " Lord of Evil Spirits,” “ Conqueror of Death,”

THE CONGO . — Sir Alfred Jones, British Consul for Congo, and so on , but he is said to be “ furious in anger , sensual,

has had an interview on the Continent with the authorities of addicted to gambling and intemperance, untruthful, deceitful,

the Free State to try and mediate between them and the unmerciful and unjust." Yet such a deity is worshipped !

missionaries. They are willing to give 25 years'leases free to Singheshwar is of considerable repute, and is resorted to for

both Protestant and Catholic Missions, but object to all free the granting of boons, the recovery of property, and the

holds. settlement of disputes. Sometimes a witness who has taken
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Valencia.

MR. J. R. BROWN writes to us from Valencia, Venezuela,

regarding the progress of the Lord's work there. Five

meetings are being held weekly, in addition to day and

Sunday Schools. During the serious political situation last

year the work did not suffer, but seemed rather to wear a

more encouraging aspect than at any previous time. At the

darkest moment special services were being held with the

help of a Christian brother and his wife from La Victoria.

They were seasonable and helpful gatherings, the best on

record. The blockade naturally caused a great deal of ill

feeling against the foreigners, especially in some parts of the

Republic. In Caracas, the capital, many sought permission of

the oath — which to the ordinary native is a mere matter of

form , for he will lie as readily after as before taking it—will

be asked if he will touch the stone in Singheshwar and still

adhere to what he has said. It is supposed that if the state

ment be false, after touching the stone some great calamity

will befall the culprit or the members of his family. There

are, however, no instances on record of such results having

followed , and it is amusing to find occasionally that both

parties in a quarrel are equally disposed to put their veracity

to the same test .

The streets consist of temporary shops erected for the

mela . They are usually made of bamboo or grass matting,

reeds or cloth , and sometimes of old kerosene oil tins flattened

out. They are all hastily and roughly made for the occasion .

Only a few months before, this very spot was yellow with the

ripe paddy crop, and in a short time afterwards would be a

stretch ofnewly-ploughed fields.

In the height of the fair these roads are thronged, so that

there is scarcely room to move. In the shops a brisk trade is

carried on in such things as agricultural implements, house

hold wares, cloth , women's ornaments and confectionery,

while a little in front the streets are lined on either side with

small salesmen of trinkets, vegetables and spices, and men

sharpening tools , repairing umbrellas, etc. , which considerably

interferes with the traffic. Their wares are exposed on the

ground and are covered with dust, but they seem to do a fair

amount of business.

It will be seen that the mela is not exclusively a religious

festival, but that trade also has a large share of attention .

Neither are the shop -keepers the only people to perceive the

possibilities of business when such large crowds are gathered

together. The providers of the amusements are also very

ready to take advantage of the occasion, and frequently

gamblers and swindlers accompany them , so that the field for

the Gospel seed is a varied one.

BOER FAMILY BIBLES.—The effect of the issue of the me
A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF VALENCIA.

morandum by Lord Roberts concerning the desirability of

restoring looted Boer Bibles has had a marked effect . Eighty the President to behead the foreigners , and but for the inter

of the Bibles have already been received by Mr. W. H. F. vention of the American Minister a graver crisis might have

Alexander at the central offices of the Society of Friends. occurred . The German Minister's house was badly stoned,

Some of the big family Bibles contain records going back for while his wife was lying very ill , unable to move, and many

a 100 or 150 years, and must have been looked upon by their German business houses also suffered . In Tucacas the

Boer owners as priceless possessions. Other Bibles were foreigners had to flee, butin Valencia they were treated with

small pocket Bibles, and they, too, had a sentimental and real the greatest tolerance. The only inconvenience the English

value. A few of them had been given by wives to their and Germans were put to was a few hours' imprisonment;

husbands, and many were picked up on the field of battle . they were released on the same day as their arrest. Even

The family Bibles were in most cases brought away from then Mr. Brown was excepted, he being the only British

farms which were deserted . Three or four of them have been subject not imprisoned . This was probably because he was

obtained from persons of title in this country, but mauy more mistaken for an American, since the priests preach and write

are believed to be in the hands of other possessors. The work against him and his as Yankees.”

of restoration to their original owners has its difficulty, but the

committee are solving it by keeping up a correspondence with

various people in South Africa in order to ascertain the

present whereabouts of these owners. LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY.—The directors of the

London Missionary Society have decided to send a deputation

to China during the coming winter in response to the request

In the Committee Room of the Bible Society, 146, Queen
of the District Committees in China. The Board of Directors

Victoria Street, E.C.,a portrait has been placed of Mr. Caleb
have unanimously invited the Rev. George Cousins, one of the

R. Kemp, who has been a member of the Committee since
foreign secretaries in London , and the Rev.William Boulton ,

1880 and its chairman since 1892. The painting has been M.A., the Chairman of the Eastern Committee, to form the

executed by Mr. H. G. Herkomer, and has been presented to
deputation, and there is a possibility of a third name being

the Bible House by the members of the Committee, past and added .

present, as a token of their high appreciation of their chairman .

The ceremony of unveiling was performed by Mr. Robert

Barclay, the treasurer of the Society.
BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY. — The Baptist Missionary

Society finds it is requisite to provide a new steamer for the

ENGLISH CHURCH, TIENTSIN.-A cable has been received Upper Congo work. It is now several years since the Good

by the missionary authorities in London announcing that the wili was constructed, and the development of the Mission

new English church at Tientsin was consecrated by Bishop absolutely necessitates this expenditure. The conveyance of

Scott, of North China, on July 19th. The late Mrs. Scott, the the missionaries to their stations, the carriage of stores, as well

Bishop's wife, laid the foundation stone of the church on the as evangelistic expeditions, make this demand for the new

4th ofJune, 1900, just before the commencement of the siege steamer urgent. It is estimated that the cost, including

of Tientsin. freightage and reconstruction, will be about £ 7,000.
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Tour of Visitation.

Chinamen learn to be generous and earnest in the cause of

Christ.

Several new places have been opened this year and last ,

six in all , and are doing well. Hadwe funds, and men ready

as preachers, I could easily open another six , for the prospects

of Mission work in Chinaare brighter than ever, in spite of

unrest in some parts of the Empire. Better education is

being asked for ; the Bible is bought more readily and studied

more eagerly than ever before ; papers and periodicals,

whether religious or political, are circulated in larger numbers

than of yore. There is a spirit of hopefulness and a desire for

improvement that is acting as a new leaven and must

have great results in days to come. Even the Mandarins

are for the most part more friendly than in years gone by, and

I have had several interesting interviews with Mandarins of

various grades, and have found them cordial and well

disposed, ready to furnish me with soldiers to conduct me

from place to place if needed . In one part of the district

where a band of robbers has been plundering right and left,

the Mandarin sent four soldiers to meet me and conduct me

safely to the town where he resided and where we have a

prosperous Church .

A

BY Rev. FRANK P. JOSELAND

(London Missionary Sociely).

HAVE just returned from a long tour of visitation round

all the churches under my care. It has taken ten weeks,

and I have covered about eight hundred miles by road

and river . I have visited fifteenchurches and eleven out

stations, and was obliged , owing to bad weather and lack of

time, to omit four other out-stations. The membership of these

churches amounts to 580 adults, in the proportion of two

thirds men and one-third women, including 38 admitted on

this journey. Such an addition on one tourmay be considered

a very satisfactory increase , and gives us great cause for

thankfulness and joy. I have also baptized forty children ,

which gives a totalof 260 baptized children.

These various churches are situated in the south and west of

the Fukien Province, working inland from Amoy, and belong

to the work of the London Mission in this region. The

farthest from Amoy is 275 miles away. The whole

district is mountainous, somewhat like Wales or parts of

Scotland , and as a consequence is very beautiful. The roads

follow the rivers and watercourses for the most part, except

when they are obliged to climb the hills to cross over a water

shed. I crossed several passes over 3,000 feet , and the two

highest are 4,100 and 4,400 feet above sea level . I have

received unusual kindness, and have proved that the Chinese,

when their hearts are touched , are not deficient in the graces

of hospitality and gratitude. Cold by nature the Chinaman

may be, but fired by the love of God he too comes into line

with his fellow -Christians of other races, and manifests a spirit

of affection that cannot be too highly commended. Several

times on this journey I was met some five or six miles from

my destination by little bands of Christians, men and boys,

eager to greet God's messenger,and bringing tea and cakes and

eggs to refresh and strengthen him. At each place where I

was to stay the night, care was taken to have the rooms

washed and decorated, so that I might have nothing to

complain of. I received again and again gifts of tea, cakes,

fowls, rabbits, ginger, eggs,&c. , as marks of their appreciation.

In every place I was cordially invited to remain longer, and

to comeagain as soon as possible. Not only the older folk,

but many of the young lads and school boys were most

enthusiastic in their reception, until their marks of affection

became almost embarrassing. It would be easier to return

these outward manifestations of love if only they were cleaner

in clothes and person ; but, alas, too often the disregard of

soap and cleanliness renders caution necessary before

admitting them too close to one's person. It is only

occasionally I dare take a Chinese child in my arms,as there

is often a risk of infection, besides the dirt. However ,

Christians of long standing certainly grow cleaner, and after

two or three generations this difference between the Christians

and the heathen around them becomes more marked.

Another very evident proof of their earnestness and zeal is the

largesums they collect on behalf of Church work, helping to sup

port their pastors andpreachers, and to build their own chapels

and schoolpremises. I cannotgive the exact sums, but the aggre

gate is verylarge andthe average comes to about 5 00 dols, per

member. Just a few instances. Out of 1,100.00 dols. needed to

build a new chapel and pastor's house, the people have given

750.00 dols., though the membership is only forty. Several

of the out-stations support their own preacher, who acts as a

school teacher during the week. Another out-station , with

barely twenty baptized members, has given 200,00 dols .

towards the cost (360.00 dols.) of purchasing a house admir

ably adapted for our purposes, and promise to collect this year

and next another 100.00 dols. for necessary repairs. The

Church at Chiang Peng is planning to call its present preacher

to be an ordained pastor, and will then increase his salary of

9.00 dols. per month to 14.00 dols. These items will suffice

to show that the grace of God at work upon the hearts of the

Chinese can so transform them that the naturally niggardly

“ The Lone Star."

By Rev. Dr. S. F. Smith .

SHINE on , “ Lone Star ! " Thy radiance bright

Shall spread o'er all the Eastern sky ;

Morn breaks apace from gloom and night :

Shine on , and bless the pilgrim's eye.

Shine on , Lone Star ! " I would not dim

The light that gleams with dubious ray ;

The lonely star of Bethlehem

Led ona bright and glorious day.

Shine on, “ Lone Star,” in grief and tears

And sad reverses oft baptized ;

Shine on amid the sister spheres :

Lone stars in heaven are not despised.

Shine on , “ Lone Star ! ” Who lifts his hand

To dash to earth so bright a gem ,

A new " lost pleiad ” from the band

That sparkles in night's diadem ?

Shine on, “ Lone Star ! " The day draws near

When none shall shine more fair than thou ;

Thou , born and nursed in doubt and fear

Wilt glitter on Immanuel's brow.

Shine on , “ Lone Star ! ” till earth redeemed,

In dust shall bid its idols fall ;

And thousands where thy radiance beamed

Shall crown the Saviour, Lord of all.

A Missionary Weeps over a Theathen

Town.

Forty years ago there was no Gospel preacherin Chinchew

at all . A pioneer missionary, standing on a hill outside the

town of Chinchew, looked down upon the place and wept,

and those around him, those who had accompanied him, were

reminded of his Master outside Jerusalem, and when he was

asked for what reason he wept, he replied , “ Because I cannot

help thinking of the number of men and women there who

are perishing because out of Christ. Let us kneel down and

pray ." And he did , and to-day's reported success is an illus

tration of how God answers prayer . To-day in that same city

of Chinchew , we have two congregations supporting their own

native ministers, with their own staff of unofficial workers,

their own preaching societies ; and the young men once a

week hold an evangelistic service in any house they are

invited into.- Miss Graham .

* See " Conquests of the Cross. VI . , The ' Lone Star ' Mission," in

ALL NATIONS for fune, p. 113.
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A Sad Little Theart.
My mean insignificant name is Pott. "

How many little stemshave you sprouted ? ” (This means

By Miss GoodFELLOW “ How old are you ?" )

“ I have vainly spent thirty years."

(Mhow, Central India ).
Is the honourable and great man of the household living ? "

"HE other day a bright little girl of ten years came into
(Heis asking after the teacher's father .)

“ The old man is well. "

Dr. Nugent's Hospital, where I teach the women. She
How many precious little ones have you ?"

could scarcely walk, and on looking for the reason I saw “ I have two little dogs." (These are the teacher's own

one leg all scarred and no toes on the foot, only a stump children . )

left . I asked what had happened , and she told me a very sad “ How many children have you in your illustrious institu

story. When she was seven years of age her mother made tion ? "

her marriage with a boy who was not even as old as the Then the Chinaman comes to business.

little girl. Her father was dead , and she sent her to live with “Venerable master,” he says, " I have brought my little dog

the boy's father and mother, who treated her very cruelly, here , and worshipfully entrust him to your charge."

keeping her locked up all day when they were at work, The little fellow, who has been standing in the corner of

and only allowing her mother to come to see her once or the room , comes forward at this, kneels before the teacher,

twice a year and never allowing her out . Her life was´any and knocks his head on the floor. The teacher raises him up,

thing but happy, but one day, getting very angry because she and sends him off to school, while arrangements are being

did something to displease him , her father-in -law made it made for his sleeping room and so forth .

inore wretched . He took a hot iron and burnt all one foot At last the father rises to take his leave, saying, “ I have

and part of her leg, and then poured boiling water on it . He tormented you exceedingly to-day ; ” to which the teacher

then left her locked up in the house in that condition , but responds, " Oh, no, I have dishonoured you ."

some neighbour hearing her, helped her out. The case was As he goes towards the door he keeps saying, " I am gone ;

reported to the police, and the man spent six months in jail
I am gone." And etiquette requires the teacher to repeat, as

as a punishment. He is out now , and threatens if he can get long as he is in hearing, “ Go slowly, go slowly.” — Home

her again he will cut her nose off, a common practice here if Words.

a wife is not true to her husband.

When the little girl was burned she was taken to the State

Hospital. She remained there fifteen days, and her mother

took her out, refusing to have her foot taken off, as they Thow God Used a Chinese Captive.

suggested. She used plenty of oil and saved most of the

foot.
A Little Christian Chinese boy was stolen and carried to

This is the child's story: Her mother says when she is a
a heathen city and sold. He became the slave of the wife of

little older she will marry her again to some other boy .

How many little girls, on reading this, will thank God for
a rich officer . He was fond of the tiny baby whose cradle he

the mothers they have, who teach them that God had a noble was set to watch , and in turn his mistress grew attached to

purpose in view in sending them into this world ? Will you
him . When she would question him about his home the

not try to save your pennies and send more missionaries to tears would come and he would not talk, but would ask, Shall

give' the Gospel to those poor ignorant mothers, and thus save I tell you about my Jesus ? ” And the fond mother would

many poor little girls from such bitter lives ? To realize that answer, “ Oh, no, I do not need any Jesus. I have baby."

we are doing much to enlighten the thousands around us, we But by and by her delicate blossom drooped . Paler and

would need at least four times as many as we have working thinner the tiny , yellow face grew, until the broken-hearted

here. We have asked for many to be sent to us. Will mother saw the object of her love wither and die. Then in

you, too, not pray that hearts may be touched by those sad her extreme sorrow she said, “ Ah Fung, you may tell me

stories, and that the light of the Gospel may soon dispel all about Jesus.” And the child began where he knew it would

such darkness ?-Foreign Missionary Tidings. mean most to her, and told her how Jesus loved the little

children and took them in His arms, and how her baby was

in the beautiful home He had gone to prepare for His people .

A Chinese Hew Boy,
And the mother asked, “Did He love my baby ? Are you

sure she is with Him ? ”. “ I am sure He loved her, and that

When a Chinaman takes his little boy to school to intro she is with Him,” replied Ah Fung. “Our missionary said

duce him to his teacher, it is done as follows :
He has many little children there, and He makes them very

happy. He will give her back to you if

The Chinaman arrives at the school ; he and the teacher

you go there . "

where is it ? How can I go there ? eagerly asked the

shake their own hands and bow profoundly ; then the latter mother. “ I don't quite know ,” said Ah Fung. " But if we

asks, “ What is your honourable name? " love and trust Him He will take us somehow . He said so.

“ My mean insignificant name is Wong," is the answer. Won't you let Jesus be your Saviour ? And then we'll both

Tea is sent for,and the teacher says, “ Please use tea . ” The go there and He will give our darling back to us." The little

father sips for a quarter of an hour before he says to the captive's words were not in vain . This heathen mother was

teacher, “ What is your honourable name ? ” the first convert to Christianity in Corea.-Selected.

" But

- -
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utfit ! country, and that native doctors and nurses

are being trained, and we can see, with

thankfulness, that the work in Mexico is

very much alive, and is going hopefully

forward .

“All Nations"

Praye
r

Union

Notes.

IS.

Church Missionary Society.

The new report of the Church Missionary

Society for the 104th year ( 1902-03 ) has

just been issued . It gives the following

• BY statistics : -Number of stations , 580 ;

CLARA BENHAM.
European missionaries - clergy, 418 (of

whom five are qualified medical mission

aries), lay 152 (49 being medical mission

aries),wives 383 (including eight medical

missionaries), female, 377 (also including

eight medical missionaries) or a total of 1,330

European labourers ; native labourers - clergy, 379 ; lay,
September 8th . - FRANCE : The McAll Mission has been

5,957 ; female, 1,740, making a grand total cf 9,406 workers ;
doing a wonderful work during the last thirty years. Started native Christian adherents - baptized, 270,053 ; catechumens,
in a humble way by its honoured founders, Dr. and Mrs.

29,500 ; total, 299,553 ; communicants, 81,652 ; baptisms
Robert McAll, in 1872 , the Mission rapidly grew , until it could

be said with truth that “ Paris was encircled with an evange
during the year, adults, 9,637 ; children, 11,643 ; total ,

21,280 ; schools and seminaries, 2,378 ; native scholars and

listic girdle." A network of " stations" was formed in Paris
seminarists, boys, 81,359 ; girls , 39,044 ; seminarists, 1,138 ;

and its suburbs, in Marseilles, Lyons, Nice, and many other
total, 121,541 ; medical work, in-patients, 15,648 ; out-patients,

parts of France, even reaching to Algiers and Tunis, on the
788,686. The report shows that 16s. 9 d . of every pound

African coast . New and original plans have been adopted for
received was spent in the direct service of the Missions, rather

reaching people of all ages and classes, and all have met with
over two-fifths of the sum being absorbed by India. Seven

wondrous success under the blessing of God. The whole

history of the Mission has proved the truth that France is
pence of every pound was spent in the preparation of

missionaries, 54d. was devoted to retired missionaries, widows ,
ready to hear the simple gospel of freedom and earnestness.

&c . , and 2s. 1d. was used for home expenditure, of which
The missionaries have found dense darkness prevailing

was spent in administration , and the balance on the

throughout the country, utter ignorance of the love of Jesus collection of funds.

Christ and the simplicity of theGospel , and ignorant supersti- tions,the report refersto Lady Lugard's “ able and striking
In speaking of the Colonial associa

tions enslaving the people—as much so as in any heathen article ” on « The British Empire which appears in the
country. But the hearts of the faithful workers have been

“ Encyclopædia Britannica," and says it is impossible to

cheered by the ready response to their message, and they
contemplate the facts which are adverted to " wiihout being

confidently look for the prayers of Christian people, that God's
rendered deeply sensible of the privileges and responsibilities

blessing may even descend upon them in richer measure.
that pertain to the members of the British race at the present

One specially interesting feature of the work is the Boat
time."

Mission . There are now two boats, “ Le Bon Messager " and

“ La Bonne Nouvelle,” which constantly travel along the

inland waterways of France, opening up new territory, and

bearing the workers to new villages, where services are held,

tractsand Bibles distributed, and the seed sown. The villagers

crowd eagerly to meet the boats, and join heartily in the

services. Dr. McAll was held in love and honour by the

French people and the Government during his lifetime, and

at his death, in 1893, he left the work so perfectly organized

that it was able to be continued without a break . His memory

will ever be a fragrant inspiration to France, and to workers

throughout the world .

September 11th.— JAMAICA : An interesting ceremony took

place recently, whenthe foundation stone of the new Calabar

College was laid, in the presence of a large number of people.

This College has accomplished a splendidrecord in the course

of six decades, training hundreds of students, who are now

engagedas missionaries, pastors or teachers in many different

partsof the islands. The College belongs partly to the Baptist

Missionary Society and partly to a Committeeof the Baptist

Churchesin Jamaica. Let us pray that all who shall in the

future enter as students may be fitted for their great work by

the Holy Spirit Himself, and that guidance and tact may be

given to all who have the management and oversight of this

and similar colleges in other lands.

Mexico.-When considering Mexico in our prayers, it is

encouragingto know that splendid progress is being made by A Chinese Singing Class.
the thirteen Missions working in that land . A special feature

is the flourishing condition of the Schools, which are attended THE Rev. W. E. HORLEY, Methodist Episcopal Church , of

by thousands of scholars, and in these schools future workers Salangar, Straits Settlements, sends us an interesting photo

are trained for the service of Christ . The religious Press has of a singing class in the Theological College, Shanghai, showing

also developed greatly, and is sending forth pure literature, half-a -dozen young men being trained to sing at sight,that

which forms a valuable aid to Mission work. Add to this they may be able to lead the service of praise in church and

the fact that Medical Missions have a strong footing in the at outdoor meetings.
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Victoria Gospel press.

TH

British (Missionaries in

China. HE monthly “ Echoes from Argentina and South

American News " is for the future to drop the first

ISS J. H. DENHOLM YOUNG writes to us from
part of its title . Thus the scope of the journal will be

M 10, Morningside Place, Edinburgh : - “ News has

more accurately reflected , since it contains reliable and inter

just come of signs of freshconfidence placed by estinginformation concerning missionary work all over the

the Chinese Government in our fellow-countrymen , Rev. Continent. It must beof great value and encouragement to

Timothy Richard, D.D.,Litt.D., Rev. Moir B. Duncan, M.A.,
the missionaries themselves, as well as to their supporters at

Principal of Tai Yuan Fu Western College (of which Dr.
home. It can be obtained of the Hon . Sec . , Mr. E. Cunning

Richard has control for ten years) , Dr. E. H. Edwards, of
ham, 5 , Church Road, Seaforth , Liverpool.

Tai Yuan Fu, all three of the Baptist Missionary Society ; Mr.
Already the Press'sstock of type has proved too small, and a

D. E. Hoste, B.A. , of the China Inland Mission ; and Dr.
further supply is an urgent need. The printing of a Reader

Atwood, of the American Board Mission. The North China
for use among the Lengua Indians at the S.A.M.S. Stations in

Daily News, of June 9th, published the following information :
theParaguayan Chaco has been undertaken .

- H. E. Wu, the Acting-Governor of Shansi, memorialized
Notwithstanding all that is being done, the Press cannot be

the Throne last month that the following honours be conferred
said to be thoroughly fulfilling its object. A good deal of the

in consideration of the generous and enlightened services of

work has been paid for by fellow -missionaries. The desire

the Protestant missionaries in the settlement of the Boxer
and object of the Press is to supply them either gratuitously

troubles in Shansi , for not exacting full and deserved idemni
or at a nominal rate, and this cannot be done without a sub

ties for the heavy losses of life and property sustained by
stantial increase in themeasure of support.

them, and for using what the Chinese themselves considered
Work is not confined exclusively to printing, but in direct

amoderate fine for the establishment of a University for
Gospel effort the members of the party have found their hands

Western learning there - viz., to the Rev. Timothy Richard,
full. They do not work independently, but help existing

D.D. , Litt.D., Mandarin Button of the first rank ; the Rev. effort. The following is a summary of their engagements :

Moir_B. Duncan , M.A. , Mandarin Button of the second rank ;
Both Mr. and Mrs. Lowson's knowledge of music has been

Mr. D. E. Hoste, B.A. , Mandarin Button of the third rank ; invaluable. Sunday morning at 9, Mr. Lowson plays at the

Dr. E. H. Edwards, Mandarin Button of the third rank ; and
Montes de Oca Hali Spanish Sunday School ; at 11.15 at the

Dr. Atwood, Mandarin Button of the third rank. The memorial
R.B.M.U. English Service ; at 2.30 at the Spanish Sunday

was approved by the Throne . In order to estimate the value
School in the same place ; at 4 o'clock at the Plaza Herrera

of these buttons, the following extracts from the official guide
Open -air Meeting ; and every evening (except Saturday) the

to ranks are given :-- The Chinese Government divides all
Tent Services claim him as organist. Mrs. Lowson begins

official ranks into nine , and each rank has a distinctive button Sunday by teaching in the Scotch Church Sunday School at

on the top of the hat, the highest being red, and lowest being
At 3 and 7:30 p.m. she assists at the Sailors' Home

brass - i.e., yellow. The senior guardians of the Throne, the
Services, and also on Wednesday evening . On Saturday she

presidents of the chief Government boards and of the Censor
and Mr. Lowson help at a large and successful Social Evening

ate of Peking are given the first rank and button . The junior
for Sailors. Tuesdayevening finds her at the Scotch Church

guardians of the Throne, viceroys, vice-presidents of the chief
Band of Hope. In the Boca Mission Hall on Thursday she

boards, governors, treasurers of the provinces are given the
conducts a Mothers' Meeting, and on Friday plays at a Spanish

second rank and button. The provincial judges are given the
Women's Meeting in the Montes de Oca Hall. In addition,

third rank and button, &c . Most mandarins, however , hold a
Mrs. Lowson visits among the women , is a member of the

brevet rank one degree higher than that which their actual
Y.W.C.A. Committee, and assists in folding the Press produc

office entitles them to hold . Honorary rank would probably,
tions. Mr. Moon has a class in the Scotch SundaySchool,

says an informant, be regarded in the same light . In view of
and serves at the Band of Hope. He attends and assists as

the frequent charges made in the European and American
far as he can at many of the Spanish meetings. Mr. Hodge

Press that the missionaries are the chief cause of trouble in
finds his Sundays and evenings fully occupied. At 9 a.m. he

China by making themselves obnoxious to the mandarins and is at the Spanish Sunday School at Montes de Oca Hall, and

people, it will beof interest to all fair-minded people to hear
at 10 o'clock at the Children's Service in the Tent. At 2 o'clock

that the Chinese Government disproves the sweeping accusa
he attends the meetings for Christians at Salado Hall, at 4 the

tion by conferring on some of them the ranks of first, second ,

Open-air Meeting, either at Plaza Herrera or Plaza Corrales,

and third degrees."
and every evening (Saturday excepted ) is at the Tent Services.

Mr. Hodge finds ample scope for exercising his gift of song,

and leads the singing in all the meetings.

IO a.m.

The Foreign Officehave issued as a Parliamentary paper a

“ Despatch from his Majesty's Consul-General at Odessa for

warding a report on the riots at Kischineff.” It is a dismal

story and a serious reflection on both the Russian Government

and the Greek Church. The full extent of the excesses com

mitted will never be known, but the Vice -Consul states that

“ besides the murders committed the interiors of houses were

utterly dismantled, pillows ripped up , Jewish Scriptures torn ,

floors destroyed, and furniture thrown into the street.” There

were many gross outrages on women .

Sr. 3. M. Lamont, B.A.

Mr. J. M. LAMONT, B.A., son of the Rev. Joseph Lamont,

Rosehall, Sutherlandshire , who has been prosecuting his

studies in Auburn Theological Seminary, New York , has been

appointed to supply the pulpit of the Presbyterian Church of

the Bahamas during the absence of the Rev. R. T. Bailey,

who is homeon sick leave. The Presbyterian Church has an

interesting history. It was at one time under the care of the

Edinburgh Presbytery, and is now affiliated with the Presby

tery of Belfast. It occupies an influential position in the

colony, having among its members a large proportion of the

members of the House of Assembly,and also the Chief Justice

of the Bahamas, Sir Roland Malcolm . Mr. Lamont, before

going to America , was for about two years missionary to St.

Philip's Church, Portobello.

SOUTH AMERICAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.-It is announced

that the South American Missionary Society's appeal for funds

to erect a new building has met with such a small response

that the idea is abandoned for the present. The society is

obliged to change its quarters, owing to the demolition of

Clifford's Inn, and a site had been secured in Red Lion Square.

This will now be sold.
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Pieces

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION Mr. A. Duckworth ( Alliance Mission, Dholka ) ... 83

Mrs. B. Eckholm (Swedish Mission , Bordhai) .

AND INFORMATION BUREAU.
Mr. J. Fryer ( C.M.S., Jubbulpur) 118

--- Mrs. F. Nottrott (Bhatapara )

OFFICES—Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand, Dr. P. B. Keskar ( American Mission, Sholapur)

London , W.C. Mr. T. F. King ( Alliance Mission , Sanand) 90

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS .
Mrs. Nottrott writes : - " The children will be de

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, Esq.
lighted at the beautiful garments you send ; such bright

Secretary - WM . ROGER JONES.

MOTTO_ “ Every Little Helps." BASIS—" Carey's Weekly Penny ."
colours, such wearable cloth , such careful sewing. All

the nice eye -bandages will be useful for the poor lepers ,OBJECTS

and the pictures will help to colour the walls of our1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World ,

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions. girls ' school.”

Dr. Keskar says : - “ When the parcel was brought
MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
from the railway station some of the orphans were

of the Churches. Over 624,000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have present with me. They were anxious to

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 63.000 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of contents , so I opened it before them . Oh ! how

Lepers, and a further £ 3,000 for Indian Famine relief.
delighted they wereto know that the clothing was for

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom themselves.” Dr. Keskar goes on to remind us that

solicited .
he is still requiring a clock for his leper church .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the Missionary All Societies know that their most generous givers

Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a
are often found amongst their staff in the field . There

card of membership.

Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions. is a large aggregate of monies coming
A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle.

Missionary to this Association from workers,
Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A. issues

" Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may
Self- denial. in North and South Africa more

choose . Afew members banding together may easily support their own native
especially . In 1893 the Bureau

catechist , Bible-woman, orphan , or Leper child.

assisted Miss Christian Littlejohn , who was eventually

accepted by the Free Church of Scotland for work in

Rajputana. On July 28th last we received a special

gift of £45 from her private purse to help in reducing

the deficit. I always feel somewhat reluctant to accept

these gifts, knowing that the workers have so many

distressing personal claims pressed upon them. It

would be more satisfactory if the two or three men

CIIS.P.A.

once studying at the expense of struggling Missions,

and now holding prominent pastorates at home, were

to make an effort to refund the expenses incurred in

Hews and their tuition .

'Hotes. Tongaland (South Africa ).- Mr. and Mrs. George F.

Gale have had a present of an ox -wagon from a

He Made a Decree for
Christian merchant, and mention their

the Rain . Our Brothers' need of £ 50 to complete their

and Sisters' preparations for the long journey to

How joyous and how Needs. their new station .
grateful all should be

Calcutta.- Rev. D. H. Lee , of the

who are interested in the Bengali Mission , mentions " a rather pressing need of

Hindu subjects of King
ours . Two of our famine women have learned to read

Edward VII . to hear that the Viceroy reports good and use their Bibles,and have been appointed Bible

prospects for the crops in the three immense territories
women in a Bengali village . We need a home for

that were the most sorely tried by the great Three

Years' Famine.

them . To furnish it and make it ' pukka ' would take

“IntheCentral Provinces, Rajputana about £ 35,includingbuying the piece of ground and

and Gujerat, the rainfall, up to date , is in excess of the
fencing it."

normal,” runs the cable .
Holi-Mardan (North India ).- The Rev. W. S. Norwood

writes :- " It might be interesting to some of your

I WONDER whether our readers are getting tired of readers to know that Hoti is a village on the North

this subject, but we can assure them that the recipients West Frontier of India , with eighteen thousand inhabi

are not getting tired of receiving tants, and without one missionary of the Cross , or one

Khurtas and these helpful gifts. The Editor of medical man , except a native — an ex-army medical

Cholies. the Bombay Guardian thus acknow officer — and that the Khan said to me, ' Build a hospital , '

ledges the receipt of the tenth box : ' Send out doctors and a lady doctor for our women ,'

The box of famine clothing we lately received from Mr.
• Build schools for our children , ' ' Write to Lord Curzon

Roger Jones, of the Missionary Pence Association, has been for the money ' ( !) . They may join us in prayer that

distributed as follows : these needs may be met.”

.

-
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God for the evangelization of Egypt and

the Soudan in this generation . God is

working, and we at home need to be work

ing with Him, that we may be sharers in

the Harvest Home.

RECEIPTS should always reach our donors

and collectors within four days from the

Erratum.
posting of their letters,

not fourteen ,

printer would have it in the last issue .

as our

were

Cannot some of our readers who do not

use the penny a week cards, take one of our

pretty boxes for collecting

Wanted the farthings and pence

Collectors. for the support of the

three Victoria Memorial

Leper Homes at Patpara, Mungeli and

Ludhiana ?

MR. JOHN Fryer , the Superintendent

at Patpara, writes in his new annual:

GROUP OF LEPERS, CHRISTIAN AND HEATHEN , IN THE PATPARA ASYLUM , “ Some time ago ten lepers and two un

Built by the Million Farthing Fund. tainted children were baptized. It was a

(Victoria Memorial Asylum No. 1. )
great event in the history ofthe Leper Mission

here. Before baptizing them I had a private

Bocas del Toro (Colonbia ).— The Rev. and Mrs. E. C. interview with each one, and examined them carefully

Notman report their safe arrival and a warm welcome from as to their reasons for desiring to become Christians .

their old acquaintances . A suitable , well-accredited , and Of twelve examined three were turned back for

spiritually- minded schoolmaster has presented himself further instruction , an elderly man and woman and

as native assistant , and our friends ask for £20 a year a young woman . They indeed crestfallen .

to secure his services . The day before the baptism the man and young

Lahore . — The Rev. J. B. Thomas, Presiding Elder of woman, with the catechist , Balfour Babu, who

the Punjab District Methodist Episcopal Church, had instructed the candidates, came to me saying

records much blessing in that Mission . “ The people ," they were so nervous in their intense anxiety for baptism

he writes, “ are calling on every hand for the Gospel. when they first came before me that they could not speak,

Twenty-two millions of Hindus would be willing ' but now wished to be examined again . I asked them if

listeners if men were forthcoming. During the past this was true. They said , ' Yes, sahib , on hearing your

year I have opened twenty new stations, and without questions our words departed . ' I told them not to be

exception every one of them gives promise of abundant afraid, and re -examined them . They answered with

fruitage. One station has given us 144 converts from intense eagerness , and had indeed a grasp of the ' Living

raw heathenism , another 118. Over 1,000 have been Truth. ' The day so long desired came at last . At sun

baptized this year. I have a number of places where set , headed by our drum and cymbal boys , we all went

the Gospel has never been preached, which would all to the Leper Asylum . In the middle of the compound

yield fruit if I could send a consecrated native preacher is the raised platform protected both from sun and rain ,

to them . Funds are the great stumbling block in this which we call our Leper Church. I have taken part in

direction . About £10 would be sufficient for the many adult baptisms, but I have never seen such delight

annual support of one of these men , and full particulars as these poor lepers exhibited . Holy joy was written on

could be regularly furnished to any Bible Class who each face. Mr. Wakeling takes a great interest in the

would wish to be responsible for one more evangelist . lepers, and visited them constantly . "

Chowpatta .-- Owing to the death of a gentleman at

Cawnpore, Mr. Grundy will have to dismiss one of his

Nepalese-named evangelists, unless some one can be

found willing to furnish the£16 a year to provide for

his maintenance. Particulars and photo from this

office.

Home-comings. — Mr. and Mrs. Percy Smith from

Algeria ; and Mrs. Christopher from the Congo.

Missionary Pence Association,

Rooms 21 and 22,

Exeter Hall,

The latest accounts that have reached us from Egypt
Strand, London , W.C.

tell us of a remarkable movement of the Spirit of God Bankers : London & South-Western .

in the American Mission College at

Student Assiout, where one hundred and
Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of

this periodical.
Volunteers. twelve of the Christian Egyptian

young men have offered their lives to * Illustrated in July ALL NATIONS .

Min Roger Jones
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The Disaster in Jamaica.

INTERVIEW WITH

THE REY. LEONARD TUCKER, M.A.

By B. REEVE .

N Kettering, the birthplace of the Baptist

Missionary Society, and the scene of the

ministry of Andrew Fuller, was celebrated,

on September 7th , the centenary of the

birth of William Knibb, the slave emanci

pator. The island for which he did so

much was visited , a few weeks ago , by a

disaster in which the forces of nature

wrought sad havoc among the plantations, the dwellings

of the people, church property , and things in general.

The loss to the poor peasantry is very great, and they

cannot recover from the effects of the storm without

outside aid .

With a view to ascertaining from someone familiar

with the island the likely consequences of such a visita
Native FLOWER AND FRUIT SELLERS.

tion , I called on the Rev. Leonard Tucker, M.A. , now

Secretary of the Young People's Missionary Association , and varied experience at home and abroad. He is the

an auxiliary of the B.M.S. Mr. Tucker has had a wide son of the late Rev. Francis Tucker, B.A. , of Camden

Road Chapel , London . After grad

uating at London University , he

saw missionary service in India and

Burma, and on the staff of

Serampore College , the great institu

tion founded by Willam Carey. For

IN IRUDI awhile also he preached the Gospel

in Paris, and was tutor during a brief

period at Rawdon Baptist College,

Leeds. It was in 1888 that Mr. Tucker

went to Jamaica, to take the place

temporarily of one of the tutors of

Calabar College , who was ill . On the

recovery of the latter, Mr. Tucker

spent some time as pastor of the negro

churches at Montego Bay and Gur

ney's Mount. A vacancy occurring

on the permanent staff of Calabar

College, he resumed his connection

with it , and was until 1901 Normal

School Tutor. This position left him

LINSTEAD MARKET PLACE , ST. THOMAS IN THE VALE , JAMAICA, free rather frequently to take the

was

SE DE
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raged for a quarter of a century. The

tick, or grass lice - brought originally, it

is said , from South America-has made

the rearing of stock difficult. It has

been so bad of late years that it is seldom

safe to lie down in the grass to rest. The

traditional fear of yellow fever has long

stood against the prosperity of Jamaica.

The last experience of this was in 1896 ,

when a number of the white residents

and visitors died ."

On my asking him to describe the

extent of the late disturbance and con

sequent damage, Mr. Tucker answered :

" The cyclone has gone through the cen

tre of Jamaica, and fallen with special

severity oneight parishes , particularly St.

Toland ifringham

Mary, St. Thomas in the East , St. James,

St. Elizabeth and Portland . In general,

the east end of the island has suffered

Ocho Rios : CARRYING FLOWERS IN BOXES FROM THE SEIPS . rather more than the west. The follow

ing big towns have been affected very

oversight for brief periods of pastorless churches, and severely , Port Antonio, Port Maria , Falmouth and Mon

to spend his vacations in assisting ministers in country tego Bay, these being ports on the north coast . Some

districts , a work in which he took great pleasure. Of inland districts have likewise experienced very much

his thirteen years' association with Jamaica, ten were of the force of the catastrophe , Brown's Town ,
Rich

spent without furlough , and it was Mrs. Tucker's health mond , Highgate, Croft's Hill and Mount Angus."

that eventually compelled his return to England. The devastation caused , Mr. Tucker summed up thus :

“ Jamaica, I suppose, is subject to such visitations as “ Thousands of the little two -roomed huts of the

this which has just occurred ? ” I enquired in opening peasantry have been levelled , also a great many of the

the conversation. churches of all denominations and some of the larger

“ The island ,” replied Mr. Tucker, “ belongs to a planters' houses. The chief injury, however, is not to

cyclone region, and the Bureaus in America constantly the buildings, but to agriculture. The cyclone swept

give notice of the movements of cyclones in the Spanish over some of the finest of the banana plantations, leav

Main . August and September are traditionally reckoned ing not a tree standing. It also uprooted or snapped

cyclone months." off a very large proportion of the cocoanut palms, and

“ How has the island suffered during recent years ? ” further destroyed the coffee, which was just beginning

I asked further. to bear. The breadfruit tree, upon which the natives

“ Many of the largest and most useful church build are dependent largely for food, was torn up. In cases

ings have been destroyed by the late outburst, and in where trees have not been uprooted they have been

several cases they were pla

ces that had been rebuilt

after the hurricane of 1880.

The members had only

comparatively recently suc

ceeded in paying off the

debts incurred . ”

Alluding to other troubles

with which the island has

been afflicted , Mr. Tucker

said : “ Within the past

ten years there have been

several severe droughts.

The one which happened

five years ago was of special

severity . In some districts

the peasants had to start

at two o'clock in the morn

ing and walk fourteen

miles to get water for them

selves and their stock be

fore going to their day's

work . Under the great

heat large forest fires swept

the hills, doing much dam COLUMBUS COVE AND ST . ANN'S BAY , JAMAICA .

age. The insect pest has ( The spot marked x is the sand on which Columbus ran his ship .)

X
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stripped of their fruit and leaves , and had many limbs Baptists number 34,000 actual Church members, in

torn off. For the time being a number of the chief good standing, and the Methodists about the same.

roads have been blocked , not by fallen trees only, but The adherents of the Church of England are more

by land - slips, the country being very mountainous.” numerous .

" What doyou judge the present conditionand future I may say that we have received several letters from

prospects of the people to be ? ” I next asked . Jamaica written by pastors in touch with the M.P.A.,

They have been very busy,” Mr. Tucker replied , describing the wrecked condition of their Mission

" since the cyclone, in picking up from the ground all premises and the privation that looms in the near future ,

the fruit that could possibly be saved . A great many and making earnest application for assistance. The

bunches of bananas and large breadfruit are usable, M.P.A. has opened a special fund for relief, and dona

and while these last the people will have food . The tions will be gladly received, and may be allocated to

pinch will come when this stock is gone . Many weeks any Society or individual missionary in whom readers

must pass before anything else that is grown can be are interested, or left for distribution at the discretion of

ready for eating. The Government has made arrange the Association .

ments with the Imperial Government for a loan of

money, but it is uncertain yet how far this can reach

the ordinary peasantry. It will probably go to restore The TRev. T. T. Matthews.

the larger plantations, which provide employment for

so many of the population. The Government are also FTER many years' service in the Mission field in Mada

engaging great numbers of the peasantry on public
gascar under the London Missionary Society, Rev. T.

road work, and this will be a source of income to them
T. Matthews has been obliged to retire from active

probably for some months. On the other hand, the
work . He has been home in this country for some time, and

was anxious to return to the scene of his life's labours, but on

price of provisions will , necessarily, become very high account of the weakened state of his health has been abso

before long." lutely forbidden by his medical advisers to do so. His

Mr. Tucker made a very practical suggestion, which retirement has now been accepted by the Directors of the

I pass on cordially to our lady readers. He said : “ It Society, whose secretary, Rev. George Cousins, in communi

is likely that the various religious denominations in cating with Mr. Matthews, says the Directors " regret that a

England will send some help to their brethren in Chris man who has done such good work and has stood so high in

tian work in Jamaica, but there must needs be
public esteem should be compelled to relinquish active service

considerable destitution. What I should like to
in a Mission with which he has been so honourably

connected . "

propose would be the inauguration of missionary work
The following is a copy of resolution passed at a meeting of

ing parties, to make up presents of clothing suitable for the Imerina (Madagascar) District Committee, held at the

ladies and children in the tropics.” Remembering what a College, Faravohitra , on July 13th, 1903 : — Proposed by Rev.

magnificent response was made to our appeal for khurtas J. Sibree, seconded by Rev. J. Peill, and carried unanimously,

and cholis for famine orphans in India , we are encouraged
.“ That this committee, having heard with much regret of

to believe that many nimble fingers will set to work on
the continued ill -health of their brother, Rev. T. T. Matthews,

this suggestion, and produce garments of a kind

which at length made it impossible for him to return to this

country, desire to put on record their appreciation of the

adapted to the needs of our missionary sisters and their
valuable service Mr. Matthews has rendered for nearly thirty

families. We shall be glad , as in the former case, to years in Madagascar to this Mission and to the Malagasy

make our office a receiving and forwarding house for people. Commencing his missionary work in the Vonizongo

this purpose: Mr. Tucker added : “ Direct presents of province, Mr. Matthews, aided by his devoted wife, laboured

money to missionaries at work in Jamaica, to be used at earnestly there for some years,and did much for the people

their discretion, will be money well spent, because
of that part of the island. As missionary in charge of the

almost all the ministers are more or less—and some of

mother church and district of Ambatonakanga, he subse

them entirely - dependent on the subscriptions of their

quently spent the larger part of his missionary career in

Antananarivo, fully sharing in all the varied work which falls

church members for their support, and thousands of to those who are stationed in the capital of the country. The

these members will , for a time, need support them committee recall the books written by Mr. Matthews in the

selves.”
native language, in which he endeavoured to instruct and

One other effect of the disaster, which might not,
stimulate the Malagasy pastors and preachers by providing

perhaps, occur to the reader, must be mentioned. The them with commentaries, sermons, tracts, and other helpful

beauty ofthe island has, for a while, been destroyed, literature, not forgetting the children, for whom hewrote and

translated many interesting stories , which have had a large
and the accommodation for visitors interfered with .

circulation among the young people. In bidding farewell to

This is likely to lessen very seriously the influx of their brother as a fellow -labourer with them in this country,

American visitors during the months of the cold season , the committee sincerely hope that his health may yet be fully

from November to February, an influx which has been restored , so that he may still serve the missionary cause and

increasing of late years, and was becoming a helpful the Church generally at home: and they wish for him, for

source of income to almost all classes . Mrs. Matthews, and for all their family, the continued blessing

I enquired of Mr. Tucker concerning the various
and guidance of our Heavenly Father.'

branches of the Christian Church represented in

Jamaica . He told me that almost all sections have now THE Rev. James Gray, Presbyterian minister at Pretoria,

agents there. The first in the field appear to have
is urging the erection of a new church there as a worthy

been the Church of England chaplains, who ministered
memorial to the Presbyterian soldiers who fell during the

South African War. He points out that while the majority of
well-nigh exclusively to the whites. The Methodists

these came from Scotland, there were a large number from

and Baptists followed , but entered as missionaries England, Ireland , and the Colonies . A contribution of

among the slave blacks. A very large proportion of the threepence per member from all the churches in these lands ,

people are members of one church or another. The with some larger gifts, would meet the cost.
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have been issued during the past nine months from the

ssellos / elles press of which Mr. Buchanan takes charge, under the

Society's senior agent , Mr. John Archibald . It was

reported from Seoul that the translators of the Corean

New Testament hope to complete their work early next

year . Donations of £10 each had been received from

j . and J. White, Glasgow , and R. D. Findlay , Beith ;

and of £100 from C. A.A., Glasgow ; also a legacy of

22
£50 from the late William Taylor, Newlands Villa,

Bridge -of-Weir. In connection with the approaching

NE of the graduates from Pekin University, who
centenary of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the

had given up a salary of fifty ounces of silver a
National Bible Society of Scotland has agreed to invite

month, and was preaching for ten , gave up those ten
the Scottish Churches to join with those of England and

ounces, preached for nothing, taught English fora living, America in observing. Sabbath, March 6th , 1904, as a

and , during his first year of teaching English , gave ten
day of special thanksgiving .

ounces towards the buildingof a chapel , ten ounces more

towards the building of a dispensary , and collected two

hundred ounces more from outside friendly officials . The report of the Tuam Diocesan Board of Education ,

The young man who was pastor of this chapel gave up recently issued , showsthat, out of 692 children presented

an offer of $40 a month when he graduated , and began for examination in religious knowledge from the whole

preaching for $ 2.75 . An diocese, 161 were from

other gave up an offer of schools of the Irish

$ 1,000 a year , and began Church Missions (not in

preaching for $84 a year , tttttttttttttttttt
cluding 46 children pre

and , out of that , gave
sented from the

enough to support phanages of Ballyconree

student in the university.
and Glenowen). The

-Christian and Missionary results were highly credit

Alliance able to the I.C.M. schools,

for their candidates took

65 of the 238 first prizes

The members of the awarded , and 59 of the

Council of the Liverpool 192 second prizes. Theper

School of Tropical Medi centage of prize-winners

cine exceedingly in the whole diocese was

pleased with the distinc 62 , while in the I.C.M.

tion bestowed on Liver schools it was 81 . The

pool by the School being percentage of passes in

asked to send an expedi

ok

the whole diocese was

tion to the Congo by the 84, as compared with 93

King of the Belgians . in I.C.M. schools.

Sir Alfred Jones, the

President of the School , 호이

has received the following
APROPOS of our article

telegram from the King : “ The King of the Belgians on the disaster in Jamaica, we mention the case of Miss

* thanks you for your telegram from Southampton, and Ada R. Thomson, of the Deaconesses' Institution ,

sends you his hearty wishes for the complete success of Kingston , Jamaica , who is desirous of returning to the

the medical expedition to the Congo.” island after furlough . In consequence of the catastrophe

she is no longer able to look for her passage money from

the source whence she hoped to receive it , and the

At the recent Conference of the Wesleyan Methodists M.P.A. would be glad to be able , through donations sent

at Camborne, Cornwall , it was resolved to resume the for the purpose, to provide the necessary means.

oversight of the work in the West Indies , the experiment

of giving the West Indian Methodists absolute self

government not having proved a success.
The resump A FORMER President of the United States- President

tion of control from England means the immediate Harrison - once said of Lilavati Singh , an Indian Chris.

expenditure of a considerable sum , and it was resolved to tian lady , that if he had spent a million dollars for Foreign

raise a special fund of £30,000, a similar amount being Missions, and she were the only result , he would have

collected in the field , to meet a serious financial difficulty. felt he had made a good investment .

“A great multitu
de

.. of

are

ALL NATIONS."

Rev. vii. 9.

Ar the September meeting of the Western Committee
Mrs. BROCKWAY (wife of the Rev. W. G. Brockway, B.A.,

of the London Missionary Society) , who succumbed to heart

of the National Bible Society of Scotland , held in
disease early last month at her father's house at Muswell Hill,

Glasgow , Mr. Thomas F. Buchanan , of Glasgow , took
was a most capable and enthusiastic missionary. The passing

leave of the directors on his appointment as missionary of the Barmaids Bill by the Calcutta Legislature waslargely

printer atHankow. Upwards of half a million Scriptures helped by her efforts in securing signatures to the petition .
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The Gospel in Madeira .

THE Rev. W. G. SMART sends us the

accompanying two photographs illus

trating the work being carried on in the island

of Madeira under the auspicesof the Metho

dist Episcopal Church . The first represents

the congregation at the mission station of St.

AntoniodeSeira — in the mountainous por

tion of the island-and was taken in July

last. Bishop Hartzell is seated in the centre

of the group, and is supported on the right

by Mr. Smart and on the left by Mrs. Smart.

The Mission premises are behind the wood

in the rear of the picture .

The second group depicts the Bishop

shaking hands with Mattheus Furtado, one

of the Portuguese native Bible Readers.

The thatched cottage is his, and is typical

of the humble dwellings of the islanders.

These views only indicate a small part of

the work which is conducted . Mr. Smart

has had twenty -five years' experience in BISHOP HARTZELL AND THE BIBLE READER MATTHEUS FURTADO.

the island , and under the present arrange

ments, whereby the cause is identified with

the Methodist Church, the mission has considerably ex “ All Aations ” Mission fund.

tended . Mr, and Mrs. Smart have been spending two

or three months in England for the purpose of making It has been a pleasure to us to distribute the sum of

the needs of the work known among friends in this £40 in small gifts from this fund to the following

country . They returned to Madeira on September ist . societies :-African Institute , Colwyn Bay ; British Jews'

Mrs. Walter J. Terry, 2 , Talbot Road , Highgate, Society ; Christian Community; Friends of Armenia ;

London, N., is the Hon . Secretary and Treasurer for Industrial Missions Aid Society ; London Jews' Society ;

Bishop Hartzell's Madeira Mission , and will gladly Moravian Missions; Rescue Society ; Royal Naval

welcome contributions. Scripture Readers Society ; Society for the Relief of

Persecuted Jews ; Yiddish Bible ( Mr. Marcus Berg

Owing to the demand for the Rev. H. Fishe's Questions and
mann's work) and Zenana Bible and Medical Mission .

Answers on “ The Hundred Texts ” of the Irish Church This , we may add , is altogether apart from the ordinary

Missions, the edition is exhausted, and a revised and much operations of the M.P.A.

improved edition is being issued . The total amount is only a small one , but we would

remind our readers that with an increased

support for our magazine we could do very

much more in this direction . In view of

our new volume, which commences next

month , we invite our friends to aid us by a

considerable extension of our subscription

list . The result would be to make All

Nations a good paying property -- and the

benefit would be not to our private purse ,

but to the cause of Missions .

The London Missionary Society .

The London Missionary Society has now 275

European missionaries labouring in foreign

lands. There are 106 in India, 72 in China, zi

in Madagascar , 31 in South Africa , and 35 in

Polynesia and the West Indies . The official

summary which has just been issued shows that

in addition there 943 ordained native

ministers, 3,672 native preachers, 1,579 Chris

tian teachers, and 268 Bible women . The

roll of Church members numbers 69,607, and

there are 196,026 native adherents. Over

£ 29.000 was raised in the past year at the

mission stations, the sum including medical

mission receipts and school fees, etc.

are

The CONGREGATION AT SAN ANTONIO DE SEIRA .

(Bishop Hartzell seated in the centre. )
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Bossner's ( Dission to the

pastor, Mansukh, a sickly feeble man , but of an ardent love to

the Saviour and an earnest desire to save souls. His flock is

lkols.

scattered on the mountains and in the jungle, and his work is

by no means easy or without danger. A great number of

faithful Christians assist him , for which they formed a Panch
By Rev. W. KIEFEL.

(Committee) with Sub-Pauches (Sub -Committees) scattered

NHAPPILY Gossner s Mission is known very little. In over the whole church , village by village. They help in

1845 the work was begun with four missionaries. Now Sunday Schools, in instructing enquirers, in preaching to the

are thirty - seven , on eighteen central stations, heathen, in visiting the sick, admonishing the weak and the

twenty -five native pastors with 674 other assistants , and 349 lazy, in keeping order and discipline.

voluntary workers. In a high school, with a theological At present this congregation is building a plain chapel, for

seminary, two training classes , twenty -one upper primary hitherto they have had only a small mudwall house for the

schools, 169 village schools and four kindergarten , a total purpose, far too small for the large gatherings. I have had
number of 5,231 pupils are trained . In 366 Sunday Schools audiences of 1,500 people, and the old chapel has accommo

we teach 7,812 children. The total number of our baptized
dation only for 400. Services are often held in a grove, but

Christians at the end of 1902 was 56,389, and besides these this is frequently impossible, especially in the rainy season,

there were 26,201 enquirers, making a grand total of 82,590, and then only a portion can sit inside the building. At

and this, in spite of all the hindrances and difficulties we had communion services first one portion will go inside and after

to face, including an annual emigration , the bulk of the partaking of the Holy Supper, make room for another party.

emigrants going to Assam. In 1896 they resolved to build a new roomy chapel, but the

To many a Mission 26,000 enquirers would be more a following famines made it impossible. Now they have begun

danger than a source of joy. But with our 850 assistants we the work. The timber has been collected, and half the bricks

are in a happier position. Our faithful brethren instruct and are ready. Stones for the foundation they carry by fours and

teach mid -day and evening, and where possible, also in the eights, just as the size of the stone will require. Day after

early morning. Though exercising caution in administering day they come for work in turn , village by village. All the

baptism, we may expect many thousands to be baptized before unskilled labour they are giving ; but money they have not,

long . I myself hope to baptize a large number who are and for the payment of skilled workmanship they depend on

under instruction for a year or longer . the help of other better- situated Jesus-lovers. Who will think

are backward in women's work ," an American of Pastor Mansukh and his poorcongregation, and their great

brother said to me one day. Zenana work is not required need of a place of worship, when sitting in his or her nice ,

among the Kols. Still we have one lady missionary , and all perhaps luxurious, church or chapel ?

our missionaries' wives are workers, though they do not make

any noise about it . My wife has the care of a girls ' school of

thirty -seven girls , with one lesson daily, the kindergarten with FRIENDS' Foreign MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION . - For some

forty children, a women's class of about forty, the care of the years past the China Committee of the Friends' Foreign

sick women and children, and of one hundred and fifty Mission Association has felt that it would be a great gain to

boarders, boys and girls . Our Mission is cheap . The home the work if one or more members of the Board and the

board gives us annually about one hundred thousand rupees Secretary could go out and visit the mission stations in China.

for everything, the salaries of the thirty - seven missionaries, Questions frequently arise in the committee which it is difficult

the eight hundred and fifty native workers, schools, buildings, to rightly deal with , as no member has first -hand knowledge

and all else. And what of self -support ? ee hundred of the mission field. This difficulty will be overcome bythe

and forty -nine voluntary workers is not a bad sign ofit . Last appointment of a deputation consisting of Albert J. Crosfield

year our Christians raised 17,373 rupees towards Church and and Marshall N. Fox, with the secretary, Dr. Wilson . The

Mission expenses, though the Kols are a poor people, perhaps deputation is expected to leave England on October 5th, and

one of the poorest in India. The last famines have impoverished will travel by the Trans-Siberian Railway, stopping at Pekin,

and indebted them still more. In the fearful famine of 1897 , Shanghai, and Hankow on the way through China, arriving at

in my congregation alone eighty-seven Christians died of Chung-king about Christmas time. The expenses of the

starvation . In 1900 I had on one occasion about two deputation have been specially contributed, so that they will

thousand famished people on my compound. This year not fall on the general funds of the Association.

many have not seed to sow and no money to buy it . The

drought and a rice disease have done great havoc. Though

wehave no real famine, I had to open again small relief works. WESLEYAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY . - On Sept. 16th , at Exeter

Still , 17,373 rupees were raised for the Church by these poor Hall,a great valedictory service was held in connection with

people. the departure of 62 missionaries under the auspices of the

The theology of the Kols is extremely simple. A sweeper Wesleyan Missionary Society. Of these, 28 are returning to

expressed it well. He was not at all bright, and tested my their work , whilst the remainder (34) are young men going out

patience severely by his stupidity and his skill in breaking for the first time . The venerable Dr. Rigg presided , and one

things. In service he sat like a clay figure, apparently without of the most cordially welcomed persons on the platform was

any attention . This grieved me much . Never could he give Dr. E. E. Jenkins, whose continued activity at his great age is

me any reply. I thought there could be no spark of light in a mirvel to his friends. " It is a wonderful sight,” said Dr.

his heart, though I had to admire his endurance in the great Rigg, looking round on the group of standing missionaries,

troubles which had come over him . At length he fell ill , and " thegreatest of its kind that the Church has ever beheld . It

was not expected to live . One day I spent two hours with affords us the most emphatic encouragement in the great

him . He listened without saying a single word in reply to work which we have in hand .' Among the new missionaries

what I asked. At the end I said in despair : “ Dayadham , do was the Rev. John Howard, who has given up his thirteen

you really not believe ? " After a while, he said : " No, I do years' work with the Rev. Peter Thompson in the East End

not believe ; I cannot believe ; but the word you are preach
for the South African mission field .

ing I put into myheart, and trust the Lord will have mercy

upon me, too." The following day I asked him : “ Dayadham ,

you are going , whatwill you say to the Lord Jesus when you MR. D. WILLIAMSON, of Dulwich , has accepted the presi.

will see Him ? ” Slowly he replied : “ I shall say : 0 Lord dency of the Young People's Branch of the Colonial Mission

Jesus, I am a bad sinner , Thou art the Saviour of the sinners ; ary Society , in succession to the late Mr. John E. Kirby, and

keep me with Thee, right with Thee. " Mr. T. Nelson Evans has become assistant secretary , in the

Out of my whole congregation of 9,600 I justly call “ my place of Mr. F. Nichol, who has entered on service in New

crown and my joy " a congregation of about 2,000, with their Zealand .
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Missions. By James Stewart,D.D.,M.D?" os.net.(Oliphani, Th

Our New Volume.

DAWN IN THE DARK CONTINENT : or , Africa and Its
HREE years have passed since this magazine was

floated .

Anderson, & Ferrier.)
We are very grateful to both contribu

“ Missionary opinion is now less wanted, and is probably
tors and subscribers for the good success which has

less valued, than reliable missionary information." That is the
attended its voyage thus far. Our November issue will

view of the experienced Principal of Lovedale, and it has been
be the first number of Volume IV. We believe the

the determining factor in the planning of this course of volume just closed has not been behind its predecessors

lectures, the sixth delivered under the terms of the Duff in interest and value, and our aim is to still further

Missionary Lectureship . There are, of course, problems brighten the periodical and add to its usefulness. With

continually arising in regard to missionary policy, which, this end in view we shall continually introduce informa

though differing from those which confronted earlier gener
tion concerning fresh fields of labour, and preserve an

ations, are not probably one whit less interesting, and which,

if they do not present quite the same difficulty ,are full of

up -to - date record of missionary progress . We would

consequence to the futureof Missions. On many of these Dr. remind annual subscribers that their subscriptions are

Stewart could speak with authority and interest, but hehas now due .

elected to give us, for the most part, a history of the leading SPECIAL OFFERS.

Missionary Societies, of their methods, and the work

accomplished by them in Africa . There are , however, phases
Relying on the cordial co -operation of our readers to

of opinion and questions of practical polity upon which Dr.
enlarge our circle of acquaintances, we offer a copy of

Stewart has something to say, and that something is said in a the M.P.A. Block Calendar for 1904 to each who sends

manner which impresses us with the broad outlook he has the names and addresses of two new subscribers with a

upon missionary affairs in general. The historical chapters postal order for 3s. Those sending 75. 6d . , the amount

cover the ground exceedingly well, being admirable for
of five subscriptions, will receive a beautiful 3s. d .

general reading, but yet with sufficient attention to the
missionary volume. Newsagents ' receipts for prepaid

quotation of authorities and such other details as to make the

volume valuableforpurposesof reference, anda thoroughly subscriptions willbe acceptedin lieu of remittances.

reliable and convenient epitome of the progress of Missions Title page and index are supplied gratis with each

from the beginning till now. The nine large folding maps, copy of the current issue, and handsome cloth- gilt cases

specially prepared by Mr. J. G. Bartholomew , and printed in for binding can be obtained from the office at is. 6d. ,

colours, form an essential part of the work. post free.

25. od .THE OAK AND Ivy. By FLORENCE A. MARKHAM .

(Marshall Bros. )

The story is atemperance one,and its teaching is unmistak

ably clear , while the story itself is well and powerfully

written . As a Band of Hope reward book it would be very

appropriate, and have a salutary influence upon elder lads and

girls .

(

The British and Foreign Bible Society continue to issue

their attractive moni hly pamphlets, in view of the Centenary.

The latest of these interesting papers are : " The Bible in
India ," by George A. Grierson , C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt. ; The

Bible in Madagascar," by the Rev. W. E. Cousins, M.A., Chief

Reviser of the Malagasy Bible ; and “ The Bible in Russia ,"

by the Rev. William Kean, D.D., Agent at St. Petersburg.

THROUGHOUT the Presbyterian churches in London an

interchange of pulpits is to take place onthe last Sunday in

November, in the interest of Foreign Missions. The proposal

is that a minister and an elder should visit each congregation,

and hold a short conference with the officers of the Church

after the morning service.

MR. E. G. BERNAN , of Lewisham ,S.E., returned home last

month after five years' labour as a missionary under the South

American Missionary Society, among the Langua tribe of the

Grand Chaco, Paraguay. Interviewed by a representative of

the Lewisham Borough News, Mr. Bernan said their work was

being attended with great success, and many Indianshad been

baptized. They had succeeded in winning the confidence of

the Indians, and the power of the witch doctors, who had in

past exercised a fascinating spell over them , was being steadily

broken. They had held services daily in a palm church

erected by the Indians, and at times they used to take preach

ing tours. Mr. Bernan said that the superintendent of the

at mission, Mr. Barbrook Grubb, who was shot by an Indian

recently, has now practically recovered .

An ordination and valedictory service was held in Princes

Street Congregational Church , Norwich, on Sept. 2nd, in

connection with the departure for mission work in Central

China of Mr. L. C. T. Tomkins, B.A. , of Cheshunt College .

Mr. Tomkins is a brother of the late Rev. Oliver Tomkins,

who was ordained in the same church four years ago, and

shortly after commencing his work in New Guinea was

massacred with James Chalmers. The Rev. G. S. Barrett,

D.D. , pastor of the Church, the Rev. Principal Whitehouse,

D.D., of Cheshunt, and the Rev. R. Wardlaw Thompson,

Foreign Secretary ofthe L.M.S., took part in the service. Mr.

Tomkins leaves England this month .

The Wesleyan Missionary Society have now removed from

their temporary offices, I, Coleman Street, E.C. , to their

rebuilt Mission House, 17 , Bishopgate Street Within , E.C. SCENE IN AN INDIAN FAIR, OR MELA .
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second point was the spirit of masterfulness which was

supposed to characterize the missionary.
He was

regarded as encouraging
an attitude which signified the

XANDIKACH

relation of superior to inferior. The third point around

SEL NATIONS MISSIONARY MAGAZINE

WATIONS which dissatisfaction crystallized at present was the im

B.REEVE
pression that the missionary was more self-seeking than

his calling allowed him to be. The Indian Christian

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be was inclined to consider that the European missionary

addressed to The EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand ,
was thinking more of himself, his comfort and his

London, W.C.
dignity. Whether the Indian Christians were right or

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER JONES ,
not in their views, the consequences of the situation

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

were becoming tremendously serious. Pride was at the
Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence
root of the matter ; pride on both sides . Yet another

Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES. cause was the great natural differences in dispositions

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the
and traits of character. Emphatic insistence on a

PUBLISHERS MARSHALL BROS. , Keswick House, Paternoster definite line of conduct on the part of the European

Row, E.C.
missionary was often inistaken for loss of temper.

Differences in moral standard also led to misunder

standing Indian Christians , again , were given to

exaggerated expectations, and this was fertile

of discontent. They did not know the

value of time, and the missionary had not much

leisure at his command for social intercourse . Mr.

Larsen remarked that the cloud, after all , had its silver

lining. It was a sign of adolescence , and though the

Our contemporary the Christian Patriot is a journal symptoms were not all that could be desired , they were

published in English , but owned and conducted by an indication of the awakening of new powers. The

native Christians, and reflecting, there. only true remedy for the state of things was the greater

European fore , the views of the educated section exhibition of the mind of Christ , especially in the three

Missionaries of the Indian Christian Church . In a features of ( 1 ) humility, ( 2 ) the spirit that sought to seek

and Indian recent supplement it issued a report and save the lost , and (3 ) the spirit of vicarious sacrifice.

Christians. of a discussion which took place in the The discussion that ensued was interesting. The truth

Madras Native Christian Association of Mr. Larsen's estimate was generally admitted by the

upon the following topic :- " How to Promote a Better European missionaries present, though it was pointed

Understanding between European Missionaries and out that among Indian Christians themselves “ there

Indian Christians.” The Rev. L. P. Larsen , College were not only traceable the grievous gulfs which were

Secretary, Y.M.C.A., in opening the debate, said that in
due to caste distinctions; there were also distinctions

South India there was a general feeling of dissatisfaction arising from social position and education which were

on the part of Indian Christian workers and educated acting as disintegrating forces." The question is one

Indians in regard to the relation between European which has manifestly two sides to it. While experi

missionaries and themselves. He did not refer to any enced missionaries like Dr. Miller , of Madras, have

individual cases , but , speaking of the situation generally , acknowledged the justice of some of the complaints

there was , he feared, a growing tendency in that direc made against the European workers on the subject of

tion . The main points around which the dissatisfaction their attitude toward natives of education and posi

gathered were three . First, the missionary's attitude tion , there is an English proverb , possibly unknown in

towards Indian Christians was regarded by the latter as India, concerning certain fragile habitations, which may

characterized by officialism . They were told over and apply . At the same time , the desire on the part of

over again that the missionary was becoming more and Indian Christians for greater independence is a

more unapproachable, and that , in his dealings with laudable one, and they should be encouraged in every

Indian Christians, he put himself more in the attitude of possible way to qualify for that position . If the

a master to his employee. In the matter of social inter difficulty is frankly recognized, and this seems to be the

course even the most cultured and educated among case , and is candidly discussed , as has been done, the

Indian Christians felt that the missionary drew a line , result will doubtless be to remove misconceptions on

inside of which he did not admit an Indian . In other both sides, and promote that better feeling which all

words, he set a limit to freedom and confidence. The desire.
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Lessons Learnt in Argentina.

E

converted in Dolores , and has been feeling the strain

of uncongenial surroundings and looked upon our coming

here as a special Providence. Lying in the Hospital
BY PASTOR ROBERT F. Elder

just now is a young man who was leader of a Bible Class in

( "Regions Beyond " Missionary Union).
Holland , but who gave way to drink since coming here, and

to -day scarcely believes in God. But he is coming back .

VERY Mission field has its claims. The souls that dwell Three or four Sundays ago two men waited behind to speak

in all lands are equally needy ; to God “ there is no to us , and mentioned that years ago they attended a Sunday

difference . " Yet to some, one field , to others, another, School in connection with the McAll Mission, in France. But

seems to have the most pressing requirement. It is well that what need to cite more examples ? In these six months it

it is so . God loves the world and calls His special messengers has been our joy to help more than a dozen to yield their

to go to particular fields. That is why to some of us there is hearts to the claims of Jesus. Without exception all had been

no other field that needs help so much just now as the impressed by the Gospel before, and just needed the clear

Argentine Republic . presentation of the truth and some further teaching to lead

It is not the overlooked land it was fifteen years ago. them to accept Christ's blood -bought salvation.

To-day there are many who pray for it and help it , and a Is it not just to suppose that in almost every other town

goodly number of the servants of Christhave come to tell of there are some in a similar condition ? It makes one tremble

His love to the people who dwell in the land of Belgrano and to think that , humanly speaking, had we not come, these

San Martin . But this fact makes the need for more workers aforementioned might not yet have found peace in believing ;

all the more imperative . Some lessons learnt during the first and is it less terrible to think that perhaps there are hundreds

six months in a quite new work in the important commercial similarly situated , who remain in darkness because there is no

town of Tres Arroyos will illustrate this fact. one to show them the Light ?

First, The number of people who are tired of Rome and who The Bible is to be found in thousands of homes ; something

will listen wilh favour to the Gospel. During our six months must be done to arouse the people to study it. Unless the

here we have not met one man who is a fanatical Romanist other towns are quickly occupied, much of the effort and

expenditure of the Bible and Missionary Societies will be lost ,

the Home Church's prayers will remain unanswered, and

thousands of this generation will perish without having

received an adequate knowledge of the truth.

There is a Fine Opportunity for Work amongst Children . — We

already have 35 in our day school and have 76 names on our

Sunday School roll , with an attendance of about 60 for the

past few Sundays. These children of to-day will be the

Christians of the future. Each missionary should be accom

panied by a competent teacher.

Men who come as Missionaries should be well Equipped.

There is no greater mistake than to suppose that a man needs

less preparation for Argentina than for England. If it be

difficult to maintain a ministry in one's mother tongue, how

much more so in an acquired language ? All the calls that

would be made on him in a home church will be made on the

PASTOR AND MRS. ROBERT F. ELDER . missionary here, and more. He will have to meet and answer

men of all shades of opinion. His whole future success in a

and but few such women. This is not to say that they do not new town may be influenced by his ability or inability to

exist, but we have notmet them . On the other hand we have answer fully those who will try to trip him up . Hence

talked to some hundreds whose strong opposition to the Argentina not only pleads for , but demands, more men , and

priests almost amounts to the passion of hatred. Most of such these the best possible . If the present generation in

believe Romanism to be the only religion , and in throwing Argentina is to be evangelized there must be a great forward

over the former have ceased to believe in religion at all .
movement.

Yet deep down in the heart there remains a something that

seeks after the truth and God , and many will speak about it
THE Religious Tract Society, for the year ending 31st March ,

with surprising frankness.

Over this town at least, Rome has no spell . Atheism and

1903, has published 724 new publications, of which 168 were

indifference rule most hearts. What applies to one place
tracts, in addition to many reprints and new editions. The

total circulation from the Home Depôt was 29,481,210, of
applies in some measure to all . It is true that there are few which 14,034,350 were tracts. The total issues from the

towns in which such a liberal spirit prevails, but it is abroad
foreign Depôts has been estimated at 200,000. Since the

in every town and gains ground every day. Are the many,
commencement of the society's work, 3,540,196,440 publica

many unoccupied centres to be left to drift into infidelity
tions have been circulated .

that handmaid of lawlessness and immorality ? Is not this

transition period the Church's opportunity ?

There is a great danger of many who have been impressed by Under the will of the late Miss Mary Thompson , of Bourne

the prcaching of the Gospel in townswhere there is a Mission, or mouth, the funds of the British and Foreign Bible Society will

through the influence of passing Bible colporteurs, losing the ultimately receive over £ 7,000. The Society will also receive

impression and being lost for ever to Christ. In this respect £ 1,000, bequeathed by Mrs. Rodd, widow of the late Admiral

surely this town cannot be an exception ! What do we find ? Rodd ; and a similar sum bequeated by the late Mr. Henry

The first man to profess conversion here is one who several Mitchell.

years ago listened two or three times to the Gospel preached

by Mr.Ewenin Tandil. Another who is entering into light ,
The Congregational Church at Nome, nearly in the Arctic

bought a Bible from a passing colporteur, read it, was
Circle, was built in midwinter in three weeks, and almost

awakened, and has been seeking light for some time. A

widow lady , with a large family, attended meetings in La
entirely by the labours of the people, freely and gladly given.

Plata . Interest was aroused ; they all come to our meetings

and are seeking Jesus. Another lady attended Sunday School The present Japanese Parliament contains fourteen

in Monte Video years ago. Here is a young man who members who are Protestant Christians. Three of the Tokio

heard the Gospel' in Olavarria ; there is another who was dailies have Christian editors.
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Bible Burning in Fiji .

THE

TH

'HE Sunday School Chronicle, in its issue of September

10, had the following article under the above title :

“ By the courtesy of Mr. Alfred Sindall, we have been C.M.S. Hotes

permitted to see a private letter from Suva, Fiji , containing

the report of the Commission appointed by the Methodist

Conference of New South Wales to inquire into the reported

burning of Bibles at Namosi, It may be remembered that

last February a report reached this country of the perversion

of a number of natives at Namosi from Methodism to Roman

Catholicism, and it was affirmed that the Bibles of the per HE C.M.S. Almanack for 1904 will be ready on

verts were burned by the priests. The incident was not
October ist . It may be obtained through local

denied by Cardinal Moran, the Archbishop of Sydney, but he
booksellers, or direct from the C.M. House, Salisbury

declared no Catholic priests instigated or took part in the
Square, E.C.

burning. In an Editorial Note on the subject we refused to

accept the Cardinal's denial.
An interesting little book , entitled " Snap Shots from

“ The writer of the letter remarks : There is not the
the North Pacific,” will also soon be issued . It will

slightest doubt that the Bibles were burned to show the consist of letters written by Bishop Ridley , of Caledonia,

Roman Catholic disgust for our Scriptures. ' And the Report and will be sold at 1 6 net . We have already spoken of

justifies the statement.
the merits of the Bishop as a letter-writer, and we hope

" The Commissionersappointed were the Revs. George Lane, in a future issue to give a brief review of the work.

Dr.George Brown, and Mr. William Robson, M.L.C. They

find :-(1) That the perversion at Namosi was caused by the

political dissatisfaction and anger of the chief, who is in

favour of the federation of Fiji with New Zealand. ( 2 ) Advan
The Annual Public Farewell to Missionaries going out

tage was taken of this dissatisfaction by the Roman Catholic under the auspices of the C.M.S. will be held at Exeter

priests, who perverted the people with specious promises, and Hall , on October 7th and 8th . On the former date leave

actually took possession of the Methodist Church premises. will be taken of those proceeding to Egypt, Palestine ,

(3) Under the direction of the priests, the Bibles bought and Arabia and India . The address on this occasion will be

used by the people were systematically collected and brought
given by the Rev. E. Grose Hodge, M.A. , Rector of

to the priests, who publicly received them , and gave them
rosaries in exchange . (4) These copies of theScriptures Holy Trinity, St. Marylebone. The second day will be

were transferred some fifty or sixty miles to Naililili , many of devoted to bidding good -bye to those going to Africa ,

them being torn up by the priests on the passage to Rewa, and Ceylon , China and Japan. The address will be given by

thrown into the river. Portions of these torn copies were re the Rev. E. N. Sharpe, M.A. , Vicar of Emmanuel

covered by the natives, and handed over to the Government Church , West Hampstead.

officials.

“ (5) The report of the burning of the Bibles at Naililili has

beenfully confirmed, except in one detail . The Rev. W. A.

Burns stated that damaged copies had been recovered from
One more open door in Central Africa ! Dr. Cook , of

the limekiln , whereas they were takenfrom some logs close to the Uganda Mission , has just made an itineration in

the kiln . We have received and herewith produce some Kavirondo. He writes :

samples of the Testaments recovered from the Bible burning at

Naililili .
“ Two days ago we were standing in one of the

“ This seems decisive enough ; but the Commissioners have
picturesque gorges of Mount Elgon , and the mid -day

more to say. At least thirteen reliable witnesses testify to the
silence, broken only by the twittering of the birds and the

wilful anddeliberate dishonour done to theScriptures by the melodious thunder of the cataracts as they hurled them

tearing and burning of the Testaments. The inquiries made selves down the precipitous rocks on the mountain side ,

satisfy us that the destruction of the Bibles was carried out gave us leisure to pause and take in the object lesson

with the knowledge and consent of the clerical authorities at written largeon every hand. Village after village of the

Naililili .' One of the witnesses states that at the time the
Wa-Kavirondo studded the plain , all open to the

books were being burned he saw Father Rougier at the
preacher of the glad tidings. Last Sunday we saw the

priest's house, about one hundred yards away from the lime

kilns.
little Church at Masaba , the most eastern outpost of the

“ Although the Governor , Sir Henry Jackson, is a Roman
Uganda Mission , filled by nearly a hundred naked ,

Catholic, and his name was used by the priest to influence the
savage, and almost bestial Wa-Kavirondo ; but already

perverts, the Commissioners say that his Excellency had we could trace the beginnings of that wonderful transfor

neither part nor lot in the deplorable transa
He is mation by which the Spirit of God changes the savage

ruling justly, and his policy is one making for the real into the son of God , and the brutish into the lowly

progress and welfare of natives and Europeans alike.' learner at the feet of Christ . Mr. Crabtree has

“ To those who know Rome's history and unchanging completed most important translation work, and the

character, these proceedings can cause no surprise. Butone people have in their own hands portions of the word of

is filled with astonishment and indignation that a Government God and of the Prayer-book and a hymn book printed at

can place the Church capable of such deeds upon the rates ,

and can engage in civil war to compel a Protestant nation to

the Mission station. To what extent this work among

pay for the upkeep of schools engaged in teaching doctrines
the Wa- Kavirondo will grow depends, humanly speaking,

which sanction not only the burning of Bibles, but the on the supply of men ."

burning of Protestants." A LAYWORKER .
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Out Among the Bedouin .

BY REV. A. FORDER.

AM just back from a month's tour among the Arabs East

of the Jordan , in parts and among people that I had not

seen for three years. I left Jerusalem in company with

oneman ,who had hired methree donkeys. On two of these were

loaded my camp bed , small wardrobe, Scriptures, and a few

medicines. The first night I slept on a house -top in Jericho,

and next day crossed the plain of the Jordan , climbed the

Moab mountains, and reached Medaba (Joshua xiii . 9). Here

I was put up in native style, and as I intended to stay a few

days, I dismissed my man , so as to save expense.

I was heartily welcomed by the Arabs, who received me

into their homes and treated me in the kindest way possible .

I stayed four days, going in and out among the people, read

ing and speaking with them about Jesus the Saviour. Many

could read, and had the books I had given or sold them on my

last visit .

Near bywas pitched a large camp of Bedouin from Central

Arabia. They had come over to buy corn . I used to go and

.

as you do and become Christians. We are tired of our own

religion ; we don't believe Mohammed was a prophet, and his

religion does us no good." Much inore they said, but they

finished up with this : " If we openly say we are Christians ,

and if we fast, pray, and act as Christians, we shall be killed .

Under this rule we have no freedom ." I told them I was glad

to hear them say what they had , but fasting and praying and

joining a church did not make a man a Christian . Only faith

in Jesus as Son of God and Saviour of the world could do that.

I sympathized with them in their difficult position and did all

I could to encourage them . They promised me they would go

on reading the Bible and doing the best they could, and they

went away saying, “ We are your children ; we no longer

believe as we used to ; we believe in Jesus."

After a stay of twelve days in Kerak, I went down among

the poor neglected Arabs of the region at the south end of the

Dead Sea. At this time of the year it is very hot in these

parts, and during the eight days I remained it seemed that the

most I did was to drink water and give it out in the form of

perspiration. The thermometer stood at 110 in the shade.

The Arabs that live on the shores of the Dead Sea are a poor

lot. I found many of them down with fever and was able to

help them with some medicine... They listened attentively to

the message of God's word. The women were very grateful

and pleased with a thimble and a needle, in returnfor which

they brought me milk and eggs.

One morning the little boat that comes across the sea from

Jericho arrived, loaded with wheat. I agreed for a passage

to the point nearest Jericho. Bidding farewell to my Arab

friends, I set sail with the man and boywho managed the little

craft . If we had been favoured by a South wind we could

have crossed the sea in five hours , but we had strong North

winds at night and complete calm at day, so that we were five

days on the water. At sunset the sea would commence to

move as if a large fire were under it causing it to boil furiously .

At the same time came strong winds from N.W., and every

night we had a lively time . Again and again we were

drenched by the great waves that continually broke over us.

Our food lasted us three days, and for thirty -six hours we had

none . On the morning of the fifth day we saw a few small

white clouds away south, and the old boatman said , " To -day,

soon , will come the wind we want to blow us home.” In

about half-an -hour the water began to ripple and a strong

wind came behind us. In three hours we reached the point

for which we were making. How I entered into the experi

ence of the disciples on the sea of Galilee, and Paul on the

ocean not far away ! Just as they realized the help of the

Saviour in their hour of need , so I felt in a real way the same

Jesus was near to keep ine from evil , for many times during

those nights we were in great danger of being upset. With a

very thankful heart I jumped out on to the sea-shore and soon

reached Jericho and the next day Jerusalem .

AN ARAB ENCAMPMENT .

visit some of these, and they were interested in me because I

had been to the Jowf . I learned from them that my old friend

Johar, on whom the castle tower fell , was still alive, although

a cripple as the result of the accident. Many other things

I was told that were of interest to me about peoples and

places I had visited .

From Medaba, I made a journey of fifteen hours' ride to

Kerak , where I formerly lived . As soon as I entered the town

I was beseiged by the people , who all wanted me to go and

stay with them . As I could not accept every kind invitation ,

I had to refuse all and go to a place on the far side of the

town . As soon as it was known that I had come, I had a

continuous stream of callers , and many were the opportunities

for speaking to the people . A number recalled what had been

said to them years ago, and many assured me that the books

they had from me were still being read. It was most

encouraging to hear these people say what they did, and to

see their readiness to hear new things. One morning a party

of men came, and I at once recognized them as coming from

a place on the edge of the Arabian Desert that I had visited

four years ago and where I had distributed some Seriptures.

They greeted me in a very warm , hearty way and said,

“ Hearingyou were here, we came to have a talk with you ."

I said , "What do you want to talk with me about ? Can I

help you in any way ?” They replied , “ You came to us once

in our town and told us of Jesus the Son of God, how He died

and became our Saviour. You gave us books. We have read

them and believe them , and now we want to fast, pray, and do

The Annual Report of the Paris Roman Catholic Society of

Foreign Missions gives the following figures. It has under its

charge 32 dioceses or Vicariates-Apostolic in Japan, Korea,

China, Burma, Southern India, and other parts of the world ,

under the rule of 35 bishops, all members of the Society. Its

European priests number 1,236 , who are assisted by 625 native

priests . The total number of Roman Catholics under their

charge is 1,300,491 . During the past twelve months there

were 34,587 adult baptisms, and 133,934 baptisms of children

of pagan parents.

The Rev. Alexander Macdonald Halket, of Liverpool, who

died on June 22 , leaving personal estate of the net value of

£ 19,459 , bequeathed the ultimate residue, subject to the life

interest of hisdaughter, to the Convener for the timebeing of

the Foreign Missions ofthe Presbyterian Church of England,

the income to be applied for the maintenance of an additional

medical missionary in China, and the surplus income to be

devoted to missionary work among the Jews out of London,

a Christian Jew agent being preferred.
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About Chinese Boys.

BY BERNARD UPWARD

T'

(China Inland Mission , Wenchow ).

HERE are twenty -five of them in our Mission School in

Wenchow—all we have accommodation for , in fact

full of fun and frolic , goodness and naughtiness, and

all else that makes a boy a boy ! Should you ask Mr. Dzing,

their teacher, he would tell you enough about them to enable

you to say, “ They are much about the same as boys in our

school' at home." Some boys are uniformly good, and never

get a bad mark ; one is always in the master's “ black book ” ;

another cannot and will not learn his lessons ; while yet

another is always up to pranks as soon as the master's back is

turned. However, in this letter, I am not intending to write

much about boy-life in general, but will try to show how , in

yet another way, boys are much alike whether in England or

in China : they have souls to be saved , lives to be changed,

and need a Saviour who can and will do all this for them .

A few weeks ago we had a visit froin Pastor Francen , who

spoke to the boys about Jesus and His power to forgive sins

and save from sin ; and one morning fifteen boys knelt down

and asked God to forgive and cleanse them . As they con

fessed their sins they prayed aloud, and so I could hear them

ask to be forgiven for lying, cursing, cheating, stealing, and

other dreadful things ; afterwards, all but two of these boys

were quite sure that God had forgiven their sins, and had

given them new hearts, and that they were now going to live

for Jesus.

Ashort time afterwards, five more boys, including one of the

two who were not sure or doubted that God had forgiven them ,

went into the matron's room and gave themselves to Jesus.

Was it all real ? What proof of their conversion can you

bring forward ?

Weil ! The teacher's “ black book ” and the matron's

“ black book ” have given very different records since. But

not only so ; the school atmosphere is different, and all our

dealings with the boys seem to have been raised to a higher

plane. Let me give just two typical instances.

The local name for a thief is " a three-handed one." Unfor

tunately this third hand " seems part of every boy's make-up,

and many of our school difficulties arise from this cause,

before the laddies learn the difference between “ meum ” and

" teum .” Sin -chung is a bright little boy, son of a Christian

tailor. Glad were we, indeed, to see Sin -chung give his heart

to Jesus Christ ; for we thought of the trouble the boy had

caused us through laziness and untruthfulness, and, knowing

his ability, longed to get him freed from these fetters . day

or two afterwards came a crisis in his life . Various things

knife, pencil , money, etc.—had been missed from his chum's

house, where he was a constant visitor. These things dis

appeared most mysteriously, without any trace of the thief .

Could it be Sin -chung ? But no one would believe this, and

there was not the slightest proof. Mr. Dzing, hearing of this,

and praying about it,felt moved to take Sin -chung into a class

room and ask God to make the boy confess if he had really

taken anything. Sin - chung was asked if he had heard the

things were missing. “ No" ( in a most innocent manner).

Then Mr. Dzing told him what some folk were saying — it

might be Sin -chung --and then he and the lad knelt down to

pray about it .
Time passed - they still prayed. Then Sin

chung broke down completely, and confessed that he had

taken a pencil. After further prayer he acknowledged having

stolen the knife, and one or two other things. To make a long

story short, he went to his chum's house to give back the

articles ; but, when there, sobbingly said he must confess

everything, he was so miserable ; the money had also been

stolen by him, and he promised to return it next day. One

needs to know the Chinese boy to appreciate the force of this

confession . A few weeks ago it would have been a series of

lies, told with a most injured -innocence voice ; but now the

Spirit of Truth was working in Sin-chung's little heart, and

the change was marked indeed .

Another incident occurred just about the same time. The

pastor's wife had unwisely left some cash lyingabout within

reach of the schoolboys, and one day she foundfour cash had

disappeared. Mr. Dzing enquired, but the boys one and all

denied taking them . So they prayed, and in primitive fashion

drew lots. Bai-hae was taken . But he cried so bitterly,

denying the theft, that the pastor's wife thought they had done

wrongly, and had better revert to her old plan of unitedly

praying. So Bai- hae, as a suspect, was sent out of the room ,

and they prayed . But a little while, and he came in crying

out that he was the thief-confessed when he had taken it,and

what he had bought with it. It was rather remarkable that , in

drawing, Bai-hae had half drawn another slip, but had

returned it, and then drew the condemning one,

These are but two sketches that illustrate the truth that a

Christian atmosphere uplifts a whole school . We find that

lessons are better learned , school life is more healthful, and

there is far less punishment of bad boys in consequence.

- The Reaper.

Teaching the Christian Jdol Worship.

In her visits to the women , a missionary in Poona missed

the children, and was toldthat they had all gone to worship

anidol at somespecial festival. “ But,” said one proud

mother, “ they will soon return," and sure enough they did ;

for presently therewas the sound of music, and then came a

tiny little girl , one from the crowd who had just returned from

the hill . She carried on her head a brass dish . This she

carefully placed inside the house, and then coming out

proceeded to untie a corner of her sardi, in whichwere

deposited some precious ashes, the remains of the sacrifice

offered on the hill. She took up as much of the ashes as she

could hold between two fingers and gave it to her mother who,

taking the name of the god ,rubbedit on her forehead . This

was done in turns by each woman ; some received a little

more , which was placed on the forehead of their babies.

The little girl in her innocence offered the missionary some

of the ashes. When it was refused she remarked in the

most pitiful manner, “ Oh , she does not know how to worship

the god ! "
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trials and temptations which will beset

them in their future work. Remember,

too, the danger to which our missionaries

and the native teachers are constantly

exposed . One writes that three times over

he has been face to face with death on

the stormy rock-bound coasts ; but in spite

of that , he has made thirty trips on the sea

during the past year . Let us give praise to

God for the untiring, devoted work of Rev.

J. G. Paton , D.D., in the New Hebrides.

. BY . He is able to send home encouraging and

CLARA BENHAM.
hopeful reports of his work and thatof his

fellow- workers. The light has come into

many dark savage hearts, transforming the

lives and homes, and civilizing whole com

munities of the people. Vast need for

extension of the work on all hands is there ;

October 4th . - Home WORKERS : At this time of year let us
may it not be kept back by the unfaithfulness of Christians at

home !

remember especially to pray for the Christian Churches

throughout our land—that as autumn and winter set in there

may be a great increase of missionary zeal . In our prayer list Wanted !

for to-day are suggestions which we may amplify, and apply

to all whom we personally know. What need there is for We have pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to

more enthusiasm here at home, and that this zeal shall, by the following extract from a letter of Dr. Henry Fowler

careful organization, be made a great power, overcoming all (L.M.S. ) , who is in charge of the Leper Asylum at Hiao Kan,

obstacles and indifference ! Hankow. We sincerely trust that someone will respond to

his request. If so, we shall be glad to forward , and, if

October 16th .—PALESTINE : In our prayers for Palestine, let

us remember the work of the Church Missionary Society.
necessary, to purchase the instrument. Dr. Fowler says :

It has Medical Missions established at Gaza, Nablus, Acca,
“ Since last writing you, I have been training a leper choir. I

Salt and Kerak. The hospitals are doing a most valuable
think it is going to succeed . We have a want in connection

with it, and it is a severe one . We need a baby organ. Could

work in breaking down opposition , and giving opportunities

of teaching those who come for healing ; andthey bring ateakwood baby organforourHiao Kan leper services ? We

you insert a paragraph asking some kind friend to send us out

many under the sound of the Gospel whowould never other
have daily services in the Asylum and the men have, also, their

wise hear the message. There were no hospitals in Palestine
own little meetings. I should be glad , indeed , to find that

till Christians began Medical Missions, and often have
someone has been kind enough to supply our want. If some

Moslems been heard to exclaim , “ You Christians are much
friends would also send us some of those large R.T.S. pictures

better than we Moslems. What Moslem would give us medi
for the walls of the new wards, I should be grateful . "

cine or tend us as you do ? " To-day there is a well-organized

system of education throughout the Holy Land, and this is

the direct outcome of missionary effort. În Palestine, eighty

to ninety per cent of the people live in villages ; and the “ Glad , Very Glad ! ”

peasants are simpler and less bigoted than the townspeople.

In several districts lady missionaries are now living in some
“ Travellers and visitors, too, have the Gospel preached to

of these villages right among the people , getting into close
them. One man from Lamaing, when he came to bid me good

touch with them,and in countless ways helping to lift their
bye this morning, said : “Ma-ma, I am going home to tell my

lives upwards, to Christ.
wife about this religion. It will not be long before I shall join

the company of Christians. ' The first day he dropped in and

October 30th .-South SEA ISLANDS : There is much need heard the Gospel he seemed impressed. The next day our

for prayer on behalf of the missionaries who are working in preacher met him ata house where he called and they had

the islands of the sea. Very depressed and disheartened another long talk. That evening the man came again to see

they must often be, as they see heathen customs still enslaving me; said he had been unable to sleep the night before for

the people, or watch the demoralizing effect which is too thinking over what he had heard . It is true our religion has

often the sad result of contact with European traders, or as no power in it . It tells us not to do this or that, but it gives

they meet the terrible hindrance of immorality and intoxi us no power to shun the wrong or to do the right. We are at

cating drink, keeping back the free spread of the Gospel. the mercy of the Evil One ; he never blesses us or does us

One missionary writes: " Feeling how much need there is of good , but if we don't worship and sacrifice to him , he works

an awakening, I have asked the people all round the island evil to us. This morning I heard your preacher tell of how

to make a united special appeal to heaven for a blessing. your God loves and helps and shields those who trust in Him ,

Every evening at sunset all the people whose hearts are andit has made me glad, very glad, all day as I have thought

drawn to praymake a united supplication to God, that the of Him. ' It is impossible to tell at once whether the man is

power of the Holy Ghost may bemade manifest." Let us , sincere, but I cannot help hoping that he is.” – From a

too, join in this bond of prayer with our fellow-Christians in missionary letter from Burma.

the far-off islands. Another missionary tells of the death of

a chief who was verily “ a brand snatched from the burning."

“ He was, until a year or two ago, one of the worst drunkards The Bishop of Durham has appointed the Rev. Walter

on this island ; in fact, he died from disease brought on by Andrews, late of the C.M.S. Mission in Japan , to the Vicarage

hard drinking. He died truly repentant, and fully trusting in of Middleton St. George , near Darlington. A lengthened

God's mercy. I saw him the day before he died, and no one period of service abroad has rendered him specially deserving

could have given a clearer testimony than he did to the power of preferment at home. The Rev. S. W. C.Howe, who,after

of redeeming love." . Many young men and women are being a short service in China in connection with the C.M.S.,

trained on these islands to go as missionaries to New Guinea returned to this country on account of the state of his wife's

and other islands, and these demand our prayerful sympathy, health , has been appointed by the Church Patronage Society

that they may be equipped by the Holy Spirit for all the Incumbent of the new district of St. Luke's, Finchley .
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Rdealingwith'Mission work among Hindus, thatwe

AT

An Outside View of Caste.

Missions.

EFERENCES to caste are so frequent in all literature

believe the following extracts, describing the nature

T a time when the supposed “ failure " of Missions in
and effect of caste laws, willbe of interest.

A writer in the Church Quarterly Review (July, 1902 ), says :

India is being discussed in some quarters and the “ Caste is a gigantic organization under which all Hindu

difficulties are being emphasized in others, a cordial society is divided irrevocably and once for all into groups

testimony from an unbiassed writer is acceptable. The fol which are mutually exclusive, which are regulated solely by

lowing tribute is from the pen of the well-known author, Mr.
descent, and which are incapable of any re-arrangement.

Under this system every Hindu, by the fact of being born

Julian Hawthorne, and has been issued as a leaflet by the
into the world the offspring of the family from which he

American Baptist Missionary Union : springs, is constituted amember for life,or for so long as he

observes its regulations of an organized, close corporation.
« « Travellers in India, ' remarked my friend , with his cheery

Within this corporation there is absolutely secured to him for

smile, ‘report us missionaries as living in luxury, waited on life every privilege, social and religious, which Hindu society

by troops of servants, demoralizing native simplicity by an can confer. Outside of this one group, he possesses not a

impracticable morality, stuffing them with theological dogmas single right except those which the law can enforce. And

which they cannot understand, forcing them to wear unsuit even his status at law is dependent to a very great extent upon

able and unaccustomed clothes, and that the upshot of our the rules and customs of caste."

work is to make them hypocritically profess a faith they do
The iron bondage of the caste system is well indicated by

not believe in , in order to curry favour, and to ruin them with
the editor of the C.M.S. Story of the Year thus : - “ The regula

the vices of civilization instead of saving them with its virtues . tions of caste relate to birth and death , and to all that inter

Well, now you have a chance to see how it is for yourself !' venes, especially to marriage and to food. And the Brahman

“ The household consisted of the missionary and his wife is placed by caste on the very pinnacle of the social structure.

and a young lady who was assisting them , three or four He may be a monster of wickedness, nevertheless his sanctity
immaculate Mohammedan servants, at wages from one to two as a Brahman remains unaffected by his crimes, his disciples

dollars a month ; a horse and buggy ; a chapel ; and, within will worship him and will drink the water in which his feet

the walls of the compound, some ranges of neat buildings for have been washed as a holy thing. But let that Brahman even

the accommodation of the native children who were supported by accident eat forbidden food or touch an unlawful object ,

and instructed by the Mission . and he forfeits at once his privileges and becomes an object

“ The family sat down thrice a day to a wholesome but of loathing. Christian baptism has that effect, it breaks a

Spartan meal. The husband worked with all his might from man's caste . If it did not, thenpartaking of the other Christian

dawn to dark, and after dark in his study, helping distress, Sacrament certainly would .” And yet, year by year, a number

averting evil, cheering sorrow , enlightening ignorance, and --not large but increasing -- of Brahmans are found ready to

praying with heart and soul to the God and Christ, who was sacrifice caste for Christ . We give one example from the

more real to him than any earthly thing. His lovely, artless, Story of the Year. “ On one and the same day in Madras, on

human, holy wife, with faith like a little child's, and innocent Sunday, November 24 , two high -caste converts, both Govern

as a little child, yet wise and steadfast in all that touched her ment officials of Tanjore, were baptized , one in Zion Church ,

work, laboured as untiringly and unselfishly as her husband ; and the other in the chapel of the Madras Christian College.

and so did the other angel in the house. There were, The former was cducated at the C.M.S. Tinnevelly College.

perhaps, a hundred native children, either orphaned or He had delayed his baptism until his wife's conversion, that

deserted , who began to get flesh on their bones , and were they might publicly put on Christ together, and he had obtained

busy and happy in learning to read and write their native privileged leave in order that he might take her on a visit to a

language, and in singing hymns of praise to the new living number of Christian families, and then he left her for several

God who loves children ,meeting morning and evening in the months as a guest with the wife of the Rev. W. D. Clarke, of

chapel for that purpose , and to listen to stories about this Madras. At his baptism he told his story to the congregation ,

God's loving dealings with his creatures, told by native and concluded as follows :-' At last , thank God , she was

Christian teachers and by the missionary himself. They also converted , her heart was moved and she desired to be baptized

learned , for the first time in their lives , what it was to live in when I was away at Tanjore. I waited for six more months,
clean and orderly rooms and to be fedabundantly and regu and found her to be firm and faithful. I rejoice to see that

larly, and tobe treated with steady, intelligent, and unsellish she has not simply followed her husband, but has done so with

affection . These children would have died of the famine had sufficient faith in the religion of Jesus Christ. In this the Lord

not the Mission found and saved them . Many of them , in spite God of Heaven has manifested flis wonderful grace, and has

of their present good appearance, were liable to succumb at led us to the light of His knowledge and of our salvation .

the first touch of any illness, for famine fatally saps children's May God be praised !' ”

constitutions ; but they would be happy while they did live ,

and have an opportunity of discovering that there is a Divine

Spirit outside of cobble-stones and brass monkeys. But
The United Free Church of Scotland has now in its filtcen

though the surroundings and influences were of the loveliest
foreign mission fields a staff of 288 qualified European workers

Christian kind , there was no trace of that fanatic hunger for
(ordained and medical missionaries and evangelists ), and 118

nominal converts - that blind eagerness to fasten the badge of
missionaries' wives are also engaged in active work. Native

the cross on the sleeve, whether or not it were in the heart

which has often been ascribed to missionary work. I confess
pastors number 33, and in addition there are 2,780 native

teachers and evangelists . In the previous year there were 292

that I had prepared myself to find something of the kind.

But one must live with the missionaries in India in order to
European workersand 38 native pastors.

understand what they are doing, and how they do it . From

first to last during my sojourn in India I saw many native News has been received of the death of Mr. James Lawson ,

Christians. Those that I saw are a remarkable and impressive of the London Missionary Society , atMberenzi,Central Africa.

body of men and women . I was always saying to myself, Mr. Lawson, who was thirty years of age , was a son of Mr. R.

• They are like the people of the Bible .' Some wore European P. Lawson, of Manchester, and was only married in April

dress ; others did not. Their aspect was gentle, sincere and last, his bride , a Blackburn lady, leaving home to join him in

modest. " his far -off mission station .
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Our “ All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions .

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle .

Hebrews already recognized God's claim on them in this respect,

and needed no legislation on this particular topic.

Q. What evidence do you offer in support of this latter statement,

which , if true, would give to the law of tithing something of the

force that accompanied the claim to the observance of Sunday ? We

know that Moses introduced the Fourth Commandment with the

word REMEMBER .”

A. That the law of the Tenth was probably pre Mosaic can be

evidenced from the manner in which it is habitually introduced

in the Books of the Law. It is always taken for granted that this

was an obligation that every Jew recognized without the need of

any special enactment. In Leviticus xxvii, we have directions as to

the disposal of things vowed to the Deity, but notice that the 26th

verse exempts the firstling as being already the Lord's , and therefore

it could not be again vowed as an offering. Now in the very begin

ning we have Abel bringing “ of the tirstlings of his flock and of the

fat things ( fattest ; best part ; Heb. , chelcb, thereof,” and in the cases

of Abraham and Melchisedec, and in the beautiful scene of Jacob's

ladder, we have the earliest mention of the Tithe. Abel's precedent

shows tbat there was a Divine order as to which of the flock were to

be presented to the Lord , and Abraham's is indicative that the

custom of tithing was known to him when he dwelt in Mesopotamia.

All students of ancient manners and customs know that in every

country it was customary to present the Tenth to the presiding

deities, and I found the practice mentioned in a recent article on

one of the oldest nations of antiquity, the Himyaritic peoples of

Southern Arabia . Plutarch and other historians frequently allude

to it .

Why did Jacob vow the Tenth ? Why not the eighth or the

fifth ? He certainly did not vow it towards the support of the

priestly tribe of Levi or of the temple, neither of which were in

existence.

Want of space prevents me from enlarging further on this

interesting topic, but it will well repay investigation in your refer

ence Bibles. The law of the Tenth was doubtless of prinieval

sanctity, and probably Adam and Eve received it from God in the

Garden of Eden.

“ Will a man rob God ? Yet ye have robbed Me. But ye say,

Wherein have we robbed Thee ? In tithes and additional )

offerings."

“ Bring ye all the tithes into the store-house

me now herewith , saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not pour

you out a blessing.” — Mat, iii , 8-10 .

“ There is a sore evil which I have seen under the sun , namely ,

riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt. " -- Eccles. v . 13.

" Honour the Lord with thy substance, and with the firstfruits of

all thine increase : So shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy

presses shall burst out with new wine.'—Prov. iii . 9, 10 .

and prove

SIDS.P.E.

Hews and

'fhotes.

MR.P. L. CLARKE, of the Congo, who has just returned from a visit

to Jamaica and was an eye -witness of the effects of the hurricane,

reports fifteen chapels of the Baptists destroyed

The Jamaican and sad distress prevailing everywhere. Five

Disaster. appeals have already reached this office from both

Church and Chapel ,and our good friend, the Rev.

F. B. Meyer, suggests that we should open a fund, and has kindly

headed the subscription list.

The Missionary (block ) Calendar, compiled by the lady who writes

our Prayer Union Notes, is now ready for the ensuing year. It can

be posted, carefully packed, to any foreign address for fourteen

pence, and will give far more pleasure than the customary Christmas

card .

Shall We Tithe ?

POSSIBLY few of our readers

are competent to discuss the

pros. and cons of the Great

Fiscal Enquiry in public, but

there is a private fiscal enquiry

that should no longer be treated

with " an open mind ,” but calls

for “ settled convictions” on the part of each and every one of us.

Our Christian Endeavourers are all afforded the opportunity of

discussing it at the end of this month, and I venture to draw their

attention , and the attention of all readers of All NATIONS, to a

few arguments in favour of systematic giving as opposed to the

ordinary spasmodic and unmethodical fashion .

1. If the Jew, who had only his own religious needs to provide

for, gave so much (probably three .“ tenths " ) surely we who are

called, in the privileges of the Gospel, to evangelize to the uttermost

ends of the world , should give at least one.

2. The Jew gave from a sense of gratitude to God for His favours

to the Jewish nation ; the Christian gives from an appreciation

of the efficacy and value of the Blood of Christ to such a sinner as

himself. With His sacrifice upon the Cross as our inspiration , surely

we have far greater incentives to self-denial than ever the Jew had .

3. But it may be argued that although there are at least thirty

six references to either the Tithe or the Tenth in the Bible,

there is no definite command that everyone should devote a certain

proportion of his goods and wealth to God's service such as we find

enjoining other duties in the Ten Commandments .

True, the texts in which tithing is mentioned are more in the way

of passing allusions to the matter than positive commands ; but

there is good ground for inferring that the reason why Moses gave

no formal instructions on this point was due to the fact that the

ACCORDING to the Evening News, the British Consul at Shanghai

denies that there is more infanticide practised in China than in

other countries . Perhaps our Consul is speaking

Consul v. only of the district around Shanghai . Missionaries

Missionaries, who, probably, in the course of their journeyings,

cover a far wider field than H.B.M. Consuls, affirm

the contrary . Some time ago in this office a missionary of the C.1.M.

told me that soon after he took up his residence in his new station a

notice board appeared on the edge of a pond outside the city wall

with this legend : “ Girls must not be drownel in this pond ."

Speakingof this leads me to making a short extract from a letter

just to hand from Mrs. Ada Lee, of the Bengali Mission , Calcutta :--

“ The chief of police has just sent in another baby found on the

rubbish pile . We have added this department to our work as there

is no place in this city for cast-off babies."
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In spring and autumn our Passages and Outfits

Fund always runs dry, and this year is no excep

tion . We have two young men , greatly blessed in

the salvation of souls, anxious to go speedily for

the first time to India and China respectively,

andtwo experienced ladies (one of them a niece

of Moffat's, and therefore related to Livingstone)

detained at home until we can provide them with

assistance to return to India. We will gladly give

particulars by letter to friends interested .

*

PANDITA RAMABAI is looking to the Lord to

incline the hearts of the readers of ALL NATIONS

to support these girls ( see accompanying illus

tration ). Five friends have already adoptedone

each ( £3 a year) . Names and particulars from
this office.

Un Roger Jones

Missionary Pence Association , Rooms 21

and 22 , Exeter Hall, Strand, London, W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western .

Accounts open with all Missions men

tioned in the pages of this periodical.
AN M.P.A. CORNER IN MUKTI HOME , KHEDGAON .

1

1

99

0 9

..

.

3

6

0

...

car ) ...

Amounts received by the Missionary Pence 6 s. d.

Miss Coote's Work (Coloured

Association from July 17th to Sept. 17th , Girls , South Africa ) 0 6 6

Rev. Mark Hayford's, D.D. ,

1903 . New Church (Cape Coast) 3 11 7
North Africa Mission (General

For the Societies. £ $. d. Fund ) 0 2 6

A s . d . Bebar Mission ( Mr. A. Banks) 1 6 0 Do (for Miss Hodges) 1 13 2

Baptist Missionary Society 1 14 7 Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala Do. (for Mr. Percy Smith) 1 14 8

Do. (Medical Work) 08 8 Lumpor) 0 10 0 Qua Iboe Mission ( Mr. Robt.

Do. (for Mrs. Couling, Chan
Miss Bow yer(Jerusalem ) 0 5 0 McKeown ) 5 0

Chou Fu ) 9
SouthAfrica General MisChristian Alliance, Akola,9

Do.(San Salvador Schools) 3 0 0 India(Support of "Gunga " ) 1 0 0 sion (Kasawa) 0 2 2

Church of England Zenana Protestant Orphanage ( Seoul ,
Missions to Jews.

Missionary Society (sup
Korea ) 4 0

Jews of North Africa ... 0 10 0
port of “ Shoshi " ) City College. Colombo ( Mr.092

S. G. Lee)
Church Missionary Society

9 2 4 Mildmay Mission 1 11 10

London Society
Miss Bayly (Neemuch ,India) 0 2 2

0 10 0(for Tarn - Taran ) 0 10 0

Do (General Fund ) 0 Do (for slides, Rev.J.AdeneyLala Musa Medical Work9 2 0 5 6

" Regions Beyond " Mission Dumaria Mission ( Rev. W. Bucarest , Roumania ) 0 5 0

ary Union (General) 0 2 3 Cooper) 8 18
South America, &c.

Do. ( for Mr. Roberts, Coronel Do. (Furlough Fund ) 0 13 4
Mr. P. L. Clark (Jamaica)

Suarez) 0 3 10 Pioneer Mission to the Abors 4 17 9
Pastor R. F. Elder's Work ,

Do.(for Miss Smith , Buenos Messrs . Lorrain & Savidge
Tres Arroyos

Ayres)
( Lushailand )

3 10 11
0 14 4 0 15 0

Dr. Jas. A. Graham's work
Bardezag Orphanage (Miss

8 8
LondonMissionary Society

( for Mr. G. Wilkerson) 1 Newnham , Bithynia
Orizaba Gospel Press (Mexico ) 0 4

4 6
1 10 7

Signor
Mr. J. Campbell ( Turkey.

Emilio Olssen's

Do. ( for Support of Native Pioneer Work
Preacher) in -Asia )3 8 0 5 0 5 0

0

Do. (for Work in Madagas
Rev. A. Forsler ( Jerusalem ),

Rev. E. C.Notman ( Bocas del

Bedouin Mission
Toro )

0 10 5
2 13 9

0 5 2

Rev. T. c . Joyce ( Bahia,
Do. (General Fund ) 0 2 0 Fuh - kien (C.M.S. ) Schools,

Brazil )
Do.

3 15 5
Chinado. 5 12 8

(per Staindrop Dr. Paton (New Hebrides) 0
Miss Holland's Work (Osaka,

6
C.E.S. ) 0 14 7

Do. do . Japan )
Dr. Mackenzie , E. Santos,

( per Dunmow
0 11 6

New Hebrides
Mr. F. Cook's Work (Kum

2

C.E S. )

8 10
1 3 5

Barbardoes Missionbakonam )
6

Wesleyan Missionary Society 0

04
8 0 11

Mr. W. Hill Murray ( Chinese
S. Am Evan . Mission

he Missionary Bureau (sub
1 10 8

0 10 0
scriptions ) ...

Blind )
Mr. Lister Newton's Work

3 3 0
Balaghat Mission (General) 0 13 0 ( Tandil) 2 0 6

Europe. Do. (Support of " Jhunia " ) 2 0 Victoria Gospel Press (Gen

Do. (Clothes for do . )Work in Spain (per Mr. Ives ) 0 6 6
0 5 0 5eral Fund ) 27 5

McAll Mission ( France ) Do. ( for Mr. H. Smith ) 0 13 Do. (Mr. & Mrs. Lowson's

Spezia Mission ( Italy )
6 13

1 17 Sua -bue Presbyterian Mission 2 8 0 personal use )

For Support of “ Our Young
Gospel Work in Straits 0

Do by sale of " Echoes 2 10

Protestant ( Evian les Settlements. Siam , &c., ... 5 9 11 Jamaica : Hurricane Relief

Bains ) 0 6 3 Pandita Ramabai's Work 4 16 8
Funds.

Miss Ellen Stone's Work Dr. E. H. Edwards (Tai-yuen

( Bulgaria ) 0 10 0 Fu , Shan -si) 1 15 1 Jamaica Baptist Association

Do. ( for Salonika ) 0 5 Miss N. Warr's Work (Nan
( for Ocho Rios ) 4 11 8

Pastor Saillen's Work ( Paris) 0 ii chang Fu ) ...
8 Rev. J. Yair (Lucea ) 2 3 9

Grant to Miss A. Thomson ,

Asia. Africa . Deaconess Home, King

Miss Porter's Work (Pondi Mons. Kohli (Sfax Tunisia) 0 15 10 2 2 0

cherry) 0 2 2 Mr. Albert Carr (Sailor's Rest, Rev. C. E. Randall , Christian

Mr. Tilden Eldridge ( Borneo) 0 17 Grand Canary ) 0 13 4 Church , Kingston 8 0 0

Anglo - indian Evangelization Casablanca Mission ( Mr. R.
Famine Funds.

Society Steven ) 5 18 8

Rev.X.P. Moschou ( Smyrna ) 0 3 3 Mrs. Christopher's Work General Fund 1 12 8

China Inland Mission (General ( Upper Congo) 1 10 0 Do. (for Clothing ) .
0 10 0

Fund ) 9 Basutoland Mission (Rev. H. Raipur Famine Orphanage... 1 9 9

Do. (Mrs. Ford, Han -kow ) 0 7 Dyke) 0 3 7 Support of Orphan
1 2 6

Do. (towards support of Mr. H. G. Lamb (Port Guey
Starving Christian Farmers,

Native Teacher ) 0 5 0 don , Algeria ) 1 10 2 Raipur
10 9

Mission to Lepers.

£ s. d.
Miss Mary Reed's Work

(Chandag) 6 8 5

For support of " Kauntia 1 11 11

Per Toxteth Branch 4 8 0

Mrs.H.Hutchinson's Bible

Class 0 18 5

Field Lane Branch (for

“ Moung-Paing " ) 1 5

Leicester (Mr. Thornley ) 37 4

South Manchester Aux-.
iliary 07 0

Cromer Branch 1 0

King's Messengers Branch 14 15 6

Do., support of Mujria
and " Andrew " 2 0 0

For support of " Phutku 1 0
Do. Makayah" 1 0 0

Do. “ Godai 1 5 0

Do. " Nathaniel " 1 10 2

Do.Two Adult Lepers(1 year)100 0

General Funds 33 0 3

For Tarn - Taran Building

Fund 0 16 0

Support of " Jitu " 013 0

Do. Kuar-singh " 1 0 0

Do. “ Jessoda 1 5 0

Do. One child ( 1 quarter )... 1 0 0

Million Farthing Fund -

Ludhiana Asylum 1

Patpara (Mandla) do. 2 1 10

Mungeli do. 1 18 2

Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Pemba Mission, Zanzibar 0 14 4

Rev. G. Mantle's Do With

out " Fund 0 6 4

By Sale of Missionary Liter
ature 7 11

Mr. Musa Bhai's Indian Fund 5 10 0

Galway Orphanage (Rev. A.

Rogers) 0 5 6

Christian Progress Union
2

Open -air Mission 0 5 6

St. Giles ' Christ an Mission 0 4

Mr. Jno. Harrison ( Passage

Fund - China ) 1 15 0

Moravian Missions, London
Fund 0 5 6

Royal Mission to Deep Sea
Fishermen 0 3 6

" A.N." Prayer Union 0 28

Contributions reserved 2 8 8

For candidates in training 45 0 0

Sale of Foreign Stamps 1 1 0

Passages and Outfits Fund 19 6 1

Sale of Missionary Reward
Tickets 0 13 6

Council Grant Fund and

Expenses ... 15 3 3

1

... 7

8

1

5 O 0 0
61

0

0

1

ston ...

2 0

0 04

Total for 2 months... £ 385 13 5
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The Land of Ai-hon. students in ourseminaries, best of all its converts within

our Church and theirs, the Church of Christ . It seems

By Rev. GEORGE ENSOR , M.A.
like some bright star shining in the distant solitudes

of space , and passing through its periods , phases, and

( First C.M.S. Missionary to Japan ) . progressions with a velocity inconceivably faster than

our own .

HE Sun - rise Land it is by name ; not less Sentinel on the farthest point of Asian land, eastward

in things of highest momentby nature. Not it looks out , keeping watch over the waters of the great

with the calm and measured motion of the Pacific Ocean . Across the vast expanse of sea at times

sun, it is true, has it arisen, but with some its junks, rice freighted , have been blown to the Ameri

thing of the same startling strength and can strand . It runs so far north that its sea is frozen

splendour has it begun to shine. Yesterday miles from the land in winter time ; it stretches so far

it was the Ultima Thule of the earth , its south that the butterfly opens its painted wings there

language and literature almost absolutely without fear of the coldest February gale , and the wild

unknown . To -day its merchandise is in our marts, its rose shrinks not from expanding its petals under

IMAGES OF CHILDREN IN A TEMPLE AT OSAKA.

( The Blocks in this article are kindly lent by the C.M.S. )
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impulse and aspiration and affection of the soul ? What

can this mean but the rise indeed of a new power in the

East ? Not the sudden upspringing of a military might,

not the new appearing of a naval supremacy of Eastern

seas, but a force as far above the one, as far more

glowing than the other, as the sunlight's splendour is

over the faint and far -off twinkling of the star world far

away ?

Strangely strong is our position with respect to Japan

to -day. I mean the position of our Christian people of

England . Our fleets keep the sea for Japan . Were we

the enemies of Japan , were we even less than her

warmest and truest friend , the ships of Germany and

France would have tried to crush the naval forces of the

Japanese . Deference to Russia would have induced

them . Desire for her alliance would have impelled

them . Japan would have been crushed , lost for her

the supremacy of the sea, lost for her would have been

her power upon the land. Tacit, quiet, self- restrained

England has been the strong friend of Japan.

The old Christian, when viewing the fair hair and

sunny brows of our young forefathers in the marts of

Rome, said of them , “ They are not Angli , as you say ;

they are Angeli.” He but foretold what Japan says of
AN AINU MAN .

us to -day, of us so far at least as their allies and helpers

( An aborigine of the North . )
in their war for life. Now it is for us to be the angeli ,

the messengers, the evangelists of Japan.
mid-winter skies . The camphor is in its forests, the rice

The finger upon God's clock points to the hour for

upon its plains, the cotton on its fields, and the teeming the salvation of Japan . The men, it is true , are far

seas give provision without limit to those children of
away, and fewer linger within her borders day by day.

Japan ; the silver and the gold furnish precious store to But the women andthe children are at home. For the

its people .
friends of the Japanese , what an opportunity , a gate of

Strange indeed is their history . It is more ancient gold , a door of entrance to the hearts of the women

than most people's. Out of the West they came. From who are waiting in their Japanese homes for the sound

the cradle of Babylon they started, and , carrying with of feet that will never come again . What an hour to

them , they still retain the likeness of the ancient tongue, come with angel sweetness and unselfishness of love to

spoken by some at least that parted company at the

Tower of Folly , and wandered away in the dispersion

of the nations.

It is a language that for them excellently holds the

message of man's peace. It lends itself with , were ,

loving willingness to carry the Gospel of peace. In

Bible and booklet alike it is beginning to speak to Japan

in their homes by the Silver Inland Sea, in their dwell

ings under the shadow of their ancient hills, and away

in the Manchurian and Korean vales , where , dying for

their country, they leave behind , reddened with their

life blood , the Book of God, their comfort at the last .

They are a reading people, these Japanese. Before

our first Education Act of 1870 sent practically every

English child to school, more persons could read in

Japan than in England. It seems no exaggeration to

affirm that they are becoming better educated than

ourselves . An open scholarship at Rugby was gained

once upon a time by a little Japanese lad. It seemsbut

yesterday that I saw him march up Rugby Street to

school before me. A Wranglership man at Cambridge

proves that there is intellectual capacity of the highest

class and temper in Japan. The gold medal for surgery

snatched by the medical student of Japan years ago

attests the possession of applied ability of no common

measure.

What will all this mean when the Spirit of God comes

upon the people of Japan , claiming their every faculty

as His own gift and to be used for Him, setting the

mark of royal prerogative and possession upon every JAPANESE GENTLEMAN .

as it
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such as these and bring the message that tells of

reunions in the sunny land , of meetings on the death

less shore, of the knitting up of the severed friendships

of earth , and the days when eyes long lost are looked

upon in the light of the smile of the King of Grace.

Buddhism has no such story , no such balm , to bind

up these bleeding hearts . The tale of endless trans

formations, ending in nothingness, is cold upon the

heart as the shadows of death itself. Christianity offers

the definite hope , distinct personal enduring .

Shintoism breathes no such consolation . They may

call it , as they do , “ the way of the gods,” but it is no

way for wearied hearts and lives . It is no way of

peace , and it has proved to be no way of moral good

ness and virtue. Holiness treads not upon that path .

The lions of lust, and cruelty , and crime, and wrong,

roam free and fierce along its course. To the sons and

daughters of Japan we can speak of a new and living

way, a way in which the wayfaring men , though fools,

shall not err, a way in which the redeemed shall walk,

the ransomed return to Zion .

The effort of the Church of Christ is no novel and

untried one. The Japanese can be won for Christ.

The Gospel is not without fruit in that nation . And yet, REV . AND MRS. Y. NAKANISHI .

had it been otherwise, the duty had been no less, the (C.M.S. , Osaka. )

obligation still the same. Ours is the sowing. Heaven

has its work no less. In the councils of Japan there sit What shall be the future of this people ? There seems

to -day some sixteen Christian statesmen . They are no doubt that the Japanese carry greater weight in the

alive to the interests of their people . They are patriots counsels of Chinathan any Western power. They are

to the core, as far beyond the party men of Western near to China ; they are to - day fighting within her

states as the diamond is beyond the grass. Yet have borders, and fighting for herself. They have studiously

they realized that there is a King higher ineffably than ingratiated themselves out of set purpose for years.

even their own much -honoured royalmaster, a kingdom They read the Chinese tongue ; they know the Chinese

more enduring , more glorious , even more precious than character infinitely better than the Western peoples

the land which they so passionately love. In time, we can . If they win in this war, their power and their

trust these sixteen men may grow into hundreds of position in Eastern Asia will , unquestionably, be one of

rulers whose counsels shall wisely sway for truth and surpassing strength . If so, then the Christianity of

Christ the destinies of their people. Admiral Togo is Japan must mean the Christianization of China, and the

not ashamed, we are told , to acknowledge the supre Christianization of China must mean the evangelization

macy of the Christian faith. And everywhere in Japan of the Asiatic share of the world .

there is national tolerance, national liberty to believe What then does such a climax mean ? What must

and preach and teach the Gospel of Christ.
be the unfolding of the banners of the Cross upon the

last citadel of the heathenism of Asia ? Must it not

carry with it the accomplishment of the promised time ?

Must it not mean that the coming-time of the King has

arrived , and that over land and sea, in every clime, from

every tongue, upwards the welcome song will spring ?

.

In the thick of the terrible battle of Nan-shan , just

north of Port Arthur , two Japanese soldiers were

wounded at the same moment . One of them , a corporal ,

crept to his comrade and tried to bind up his wound .

The man said to him , Don't trouble about me,look

out for your own wound ; I have believed in Jesus

Christ.” Then the corporal recited to the desperately

wounded man, " Though I walk through the valley of

theshadow of death I will fear no evil , for Thou art

with me." " Yes,” responded the other , “ I have been

laid hold of by Jesus Christ.” At that moment a second

bullet struck the speaker and he died. The corporal

lived to reach the hospital and to tell the Christian

nurse of this strange communion of souls on the battle

field. Some of the money given by Christians in the

West, in self -denial and with prayer, carried the Gospel

to those two pagan Japanese, and so yielded fruit a

hundred - fold on the bloody slopes of Nan- shan .JAPANESE SHINTO AND BUDDHIST PRIESTS.
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we find , by a curious anomaly, the Roman

Catholic Church publishing two new trans

lations of the Gospels. One is a Portuguese

version of parts of the four Gospels made

from the Vulgate by a priest in San Paulo.

This handsome volume, which sells at 5s. ,

is stylęd A Harmony of the Holy Gospels— " a

translation approved by ecclesiastical author

ity , and en riched with more than 2,000 notes."

In the translator's Introduction , under the

By the Way.

heading , “ The Gospel and Catholic Piety,"

there is an even moreremarkable expression

of opinion than khat of Bishop Lacroix . The

'HE Popular Illustrated Report of the Bible Society writer observes that “ for a long time the Gospel was, for

for the past year is naturally occupied for the most Catholics, a closed and unknown book, and for this

part with a description of the Centenary celebrations. reason the God of the Gospelsisbecoming an unknown

It is issued under the title of After a Hundred Years. God.” He proceeds with much fervour to dwell on the

The record of the unique gatherings held in England need of the study of the Gospel. After a Hundred Years

will be familiar to most readers ; that of the likewise may be obtained by non -subscribersfor one shilling, post

unique services held in every other
free. It is full of beautiful illus

quarter of the globe is full of trations .

varied interest.

On the occasion of Dr. Harry

A very significant portion , Guinness ' visit to La Flores,

however, is that which deals with during his tour in Argentina, he

the altered attitude of the Church
unveiled the memorial tablet

of Rome in many places towards
which had beeib erected by sub

the Bible. Bishop Lacroix , in a scriptions from the members and

recent pastoral letter to his clergy friends of the congregation to the

in Savoy, referred to the fear of
memory of their late beloved

following the example of Protes
pastor , Mr. George Graham . It

tants , which had caused French
was due to Mr. Graham's efforts

Roman Catholics to grow out of in England , and afterwards in

the habit of " personal and direct La Flores, during the actual

contact with the Book of books,"
building, when the worked as

and the resultant ignorance of hard as anyone as overlooker,

religious truths. He spoke in that the church car boast of one

terms of strong approval of the of the prettiest chapels that could

circulation of the Scriptures dur be desired . There is no debt on

ing the last fifteen or twenty years, the building, but to finish it off

which was " only the continuation outside about 150 is required

of Bossuet's noble tradition, who for plastering , in order that the

circulated thousands of Bibles in
building may withstand the

French in his Meaux diocese.”
AN INDIAN JOINER .

ravages of the weather.

-
-

THE “ Pious Society of St. Jerome for the Dissemina MOOTHU AND KAMU ; or, What Moothu Learned,”

tion of the Holy Gospels " had , up to the beginning of is a story of South Indian life , by Caroline Grant Milne .

1904, printed at the Vatican Piess 320,000 copies of the The heroine is not a real character, but the incidents

Four Gospels and the Acts , which it is circulating far narrated are true to life , and the writer has had some

and wide among the people at the low price of two experience of the customs of the people she describes .

pence per copy. The Secretary has now taken another In a cloth cover , the little book is cheap fat sixpence.

step forward by publishing the Gospel of Matthew as a It is a new publication of the Church of England

separate Italian portion . Although for the present the Zenana Missionary Society.

plan of issuing in the same version a complete New

Testament seems to have been abandoned, it is stated ,

on the best authority, that similar versions of the A LITTLE “ In Memoriam ” sketch of Mrs. Hudson

Gospels and Acts are soon to be issued for Roman Taylor has been lovingly prepared by her daughter

Catholics in other countries, beginning with Germany. in -law , Mrs. Howard Taylor. It is entitled Found

On November 29th , 1903 , Pope Pius X. received the Faithful, and gives an intimate portrait of a very

leaders of the Society, and not only pronounced a beautiful character. How much the China Inland

special blessing on their work-of which he had already Mission owes to her inspiration may be guessed in

been a promoter as Patriarch of Venice—but com some measure by the revelation of her life and

mended it in the warmest terms . influence here given . The booklet is issued at one

penny , or is .. per dozen net , from the offices of the

Even in Brazil , side by side with the Bible -burning, Mission .
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PIONEERING IN Bolivia . With some account of Work in

Argentina. By Will PAYNE AND Charles T. W. Wilson .

2s.6d . net. ( H. A. Raymond.)

The two brethren who have collaborated in the production

of this book are qualified to speak from personal experience

of the needs of Bolivia, and of the work being done in the

sister Republic . Mr. Payne has suffered very severely, though

very gladly, for the sake of the Gospel, and is to be honoured

for the persecution he has bravely endured at the hands of
fanatical Romanists. Mr. Wilson is an Australian worker,

who has already described in our own columns the conditions ,

physical, social, and religious, of the little -known, inland State

record a very stirring one. Here it was, on August ist , 1895 ,

that the Rev. R. W. Stewart and Mrs. Stewart, with six other

lady missionaries of the C.M.S. and C E.Z.M.S. , received the

martyr's crown . At first the work seemed well-nigh hopeless.

Eleven years went by without a single convert, and in the

meantime two missionaries had died , whilst a third

passed away just as the first-fruits began to appear . To-day

there are than ten thousand baptized native

Christians, besides sixteen hundred catechumens. This is

a result full of encouragement, and we commend the story as

a fine example of missionary faith , patience, and reward .

Originally, the book was written by Mr. Eugene Stock—that

was in 1877—and he afterwards revised and partly re-wrote

it, but in consequence of the great advance of recent years,

much further re-modeling has become necessary, and in its

present form the book is the product of the Rev. T.

BAILARINES HOLDING FESTIVAL IN QUILLACOLLA.

( From Pioneering in Bolivia ." )

of Bolivia. In Argentina, of course, there is a small band of McClelland , who, between 1890 and 1896, was a mission
missionaries connected with various Societies, though their ary on this field . The volume is well illustrated .

number is lamentably inadequate . For Bolivia very little has
THE MAN OF GALILEE . By WILLIAM EDGAR Geil . 2 :6 .

as yet been done, but attention is now being drawn to this
(Marshall Brothers.)

neglected field, and we hope to see developments. The

authors have endeavoured, in their narrative, to give credit to This is a continuous narrative of the life of Christ in

all who have hitherto made efforts for reaching the people Scriptural language. Dr. Geil had a strong desire to visit

with the Gospel. The book is written in a kind of diary style, Palestine a second time, and when there to read the record of

and the travel notes are full of interest and information . Much our Lord's life in the words of the four evangelists. It was

light is thrown on the general conditions of the countries, his purpose while doing this to travel in the footsteps of

moral and spiritual , and the degrading superstitions of Christ ; to go, for example, from Jordan , where Jesus

Romanism are shown in relief. The volume is very fully was baptized ,to Cana of Galilee , and thence to Jerusalem , and

illustrated , and there is a large coloured map, by Stanford . back to Samaria and Cana, thus completing the Master's first

We may mention that this book can be obtained from our own journey, and afterwards the other journeys in like manner.

office, price 2s. 9d . , post free. He searched for a continuous record of the Saviour's life in

Biblical phraseology, and finding none which exactly met his

FOR CHRIST IN FUH-KIEN. Fourth edition . 2s . 6d . ( Church mind , compiled one of his own. He was compelled , by

Missionary Society .)
observations made on the spot, to modify its arrangements,

and the present little volume is the result. The idea is well

The story of work in Fuh- kien dates from 1850, so that worked out, and will be of assistance to those who desire to

there is a comparatively long and a deeplyinteresting history obtain a chronological life of the Master , but to do so and yet

attached to this Mission . It has witnessed many violent out be actually reading the Gospel story. Nine maps indicate the

bursts of opposition during its career, and these make the courses of the various journeys.
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Arzila, Morocco.

A

'HE joint Annual Meetings of the All Nations Missionary

Union and the Mission to Lepers will take place

in Lower Exeter Hall, on Saturday afternoon and

evening, November 5th . The Chairman at the earlier gather

ing-to commence at 3.15 — will be the Right Hon . Lord

Kinnaird . In the evening, at 7 o'clock, Mr. R. Cope Morgan

(Editor of theChristian) will preside. The principal speakers

are theRev. F. B. Meyer, B.A., and the Rev. C. T. Collyer,

M.R.A.S., of Korea. Short addresses will be given by numer

ous missionaries from various fields. Mr. John Jackson ,

F.R.G.S., is to give an exhibition of lantern piciures, illustra

ting work among the lepers, and Mr.W. RogerJoneswill present

a report of the operations of the A.N.M.U. Solos by Madame

Annie Ryall, at each meeting, will prove a pleasant attraction .

SALE OF WORK.

A Sale of Work for the benefit of the funds of both

Societies will be held at 2 and 5 p.m. , and gifts with

which to stock the stalls will be very gratefully received

by Mrs. Roger Jones at the offices of the A.N.M.U., 21 and

22 , Exeter Hall. They may be allocated to the stall of either

Society, as friends may desire. It is hoped that a good

financial result may accrue from the Sale.

No tickets are required for the meetings, and a very cordial

invitation is given to all friends interested in the work of

either or both our Societies .

By Miss M. A. SMITH .

RZILA is a beautiful little town, situated between Tan

gier and Larache, on the Atlantic coast. Accompanied

by two ladies of the North Africa Mission , Miss

Jennings and Miss Parkinson , I started from Larache early

one morning, while on a four months' stay in Morocco, to

visit it . We arrived in the little town just as the sun was

sinking. A very warm welcome awaited us. The mission

aries had not been there for a considerable time.

Then came the difficulty of finding a lodging, one small

unfurnished room in a Moorish house being the only avail

able accommodation for sleeping, cooking, and eating. Our

Jewish lad had to make his bed under a fig tree in the court

yard , which was speedily crowded with visitors, all of whom

were eager for medicine, a supply of which had been brought

by Miss Jennings; so with the assurance that on the morrow

early their ailments should be dealt with, they reluctantly

departed . The following days were full of interest, people

coming in from the neighbouring villages and listening, many

of them for the first time, to the way of salvation . Literally,

there was no leisure , even to eat, the people crowding into the

courtyard and room . While the powders and ointments were

being mixed, Miss Jennings preached the Gospel in Arabic ,

illustrating it with pictures.

There are many Spanish -speaking Jews in Arzila who were

most anxious to hear the Word of God. These Miss Parkin .

son visited , reading and singing to them . One family in

particular — the father a patriarchal old man named Moses,

with several sons and daughters - sat eagerly drinking in the

message. One of the young men expressed his determination

to learn to read , in order to study the Bible for himself.

During our stay, the town was visited by a fanatical sect

called the Assoui , and people carrying fire-arms from all the

country round came in to see them perform their wild dance .

During the performance live animals were thrown to them ,

which they tore to pieces and ate raw . The dancing, sway:

ing backwards and forwards, continued for some hours, until

the performers worked themselves up into a frenzy and

dropped down exhausted . The Nazarenes, as

called, were warned not to go outside the door while

these people were in the town , witnessed the

performance from the fat roof of one of the houses.

The Sunday night before leaving we celebrated the Lord's

Supper with one native convert. Many were the requests to

come again soon . On our homeward journey we were accom

panied by a mounted soldier, the Spanish Consul — with whom

we had an interesting conversation over the Word of God

refusing to sanction our going overland unattended , owing to

the recent capture of Mr. Perdicaris and the unsettled state

of the country.

W

Our Aew Volume.

E again remind our readers that this number com

mences Volume Five of All Nations, and in this

connection have much pleasure in repeating the

SPECIAL OFFERS

made last month, advantage of which has already been taken ,

we are glad to say, by a number of subscribers. We will send

a copy of the A.Þ.M.U. Block Calendar for 1905 to everyone

sending the names and addresses of two new readers, with a

postal order for 3s . Those who send 7s . 6d . , the amount of

five subscriptions, will receive a handsome 3s. 6d . missionary

volume. Newsagents' receipts for prepaid subscriptions will

be accepted in lieu of remittances.

we were

SO we

DR. MARY SHIRE, of the Church of England Zenana

Missionary Society in Foochow , passed her second Chinese

language examination in July last with great credit, after

eighteen months' residence in China. Her first public speak

ing in Chinese took place not long before at a Christian

Endeavour meeting, which is held on Sunday evenings to teach

young Christians how to speak to the heathen . On that day

a missionary meeting, with Africa for the subject , was held.

A Chinese man, who had been a Christian for less than a year,

got up and said, “ I don't understand about Africa.
Who are

they descended from ? Why are they so very stupid ? Why

are they black ? Now I invite kiu 1 Seng ( Miss Shire's

Chinese name)to tell us about Africa . " Miss Shire accordingly

tried to tell them a little about Toro, and the baptisms among

the Pigmies, but not having learned geography she could not

give the Chinese names. In trying to say “ a country where

the people are very short," she used a wrong tone, andsaid the

word " shoes" for " short.” The catechist's very solemn face

made her aware she had said something wrong.

One of the Church of England Zenana Mission Indian girls'

schools was held in the small courtyard of an old blind

widow's house. The widow always listened to the Bible lesson .

When the text, “ The blood of Jesus Christ,God's Son, cleanseth

us from all sin ,” was taught, she objected and said, “ You know

that I am a widow, and that fish and meat never come into

my courtyard. You must not mention blood here." Others

suggested that the girls should be pushed on with their

reading and writing, but that the Bible should be left out, as

when the children were able to read they could learn the

Scriptures for themselves .

Last cold season the missionaries of the Church of England

Zenana Missionary Society started an English school for the

small community of Parsi children in Sukkur. Five boys and

ten girls attended – bright, intelligent, and very fair children.

ForHindu and Mohammedan girls' schools there is little

scope. If allowed to learn at all it must be either in the

Gurmukhi or Arabic character . Two tiny scholars refused

to touch the table -book , because the names of coins and

weights were in the Sindhi character.

SPANISH RELIGIOUS TRACT & BOOK SOCIETY.

A large number of well-illustrated Tracts and Books have been published by the

above Society, under the direction of the Rev. I. Lopez Rodriguez, of the Figueras

Mission, Spain. The writers and translators being Spanish, the errors of literal

translation are avoided , greatly adding to the value and accuracy of the Spanish

Tract Society's publications.

Object: The diffusion ofthe Gospel . Thoseinterested in Christ's work in Spain ,
South America, Philippines, and Cuba, would do well to send orders for Tracts and

Books to
DIRECTOR , at Figueras, Prov . Gerona, Spain,

Catalogues supplied Gratis. Specimen Packet od ., post free .

APPEALS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED .

Hon . Treas . , GENERAL BATTERSBY, Lyncroft, Weybridge.

..
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Mr. A. ſh . Baynes and lbis

Successor.

1
1 T is difficult to imagine the Baptist Missionary Society

without Mr. A. H. Baynes, and the news of his impending

retirement has been received with the greatest regret.

For longer than most of us can remember he has been at the

helm , and while it is not perhaps surprising that he should

desire to be relieved of the very arduous post he fills, his

resignation will create a deep sense of loss in the missionary

world .

Mr. Baynes was marked out as a young man of special

business ability by the late Sir Morton Peto, and , at his

request, undertook the care of the finances of the B.M.S.

soon after attaining his majority . It was only imagined at

the timethat the appointment would be temporary, but it has

lasted , though for most of the period in a far wider sphere,

for well over forty years. In the spring of 1870 Mr.Baynes

became co-secretary with the Rev. Clement Bailhache, who

died in December, 1878, and from that time Mr. Baynes has

held the position he will presently vacate. During the lengthy

term of his connection with the Society, he has watched many

striking events in missionary enterprize, and seen the Society

grow in a very notable degree. Among the things that he has

witnessed is the origin of two of the great Baptist Mission

fields. That in China, started in 1859, was opened just as he

was beginning his own career, while the Congo Mission is

wholly within the date of his secretariat. To him belonged

the privilege of serving in his important office during the

Centenary celebrations of the Society, and the fusion of the

General Baptist Missionary Society with the larger body

which took place at that time. Twice Mr. Baynes has visited

India and Ceylon, and he has also been to Congo. He has

conducted many diplomatic negotiations with the Belgian

Government in reference to the latter . Mr. Baynes will

retire with a record which is a very honourable one so far as

he personally is concerned, and very gratifying to the Society

and the denomination he so worthily represents.

The Committee of the Society have invited the Rev. Charles

E. Wilson, B.A., now of Serampore College , India, to become

Mr. Baynes' colleague and successor. He has accepted the

invitation, and will proceed to England shortly to take up his

new duties. Mr Wilson was born in London in 1871 , and

educated at St. Olave's Grammar School , Southwark . At the

age of thirteen he was baptized by the Rev. W. J. Mills, at

Chas
EditWilson

Walworth Road Chapel. Three years were spent in business

life, and in 1889 he entered Regent's Park College, taking a

five years' course . He graduated B.A. of London University,

and obtained the first honours prizeof his year in the examina

tion of the Senatus Academicus for the diploma of A.T.S. In

1894 he was accepted by the B.M.S. and designated at the

Newcastle meetings in the autumn of that year for work in

Bengal. The first twelve months he spent in the district of

Jessore, and was then requested to go to Serampore to render

assistance in the College, while still pursuing his studies in the

Bengali language. A very severe attack of enteric fever

threatened to compel his return to England , but happily, after

several months' illness, his health was restored. He has ever

since remained at Serampore in happy association with the

Rev. E. S. Summers, B.A., Principal, and the late Rev. J. W.

Gilbert, B.Sc. His chief work has lain in training native

preachers. He has also had charge of evangelistic work in

the town and district of Serampore. In 1897 Mr. Wilson

married Miss Amy Pike, daughter of the Rev. J. G. Pike , of

the Orissa Mission . She also was baptized at Walworth Road

Chapel , and had been a missionary of the Baptist Zenana

Mission in Calcutta since 1892. She has laboured a good

deal among the women and children in Serampore, and taken

an activepart in Sunday Schooland Christian Endeavourwork .

We trust a rich blessing will rest upon Mr. Wilson in his

new sphere, and upon the Society under his guidance.

We have received the annual volume of The Zenana ; or,

Woman's Work in India , from the Zenana Bible and Medical

Mission. It is an interesting record of the work of that

excellent Society, and exhibits the practical love of the

English Christian women for their heathen sisters, in

sending the Gospel and the blessings that accompany it to

the secluded wives and daughters of our great Indian Empire.

The volume is well bound, and published at half-a crown .

INSULATED Bob and other readings form the title of the

Herald of Mercy Annual. Pure Gospel teaching is contained in

short, simple papers. This is just the class of evangelistic litera .

ture for scattering broadcast among the working classes. There

is also sound Protestant and Temperance advocacy. The

pictures are numerous and attractive, and the letterpress is

large and clear. In an illustrated cover, with cloth back , the

Annual comes from Messrs. Morgan & Scott, price one shilling.MR . ALFRED HENRY BAYNES,
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strike the visitor . It is this arrogant attitude which

accounts for a great deal of the hostility which has been

manifested against Christianity, though there is a sense

ALL NATION MISSIONARY MAGAZINE
in which Protestant missionaries may regard it as a not

unmixed evil , since they gain by contrast . Writing

JOHN JACKSON B.REEVE .

from the point of view of an Evangelical Churchman ,

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be Mr. Sommerville pays a tribute to the workers of other

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS , Exeter Hall , Strand ,

communions with whom he came in contact during his
London, W.C.

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. Wm . Roger Jones , stay . He emphasizes the need of increased efforts to

ALL NATIONS MissionARY UNION, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
reach the literati, and speaks in praise of the Christian

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in Diffusion Society at Shanghai , in which such good work

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence

is being done by Dr. Timothy Richard .
A vast

Association , are invited to communicate with Mr. Jones.

field of usefulness lies open to this organization , and

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made
to the

PUBLISHERS , MARSHALL BROS. , Keswick House, Paternoster to the Missionary Societies in general , if they will lay

Row , E.C. themselves out with increasing energy to win the

higher intellect of the Empire. A considerable extension

of the native pastorate is one of the developments which

Mr. Sommerville thinks most desirable. The supreme

importance and value of a native ministry is , we may

say, very generally recognized among the Societies ,

although we note that the writer remarks that he was

informed that in the North China diocese there were no

A LONDON clergyman , the Rev. W. J. Sommerville,
workers of this class. Nonconformists, equally with

Rector of St. George the Martyr, Southwark , visited

Churchmen, are employing with advantage a Chinese

ministry . Looking at the Celestial Empire from a broad ,

China in the earlier part of the present

political point of view , Mr. Sommerville strongly urges

Impressions year , and has published a pamphlet ,
the maintenance of “ the integrity of China." This is a

of China. Impressions of Mission Work in the Far

principle which even the Powers who might , perhaps,

East, as one result of his two months'
for their own ends , desire the partition of the vast terri

tour . The opinions expressed are candid , and cover a tory , are compelled , partly through fear of international

wide range of missionary topics . In some instances, complications, to preserve. Nor on other grounds do

probably , the conclusions arrived at would not find we think, despite the rottenness of administration , that

acceptance with those who have had real experience of there is serious fear of division . The difficulties which

missionary work , as , for example, his advocacy of would face any European Government which attempted

Protestant Sisterhoods , after the manner of the Roman to successfully control any substantial portion of the

Catholic communities of nuns, but with such differences Empire are so great that it would probably find it

no doubt , as the natures of the two Churches suggest .
had bitten more than it could eat . There is one criticism

We are inclined also to believe that the number of which , unhappily , every traveller who sees the Treaty

" conflicting sects ” does not , on the Mission field, pre

Ports has to make , and Mr. Sommerville makes it in no

unmeasured terms. It is the terrible reproach to Christi
sent the amount of difficulty which Mr. Sommerville

anity which is constituted by what the writer calls “ the

seems to think is caused . Nor does the “ undenomina

absolutely abominable lives of many white people in the

tional " character of the China Inland Mission , perhaps, Far East. " The picture that he draws of the European

constitute the "fundamental weakness ” which is alleged, settlements forms a very grave indictment, and may

though we are far from depreciating the strength which well make Christian people blush for the honour of their

denominational conviction gives to Christian work. The country and the credit of the Gospel of Christ , which

grave troubles which result from the political prestige suffer by the actions of those who, in the heathen mind,

claimed by Roman Catholic missionaries , supported and are classed under the Christian name, though they deny

enforced as that claim is by France , have not failed to both the form and power of godliness.

-
-

-
-
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The Sua -bue Mission .

SET

BY CAROLINE MANN

( Presbylerian Church of England ).

EVERAL times during the last few years has money been

contribute: to this Mission by the readers of ALI.

Nations, nearly £40 in all having been received . A

new departure this year, necessitating greatly increased ex

penditure , seems an opportune moment for rendering some

account of the work .

This Mission was undertaken in 1896 by a few brave spirits

on behalf of all the young people – not children - of the

Presbyterian Church of England. The field was ready ; the

need was great ; the situation healthy ; abundant water com

munication to all parts of the district made travelling easy ;

the missionaries of Swatow were anxious to have a centreat

Sua-bue ; and in a wonderful way the needs have been met by a

movement, under God, commenced at home by the writer—a

returned Swatow missionary - nearly eighteen months before.

From May, 1896, to December, 1903, over £4,246 have been

raised , mainly by " Carey's Weekly Penny

title was not used - supplemented by occasional sales of work .

All the expenses of the centre have hitherto been met by the

young people, who are perhaps unique in having a definite

district of their own , for the support of which they are entirely

responsible, a district at present full of noxious weeds, but

equally full of promise. About 5,000 are interested in this

Sua-bue Mission and remembering it week by week in Guild

Meeting, C.E. Society, Bible Class, or home.

The Rev. David Sutherland has been a lonely worker for

years, but how he must have felt the incentive of these prayers,

They have been answered , too. God is blessing the work.

Notwithstandingmuch trouble from Roman Catholicism , and

still more from the Chinese love of law -suits, which neither

entreaties nor threats have induced the solitary missionary to

touch , the eight little stations of 1899-two of them unoccu

pied—are now twelve, and all of them open to our message.

Chapels have been renovated or re- built , mainly by the people
REV . DAVID SUTHERLAND , M.A.

themselves ; many villages are responding to the frequent

visits of the preacher ; while all have clearer ideas of what the

Church of Jesus Christ really means. These are but the first the arrival of Dr. and Mrs. Muir Sandeman . In 1903 over

drops of the shower for which we pray. £ 1,000 was specially raised for a hospital, and while this is

Mr. and Mrs. Sutherland have been cheered this year by being built a dispensary has been opened in two rooms over

the chapel formerly occupied by the

Sutherlands . Two dwelling - houses

have been erected by the young

people, and their goal is now £ 1,000 a

year for the upkeep of all the work

and the support of some fifteen native

helpers.

The dispensary was formally opened

in May, when a brief service was held ,

and thus the medical work so long

prayed for was really commenced. Dr.

Sandeman only reached Sua- bue in

January last, but he had formerly

laboured for seven years in the Amoy

region. The Sua-bue dialect is akin to

that of Amoy, with many variations,

so he was able to begin work at once,

without the usual wearisome delay for

learning the language. Mrs. Sande

man has also a weekly meeting for

women, and was cheered by the atten

dance on the opening day of nearly

thirty women, girls , and infants. She

alsoteaches the women a text every

Sabbath .

We hope for much blessing on the

hospital when built. Three -fourths

of the converts in other centres of the

Mission , and probably almost all the

THE SUA-BUE CHAPEL . country churches,have been the result of

( The Dispensary is in the two upper rooms on the right.) the medical work. Gratitude is a strong
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feature of Chinese patients, and hearts

made tender by unaccustomed kindness References

and care are more ready to give at

least a patient hearing to the Gospel

story, while in the end great numbers - F.

have accepted it . What has resulted in

other centres will , we trust , be repeated

in Sua-bue . Η ΑΙ Fiu pho -tag

Quite recently, several men have been

baptized who heard the Gospel first in

the Swatow hospital, a hundred miles
K WEISHAN

away, in one case sixteen , in another

twenty years ago. The seed had re

mained , and when a chapel was opened

in their neighbourhood , these men were

ready to attend, with , in time, the above

result. The first patient in Sua-bue

was a man with a dislocated jaw. He

waited three days for the arrival of the SUA-BUE

doctor, and when suffering was relieved
Young People's Field

insisted on presenting a fine cock as a

token of gratitude. The first two in

patients were suffering from the

murderous attacks of some pirates.
MAP OF SUA-BUE DISTRICT.

Piracy and clan fights abound in the

district . Their feet had been badly cut

by the pirates, to prevent them running away. A small ward as growth in China, a deepening interest in the work on the

was improvised in a little house belonging to the chapel, part of many in the home Church , but a membership of sup

and the wounded men were cared for . porters either standing still or going back ; and the need for

There are schools for boys and girls at several of the an increased number of regular weekly subscribers is very

country stations, taught by the preacher and the preacher's great. Hitherto less than 2600 has sufficed for the mainten

wife respectively. ance of the Mission , but the building of a new house and an

The present condition of the Mission may be characterized expensive wall round the compound have completely

exhausted our balance, and we are faced with the necessity

for raising £ 1,000 a year to carry on the work. This means

£800 during the last quarter of 1904 .

Sua -bue is on the coast, halfway between Swatow and

Hong-kong, almost ten hours' journey by steam launch

from either place. It is exceedingly pretty, but the popu.

lation round the bay are fishermen, and both materials

and labourers for building have to be taken from Swatow,

thus adding nearly 30 per cent. to the cost . Efforts could

be expanded in many directions if funds were forthcoming,

but the important feature at present is the medical work,

with its annual upkeep and the support of the doctor. The

Secretary of the A.N.M U. would be glad to receive sub

scriptions, or the names of intending collectors would be

cordially welcomed .

The head of the first ancestor of the human race is sup

posed by the Chinese to be buried near a temple at Chen-chau ,

in the province of Honan . During a festival there this last

summer the people thronged the China Inland Mission

premises. The local preacher, the native Christians, a native

evangelist from Taiho, and the ladies of the Mission , talked

themselves hoarse , and then talked their voices away explain

ing the Gospel of Jesus Christ to changing and eager audi.

ences. Even the Mission doorkeeper did duty as a preacher

to men who hung around in the streets outside of the door.

The doors of the Mission had to be locked from seven to eight

in the morning to secure time for the workers to pray and study

the Bible in preparation for each day's work . During the fes

tival , about 20,000 men and women listened to Christian instruc

tion and bought copies of the Gospel to take home with them .

A JAPANESE woman, teacher in the Ferris Seminary

(Reformed Church) in Yokohama, has been invited many

times to leave the Seminary and take a better position in a

Government School. They offered her ten dollars, and finally

twenty -two dollars a month salary if she would accept. But

she stays in the missionary school on a salary of seven dollurs

and a half. The reason ? She could not teach pupils in the

other school to seek the blessings which she herself has found

in Jesus Christ .DR . MUIR SANDEMAN ,

-
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The Late Mrs. Bishop.

TH

HE loss of Mrs. Bishop will be deeply felt by all who

have learned to value her independent, but at the

same timedeeply sympathetic attitude towards Foreign

Missions. Prejudiced at first against them , personal acquaint

ance, extending over years and obtained in many varied

spheres, made her warmly appreciative of their worth, and her

opinions, frankly expressed,were of special weight because of

her entirely unofficial position .

The deceased lady - who died in Edinburgh on Oct. 7th

was the eldest daughter of the Rev. Edward Bird , Rector of

Tattenhall , Cheshire, and was born at Boroughbridge Hall ,

Yorkshire, on Oct. 15th , 1832. From a child her health was

exceedingly delicate, and it is little short of a marvel that she

travelled in after life as she did , and lived to a good age, when

afterwards to make her mark. It was a pamphlet describing

a trial between Free Trade and Protection , and the victory

was with the latter . Contributions to a number of periodicals

followed .

The first book of travel which came from her pen was “ An

English woman in America ,” published in 1856, as the result of

a visit to Prince Edward Island, which she paid under medical

advice. It was a reprint of chatty letters written to relatives.

Seventeen years elapsed before the appearance of another

volume, and then two were issuedin quick succession—" Six

Months in the Sandwich Islands, ” and “ A Lady's Life in the

Rocky Mountains. "

It was in the Far East — that portion of the globe which has

so wonderfully opened up of recent years, in which so many

striking events and stirring changes have taken place, and

which is now before the public eye so prominently — that the

most important of the lady traveller's journeys were under

taken . She was the first European lady to penetrate into the

heart of Japan, and " Unbeaten Tracks in Japan " was the

consequence of her investigations. At that time, four and

twenty years ago, the Mikado's dominions contained very

much territory unknown to the Western eye.

In 1881 Miss Bird became the wife of Mr. John Bishop,

M.D. , but only enjoyed a brief married life of five years.

The year after her marriage she published i The

Golden Cheronese . " When left a widow she took up

again a life of travel . Journeys in Persia and Kurdis

tan," two volumes, came from the press in 1892, and

Among the Tibetans ” two years later . This book is of

special interest at the presentmoment, and ranks as probably

the most popular of Mrs. Bishop's works, because small and

cheap . Three years were devoted to a thorough tour of

Korea, Siberia, and China, and the information collected was

given to the public in 1898, in “ Korea and Her Neighbours."

" The Yangtse Valley and Beyond ” and “ Pictures from

China ” have since appeared . Mrs. Bishop's last long journey

was in 1901 , when she rode a thousand miles in Morocco and

visited the Atlas Mountains.

This gifted and intrepid lady was accustomed to say that in

all her travels her sex was a protection rather than a danger,

and it was not until she travelled in China that she carried any

arms at all. In Western China she was once very badly

stoned , and on another occasion , in South -Western Persia, her

party was fired upon .

Mrs. Bishop enjoyed the distinction of being the first lady

admitted to the Fellowship of the Royal Geographical Society,

thedate of her election being 1892. She was alsoan Honorary

Fellow of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, and

lectured before these and other learned bodies.

It was in Medical Missions that Mrs. Bishop took most

interest. She possessed an elementary knowledge of surgery ,

which she used to some purpose on occasions. She built five

hospitals and an orphanage in the East.

60

--
7

-:

A Farmer in Northern India lost his crops through drought;

Photo by]
he was starving, and, moreover, he was attacked by leprosy.

[7. Moffat, Edinburgh .
He lost heart , left his little bit of land, and became a beggar.

MRS . BISHOP IN TARTAR DRESS .
Wandering into Allahabad , he was taken to a leper asylum .

There he heard for the first time of Jesus Christ, began to

one remembers the very serious physical disabilities and great read the Bible, and found in it supply for a long list of needs.

suffering she continually endured. Her education was not The British and Foreign Bible Society has now received from

conducted on regular lines, because of her ailments, and she this broken -down, leprous farmer a thank - offering of four

never went to school, but, like many other children similarly rupees ( $ 1.20) , which the man saved for the purpose, stead.

placed, she assimilated a large amount of knowledge in other fastly followed through months, by eating a part only of each

ways. By travelling with her parents in their carriage in day's ration .

various parts of the country, she acquired much historical and

geographical information . She also met , by reason of the

social circle in which her parents moved, many persons of The warder of the prison at Siaoshi , in Szechwan, China, is

note. Bishop Sumner, of Chester-afterwards Archbishop of a Christian. He holds morning and evening worship for

Cante, bury,was a relative , and at his Palace she frequently such of the prisoners as wish to attend. Eighteen of the

stayed. prisoners, some of them under sentence of death, attend

As a girl of sixteen she publishedher first literary effort, these services regularly, and have and use Bibles and

which was on very different lines to those by which she was hymn books,
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groom's mouth, as a promise that they will

feed and take care of each other. Then the

knot is considered tied.

Soon the fancy tree that grew out of the

rice pyramid was despoiled, and the teacher

gave a branch with a coloured egg to each

of us as a mark of distinction , and we took

our leave . A good-looking Malay said to us

on the way to the gate, “ Our custom of

getting married is very trying ! ” and I

agreed .—The Woman's Missionary Friend.

THE CHILDR
EN'S

PAGE.

K
TrainerHandy.

TH

A Wedding.

HE poor little bride had been on exhibition for three

days, and there she sat looking so weary and ill , yet

there she must sit with her eyes downcast.

From time to time fine-looking men of the family came up

to her and whispered something kind ; one re-adjusted her

heavy crown , and I noticed that she looked a little less

wretched afterward . I am told that they prayed for her ;

and, I suspect , urged her to endure it like a brave little woman.

A tray full of tiny dishes of good things was set before us

with glasses of sweetened tea . Around the room , at equal

intervals, hung gay fans, and palm leaves covered with bright

coloured brocade or satin with a crocheted edge of zephyr.

These were handed to the guests. Suddenly there was a faint

sound of music in the distance — a hush , and then everybody

said excitingly, “ Jantan datang !” (the bridegroom is coming) ,

and all crowded out to the verandah. With the procession

camethe Government brass band, composed of Malays from

Manila. Tamils (black men from India) carried trees that

branched above their heads, sporting tiny leaves of many.

coloured tissue paper.

The groom , a fine-looking boy, was arrayed in a long robe

of pinksilk brocade. An attendant on either side carried a

large umbrella over him , one pink , the other light blue, and

after him camea long procession of men and boys. On they

came through the gate, up the broad carriage drive until the

groom cameto the steps that led up to the verandah . There

he stood while an avenue was opened before him , with a single

row of men on each side. Into this open space a Malay youth

stepped, shook his clenched fist at the groom as if defying him

to enter the house, sprang about lithely, now turning to go,

now leaping back and shaking his fists. At last he took his

place at the side, while another and another was beckoned

into the lists by a large man with a great dagger in his belt,

until half-a-dozen had done the proper amount of protestation ,

when the bridegroom was allowed to enter.

In the meantime an elderly woman attendant, with a white

veil over her head , had conducted the bride from her seat on

the chair to the left side of the throne, where she sat down

with her feet crossed under her, and the attendant sat down

beside her.

The groom with a man attendant, followed by all the men

and boys, marched grandly into the room , and took his seat

on the right of the bride, and his attendant sat beside him .

The clang of the wedding march ceased , but a sweet -toned

music-box was playing, and a distinguished guest went up to a

pyramid of sweet rice, took a handful , made it into a kind of

ball and put it into the groom's hand. Immediately he passed

it over into the open palm of the bride , who made the slightest

attempt to lift it to her mouth , but before she had raised it a

finger lengththe woman quickly took it from her and put it

aside. Another guest gave a handful with no better result.

Neither smiled and nobody spoke, while another and another

offered the rice. Another in turn snatched it away, until at

last the girl must get some of it into her mouth . Then rice is

given to her, and she must succeed in getting some into the

A Doll's Story.

IND hands tended me and dressed me

in pretty pink garments, with snow.

white tulle over -covering bunched up

with little bits of ribbon , and bonnet to match ,

showing off my golden hair to advantage.

But , alas ! they packed me with a few others in a box pack

age , and , what with the throwings and bangings by train and

sea, at last the string loosened, and we dolls had a very rough

time of it-one doll got a leg broken , and my neck got such a

jar that the joints gave way. We arrived here, and a very

pretty Indian girl unpacked us, and was very grieved at my

state, but she got help, and my neck was pasted up with

" stickphast," and was more comfortable, but I shall never

really hold my head properly again. We were finally all put

by till some prize-giving should be held ; and the quiet was

welcome .

Not long after our box was opened, and someone said - evi

dently the doctor : “ Yes, she is a very good little girl, although

her eyes are so bad and she has to sit in the dark ” ; and

another : “ Well, you must let her come out here in the fresh

air as soon as possible, and meanwhile I will send her a doll

to play with and comfort her. Look, this is such a pretty one

in spite of its damaged neck " ; and I was picked up and

driven off into the town , and there in the hospital , behind

curtains, was a little girl , Angelina, with eyes bandaged . She

seized and kissed me, and from then till to -day I have lived ,

slept, and lain close to her. About a fortnight ago, Angelina

and I and those from the hospital all camedown here, as

plague had broken out in the city, and Angelina and I were

very pleased to get into the fresh air, and although in the day

we had to remain in the cool and shade of a room, we were

very happy. Angelina is trying to knit and plait strings, and

I always feelcomforted for mybadneck, as perhaps if I had

not had it I should not have been given to her and so been so

useful . But this evening Angelina and all the girls were very

interested to hear that a lone woman and little girl of ten had

been brought down to the plague camp close by. The mother

was very ill, and the girl thin , and frightened as to what they

were doing with her mother, but re- assured to find she had

come to be with the Miss Sahiba whose Sunday School she

attended. It seems that Miss Sahiba sent a message across

that if anyone had a doll to spare for Umman it would be

good, and I must say I was a bit surprised when Angelina

called out from behind her screen : Oh , mama, take my

dolly ,” for she had loved me so much, and must have felt very

sorry for the little girl to spare me . She gave me a kiss and

told me to make Umman happy, and I was carried across.

Poor Umman was looking very unhappy and frightened, but

the minute she saw me and knew that I was for her she seized

me in both hands and gave me a kiss and tried to wake her

poor mother. “ Look Amma, look Amma," but the poor

mother was in high fever, and the Miss Sahiba told her to be

patient , so she put me down to sleep, and has since been

playing at making me a bed and bracelets, and asked the Miss

Sahiba if she might not have a big doll , too , and play at

nursery. She also asked whether I was to go home with her,

and the Miss Sahiba said we should see --perhaps I should get

the plague and not be able to go-but if so she should have

another. Umman calls me Gulabdi, which means rose in

Hindustani , because of my rose-coloured dress. — Baptist

Zenana Mission Magazine,

66
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has not been quite such violent

opposition as formerly, but in some

places the priests and friars still

resort to the same means. The

Rev. Dr. Ale and of New York ,

recently visited Brazil , and he re

ports : “Many churches, now vigor

ous and growing, trace their origin

to a single copy of the Scriptures,

carried far beyond the range of

the missionary, and making for it

self a lodgement in some believing

heart." The same may be said

with regard to other parts of South

America, and we may rejoice that

God's Word is silently doing its

work , a work which will abide for

A very important work has

been carried out lately, the transla

November 7th .—BENARES AND OTHER North INDIA STA tion of much of the New Testament into Quechua ; this puts the

TIONS : Year after year the missionaries of the L.M.S. and Gospel into the language of three and a-half millions of the

other Societies are faithfully carrying on their work in these old Inca race—of all the races the one which reached the

places, but the discouragements are great, and there is little highest civilization , with the best organized and most humane

to show in direct spiritual results. In Benares, it seems that government. A work such as this represents long, patient

the period of opposition to the preaching of the Gospel has toil, and we may thank God for the success that has attended

almost entirely passed away ; there is often interested listen . the labours of His servants.

ing, and frank avowal of the truth of what has been said . But CLARA BENHAM .

the Hindu , above all things, loves a compromize, and while he

may be ready to admit that the missionary's message is right ,

he does not see the necessity of following the new teaching,

but clings to his own religion with wonderful affection and “ The barvest is Great."

tenacity of purpose . The Rev. H. Theobald, writing from

Mangari, describes some itinerating tours carried out by bim BY THE AUTHOR OF “ THERE'S A FRIEND FOR LITTLE

self with the native preachers. His experienceof the spiritual
CHILDREN."

condition of the people in the villages of the district was very

trying. “ It was saddening to see how the people still hug
TUNE : Ewing.

their chains — the chains of fatalism , sophistry, idolatry, and

filthy lucre. The root is here, they love darkness rather than " The harvest truly is great, but the labourers are few . ” — LUKE S. 2 .

light because their deeds are evil. Christianity calls them to

real holiness of life , and they are too often content with sham OW large the fields of labour,"

holiness. This is not the case with all . Some are faithfully In far -off foreign lands!

serving God, according to their light; and we may pray that Our Lord would have us hearken,

the Spirit of God may come with enlightening, strengthening
And heed His lov'd commands

power into the hearts of all who name the name of Christ in “ Go forth to all the nations,

that dark district . The Zenana workers have little to report Wherever sin abounds,

of visible results, but their visits seem to be mostly appreci And spread the light of glory,

ated, and the people are " slowly but perceptibly beginning to The Gospel's joyful sounds."

understand God's wonderful love.” The greatest hope lies in

the work of the schools, for herethe young generation is being
“ How large the fields of labour ;"

taught the folly of idolatry, and led into the truth of God.
And, lo ! the Lord is near !

The fields are white to harvest,
November 13th.-South CHINA : Most encouraging reports

And promising appear ;

are to hand from Amoy, and the great North River district on
We must not lack in fervour,

the mainland, which is worked from Amoy. Here are to be
In hope , in faith , or prayer ;

found vigorous little churches, many of them self-supporting
The cry, “ Come o'er and help us, "

or partially so , led by earnest native pastors and preachers.
Must fruit for glory bear.

Their missionary zeal is great , and around many of these

churches there have sprung up little gatherings of enquirers “ How large the fields of labour ; "

in the villages, all eagerly seeking the light, and asking for These accents are the Lord's ;

teachers. A lady missionary, on a tour of visitation , writes : And souls, with deep attention ,

“ I was so pleased to find that the Christian women who are Should heed the telling words ;

members of the most energetic church of the North River That every field of labour

district, Chiang-peng, always have a prayer meeting before A labourer might know,

the Sunday services. I don't wonder at the energy of that And streams of God's salvation

church, with its many self-supporting out -stations, when I also To all the world might fiow .

heard that the Christian men go early every Sunday morning

to the top ofa high hill not far from the church, to pray for a

blessing on the day's work. It was a privilege to be at the

Saturday night prayer meeting, where all were of one mind,

and full of prayer. It just did megood to get into such an all

alive church .” Surely there is an example here for some of

our home churches to copy , where it must be sadly confessed

there is a lack of united prayer, resulting in a low level of The Secretary of the A.N.M.U. would be very glad to

spiritual life, and half-hearted service !
receive the gift of a bicycle for Miss Annie E. Kemp, of Ludhi

November 30th .–BRAZIL : The circulation of the Bible and ana, and also £5 with which to procure for her a brass -bound

portions in Brazil has been exceptionally large of late . There camera.

" Ή

Celleert ollaug
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A.IA.MMS.W.Medical Dission ,

Bidar.

Look out for our

Fº

. SPECIAL

CHRISTM
AS

NUMBER,

WHICH WILL BE THE

BY MRS. BATSTONE

( American Baptist ).

OR missionary enterprize , in every phase and aspect,

surely a more desirable place than Bidar would be hard

to find. Not only is there a grand opening for Mission

work of every description, but a crying need is felt on every

side for the presentation of the Gospel.

Our labours under God are based on the three- fold lines of

missionary work, i.e. , evangelistic, medical, and educational .

As I write, the hum of many voices reaches my ear, and look

ing out of my window I see groups of men and women, with

their children , scattered over our compound . These are

patients waiting their turn to go into the dispensary . There

are some fifty or sixty, I should think, and the number will

very likely reach eighty before the gate is shut . Many of

them have come long distances of some twenty or more miles.

Some are lazily chatting, while others are glad to liedown, Issue for December
Considerably

apparently in much pain . I have a Bible -woman doing per

sonal work among the women, and our preacher is busy in Enlarged.

the same way with men .

In Bidar and the adjoining districts there are at least two

thousand five hundred villages where even the name of Jesus It will be even better than last year ,

is foreign to the people. Right in the neighbourhood of

Bidar, we have, within a radius of eight miles only , over one
which is saying a good deal !

hundred villages. These are being regularly and systemati

cally visited. In eight out of the hundred wehave Christian

enquirers. I manage, in company with my Bible -woman , to

go to the near villages - those within two or three miles --but

I cannot get further at present, because we have no suitable PRINCIPAL CONTENTS :

conveyance.

The villagers have some concern about their souls, for in

most of the villages we see signs ofheathen worship , but their

every -day lite is purely animal. The people live with their “ Christmas in korea ." By the Rev. C. T. COLLYER,

cattle, fowls, and dogs, and when we go to hold meetings F.R.G.S. (Methodist Episcopal Church ).

among them it is by no means uncommon for their buffaloes

and bullocks to be present in good numbers. When three

or four cocks begin to crow it is rather disturbing.
We are “ Christmas in Burma." By the REV. ARTHUR

becoming accustomed, however,to many strange and often
H. BESTALL (Wesleyan Missionary Society ).

very amusing occurrences. The dogs decidedly object

to our black shoes, and will occasionally bark furiously

at them. “ Cbristmas in South America ." By ROBERT L.

The peoples' great aim in life seems to be to just HODGE ( Victoria Gospel Press ).

earn enough money to keep them from hunger. Clothes

come in for very little consideration . Up to eight

or nine years old the children can do with
A Christmas Article by WILLIAM EDGAR GEIL,

In this connection we always note the initial improve D.C.L. (Author of " A Yankee on the Yangtze " ).

ment when the people become Christians. The first thing

they feel the need of is a proper amount of clothing ; and it is
so nice on Sundays to see some whom we have known when A Christmas Page for tbe Children ,

living in filth and ignorance, come in to our evening service

clothed and in their right minds. A few Sundays ago we had
&c . , & c .

the privilege of baptizing a man and woman who had come

from the depths, and as I looked at the face of the latter--my

sister in Christ Jesus— I marvelled at the expression of glad

joy that lit up her countenance, and my heart was strangely Extra Copies should be ordered early.

warmed as I said to myself, “ Surely, surely, God is with us in

great power ! ” And so He is. We have just had seventeen

applications for baptism, and five of these are direcily trace
Price as usual ONE PENNY.

able to the medical work .

I think the most effectual work will be accomplished in our

own compound on dispensary days. One morning in August,

as I went out to go with one of my Bible-women to a near With the PRESENT ISSUE wc

village, I found her sitting in the entrance with about fifty

come for medicine. This was 0.30, so we went and held COMMENCE A FRESH VOLUME.

a meeting in the village while the patients were gathering

here in large numbers, and on returning at 8.30 we had an

audience of 150 sick and sad folk ; 85 were patients, and 65

were fricnds of the sick. Now is the time for New Subscribers.

none.
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THE
Dear MR. JONES -The Home in Korea is going on well, and two

gentlemen are there-Mr. Hugh Miller, Secretary to the British and
ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, Foreign Bible Society,and Mr. Boshirch, Sen.,who is an American.

The last letter told us of two fresh admissions. The conditions in

Pence Association and Information Bureau . Korea are very bad just now , and starvation and destitution owing to the

unsettled state of the country worse than ever.

We have for several months beenout of Victoria, in the northern state

OFFICES -Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand ,

of Queensland, travelling through the principal towns . We are now in

Brisbane, the capital , where we have had a good many meetings . Here

London , W.C.
we have formed a committee for the Orphanage.

I am told I must not continue to live in a native house . Miss Pash

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS . and I are both very well, and on an average have been addressing three

Treasurer
JOHN JACKSON, Esq . meetings a week. At present we have about £8 towards the putting up

of a house for ourselves. I do hope our Home will go ahead, and that

Secretary -WM . ROGER JONES. we shall soon be able to go back to our work.

MOTTO-“ Every Little Helps." BASIS— " Carey's Weekly Penny." Miss Pash joins me in kind regards .

I remain ,
OBJECTS -

Very sincerely yours,

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions. Jean Perry.

Thank You .-Warmest thanks are due to Miss J. Mackinnon and

others , for gifts of khurtas and cholies for the Famine Orphans at Rai

pur and other stations ; to Miss Kemp ( Ludhiana) for a large number

of curios for our curio stall ; and to Miss Moore (of Íchang) for a beauti

ful Chinese lace collar ; for used and unused foreign stamps from Miss

Christie (Ranaghat), Mr. George Searle(Caminha ) , Miss Moore (Ichang ),

Mr. Tilden Eldridge (Singapore ), and Mr. George R. Witte , New York .

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over 636,000 has been collected. Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 65.003 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63 000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed “ London and South Western Bank ." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price . The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the ALL NATIONS

MISSIONARY UNION. Subscription , ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a

card of membership.

Our All Nations Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions

A different subject for every day . Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle .

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The A.N.M.U.issues

" Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may
choose. Afew members banding togethermay easily support their own native

catechist , Bible-woman, orphan , or Leper child .

Suffering Lepers. — Miss Lizzie Stacey is thanked for collecting

550 farthings: and many other remittances we notice, including half-a

crown from five servants , and the same from a nurse in a military hospital .

There appears to be a special blessing attached to the service of collect

ing for the suffering lepers : so many express their thankfulness for

being engaged in it . Their missionaries, too , arouse our interest . There

is a well -known verse that is applicable to all workers among the

heathen :

In foreign realms , and lands remote,

Supported by Thy care ,

Through burning climes they pass unhurt ,

And breathe in tainted air. "

But more especially it can be said of the superintendent of a leper

asylum that he sees sights we would shudder at, and runs risks that the

ordinary man would shrink from . They are fighting in the vanguard ,

we are minding the stuff in the rear ; they are doing the work , we are

their sleeping partners .

A. TA.MM.W. Thews and Potes.

An International Atmosphere.—A favourite remark of our

correspondents runs to this effect : - “ More especially I value my

membership in the Society as it gives me an interest in world - wide

Missions, and helps to enlarge my sympathies. " I certainly agree with

these friends myself. Anything thatwidens our horizon , that occasion

ally lifts us above parochial affairs, and leads us to have fellowship with

our Saviour in His yearnings for the salvation of all men , is a stimulus to

the soul.

Our Own Magazine.-In a letter just to hand, the founder of

the Mission to Lepers , Mr. Wellesley C. Bailey writes :

“ We, the Mission to Lepers in India and the East, appreciate the

work the A.N.M.U. is doing, and are grateful for the substantial help it

affords our work from year to year . I feel that we , in common with

many other Missionary Societies, owe a great deal to your Missionary

Pence Association ."

For many reasons, there are numerous friends why cannot collect for

the A.N M.U., or the leper work, but there is one way that all can assist

both these Societies , and that is by asking a few friends to become sub

scribers to this little magazine. It is only a penny a month , and that

penny cannot be better spent. It is an open secret that unless the

Magazine of a Missionary Society is energetically supported , little ex

pansion can be expected in its income . It is difficult to overrate the import

ance of a magazine in the promotion of missionary work. No money

can be better invested, and every collector should take a priile in seeing

to it that our own Magazine has their individual and prayerful snpport .

Raipur. - We have been favoured with a visit from Rev. Geo. K.

Gilder and his wife, on the eve of their returning to Raipur . Mr. Gilder

pleads for a more substantial sympathy for the poor famine lads and

Tassies in the Famine Orphanage there, and gives the following remark

able account of a movement towards Christianity in the surrounding

neighbourhood :

MY DEAR MR . JOnes -In re our conversation the other day about

my field in Raipur , India, and its needs , I would say that our Raipur

circuit comprises 5,000 square miles, and has a population of a million

and a half souls . In this number we have some 300,000 Satnami people ,

amongst whom there is a decided disposition to come over en masse to

Christ. The bulk of our converts , as well as of our enquirers, are from this

people. Enquirers are numerous. To cope with such a movement we

need not only more missionaries , but also a much larger force of native

helpers of the pastor -teacher grade than we at present possess. A

pastor- teacher costs 40 dols. a year, or Rs . 120 in Indian currency , or £8

in English money . It is through the pastor- teachers that the missionary

multip'ies himself and is able at once to care for converts and enquirers

and push Gospel effort amongst the others . We have been compelled to

refuse enquirers time and again ( before we left India on our furlough ) .

solely because of the lack of native workers. The people are illiterate , and

it would be disastrous in the extreme to receive them and leave them

without sub- pastoral and pastoral supervision and direction .

We ought to have at least a dozen more pastor - teachers at £8 a year

in our Raipur field .

Yours sincerely ,

( Signed ) Geo. K. Gilder.

Russo -Japanese War.-Wanted, any quantity of old Christmas

cards for distribution to sick and wounded soldiers returning to Japan.
Japanese texts and hymns are pasted or inserted in them . N.B.- These

will cost us 4d . per lb. to post, as per instructions from Miss Holland , of

Osaka.

Pressing Needs of the A.N.M.U. - The following needs are

printed in cold type ; may they meet with a warm response :

1.-£ 12 to complete outfit for the Rev. Herbert Halliwell, Christian

Endeavour missionary to India.
2.-€5 5s . od . towards camera for the same. N.B. - Sussex Endea

vourers have promised one guinea .

3.- £ 36 for our A.N.M.U. Passage and Outfit Fund .

4. - A lady's bicycle for village itinerancy in India .

5.- £60 towards the Deficit Fund for office expenses.

Korea.-The following letter will answer some of the enquiries we

receive about the present condition of the Protestant Orphanage in Seoul ,
Korea :

Remember, Remember, the Fifth of November . - Elsewhere in

these pages will be found an invitation to our Annual Meetings. We
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trust that all our London friends will make a point of hearing our

friend the Rev. F. B. Meyer , in the afternoon , and stay ( if possible) to

hear Mr. Collyer's most interesting stories about the Korean Christia ns.
Endeavourers should note that their OWN MISSIONARY , the Rev.

Herbert Halliwell , will speak on the eve of his departure to India .

*

Bhotau State—About 40,000 .

' Upper Scinde Frontier—232,000 .

Thar and Parkar - 364,000 .

Konkau District - 350,000.

Twenty -seven Talugs in Bombay Presidency, with over five million

inhabitants , and many more in Madras and Bengal Presidencies .

In all these the Bible , the Sabbath, and the Saviour are unknown, nor

the Church claim that it has really occupied other immense

districts , when we find that Hyderabad State has about twenty six

missionaries amongst nine and a-half million heathen , or that there are

only three workers in Gwalior, with 100,000 natives. The divine

petition , " Thy kingdom come," should be coupled in our thoughts with
these ungarnered fields in our great Dependency.

can
Mighty to Save.-The tabulation of statistics relative to conver

sions recorded from time to time by missionaries is a task of some

delicacy, and is often inadvisable, but the results in this direction are a

full compensation for all our work. During the past few weeks we have

heard of special blessing in Bidar , and the JhangBar, India ; in Cuzco ,

Tres Arroyos, and Las Flores , South America ; and from Pondoland and

Zululand, South Africa. Our friends at Bidar appear to be specially

cheered . Mrs. Batstone writes :

My Dear MR. Jones , —Thank you heartily for yours of the 12th

August, with the enclosed cheque . We remember the Union in prayer ,

and trust that the November meeting will be a very fruitful one . The

work is very encouraging,andwe hopefor great things . If the Christians

will but walk close with God, the increase will be great .

Three new workers have just come to us , which , with others , will give

us 10 men and 5 Bible-women. This is in answer to prayer, for last

year, on taking over charge, I had only 2 . We shall yet see a mighty

turning to God in these parts.

Yours faithfully,

W. H. L. BATSTONE .

( For latest information see Mrs. Batstone's article on page 14. )

*

Unoccupied Fields in India . - As far as I am aware , there

are no missionaries and hardly any Christians at all in

Nepål — Population not known, but about 4,000,000 .

Patna Province (not the city in the united provinces) - Population of

2 000,000 .

Cutch-Half a million .

Choudd— Three hundred and ninety thousand

Ballia-Nearly a million .

Our A.N. M.U. Calendar and Almanac.-I want every reader

of this magazine to order, at once,a sample copy of our Coloured Sheet
Almanac, a marvellous production for the small sum of one penny. It can

be sent carefully packed in a tube for two penny stamps. Our is .

block calendar , always a success , is better than ever.

In the future let us rejoice very heartily in our privilege of being

PARTNERS with God in this glorious ministry , remembering that when

we give our money, we may make it little or much , according as we

follow it with prayer, with desire , with hope, with unutterable longing

for souls , or drop it like a dead stone into the contribution box .

sk * *

Men Roger
Jones ,

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION , 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall , Strand

London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South - Western .

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this periodical .

Amounts received by All Nations Mission

ary Union from Sept. 18th to Oct 17th ,

1904 .

...

... 20 16

...

!

...

For the Societies.

£ s . d .

ALL NATIONS Missionary

Union 18 1 5

Baptist MissionarySociety... 0 17 1

Do. ( for Mrs. Couling.China) 0 7 7

Do. (for Miss de Hailes '

hospital, Bolobo ) 0 16 4

Baptist Ženana Society 0 14 7

Do. (for Miss Aldridge) 3 0 0

Regions Beyond Missionary
Union 0 1 1

Do. (for Congo Balolo Mis

sion : Mr. F. Beale) 0 16 3

London Missionary Society

( for Madagascar) ... 0 3 0

Do. (for Mr.G. Wilkerson ) 4 5

Zenana Bible and Medical

Mission 0 6 0

Baptist Medical Mission

Auxiliary 1 17 11

Church of England Zenana
Mission 0 8 1

...

6 s. d .

Mr. F. Cook's Work ( K rlpati,
South India) 2 0 6

Dumaria Mission (Rev. W.

Cooper) 1 6 3

Miss Fulcher's Work (Man.

mad . India ) 0 8 6

Indian Christian Realm 8 0 0

Indian Christian Endeavour

(per Rev H. Halliwell) ... 16 0 0

Miss Holland's Work ( Japan ) 1 0 0

Rev. C. T. Collyer ( for Korean

Work ) 7 6

Korean Protestant Orphanage 0 6 0

Dr. Martyn Newton (Jallal

pur-Jattan ) 0 15 6

Pandita Ramabai's Work

(General) 1 17 6

Do(forsupport of Two

Child Widows) 3 0 0

Miss N. Warr's Work (Nan

chang -Fu ) ... 1 17 1

Dr. X P. Moschou ( Smyrna) 1 6

Punjab Mission (Reforme i

Episcopal Church ) 1 0

Rev. W. E. Horley ( Kuala

Lumpor) 13 3

Kurku and Central Hill Mis

sion (for Miss Hartry ) 1 12 5

Sudan Pioneer Mission 3 1 8

Miss Porter's Work (Pondi

cherri) 1 0 0

1

6 s . d. 6 s. d.
South Africa General Mis Support of " Jessoda " (per

sion ) 0 2 2 Miss Mary Reed ) ... 1 5 0

Do. (for Lulwe Station ) 0 15 2 Per LeicesterAuxiliary 6

Zambesi Industrial Missio Cranford Roa 1. Ilford,

(for “ Domboli ' ) ... 0 3 3 C.E.S. 1 0 0

Rev. Mojola Agbebi's Work Tooting Congregational

(Nigeria )
1 14 3 Church (for Thakuri

(Rev.W. C.Maisey (Angoni II. ) 1 13 2

land) 0 12 8 Hove Y.w.0.1. 4 6 9
Claremont Halı (for

Missions to Jews. " Santoki " ) 1 0 0

South Manchester Branchu 12 3
Wild Olive Graft Mission Cheadle Hulme Branch 0 19 10

( Free Shelter) 0 10 6 Forest Gate Branch 6 5

Do. ( Farmhouse) 0 10 6 Southwark Home Branch 3 4 2

Mildmay Society 0 15 0 West Kirby 0 14 1

Do. ( Sale of Stamps) 0 5 0

Mr Bergmann's Yiddish Bible 0 6 6
Million Farthing Fund.

South America, &c. Mungeli Asylum 1 14 0
Mandla 08

Pastor R. F. Elder ( Tres Ludhiana 0 16 0

Arroyos)
2 0 0

Do. (per Miss Kemp) 0 13 6

Rev. T. C. Joyce (Bahia ) 1 15 0

Dr. Paton's Work (New Heb Home Missions & Miscellaneous.
rides ) 6 10 6

BolivianIndianMission 1 0 0 Furlough Funds 0 5 5

Mr. T. Lister Newtons Work Anglo -Indian Evaugelist.c

(Las Flores) 2 5 5 Society 6 2 3

Sr. E Olsson's Work (Ad
Friends of Armenia 0

rogue ) 02 London City Mission ... 6

Victoria Gospel Press 9 4 10 Open -Air Mission 0 26

Dr. Barnardo's Homes 5

Famine Funds.
Mr. Fegan's Homes 0 5 0

Deptford Mission ( Rev.

Raipur Famine Orphanage ... 1 7 10 Gregory Mantle ) 2 12 0
Ву Sales of Literature,

4

Mission to Lepers.
Post -Cards, etc.

Passages and Vutfits Fund ... 4 13 5

Miss Reed's Work (Chandag ) 0 2 2 By Sale of ForeignStamps 0 3 0

Pakhoi Hospital 0 12 5 Postal Telegraph Christian

For support of Sandlu" Association (for South

and " Mindlu " 5 0 0 America ) 1 14 11

Do. " Bardeo ." * Abu -piva ," Do. ( for China) 0 6 2

and " Bhiku " Sales and Subscriptions to27

Do. " Sian -bi.” “ Makayah ,"
ALL NATIONS 6 18 10

General and
Mahotap," and " Husen Unallotted

ahmed " 3 10
Funds0 129

General Funds 37 12 9 Expenses Fund 6 8

Special Shilling Fund

( " Food for a leper for £207 19 0

one week ' ) 2 18 7

7

1

Europe.

Pastor Rohrbach, Berlin

Figueras Mission

Bull Ring Mission, Madrid ...

0 008 8

0 2 2

0 11 0

0

...4

Asia.

Abor Pioneer Mission 0 13 0

Rev. W. Pettigrew (Manipur,

Assam) 1 10

DeaconAbram'sWork, Persia 0 2 2
Dr. E. H. Edwards, Shan -si 1

Rev. A. Forder ( Bedouin

Mission ) 0 2 2

Bidar Medical Mission (Dr.

Batstone ) 4

China InlandMission (General) 1 11

Do. ( for Native Teacher, per

Mr. Coulthard) 0 10 4

Do. (for Cot in Paoning

Hospital) 1 0 0

Africa .

Mr. A. Carr's Work (Las

Palmas ) 0 16 3

Mr. R. Steven (Casablanca) 0 19 1

Miss A. M. Coote's Work

( Coloured Giris) 0 2 2

Dr. Hayford's New Church

( Gold Coast) 5 6

Natal Mission ( Miss Whitley ) 0 2 2

North Africa Mission ... 0 2 2

Do ( for support of " Sofia ,"

per Miss Jennings ) 1 0 5

Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 2 11 8

8 0

0
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Christmas in Jerusalem .
happiest days, and one to be marked with cheer

ful praises and holy joy.

By Rev. CANON A. HASTINGS Kelk , M.A.
So Christ Churchon Mount Zion , for Hebrew Chris

tians , had to put on a festive appearance, and many loving

(London Jews' Society).
hands were banded together to decorate the interior in

such a manner as to show our gladness, and yet the

soberness of our joy. In this decoration we brought

HE very title brings many scenes crowding in into our service palm branches from Lydda and from

to mymind's eye. And no wonder. Twenty. Jaffa ; pine (called snobah ) clusters from various parts

three happy Christmas Days I spent in the of the country ; caroob from the Mount of Olives and

Holy City, in the midst of devoted workers , the hills of Judea ; the graceful pepper (pimento) with

loving school children , and earnest en its clusters of red berries from the gardens in and

L
L
L
L

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

Boys' SchooL, WITH NEW WING , JERUSALEM .

quirers. And they were not days of rest ; for we around Jerusalem ; the red-berried mistletoe from the

made it our aim to impress upon all the people olive trees, and maiden-hair ferns from the caves around

among whom we dwelt, and for whom we worked, the city . Then we had a large silver star suspended in

that is to say, the Jews in Jerusalem , that the mid-air from the chancel arch, and Scripture texts

birth of our Lord and Saviour was one of suitable for Christmas across the reredos , on the pulpit,our
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and in different parts of the church . Thus we made gathering then. On that day we prepared our shops

very effective Christmas decorations . for a meeting and for inspection, setting out the work of

Our services on Christmas Day were as joyful as our young men in carpentry, turnery, printing , book

possible , commencing with the well-known " Christians, binding, with, on someoccasions, locksmiths' and shoe

awake !" and using throughout such hymns and makers' work. The meeting consisted of friends of our

anthems as were suited to our children's voices and in Industrial Mission , our own workers, and the inmates of

which the congregation could join . the House of Industry , It was a very polyglot

Of course the Latin church has its chief Christmas gathering , for we had addresses in English , German,

services at Bethlehem, commencing on Christmas Eve Spanish, Arabic, and Hebrew. We sang English and

and carried on through the night, and to these most of German hymns. Then the work was inspected, refresh

the visitors went, so that generally our Christmas ments handed round , and the meeting dispersed .

LISBOVS SCHOOL

U
L

BOYS IN THE SCHOOL AT JERUSALEM .

congregations were mostly our own people, with a The next Christmas gathering was at the Girls' School,

slight sprinkling of strangers.
for their recitations. Our Bishop usually presided at

Many people will be astonished to hear that there are this gathering. We had recitations in English, German,

three Christmas days observed in Jerusalem . The and French, and suitable songs and hymns, or sometimes

Latin is the same as ours, that of Western Christendom. a service of song or cantata . The girls, well trained by

The Greek is our old Christmas Day, or Twelfth Day, their teachers, sang very truly and very sweetly,for we

our Epiphany, as they keep to the Old Style, which is find that Jewish voices can be trained to a fairly high

twelve days later than ours . Then the Armenians standard. The bright , happy faces of the girls with their

observe Christmas and Epiphany together, on our 19th neat uniforms , as they sat tier on tier facing the audience ,

of January, or the Greek Epiphany. formed a verycheering sight, and I look back with great

Our Christmas festivities began some time before pleasure on those happy days. To hear some of the

Christmas Day, for December 21st, St. Thomas's Day, little ones who had only lately learned to speak English

was the anniversary of our House of Industry for repeating in their new tongue the words of the Lord

Jewish Enquirers , so we had our first Christmas Jesus , or verses in His praise, was very delightful and

-
-
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spoke of real work done for their Master by

some of His devoted servants .

Next we would have an evening for the

Boys' School , and here again the Bishop

would preside when able. This was always

a very popular entertainment, for we not

only had good recitations, songs and

hymns, but the musical drill of the boys

was very taking. Usually one of the best

reciters would give some piece with sharp ,

crisp sayings in it which took well with

the audience. Here the hymns and songs

were well sung and with a heartiness which

showed how well the boys entered into

the spirit of the words and the music.

Prizes were distributed at these meetings

of the two schools, and each boy and girl

had some gift either then or onChristmas

Day.

Nor were the Day Schools forgotten , for

they too had their special gatherings, some

times with the Boarding Schools and

sometimes at separate meetings, according

to the circumstances of the year.

There was also , in most years, a Christ

mas tree at the hospital for those patients who were

able to be present. These received some gift of

clothing or useful article.

All these that I have now spoken of were in connec

tion with our Jewish work, but I always made it my rule

to attend certain other Christmas gatherings. There

CANON Kelk's House

(During his residence in Jerusalem ).

were two always held on Christmas Eve which I think

I only once missed in all my twenty-three Christmas

Days, and then on account of illness. The first was the

Christmas gathering of the C.M.S. Boys' School, outside

the City Wall, yet , like our Boys' School , on Mount Zion .

There was usually a Christmas tree in the middle of the

room, and the boys were arranged on one side . Here

we had Arabic , French , and English recitations, songs

and hymns.

The second Christmas Eve gathering to which I

always went was that at the Kaiserswerth Deaconesses '

Schools for Girls — Talitha Cumi. Here was the most

elaborate Christmas tree , very carefully arranged , and

decked with gifts and ornaments. We had first a

Scripture examination , and some very sweet singing in

German and Arabic . The head of this establishment

has , during the past year , gone to her rest , after upwards

of fifty years' work in Jerusalem , at the age of eighty

two or eighty -three ; a true , devoted servant of the

Lord Jesus, whose name (Sister Charlotte) has long

been familiar to those who know anything of Jerusalem

and its Christian work.

Our Christmas morning was usually ushered in by

some of our boys going to a few chosen places and

singing Christmas carols. Then came our service in

Church , of which I have already spoken . After this

was over I had a custom of going to the Girls' School ,

to join them at their Christmas dinner, after which we

had the Christmas tree lighted, and Father Christmas

distributed gifts to all the children .

But Christmas Day in a foreign land , even in such a

place as Jerusalem , brings, especially to lonely workers,

thoughts of dear friends in England gatheringtogether in

homes and families , while they are probably the only

absentees , and there must come something of a feeling

of sadness. And so we fell into the custom of inviting

all such lonely ones to join us at our evening meal, that

they might have something of the feeling of home-life

on that festal day . We have had , sometimes, as many

as twenty-six sitting down to that meal .

GLORY TO THE NEW BORN KINC

CHRIST CHURCH , INTERIOR.

( Hecorated for Christmas . )
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“ chiqq ” måkers, and the women make good

door-mats, spin cotton and weave “ nawar ”

(webbing) . In addition to these industries,

everyone, with the exception of three or four

feeble-minded, learns to read and write.

By the Way.

At the mela at Dhunaghat, there is a peculiar

custom of fighting with stones . For about an

hour the mock battle is kept up, missiles flying

freely. Sometimes the combatants receive nasty

wounds in the head , or in other portions of

the body, but they continue the conflict, crying

N perils by mine own countrymen .” So the apostle victory to their “ debi,” or god, who is carried about in the

described the persecutions he suffered at the arms of a man, There are perhaps 12,000 men and women

hands of those of the same race. It is as true to day present. Last year Tima, Miss Mary Reed's village evan .

that the Jew who accepts Jesus Christ is subject, not gelist, who itinerates from Chandag, and is supported by

merely to social ostracism , but to violent ill - treatment. the M.P.A. , spent three days there with his magic lantern.

The majority of Jews in so -called “ Christian ” Europe - The people left the playing and dancing, and listened

over eight millions of them-live in lands where pro- silently to the spoken message.

fessing Christians systematically

persecute them. This year has

been marked by massacres of Jews
“ A NEWSPAPER of British Hon

duras advocates the starting of a

in Russia, last Easter , and by
Jewish colony there . Some time

more recent instances, in which

helpless men, women , and chil

ago an agent of Baron de Hirsch

visited Honduras with a view to

dren have been tortured and killed .

establish a Jewish colony, but was

A few survivors of the Kischineff
deterred by the yellow -fever scare.

massacres have reached Jeru

salem , destitute, and with terrible
The newspaper says that yellow

fever is not epidemic in the

accounts of what they witnessed .

The Society for the Relief of

Colony. ” —The American Hebrew .

Persecuted Jews seeks to relieve

at least those who escape and
The Rev. J. I. Macdonald, for

reach Jerusalem , by giving them
six years past a C.M.S. missionary

work at Abraham'sVineyard, and Duhua in Travancore, has been accepted

some food and clothing to others.
CMI

by the Baptist Missionary Society

In order to add to the seventy
Willage

school
for mission work in Orissa . Mr.

Jews daily at work in the Vine

Macdonald recently severed his

yard, and to the 1,500 families on
connection with the Church of

the Relief Register, funds are
England in consequence of a

needed at once . Winter is setting

change of views on the question of

in , and fuel as well as food is
baptism .

required by the fever- stricken ,
A C.M.S. SCHOOL, NORTH INDIA .

blind and aged , who live in

miserable abodes, from which
The Rev. W. C. Willoughby,

rain , snow and wind cannot be kept out. Contributions who acted as interpreter during the visit of King Khama

will be thankfully received by F. A. Bevan , Esq ., Hon . to this country , is at present in England . Mr. Willoughby

Treasurer, 54 , Lombard Street , E.C. , or by Mr. E. A. has come home to consult the Directors of the L.M.S. in re

Finn, Secretary, 41 , Parliament Street, S.W.
gard to the new building of the Central School for Bechuana

land, of which he has been appointed principal . The new

school will be erected at Tiger Kloof, near Vryburg.

A work for the blind was founded at Rajpur, India,

some years ago, by the late Miss Sharp. In several centres At the same time the Sixth ZionistCongress was held in Basle,

persons trained in this institution are now engaged in active a Jewish Congress took place in SichronJacob, in Palestine, for

Christian work. Two married couples , four Bible-women, the purpose of calling into life an organization of all Jewsliving

in Palestine. There were present seventy delegates and sixty

and one lad , seven of whom are totally blind and the
teachers. Every Jew (women included ), eighteen years of age,

remaining two with sufficiently bad eyesight to be unable

to earntheir own living in any of the usual walks of life, charity,belongs to theorganization and pays a yearly dueof one

and who has lived a year in Palestine and does not receive

are now working as teachers, not only thus making their
frc . The Society is in correspondence with foreign societies who

own way in the world , but also rendering most valuable work for Palestine. It watches over all the interests of the Jews

service in teaching other blind people . Out of the four of Palestine, helps all local institutions materiallyand spiritually,

Bible -women , two are engaged in teaching people with and endeavours to make Hebrew the living languageof the land .

a

Houses,and the other at St.Catherine's Hospital, Amritsar, LaRould be glad tohear of pupilsfrom parents going abroad .

ADY, ,

where she is a diligent and earnest reader to the sick . In Individual attention. References given and required .--E.A .,

the workshops , several boys are excellent chair, basket, and Trent Villa, Tennyson Road, Kettering.
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Christmas in Jtaly.
you too would have to confess that, in your sweet memories of

Christmas of long ago, Gregory's Mixture, or some other

By Rev. W. K. LANDELS
corrective, has its place.

In a country like Italy, where there is so much diversity of

( Baptist Missionary Society ). race, there must naturally be variety of custom in the different

WELL remember how, in my youthful days, we youngsters
provinces. During my sojourn in the country I have spent

used to look forward to Christmas. Not, alas ! because two Christmasses in Rome, ten in Naples, and sixteen in

it was the day on which the Church of Christ is accus
Turin. I propose in this article to draw from my own

tomed to commemorate His birth , but because on that
experience and memories.

occasion we expected to have somewhat better fare than
Christmas Day, in all Catholic countries, is one of the great

ordinary. How good the turkey was in anticipation, and the

religious festivals. During the preceding night services are

plum pudding, and the sweets of many descriptions ! We
held in all the churches, and every priest has to say three

used to quote the doggrel :
Masses. The faithful are under the obligation to be present

“ Christmas comes but once a year,
at one Mass at least, whilst they are invited to attend all three,

And when it comes it brings good cheer.”
as by so doing they conform better to the spirit of the

Chutch .

And in this belief our hearts rejoiced .

Now if it be true that Christmas in Great Britain brings importance to the day of Epiphany, which falls on the 6th

In Rome I have found that the people attach much more

good cheer, it is equally true of Italy . Indeed , in many of January, than they do to Christmas itself. It is then that

respects, the customs of the one people resemble those of the thefamilies gathertogether to eat and drink and make merry ;

other. In both cases the old superstitions connected with the it is then that the little ones are made glad with toys and

day seem to die hard , if indeed they show any sign at all of sweetmeats. On that night a great fair is held in the Piazza

giving way before the influence of modern thought and feeling. Lavona called the Fiera della Befana. Those who have any

In both places we find religious sentiment, or at least religious respect for their ear-drums should keep as far as possible

ceremonies, connected with the Christmas festivities . In both away from that scene of frivolity ; indeed, they woulddowell

countries the people give themselves to rejoicing and feasting ; to stopat home until the next day, as the people in their light

heartedness go about the streets making as much noise as they

can, many of them carrying tin trumpets, more like foghorns

than cornets, and amusing themselves by blowing blasts with

all their might into the ears of the passers by. This is a game

in which the fun is all on one side, and the greater the sur

prise and consternation of the victim , the greater the satisfac

tion and the louder the laughter of the merry -maker.

In looking back on the happy years I spent in Naples there

are two customs connected with Christmas that stand out

clearly in mymemory.

The Neapolitan as a rule is much attached to the forms and

ceremonies of his religion, and, however unscrupulous he may

be in somematters, is very careful to put into practice certain

precepts of his Church. One of the duties imposed on the

faithful is that they shall prepare themselves for thenocturnal

services, mentioned above, by fasting on Christmas Eve.

Fasting in the Romish Churchmay mean feasting, provided

that only certain kinds of food are partaken of. Butcher's

meat and poultry are forbidden , and so are kept in store for

Christmas Day ; but fish may make an

excellent substitute. And fish it is ; fish

of every description, salt fish and fresh

fish , shell-fish and cuttle- fish , crabs and

lobsters. The Neapolitan , however , on

this particular occasion seems to go in

more for eels than anything else ; there

are sharp-nosed eels, and broad -nosed

eels and snigs ; congers and lampreys ; big

eels and little eels, that have sometimes

feasting which too often been kept for months to fatten in huge

degenerates into de ponds constructed for the purpose .

bauchery, gluttony, and
The fish market on Christmas Eve is a

drunkenness. It is sight never to be forgotten . It is held in a

commonly said in Italy
short street called the Via Santa Brigida,

that the doctors are and the paths and the roadway seem

never so busy as during
alive with live fish . There they are, jump

the last daysof Decem
ing out of the baskets and floppingabout

ber, and the the pavement, while many an eel slips

chemists in that season along the gutter and tries to make its way

have to be provided
into the drains. But the fishermen are

with a large stock of
ever on the look-out to deal with these un

carbonate of soda ,
ruly individuals, and deftly taking them by

citrate of magnesia, and the neck, throw them again into their

similar drugs. Let not SWAIN SC
baskets, often running the risk, when they

this shock you, gentle have to deal with a lamprey, ofgetting a

reader, for, if the truth
nasty bite for their pains. There are

were told, I am in First Meeting PLACE AND PRESENT CHAPEL, MEANA. hundreds of sellers and thousands of

clined to believe that (One of Mr. Landels' Stations.) buyers, who create a perfect pandemonium

that
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Among the members of the Evangelical Churches in Italy

Christmas is observed pretty much as it is among Christians in

England . In connection with many of the Sunday Schools it

has become the custom to have a treat for the children

towards the end of December, or the beginning of January, at

which the Christmas tree, loaded with useful presents, figures

largely. In connection with my own church in Turin this

treat is one of the great events of the year. The children

naturally take a very prominentpart in the proceedings, sing,

ing a number of songs and hymns, and reciting pieces of

poetry and of dialogue. The people come in great numbers

to see and to hear , many as a rule having to be turned away

from the doors. Would to God that they manifested a like

desire to hear the simple preaching of the Gospel !

MOUNT

Spanish and Portuguese

Church Elid Society.

ON

ROCCIAMILONE,

11,660 FT . HIGH

SWAIN SC

ST. JOSEPH'S CHAPEL , MEANA.

N Thursday evening, October 1 , at Madrid, Bishop

Cabrera conferred the order of Deacon on four can

didates and that of Presbyter on one, all of whom have

worked for many years in the evangelization of their native

land. All the candidates had been under the supervision of

Bishop Cabrera for years, and were subjected to a searching

examination by him, his chaplain (who is the Commissary of

the Irish Council of Bishops in charge of the work ), and two

of his ministers. Carefully prepared essays on theological

subjects, “ The Work of the Holy Spirit in the Individual and

the Church," “ The Biblical Conception of the Holy Spirit, "

“ The Nature and Effects of Original Sin ," etc., had been

written by the candidates, who were asked to maintain

the positions adopted and to meet difficulties that arose in

the course of their arguments. All acquitted themselves well ,

and it was a touching sight to see the congregation of four

hundred-all of whom were compelled to enter by a side door

in an adjoining house, through a courtyard, and by a back

door into the church—follow the service with sustained

interest. The Spanish authorities still illegally keep the

front door closed. An eloquent sermon was preached by

Señor Regaliza, in which he exhorted the candidates to put

their whole trust in the Redeemer, who would never fail them

in the trials that lay before them . Seventy-three of those

present received the Holy Communion, and a spirit of unity

and concord characterized the entire service. After the

Benediction the Bishop and the newly -ordained clergymen

embraced one another with tears, for all felt that God

had given to His people a rich blessing. It is cheering to

note that the Reformed Church is able to supply ministers

from its own men , and is no longer dependenton men who

have been Roman priests for the replacing of gaps in the

ranks of its ministers and the extension of its work.

each one screaming louder than the other as he endeavours to

get the best of the bargain.

Christmas in Naples is no less noisy than the preceding day,

The people , having done their duty by going to church , and

having ministered to their pleasure by eating and drinking

morethan is good for them , must give vent to their feelings

in noise. The easiest and most effectual means to this end

seems to be the throwing of bombs and the firing of petards,

and so for hours loud explosions are heard all over the city,

the bombardment often continuing until long after midnight.

This is naturally a very dangerous practice, and Christmas

seldom comes and goes without some serious accidents taking

place. It is a strange way for a people to give expression to

its rejoicing, but then the Neapolitans are a strange race !

The people of Turin are, I think, more religious than their

countrymen in the south . They are less bigoted , and broader

and more tolerant in their views, but have far more true

religious sentiment. In their observance of Christmas they do

not forget what the festival means, and seem to have a sincere

desire to commemorate the birth of Christ.

The churches in the morning are crowded with worshippers

who , later in the day, go to visit one or more of the shrines

that have been prepared for the occasion . These shrines, or

presepii as they are called, are one of the features of the

Christmas festivities in Turin . They are sometimes prepared

by the first painters and sculptors of the town, and, as maybe

supposed, are exceedingly beautiful. There are the stable

with the cattle , the wisemen with their mules and camels, the

Holy Family, all of them of life size. Everything is arranged

most artistically, and in a way calculated to produce the best

effect. It is not surprising that the people are ready to spend

a small sum for the privilege of seeing such a work of art,

especially when they know that their money is to go to some

charitable or philanthropic object .

Robert Louis STEVENSON , in a specch at Sydney (1893), said :

“ I had conceived a great prejudice against Missions in the

South Seas ; and I had no sooner come here than that prejudice

was at first reduced , and at last annihilated . Those who

deblaterate against Missions have only one thing to do — to

come and seethem on the spot.”

On account of the great pressure on our

advertizing columns, we have been compelled

to issue an eight-page Supplement this month,

instead of four pages as last year. The literary

matter in this issue extends to nineteen pages

in place of the usual sixteen.
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Christmas Day in the kinnaird Thospital.

HRISTMAS Day was a bright and happy one for the

patients in the Lady Kinnaird Memorial Mission

Hospital, Lucknow . From an early hour the nurses

were busy completing the decorations. The Surgical Ward,

where the tamasha was to be given , was hungwith pretty

festoons on the walls, and from the sides to the centre of the

room , making it look like a garden scene. Flags and gaily

illuminated texts were hung on all sides , while evergreens,

kindly sent by Mr. Ridley, reminded one of the season .

At 3 p.m. the patients invited (old in - patients and the out

patients) began to arrive. All gathered in the large Surgical

Ward . Hindoostanee translations of well-known Christmas,

friends of Armenia .

“INTEREST in Armenia is dead ." So soon do we forget!

Our sympathy has gone out to the victims of the Kischineff

massacres and to Macedonia , but we ought to remember that

the need of that country on whose behalf our hearts were

stirred a few years ago is not at an end . The Friends of

Armenia undertook the support of large numbers of widows

and orphans atthe time of the bitter and cruel persecution,

and these are still on their hands. In an appeal just issued,

they say : " When children are left for years to wander on the

streets , to be hunted by Turks or Kurds, to fight with the dogs

for garbage, to seek their night's shelter beneath some hollow

rock, they do not remain as they were. Body and soul

A BIBLE LESSON IN THE KINNAIRD HOSPITAL.

(Zenana, Bible and Medical Mission .)

hymns were sung to native tunes. A short and very appro become degraded, and they sink to a level of mere animal

priate address was then given by the lady doctor ( Miss existence . Had we gathered these at first it had been easy to

Cornall ), on the reason of Christmas joy, and its world-wide train and educate them . It will not be so easy to -day. We may

signification, which was listened towithdeep interest . Each say we have no funds for fresh cases, and that interest in

in - patient then received a piece of material for a kurla, and Armenia is dead, but dare we risk letting the children whom we

the children were given dolls or toys. have saved sink as low as these ? "

An unexpected surprise then came, by the appearance of a There are 400 orphans under the care of the Society. The

little fairy (Cuckoo Robertson, of the Aish Bagh Water average cost of support is only fourpence per day. There

Works) aged five years, arrayed in white and silver, with is also the industrial work at Marash to sustain . This, it is

glistening wings, wand and crown—a little embodiment of hoped, may in time become self-supporting, like the industrial

beauty. Eachof the out-patients on departing was presented work at Urfa, where 700 women now work for the trade

with some little gift and oranges and sweetmeats. The in direct .

patients were very liberally attended to later on , when the We would make the suggestion that readers, in the pur

wards had somewhat subsided into quietness. As a finale, chase of their Christmas gifts, should not forget the depôt of

through the kindness of a friend, the hospital compound the Friends of Armenia at 47, Victoria Street, Westminster,

presented another welcome surprise to the patients and their where fancy goods of all descriptions-genuine native work

friends. Hundreds of little lights sprang up all around the are on view.

verandah, shining through red, green, and purple glass, out Funds in aid of the work can be forwarded through

liningthe verandahs in a very pleasing way. Thus ended a HECTOR MUNRO FERGUSON, Esq., Treasurer, at the above

red -letter day. - Indian Daily Telegraph . address.
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ago become national ; but this widening out of its pur

pose so as to include all mankind was a further, and an

immeasurable advance. Hitherto limited to the Jew, it

AND TEACH was henceforth to embrace all the Gentile peoples, even

6 MISSIONARY MAGAZINE NATIONS
to the uttermost ends of the earth . It needs, also, to be

emphasized that, as Dr. Horton has so well expressed itJOHN JACKSON

in the extracts which we reprint at the head of this

article , the Evangel is above all things a message to
All Literary Communications, Books for Review, etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS . ALL NATIONS , ' Exeter Hall , Strand ,
be declared , and not merely or mainly a system to be

London , W.C. established. We should be the last to disparage any of

the varied forms which missionary effort takes in our
Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

Missionary Pence Association , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C. time , but there is need to guard against agencies and

methods which ought to be secondary, usurping the
Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Missionary Pence
first place . The outstanding command of her Lord , and ,

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES . therefore , the first business of His church , is to preach

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the the Gospel. Educational , medical and industrial efforts

PUBLISHERS , MARSHALL BROS. , House, Paternoster all have their value , and we need , not less, but more of

Row , E.C.
all of them, but they can never be substitutes for the

message spoken by men who have realized its power

for themselves and who, energized by the spirit of

Christ , are willing to spend their lives in passing it on

to others. All other agencies can only be supplementary

to this , but we fear that these branches of work, so

visible and tangible in their results , are in danger of

absorbing energies which should be devoted to the one

essential purpose, namely, the proclamation of the

Christmas Evangel to all mankind . In enforcing the

“ Christianity is an Evangel; it is the announce
importance of proclaiming the spiritual message , which

ment of certain tidings , and the message is essen
is divinely adapted to the needs of all men , we must

ially directed to all the world : ' the grace of God guard ourselves against mistaken conceptions of what

appeared, bringing salvation to all men. ' The
we expect it to accomplish. Its highest aim is not the

Church exists simply and solely to deliver the mere Christianizing of countries or communities, or the

message, to deliver it to all men.” improvement of their physical and temporal condition .

It has a much higher purpose , namely, to impart to

“ When Christianity ceases to be a message, a perishing men the life and immortality brought to light

world-wide message, and becomes a system , a
by the Gospel , and it would seem to be the present

polity, it rapidly declines, it loses its tone ; the purpose of the great Head of the Church rather to

shout of the King is no longer in the midst.”
gather out from among mankind a people for Himself

Rev. R. F. HORTON , D.D.
than to accomplish the conversion of nations. These

vast results may be in the remote or even in the

immediate future, but we shall expose ourselves to

We are accustomed , and very properly so , to associ probable disappointment if we anticipate such triumphs

ate the world-wide missionary commission with the of Christianity under the present order of things. There

great command of Christ immediately is everything in the point of view ; and , regarded from

The Universal before His ascension . But we do well , this standpoint, there is much in the present position to

Evangel. especially at this season of the year, encourage us . When we bear in mind that the modern

to remind ourselves that its origin lies missionary movement is barely a century old , and that

further back, and is , in fact , directly connected with the the first quarter, at least , of that period was spent

Incarnation . The first Christmas message of the angel in slow and weary efforts to gain admission to closed

was also the first announcement of the missionary enter countries , we may face the future with hope. If only

prize . It distinctly implied, if it did not directly define, the next fifty years show an advance proportionate to

the great undertaking in which all our readers are that of the past , it will be more evident than ever that

doubtless glad to have their part . “ Good tidings of great the universal Evangel is indeed the power of God unto

joy, which shall be to all people . ” This was an entirely salvation to every one that believeth , to the Jew first,

new conception of religion ; originally tribal , it had long and also to the Gentile .
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Christmas in Madagascar..

distributionof little toys, pencils, etc., to the children, if there

are any in the company.

Another event in the Mission schools which precedes
By Rev. GEORGE H. PEAKE, F.R.C.S., Ed . Christmas by one or two days is the prize distribution. This

( London Missionary Society ).
is accompanied by an entertainment of some sort, such as the

exhibitio of lantern views appropriate to the season, or a

HRISTMAS DAY among the evangelized tribes of Mad Christmas tree upon which the prizes are hung. Christmas

CС
agascar is usually preceded by a custom of paying trees are also held in the Mission homes for the immediate

and receiving calls to and from one another. On the helpers and servants of the missionaries. These are occasions

last market day before Christmas a large number of fowls , of great rejoicing and pleasure, and we trust of spiritual

turkeys, geese, etc., are bought, which are to be distributed benefit too.

amongst the friends upon whom the calls are made. Christmas Day itself is for the Christian communities of

One must lay oneself out as much as possible on these Madagascar a day of large gatherings for worship. Before

occasions to receive the visitors, who from time to time during the establishment of the French Government in the island , the

the two or three days preceding December 25th form little great festival of the year was that of the Bath, usually held in

gatherings in the compound. Some of these groups will con November. This has since then, however, been discouraged

sist of a whole family, or the pastor , deacons, and agood many by the authorities, being as it was the season for the universal

members of one of the churches. expression of loyalty to the Malagasy Queen and Government.

Montaque

THE GIRLS' SCHOOL, AMBATONAKANGA.

The little ceremony is carried out with a good deal of form, So Christmas has now come to be the greatest annual festival

as is so often the custom with Eastern peoples. With many among the Christians of the island . In all the centres of mis .

and repeated salutations, the visitors are graciously ushered sionary effort, great congregations meet in the churches, both

into the room (the host having met them at the door ) , and morning and afternoon. There are no evening services in the
seated as comfortably as possible on the floor. After a few Malagasy churches. The preachers are carefully selected ;

preliminary remarks, there is a short pause, and all eyes are Christmas hymns are practised by the congregations several

turned to the most important of the visitors. He begins with weeks before hand ; the buildings themselves are white

some such phrase as the following : - " Owing to the revolution washed and thoroughly cleaned ; new mats are laid down,

of the years, and the turning overof the days, we have reached and everything done to make the services as bright and as

once more this great season of rejoicing, through the grace of successful as possible.

God, and we have come to visit you to -day, bringing you our At the same season the people whitewash their own houses,

salutations, and these small offerings, with which to make a and procure new mats for them , and extensive arrangements

little hot soup for yourself and family ." The names of mem are made beforehand with regard to the clothing to be worn

bers of the family who may be absent are mentioned, as being on Christmas Day. This, of course, has constituted a

one with them in these salutations and gifts. The present, of snare amongst a people so fond of dress and ornament as

whatever it may consist, is then produced from beneath the are the Malagasy . Those whocan afford it will go to the ex

lamba - large shawl- of one of theservants and placed on the pense of buying European clothing, boots, hats, etc. Except
floor. In the missionaries' homes these are opportunities for on such occasions, however, Malagasy women do not as rule

a short prayer or hymn, or a word in season, and for the wear hats. They take a great pride in their long black hair,
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which is braided most carefully in many different ways.

Those who cannot buy will either borrow the articles wanted,

or even go into debt in order to be able to purchase them.

The people think nothing of coming to borrow the mis

sionary'sclothing at such seasons - meeting, of course, with a
refusal.

On the day itself there is an early prayer meeting, to ask

for blessing on the services of the day. The people will

gather in the churches as long as two hours before the set

time, in order to secure seats, and many are turned away

from the doors, unable to find accommodation. The waiting

hours are mostly spent in singing hymns. In the early days,

before the abolition of slavery by the French Government,

set to native tunes. This part of the programme has, how

ever, had to be, to an extent, discouraged and kept in check,

as in some places it has led to rivalryand ill-feeling, ending

in fighting and stone-throwing.

In the afternoon, a similar crowd seeks to gain admission to

the building, and the same interest and conduct is main

tained. After sunset comes the remaining event of the day
that is, the evening meal of rice, accompanied by the hot

soup ” so kindly provided by the friends.

66

C.E.Z.M.S.—The Calcutta Mohammedan branch of the

Church of England Zenana Mission reports progress for the

A ROYAL KABARY , MADAGASCAR.

(A State Ceremonial under the late Monarchy.)

year.slaves were sent to take possession of seats for their masters

or mistresses.

The sight on entering one of these buildings—so crowded

is most inspiring. Gorgeous silk and coloured print lambas

meet the eye in every direction. Hair is beautifully and most

carefully braided, and this is often the work of professional

hair dressers, having cost the owners the greater part of the

previous dayin plaiting.

Every available space down the aisles, up the pulpit steps,

and on the pulpit itself, is occupied . The service is solemn

and impressive. The hymns are sung most heartily and with

real enjoyment. The Malagasy are exceedingly fond of sing

ing, and many of them are able to supply the different parts

to a tune without having any music. Throughout a fairly

long service, consisting of several hymns, prayers, readings,

andtwo sermons, the attention is most exemplary.

In conclusion, the choirs of several neighbouring country

churches which are present, will render one or twoanthems

A greater appreciation of the New Testament and

desire to possess it are evident , in part the result of the

distribution of the Bibles, &c. , through Lord Radstock's

scheme, in memory of our late Queen . An Institute for Blind

Women in Foochow was opened in September, in connection

with the China Mission of the Society. Funds will only allow

of twelve being received at present. One prospective inmate

is a young widow who has been shamefully treated by her

mother -in -law for the crime of being blind , and therefore

unable to earn her “ rice.” Another is the second daughter

of parents whodrowned their first child because she was also

blind. The life of this one was spared because neighbours

warned them they had incurred heaven's wrath by killing the

child, and they were afraid to do away with the second .

MR. F. Lister Newton is desirous of returning to Argentina

at once, and we shall be glad to receive donations towards his

passage money.
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TReligious Movements in

A throughout the decade,wecannot overlook the

literature ; and that this important sphere of usefulness should

receive the careful attention of the Christian Church . There

is need also of a godly succession of Indian Christian scholars

and sentiments of their

countrymen , may effectively present to them the Eastern

By Rev. T. E. SLATER apologetic of Christianity.

Though the reactionary spirit that is abroad is more averse

( London Missionary Society ). to change than it was twenty years ago, and sees occult

significance in ancient practices, esoteric meanings to account

II . for outward forms, and exalted truths concealed under a

mass of allegory in old legends, there is happily another side .

MONG the healthier and abiding influences for good There are healthy currents of intellectual and religious

thought, flowing from the great Christian stream , and running

ment of Religions. Nobly organized and presided over truly and deeply through certain sections of theHindu nation.

by the late esteemed Dr.John Henry Barrows,ample testimony The fatal weakness of Vedāntism , and of all spiritualistic

has been borne in India to the good it did in leading the repre philosophy, which starts from animpersonal and self-evoking

sentatives of different faiths to understand one another better ; principle, is that there is no clearly -defined moral law , and no

thus cultivating the spirit of brotherhood, toleration , and sym Sermon on the Mount, and nó gracious and Redeeming

pathy in religiousmatters . At the same time it has been gener Personality, to purge and quicken the conscience, and guide

ally agreedthat the Christian faith held a pre-eminent position and inspire the lives and practices of the people. But this

in the Parliament ; and the expectation of its promoters that inherent and unique power of Christianity is now being dis

eventually it would lead to the diffusion of Christian truth in covered bymany. It is admitted that, in spite of all the

the world, has been already fulfilled in India. One of its defects of Christian nations, there is among them a force

first practical results was the establishment of the Haskell making for righteousness which is lacking in India. The

Lectureship for the chief cities of India ; and such leading Bible is found a help in daily life ; and through trust in

Christian teachers of the West as Dr. Barrows, Principal Christ, power is consciously received to withstand temp

Fairbairn , of Oxford, and Dr. Cuthbert Hall, of New York , tation .

have been the first to present, in a liberal and conciliatory Among the indirect ways in which Christian principles and

way, " the great truths of Christianity, its harmonies with the . sentiments have been working for good, arethe Hindu Social

truths of other religions, and its rightful claims, to the scholarly Reform Associations and Conferences that have been started

and thoughtful people of India ." during the decade, composed of not a few earnest men, who

Powerful influences and definite teaching suchas this can are the hope of their country and seek to redress the shame

not but tell in the country ; though it was not to be expected ful evils that afflict society . At times, in Christian Halls,

that these deliverances would pass unchallenged by the child marriage and oppressed widowhood, the ignorance of

champions of Hinduism . The first outspoken manifesto of women, caste exclusiveness, priestcraft, templeabuses, and

Dr. Barrows called forth a series of critical articles, bv no dancing girls, have met with a censure from Hindus them

means unworthy of notice, in the Madras Hindu, in 1897, selves far severer than missionaries would care to pass in

which were afterwards published in an octavo pamphlet of public meetings. Memorials to those in authority have been

52 pages, entitled “ The Claims of Christianity : a Criticism. " adopted , giving expression to the growing sense against

One of its chief features was the citation of Western author nautch performances, and it was a noteworthy fact, that

ities, many of whom supplied some of the keenest weapons of throughout the tour of the Viceroy in South India at the end

attack. Strauss, Renan, Heine, Huxley,Matthew Arnold, John of 1900, he was nowhere greeted by the dancing girls, who

Morley, Leslie Stephen, W. S. Lilly , Cotter Morison, Ingersoll, used to be everywhere, onrailway platforms, in processions,

Grant Allen , Draper, andSamuel Laing, are all brought into the and at durbars— " a relic of the barbaric age.” That this new

witness -box ; while Cardinal Newman, Archbishop Magee, the found indignation against wrong -doing is a reflection of the

Bishop of Derry, C. H. Spurgeon, Tolstoi, J. B. Crosier, T. H. Christian virtues, is evident from the fact thatalready the cry

Green, G. H. Lewis , Dr. Pusey, Professors Flint and Fairbairn , of alarm is raised that the Reformers are introducing Christi

together with the Quarterly Review, the Fortnightly, and the anity in disguise.” And the movement may, indeed, be

London Spectator, and the Church Congress, are also pressed claimed as a striking instance of “ applied Christianity,"

into service for one purpose or another . quietly and unconsciously carried out by those who, though

This self -assurance of Hinduism – that there is nothing in inspired by its spirit, are still far from being professing

Christianity which an enquiring Hindu mind cannot find in Christians.

his own faith - this free criticism of both traditional and Strange as it may seem, this progressive spirit seeks fulfil.

nominal Christianity, have been a marked characteristic of the ment in two different directions ; and in this the inherent

movement of the last decade. The evangelization of the Hindus weakness of Hinduism is shown . While it looks to the best

as a nation is, in their own opinion, " as far off as the for its social and political ideals, it confessedly looks to a

millennium : there is room enough in the world for both revival of the most ancient national ideals in regard to religion.

Christianity and Hinduism ." The native Press is entirely in Hindu ecclesiastics have never concerned themselves with

the hands of the educated classes, and during the present social wrongs and philanthropic schemes ; and this severance

period of transition it would seem as if the main instruments of religion from sociology, this failure of Hinduism as the

of Western enlightenment in India- education and the reforming agency, an instrument of progress, robs it of half its

printing -press - were telling almost as much in favour of strength , and there is no aspect of Christianity likely to be

reaction as of progress. To cite an extreme position quite more impressive in India than that it is an applied and

lately taken up, a Madras magazine, called The Arya, a new sacred science for the uplifting of the oppressed and

champion of Hinduism, was started in 1901 , which has elected outcast .

to give up the defensive and to attack Christianity on its own For many years the Brahmo Samaj was the only organized

ground, the Editor beginning by assailing the central fact of movement within the pale of Hinduism that stood for

the New Testament — the Resurrection of Christ. The scep social reform . During the past decade it cannot be said to

tical arguments used are not original, nor are they borrowed, have been an aggressive form , at least in the South . Having

as they were some years ago, from Ingersoll and Bradlaugh , led the way, its spirit and efforts would seem to have been ab

but are inspired by the higher criticism of the Encyclopædia sorbed, to a large extent, by the advanced party within Hin

Britannica . This is very suggestive, and shows the range of duism proper ; while all that is best and vital in theological

reading of the educated, and the uses made of it . And itmust Brahmanism , so ably and earnestly represented, since the

be evident to any one who grasps the situation , that men who death of Kesbab Chandra Sen , by Protab Chandra Mozamdar,

thus think and write in English, can best be reached through bids fair to be gradually absorbed by liberal Christianity. Mr.
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Mozamdar visited South India in 1896, and delivered several

striking addresses : and in course of conversation with a

Christian friend , asked “ what could be done to bring his

countrymen to feel Christ to be the same reality to them, that

He was to him ; and so prepare the way for an Indian

Church based on pure Christianity ; a Church in keeping

with the example of Christ ;a revival, not of Hinduism , but of

the religion of the New Testament ? ”

India is surely moving- and moving in the right direction

—and Christian workers may well be thankful, and patient,

and hopeful. During the decade, there was a notable sight

one evening in a city in the South . An intelligent young
C.I.S. THotes.

Brahman lectured with great enthusiasm , and with many

discreet references to Christian books, on “ The Incomparable

Christ,” while an orthodox Hindu presided ; and, on another HE Right Rev. the Bishop of Athabasca (Dr.

occasion, a Mohammedan missionary from the North gave an . Young) has arrived in England .

earnest address on “Morality,” from a Christian standpoint, in

a Christian building, to a Hindu audience, with the principal

of a Government College in the chair.
The Rev. Hubert Brooke, vicar of St. Margaret's,

On the shelves of a well-known Oriental library in Banga- Brighton, has accepted the invitation to preach the

lore, which containsthe volumes of the “ Sacred Books of the C.M.S. Annual Sermon in May next.

East," and a number of abstruse Oriental works, are to be

seen , side by side, the Bhagavad -gītā , and the Annotated Para

graph Bible, presented by the Treasurer of the London
The death is announced, by cablegram , of the Rev.

Religious TractSociety, the Laws of Manu and the “ Imita- J. Ireland Jones, of the Ceylon Mission . Mr. Jones

tion of Christ ,” the Sanskrit drama of Sakuntala and C. H. commencedwork in 1857, andwas the father of the Rev.

Spurgeon's Sermons, the Hindu Epic, the Rāmāyana, and P. Ireland Jones , formerly C.M.S. Secretary, and now

Gladstone's volume on Bishop Butler. Secretary of the Punjab Mission .

A devout Brahman " derives great help " from the daily

reading of Bishop Taylor's “ Holy Living and Dying " ;

another takes Dr. James Martineau as hismodel ; while yet

At a meeting of the Gleaners' Union in Exeter Hall

another possesses all the writings of Henry Drummond, which
last month , Miss C. J. Lambert, of Fuh - chow, South

he says are his “ favourite books." Several copies of Mr. China, reminded her hearers of the remarkable success

Sheldon's novel , “ In His Steps,” have been eagerly bought and vouchsafed to missionary work in the Fuh-kien Pro

circulated among friends ; one purchaser remarking, “ If that vince. Forty-two years ago there was no C.M.S.

is Christianity, Christians may well be proud of it." A fine old
convert ; now there are 16,000, and altogether, in

Hindu has made Godwin's Commentary on the Epistle to

the Romans ” his special study, while Luther on the Galatians

cluding adherents of the American Missions, there are

was the last book another read. Baxter's “ Reformed Pastor ,"
40,000 Christians .

it was said , if translated into the Indian language, " would kill

Brahinanism ." In a letter from Uganda it is reported that the late

There is a growing inclination to place Hindu and Christian ex-king Mwanga, who was banished to the Seychelles in

thought side by side ; showing the hold that the higher Hin 1901, was baptized shortly before his death . Miss

duism has on the educated mind , and the extent to which E. M. Brewer, the writer of the letter, says :

Christian ideas have already penetrated it . An article appeared

in the Madras Christian College Magazine, in 1900, by one of
“ We haveheard lately that Mwanga,theex -king, was really

its Indian professors , who took as his guide St. John i . 9— “ The

baptized , and seemed repentant before he died . He took the

light that lighteth every man ,” and who sought to show the
name of Danieri. He kept to one wife only ; he taught her

to read, and she was baptized as Doris. For Mwanga to
way in which Christian thought might meetand satisfy the

teach his wife to read, we think, shows that he was really in
central conception of Hinduism -- that of the Godhead as an

earnest , for to the African kings their wives are only servants.
“ All-pervading Spirit.” Another remarkable article was con

tributed , in 1901, by a Hindu Professor to the Madras Review,
Doris says that Mwanga also gave up drink .”

entitled “ The Mission of Jesus in the Light of the Vedānta ,”

which attempted to find a place for Christ and His teachings
“ The work in the Jebu country still grows," recently

in the religious doctrines of Hinduism . All this clearly shows wrote Bishop Tugwell, of West Equatorial Africa ; "we

that the Bible is being carefully studied bymany in India, and see nothing like it elsewhere." This opinion is cor

that though it is still the case thatwhile opinions are tolerated, roborated by an officer who has just revisited the

actions are persecuted ; while a Hindu may declare himself a

believer

in Christ, yetifheattemptto unite himself by bap country after the lapse of a few years. BishopTugwell

thus writes of his testimony :
tism to the Christian Church , he is made to suffer all that law

and public opinion can inflict ; it is equally true, that in the “ He was amazed at the change effected in the place and

place of the uncompromizing hostility of a few years ago, the people during the lapse of ten years. It is incredible ,' he

unique figure of Christ is exercising, almost unconsciously, a
said ; ' I can hardly believe they are the same people.'

supreme attraction over many who have yet no intention of The changes to which he referred related to material well

severing family ties, or withdrawing from the pale of being, due to good government, &c. , which undoubtedly

Hinduism . reflect the greatest credit upon British administration. But

Christianity is in the air. The higher classes have, to some at the same time he candidly stated that he thought the

extent at least, accepted its spirit and are assimilating its ideas. Mission was doing great things for the people. This is the

As the Bishop of Lahore said not long ago, there has been " a more encouraging when we realize that this Mission has been

gradual conversion of the attitude of the people towards conducted from the outset by the Native Church , under an

Christianity," and there can be little doubt that when the men African pastor's supervision. Those who carry on the work

of the distant future stand before the grave of a dead Hin are apt to be depressed by the manifest shortcomings onthe

duism , the living Hindu humanity, still instinct with the part of many. It is cheering to find that the outsider is

religious spirit, will respond to the voice of Christ, as it pene impressed with the progress made .”

trates the sepulchre and calls the nation to a new found life.
A LAYWORKER ,

* *
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Prize Competition.

A
we

THE CHILDR
EN'S

PAGE.

ary Box.

S announced in our November issue,

offer six beautiful Missionary

Books to our boys and girls, for

papers containing the Best REASONS FOR

SUPPORTING FOREIGN Missions . Write down

what you think to be the half-dozen most

important reasons for giving to your Mission

Let your answers be short , if you

please. Attention will be paid to the order in

which the reasons appear.

Rules.

1. The competition will be in two divisions,

one for boys and girls under twelve, the other

for those of twelve and over, but under fourteen .

II . All answers should be on one side of the paper only , and full

name, address, and age written at the top of the first sheet.

III. - Replies should be addressed to “ The Editors, ALL

Nations, 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand, London , W.C.," and

the word " Competition ” written on the top left-hand corner of the

envelope. The last day for receiving papers is December 12th.

dia
tam

a

Tanner tygedy.

Semployedcame and askedme,just before noon,toallow

Christmas at Bethlebem .

RT

first Aid to the Wounded.

By Rev. WILLIAM E. COOPER

(Olivet Christian Mission ).

OME months ago, one of the two day-labourers I had

him to go home immediately, as someone had cometo

tell him that his little daughter, Nanki, had been struck by

her uncle, who is somewhat mad, and that her head was

split open . I gave him permission, and told him that he

had better bring the girl over to our house for treatment.

He hurried off.

During his absence the uncle turned up, and, probably

fearing the consequences of what he had done, of his own

accord volunteered some explanation as to what had

occurred. He denied having hit the child , and said that he

and his landownerwere on bad terms, and some men had

collected together to give him trouble, and that one of

these - mentioning his name— had struck his niece. He

then went on to say that as the land was in dispute he

would make me a present of it ! I declined the offer, and

said that, as Nanki's father had gone home, he would soon

return with a true statement of the case.

Soon the girl was brought, carried in the arms of her

father, and protected by an umbrella from the strong mid

day sun . Nanki's mother also came, and both the parents

seemed troubled. The uncle's story proved to be an entire

falsehood to shield himself, but, as already hinted, he is not

entirely responsible for his actions. The wound on the

back of the child's head was a very nasty one ; the scalp

was cut through, and the skull could be seen , while the

hair was matted with blood , and with lime and saffron , which

had been applied by friends in the village to allay the pain

and stop the bleeding. I washed the part thoroughly, cut

the surrounding hair, applied a healing powder, and then

sewed up the gaping edges of the wound . The operations

of washing and sewing gave the little one some pain, but

she endured it bravely.

Two or three days later, Kanchan, the father , told me

his daughter was progressing very favourably . It is good

to be able to help the patient sufferers in this way, and I

fervently hope that true sympathy and practical kindness

may lead the soul-wounded to the Great Physician . This

is one phase of our work : and from the shrewdness of the

uncle you will see that the country villagers are not so

simple after all .

TO

(PILGRIMS ENTERING THE CITY GATE .A Native landowner in India once set up a bronze image

of Buddha on a tract of worthless land , and gave it a coat of

luminous paint. He announced far and near the marvels

of the shining image . Pilgrims flocked to the spot in

astonishment. A pagoda was built, houses sprang up, the

price of land increased rapidly, and the cute landowner had

soon made his fortune.

At the recent anniversary of the Y.M.C.A. in Tokio, Baron

Maljima, an ex-Cabinet officer, took part, and strongly insisted

that the Christian religion was the one source of hope of the

Japanese nation. The President of the Tokio Association is

also president of the Lower House of the Japanese Parliament,
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" All Nations" Prayer Union Notes.

TReviews

23, 6d .

earnest, according to their educa

tion, knowledge, and opportunities,

as our native Christians are, what

a change for the better wewould

soon see in the world ! " Let us

remember these native Christians

in our prayers, in all their diffi

culties and dangers. The cannibal

heathen around, of whom there are

still some 50,000, have been raising

special opposition lately, and

scarcely a week goes by without

some native Christian being shot.

AB
December 28th . - CEYLON : Let

us give thanks that the year has

seen progress all around this field .

Let us specially remember the

workers who, during a season of

December 6th .—The Jews : The number of Jews scattered straitened resources, voluntarilyagreedto forego a large sum

throughoutthe world probably amounts to between ten and of money that the work might not suffer. Let us remember

twelve millions, and there are some forty societies at work the numerous large educational establishments, which are

among them ; seventeen of these in London. While we give becoming such a power in the country ; and let us pray that

thanks for the quiet, though slow, work that is going forward, the small books sold recently, and being eagerlyread in many

let us pray specially for the Jews in Russia, not less than five homes, may lead all who study them to " a new life. ”

millions, suffering under numerous disadvantages as to CLARA BENHAM,

education, employment, and place of residence, and conse

quently regarded bythe populace as an outcast and degraded

people, fit objects for contempt and ill -usage. The recent

terrible atrocities at Kischineff are an illustration of the atti

tude of the Russian people towards the Jews. It is impossible

to read the accounts of those massacres without being convinced
Quiet TALKS ON Power. By S. D. GORDON.

of the complicity of the Russian authorities ; andit is sad to

record that the Church in Russia, bearing the Christian name,
net. ( Fleming H. Revell Co. )

is equally implicated . In the midst of grief and persecution
This book will serve as a spiritual barometer to Christian

it is not strange that the heart of the people turns longingly to
workers. Many a man will probably find, if he tests himself

their ancient land, and at the present moment the news that by it
, that the atmosphere is not so settled , and the prospects

Dr. Herzl has purchased from the Sultan a great tract of land ,
are not so fair as they might be. It will discover to him the

sufficient to accommodate a colony of 70,000 souls, is causing
actual condition of his inner life ; but it will also show him the

great excitement and highest expectation , specially to all Jews
means of revival. Every Christian ought to be the better for

in Palestine. Let us pray earnestly that God may use this
its perusal.

movement to His glory, and to the leading of His ancient

people to the Light. THE ZENANA : or, Woman's Work in India. Vol. X. 25 , 6d .

December 141h .—SIERRA LEONE : The work of the C.M.S. in
( Zenana, Bible and Medical Mission ; and S. W. Partridge

Sierra Leone is progressing well and vigorously. A Mission
& Co.)

School for boys and girls of the Kroo tribe has had most
The annual volume of the Zenana, Bible and Medical Mis

encouraging results, and over fifty of these scholars were sion's Magazine will be of permanent interest to all supporters

recently, baptized, having shown unmistakable love to Jesus,
of that useful Society. Copies of it might with advantage be

and desire to live for His glory. In the Fourah Bay College placed on the tables of the various Y.W.C.A. Branches

large numbers of students are trained, and are showing much throughout the kingdom.

earnestness in their work. In the Temne country several

women were baptized. One interesting convert, who had TUFTS AND Tails : or, Walks and Talks with Chinese

lone most useful work as interpreter, evangelist, and trans Children. By the VEN. ARCHDEACON MOULE. IS. ( Church

lator, died a few months ago. He was a strong and earnest Missionary Society.)

Christian , exerting a wholesome influence on the heathenism
China and the Chinese have always a fascination for

around . One of the greatest hindrances to missionary work is
children . No doubt the pigtail has a great deal to do with it !

the ancestral worship , which is among the chief institutions of
If it were only for the sake of the pictures, this little book

the country, and has a very strong hold upon the people . In They
the Limbah country drunkenness and superstition prevail,

would make an admirable present for boys and girls.

will turn over page after page with delight. The letterpress

and the work of uplifting the people is very hard, and often

discouraging. Still, there are signs that the influence of the
is written in simple style and forms interesting reading. The

Bishop of Durham contributes a preface. The author, of

Gospel is telling, and old evils are gradually yielding to its
course, is his brother, but that does not make his eulogistic

power.
commendation any the less true.

December 19th . - NEW HEBRIDES : That honoured veteran

the Rev. John G. Paton, D.D., is still working in the islands ,

and a recent letter from him describes the condition of things
STRANGE FACES FROM MANY Places : A MissionaryAlphabet.

there at the present time. The work of the Mission is By Edith M. E. BARING-Gould. 9d. (Church Missionary

constantly extending. There are now over 16,000 avowed
Society )

worshippers of God, who are trying to love and serve Jesus For younger children this is a very pleasing way of impart
with wonderful consistency. They have family worship in ing missionary information . Every letter forms the initial of

every household both morning and evening, and all attend someplace-name, or other word , and a page or two is devoted

Church regularly, and try to bring others to Christ, often at to a description in large type and easy language. The illustra
the risk of their own lives. Dr. Paton says : “ I have often tions, the majority of which are large, average just over two

thought that if all white Christians were as zealous and a - piece for the twenty-six letters . The cover is of linen .

-
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THE

MISSIONARY PENCE ASSOCIATION

AND INFORMATION BUREAU.

** 3

OFFICES - Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand,

London , W.C.

President SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS .

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, Esq.

Secretary - WM. ROGER JONES .

MOTTO_“ Every Little Helps." BASIS— “ Carey's Weekly Penny,"

OBJECTS

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

-

The first remittance received for this new fund was half- a - crown

from an orphan, and we took it as a good augury of blessing on the

launching of our special fund. One of our energetic

M.P.A. local secretaries sent £2 as a personal gift, with

Medical the following wish : - “ I do hope the £ 100 asked

Mission . for will come immediately - how dreadful to think

that the one missionary amongst 1,000,000 should

want anything. I wish I could send the £ 100, it should have been

given gladly ."

There isone of our local auxiliaries which, whilst energetically

collecting for its own special fund, has never yet sent up a penny.

piece for either the poor lepers , or for our office expenses . This

crying need of one million poor heathen souls in Haiderabad ,

provides the members of it with a grand opportunity of thinking

not only upon their own things.

*

THE “ ALL NATIONS" Bibles we have offered in the last two

December issues are still being enquired for. Only to -day a repeat

order for two more comes from New Zealand. We

Our can confidently anticipate a like success for the

Christmas pretty, and in the case of the packet with Indian

Offer . scenes, really unique, Christmas cards. Every

reader teaching in a Sunday school or Bible class

should seize this opportunity bythe forelock. Do not be, like some

friends, requiring the Two POUND Missionary Library just Too

LATE.

*

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self -denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over $ 24,000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over $ 3,000 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief.

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and
crossed “ London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred.

Readers of ALL Nations are invited to become members of the Missionary

Pence Association . Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a

card of membership .

Our " All Nations " Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions.

A differentsubject for every day. Please ask for aPrayer -Cycle.
Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The M.P.A. issues

" Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may
choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist , Bible -woman , orphan , or Leper child .

* * * *

MRS. JONES, of “ Cae Clawdd , ” Sanderstead, Croydon, wishes

to thank friends for gifts of khurtas and cholies for

the orphans. A large box containing 785 of

Khurtas and these garments has been dispatched for various

Cholies. orphan and leper asylums, and will help to brighten

Christmas for the little ones. Special thanks are

due to the following friends for their kind co -operation : - Miss

Applebee, Mrs. Bagot, Miss Bennett, Miss Broughton, Mrs. Buller,

Mr. E. Barrett's friends, Miss Cobley, Miss Daubin, Mrs. Dew ,

Miss Evans, Mr. T. Grant's frierds, Harringay Y.P.S.C.E., Mrs.

Macaulay, Miss Mackinnon, Miss Rumney, Miss Russell, Miss

Stacey, Mrs. Somervell, Mrs. Walshaw , and many others. Also for

gifts of foreign stamps in answer to last month's appeal : - Mr.

Witte ( Brazil), Mr. Graham ( Stockholm ), Miss Tapsell, J. Taylor

Carey, Esq., and " a servant."

SIIS.P.A. Hews and Potes.

* *

A CONFERENCE of missionaries and their supporters interested in

We are all Christians at Christmas-tide. Then even the worldling

sings with gusto Watts' lines :

“ Religion never was designed

To make our pleasures less."

In one sense the world of public opinion makes room for Jesus in

the “ inn " at that time of the year, although it refuses Him a welcome,

and sends the Christ to the manger at all other seasons.

As our readers look back over the past year, I am sure that the

thought of efforts made, little self-denials practised , and gifts

weekly given towards promoting the Lord's return by carrying out

His last command will cause the angels' song to find a deeper echo

in our breasts, and the Christmas star to shine all the brighter than

it will to those who are content merely to fill a church or chapel

seat and take up no partnership in the ministry of the Gospel.

I think all who have attentively pernsed this magazine during

the year 1903 can say with the Wise Men , who, for all we know,

may have been Confucian sages from the Land of Sinim , "We have

seen his star in the East.” That star shining in dear old England

has involved this country in the responsibility of causing its rays

to shine where Christmas is unknown, and where all the pleasures of

this bappy season are swallowed up in mutual distrust and hatred ,

It is only the outcome of wilfulignorance when a man says that

the heathen are well enough off if theywere only left to themselves,

Neither civilization nor savagery can dispense with the message of

Christmas. Within a week the same terrible information reaches

us from Buenos Aires, with its electric trams, Bahia , with its

palatial buildings and quays, and from a station in cannibal Congo

where they are so exceedingly immoral that a self -respecting woman

cannot walk out by herself without danger of insult.

"The sages saw His star,

But rested not content ;

The way was rough , the distance far,

Yet on that way they went.

" Aad now my thoughts discern

The sign that Christ is nigh ;

With love unquenchable I burn ,

T enjoy His company.

“ No star nor heavenly sign

My soul's desire can fill ;

For Him , my Lord, my King divine ,

My soul is thirsting still."

Shall wo, whose souls are lighted

With wisdom from on high ,

Can we, to men benighted,

The lamp of truth denyPTheherthon in his blindness

Bows down to woodand stono ,

[ Copyright
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the needs of The Neglected Continent, will be held in Exeter Hall on that have been blown down, and build the Churches destroyed, so

December 9th, 10th, and 11th. We extend a hearty can scarcely meet their Church obligation,

South invitation to those of our members aiding the Vic
(Pastor ) F. E. EDMUNDS.American toria Gospel Press and other S.A. funds to be

Caypian Brac.Conference, present. Programmes from this office .

" I narrowly escaped shipwreck, for the vessel I was in was lost

and three of the crew drowned ."
Not having received permission to publish the following extracts ( Pastor) JOSEPH THRIFT.

in ALL NATIONS, I withhold the name of the writer, but if any

friend wishes to brighten what may possibly be a Happy A little Collector for
Unintentional rather dull Christmas, their gift shall be promptly

Childhood . The Bible Society.
Pathos. forwarded ; and we are also hoping to fill a large

box with clothing , books, and toys :

“ October 21st, 1903.

“ Thepractical sympathy of our friends has certainly not increased,

but rather diminished , and the holding of the ropes with a firmer

grip of brotherly interest would be much appreciated. Mail after

mail comes, and not a solitary word of cheer from home friends

(relatives excepted ), and we often return from the post-box with

somewhat heavy hearts . There is a shady side to missionary

work . It is not all an unbroken dream of heroic enterprize, and we

are not all heroes . The ' common -places of life are just

as real, the need of bread and butter of this world just as tangible,

and the opening of the cupboard by little bands , and into the

which little eyes peer. just as true an experience as with our friends

at home . There are little feet to be covered , and little mouths to be

fed , and little minds to be trained in the homes of missionaries , just

as in other homes. But enough of this ; after all , even if it be

the shady side, there is One in the shadow with us, Who knows how

to support, and Whose strong right hand has never failed His
children and never will .

“ October 28th.

“ I have been obliged to make very rigorous economy and move

into smaller apartments . Christmas is almost upon us. When

you are rejoicing in a splendid brisk frosty morning think of

weltering in 92° in the shade."

With Best Wishes for a
We have had a visit from Mrs. Christopher and baby Arthur,

home from the Congo. Mrs. Christopher is spending her furlough to Everyone
Happy Christmas.

in translation work, and in revising proofs in the 'Ntomba dialect

for the Mission Press.
We ask you to join with us in praise to God for His blessing on

our special appeal for gifts of one shilling to

EXTRACTS from recent letters : Praise. feed one leper for one week, To-date about 500

Half- way Tree . have come in .
The Jamaica " My people " are in great distress at the

Hurricane. present time,” — Pastor C.E. Randall.
Prayer is asked for the sufferers from

• Quin Hill , I. Kamine in Fuh -kien Province, South China.

II . Cholera in Central India .“ Mr. William Roger Jones. Bog Walk , P.O.

DEAR FRIEND, — The financial strain is still oppressively III . Plague in Armenia, which is crippling the

work .
great, and will continue to be so for many months. Besides, I am

also IV . For the proposed new Medical Mission in

at present laid low with fever, but owing to the Lord's goodness

the crisis is past, and I hope to be able to get from mybed and
Bidar, Haiderabad ,

This of course means an additional and V. Forresume my duties soon. a blessing to attend all Christmas

expense and domestic strain, and is exceedingly trying upon our services , both at home and abroad .

small purse . - Yours in the Master's service, Faithfully yours,

( Pastor) A. H. OWENS. WM. ROGER JONES.

Ocho Rios. Missionary Pence Association, Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter

“ The effects of the hurricane are now being acutely felt by the Hall, Strand , London , W.C.

people, their small ' crops being completely destroyed. The Bankers : London & South -Western. Accounts open with ,

ministers will be the greatest sufferers -especially those whose all Missions mentioned in the pages of this periodical.

support depends upon the people They have to erect their houses See page v . of Supplementfor List of Receipts.

* * * *

* * * *

* * * *

66

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS.

(SYRIAN COLONIZATION FUND) .

This year has been marked by shocking torture and massacre of Jews by Christians in Russia. Thou

sands of the Jews in Palestine are refugees from persecution in Christian Europe , but are destitute

and unable to get work. Of these , seventy men are employed at Abraham's Vineyard , Jerusalem ,

and many more apply, but cannot be admitted till funds increase . There are 15,000 FAMILIES

on the register kept by the Society's Visitor among the aged, sick and blind , to whom some food and clothing

are given . The distress among them is acute and constant . Winter is at hand with its storms and

snow, which cannot be kept out of these miserable homes. Fuel will be needed.

WE ASK FOR MEANS that more may be aided “ in token of Christian sympathy."

bon , Treasurer : F. A. BEVAN , Esq. , 54 , Lombard Street, E.C.

Secretary : E. A. FINN, 41 , Parliament Street, S.W.
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The ( Doravian Mission on
door for the entrance of the Gospel. Now at length , in

the fulness of time , the barriers of this great closed land

the Borders of Tibet. are visibly crumbling before the eyes of the Christian

world , and Mr. David Macdonald, a member of the late

By Rev. J. W. DAVEY Tibet Political Mission , writes from Lhasa to Herrnhut,

(Moravian Missions).
on August 8th , saying, “ You will be pleased to hear that

I had some splendid opportunities of preaching the

HE Divine Record tells us that the walls of Gospel in private to the people here ."

Jericho were encompassed by the priests The ordinary observer may see in Col. Younghusband's

seven times upon the seventh day, before recent Mission merely common incidents in the political

they yielded to the exercise of faith . On life of nations , but the believer looks beneath the surface

July 4th, 1855 , missionaries Pagell and and recognizes the hand of Him Who has said , “ This

Heyde arrived at Leh , the capital of Ladak, in the Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached in all

Province of Kashmir. Seven times seven years, there the world for a witness unto all nations.” Ir. order to

fore, the Moravian Church has been waiting on the bring about a fulfilment of this word there must neces

borders of Tibet , watching and praying for an open sarily be freedom of access to every land under the sun,

LEH , THE CAPITAL OF LADAK , KASHMIR .
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and Britons are proud to feel that no nation is better verts at the close of twenty years of missionary labour

qualified or adapted to assist in accomplishing this is very small ; nevertheless, the work has not only been

noble object than their own—a nation ever first and of a steady, progressive character, but also of a preparatory

foremost in advancing the cause of freedom . nature. Perhaps, in addition to our labours in church

Where the religious susceptibilities of men are con and school, and the distribution of portions of the Word

cerned , the British Government is always disposed — and of God, other influences may be brought to bear on the

wisely so—toproceed with caution , and no doubt this work, which the Lord willmake use of at the right time

will also be the case in Tibet - a land permeated with in order to break down the bulwarks of darkness,and

Buddhist ideas , where the poor, ignorant peasant blindly to make open doors for the entrance of the Gospel.”

accepts without In view of recent

questioning the events this state

dictates that issue ment seems almost

from the domi prophetic, for it

nating lamaseries, is obvious that

with all the toil where a country

some and slavish is open for ordin

routine therein ary commercial

involved . transactions, the

On several OC Gospel must

casions in the speedily follow .

history of the In all probabil

Moravian Mission ity the progress of

the missionaries the Christian re

have endeavoured ligion in
Tibet

to cross the border, proper will be

but always with the very gradual. So

same result. It was deeply interwoven

not that the natives with the life of the

themselves were nation is the re

opposed to the ligious system

progress of the which already

Mission . By fre obtains , that years

quent and friendly of patient effort,

intercourse with combined with

the missionaries practical demon

they had learnt to stration of the

know too much of power of the Gos

the ameliorating pel on the life of

and soothing in the people, will be

fluences of Chris needed before the

tianity, and not prevailing super

least in connec stitions are eradi

tion with the Mis cated and Tchan

sion Hospital at resig, who sprang

Leh , but the reply from the calyx of

was always the
the lotus, gives

same : “ We can place to Jesus

not let you pass ; Christ. The pres

if we were to suffer ent attitude of the

you to cross the Tibetans, gener

border we should ally speaking, to

lose our heads. " wards the Chris

As the Gospel tian religion is

messenger would this : “ We do not

on no account MORAVIAN MISSION STATION , KYELANG . need a Redeemer,

endanger the lives since , if we sin

of those whose highest welfare he was seeking , he during the present life, successive re-incarnations will

quietly turned back,and tramped his weary way across gradually purify the soul," and , as for the rest, " our

the lofty Himalayan passes, content still to watch and religious books and our grandfathers have taught us

nray until the appointed time. otherwise." Should the Lamas be asked why even their

On April 1st, 1875, missionary Redslob wrote : - " It own religion is not more fully explained to the people,

is not so much the doctrines of Buddhism which retard they will reply, “ It is because they are like the oxen

the progress of the inhabitants of Tibet, and restrain too stupid , and cannot comprehend.”

them from accepting the Gospel, as the severe social At the present time the Moravian Church has six

and religious customs which the priests and nobility regular Mission stations along the border — Kyelang ,

have aninterest in maintaining. The number of con established in 1856 ; Poo, in 1865 ; Leh , in 1885 ;
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Kalatse, in 1899 ; and Chini and Simla , in 1900. The

Mission staff consists of fourteen European missionaries ,

including Dr. Shawe, who is a duly qualified medical

man, and, withthe assistance of Nurse Miles, has charge

of the Leh Hospital. The regular Mission staff is

assisted by native evangelists, who afford very efficient

help in itinerating work around the several stations .

The beneficent influences of the hospital are widely

appreciated, and large numbers for many
miles

around readily avail themselves of the relief it

affords. Ten schools, moreover, with atten

dance of 266 scholars, are doing a useful work

which cannot but be productive of important and far

reaching results in the near future . Thus, a work is

alreadyin operation which is bound to tell , especially

as many of those who are brought into more or less

direct contact with the Mission are in frequent com

munication , by trade or otherwise , with the interior of
BUDDHIST PRAYER FLAG AND PRAYER MILLS.

the country. In this way the influences of the Mission difficult, involving, as it does , almost superhuman efforts

are much more widely exerted than the isolated and over mountain passes eighteen or nineteen thousand

excluded position of the several stations might suggest . feet high , is carried on at very considerable cost .

The question Especially is this the case in regard to stations like Leh ,

now arises , 11,000 feet above sea level , where the rarefied atmo

What is likely sphere often proves too severe for the missionaries , and

to be the result necessitates frequent furloughs or changes in the Mission

of such mission staff. Thus, even if Tibet proper should shortly be

ary effort should thrown open to missionary labour, it is to be feared that , so

the doors of far as theMoravian Church is concerned , it will be impos

Tibet be shortly sible to advance unless greatly increased financial support

opened to re is forthcoming. This would be all the more regrettable

ceive the Gos since a recent report from headquarters states that there

pel ? It has is no lack of men ready to devote themselves to Mission

been discovered work. One thing, however, is certain , and that is that the

that the whole Moravian Church will gladly avail itself of every oppor

of the western tunity of extending the Saviour's Kingdom in these parts,

division of the as soon as ever theway is open and the needful funds are

country is very provided.

thinly popu

lated , and that

the severity of

the climate is so

great that the

inhabitants seek

REV, AND MRS. W. HEYDE . refuge in the

more outlying

and protected valleys . “ Even Gartok , the capital of

Western Tibet,” says the Rev. G. Th . Reichelt,

entirely deserted in winter," and would appear to afford

little scope for Mission work. If, therefore, the work

is to be extended, it would have to be in the more

inhabited southern districts, where we might join hands

with the Scottish and Scandinavian missionaries now

waiting to enter in from that side .

One essential requirement of successful Mission work

in a free and open country the Moravian Mission

already possesses. Thanks to the zealous and unsparing

efforts of missionaries Yäschke, Heyde, Redslob , and

others , a reliable grammar and dictionary, and a large

proportion of the Word of God are already in circula

tion . The complete New Testament has only recently

undergone careful revision, with the help of missionary

Heyde, who with his devoted wife has lately retired

from this Mission field , after labouring uninterruptedly

ever since the Mission was commenced.

It may readily be understood that work in connection
A CHORTEN , OR RECEPTACLE FOR OFFERINGS.

with a Mission field access to which is extremely
(A Monument, or Depository for Relics ) .

" is
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By the Way.

THE

confessing Christ . The historian Alexis Mus

ton is better known , as his work, “ The

Israel of the Alps, " has been translated into

English . Pastor Muston was ordained in

1887 , after having gone through the theo

logical studies for three years atthe Walden

sian College at Florence. He also studied

at Edinburgh for one year.
He has seen

much active service in various Walden

sian churches in Italy. For four years he

laboured with much success at Nice. He

was several years in Palermo, Sicily , hav.

ing been superintendent of the work in

that isle. For the last two years he has

'HE Committee of the Church Missionary Society been pastor at Genoa. Mr. Muston is a member of the

has held an interview with His Majesty's Com Board of Evangelization in Italy, and has published

missioner in Uganda, Colonel Hayes-Sadler,who is now several little works in Italian, the most important being

in London. Colonel Hayes-Sadler says that he was “ The History of Giovan Luigi Paschale,” one of the

amazed at the work carried on by the Society . In his Waldensian martyrs who was put to death in 1560.

recent report to the Government, the Commissioner The object of Pastor Muston's visit has been to form a

points out that although a majority
Ladies' Association among the

of the people of Uganda are still Nonconformist Churches to act

heathen , with its King and prin in the interests of the evangeli

cipal chiefs Christians it may be
屋 康 黎瑞

zation of Italy through the Mis

regarded as a Christian kingdom. sions of the Waldensian Church .

Occupying a remarkable position,

surrounded on three sides by

heathen countries , and beyond
For fifty years the Bible Lands

Missions' Aid Society has, by
these again by Moslem lands ,

grants, aided and stimulated Mis

paganism must eventually yield
sion work in the lands sacred to

either to Christianity or Moham
every Christian . At the recent

medanism. Colonel Hayes-Sadler

Jubilee meetings overwhelming
considers the importance of

Uganda as a strong bulwark and
testimony was given by mission

aries from various Societies to

radiating centre of Christian in

fluence in Equatorial Africa, as
the practical help received. Many

cases were mentioned where sta

constituting an urgent plea for re

inforcements of European work
tions would have been closed ,

churches left without preachers ,
ers for the outlying provinces,

medical work held in abeyance ,

especially Acholiland and Kavir
school doors shut , and last, but

ondo.

not least , orphans left destitute ,

had not the timely aid of the

The first C.M.S. cinematograph
Society reached them. Moham

exhibition will be given in Exeter medan darkness covers those

Hall, Strand , at seven o'clock in lands, and for the most part they

the evening of January 24th , when CHINESE RECEPTACLE FOR BURNING PAPER. are under the cruel oppression of

Dr. Herbert Lankester will de- (Printed matter is sacred , and when done with destroyed). Turkish misrule . The Society

scribe the views . Through the appeals for the thousands of

kindness of a friend, the Church Missionary Society was orphans - rendered such by massacre-in Armenia,

able to send out a special representative to India , and still in the care of the missionaries and too

under Dr. Neve's guidance he has been , and still is, at young to their bread , and for the

work taking cinematograph views of heathen customs, orphans throughorphans through the recent trouble and blood

idol processions, and missionary work. One of themost shed in Macedonia, gathered in the Essery Memorial

strikingfilms shows a thousand camels entering India Orphanage, which is theonly orphanage throughout all

by the Khyber Pass. The subjects shown this winter Macedonia, Greece, Bulgaria , and European Turkey.

will deal with Mission work in Northern India. Exhi Medical work is also urgently called for in places where

bitions of the pictures have been arranged to be given parents have noother treatment for themselves and

in many of the large towns in the provinces in the early their children than that of the branding iron or charms.

months of 1905 . This appeal is signed by Lord Kinnaird, Treasurer of

the Society ; Sir William Muir , K.C.S.I., LL.D. , Vice

PASTOR ARTURO MUSTON , of Genoa, the President of President ; the Revs. J. Monro Gibson , D.D. , and F. B.

the Waldensian Synod, is at present on a visit to this Meyer, Mr. R. C. Morgan, and the Rev. S. W. Gentle

country . He comes of genuine Waldensian origin . In Cackett, Secretary (pro. tem .). The Society affords

1689 , one of his forefathers, the surgeon John Muston British Christians the best opportunity of showing

at the time of the “ glorious return," was taken prisoner practical sympathy with their American brethren , in

by the troops of Louis XIV. , and died in Toulon Gaol whose hands is the work specially referred to.

earn own
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The First Martyr

Figueras.

ON

of the devoted to thepriestand opposed to us,nowcametoour
a to . His wife, once

Sunday School, broken -hearted at the loss of “ the best hus

band in Spain ," as she said , weeping bitterly. All efforts to

comfort her failed . She went on to tell me that whenever

BY EMILY LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ. the Church bell rang, she offered a prayer to the Virgin for

consolation, but her cry was unheeded. I pointed her to

Jesus, " the sympathizing Saviour ," and taught her Miss
NE of our first and most interesting Mission stations is

Marsh's beautiful little prayer. The answer soon came, and
Vilabertran , where is an old Abbey, founded in 1946,

though the wounded heart took long to heal , it was cleansed in
adjoining the monastery of the Order of the Knights

the blood of Jesus, and made “ whiter than snow .” Though

Templars. In 1288 the French invaded and captured various
left with five children , a grandmother, and an adopted idiot

places in the vicinity , and a prolonged war would have
hoy to support, she never begged, but worked hard in the

ensued but for the death of Peter the Great of Aragon and
fields,and though Sunday is themarket day in Figueras, she did

the accession of James II . , the Just, who by his marriage with
not sell her vegetables, but preferred to lose (no small sacrifice

Blanche, daughter of the King of Naples, made peace. On
for one so poor) in order to attend the Sunday school . So

November ist of the same year, James II.arrived at the town real was her conversion that the doctor of Vilabertran once

of Figueras, where he was met by Charles, King of Naples,
said to me, "The serena must be a true Evangelical, for she

who, with all his Court, and accompanied by the sons of the
never hides her faith , but confesses it wherever she

French monarch, other princes, and many nobles, escorted goes. ' '

his daughter, the bride and future Queen . The Royal trains

then united, and the magnificentcortége wended its way to
Twenty years have passed by, and she is steadfast and con

sistent still .

Vilabertran, where, by the King's order, the spacious
At the close of every Sunday School and

banqueting hall of the monastery had been fitly prepared and
week-night meeting, she brings a little bunch of flowers for

adorned for the splendid occasion. Very costly and numerous
each lady worker, and when her garden is bare procures

were the gifts, mostly jewels, which were presented by the
scented herbs, thus never failing to bring her sweet and

sovereigns of France and Italy, who, with their retinues,
touching little love-tokens. Now that this dear brave Christian

were right royally entertained by King James for eight
widow is getting old, would not some friend esteem it a joy

days.
and privilege to help her by paying her rent ?

The serena

would be so grateful, and we so glad.

Little did the Abbot and Knights Templars dream that

after the lapse of nine centuries their monastery would pass
The following year we had a Christmas tree for our school

into the hands of Protestants, and that the halls in which they
children . During the evening, Don Alexander went down

were wont to hold council and feast, and which had echoed stairs to let in late -comers. Attracted by a slight sound in the

the tones of stormy debate, festive song, monotonous orison
basement below the hall, he went softly in , and caught two

and chant, should resound with the Gospel message, preached
menon the point of setting fire to some straw kept there. A

and sung. But so it is, a fact unparalleled in Spain, that under terrible tragedy was thus averted. The general opinion was

the sameroof Protestant services and schools are carried on
that they had been instigated by the priests. Truly, " the

in one part of the building, and Mass performed in the
Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him, and de

livereth them .”

Church at the other end . The late Dr. Stoughton, when

staying with us, went to visit Vilabertran, and in his “ Spanish One night, the weather being stormy, we feared that few

Reformers ” thus describes his visit : - “ In a dismantled would venture out to the meeting in Vilabertran . To our sur

monastery of Knights Templars, once the scene of a royal prise, the congregation was unusually large. Pastor Rodri

wedding, is a largeroom fitted up for worship and preaching. guez preached about the three young men in Daniel, urging

The Sunday School numbers 116 scholars. We drove on those present who believed in Christ to come out boldly
to the spot, and met several personsinterested in the enter and confess Him.

prize. Some rustic families, turned out of employment by At the close of the service, seventeen men and eight

the landowner, remain , notwithstanding, steadfast to their women came forward and gave their simple testimony

Christian profession.”
and their decision to confess Christ at all costs. This

The first convert was the sereno , or watchman of the village . they most nobly did, in the face of loss of employment and

His duty consists of walking through the streets, and calling
other kinds of persecution .

out the hours thus : Holy Mary ! It has struck ” ( say) That was indeed a solemn and joyful occasion when, for

“eleven . The night is serene," or " stormy," as the case may the first time, those dear converts partook of the Lord's

be. Our convert dropped the words, “ Holy Mary !" for Supper, “ in remembrance " of the dying love of the “ One

“ Praised be God !” . As he goes his rounds, he carefully Mediator." We were forcibly reminded of the days of the

notes the doors in front of which stones have been placed, the early Christians, and as then the Master was in their midst,

number indicating the hour at which the owner wishes to be so we also realized His blessed presence. . “ Be thou faithful

awakened, unto death , and I will give thee a crown of life ,” was the

The good sereno was a great help to us in the work by motto given to each convert on leaving.

inviting people to our meetingsand children to the school. The priests did not leave us long in peace. Notice was

We much wished to give them a Christmas tree, and he volun- given by the owner of the monastery for us to quit. Thus

teered to get one for us. As he was bringing it in a cart, he . for many years we were obliged to carry on our work in a

was met by the priest, who asked where hewas going, the small, unsafe, and unsanitary building. At last the mon

object of the tree, and for whom intended. The brave con astery changed hands, and was offered to us, so we are again

vert told the simple truth, on hearing which the priest was in possession of the beautiful Gothic hall for services,and a

very angry, and said , “You will repent that. ” The following number of large rooms for school work . This is indeed a

day we heard to our horror that the sereno, whilst going on cause for thankfulness . Who will help to support this interest

his nightly rounds, had been killed with a poniard. Though ing Mission station ? It should include teachers for girls and

stepswere at once taken to discover the murderer, no clue boys. $ 100 a year would keep the entire work going. If

could be found. Universal indignation and sorrow pre unable to do this yourself, could you not induce one or more

vailed , for the good sereno had been unanimously elected by relatives or friends to unite with you in doing so ? No more

the people to betheir watchman, a practical token of confi fitting memorial could be raised to the memory of the first

dence and respect. Thus another name was added to the martyr in the Figueras Mission than a church and schools where

roll of “ the noble army of martyrs,” to which Spain has that blessed Gospel is preached for which he died— “ A light

contributed a larger number than any other country. which shall never go out . "

1
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" Married to the God."*

L

and it was all ablaze. There was a crowd, and it broke to let

our bullock carts pass ; then it closed round two palanquins.

There were many men there, and girls. In the palanquins

By AMY WILSON-CARMICHAEL. were two idols, god and goddess - out of view. It was their

wedding night . We saw it all as we passed : the gorgeous

EAVE this chapter if you want “ something interesting decorations,gaudy tinsels, flowersfading in the heatand glare ;

to read ” ; hold your finger in the flame of a candle if saw , long after we had passed, the gleaming of the coloured

you want to know what it is like to write it. If you do lights, as they moved among the trees ; heard, for a mile and

this, then you will know something of the burning at heart more along the road , the sound of the heathen revelry ; and

every missionary goes through who has to see the sort of thing every thud of the tom -tom was a thud upon one's heart .

I have to write about. Such things do not make interesting Our little girl was there, as one “ married ” to the god.

reading. Fire is an uncompromising thing, its characteristic I had seen her only once before. She belonged to an

is that it burns ; and one writes with a hot heart sometimes. interesting high-caste village, one of those so lately closed ;

There are things like flames of fire. But perhaps one cares and because there they had a story about the magic powder

too much ; it is only about a little girl . which , say what we will, they imagine I dust upon children's

I was coming home from work a few evenings ago when I faces, I had not gone often, lest it should shut the doors,

met two men and a child. They were Caste men in flowing but that last time I went, this child came up to me, and in all

white scarves - dignified , educated men. But the child ? She the confidingness of a child, asked me to take her home with

glanced up at me, smiled, and salaamed. Then I remembered “ Do let me come !" she said.me.

ECO

INDIAN POTTERS.

her ; I had seen her before in her village home. These men There were eyes upon me in a moment and heads shaken

belonged to her village . What were they doing with her ? knowingly, and there were whispers at once among the

Then a sudden fear shot through me, and I looked at the women. The magic dust had been at work ! I had “ drawn ”

men, and they laughed. “ We are taking her to the temple the little girl's heart to myself. Who could doubt it now ?

there," and they pointed across through the trees, “ to marry And one mother gathered her child in her arms and dis

her to the god .” appeared into the house. So I had to answer carefully, so

It all passed in a moment. One of them caught her hand that everyone could hear. Of course I knew they would not

and they went on . I stood looking after them—just looking give her tome, and I thought no more of it.

The child turned once and waved her little hand to me. Then I was talking to her grandmother then, a very remarkable

the trees came between.
old lady. She could repeat page after page from their beloved

The men's faces haunted me all night. I slept, and saw classics,and rather than letme sing. Christian stanzas to her

them in my dreams ; I woke, and saw them in the dark . And and explain them , she preferred to sing Hindu stanzas to me

that little girl - Oh, poor little girl always I saw her ; one and explain them. “Consider the age of our great religion,

hand in theirs and the other waving to me. consider its literature-millions of stanzas ! These ignorant

And now it is over ; the diabolical farce is over, and she is people about us do not appreciate things. They know nothing

" tied,” as their idiom has it, “ tied to the stone." Oh , she is of the classics ; as for the language, the depths of Tamil are

tied indeed , tied with ropes Satan twisted in his cruellest hour beyond them — is it not a shoreless sea ?” And so she held the

in hell ! conversation .

We had to drive through the village a night or two later, It was just at this point the child re-appeared, and, stand

ing by the verandah upon which we were sitting, her little
From Things as they are : Mission Work in Southern India . The

pictures illustrate other chapters in this realistic book .
head on a level with our feet, she joined in thestanza her
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grandmother was chanting, and , to my astonishment, con. Oh , to care , and oh for power to make others care , not less but

tinued through the next and the next, while I listened far, far more ! care till our eyes do fail with tears for the

wondering Then, jumping up and down, first on one foot, destruction of the daughters of our people !

then on the other, with her little face full of delight at my [ There follows the description given below of a “temple

evident surprise, she told me she was learning much poetry saint "—“ A carcass, moving, breathing, sinning.” — EDs.]

now ; and then, with the merriest little laugh, she ran off I saw him once . There is a monastery near the temple.

again to play. He is “ the holiest man in it " ; the ople worship him . The

And this was the child. All that brightness, all that day I saw him they had wreathed him with fresh -cut flowers ;

intelligence, “ married to a god." white flowers crowned that hideous head , hung round his

Now I understood the question she had asked me.
She was neck and down his breast ; a servant in front carried flowers.

an orphan , as we afterwards heard , living in charge of an Was there ever such desecration ? That vileness crowned

old aunt, who had some connection with the temple. She with flowers !

must have heard her future being discussed , and not under I knew something about the man . His life is simply un

standing it , and being frightened, had wondered if she might thinkable. Talk of beasts in human shape ! It is slandering

come to us. But they had taken their own way of reconciling the good animals to compare bad men tobeasts. Safer far a

her to it ; a few sweets, a cake or two, and a promise of more, tiger's den than that man's monastery.

a vision of the gay time the magic word marriage conjures up , But he is a temple saint, wise in the wisdom of his creed ;

and the child would consent togo with them, to be led to the earthly, sensual , devilish .

temple—and left there. Now, put a flower in his hand, a human flower this time,

COOKING IN A HOUSE OF THE SHAMAR CASTE.

But her people were so thoroughly refined and nice, so Now put beside him, if you can, a little girl - your own little

educated too --could it be, can it be, possibly true ? Yes, it is girl-and leave her there. Yes, leave her there in his hand.

true ; this is Hinduism-not in theory of course , but in

practice. Think of it ; it is done to -day. THE Rev. Dr. McGregor , of Amoy, will be the next Modera

A moment ago I looked up from my writing and saw the tor of the English Presbyterian Church, of which he is the

little Elf running towards me, charmed to find me all alone,
senior missionary. Dr. McGregor has been forty years in

and quite at leisure for her . And now I watch her asshe runs,

dancing gleefully down the path, turning again -- for she knows

Amoy, and is Principal of the Theological College there. He

I am watching - to throw kisses to me. And I think of her
is the third missionary of his Church to reach the Moderator's

chair, Dr. Swanson having been Moderator in 1887 and Dr.
and her childish ways, naughty ones so often, too, but in their Mackenzie in 1897 .

very naughtiness only childish and small, and I shiver as I

think of her,and a thousand thousand as small as she, being SPANISH RELIGIOUS TRACT & BOOK SOCIETY.

trained to be devil's toys. Theybrought one here a few days A large number of well-illustrated Tracts and Books have been published by the
ago to act as a decoy to get the Elf back. She was a beautiful above Society, under the direction of the Rev.L. Lopez Rodriguez, of the Figueras

child of five. Think of the shame of it !
Mission, Spain. The writers and translators being Spanish, the errors of literal

translation are avoided , greatly adding to the value and accuracy of the Spanish
We are told to modify things, not to write too vividly , never Tract Society's publications.

to harrow sensitive hearts . Friends, we cannot modify truth ,
Object :The diffusion of the Gospel. Those interested in Christ's work 10 Spain,

we cannot write half vividly enough ; and as for harrowing

South America, Philippines , and Cuba, would do well to send orders for Tracts and

Books to

hearts, oh that we could do it ! That we could tear them up,

DIRECTOR, at Figueras, Prov. Gerona, Spain,

Catalogues supplied Gratis. Specimen Packet 6d ., post free,

that they might pour out like water ! that we could seehands APPEALS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD . FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED .

lifted up towards God for the life of these young children ! Hon. Treas. , GENERAL BATTERSBY, Lyncroft, Weybridge.
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crisis , and receives the power of the Spirit at the

Llandrindod Convention . He in turn carries the fire

to Carmarthen , from whence it spreads through North

Wales. Another, also a minister , attends the Cardiff

MISSIONARY MAGAZINE
NASLONS

Mission , and returns to his village to set that district

aflame. To many observers, the absence of any out

standing human instrument is one of the most distinctly
All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand, Divine features of the revival. Here at length we see

London , W.C. the Spirit of God working in His own free and sovereign

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES , fashion-services prolonged for eight and ten hours, with

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.
alternate, and even simultaneous, singing , praying,

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in
confessing, and , quite as minor feature, occa

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence

sional preaching. There is absence at once of order
Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES.

and of confusion . This power dominating multi
Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

PUBLISHERS,
tudes of people reads like a present-day Pentecost.MARSHALL BROS. , Keswick House, Paternoster

Row, E.C. It is the ideal presented in the Corinthian Epistles ,

fulfilled in practice and not merely professed in theory.

This display of God's power over men's hearts and

lives is especially encouraging at a time when many

features of our national life are causing grave concern

to thoughtful observers. But if , in answer to prayer,

and in response to a readiness of spirit, a similar Divine

work is wrought in London and in England during the

coming year, many questions now distressing and

dividing Christian people will solve themselves.

In the religious review of the past year, one event

stands out with special prominence. The closing

The gracious visitation of the Welsh people should

months of 1904 must ever be memor

At Home. able , on account of the extraordinary strengthen our faith as welook abroad over the foreign

field . Let us remember that the

awakening in Wales. To find a

Abroad. Gospel is not national but universal.

parallel to this revival we have to go back almost half
Its glory is its adaptation to the

a - century, and it may be doubted whether the move
needs of all men , in all ages , and we may hope and

ment of 1859 exhibited so striking a manifestation of pray that the outpouring in Wales may flow to the

Divine power as this which is filling the valleys and
ends of the earth . In the Far East the opening

villages of Wales with song and prayer. This wonder- year is overhung by the war-cloud . But after war there

ful work of God should prove a powerful tonic to the
will be peace, and as it was in China, so we may hope

it will be in Manchuria and Korea, and that carnage
flagging faith of the English Churches. To read of

and convulsion may open the way for the messengers

football clubs disbanded, of theatres closed, of public of peace. Our columns tell of the work of the devoted

houses nearly emptied, of political meetings abandoned, Moravian missionaries in Tibet. This long -closed

and of many hundreds of converts in comparatively land, too, will be at last partially opened as the result

small villages, is sending a thrill of hope through
of the military “ Mission " recently returned . God can

Christians in all lands. The results already of the
make the wrath of man to praise Him, and events that

to our imperfect view look like hindrances may under
movement are such as to leave no doubt that it is of

His hand work out for the furtherance of the Gospel .

God. This kind of revival is not " got up ;
The kingdoms of this earth are pledged in eternal

down, In what we know of its origin , no less than covenant to Christ , and will assuredly one day own His

what we see of its fruits , it strikes us as evidently a real sway..
His enthronement in the hearts and lives of

work of God .
There appears good ground for con

men the world over is the ultimate purpose in the

Divine plan. And so the very things which seem

necting it , in different centres, with the Keswick move
hindrances are but contributing to bring about that

ment on the one hand and with the Torrey-Alexander
one, far off, Divine event,

Mission on the other. A minister experiences a spiritual To which the whole creation moves. "

" it comes
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The Satnamis.

By Rev. G. K. GILDER (Methodist Episcopal Church ).

BOUT the beginning of the fourteenth century a great develop

ment of popular religion in the name of Vishnu, the second

person of the Hindu Triad , or Trimurti, took place in India,

under the leadership of Rámánand, a disciple of Rámánuja, a

Vaishnává Reformer, who flourished in the south of India about

the middle of the twelfth century . Rámánand made a monastery

at Benares his headquarters ; and travelled from place to place

in northern India. He chose twelve disciples from the

despised castes of the barbers, leather dressers (Chamárs) ,

weavers, &c. , who, like the Buddhist monks, had to for

sake the world and depend solelyon alms, when they

went about teaching religion. They addressed the

people in the vernacular Hindi , and largely helped to

make it a literary language. The inclusion of

low -caste men among Rámánand's disciples is a

proof that his reaction was directed against

Brahmin exclusiveness.

In the region south of Oudh, one of his

disciples, Raidás by name, about the fifteenth

Re

form

century, went forth preaching his master's

doctrines regarding the perfect equality of

all men. But discarding Vishnu, whom

tween

Rámánand proclaimed as Ramchandra,

Raidás insisted on the worship of the

1820 and

1830, in

one true God under the simple title

Sat Nám, i.e. , “ The True Name.”

Chhatisgarh

A great many, principally from the

Ghasidas was a

low castes, enrolled themselves

man of imposing

as his followers. The constant

appearance, un

references to the name of

lettered , sensitive

Raidás among Satnámis in

and silent, given to

seeing visions, and

dicate that the tenets of

this religious leader must

deeply resenting the

have sunk deeply into

harsh treatment of his

their minds.

caste- fellows by the Hin

The most notable

dus. He considered his

feature, however, in

mission was to raise his fellow

connection with

Chamárs in the social scale,

the Satnámi

and free them from Brahminical

movement was

tyranny .
The movement which

the revival of

he began rapidly extended to nearly

the faith ,

the whole of the Chamár community

preached

of Chhatisgarh

by Ghasi .

Ghasidas also claimed to have received

dás, the

a special revelation from God, appointing

Cha .

him the Guru, or Pontifex Maximus, of the

már

Satnámi cult , and making the office heredi.

tary in his family for ever . But he made no

provision for the instruction of his converts ; with

the result that the faith he promulgated , viz.,belief

in an immaterial , omnipotent Deity, to be wor.

shipped without any visible sign or representation,

has been too abstruse for a rude, illiterate class like

the Chamárs.

Ghasidas doubtless, according to his lights, was a noble

and sincere soul ; but his successors in office have proved

a degenerate lot-greedy sensualists — yet viewed by members

of the communityas Divine incarnations, although most

Satnámis refuse to admitthis.
The headquarters of the Guru, or High Priest, is Bandhár, a

small town sixty miles towards the east of Raipur. Here his

followers visit him and pay him Divine honours, bringing him their

offerings in money , grain, &c . Absolution for all their sins is pro

cured by water being poured out of a brass vessel on his right foot;

the water being caught in another vessel, from which it is very readily

drunken by his worshippers . This water is called Amrit Fal, i.e., water

of life.
Satnámis abstain from all intoxicants, as well as from the use of tobacco.

This they were enjoined to do by the Reformer. Howbeit they indulge in

other habits as bad , and much worse . Nevertheless, they are one of the few peoples
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in this land that , as a people, are ripe for the Gospel .

Scenes at Ludhiana.
Ghasidas unwittingly prepared his community for the recep

tion of a higher and purer faith ; and to us, therefore, it

seems that where so great a harvest is ready for reaping, it is
BY ANNIE E. Kemp.

the highest wisdom to increase our forces and strengthen our MIRA ! Such a poor desolate object ! How well I

position , without delay.
remember seeing him for the first time ! Hands and

In Chhatisgarh there are some five hundred thousand
feet he had none,and his poor maimed limbs looked so

Satnámis. They are chiefly agriculturists, and, as a rule, pathetic, while to see him crawling over the ground, slowly

extremely poor, earning onan average from one to two dollars and painfully, was more pathetic still.

a month . Raipur Circuit , which is in the Chhatisgarh You will wonder where Amira lives you will have guessed

Administrative Division of the Central Provinces, has, out of that he is a leper. He is an inmate of the Victoria Memorial

a total population of a million and a -half of all castes and
Leper Asylum , at Ludhiana - one of the three asylums belong

races, two hundred thousand of this interesting people. The to the All Nations Missionary Union—which was started by

circuit embraces chiefly the western and northerly portions of Dr. Edith Brown , and which has now passed into the care of

Chhatisgarh, and has an area of over5,000 square miles. We the American Presbyterian Mission .

opened work, as a Mission , not fully four years ago in Raipur Amira is a Mohammedan . Most religiously does he read

--the writer having been appointed to the field by Bishops his Koran day by day, which performance, he thinks, will

Foss and Thoburn . The hand of our God has been upon us eventually save him . In spite of his affliction , he has asthma

for good, and the humble beginning made has developed in in addition to leprosy—he is wonderfully cheerful and con

various direcțions. tented . I remember once, when he was in great suffering,

Within the last seven years there has been a decided move. that for nearly a fortnight the only way he could sleep was

ment among the Chhatisgarh Satnámis towards Chris

tianity. To cope with this movement we ought to have

speedily two more missionaries — level-headed, consecrated

men, prepared to pioneer, and who will not shrink from

enduring hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ . We

learn of men being available, but that there are no funds

for their transit and salaries. We need also a dozen more

native helpers of the pastor-teacher grade. It requires

£8 a year to support one such worker.

Our woman's work , too, calls for reinforcements. Miss

Emily Harvey, at present all alone in managing and caring

for a growing and promising work, ought to be reinforced

speedily. A colleague ought to be senther at once, in view

of the many heavy burdens she is obliged to carry in

connection with her work.

For the last fifteen years, the Missions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church in India have been deprived of funds

for buildings. The Missionary Society is not to blame.

It can disburse only as it receives. Because of the mar

vellous growth ofourwork in India, property is a necessity.

No Conference in that great field suffers more keenly

through the want of Mission buildings than South India

Conference.

In Raipur, the headquarters of the Godavery District ,

houses are extremely scarce, and rents abnormally high,

and we are compelled to hire an old and utterly ill-built

house — the only one available. During the rainy season

this domicile leaks like a sieve, and the damp floors and

walls prove a source of frequent illnesses to the missionary,

his family, and helpers. Were the Mission fortunate

enough to own a suitable home, we would not only save

ourselves much sickness, but also release three hundred

and twenty dollars a year for direct Mission work . LEPER CHRISTIANS AT LUDHIANA,

Two years ago the British Government donated the Mis

sion a fine lot of ten acres. On this, with money collected by kneeling down and resting his forehead on a blanket. It

from personal friends and others in India, I have erected , free is also imprinted on my memoryhow almost invariably , when

of debt, a substantial stone church capable of seating three enquiry was made to his health, his reply was “Shukr

hundred , and a boys' orphanage with accommodation for one (praise ). I fear a great many of us come far behind our leper

hundred famine waifs. A Mission Home (with native workers' brother in the matter of thanksgiving, especially when in the

quarters, etc.) remains to be erected . For this, we urgently midst of suffering.

require five thousand dollars.
The high -water mark of contentment was reached one day

The need is real and pressing. The lease of our rented when I asked him if he needed a new bandage. His reply

house will soon expire. We are most anxious in the best was in the negative, and he went on to say that he could

interests of the work to avoid renewing it . If we could begin manage with the one he had had the week' before. I must

building on our house at once the renewal would be confess I was astonished , for I had never had the offer of a

unnecessary. A Mission House is economy ; it ineans bandage refused before ; the lepers are generally very anxious

health ; it imparts stability, as well as ensures success to the to getour English linen rags— they say they are so cool - and

work . sometimes, on dispensary days, our work was quite cut out to

[The A.N.M.U. – then the M.P.A. – was enabled to
satisfy the applicants for bandages, especially when the latter

an short .

render substantial help in the building of the Orphan Last November twelvemonths, Amira threw out a hint-just

age, and continues to transmit monies towards its funds.
as some folks do in England before Christmas and impendingEds.
birthdays—to the effect that if he could get a little convey
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The Late Pastor A. Ibaegert.

TH

ance, how nice it would be ! So the hint was taken , and on

Christmas Day a little trolly made its appearance at the

Asylum, full of presents for the lepers . How excited they all
BY ARTHUR HINDER.

were ! Some of the men came to meet me, and all took turn

in helping to drag the precious trolly along the path leading
'HE Bethel Mission to the Santals has suffered a severe

to the Asylum . loss in the death of Pastor Haegert, who founded it in

After the presents had been distributed , Amira was helped 1875. At that time there was a large part of the

into the trolly and I had the pleasure of giving him his first country unoccupied by any missionary. The Santals, one of

ride . He was speechless with delight, and I shall never the most notable aboriginal and semi-savage tribes of India,

forget his beaming face. were steeped in ignorance , superstition , and demon worship.

He comes regularly to the services in his little chariot, and Mr. Haegert gave up his employment in the Indian Public

is a inost attentive listener. I have asked him to learn Works Department, and , unassisted by any Society , devoted

John iii . 16 by the time I return, and am hoping that he will himself to the arduous pioneering work of preaching the

do so. It is a controversial verse, speaking of Christ as the Gospel, teaching the young, and doctoring the people in these

Son of God-a fact which Mohammedans deny. The other jungles. By the blessingof God the work grew, and being

Mohammedan inmate started to learn a hymn, “ I have no unable to cope alone with the growth of the Mission, he visited

helper but Christ,” before I came away, and hoped to be able England in 1888, and made his wants known . His appeal was

to repeat it to me when next we meet. not in vain , for he returned to India accompanied by a band

Amira goes in state sometimes to call on his friends down of six missionaries.

in the leper settlement adjoining ; the children think it is Pastor Haegert was undoubtedly one of the most energetic

great fun pulling him along. Will you join in prayer for this

man's conversion ?

Quite recently I received a letter from Joti, the catechist,

giving me the news, and also greetings from the inmates. My

thoughts and prayers are often with these dear brethren in

Christ, for I know so well their trials and temptations. Some

times when I went to the Asylum , one or two would meet me

with very woe -begone faces and a long list of complaints.

Perhaps you think I should have quoted texts as a remedy !

Well, I am afraid I am very unorthodox, for I would

frequently tell them a funny story, or poke fun at the Asylum

cat, and somehow their troubles would often be quite for

gotten by the time my visit had come to an end, and they

were then quite ready for a parting message or text.

Garib Dás, the leper brother who carried off the prize for

laughing last Christmas Day, had a very keen desire at one

time to learn to read Panjabi , but alas ! this desire has faded

away.. He used to be so enthusiastic over the intricacies

of the alphabet, that at meal times he would sit with his

chupatti (bread) in one hand and his book in the other. The

lepers exploded with laughter when I asked him once if

he had ever bitten a piece out of his book in mistake for his

bread !

In a recent letter from Dr. Florence Payne , I learn that

Tara (Star)-an untainted girlie of nearly two years — who was

given to me some time ago,was getting on very nicely. She

is living at present in the Memorial Hospital, and is quite a

hospital pet. No signs of the disease have as yet appeared,

buther nose presents a very flat appearance. This may be an

inheritance from her mother-a dear woman, but hardly one

you could call beautiful— or it may be a sign of leprosy. Will

those of you who believe and have proved that God answers
THE LATE PASTOR A. HAEGERT.

prayer, join in asking that thisdear little mite, if it be His will,

may be spared this terrible disease ? The fervent, effectual and self -denying men in India, his whole aim being that the

prayer of the righteous availeth much. Mission might accomplish a great and good work among the

The day before leaving Ludhiana on furlough , I went to the Santals. He suffered much discomfort in his isolation, yet

Asylum to say good -bye . The little prayer-meeting was inost persevered , notwithstanding sunstroke, fever, and actual con

touching — it was taken out of my hands entirely — and first Alicts with wild animals and snakes, from all of which he was

one, and then another (some for the first time), prayed so preserved ; butnow , in the unfathomable wisdom of our God ,

simply and yet so lovingly for the one who was about to leave he has been suddenly called to his rest, after suffering a short

them, and for their friends in England who were making the illness with dysentery and fever.

Asylum possible by their prayers and by their gifts.
The last report of the Mission shows that five stations have

sure that God isanswering their prayers,for wherever I go to been established, three of these with European bungalows

tell the story of what He is doing among the lepers, He and meeting-houses, boarding and day schools, industrial

graciously stirs up much interest in the hearts of those who work, &c. , and about 1,500 Christians. Mr. Haegert's reports

listen . were always considered quaint and good -humoured. About

My last glimpse of the Asylum inmates was obtained as the one the Indian Witness remarks :-"The last report of the

train steamed out of Ludhiana station . There at the level Bethel Santal Mission is the most entertaining piece of

crossing stood a group-I had been told to expect all who literature that has come into our hands for months. If Mr.

could possibly get down there—and the last words from Haegert would write a book, the work would sell better than

Ludhiana friends were from my leper brothers and sisters . most things in the market . His good humour, zeal, pungent

“ Salaam , Salaam ," and " Come back quickly," ring in my ears prods at sinners, and grotesque way of describing his joys and

even now . I watched them with something of a feeling of sorrows make the report spicy.” The reports were always

tears being very near the surface, until they were lost to sight characteristic of the man, and all who came in contact with

in the distance, him were impressed with his cheery and personal influence.

I am
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May I mention one of his many adventures ? I well

Reviews.
remember his showing me in India the huge skull of a bear,

which he kept as a memento of his life and death struggle

with the animal. It came about in this way , to use his own
SACRED SONGS AND Solos. Revised and enlarged.Revised and enlarged. Compiled

words : - “ An enormous bear, standing over seven feet high,
under the direction of IRA D. SANKEY. 44d . to 14/6 .

broke cover. A dozen men went after him . He turned and (Morgan and Scott.)

knocked the foremost over, and bit him severely. A deputa No hymn- book, it is safeto say, has had such a plienomenal

tion came begging me to attend the wounded man . After
sale as “ Songs and Solos, ” or “ Sankey's,” as it is familiarly

doing so they took me to the jungle . The bear was found on
called. None is more widely used among Christians of all

a hillock . I sent him a bullet and broke his right shoulder. denominations. Its growth is testimony to its progress in

He growled, jumped from his place, and charged us.
He was

popularity. The early editions were much smaller than that

an old fighter, and instead of charging straight and giving me which we are accustomed to use at present, and to that “ New

the advantage of the ground, hecharged ina semi-circle, Songs and Solos has been added ; while the “ Christian

and got on higher ground than myself. The forty men Choir” has served, as its name indicates, to supplement the

with me, when they saw the bear charging like an avalanche purely congregational hymns by pieces designed for Gospel

of white wrath , went up the trees like so many monkeys and choirs. The new book, now before us, is a happy combination

I was left alone. I had reloaded my rifle and gave him a of all that is best in these three, plus a number of the finest

second bullet right in his mouth , broke his lower jaw , smashed modern , and some older, hymns, which did not appear in any

his upper one and knocked out six of his teeth. Still he came
of them . For example, " Hark, the herald angels sing" was

on , as if he had not been touched, got on his hind legs, and altogether omitted formerly, but is included in this collection.

wanted to hug me. Old bear hunters usually say that if a bear Of a total of twelve hundred hymns, there are about nine

hugs a man it is all over with him . I gave him a big blow hundred that are to be found in one or other of the existing

with my rifle at his throat, but the brute had a bear's skin on
books, and to facilitate reference and joint use, their numbers

and did not mind it much. He bitmy left arm twice and in the established hymnals are indicated . The fact that ,

knocked the rifle out of my hands. Then he bit my chest , and among the authors, the names of Dr. George Matheson, Dr.

got my watch in his mouth ; I thought he would pull my heart J. S. B. Monsell, T. T. Lynch, Prebendary Thring, and Bishop

out. I prayed, ' God help me ! ' The stout silver casing of my Walsham How appear for the first time is evidence of how

watch was too solid for even a big bear to chew. We both greatly the book has been enriched by the choicest of

tumbled over, I underneath, and kicked him for all I was devotional hymns. In thus enlarging its scope the compiler

worth . So he let go my chest and bit me on my right le and publishershave made it increasingly suitable for use in

Then he ran off to chase the other men. My servant turned
ordinary worship, in addition to its primary object for

up with my double barrel gun and I sent the bear a bullet to “ Missions" and " Evangelistic ” services generally. A further

call him back. It caught him in his hind quarters, but he had improvement is in the arrangement of the hymns in subject

enough of the Padre Sahib . The sixth bullet went right sections throughout. This will be a great convenience to

through his heart, and he tumbled over without a groan. preachers and speakers in choosing hymns to “ fit ” their

Poor old Bruin ! He was the hero of many a battle. None of addresses. The hymnal is produced in a great variety of

the men had ever seen such a large bear. The forty hunters styles , to meet the preferences and needs of numerous classes

sat round the dead bear while I ' preached Christ to them . of users. The cheapest issue, at fourpence-halfpenny, is that

Then the men tied his legs, a bamboo was passed through ,and of words only, in stout paper cover. Excellent editions, con

eightmen carried him home. The people made curry of him , taining words and music , are published at 5s . , 5s . 6d., and

The fat I turned into ointment, and he is not likely to touch 6s. 6d ., according to binding . Copies for organ use — large

another man ."
type-will cost 12s . 6d . or 14s. 6d .

When he told me this conflict, showing the marks in his

chest, arm, and leg, it was with due acknowledgment to God

for thus wonderfully preserving him to labour yet a little THINGS AS THEY ARE. Mission Work in Southern India .

longer in the Master's service. By AMY WILSON -CARMICHAEL. 1/6 and 2/6 net.

Truly the loss now, by his death, will be a heavy one to the (Morgan and Scotl. )

Mission. He was well-known in India, and his yearly

collecting tour was always very fruitful. Now it devolves The success which we andothers predicted for this book on its

upon God's people to do all they can to help those who are first appearance has been fully realized ; hence the call for a new

left to continue the Mission. Gifts may be sent to Mr. W.
and cheaper edition, whichhas now replaced that at the higher

Roger Jones, All Nations Missionary Union, 21 & 22 , Exeter
price . There has been no abridgment, and the number of collo

Hall, Strand, W.C.
type illustrations remains thesame. Now that it is more

accessible to readers generally it will secure a still wider

circulation , and continue to attract the attention of all who are

interested in Indian Missions by its vivid word -painting. We

reprint a characteristic chapter in our present issue. We

Death of the Rev. Dr. Murray could almost wish to publish the whole book ; it would prove

as absorbing as a serial story.

Mitchell.

We regret to record the death of the Rev. Dr. Murray
CHINA'S PAST AND FUTURE. By the Hon. Chester Hol

Mitchell,the veteran Scottish missionary and Orientalist, who,
COMBE . BRITAIN'S SIN AND Folly. By B. BROOMHALL.

at the ripe old age of ninety, recently passed away. He was
1 /- and 2/6 net. (Morgan and Scott .)

sent to Bombay, by Dr. Duff, in 1838. He mastered the Public agitation against the curse of the opium traffic is .

Marathi language, the great vernacular of Western and Cen being revived, and the issue of this cheap, authoritative indict

tral India, and subsequently learned Sanskrit and the Parsi ment should do much to stimulate the appeal for national

Zend. Poona was the centre of his wide influence. He righteousness. It is the publication in one volume of two

retired from the Mission field in 1888, and for the next ten important contributions to the subject of Chinese Missions.

years devoted himself to ministering to Scotch congregations The first of these, which deals, as its title suggests, with the

on the Continent, particularly at Nice. Latterly he had lived broad outlook - the opium question being one phase - was

in Edinburgh. Last year he delivered the Duff Missionary originally published at six shillings. Mr. Broomhall's section ,

Lectures, on “ The Great Religions of India ,” and these will which is a short one, fixes the responsibility for the opium

shortly be published . Dr. Mitchell had prepared them for traffic upon the British Government, and comes from the pen

of one who has spent a long life in this abolition cause.
the press.
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International Sports.

T was a great day at the Girgaum High School, for it had

been duly announced that, at two o'clock sharp, sports

would be held in the school preinises. Recognizing the

importance of the occasion , I made my way to the arena,

which had been tastefully decorated for the event. But

instead of many-coloured flags, there were many coloured

faces and many-coloured costumes. I cannot call them dresses,

for the patterns were as varied as the tints-gorgeous golden,

scarlet, blue, and green robes.

The air was noisy with many tongues, each speaking the

language it knew best, with the exception of one boy,who

seemed to know no language at all. After a few general

instructions in English , I asked a Hindu youth to repeat to his

neighbour what had been said . “ But I can't do it, sir," was

the quick reply, " I do not know his language ! ” So I left the

runner to find out, but he didn't. But he thought he did , so it

was of no consequence.

Each race was a wild scramble, the ground being strewn

with unsuccessful competitors left behind in the fight. Even

in a three-legged race, if one fell, the other ran dragging his

partner over the hard ground . On announcing this race, one

was greeted by a chorus of cries, “ But we haven't any hand

kerchief !” . In the handicap races I was informed by the

losers that it was my fault that they did not win .

During the potato race (which was run with stones) the boy

who spoke no language thought that at least he knew this

game, and saw a chance of doing something. So he ran

madlyin, seized a stone and left us all in some fear, wondering

in which direction and with what speed that stone would

leave his hand .

At last came the one event in which all could compete , and

in which we expected a universal entry. This was tea. The

merry party sat on the floor and fell to. But even here some

absolutely refused to make a start . “ You are not eating any

tea , " I remarked . " No," came the solemn reply, " I never do,

I always drink tea . ” I tried again with a littlemore directness,

“ But you are not eating any cake or huns." " No. It is

againstmycaste ." " I can only eat meat,” said one,while the

Hindu looked on with scorn. “ I cannot eat anything made

with butter until after five hours,” replied another. However,

it did not take much persuasion to make them devour Huntley

& Palmer's biscuits, caste or no caste. Whilst some ate

little, others ate much and pocketed more, so a balance was

preserved . Tea over, there was a desire to go home.

us have prayers tirst , " said the eldest Hindu, " and then go

home." But the prizes were to be awarded before the

breaking-up. Meanwhile one of the competitors walked up

to the starter with the startling request, “ Oh, please act the

monkey for us !” This showed a fine idea of that official's

varied duties. The prize distribution , however, saved the

necessity ofmaking a suitable reply, and the various nations

went each its own way.

But these international gatherings are not wasted time.

They are finger-posts pointing the young ones to the One Way

along which alone it is safe to travel, where all are one in

Christ Jesus.

A Little Waíf.

E had been driving to a distant

school, and were returning in the

cool of the evening. As we jogged

leisurely along, I saw a tiny figure in the road

along which we were passing. It was a little

girl. Her brown cheeks were pinched and

drawn , and her thin, slight form had no

covering beyond a scrap of rag round her

waist.

As wedrew near, she stooped to pick up

some small object, and we saw that she had

a dirty, battered tin in her hand , in which

she put the grains of corn she now and again

Tamarblandy .
found in the road.

Westopped the carriage and called to her .

She hesitated and then slowly advanced, lifting her large

blackeyes and fixing them on our white faces in wonder

“Where are your father and mother ? " said I.

“ I have no one, they are all gone," and she threw up her :

little hands with a pathetic gesture.

“ What have you in the tin ? " I asked.

“ I must eat," was all the poor little maid replied .

“ Would you like to come with me ? I have a homeand

plenty of food, nice clothes, and many more little girls in it . '

The child hesitated, and looked searchingly into our faces.

Then she smiled-a slow, sad smile. “ I will come," she said,

but she stood still in the road .

“ Then throw away the tin , you will not want it any more,

and jump in here," and I held out my hand to draw her to the

carriage.

One moment she hesitated, then threw away the tin , and

held cut both arms to me.

She was soon in the carriage, and we carried home our

prize . Poor little maid ! Whata scrubbing and cleaning she

had to go through , and how solemn she was for a longtime.

But now she is bright and merry enough, and her fat cheeks

and plump little body would compare favourably with any

English child of her age .

It is, however, very difficult to break these famine waifs of

the craving for food, which has become a habit. They

wander everywhere, pulling weeds out of the hedges, climbing

trees like monkeys, and storing the strange food they collect

in little pockets contrived inside their clothes, or tucked into

their waists, or more openly holding up their skirts full of a

strangemedley of things they have gathered for food ,

Constant attacks of illness resulting from unsuitable food

obliged us to whip all offenders in this way, and soon they

became well, andfairly strong.

Wecompetition

« Let

Prize Competition.

E have much pleasure in announcing another Prize

for our boys and girls. We want you

to tell us the name of the most interesting mission

ary book you have read and why you think it so. Six book

prizes are offered, so if your answer wins a prize you will have

another nice volume to add to your bookshelf.

Conditions.

1.-No paper must contain more than 300 words.

II.-Each answer , written on one side of the paper only, must

bear the full name, address, and age of the competitor, and must be

his or her unaided work . There will be two divisions, one for

those under twelve, and the second for those over twelve but under

fourteen .

III.-All papers should be addressed to the Editors , ALL

NATIONS, 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand, W.C., and have the

word “ Competition " on the top left-hand corner of the envelope.

The last datefor receiving papers is February 1st .
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All Nations Prayer Union Notes.

entered fully into the joy of

Christianity, and he and his

devoted wife became most earnest

workers. He opened up work in

villages composed of the caste of

weavers, and through his influence

several villages with hundreds of

people have come under Christian

instruction . Their steady growth

has been a great joy to the mis

sionaries."
CLARA BENHAM .

O

66

AB

The Teeree

Border.

BY WILLIAM GREET.

January 3rd. — ALL MISSIONARY SOCIETIES : Each of the UR latest touring has been the most encouraging of any,

great Missionary Societies is to-day face to face with because of the attentiveness of the people , and that is

wonderful opportunities and openings for extension of work something to be glad of among mountaineers of the

on all hands. God has opened doors all over the world , in a Himalayas, who are generally, in their manner, much like

marvellous way ; and everywhere the cry is for more workers. those in Lhasa when the British party entered the city

But there is a holding back at home, and Societies are afraid apparently concerned only with the work they were doing

to go forward, because the Churches do not seem ready to before any strangers came. This is trying to the faith of the

respond to the call. Do we not need to pray, earnestly, preachers, but we remember the story of other semi-Mongolian

constantly, for all who manage the affairs of ourMissionary peopleswho seemedthe same,butamong whom some of the

Societies ; that they may be filled with faith in God who is Gospel's greatest triumphs have been seen.

abletoovercome all difficulties, and who can provide for every I have had a long illness in Landour hospital, but, during

need at home and abroad ? According to your faith be it that time and since ,my most devoted fellow-worker, Robinson

unto you ,” said the Master, and His words echo in our ears Baldeo, has been out to a great number of villages, most of

to -day, as we realize that our faith is the link between our them never before preached in . On several occasions he

utterinability and the omnipotence of God. nearly lost his life through the wildness of the country. Once

January 11th.-Africa : The Sudan United Mission repre
at night the mountain torrents rose and nearly swept him away,

and once in his second attempt to cross a gorge his coolie was

sents a new shaft of light streaming into Africa, and calls for

our keen interest and united prayer.

swept off a rock by the stream, load and all, and Robinson

Think of that vast
just saved his life by catching him by the heel . On their last

district reaching across Africa, from Abyssinia to the Atlantic, trip they were lost for two days in the forest of one of the

as large as Europe without Russia, containing about sixty
highest mountains, and had to sleep there at night, with no

million people, and among them only twenty missionaries at
shelter, and the sounds of wild beasts to be heard around

work inseven stations ! Wonderfully has God prepared the
them . The cold, too, was very great in the open , and during

way for this new Mission , which is being worked by united

Councils in London, Ireland, and Scotland, on inter

the day they found no water, but they discovered at last a pos

denominational lines . The Expedition of Investigation has

sible way to many new villages, where other workers will be

able to follow without such difficulties. We are mapping out
gone forth to the Benu River District of West Central Sudan,

the most practicablemountain tracks, and also inventing speci

and has met with sympathetic interest and advice from those

in high authority. The darkness of heathenism is dense, but

ally light camping kit , tent, bed, &c. , and that will enable

it must yield to the light of Jesus Christ, and we may rejoice
preachers, European or Indian , to go where the expense of

carriers alone is at present a barrier to Mission work.
in this new effort, and hold up these brave light-bearers in There are other difficulties connected with this wild moun
our prayers.

tain work, where no one can hear anything of the workers till

January 13th .-AFRICAN NATIVE Converts : A beautiful they get home again, there being no ready communication

picture comes to us from Yakusu , Upper Congo River. For between the inner hills and the civilized English Border from

many a long year the Baptist missionaries have faithfuily whence we start out.

worked with little to encourage them ; but recently eighteen O that the spiritual,barriers of this great caste field might

young people were baptized in the waters of the Congo, on be overcome. The physical ones are being met, so that the

profession of their faith in Jesus Christ. They have been message is sounded in these “ Regions Beyond .” It is a diffi

consistent members of the Young People's Society for over cult task for a single European worker with no human

twelve months, and have all received special teaching. resources, but God has His own plans for Teeree, and it is for

Living, as they do, in the towns, they will need much of the us to find them out and take our part as He cnables.

power of the Spirit and the grace of God to enable them to

bear witness for Elim and lead others in righteousness. May

we realize our part in their lives , as we remember them at the
THE Evangelical Lay Preachers' Association (Islington

throne of grace .

District ) has just completed eight years' preaching work in

January 21st.-INDIA : Good news comes from Neyoor, London, during which period considerably over two thousand

South India. One missionary writes : “ The Neyoor Christian appointments have been filled gratuitously . These include

village numbers 900, and at our united Communion meeting pulpit supplies, mission hall and open -air services, village

we need accommodation for 1,000. There are now seventy chapels, P.S.A.'s, children's gatherings, Band of Hope and

two Christian communities in the district , with a total member missionary addresses. The Committee are mainly dependent

ship of 1,716, and during the past year 529 were baptized and upon voluntary contributions for the income of the Association.

103 were admitted into the fellowship of the Church .” The Readers of All Nations are invited to help by means of the

following account of a convert will be read with interest , and Missionary Pence Cards . Contributions will be received by

will give us thoughts for praise : “ Some years ago a young Mr. W. Roger Jones . Particulars of the Association may be

man , who had been a devoted demon worshipper, was con obtained from the Hon . Sec. , Mr. G. A. Angus, 99, Balfour

verted. He gave up his family shrine , and with his family Road , Highbury, London , N.

-
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Treasurer
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Secretary - WM . ROGER JONES.

MOTTO-“ Every Little Helps." BASIS— " Carey's Weekly Penny ."

OBJECTS

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

open a newwork in the hitherto unevangelized city of Coronel Pringles.

Mrs. T. Collins Joyce and children should have their passages booked

at once for Bahia ; and Miss Jessie Porter ' still eyes her Jericho " in

the vacant plot of land in Pondicheri. Eight hundred pounds is the

estimated cost of the proposed Mission Hall in this Roman Catholic

town , which we should wish to be regarded as a memorial of our

martyred missionary , Miss Robinson .
Just before Christmas one need was met in a manner which carried

much encouragement with it and was a deep cause of thankfulness . A

missionary at home on furlough wrote that an expected remittance was

not forthcoming, could we help ? The same post brought an enquiry

from a lady in the West of England " whether we required a gift to

comfort any sick missionaries home on furlough just now ." How

beautifully the Divine Inspirer of our thoughts dovetails them together.

How does your giving compare with this ?

" December 21st , 1904 .

I would have sent you more, but we

are only working people ourselves . I always give a tenth to the Lord's

work, but my husband's wage on the average is about one pound a week ,

and I have to be very careful to make it carry us through ."

*
MISSIONS and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self-denying interestin the Missions
of the Churches. Over 436,000 has been collected . Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over $ 5,000 has been
raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief .

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .
Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed “ London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price. The higher values preferred .

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the ALL NATIONS

MISSIONARY UNION. Subscription , ONE PENNY A WEEK . Please write for a

card of membership.
Our All Nations Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions

A different subject for every day . Please ask for a Prayer -Cycle.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The A.N.M.U.issues

"Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may

choose. Afew members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible -woman, orphan , or Leper child .

The Anti-Opium Campaign.- What evils have befallen this

country for the two wars in which it thrust the opium curse on unwilling

China ! The great meeting on December 9th in the large Exeter Hall

points to a forthcoming triumph for the Right . Have you associated

yourself with it ? It was my privilege about eleven years ago to secure

over 100,000 signatures to a Parliamentary petition on this question .

If you are quite ignorant of the question, read the penny booklet adver.

tized on page ii . of our cover, China only wants the freedom to prohibit

the importation of opium and to also stamp out the native cultivation

of the opium poppy .

A.IA.SM.W. Aews and Aotes.

“ My People do not Consider . " . December 21st and 22nd ,

1904, will be long remembered in London . A fog of phenomenal density

paralyzed business. In the fog the things nearest one looked very much

larger than they did ordinarily - a cab horse looked as big as a camel ,

and a tram.car as big as a house . A useful parable might be drawn

from that fact. The Gospel is intended for all the world . The chief

business of the Church of God is to proclaim it the wide world over. Yet

we all know of churches where the true proportion of the Divine com

mands are lost sight of. Everyone, from the minister downwards,

appears to be enveloped in a pretty thick fog of parochial ignorance.

When asked to help forward missionary work , the congregation give an

assurance of their profound interest in that work , but explain that that

year they are engaged in raising funds for some local need-perhaps a

new organ , Nextyear the heating apparatus is being improved to keep

the organ warm , and the year after somebody will remember that the

tower and steeple , part of the original design of the church , have dever

been built. It is necessary to dispel a fog in order that people might

see objects outside their immediate locality. ALL NATIONS is doing

much in this direction , but , better supported, it could do a great deal

Dr. Geil's breezy article in our Christmas Number has , we

know , been read by some who are antagonistic to Foreign Missions.

Olla Podrida.-We have received from the former Secretary of

the Missionary Bureau , the Rev. W. H. G. de St. Dalmas , a supply of

copies of his pamphlet on Noah's Flood . It has excited much interest

in the leading papers of India , and in scientific circles there. Our

readers will find it in our advertisement columns.

Our Shilling Block Calendar is still on sale at this office, although we

have had offers from publishers to take the remaining copies off our

hands. of our wonderful Penny Sheet Almanack , with five Scriptural

pictures in colours , one lady wrote : - " Send one hundred at once .

Nothing finer has ever been produced for a penny. ” Wewant everyone

ofour 10,000 weekly pence-givers to have one. Send us a post card at

once if you have not posted a copy up at home.

This letter is written in thequiet retirement ofthe Christmas holidays,

and the temporary withdrawal from the turmoil of the City gives time

for reflection. The lesson of the past year seemssummed up in the

words, “ O rest in the Lord, wait patiently for Him ."
He alone is

to be our strength for service during the New Year that is dawning.

A verse from Whittier would be a good motto for us all in

1905
" If a blinder soul there be,

Let me guide him nearer Thee;

If there be a weaker one,

Give me strength to help him on ."

*

more .

* * *
*

A Good Start for 1905.—Just as we go to press , a member has

offered £ 100 to the magazine fund, only stipulating that other mem

bers should put their shoulders to the wheel as well . Every little

helps , " and every subscription helps , too .

Your Own Medical Mission . — The New Year's mail has just

brought letters from Rev. W. H. L. Batstone , M.D. , and his wife . We

are sorry to hear that the latter has experienced a severe accident, hav.

ing been thrown with her little boy out of a hired conveyance .
We are

sending them £5 towards buying the new tonga so greatly required for

these journeys .

The doctor writes : - " I amnow very short ofdrugs ,

and hope sincerely that you will be able to get the medicines out to me

immediately ." (Only £ 5 ios , is in hand towards the £ 64 worth Dr.

Batstone orders . A shortage of drugs means the closing of the Bidar

Dispensary. Will our readers pray that this calamity may be averted ?

EDITORS .) “ It is most wonderfultheway God is leading and working in

Bidar . People are asking for baptism , and God's people are very much

encouraged . Our greatest needs, besides your constant prayers, are for

the replenishing ofour stock and for a native hospital assistant to help

mein the dispensary ." Will you , dear reader , join the office staff in

daily morning prayer that God's blessing may attend this work and His

hand supply all its needs ?

*

“ Ask the Lord and Tell His People . ” — Although a trying

year financially, 1904 has been marked by much blessing attending the

labours of our workers, in Matabeleland , India , and Argentina more

especially. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carr, of Las Palmas, report as the

year closes that many have come out on the Lord's side among the

Spanish residents and also among the sailors. Miss Sarah Page , of

lacmel, Haiti, rejoices in 40 converts added to the Church in that town.

May we have a continuance ofGod's favour in the encouragement of His

servants and the honouring of His message of love . The financial outlook

for 1905 is a very trying one to our faith . So much is needed , so few indi

cate their desire to help . Funds for our own Missions are entirely exhaus

ted . As we write an order has come to hand for sixty -four pounds' worth

of drugs for Dr. and Mrs. Batstone at Bidar ; passages and outfits for Mr.

and Mrs. Charles Mason and Miss Elvin to India ; support for native cate

chists connected with the China Inland , London , Baptist, and an American

Mission ; twenty pounds for Dr. Martyn Newton at Jallapur-Jattan , and

substantial assistance to enable Pastor and Mrs. F. Lister Newton to

Win Roger Jones.

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION , 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall , Strand ,

London , W.C.
Bankers : London & South-Western

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this periodical.
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Amounts received by All Nations Mission South Africa General Mis Do Cage Lane Mission U 5 1

1
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4 0 Field Lane Branch 1 80

ary Union from Oct. 18th , 1904 , to Dec. Do. (for Miss I. Crooke )... 2 100 Ready Baud. " Brixton 1 07
52 11

19th,

· Polytechnic C.E.S.

1904 .
Do. ( for Maputa Station ) 0 5 0

Tangier Orphanage ( Mrs.
Strolford Railway Mis

Edwards)
0 7 7 sion 1 4 8

For the Societies. £ 5 d . Zan, besi Industrial Mission 0 10 0 Benton Chapel Branch 4 15

Do. (Furlough Fund)
0 6 61

6 8Rev Majola Agbebi ( Nigeria) 1
s . d .

Salisbury 1 2 9

Friends of Armenia 0 11

ALL
2 96

NATIONS Missionary
Bignoll BallU.F.C... Mission Old Calabar) 3 0 0

Miss Fulcher's Work (Man Toxteth 3 U

Union 15 2 6 mad ) South America, &c.
Do. (Annual Meeting) Sale

Manchester
3 5 4

Rev H ! Halliwell ( Indian

of Work and Literature 16 7
Brazilian Bible School (Mr. Mrs. H. Hutchinson's

8
Christian Endeavour ) 2 2 0 McEwen ) 3 13 6

Do. (For Deficit )
Class

1 1 3

15 0 Interdenominational Chris Pastor R. F. Elder's Work Cheadle Hulme Branch i 1

Baptist Missionary Society ... 0

9

7 6 tian Mission 0 12 2 2 6 0

Do. ( per Fraserburgh )
(Argentina )9 · King's

3
Messengers

Miss Holland's Work (Osaka, BranchMr. R. Young's Work (Brazil) 2 10 0
Do. ( for Mrs. Couling.China) 0

15 12 0

Japan )
06 6

Do. ( San Salvador Schools ) 3
Tocantin's " River Indian Cromer Branch ... 1 2 6

0 Do. ( Christmas cards for
B. & F. Bible Society ...

Mission 0 99 Forest Gate Branch 310 7
0

Wounded Soldiers ) 10 29 Rev. T. Edwards(Ocho Rios)
Church Missionary Society 019

Gloucester 2 0 0

Do. (Gospels for Wounded Jamaica
Do. ( per Holy Trinity,

0 1

Soldiers) 0 12 8

Brondesbury )
Rev. J. Birkham Sav -la -Mar )

2 2 Rev. C.T.Collyer ( for Korean

Million Farthing Fund.
0 14 0

Do. ( for Miss Peddar, ( Jamaica ) ...
Work ) 5 9 0 Rev. JYair (Lucea) Jamaica u 16 2 Patpara Asylum

0 19 0

Jabbalpur)... 0 0 16
Do. (for Chapel Loans)

2 11

Do.( forFoochow Schools) 0 5
Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Babim,

Mangeli 1 1 0

0 ProtestantOrphanage ( Seoul, Brazil ) 3 19 8 Ludhiana 2 11 0

Do. (per St. Peter's , Dart Korea ) 1 12 2
mouth Park )

Dr. Paton's Missio : (New
2 9 Gospel Work in Straits

Do. ( for Fuh-kien Schools) 2 17
Hebrides )

0 10 10 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

6 Settlements 3 18 2 Do. (for Dr. Crombie ) 0 6 11

Do. (for Quetta Hospital) 4 0 0 Rev. D A. Lee ( Bengali
3 13 10By Sale of Indian Curios

Do. (for Dr. McKenzie)... 1

Regions Beyond Missionary

1

Mission ) 1 0 0
Auglo -Indian Evan. Society 6 10

Union Mr. H.Eades (Azul, Argen
0 2 2 Rev. W. Hill

0Bird's Nest, Dublin 0

Murray's

London Missionary Society 0 3 3
tina )... 1 3 4

Chinese Blind 0 10 0
Quarriers' Homes (Bridge of

Mr. F. Lister - Newton's
Do. ( per Christ Church

1
North School of

0Weir )
India

0

Work (Argentina) 3 6 3

Branch , for Trevandrum ) 3 9 8
0Dr. Barnardo's Homes 4

Medicine 0 7 4
Bolivian India , Mission 3 5 6

Do. ( for Miss M. Spence,
2

Rev. W. Pettigrew ( Manipur) 1 7 2
LayPreachers' Evan . Mission 0

9“ Belp for Brazil ' Mission 0 0
Mirzapur)... 3 0 0 Pandita Ramabai's Homes ... 0 0

Mr. McBarbour (for Mr. Allan
Mr. J.McCrick's Work( Brazil ) 9 10 8

Do. (per Earl Street Mis
Fraser ) 0 2

Do. (for support of Orphans) 3 0 0 7 18 10

sion , for
Victoria Gospel Press

" Benjamin
2 6Mr. Fegan's Homes

Do (for support of Child

Surappa " )

Do (for personalexpenses ) 3 2 0
3 8 7

0

Widows)
London City Missions

8 18 0
3 6

Do. ( for Mr. Wilkerson , Sua Bue ( Y.P.S.C.E.Mission )
Postal Telegraph Christian Mr. E. Russell Hurditch's

Matabililand )
Association (per Miss

9 91
0Mission

China
5 0

3 12 9 Goldsmith ) 1 3 6

Miss N. Warr's Work (Nan Do. do.
Deptford Central Mission

0 16 1

chang -Fu ) ...
Europe.

7 1
( Rev G. Mantle) ...

0
0 12 0

Pastor E. Olsson ( Adrogue) 0 5 0
Postal Telegraph Christian

Bales of Missionary Volumes 3 19 2

Antwerp Sailors' Rest
Rev J. Hayter ( Costa Rica) 0 4 4

5 5 Association (China ) 1
8 19 1Passages and Outfits Fund

6

Evian les Bains Mission (for Rev. X. P. Moschou (Smyrna) 0 10
Famine Funds.4

Contributions" Reserved "

" Rose " ) 0 5 Punjab Mission 1 12 1 General Famine Fund 1 16 11 (Battersea Pk. Tabernacle ) ( 8 9

Bull Ring Mission, Madrid 0 4 2 Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

10 15 10Sales of Foreign Stamps
Do. (for support of Orphans) 2 19

FiguerasMission ( Spain ) 0 10 0 Lumpor)
" Do -Without Fund (Rev.0 Do. (for Khurtas & Cholies) 0 10 1

Dunkirk Sailors ' Rest 0 10 0 Bethel Santhal Mission
0

1
G. Mantle )... 6 3

1 9 Raipur FamineOrphan-ge 2 19 6
Mr. W. Mackintosh (Valla Miss Porter's Work (Pondi Miss Millard's Blind Orphans 1 16 9

For Cot in Dr. Huntley's

dolid ) 0 16 3 cherry )
1 12 6Hospital (China) ...

2 18 10

Wild Olive Graft Mission 06 0 Do. (Dale of Work )... Mission to Lepers.
Sales of Calendars and

6 99

General Funds 29 10 9 Almanacs 93 6

Asia. Africa . Do. (Sale of Work Stall
Sales and bubscriptions ALL

Miss Lyne) 12 8 6
NATIONS 33 2 3

Abor Pioneer Mission
6 0 2

Ikoko Mission (Upper Congo) 0 6 6
Bales of Christmas Cards

Do. (“ Thirty Years Fund " ) 0 % 6
1 1 0

Balaghat Mission (General) Mr. A. Carr's Work (Grand Miss M. Reed's
0Do. 8. S. Reward Tickets... 3 8

Work

Do. (for Mr. Smith ) 9 5
Cadary ) 2 5 6 1 19 11

1
(Obandag Heights)

General and Unallotted Funds 30 6

Do (for support of “ Koto Casablanca Mission (Mr R.
For Expenses

Per Warrington Working
29 14 0

and " Satiya "
1 7 0 Steven ) 0 14 0 Man's Mission (support

Christian and Missionary

Dr. E. H. Edwards, Shan - si Keswick Training Home of Timah " ) 2 10 0
Alliance (support of

(China ) 014 1 ( Miss Coole's Work ) 0 11 6
1" Gunga ")

Miss Facey(support of
0 0

Miss Bayly (Neemuch) 0 2 2 Egypt General Mission 1 5 0 “ Gombbir Singh " , 3 15 0 ALL NATIONS Prayer Union 0 5 9

Rev. A. Forder ( Arabia ) 1 3 0 Mr. and Mrs. B. von Gros Southwark Home Mission 2 16 0 Galway Boys Orphanage 0 5 6

Bidar Medical Mission (Dr. (Alexandria ) 4 8 10
Support of Adult Lepers ... 16 15 0

Collections (atthree Meetings ) 1 17 10
Batstone ) 3 2 Do. ( collected in Berlin ) ... 11 13 8 Do. (two Leper bible Printing Foreign Gospels and

China Inland Mission 0 17 6 Dr. Hayford's New Churoh 1 2 6 Women) 12 0 U Tracts 3 11 11

Do. ( for Dr.G.Harding ) . 1 4 1 Mr. H. G. Lamb (Port Do. Untainted Children) 6 15 Special Gift forALL NATIONS

Mr. A. Banks ( Behar) 0 0 Gueydon ) 0 13 9 Do. Leper 2 0 0 Magazine
... 100 0 0

Mr. F. Cook's Work ( Kirlpati, North Africa Mission 0 1 0 Do. Unallotted 2 18 0

South India ) 1 10 5 Do. ( for Miss Hodges) 1 5 7 Special “Shilling " Fund 1 ly 0
Total £ 677 0

Dumaria Mission Do. ( for Mr. P. Smith ) 0 3 6 Per Leicester Branch 3 93
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11 othing to Give .

“ NOTHING TO GIVE ! ” said the rich man bold ,

As he hastened on in the bitter cold ,

While so closely wrapped was his stately form ,

That he heeded not the driving storm .

" Nothing to give ! " and a wailing cry

Went up to God as the blast swept by .

Where famine and want their impress trace .

“ Nothing to give ! " and wild despair

Is mingled now with the pleader's prayer .

6

“ Nothing to give ! " said a lady fair,

While jewels gleamed in her raven hair ,

And the Eastern looms their skill had brought

For her gorgeous robes in beauty wrought.

" Nothing to give ! " - and a shivering form

Went sadly forth ' mid the raging storm .

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

" Nothing to give ! ” said a bright-eyed boy

Ofhis princely home the prideand joy ;

" Your clothes are ragged , your eyes are wild

So go away , little beggar child . "

Nothing to give ! " -- and the naked feet

Go pattering on ' mid the frozen sleet .

“ Nothing to give ! " said a maiden gay ,

As she lightly sped on her joyous way ,

And thoughtlessly turned from the pleading face,

" Nothing to give ! " - be it not our cry,

Whenever we list to the pleading sigh ,

But with generous heart and open hand,

May we gladly aid earth's suffering band

Something to give , be it ever so small ,

Something to give when the needy call .
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The Fndustrial Evangelistic

Dission , Pilibhit.

or

open to

names like the fol

lowing : A. B. Indus

tries , Ltd., the

X. Y. Industrial Mis

sion , Ltd. , with SO

By Rev. J. C. LAWSON . much capital and a

certain per cent. of

ILIBHIT was chosen because of the fine profits to be paid to

industrial supplies obtainable, and because the investors . We

no white missionary had ever settled there. wish to say just here

Many believe in Industrial Missions, but that the I. E. M. is not

if they were as much in earnest as some limited. It is

worldly people are in pushing their worldly rescue all the souls

enterprizes, there would be funds in hand God wants it to, and

immediately to properly equip this entire to make known the

Mission and start it on its soul -saving work. If we had everlasting Gospel

a saw mill and a planing mill, with engine to run them , wherever possible .

the income from these alone would more than support Whatever funds God

the whole Mission at Pilibhit. We are in the finest of may send in answer

hard-wood forest regions . to prayer will be in Rev. J. C. LAWSON .

We wish it distinctly understood that the Industrial vested for eternity ,

Evangelistic Mission is not a commercial scheme. We and if He should bless the work abundantly, as He will

have noticed lately the any cause that is for His glory, all

formation of several such income over and above the simple

Industrial Missions with allowance of each worker, which will

be sufficient for needs but not for luxuries ,

will be used to carry the Gospel to the

millions of India, who sit in heathen

darkness .

We are able now to say to friends

that all funds given for work on the

field will , to the penny, reach the

field . This is to be the settled policy

of the I.E.M.

When we established the I.E.M. we

necessarily gave up the comfortable

salary we had had so long, not because

there was any special virtue in giving it

up , but because it was keeping us from

doing the work God had laid upon us.

Our famine rescue work had been a

work of faith , not of our own planning ,

but of God's leading, and we were not

afraid to trust Him still farther.

As soon as we felt we must launch

out into the work that God had shown

THE CARPENTERS.

us , we wrote to our daughter and oldest

son , who had left India the year before,
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are many who

that it might mean hard
matters . Now remember you are not to

ship for them , for their
bother about me. The busier I am the

happier." It is hard to restrain any of

them from work . While they have

been able thus far to study and work

and pay all expenses, and wish to

continue to do so, it will be too hard for

them to keep it up month after month,

and no doubt there

would be glad to help bear part of the

expense, gladto help save their strength

and time so they can the sooner return

to win souls in heathen India.

It is not well understood by the out

side world that in India there are thou

sands of English and mixed people . The

latter are spoken of as Eurasians, being

a mixture of the European and the

Asiatic. They are all English in their

bringing -up, and many are as fair as

any European. Many belong to very old

and highly respectable families. After

all these years of British rule we find

TAILORING . many English people who have been

born and brought up in India. They

know the people and the_language,

allowance too would be given up. Back the cheery answer and are identified with the country . There are

came :
enough of these various English -speaking classes in

“ Do not think of us, we can put ourselves through India to evangelize the whole land if their hearts could

college, and help our younger brothers, too ." be drawn out to such work. Great need here for Spirit

The summer before last the entire family spent ten filled evangelists. William Taylor proved what could

weeks at Northfield . The boys applied for work, and to be done in this line in India . Many of these were won

James, the eldest, was given the responsible work oflight for Christ during his short stay in that land, and they

ing the whole of Northfield grounds. This was his first are standing firm to -day. If his policy had been con

work in the U.S.A. , and he did it with all his might. tinued , these people would have continued to help ,

He made the lamps to shine as they never did before provided, also, such unselfish men as William Taylor

and probably never will again . He painted the posts had remained in charge.

black and the inner framework white. When he went There are those in India who desire to help Mission

to draw his pay , he was given more than had been work, but they claim they are not fairly dealt with by

promised him , for he had done so much more than was the various Mission Boards. Often they are superior to

required. To Paul was given the care the foreign missionary,

of the third floor of oneof the hotels. but they claim Foreign

When the Conference was over, and Mission Boards with

there was no other work, he scrubbed

and cleaned hotels — floor, walls, and

ceiling. When the next Conference

began he was promoted to assistant

office boy, and when that job ended,

went back to cleaning hotels again .

Willie's work was to keep the grounds

clear of rubbish , or what would be

called sweeper's work in India, the

lowest of the low work , done by the

despised outcast. These three boys in

ten weeks cleared over two hundred

dollars. They were in school at Oberlin

for a year, and worked their waythrough.

Last summer they were in Bible School

work. James was at the Moody Institute

for the session, and did some private

secretarial work for one of the heads

of the Institution, to pay his way while

in training. Paul , in writing to his

mother, said : “ You are not to worry MAKING SHOES.

over my fees, etc., for next year I have

two schemes afoot that I think will fix
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Sunlight and Shadow

I

man .

outside management

.
have made a distinc

tion between them By GEORGE A, GALE

and those sent out-a
( South Africa General Mission ) .

distinction in salary

and in position . On
HAVE on several occasions asked your readers to pray

for God's work in Tongaland, and now I rejoice to tell
the other hand the

of answeredprayer. God has graciouslygiven us to see
Boards claim that these

" signs following," after a year of sowing. Eleven souls at

people , brought up on Maputa, and six at our out -station, eighteen miles away, have

the field, do not have publicly professed repentance and faith in Christ. I am now

the love for the natives commencing a weekly class for these young converts, prepara

they ought to have , tory to baptism . There are others attending our meetings

often trying to lord it
who are under conviction , but who are holding back for

various reasons — some because of the love of earthly things
over them. Both sides

which would have to be given up, and others from fear of

are more or less right Who will help to pray these halting ones over the

in their complaints ; line " ?

there ought to be no There are always sorrows as well as joys in God's work,

distinctions because of and I want to refer to a case which is a real sorrow of heart

nationality . Ability
to us.

One of our Christian young men , a church member,

MRS. J. C. LAWSON. and spirituality ought
became engaged over a year ago to a heathen girl. We dealt

with him lovingly and faithfully in regard to this, showinghim
to be the tests , and the sin of such an action (2 Cor. vi . 14) . He acknowledged

whom God chooses to exalt, man should not choose
himself to be wrong, but said he could not break his promise

to put down. to the girl. Therefore he had to be suspended from Church

Not anywhere in India is an attempt being made to fellowship. He still remains in the same position. Either

train English and Eurasian boys as Mission workers. fear of the girl's relatives, or the desire to do his own will, is

Something has been done for girls. There are Mission
stronger within him than willingness to do the will ofGod.

Schools for such boys, but they are merely secular. The
This is an instance of the difficult position of all our Christian

I.E.M. hopes soon tohave a Technical Bible School for
young men . So far no girls havebeen converted , so that at

present our youths must either marry heathen wives, or re

the training of such young men and young women .
As

main single. The matter calls for much prayer. The power

a rule there is among them much of prejudice against of our great adversary is still very great in keeping the people

manual labour. They have been waited on so long by bound to their old superstitious practices.

the natives that it has made them more or less helpless. Recently, while out kraal visiting , I came to a kraal where

Thereare, however, many exceptions, and when the
much noise and commotion prevailed . Entering the hut

Holy Spirit gets hold of any one, He overcomes all the
whence the noise proceeded, a sad scene met my eyes. The

hut was full of men and women who were intently and eagerly
hindrances of heredity and environment.

watching the “ Witch doctor ” as he worked “ the oracle ."

Yearsago , when planning for industrial schools for He was in full regalia - a necklace of bones and teeth, his hair

native children , we also had on our hearts the same for and body anointed with red clay mixed with fat, and bladders

these English and Eurasian boys and girls . We believe stuck in his hair. In his handswere a large number of small

God will raise up many from among these to carry the bones and shells. Muttering some incantation, which was

Gospel to India's millions. The I.E.M. will make no vociferously responded to bythe company, he suddenly threw

distinction in nationality. Whomsoever the Holy Spirit
all the bones and shells on to a grass mat in front of him .

will appoint will be accepted, and all will be on equal whether the charmswerestanding on end, or if they were
Instantly he and all the people with him eagerly looked to see

terms. How soon the Technical Bible School will be
lying down .

begun depends on God's children to say. But this needs explanation. A wife of the owner of this hut

was lying very ill . Her husband wished to know if she would

recover, so the “ doctor ” was called to ascertain by juggling

with the bones and shells. If in the throw they stood upright

OUR MAGAZINE.
—that is , most of them , the woman too would " stand," i.e., live.

If most of the bones fell down, she would also “ fall down,"

N.B. - Friends who have received All i.e. , die . If she was to recover, the boneswere thrown to find

out which medicine doctor to send for. Many, many times has

Nations during the past year and have not the Gospel been preached in this kraal, and I spoke to them

paid their subscription for it , are requested of the sin of persistently practising the works ofdarknessnow

to remit 1s . 6d. if they wish it to be sent
that the light had come, and again urged them to turn from

these vanities to serve the living God. Some said, “Yes,

during 1905 . umfundisi (teacher) , you speak truly.” Others replied, " But

Considerable expense is incurred to pro
how are our sick ones to recover if we give this up ? ”

duce a bright and interesting magazine,
The Rev. H. H. Pullen , of the Spezia Mission for

and this cost can only be met by our Italy and the Levant, whose lectures and meetings

readers contributing to it . have aroused such deep interest in England , is in

subscription to the Secretary, All Nations

London for a spring lecturing and deputation tour. He

would be glad to avail himself, as far as possible , of all

Missionary Union, Exeter Hall, Strand , openings for services, lectures, missionary, or drawing

London , W.C. room meetings. He can be communicated with—c/o

Mr. C. W. Cotton, " Shanklin ," Fairfield Road, Crouch

End, London, N.

Send your
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the most important features connected

with the home organization of our Missionary

Societies.

By the Way.

D

the

IN Magnesia , a large town about two

hours by rail from Smyrna, a faithful pastor,

Mr. Kampouropotons, is caring for a little

band of Greek Evangelicals , and the children

have been watched over in schools. Last

summer a trial befel the flock : their church

and schools were destroyed by fire. To

re-build the church , with rooms below

suitable for schools , requires £600. From

R. HARRY GUINNESS has now returned from the insurance, including that on the furniture, £ 296 has

his extensive Mission tour in Brazil and Argen- been received, and the people themselves havegathered

tina, and delighted a large gathering assembled at nearly 6200.' The Rev. X. P. Moschou, President of

Exeter Hall on January 16th , to give him a “ Welcome the Greek Evangelical Union, will gladly acknowledge

Home," with a narration of his experiences. He spoke any contributions for the purpose of making up the

most enthusiastically of the manner in which he was deficiency, sent to him at the Sailors' Home, Smyrna,

received , and of the prospects of Gospel work in the Asia Minor, or they may be forwarded through the

portions of South America he office of the A.N.M.U.

visited , quoting Shakespeare's

familiar lines asapplicable to the

great continent— " There is a tide The new C.M.S. Hospital at

in the affairs of men which, taken Mengo, the capital of Uganda,

at the flood, leads on to fortune.” was opened by the Acting-Com

That tide, he said , was missioner on November 28th , the

present. In Rio Janeiro he held second anniversary of the destruc

Mission services, with after meet
tion of the old hospital . The

ings , on the same lines as in Rev. J. Roscoe wrote a week

England, and believed he could later : “ The new hospital is now

have crowded the largest theatre
in full swing. The need of it

in the city , had it been available . was great ; the new dispensary

In Buenos Aires he held three is now in hand , the foundations

distinct Missions; the first to men , are being dug.” Uganda is fre.

the second to the general com quently subjected to terrific

munity, and the last to the thunderstorms , and in spite of

Spanish -speaking natives. Re conductors , the new building was

ferring to the representatives of struck by lightning within a day

different denominations with
or two of its being opened, but

whom he worked , he made only a few bricks of the chimney

special mention of the Rev. were displaced , and beyond the

William Morris, of the South scare harm was done .

American Missionary Society , Bishop Tucker has sent home

whom he described as “ the Dr. gift of 200 from his

Barnardo of South America,” Diocesan Fund as a donation

with 2,600 children in his schools.

SWEETHEARTS.

to the building_fund of the

The Doctor said it had been new hospital. The total cost

proposed to him that a Harley House Forward Move has been something under £ 2,000.

ment should be undertaken in Brazil , but he felt that that

republic should be left-save only as to the “ Help to
At the last harvest festival at the C.M.S. church ,

Brazil” Mission, which he warmly commended — to Sachiapuram , in Tinnevelly, South India , besides the

American missionaries, who were already there.
usual offerings of goats, fowls, rice , & c ., a novel offer

ing was made—a baby eighteen months old ! The

parents before his birth had dedicated him to the Lord

The Bible Society last month made a notable advance for His service . At the festival they brought and pre

in its literary department by the substitution for the old
sented him . Then they redeemed him for five shekels

Reporter of anew and high - class magazine, The Bible in of silver ( Rs. 10) , and received him back to be trained

the World . It consists of 44 pages of finely illustrated in godliness.

matter, sold at one penny, and this increased enterprize

by a Society which, despite its years, is in spirit amongst

the very youngest of our Missionary bodies, should
The speech of the Bishop of Durham at the great

prove very acceptable to the subscribers, and materially
demonstration, at Exeter Hall, on the Opium Question , on

Dec. 9th , has been reprinted by Messrs. Morgan & Scott, in

enlarge the interest in its world-wide work. We are
the form of a penny pamphlet. Its wide circulation would

always glad to chronicle improvement in one of materially help the agitation against the traffic.

no

а
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C.S.S. Advance inin the

Gospel message to the Mohammedans do not apply to the

non -Moslem population ; and both Lord Cromer and the

Sirdar are alive to the benefits, even from the point of view of

Southern Soudan . the State, which might be derived from a Mission conducted

by men who wouldcombine wisdom and tact with evangel

GORDON'S INVITATION Revived AND ACCEPTED.
istic zeal .

Lord Cromer has now actually pointed out a definite field

THE C.M.S. has issued the following important for such a Mission , and has invited the Church Missionary

letter and Memorandum relating toa great and Society to undertake it . The territory is an extensive one,

long-desired movement in the SouthernSoudan, awaken stretching southward, on both sides of the Nile, to the northern

ing memories of Gordon and his noble work. Accom
border of the Uganda Protectorate and the north -eastern

corner of the Congo Free State . A Mission established there
panyingthem is the full text of the letter in which Lord

Cromer has embodied his proposals :
will be a link between Egypt and Uganda, being about equi

distant from Khartoum and Mengo.

To the Editors of All Nations.
Such a Mission should be industrial, medical , educational ,

linguistic , and, of course, above all , an Evangelistic Mission.

Sirs ,-Lord Cromer, at Cairo, and Sir Reginald Wingate, A band of men is required at once ; men of practical

the Sirdar, at Khartoum, have for two or three years past capacity, manliness of character, good physique, tact and

expressed their desire to see a British Mission established judgment ; above all , men " full of faith and of the Holy

on the Upper Nile for the benefit of the Pagan tribes there. Ghost.” Who will offer ? And who will help to support such

See particularly the Blue Book “ Egypt No. 1, 1903.". a Mission ?

Lord Cromerhasnow pointed out to the Church Missionary The missionary enterprize as a whole — the Church Mission

Society a definite district for occupation, and the subjoined ary Society in particular - requires a fresh rallying cry at the

memorandum gives the Society's reasons for accepting the present time. Never have there been more inviting openings

challenge and inviting offers of service. We heartily com for development and extension in all parts of the Mission field ;

mend it to the attention ofyour readers. yet, notwithstanding the great increase of interest in the work

Yours faithfully , and study of its conditions and self- sacrifice in giving.-- as the

RANDALL CANTUAR. C.M.S. has so signally experienced of late — there is a lack of

JOHN H. KENNAWAY, President C.M.S. offers of service from capable men ready to give their whole

Church Missionary Society, Salisbury Square, E.C. ,

lives to the service of God in the evangelization of the world .

If this new call should be blessed of God to inspire fresh zeal
January 19th .

and devotion , it will not be the first time that Africa, by

MEMORANDUM . stirring the hearts of men, has not only given an impetus to

Twenty-seven years have elapsed since General Gordon , its own evangelization , but has helped India and China and

when Governor-General of the Soudan under the Khedive of
the whole Mission field .

Egypt, appealed to the Church Missionary Society to send a
The Committee of the Church Missionary Society call upon

Mission to the pagan tribes on the Upper Nile, promising all
their friends throughout the country and the world to pray

possible help. But the C.M.S. was occupied further south, in earnestly and definitely that it may please God to prosper the

Uganda, and could not respond ; and soon after this Gordon attempt to seize this great opportunity, and to raise up the

resigned his post , and the whole country relapsed into
men and supply the means that shall enable the Society to

confusion.
embrace it .

Twenty years have elapsed since Gordon's heroic attempt to Church Missionary House, Salisbury Square, E.C.

restore order ended in his deeply-lamented overthrow and January, 1905.

death at Khartoum . Within a few weeks spontaneous contri

butions began to pour in to the C.M.S. to establish a Gordon

Memorial Mission in the city of his martyrdom and to the
The following is the text of the

Mohammedans by whose hands he died. But for thirteen

years more the Mahdi reigned in the Soudan , and the door LETTER FROM LORD CROMER.

was shut.

Six years have elapsed since the great victory of Omdurman
Cairo, December 23rd , 1904.

opened the way to British rule and influence, and now the SIR, I understand from Mr. MacInnes, the Secretary of

Pax Britannica prevails over the whole vast territory, from the your Mission in Egypt, that you are desirous to obtain an

Mediterranean to the Equator. In due time , moving step by expression of my opinion as to the prospects of missionary

step in obedience to the cautious policy of the Government, work in the Soudan .

the Society was enabled to post missionaries at Khartoum . In my annual report for 1902 (p. 60 ) I stated that both Sir

Little by little the way has opened for a quiet and judicious Reginald Wingate and myself were of opinion that “ the time

witness for Christ ; and the first witnesses have been greatly is still distant when Mission work can, with safety and

encouraged by the friendly attitude of the people. No large advantage, be permitted amongst the Moslem population ." I

or speedy fruits can, humanly speaking, be reasonably added that there was no objection to the establishment of

expected , but at least “ a flag for Christ" is uplifted in Christian schools in Khartoum, provided that parents were

Khartoum , and this is all that man can do. Results are with warned , before they sent their children to those schools, that

the Lord ; conversion is His work alone. instruction in the Christian religion is afforded .

No other spot than Khartoum could have been the place These opinions remain unchanged .

for a Gordon Memorial Mission ; but Gordon's own scheme The case of the more southern provinces of the Soudan,

for a Mission to the pagans further south still awaits the hour which are inhabited by a pagan population, is widely different.

and the man , so far, at least, as England is concerned . The In these regions, not only is there no reason for imposing any

American Presbyterians have gone up the White Nile and restrictions on missionary enterprise, but the Soudan Govern

established an excellent Industrial Mission in one district ; ment would weicome the co-operation of missionaries in the

and the Austrian Roman Catholics are occupying another work of civilization now being undertaken . This is more

district. What shall England and the Church of England do ? especially the case as regards education. I venture to express

For two years past Lord Cromer at Cairo and the Sirdar a hope that, in any work undertaken by your Society, special

(Sir Reginald Wingate) at Khartoum have been expressing attention will be paid to some simple forms of industrial and

their desire to see British Missions established among these agricultural instruction.

pagan tribes. The reasons that have compelled the Govern An American, and also an Austrian Mission are already

ment to restrict within narrow limits any attempts to give the established in the Soudan, the former on the Sobat River, the
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Cry from Macedonia .

Сом,

latter on the White Nile, a short distance south of Kodok.

The Austrian Mission has already established two Mission

stations in the district lying west of the Nile.

I enclose for your information a map showing that a large

and populous district is still unoccupied. It is bounded on the

north by the Bahr-el-Ghazal ; on the east by a line proceeding

south from the White Nile, starting at a point abouthalf-way

between where the Nile is joined by the Bahr-el- Zeraf and

where it is joined by the Bahr-el-Jebel, to Ajiung, and thence

southwards to Twi . From Twi the line proceeds due east to

the Abyssinian frontier, and thence follows the frontier to the

Uganda border on the 5th parallel of North Latitude.

On the south it is bounded by the northern border of the

Congo Free State, the Lado Enclave, and the Uganda

Province ; on the west, by a line drawn from Mashra - el-Rek

to a point where the frontiers of the Congo Free State, the

French Congo, and the Bahr -el-Ghazal meet, near, N'darama.

No permission to establish missionary centres in this district

will be given * until a sufficient period has been allowed to

elapse for your Society to consider whether it wishes to

occupy the extensive field now thrown open to it. I should

be glad in due time to receive information on this subject.

No communications have as yet been received from private

individuals requesting permission to establish schools in the

Southern Soudan, at their own expense, in which the religion

of Islam would be taught ; but in order to avoid any possible

misapprehension as to the nature of the policy adopted by the

Government, I wish to add that, should such requests be

received , they will be favourably considered. The object

which the Government has in view is educational. It is for

those who voluntarily, and at the expense of private societies or

individuals, enter this field of work, to adapt the secular and

educational policy of the Government to the needs of their

special religious persuasion.

I should add that Sir Reginald Wingate has seen this letter,

and fully agrees in all that I have said .

I remain, Sir, yours very truly,

( Signed ) Cromer.

The Secretary,

Church Missionary Society.

The

TUNE : Adeste Fideles.

“ Come over
and help us.” — Acts xvi . 9.

' OME over and help us,"

The Macedon cry

“ Come over and help us

With light from on high ;

Thick darkness surrounds us,

And cruelty reigns,

Oh , pity our sorrows,

And sever our chains.”

Lord, help us to listen ;

This voice is of Thee,

Its language is searching,

And solemn its plea ;

To us it is spoken,

We yield to its claim ;

And here, of our substance,

We give to Thy name.

Age will not permit us

To go to their aid ;

Thy servants, our elders,

In fitness arrayed,

We thus would encourage

To answer the cry

“ Come over and help us,

With light from on high ."

Albert Midlaug

[It will be seen from the last verse that this hymn is

specially intended for children's meetings.-Eds. ]

Church of England Zenana

Society

TH

On June roth last the Bishop of Keewatin, in North-West

Canada, left Rat Portage to visit the six stations in the north of

his diocese. He reached home on September 17th , having

been away over three months. In that time he travelled

2,400 miles in an eighteen-foot Peterborough canoe, and he

writes, “ I had many mercies to thank God for, as well as for

the signs of progress and blessings in some of the most lonely,

isolated stations in the whole of the Mission- field . ” At Split

Lake the Indians presented the Bishop with an address of

welcome, written on white dressed deer skin, elaborately silk

worked . One incident in the journey shows the consistency

of the Indians as regards the keeping of the Sabbath . The

Bishop says :- “ At night we camped at the first rapid , where

we had to make a rather long portage. Next day, being

Sunday, we stayed in camp, and had our two services. In the

afternoon , as we were sitting in our tent, a splendid large

moose came right across the river, and we could have shotit

with the greatest ease, but my Indians made not the slightest

attempt to get hold of a gun, but calmly sat and watched it

swim off. Anyonewho knows Indian nature will well under

stand what a test this is . I have travelled much with white

men in this country, and know that not one white man in a

hundred would have let that moose alone, but these Indians

have the Bible, and they have been taught that it is God's

Word , and they know it says 'Remember that thou keep holy

the Sabbath Day. At the time we had no fresh meat of any

kind, but were living on salt pork and four. ”

WHERE is a large native hospital in Foochow maintained

by a foreign community . The women's wards are in

charge of lady missionaries of the Church of England

Zenana Missionary Society. There are beds for about fifty

patients. To English eyes the wards present a peculiar

appearance. There are no white sheets or pretty quilts ; the

patients lie on straw mats spread over wooden boards, and

have hard, nearly round, wooden or leather pillows. In the

winter they roll themselves in cotton wool quilts. They are

very grateful for the care and attention bestowed on them .

One former patient, an old woman with only one leg, became

a Christian, and daily teachestheother patients who are well

enough to be out of bed. The Chinese nurses also instruct

them . Two services are held in the little chapel on Sunday,

and every Tuesday and Friday evening service is taken by

the Chinese students (men ) in turns.

The Rash is oneof the largest Hindu festivals of the Nadiya

District . The orthodox Hindus observe it by first going to

the sacred town of Nadiya to bathe in the sacred Ganges and

salute the idols ; they then go on to Santipur, where even

greater excitement prevails in visiting and saluting the deities,

thereby hoping not only to propitiate them, but also to accu

mulate merit. When the festival is over the gods and

goddesses are carried around the town in procession and sub

merged in the river. It is difficult to understand how modern

India, with all its enlightenment, can continue to observe these

puerile heathen customs. Perhaps it need hardly beremarked

that numbers of the devotees are women. The missionaries

of the Church of England Zenana Society find such festivals

opportune occasions for preaching the Gospel, and for teach

ing them about a God Who is not worshipped under the form

of hideous bloodthirsty idols, nor appeased by mere washing

of the outward man.

* It is evident from the context that this means “ no permission to any other

Mission . "
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The Turks and Caicos Jslands Bunigoro, Central Africa.

T

B"

By Rev. J. Henry Pussy.
By Albert B. LLOYD

THESE islands lie about eighty miles north of the Republics

(Church Missionary Society).

of Hayti and San Domingo. They are a dependency
UNIGORO is a country where all kinds of horrors have

of Jamaica, but geographically belong to the Bahama

Islands. The writer, a native of Jamaica, has now been
been perpetrated, from the human sacrifice offered

before the whole world to the dark and cruel deeds of
twenty -five years missionary in these coral islands in connec

witchcraft performed in secret. The religion of the people is
tion withthe English Baptist Missionary Society .

that of the wild man , a low kind of spirit-worship, more
The sphere is a peculiar one. Grand Turk , the chief of the

correctly spoken of as devil- worship . A terrible fear of the
grorps of islands, is seven miles long and oneand a half wide.

It is a low island , its highest elevation being about forty feet.
unknown spirit haunts the trembling creatures of earth , and

leads theminto all kinds of foolishness, such as the wearing of
The great industry is salt-making, but the market price of this

dazzling property is so low thatan imperial bushel of salt is
charms, and the offering of food sacrifices. Thank God the

sold for twopence -halfpenny. The sea is let into wide shallow
human sacrifices are now quite forbidden, and if practised at

all , it is with the greatest secrecy.

ponds, and when the water evaporates by strong winds and
One form of sacrifice, and the most revolting of all , was thesun , a deposit is left at the bottom . This is collected and

shipped. But this work only affords employment for a short

offering of little children in the time of war. The invading

time each year. At other seasons there is only a catch-and-go
army is said to be approaching along a certain road , and all

life which seriously interferes with the stability and support of
the people are fleeing for their lives, and village after village

Christian work . is destroyed and left a smouldering heap of ruins as the

A deep sea channel about twenty -five miles wide (known as
ravagers proceed . The old men and women are shut up in

the Turk's Island Passage) runs between the Turks and Caicos
the grass huts, and then fire is put to the roof, and the poor

Islands. It is exposed to strong ocean currents and beset
creatures are literally roasted alive, This is called " the

with dangerous reefs. All the Caicos Islands stand on an
roasting of the old corn ."

extensive bank. They are of the same nature as Grand Turk,
The people of a certain village consult their witch-doctor as

though some of their elevations are more than 200 feet above
to what can be done to keep the invaders away from their

the sea . The soil is fertile and nearly all tropical plants can
village, and the reply is “ there is only one way, a sacrifice

must be made." A little child is selected from among

grow . But there are no springs, and as very little provision is

made for storing water beyond what is needed for domestic
the common people, a deep hole dug in the dead of

purposes, droughts burnup vegetation and reduce the people night,right in themiddle of the road along which the

almost yearly to starvation . As in Grand Turk , many have

army is coming, spreading destruction and death in its train.

to leave their homes in search for work in Hayti and San
In the hole the little child is placed alive and buried ,

Domingo. The fibre industry has become helpful.

with just its head above the surface. Incantations are

The lower Caicos Islands have apopulation of about 2,000,
made, and the people return to their village, assured by

the witch -doctor that now they are safe. Then the morning
nearly all of whom are Baptists. It is my practice to visit

these churches once a year. I then examine them carefully
breaks, and the hot sun rises and beats with merciless fierce

and organize the work for another year. As Grand Turk is
ness upon the head of the tiny child. But hark, the ravagers

the chief port and seat of Government , the native converts
areapproaching, and already their war-cry is heard , and the

constantly come thither in their little boats from the other
shrieks of the villagers, ruthlessly driven from their homes,

islands. Thus the officers ofthese churcheshave frequent pierce the stillness of themorning air. Another village ahead,

opportunities of consulting their pastor personally in regard to
cry the raiders,and all dash off, bent upon plunder. But what

the work, and there ismaintained a stimulating oversight.

is this ? See, the foremost of the warriors standing aghast,

When the English Society withdrew its agent from Puerto
pointing with his spear to an object in the path ! For a

Plata in 1889, it requested me to take charge of its Mission in
moment only he stands, and then with fear depicted upon his

San Domingo. Since then I have been carrying on very
face, he turns and rushes towards his friends who are follow

successfullytwo kinds ofMission work , EnglishintheTurks inghim close behind, shouting “ Garuka, garuka, byonzira,

and Caicos Islandsand English- Spanish work intheRepublic byonzira !" " Return, return, a sacrifice, a sacrifice !" - and

of San Domingo. It is very expensive for the missionary to
even these bloodthirsty savages flee in terror from the face of

visit the Republic , and travelling expenses become a burden
the harmless, dying infant, and so the village is saved-saved

amongst these very poor churches,andcreatemuch anxiety by the death of a little child. The evil spirithas been pro

for the future of the work. During a visit I paid just over two
pitiated, and a great cry of rejoicing goes up from the trem

years ago a revival scenewasexperienced bythe baptism of bling villagers. Butthe price has been paid ,and onemother's

three converts, which led to the formation of special Spanish
heart is sad in the midst of all the rejoicing, for a mother's

heart is the same all the world over.

Bible Classes, which are now very attractive. The work is

greatly on the increase.
Already the light begins to shine in Bunigoro, and the little

It must not be forgotten by English Christains that in con
band of faithful teachers sent out from the tiny missionary

nection with this Mission lived and laboured the Revs. Kilner church-the Church of the Good Shepherd, Hoima-in the

Pearson , William Knight Rycroft, William Littlewood , Isaac
very midst of this country, is beginning to spread the light to

So

Pegg, and R. E. Gammon. Both Mr. and Mrs. Rycroft and
the uttermost quarters of this Nile-bounded district.

Mr.Pearson are now lying in the chapel yard at Grand Turk,
wonderful is the power of theglorious Gospel that hundreds

constantly remembered for what they have done. Will not
are being completely changed, and their dark , joyless lives

some generous friendsof these Mission worthies kindly send
arebeing made bright with the sunshine of God's love.

us needful funds in aid of the cause they had loved so well ?
The king of the country, a young man about twenty -one

The Mission celebrated its Jubilee in 1886, and I am keeping yearsof age, is oneof the brightest of them all , and Andereya

my pastoral silver wedding now.
Luhaga, King of Bunigoro, is fast becoming one of the leading

men in Central Africa, so far as the natives are concerned.

The Rev. H. D. Williamson , M.A. , Organizing Secretary of

the C.E.Z.M.S., has accepted the living of St. Margaret's,

Ipswich, vacant by the preferment of the Rev. A.B. G.

Lillingstonto the Vicarage of Holy Trinity, Hull. The Execu

tive Committee are prepared to make recommendations to the
General Committee as to his successor.

While the Russian warships were passing through the Suez

Canal their crews purchased 700 copies ofthe Scriptures in

Russian during one day and night fromthe Bible Society's

colporteurs, who were allowed on board at Port Said,
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is probably the vile traffic by which we are enriching

our Indian revenue at the cost of bodies and souls of

men in China. It is a marvellous instance of the long

SUL NATION MISSIONARY MAGAZINE suffering and grace of the God of History that He
NATIONS

should permit us to prosper in face of the opium
JOHN JACKSON B.REEVE

iniquity. In spite of this, however , and of many minor

All Literary Communications, Books for Review, etc. , should be offences against Christian ethics, it is still true in the

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS , Exeter Hall , Strand, main that Christianity follows the flag of England . A

London , W.C.

new and striking example of this has just been made
Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM . ROGER JONES ,

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C. public . We hope, and with good reason , that one of

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in the latest and largest additions to our Empire will

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence
shortly be the scene of a Missionary movement of a

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES.
most important character. In a letter addressed to the

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made

Secretary of the Church Missionary Society, Lord
PUBLISHERS, MARSHALL BROS. , Reswick House , Paternoster

Cromer has repeated to that Society in more emphatic
Row, E.C.

terms a proposal to occupy a stretch of country nearly

200,000 square miles in extent . This territory abuts on

the Uganda Protectorate on one side, and is an impor

tant section of the area to which settled Government

was restored when the Mahdi was finally overthrown .

This overture on the part of the Government, as

represented by Lord Cromer, means that if the Society

sees its way to enter this new field it will do so with the

The expansion of the British Empire is the most sanction and protection of the authorities. There is

astonishing fact in the history of the world during the already, in one portion of the allotted area , an Austrian

Christian era. To take a map of the Roman Catholic Mission, while an American Presby

The True globe and look first at the small terian Mission occupies another. In a Blue Book issued

Imperialism . islands which have been the cradle of as far back as 1902 , Lord Cromer alluded in terms of

the Anglo -Saxon race , and contrast approval to the work of Mr. Giffen and Dr. Maclaughlin ,

their very limited area with our vast world empire, of the latter Mission, and remarked that it was regret

should prompt the question in every thoughtful mind : table that no British Missionary Society was at work in

What does God mean by this ? What is His purpose in the region , in which , by the way, there is ample room ,

committing to our race the destinies of one-fourth of the since a very extensive district lies between the spheres

world's inhabitants, and one -fifth of the territory of the of the two Missions named . In his present letter Lord

globe ? Can we doubt that His plan is to use the Cromer writes : " No permission to establish missionary

English - speaking peoples as His instruments in evan centres in this district will be given [ to any other

gelizing the world ? Such a purpose by no Mission] until a sufficient period has been allowed to

implies His approval of all our actions in reference to elapse for your Society to consider whether it wishes to

subject races, or His satisfaction with us as a people in occupy the extensive field now thrown open to it .” The

our domestic relations. But marred as are our national proposal has been accepted in principle, and it is now

life and character by grave defects , it may safely be mainly a question of men and means. For these the

affirmed that among nations we were the fittest that Society is issuing a special appeal , and we earnestly

could be found . And so it has been our high privilege trust that a ready response will be made in both direc

to be the great missionary nation . It is claimed in com tions. It is the conviction of those in authority at Salis

mercial circles that " trade follows the flag." Too bury Square that no such great opportunity for Missions

often that trade has been of an unrighteous character, has occurred since Stanley's famous letter in the Daily

and the darkest blot on our national escutcheon to -day Telegraph gave birth to the Uganda Mission .

means
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South African Diamonds.

H

one

)

By Miss EDMONDSTONE .

“ They shall be Mine, saith the Lord of Hosts, in that day when

I make up My jewels .” — Malachi iii . 17 .

OW many at the present time are putting their hearts,

their whole life's energy , in some way or other, into

obtaining South Africandiamonds and South African

gold. What a fruitful field it seems for those bent on acquiring Post OFFICE , KIMBERLEY.

riches ! Kimberley, a

diamond city, is now the support of the Rooms, rent being exceedingly heavy in

producingover £ 20,000 South Africa.

worth of diamonds daily Mr. and Mrs. Annett have been enabled to hold meetings,

from company's and to start branchesof the P.T.C.A. in the post offices of the

mines alone, and Johan- following places : Kimberley, Bloemfontein, Johannesburg,

nesburg, the money Durban, East London, King Williamstown , Port Elizabeth ,

centre of South Africa, and others. In each of these we now have members, and

surrounded by gold Bible Classes and prayer meetings are being held among

mines, has won the them.

name of “ The Golden The great need now is to have a truly earnest and spiritually

City ." Such are among mindedman as Travelling Secretary, to visit and encourage

the openings in South these branches, and also to look up the many lonely post

Africa, but it is to a dif officials in other offices ; to be constantly going about among

ferent opening I would the 15,000 postal and telegraph clerks of South Africa, 10,000

POST OFFICE , JOHANNESBURG,

introduce you, and the of whom are strangers in a strange land . From their own

jewels to be acquired words to him Mr. Annett realized their need of such help . One

are of far greater value, man said : " I usedto beamember of the P.T.C.A. in England,

and far more lasting, than the diamonds of Kimberley, or the and I come from a good Christian home. When I landed in

gold of Johannesburg. They are jewels that need winning South Africa I meant to continue in the way I was then, but I

earnestly and at once for the Lord of Glory, and that, when have been stuck away in such lonely spots, I just drifted ,

won , shall shine for ever in the eternal Golden City above. You cannot know the terrible effect of the loneliness of some

Rather more than a year ago, a young postmaster in the of these offices ." Another said : “ I am not a Christian, but

Transvaal wrote and asked the International Postal, Telegraph, I'm glad the Association has come to South Africa , and I

and Telephone Christian Association to send out spiritual believe it will help many. As for me, I will gladly join it ."

help to the postal officials of South Africa, many of whom live Yet another : "The spirit of the veldt has got into me, and I

alone in desolate, unhomely surroundings, with much to hinder am not what I once was."

them and very little to help them heavenwards. It seemed a Will you help us win “ jewels " in South Africa ? Will you

big fresh effort to face, but believing it to be a call from God, help bring back the lonely, wandering, and reach the careless

we decided to go forward, and having mentioned that the ones ?

undertakin
g
would require £250 or £ 300, we were shortly

after encouraged by receiving towards it a donation of six

“ How sweet 'twould be at evening if you and I could say ,

Good Shepherd, we've been seeking the sheep that went astray,

pence. We felt that, as well as the call for help , to be of God, Heartsore and faint with hunger, we heard themmaking moan ,

and by faith trusted for all need to be supplied.

Mr. and Mrs. Annett, missionaries from Ceylon—the former

And lo ! we comeat nightfall , and bear them safely home.' ”

unable to continue work in that hot climate-responded to the

The expense of a Travelling Secretary would be £ 300

call , and giving their time and labour free , went outthere last
yearly, travelling and cost of living being so very high.

spring, and are only nowreturning to England .

Donations and subscriptions towards the expenses of Mr.

As a result of the Lord's blessing on their work , Postmen's

and Mrs. Annett's journey, for Cape Town Postmen's Rooms,

Rooms have been opened at Cape Town . The rooms are

or for P.T.C.A. Travelling Secretary in South Africa, may be

used freely by the Cape Town postmen at all hours of the day,

sent to Miss Hodgkin , Wraycroft, Reigate, or to Mr. W,

refreshments being well managed by a committee of the men,
Roger Jones.

who take it in turns to serve at the counter. Almost without

exception the men — including the 70 suburban letter-carriers Remarkable Movement Towards

-take the greatest interest in the Rooms, and intend to stand

by the work in every way. Besides the weekly meeting on
Christianity.

Fridays, and the Sunday afternoon Bible Class, each day

closes with a short gathering for “ family worship , " at which
In the large district city of Tai -leung, near Hong Kong,

often quite a large number of the men are present. Before

there is at present a remarkable movement towardsChristianity.

these Rooms were opened they just stood about the streets, or

It may, suggests the Rev. W. E. Hipwell, have a political

went to the public-houses. A large number of these postmen significance , as it isthe literary and wealthy classes who are

have become members of our Association, and jewels "
joinedin it, but at all events the opportunity for preachingthe

have been won here, ten of them and two wives - having
Gospel is offered. A member of the Hong Kong congregation

been brought to the

for somemonths has been urging the C.M.S. missionaries to

Lord.

open a Mission there, and has with five or six heathen friends

The hand of God
in Tai-leung purchased a place, for over900 dollars, and

has led Mrs. Goslin (a

promises to make it over to the Society. Two pastors were

lady who has had long

sent to visit the place, and on the whole their report was

experience in Chris
favourable. A catechist was appointed to reside there for a

tian work in South
few weeks, but owing to scarcity of workers the authorities at

Africa) to take up the

Hong Kong have , so far , been unable to occupy the place

post of Lady Super

permanently. Thirty years ago the Rev. Fok Ts'ing -Shan, a

intendent of the
native of Tai-leung, was stoned from the place for preaching

Rooms. We ask your

the Gospel He has lately revisited it , and been much

prayers for her, and THE POSTMEN'S Rooms.
rejoiced at the manifest change.

6
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Chinese Prisons. Will Argentina mitate

France ?

W

W

The poor

BY JOHN A. STOOKE

(China Inland Mission ).

HAT a theme ! And yet , as far as I can gather,

nothing definitely has been done on the lines of

regularsystematic visitation , It is perfectly useless

to expect the missionaries (on the field ) to do much ; their

hands are already more than filled with other needs. There

fore, with the exception of occasional visits here and there, the

poor, languishing, half-starved prisoners are left utterly alone.

I remember with sadness two visits I paid to Chinese prisons.

The one in Ninghai Cheo, near Chefoo, will ever live in my

memory. On that occasion I accompanied my friend Mr. C.

H. Judd, of the C.I.M. We first provided ourselves with a

stock of " p'ien - p'iens,” or native corn and millet cakes, feeling

sure that the best way to preach the Gospel was to show

practical sympathy. by giving them some nourishing food . An

empty stomach is a bad basis to work upon in any country

when you seek to reach the poor and down -trodden .

Once inside the prisoners' quarters we had first to get

accustomed to the semi-darkness all around us.

fellows were there, however, right enough , for they held up

their bony hands and piteously cried out “ Lao sien -seng a !

lao sien -seng a ! K'o-lien, k'o -lien o ; ” which meant “Old

teacher ! old teacher ! pity, pity me! ” We soon found the

general quarters we were inreeked with filth and stench . About

eight or ten were chained to big logs of wood, and having been

there many weeks unkempt and unwashed, you can easily

imagine what a sight they were. How ravenously they ate up

our cakes. Some had been near famishing point, so the food

was soon despatched and enjoyed. Mr. Judd then gave them a

truly faithful word. He told them they illustrated the wages

of sin. Every eye was fixed upon the preacher, some were

weeping, and now and then would come the words “ Puh-ts'o ,

puh -ts'o ” (“ Quite true, no mistake " ). Prisoners with longer

terms of imprisonment were shut up in inner prisons, and we

sawone or two of these through the small paper apertures.

We were sorry to leave, and afterwards we hoped some

thing might be done for China's prisons. How soon, however,

other things make us forget these horrors.

The question naturally rises in one's heart—Can nothing be

done for Chinese prisons ? Is there not one who could be

set apart for this special enterprize ? The missionaries would

gladly afford any help to reach this class. In some quarters

the officials would probably be againstsuch visitations, but in

the majority of cases senior missionaries could easily obtain

the entrée for one who was specially appointed to such service.

I trust the day will not be far distant when, through every

province, representatives — like John Howard, Mrs. Fry, and

Dr. Baedeker -may be found telling these dark sin -stained

souls of the Saviour “ Mighty to Save.'

BY ROBERT F. ELDER

( Regions Beyond Missionary Union ).

HEN the France of forty years ago is compared with

the France of to -day all must admit that there has

been great outward progress - of a kind . The

former ally of the Pope is now his enemy. The nation that

helped him to retain the Temporal Power for so long now

expels his emissaries from her borders. The democratic

education has yielded its harvest. A democratic government

cannot for ever support a hierarchal , we might say an auto

cratic, religion. The State teaches her children that the

people are to make and amend her laws. The State Church

teaches them that the Pope and his Council only have this

prerogative. Sooner or later the two systems were bound to

clash . The collision has come, and all the world has heard

the noise. The result is known .

But has France progressed morally as well as socially ?

Has there not been an outward change without a change of

heart ? With one foot she has taken a step forward, whilst

with the other she has taken two back. Confounding

Romanism with Christianity , whilst rightly abandoning the

former she seems to be blindly throwing over the latter.

Atheism is replacing the hierarchal Romanism , instead of a

pure democratic Christianity. Had more been done fifty

years ago to give France the pure truth , perhaps the result of

this separation would be happier.

What has taken place in France will one day take place in

South America . Argentina will probably be the first to break

with Rome. Many predict that anothergeneration will carry

disestablishment . The young men have received , and the

children are receiving , a democratic education that is gradually

undermining the Romish system of religion . Few young

Argentines in the enlightened provinces are devotees of Rome.

The popular atmosphere is that of opposition to the priests.

Should not the Church of Christ learn a lesson from what is

happening in France ? Should she not attempt a hundred

times more to ensure that those who leave Rome yield to the

claims of the pure Christ, and not to those of an immoral

Atheism ?

The educated classes are accepting Rationalistic ideas

translated into the reviews from English, French, and German

writers , without havinga chance of reading the other side, for

it does not exist in the national literature. The working

classes are being greatly influenced by Atheistical Socialists,

who help them to better their material and social condition .

Out of gratitude they listen to the philosophy of their new

found redeemers, and thus learn to curse the Christianity that

does not hold out its hand to help them and ought to . We

can scarcely blame them , for they do it ignorantly, and pure

Christianity has done little yet for Argentina.

No greater calamity could befall Argentina than what seems

inevitable if the Church does not waken up . The morality

has reached an alarmingly low standard in some quarters, as

the following figures of the births registered in the Province of

San Juan for 1903 will show. According to El Porvenir the

registrations were : Legitimate 1,987, and illegitimate 1,147.

That is to say, that out of 3,134 births registered, 1,147 were

born out of wedlock . Will Atheism better such a state of

things ? Never ! Only the new heart will produce a new life .

Only the pure Gospel teaches how to obtain a new heart.

Argentina is progressing commercially, socially, and intel

lectually . Are we to sleep on and not help her to progress

morally and spiritually ?

The Resident at Bida, Northern Nigeria, has removed the

restrictions as to open preaching in the villages. As to Bida

itself and other large centres, they remain. The school at Bida

is beginning to do well . Besides the Emir's son it contains

the sons of four other chiefs . A C.M.S. worker, writing home,

speaks of “ the magnitude of the opportunity presented by the

opening of Bida ,” and says “ it is of prime strategic importance

for developing a great Soudan Mission.”

FIGUERAS EVANGELISTIC MISSION , N.E. Spain .

OBJECT. - The Evangelisation of the Province of Gerona, population 400,000,

divided into centres, theheadquarters of the Evangelists. Inaddition , Sunday,

Day and Night Schools, Mothers' Meetings. Y.W.C.A .. TrainingStudents, Print

ing and Circulation of Scriptures, Publication of El Heraldo ( illustrated paper),

Books, Tracts, &c. MedicalMission for Patients from all parts of the province;

two Doctors employed Average yearly attendance from 2,000 to 3,000. Visits

made since the work was started , 30,819.

Director : - Pastor LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ, Figueras, Spain (Prov. of Gerona).

Hm. Treasurer :-Major-General BATTERSBY, who will send report

application. Address : “ Lyncroft, Weybridge. "

The conveners of the Foreign Mission of the Irish Pres

byterian Church have issued an appeal to the Church for an

advance of £ 3,000 this year to keep existing work in an

efficient state.

on
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The SOUL -WINNING CHURCH. By LEN. G. BROUGHTON,

D.D. 2s. 6d. (Morgan & Scott.)

In days when the Christian Church too often forgets its

supreme object in devoting itself to other matters — important

and necessary in themselves and in their proper sphere - it is

well to be reminded that after all the chief business of the

Church of God is the salvation of souls. A right conception

of duty in this respect on the part of the members of our

churches would speedily result in the great revival for which

we are all at this time earnestly looking. The addresses

comprised in this volume have been delivered at many Con

ferences and Conventions in America and in this country.

They were recently given to the Church at Westminster

Chapel, when Dr. Broughton was acting there as locum tenens,

just prior to the settlement of his friend, Dr. Campbell Mor

gan . With such an authorship it is almost needless to say

that the definition of "the Church " upon which the addresses

are based is thoroughly scriptural ; indeed , the title itself

suggests the Evangelical and evangelistic spirit .

GOD'S PLAN IN BIBLE. By H. W. Fry. 2s.6d .

(Marshall Brothers.)

e;There is no subject on which Christian people have been

more divided in opinion than that of the interpretation of

unfulfilled prophecy, prophecy which relates to the Second

Coming of our Lordand the events connected with it , foretold

in Daniel and the Reve on. Without attempting, in the

limits of a short review, to discuss the position adopted by

A TODA GIRL.

(Reduced from “ Valli ." )

THE

“ The

Mr. Fry, we will remark that his work has the commendation

of — and in this, the third edition , the great benefits of revision

by — so well -known and respected a writer on prophetical

subjects as Mr. G. H. Pember, M.A. , acknowledged as an

able scholar by those who diffier most strongly from him .

Students of prophecy aredivided into two schools of thought,

the Historical and the Futurist, the personality of the Anti

christ being the central point of difference. Mr. Fry and Mr.

Pember belong to the second ofthese schools, and therefore

do not accept the theory that the Pope and the Papacy are

represented by the Antichrist, the Scarlet Woman, andother

figures of the Revelation. As a guide to the prophetic Scrip

tures along the lines of interpretation indicated, this book is

useful and may be accepted as conveying in brief the recog

nized views of the Futurist writers . There are three

diagrams inserted in order to illustrate the Divine plan.

When Christ WAS Hert. By George T. DAVIS, B.A.

B.D IS. (Marshall Brothers.)

We are already familiar with stories which purport to give

us representations of the life and times of our Lord.

Prince of the House of David ” was for long one of the most

popular of religious stories, but its place is taken to -day very

largely by Lew . Wallace's “ Ben Hur." Reverently and skil

fully written, such tales cannot but tell for good, and often

they interest readers in the sacred story who would not be

ledin the first place to take up the New Testament. Even

to the earnest Christian who peruses them they will afford

stimulus, and help to bring in realistic fashion the setting of

the Gospel before the mind and heart. This is a story which

belongs to this class of religious fiction , and, like Ingram's

“ Prince of the House of David ,” it is told in the form of

letters supposed to have been written by an eye-witness to

friends . The style of the tale is graphic, and it compares not

unfavourably with those which have been mentioned . The

subject is one of such absorbinginterest , and so comparatively

little worked , that there is abundant room for this and, indeed,

for further stories of the kind. Mrs. Charles M. Alexander

(neè Helen Cadbury) contributes an enthusiastic “ Opinion ” by

way of preface .

IN AN ANARCHIST's Den. By CONSTANCIA SERJEANT.

(Marshall Brothers.)

Ofa far more exciting character than others of this author's

stories which we have read , “ In an Anarchist's Den " is a

thoroughly wholesome tale , thrilling enough to keep the

reader's attention to the end of its short course, and at the

same time with a very pronounced religious element happily

interwoven. It describes the adventures of a young English

girl who, without consulting her guardian, accepts a post

abroad and finds herself the chosen agent of a secret society

to accomplish an important item of its deadly work. She

refuses. How she escapes death, and her rescuer afterwards

meets it , is told in the story.

IS ,

A MANDARIN.

( From " Silver Gilt ." )
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A Visit to Sidi Fatallah .

Silver Gult. By M. FAITHFULL Davies. With preface by unusual in an Arab dwelling, and we find that the house is in

the Bishop OF ST. ALBANS. 6d . (C.E.Z.M.S. and Marshall communication with and almost built over the Zaouïa or famous

Brothers ). saint's tomb. Little do the old Sheikh and the devout

Chinese ladies wear a profusion of jewellery, and because
followers of the false Prophet below engaged in their devo

silver is plentiful and not expensive that metal is largely
tions , suspect that almost overhead two Christian ladies are

employed. They are seldom content, however, with silver telling of the life and death of the One by whom alone there

unless it looks like gold , and so their silver ornaments are
is salvation .

dipped in the more precious metal. But “ things are not what
A hearty welcome greets us, and after the customary lengthy

they seem ! ” This is true , then , of much of the jewellery, and
salutations we enter a large, prettily tiled room , where all is

it is true of many other things. The luxury of the rich, their prepared for our reception . We have barely time to notice the

gaiety and frivolity, are all so much “ silver gilt.” Such a title
immense bed at one end, and the general absence of other fur

affords wide scope for moralizing, but there is no attempt at
niture, before the girls came trooping in, and we are all seated

that in this tasty brochure. Instead, there is a brightly- written,
on cushions spread on the floor. Not like European girls, are

charmingly illustrated description - we reproduce one of the
they ? Dressed in white, baggy trousers reaching to the ankle,

illustrations - of “ things as they are. ” This booklet and the bright-coloured blouses, and their heads tied up in smart silk

one noticed below are welcome additions to a very attractive
handkerchiefs. The red and yellow shoes have been taken off

series of such publications by the C.E.Z.M.S.
and left at the door, so that their bare feet peep out as they

sit cross-legged on the mats. Such dear girls ! You would
VALLI : A TODA STORY. ( Founded on Fact) . By P. A.

soon love them. Habeeba, the eldest, about fifteen ; then

GROVER. 6d. (C.E.Z.M.S. and Marshall Brothers.) Fatima, with her happy face always covered with smiles ;

The Todasare one of the aboriginal hill tribes of India, and little Taraki , who does not like work nor learning very much ,

found only in the Nilgiri district. They have features all but loves to be near us ; Manoubïa, who tries so hard to

their own, and are an interesting people. Some very encourag understand allshe hears, though it is strange to her as yet ;

ing particulars of the origin and development of Mission work and poor Khadijah, the little country girl, of a different class

among them are given inthe course of this booklet , but first to the others - very dirty, very shy, but she will improve in

and foremost it is a biographical sketch of Valli, a little Toda time . Not a great number, you say. No ! but now the

girl, whose life is traced from earliest infancy till the time of mother and an elder married sister join the circle , and while

her early death. It is a story full of deepest meaning, reveal the children work we sing hymns and have a Bible lesson ,

ing thesore need of these wild people, and wetrust its appeal Then followsthe learning of a new text and repetition of the

will not be in vain. Readers who as yet know little or nothing old ones, until an hour and a half has slipped away, and it is

about this small and primitive race will find a perusal of this time for the reading lesson out of the New Testament to

story specially interesting . Habeeba and Fatima . It is most unusual for an Arab girl to

learn to read , and Habeeba is anxious to become proficient,

and has carefully prepared her lesson this week . Not so

Fatima. The curious dotted lines running from right to left

are a mystery to her, and she would much rather be engaged

BY ANNIE HAMMON . in a more practical occupation , and only the wish to please us

induces her to persevere.

(North Africa Mission ). But the shadows remind us that it is time to start on the

ILL you take a little excursion with me this afternoon long dusty walk which lies between us and Tunis, for the next

to the Arab village of Sidi Fatallah, about three train would be too late . So with good- byes, and many in .

miles from the city of Tunis ? We take a three-sou junctions from the girls to be “ sure and come again next week,”

railway ticket, pass the suburbs of the city, skirt the large we setout on the homeward journey, thinking much of these

inland lake in which the fish arejumping gaily in the sun, and dear girls who have so few advantages. Each one , in two or

arrive at the tiny station of Djebel el Djeloud. You say three years, at the age of sixteen or perhaps younger, willbe

“ Where is the station ? ” Why, this it-just this tiny married to a man she has never seen , to be bargained for like

cottage with a few eucalyptus trees. There is no platform, so an animal, and to become practically the slave of her lord

we must just take a jump on to the railway lines , pass our and master, quickly divorced should she happen to displease

tickets to the station mistress, who knows us well and gives us
him . How much happier is a woman's life in a Christian

a friendly “ Bon jour," and there about half- a -mile distant we country !

see, clustered under a low hillside , the white, Alat -roofed

houses of Sidi Fatallah, grouped around the tomb of the
The girls' school in Sieng- Iu increased from nineteen to

celebrated saint from which the village takes its name. Now
thirty-six boarders last term . This large number is because of

we cross some marshy, waste land by a narrow path, and
the school in Dang-Seng, another part of the district , having

nearing the village find that “ distance ” has indeed “ lent
been temporarily closed,as the C.E.Z.M.S. is building a house in

enchantment tothe view ," for many of the houses show signs Ang-tau ,a large market town about forty minutes walk from

of dilapidation , heaps of rubbish abound , while lean , hungry- Dang-Seng village, to which the missionaries are about to

looking dogs prowl around.
remove. A native loom has recently been purchased, and

We will not go through the chief street, partly to avoid the some of the elder girls are learning tospin and weave, special

dogs and partly because we do not wish our European appear
attention being also given to their needlework, to the great satis

ance to attract undue attention, for we have not come on a
faction of many of the parents. They make native flax - thread ,

mere pleasure excursion ,but with the desire to carry the Word
and also the straw mats or padding used for bedclothes in winter.

of Light to these dark Moslems, whose darkness is none the

less dense because they know it not. On the farther side of
We hear continued accounts of plague from the stations of

the village lies a large, straggling house, at the strong barred
the Church of England Zenana Mission in the Central

door of which we knock, for here a friendly Arab woman

Provinces. Some Europeans and Eurasians have fallen

allows us to gather a few girls week by week to receive
victims to it this year. This is not altogether a hindrance to

Christian instruction . We have not long to wait. There is a
the efforts of the missionaries to induce the natives to be

sound of footsteps and the familiar call “ Ashkoun ” (“ Who is
inoculated and to use remedies, as it helps to convince them

it ? " ), without an answer to which an Arab woman will never
that it is not the English who are spreading the disease - an

open her door. A word in reply, and we are admitted through
idea too prevalent in many parts of India.

a dirty courtyard, occupied by various domestic animals, into The National Bible Society of Scotland has circulated

another courtyard, paved , cool , and shady, on to the four sides during the past year 1,526,468 Scriptures - a record circulation .

of which all the doors and windows of the house open . In one Overa million copies have been issued in Roman.Catholic and.

corner we notice a stairway leading downwards. This is non -Christian countries.

W
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caps with pretty patterns and bright colours

Besides these men, there was just room in

one corner for our baby with her mother,

sitting huddled up together, and the opposite

corner for an angethi” or charcoal fire

place, and a couple of cooking vessels. The

tiny room at the back was the bedroom of

the family.

When we saw them , the mother was thin

and hungry-looking, and the child pale and

dirty, and never smiled . In hospital she

laughed and crowed, and greeted her friends

from a distance ; in her home she was a

forlorn , sad creature , with no trace of fun in

her , who seemed to feel the burden of life

tooheavy.

Trasmesbandy . We used to blame the woman for not

keeping her child in better condition when

out of hospital, but when we saw their home, we felt we had

been too hard .

The mother says her baby is dead now, but other people

say she has given her away to be brought up by someone

richer.

Well, these are sad things I have told you, but they are true

stories of what I have seen. Ask God to show you how to

help in bringing about the time when Indian children shall

have happy Christian homes, such as most of you enjoy.

From The Zenana.

w
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Lucknow.

By S. H. Smith .

NE afternoon I went to see one or two Indian women

in Lucknow, and I am going to tell you as much as I

remember of what I saw .

I went with another English lady, and we drove in a carriage,

something like a cab, with all its corners square.

The streets were narrow, and the rows of shops on either

side were different from those in towns at me. These

shops have no doors or windows as you know them , but are

entirely open in front, and inside goods are packed, leaving

only a space for the shopkeeper to sit in .

We threaded our way through many narrow streets, and at

last got out and walked a few steps to the house we wanted.

We stepped on a high rotten wooden step, and then

ascended a staircase which was so narrow that there was only

room for one at a time to squeeze up. It was very dark , too ,

but someone from above called, " Miss Sahib is coming, ” and

we soon landed in the room on to which the stair opened, like

a loft- stair at home.

It was a Hindu household, and the little room looked tidy

and pretty clean. The girl we came to see lay on a “ charpai,"

i.e., a wooden bedstead with tape two inches wide strung

backwards and forwards across it , and very simple and com

fortable. She was ill with consumption , and had besides a

very painful leg, but she was delighted that we should come

to see her, and was very cheery and bright.

Her mother and severalsisters and a young brother all lived

in that room , and the mother was the only one who earned

money regularly. She was a brave, cheery woman, although

thin, and evidently not accustomed to have too much to eat.

The children, too, did not seem as if hunger had tamed their

spirits, for with their dancing dark eyes each one looked more

mischievous than the last .

One small child had been in our hospital with sore eyes some

time before, so when we began to sing some hymns, she

chimed in with her shrill treble. She remembered the words

of one or two hymns at all events .

Afterwards she used to fetch her sister's medicine from

hospital, and you would have laughed at the quaint, grand

motherly tone she adopted when describing her sister's con

dition .

We went from that house to the home of a little Moham

medan baby, who had been born in our hospital, and had

lived there for the most of its first year of life. The baby had

been everyone's pet , and had grown bonny and very bright

and intelligent, but at last therewas no excuse for keeping her

longer with us, and she and her mother had gone home .

The house where we found them consisted of a small room

with anopen front, and behind a tiny dark room, about three

or four feet square, with no opening except that into the shop.

The house was in a very narrow street or bazaar , " which was

crowded with passengers all the time. In the shop, were

seated on the floor, four men employed by our baby's

father, and the father himself, all embroidering little

An Jndian Story.

HERE was once an ignorant herdsman who was in the

habit of taking a daily offering of rice, etc. , to his god

Beendoba. As the rice always disappeared, he thought

the god ate it ; but one day, while he stood, a rat came out

from the shrine and began to eat the rice and ghee. The

herdsman thought the rat must be the god, and he began to

worship it . Day by day he brought the rice and ghee, and

the rat grew fat, and his race multiplied exceedingly, till the

herdsman's cat came with him to the temple, when lo ! the fat

old rat was slain and the cat disposed of him . The herdsman

said , “ What a fool I am, worshipping a rat, when a cat is

greater ! " Forsaking the temple,he began to do puja to his

cat . After a time the cat grew presumptuous, and when the

herdsman's dog came near, hissed at him and sought to claw

his face . The sheep dog leaped on the cat and worried it to

death . “ What an arrant fool I am ," quoth the herdsman ,

" worshipping the weak while the strong is near.” So he

straightway began to worship the dog. The dog soon grew

fat, sleek, and useless, and the good wife , angry at the waste of

food and the growling dog, took a large stone and broke his

skull. Theherdsman , on returning, found the dog dead , and

asked who killed him . The wife , not in the best temper, said

she did it , whereupon the herdsman, calling her a goddess,

began to worship her. She called him an old fool, and

launched other abuse at his head . He suffered it for a while,

but at last he killed her . When he saw her dead he said ,

Why I am stronger than she , I must be a god, ” and he began

to worship himself. Soon Sepoys came, put him in irons, and

led him to trial . He inquired who ordered this to be done,

and was answered , “ You have committed a murder, and

broken the king's law, and he has ordered you to be killed .”

“ Then ,” said the herdsman , “ the king is God ," and he began

to worship him as he lay in prison under sentence of death.

Soon he heard a sound of lamentation and tumult in the

prison, and enquired what had happened. The jailor told

him the king was dead . “ Why, wlio killed him ? ” the

herdsman asked . The jailor replied, “ The God above

has cut his string of life, and earth cannot help him .”

So the herdsman knew at last that the unseen God of heaven

is the true God.

<<
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All Nations Prayer Union Notes.

nclined to be very proud , and is

liable to other temptations which

beset all who comeoutof heathen .

ism . Our prayers for him , and

for all such workers, are earnestly

asked . Another worker, a woman,

one of the first converts, has done

most valuable and far -reaching

service in quiet ways. She never

loses, but rather makes, oppor

tunities of telling of the love of

Jesus to all the women of her

acquaintance, and many a woman

AB
on the Congo is to-day rejoicing

in salvation who was led toChrist

by her influence . And so the

Kingdom of Christianity extends,

and here and there men and

February 1st .–FOR THE SPIRIT OF PRAYER : We must women are being called out of darkness into the light and

to-day unite in praising God for the wonderful scenes the liberty of the Gospel.

past many weeks have witnessed in Wales. Prayer has CLARA BENHAM.

become a reality as never before, and God is sending

abundant answers. May each one of us share in this holy

zeal in prayer, for ourselves, our Churches, and the whole South America has Waited.

world, and then indeed shall the Kingdom of God come Tune : Lux Eoi .
throughout the earth .

South America has waited

February 10th . - COLLEGES IN India : The work carried on Long in darkness for the day

in the Colleges in India is full of interest, and will have far Whenthe Church of God should tell them

reaching influence for good all over the land. In Lahore-to Of the Christ, the Living Way.

take one instance of the C.M.S. work—the tutors at St. John's Darkness reigns from Venezuela

College aimat cultivating the spirit , mind, and body of the Down to Patagonia's land,

students. Beautiful evidences are given of the working of the From the western shores of Chili

Divine Spirit in the hearts of the students, making them keen , To the utmost eastern strand.

earnest, and successful as soul -winners. In the mental depart
Far across the Andine mountains,

ment there have been gratifying results shown in recent

examinations; and very satisfactory work is being done in the
Through the heart of great Brazil,

Thousands wait to hear of Jesus ;

many useful branches of the industrial school. Verysimilar We can tell them if we will.

reports might be given of many another College in India. We
We are hov'ring on the border

can hardly over-estimate the value and importance of these Of the Red man's unknown land ,

institutions, where the young manhood of India is being

trained for God and His service. The missionaries feel the
Looking now across the threshold

special responsibility of their position , and earnestly appeal
On this mighty Indian band.

for the prayers and sympathy of all friends of Missions.
Argentina's sons and daughters

Look towards our favoured isle ;

February 16th .—MANCHURIA : The Mission work in Man Church of Christ, be up and doing !

churia, which was so terribly upset at the time of the Boxer
There is but a “ little while " :

movement, has been gradually re-opened. Previous to the For the people still are waiting

war the Russians had shown a friendly attitude towards the Rome can never satisfy ;

missionaries, and had specially encouraged the preparing of a Christ alone our satisfaction ,

native ministry. Since then street chapels were opened in We His children testify .

many stations, hearers seemed as interested as ever, and
KATHARINE A. HODGE.

large numbers of Bibles and Christian books were sold. When

thewar broke out the position of the Church had become

normal. The theological class, with twenty -two students, had

MRS. Hall, widow of the late Dr. A. Chorley Hall, has

completed most important work , and at least half- a - dozen
returned to the Soudan. She writes of open doors where they

young men were ready to be called as pastors. And even now
were previously so tightly closed , and urges that now is the

the enterprize of the Church is steadily going on , and there
accepted time. In a letter dated Khartoum , November 24th,

are numbers of new applicants for baptism . The Christians
she says : — “ Our journey was very different from the one

have, of course , suffered greatly from privation andloss, and
when my husband and I came up in 1900. Then we were

they are bound to do so for some time to come. The future barely allowed to go at all. This time we travelled with

of Mission work in Manchuria is quite uncertain , but we may
tickets, half -fare, with ‘ On Government Service ' printed on

pray that the Church may be protected, and that whatever be
them !-printed in Arabic, of course. Every one showed us

the outcome of the war, Christianity may spread and deepen
kindness on the journey and gave us much help. The day

throughout this great country.
after our arrival we went tosee the girls' school, where we

found ninety -two children , the greater part of them being

February 27th .—The Congo : A new Mission Press has Moslems. I have been so much struck by the very great

just been set up at Bongandangar, in connection with the difference there is in the attitude of the Government officials

Congo Balolo Mission , the work being done by native lads to missionary work . Before, missionary work could hardly be

under the superintendence of the missionaries. In the first mentioned ; now it is taken as a matter of course that we

number of the little magazine, just published by this Press, should do it . Then we ought to open a girls' school there,

some account is given of one or two native workers, showing and that soon. The Americans have taken over the Boys'

their needs and temptations, and the special gifts which make Coptic School, and the Roman Catholics have a girls' school ;

them of such service to theMission. One native evangelist is but, with nearly 40,000 inhabitants, there is room foranother,

described as being very eager in the work, and very clever especially an English one . We should have more influence

and strong. Much blessing has followed his work , but he is now than any other, owing to my husband's work there .”
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THE We appreciate a suggestion made by the Secretary of another Mis

sionary Society, who writes to this effect :- " Could not every Society

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, pay an affiliation fee of a guinea or half-a-guinea per annum ? ' If others
,

Pence Association and Information Bureau.

The Great Review.-At a review held at Hampton Court, the late

Queen Victoria personally complimented Sergt.-Major Edward Smith by

reading theinscriptions on each of his seven medals and five clasps , and

OFFICES - Rooms 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall, Strand, made him , in his own words," eternally happy " by the commendation ,

London, W.C. ' My brave soldier." In fighting for the cause of Foreign Missions, “ we

wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities and

President SIRI GEORGE WILLIAMS . powers " unseen, but all the more formidable on that account, and we

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, EsQ , F.R.G.S. cannot, therefore, in our own strength , accomplish anything . Yet how

few grasp the transcendant importance of the work they have put their

Secretary - WM. ROGER JONES. hand to ; what apologies they make in asking a friend to contribute, or

when inviting an acquaintance to hear a missionary address . When it

MOTTO— “ Every Little Helps." BASIS— " Carey's Weekly Penny .” is a trial to the flesh to defend some Society or an individual missionary

from attack , when a call is made on our self-denial, and a request for a

OBJECT8— little further effort on our part reaches us, it will behelpful tothink that

we too shall stand in the Great Review, and perhaps we might hear the
1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

King of Kings say to us— " My brave soldier." Would not that be too
2. To EncourageSystematic Giving to the Cause of Missions. great a reward for any 'work done down here ?

No, there is no need to be ashamed ofour missionary brethren , and

it was not surprising that when the final Car of the Nations in the recent

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and Lord Mayor's Show exhibited the names of British heroes, they were

also by thestimulus it has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
all missionaries — Livingstone, Carey , and Morrison . We honour our

successful generals andnaval captains,and the day will yet come when
of the Churches. Over 636,000 has been collected. Pioneer Missionaries have

those who have given their lives to uplifting the nations lying in heathen

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 65,000 has been darkness will beesteemedas greater than those that slaughtered them .
raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Britannia will recognize their worth , and acknowledge how much the

Lepers, and a further 63.000 for Indian Famine relief. nation owes to them .

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and Strong mother of a lion line

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom Be proud of these brave sons of thine."

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed " London and South Western Bank ." English and foreign stamps of any Your own Medical Mission . - One reader of ALL NATIONS has

value received at full price. The higher values preferred. generously come forward to help us with regard to the supply of drugs

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the ALL NATIONS for Dr. Batstone's use at Bidar. We received the offer here announced

MISSIONARY UNION. Subscription, ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a
as an answer to prayer.

card of membership . Miss J. A. T. writes : - " Dear Sir, - Ifyou could get nine contributions

of £5 each , I would give £5 towards the £50 required for the dispensary
Our All Nations Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions

you mentioned ."

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle.
For the greater convenience of our subscribers , our generous

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The A.N.M.U. issues contributor has consented to these £5 being divided up into one-fifths

"Carey's Weekly Penny " collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may when donors cannot take up a whole shate. Dr. Batstone and a thou

choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native sand Moslem patients await the dispatch of these remedies — the

catechist, Bible -woman, orphan, or Leper child. alternative, viz., closing the Dispensary pro tem , and permitting the

sufferers to become the victims of the local quacks and their filthy

potions , is not to be thought of.

We have to thank M.E.W. for her gift to the Bidar Medical Mission

" as a thankoffering for sparing love in the time of sudden illness , and

AIA.SM.W. Aews and TAotes.
for the untiring , devoted care of doctor and nurse."

The Laughing Leper.- " Thou shalt see greater things than

these ," said our Saviour to Nicodemus, and His touch has still its ancient

power to bring life to dead souls, light to blind consciences, and to turn

the mourner's sadness into joy. Perhaps none of the thrilling stories

from Korea and India told at the Annual Meeting of the All Nations

Missionary Union seemed so wonderful to the hearers as that of poor

Garib -Dás, who was the winner of the first prize awarded to the leper

with the happiest face in the Ludhiana Leper Asylum . Miss Annie E.

Kemp, who related it , told how this Asylum was one of three built by

means of the Million Farthing Fund of the A.N.M.U. , and supported by

holders of farthing collecting boxes and weekly pence cards. One at

least, of the large audience in Exeter Hall stood condemned as he

heard of

" One who was full ofleprosy , marred and seamed by disease,

Whose presence poisoned the sunbeams, the fount, and the passing

breeze,"

being merry -hearted under such sad circumstances , and with such

dreadful surroundings. Certainly he could excuse his hilarity , if excuse

were necessary , by quoting Sarah of old — " God hath made me to

laugh ." Is the fact that the idolatrous leper , cursed by all religions but

one, shunned by all except by the missionary— “ Jesus Christ's man " -is

not this one reason why the readers of this paper should pledge them

selves during the present year to further with their prayers and gifts

every effort put forth to help and comfort these outcasts ?

Some Pressing Needs of the A.N.M.U.- £ 52 still required

to replenish the drug store in our Medical Mission , Bidar .

£7 18s . to buy a large knitting machine for the Nellore Famine

Orphanage.

Miss Elvin , sailing on the 14th inst . to take charge of the above

Orphanage, asks for a large parcei of our khurtas and cholies to take

with her.

£ 3 35. still needed to complete the sum required for furnishing

the Rev. Herbert Halliwell with a camera. As he is especially the

representative of English Y.P.S.C.E.'s in India , this amount might easily

be raised by some active Endeavourer on one of our Pence Cards.

Our friend the Rev. T. Collins Joyce , of Bahia, writes in haste to

inform us that in view of the prosperity of the work he is unwilling to

leave it and join his wife and children in England— " would we put a

little appeal in ALL NATIONS that as they are therefore returning about

the end of February to Brazil, it would be wise of them to secure the

small outfit they so sadly need at once, as everything is at least three

times as dear here as in England ? " I am sure their friends who know

something of Mr. Joyce's arduous labours in the Gospel will assist Mrs.

Joyce and her three little ones to return home properly equipped for

service .

*

Welcome Reciprocity . - We have to thank the Mission to Lepers

in India and the East for an unsolicited offer of assistance towards

meeting our deficit, and also the Anglo - Indian Evangelization Society

for the gift of a guinea towards our office expenses.

Our Doulton Ware Vase. Everyone who sees it expresses

admiration of our new collecting vase. Miss Ida Crooke, who wasalmost

the first possessor of one, passed it round the table on her voyage to the

Cape, and collected £2 45. 43d. for our fund, which is certainly a good

augury for their future usefulness. Do you know of any household without

a missionary box ? You will do them a double service by introducing our

vase to their notice . Write for specimen .
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28. net .

Million Farthing Fund.—This fund one of our comforts.

God is blessing these small gifts to the salvation of poor lepers in the

Asylums at Patpara, Mungeli, and Ludhiana , where the singing leper

lives. One of our steadiest collectors of Carey's Weekly Pence made it

a matter of prayer at the beginning of 1904 that God would assist her in

collecting one thousand farthings , and she writes triumphantly: " I send

you six hundred more . How faithful is our God ; He has given

me one hundred and fifty over the thousand-I can truly say Joshua

xxiii. 14 has been fulfilled through another year ; it is a gladsome

service. " Miss Stacey , the writer of the above , asks us to thank her

friends who have collected four hundred of the above, which we gladly do.

Another collector when sending up her card for the local funds of

St. Jude's ( Mildmay Park) Gleaners' Union , says : “ I take this oppor

tunity of thanking you who help us , who have so little time and know

ledge of our own,to send whathelp we can in the direction where it is

needed ; how else should we know how to act ? "

Having no congregations to fall back upon , the A.N.M.U.is peculiarly

dependent on the kind services of its members. Several , last year, when

sending to the office, asked us to appeal (without mentioning the source

of our information ) to some local gentleman who might be inclined by

God's grace to contribute to our funds . Some of our most generous

helpers have responded to these special efforts . We thank those who

have so co -operated in the work .

*

The Revival.-As this Society, then known as the Missionary

Bureau, rose from the Revival of 1885-6 , it will , we hope , encourage our

friends to unite in prayer that the present movement towards God, in

which we all rejoice, may be accompanied with a revival in missionary

enthusiasm for the salvation of the heathen .

volumes, " Christian Missions and Social Progress," as being too expen

sive for the majority of us, I should urge every one to read the following

more recent publications :

On China.- " One of China's Scholars " ; 25. 6d . net . " Pastor Hsi :

One of China's Christians " ; 35. 6d . net . These two volumes are

permanent additions to the world's library of best books.

On India.- " Things as they Are. " Cheap editions - cloth, 2s . 6d , net. ,

and paper covers, is . '6d . net . At present the book by Miss Amy

Carmichael stands alone in the insight it gives into idolatry and its

consequences. “ An Indian Priestess; or , The Life of Chundra Lela " ;

A thrilling story suitable for reading at sewing parties. It

records a remarkable conversion on unusual lines .

On South America .- " Birds without a Nest." Cloth cover, Is. 6d .

net. A story of priestly oppression in Peru . “ Pioneering in Bolivia ."

Cloth , 3s . 6d .

Books on Missions in the neglected continent are scarce, and these

should be secured before they , like others , are out of print .

Any of the above can be obtained at this Office. For the purpose of

forming a missionary library we will offer the books above mentioned,

and the volume of All NATIONS for 1904, cloth bound , carriage paid ,

for 13s . 6d . All the books named are very fully illustrated.

We are assuming that everyone has read the lives of Livingstone,

Moffatt, Paton, Carey, Mackay, and Mary Reed , the leper missionary,

books we are always issuing for presentation.

Wien Roger Jones.

Missionary Libraries .-- With the increase of interest in the

evangelization of the world, we gladly notice a greater desire to study

the subject of the growth in the present day of the kingdom of God.

This interest often exhibits itself in the asking of the question : " What

books do you recommend me to read ? " or sometimes it runs—" Can

you advise we what are the best volumes on the subject to add to our

Y.W.C.A. library ? ” Passing by the new guinea edition , in one volume,

of the Encyclopædia of Missions," and Dennis ' grand book in two

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall , Strand,

London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this

periodical.

..

6 1
4 8

8

0

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Amounts received by All Nations Mission: Rev. W. C. Maisey (Angoni

Per West Kirby Branch 7 1

land 0 8 0

ary Union from
Norwich Branch 16

Dec. 20th, 1904 , to Dec.
2 10

For Ramachandrapuram

31st, 1904. South America, &c. Asylum 0 5 0

Jamaican B.M. Society 2 8 7
For the Societies. 6 s . d. Rev. T. C. Joyce (Bahia , Million Farthing Fund.

Postal Telegraph Christiani Brazil) 1 10 0

to s . d .
Association 0 6 6 For Patpara(Manilla )Asylum 0Dr. J. G. Paton's Work (NewALL

7 0
NATIONS Missionary

KurkuMission ( for Miss Hebrides ) ... 1 14 8 Mungeli Asylum ... 0 18 7
Union 3 4 0

Hartry ) 0 17 2
Victoria Gospel Press

1 2 Ludhiana 09 7
Do. ( Furlough Funds) 6

Miss Holland's Work, Osaka 0Do. (for Mr. Moon ) ...
Do. ( Sale of Work )...

5 0

2 10 ( Japanese wounded ) 5 5 2
Do. (Jewish Missions)

Mr. T. Lister Newton's Work
0 17 6 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Church Missionary Society (Coronel Pringles) 0 10 4

(for Japan )
Postal Telegraph Christian

1 10 Famine Funds. Anglo- Indian Evan. Society 1 7 40
Association 1 6 5 Mission

Do. ( for Bibles ) 0 10 6
Deptford Central

Support of Famine Orphans 2 16 9 ( Distress Funds) 2 2 0
Missionary Leaves Association 1 1 0

London Missionary Society 0
Mission to Lepers. Haven for Homeless Little

7 6
Africa . Ones 1 1

Do. (per Staindrop CES .) 0 8 8 General Funds... Mr. Fegan's Homes :: 2 2 0
Do. (per Earl's St.Mission Mr. R. Steven (Casablanca

Towards Organ for Sholapur 0 5 0 West Ham
support of " Ferguson ' ) 2 7 Mission )

Unemployed0 Per Polytechnic Branch (for

Do. ( for Rev. G. Wilkerson ,
Fund 0 10 0

Mr. A. Carr's Work (Grand “ Kauntia " ) 1 15 8
Farwig Mission

Matabililand ) Building
0 12 6 Canary ) 0 7 7 For Support of " Ma Aung Fund

Miss Coote's Work among Shin " 2 0
London City Mission 0 8 8

Asia.
Coloured Girls

0 2 2 Do. (* Motiya ")
1 0

Sales of Literature ( "Scenes
Rev. H. Halliwell , Y.P.S.C.E. Do. (" Martha ") 5 0 from Far-off China ' ) . 0 10 0Bidar Medical Mission ( for

( India ) 1 10 0 Do. (“ Makayah
1 0 0

drugs) 0 10
Do. (Missionary Volumes) 0 12 1

0 Natal Mission 0 1 01 Do. (Two Bible Women ) 12 00 0 1 0

Mr. F. Cook's Work ( Koilpati ) 1 17

Figueras Mission
6 Gumede's School (Zululand ) 4 10 0 Christmas Day Special Col

Dumaria Mission
Passages and Outfits Fund 2 5

1 10 ( ) Dr. Martyn -Newton's Work lecting Cards 11 8 0 0Eales of Foreign Stamps 7 11

Nestorian Mission 0 1 0 ( Jallalpur-Jattan) 0 Miss M. Reed's Work (Chan Sales of Calendars and

Rev. T. C. Collyer's Work, North Africa Mission 0 0 dag Heights ) Almanacs 10 8 1

Korea (Chapel Loan Do. (Mr. Percy Smith ) 3 1 Do. (Support of Burira II .) 5
ALL NATIONS Prayer Union 0 8 6Fund ) 2 0 0 Nyassa Industrial Mission ... 4 6 5 Per Leicester Branch 11 13 11

Korean ProtestantOrphanage i 100
0 5General and Unallotted Funds 7South Africa General Mission 0 1 0 Guernsey Y.W.C.A. 1 10 8

8 0 3

North

For Expenses
India School of Do. Mr. G. F. Gale ( for waggon Chalfordand Brimscombe

Medicine
Sales andSubscriptions ALL

and oxen ) ... 1 1 0 Branch 1 7
NATIONS 15 9

Friends of Armenia Rev. Mojola Agbebi's Work Carlisle Railway Mission 0

Pandita Ramabai's Work 1 0 0 (Nigeria ) 04 0 Manchester Branch 1 3 9
Miss N. Warr's Work (Nan

Total
Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

£ 196 7 10
Southwark Home Branch 2 16

chan -Fu ) 1 8 6 Lumpor) 0 3 3 Gloucester Branch 0 10 0

1

1

0 1 6
0

0... 1

0

1
1

0

1

0

00

1
0

0

3

1

0

0 8 0

K Owing to the exigencies of the annual audit , we must ask the friends who have contributed to our funds during the current month

(January) to patiently await an acknowledgment of their gifts until March .

N.B.-Re remittances, an official numbered receipt is sent to subscribers of 1s. and upwards, and should be received within

four days from the date of seading remittance.
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tion in seeking

The Helson Centenary. for a tangible

form of mem

INTERYIEW WITH THE REY. E. W. MATTHEWS. orial to

great naval

By B. Reeve. hero.

I was pay

T is one of the characteristics
of an efficiently ing my first

officered Society, and of a wise and far visit to " Jack's

sighted Secretariat, to turn to good account Palace," the

any public event or celebration which may new head

legitimately be utilized for the advantage of quarters at

the Society in question . Nobody will blame Poplar , the

the British and Foreign Sailors' Society for glories of

seizing upon the Nelson Centenary as an which I had

opportunity for pressing the claims of that institution. frequently

Doubtless there will be other commemorative schemes heard extolled

afloat , all of them with more or less appropriateness, by my good

but so far as one can see at present the really national friend Cap

Photo by ] ( Symonds & Co.

memorial will be attained through this channel . It is tain George H.M.S. VICTORY," PORTSMOUTH .

right that it should be so , for no other design could Clarke, R.N. ,

afford such a practical means of benefiting our British the Association Secretary of the British and Foreign

seamen , and their welfare will be the natural considera- Sailors ' Society . It is little wonder that all connected

with the Society are enthusiastic over the

beauties of the building, which they owe to the

munificence of Mr. Passmore Edwards.

The Rev. E. W. Matthews, who has served

the Society for over thirty years, and celebrated

his Silver Wedding in the Secretariat , showed

me in the Board Room tokens of the favour

which the Society enjoys at the hands of well

nigh all the crowned heads of Europe, and of

some Eastern lands as well. There were , in

addition to the members of our own Royal

Family , the Mikado and the Emperor of Russia,

the King and Queen of Denmark ; and elsewhere

on the premises very large portraits of the King

and Queen of Italy, besides those of other

reigning sovereigns, the handsomely framed

photos being in most instances graciously pre

sented by the various monarchs themselves.

From the contemplation of these important

patrons, I passed to an inspection of the building

itself , with its officers' parlour,and the bedrooms

appointed for the use of officers, the Ocean

Library, and the quarters, including cabins ,

THE NELSON ROOM , JACK'S PALACE. assigned to seamen . A large and admirably
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at

no

furnished hall is used for services and meetings, while tions of the scheme, including the equipment of the

a restaurant supplies the needs of the physical appetite, local Harbour Mission at Malta — the greatest naval

and is open to the public. rendezvous in the world—and a Nelson award for

One of the most valuable of the branches of work heroism—a gold watch , or medal, or some such article

carried on at “ Jack's Palace " is the King Edward VII . to be presented publicly, at the annual meeting of the

Nautical School, under the able headmastership of Society, to a seaman , for some heroic act of saving life

Captain A. E. Nicholls , who holds the Extra Master's at sea.

certificate and has had a very extensive experience in “ A most admirable programme," I remarked , when

preparing candidates for Board of Trade examinations. the recital was finished. " Now tell me , how has the

The School is open to all seamen desirous of taking project been received ? ”

their certificates, from that of second mate upwards, For answer, Mr. Matthews showed me a whole sheaf

and can show suc of letters from

cesses which place naval men in high

it at the head of command, expres

all such institu sing unbounded

tions in London. pleasure the

It is supplied with enterprize, and en

the latest educa dorsing the pro

tional advantages. posalswith a bluff,

"What," I asked hearty goodwill,

Mr. Matthews, " is
such as one would

to be the aim of expect from men

the Nelson Cen
of the sea. Per

tenary ? ” haps the following

“ We are setting message from Lord

ourselves," he re Charles Beresford

plied , “ to raise a may be taken as

Million Shilling typical, and

Memorial Fund commendation

( £ 50,000 ). We
will carry greater

want, among other weight with the

things , to secure
public than his.

a larger Endow
Writing “ at sea ,”

ment Fund for on his way home

Jack's Palace ,' from Gibraltar in

and to increase H.M.S. “ Cæsar, "

the bed accom he said : “ Many

modation . thanks for your

have only been most interesting

in it a little over letter of 29th of

twelve months , but November. You

already
find appear to be get

the number of
ting on famously

beds all too few with your Nelson

to meet the de Centenary Cele

mand. We should bration for Satur

like to endow at
day, October 21st ,

least six Nelson 1905 , and I notice

Free Beds and es
you are receiving

tablish six Nelson
the support you

Scholarships , to deserve. will

entitle the holders , gladly add my

who should be
NELSON'S Boys AFTER A CENTURY .

to your list

Royal Naval Re
of subscribers, for

or other seamen , to free tuition in the which I send a cheque for £5 . You have my warmest

Nautical School. Then there are various ports where sympathy with the objects you have in view, as it is

Nelson Reading Rooms would be a great boon , and impossible to over-rate whatNelson did for his country,

we have some Sailors ' Rests already partly provided My opinion is that the present size and prosperity of

for, which this Centenary Fund would enable us our enormous Empire is due to the fact that Nelson's

to complete . A Rest is proposed to be erected at brilliant seamanship preserved our homes from the

King's Lynn , in Nelson's county, and close to his birth enemy 100 years ago ."

place and to Sandringham . This , I think , might be President Roosevelt also has conveyed his warmest

contributed by the county itself as its share in the cele wishes on behalf of the sailors of the United States in

bration . All that is required is the building ; an these terms : “ My Dear Sir, - I know already of the

excellent site has already been offered us. " excellent work done by the British and Foreign Sailors'

Mr. Matthews went on to detail other suggested por Society, and in the name of the many American sailors

We

we

I

name

serve men
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as

who have profited by your courtesy and kindness

I wish to thank you ; and in answer to your

letter let me extend a cordial greeting to you

on this occasion of the centenary of the heroic

death which closed the wonderful career of your

great Admiral Nelson .—With renewed thanks,

and all good wishes, believe me, sincerely yours ,

THEODORE Roosevelt."

It was at 4.30 on the afternoon of October

21st, 1805 , that Nelson breathed his last in the

cockpit of the “ Victory," saying frequently before

he passed away, “ Thank God I have done my

duty." On the coming anniversary of that day,

which witnessed the glorious Battle of Trafalgar,

the rejoicing over which was saddened by the

death of England's greatest naval hero, special

gatherings will be held, in connection with the

Society, all over the British Empire, to do honour

to the occasion . The largest of these, in this

country, at least , and presumably in the world,

will be the celebrations in the Royal Albert Hall .

“ I believe,” was my last topic of enquiry of

Mr. Matthews, " you are the fortunate possessors
AMERICAN LADS FROM SCHOOL SHIP " ST. MARY . "

of some Nelson relics, which will serve
(Rev. E. W. Matthews in the front row . )

souvenirs ? "

" Yes," he rejoined , " we have a quantity of oak and splendid mementos for contributors to our Centenary

copper taken from H.M.S. Victory ' after the accident Fund. ”

she sustained in Portsmouth Harbour last year. The Medals will be struck from the " VictoryVictory ” copper

whole of this old material, removed in repairing the and presented to all boys and girls who collect not less

damage, was kindly offered as a gift to the Society by than five shillings , while blocks of the oak will form

the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. I may suitable treasures for towns, institutions, schools, etc.,

remind you that the ' Victory, ' which , prior to this taking part. We are all collectors nowadays, some of

mishap, served various Admiralty purposes, is now, by coins, others of postage stamps, and others of Goss

the pleasure of the King, preserved for the nation. china . We have caught the collecting fever, and what

Then we have obtained by purchase the whole of the ever our particular hobby along this line, “ Victory ”

copper remaining from Nelson's former flagship , H.M.S. medals will form valuable additions to our private

Foudroyant , ' which was wrecked in 1897, when being museums.

taken about on exhibition . These together will make

BARON SUYEMATSU—the Christian World says-in

his mission as a special political agent of Japan in

Europe during the past year, has had as his com

panion and helper a very distinguished Japanese

scholar, Dr. Jynu Tahakusu , who is equallyat home

in English and European thought and language.

Baron Suyematsu was a member in former years

of St. John's College , Cambridge. Dr. Tahakusu

was a distinguished graduate of Oxford University,

where he held the Davis Chinese Scholarship. He

was a pupil of the late Professors Max Müller and

James Legge, and he took honours in the Oriental

School in 1894. He is the author of various learned

works, including a translation of Japanese religious

writings in the " Sacred Books of the East.” After

leaving Oxford he studied in Germany, where he

took the degree of Ph.D. at Leipsic. On returning

to Japan he became Professor of Sanskrit in the

University of Tokio, and he is also Principal of the

Imperial School of Modern Languages at Tokio .

During his years as an undergraduate at Oxford he

was closely associated with the members of Mans

field College, and was a constant attendant at

Mansfield Chapel.

The University of Glasgow has decided to confer

the honorary degree of Doctor in Divinity on the

Rev. W. Holman Bentley, B.M.S. , in recognition of

his Congo Grammar and Dictionary, translation of

the New Testament, and other literary labours.

KING EDWARD VII . NAUTICAL SCHOOL.

( Showing two rooms only .)
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By the Way.

CA

The memorial proposed to be erected to

the late Dr. John Murdoch is a deserving

recognition of a man whose modesty was

of the rarest order. He denied himself all

social enjoyments and the ordinary fellow

ships of life that nothing might hinder his

absorbing labours in connection with the

Christian Literature Society of India and

the R.T.S. ; doing it all with a child -like

humility that shrank from popular notice .

A building is to be erected in Madras, at a

cost of £1,700 , to commemorate this good

man's name and work. Lord Ampthill,

Governor of Madras , has given the scheme

ANON CHRISTOPHER, the venerable Rector his patronage. Some of the money, however, will need

of St. Aldate's, Oxford, who is mid-way through to be found in this country .

the eighties, and has held his important benefice for

nearly half-a -century , is resigning He will be a very

distinct loss to the undergraduates, among whom he The Missionaries' Literature Association is a small

has exercized a great influence for many generations of Society, doing a quiet, but very useful work , in supplying

University life . He has also been one of the keenest missionaries with means of intellectual refreshment,

C.M.S. enthusiasts, and the Annual especially good theological read

Breakfast organized by him , and ing, which will enable them to

the cost of which has been gener keep abreast of the times and

ously defrayed by a lady who continue the habits and courses

remains anonymous, has drawn of study begun during college

a large and strikingly representa days. It also aims to help native

tive meeting of town and 'Varsity . pastors with specially selected

The twenty-ninth of these gather works , chosen and circulated

ings took place on Saturday, Feb. under the direction of their

11th , when Bishop Ingham was
European superintendents. With

the invited speaker and dwelt the appointment of a new Secre

specially on the C.M.S , advance tary , the Rev. J. C. Dalrymple,

into the Southern Soudan. The the Society is hoping to extend

Rector of Exeter College testified its sphere of usefulness and is

to the affection felt for the aged
making an appeal for £500 to

Chairman in University circles .
further its operations . The

We trust that Canon Christopher
offices are at 57–59, Ludgate

may yet see a number of these Hill , E.C.

unique breakfast meetings, and

be able to devote what of life

and strength remain to the ad
The claims of the North India

vocacy of the Society he loves School of Medicine for Christain

so well . Women , situate at Ludhiana, are

to be advocated at a meeting con

The enquiry into the Congo vened by the London Auxiliary

atrocities has advanced a stage . Committee, forWednesday,March

A Commission was appointed by
A BHIL CONVERT.

22nd, at Exeter ( Lower) Hall . Dr.

the King of the Belgians in July Henry Martyn Clark , C.M.S. , has

last , and Lord Lansdowne pressed that the sittings kindly promised to describe the work, The chair

should be held in public , and “ that any persons, will be taken at three o'clock.

including missionaries of all denominations and

nationalities, should be permitted to give evidence

if they desire to do so ," and that persons might be

deputed to watch the proceedings. To this latter con PANDITA RAMABAI's great work has a flourishing

dition the Belgian Government demurred , and M. de Auxiliary in New Zealand, with which we are glad to

Cuvelier asked : " Would they be representatives of be in regular touch . The Chairman , Mr. J. Inglis

the Aborigines Protection and other such Societies , or Wright , who mentions that he has been a subscriber to

of Protestant Missions ? " Lord Lansdowne pressed All Nations from its first number, has sent us a copy

the matter , and it was left to the discretion of the of new publication , “ Ramabai and the Mukti

Commissioners. On their arrival in Congo they Mission ," containing a series of pictures with des

agreed to allow a representative of the British criptive notes. We find it stated that the number of

Government to attend the enquiry. Acting Consul widows in India to-day is more than thirty times

Nightingale and Vice-Consul Mackie were successively the total population of New Zealand. We heartily

instructed to undertake this duty. This is the extent wish success to this Colonial branch of a wonderful

of the information which the latest White Paper gives. Mission .

a
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" Only a pawn."

ON

By W. Roger JONES.

N the re -establishment of religion in France, it is

related by Bourrienne that Bonaparte compelled

Augereauto attend the first Mass held in Notre Dame,

and the next day asked him what he thought of the ceremony .

“ Oh, it was all very fine," replied the General, “ there was

nothing wanting,except the million of men who have perished

in the pulling down of what you are setting up.” It is

estimated that Europe lost ten million men in the Napoleonic

wars, and the testimony of the Emperor's Private Secretary

Russians and Poles say, “ We will not dwell in this land .

but we will go into the land of England , where we shall not

see war, nor hear the sound of the trumpet.” Unfortunately,

few can thus emigrate, and so husbands and sons are torn

from their families and despatched to Manchuria, to fight for

a cause which is not theirs, and in a quarrel which is not of

their seeking.

Blessed are those who have devoted their talents and time

to ministering to the sufferers in this appalling warfare.

Already the world in its private judgment places a Florence

Nightingale above a Duke of Wellington ; the day comes when

the cupof cold water given in pity to the wounded Moujik or

Cossack will earn a greater reward than the winning of a battle.

" ONLY A PAWN. "

is that the underlying motive wasthe ambitious desire of the Our daily Press is fond of saying that the world stands

usurper that the narrative of his deeds should occupy as many aghast at the slaughter on the Sha -ho plains. What is

pages in future histories as Alexander's did . required at the present time is a practical sympathy that will

How lightly does man value the lives of his fellows. One endeavour to comfort the widows, provide for the orphans,

year sees the First Consul march into Italy to dethrone the and help save the wounded.

Pope, the next the same parties are reconciled in order that Miss Jane Holland is doing a grand work in Osaka in

the one may place the crown onthehead of the other. Truly ministeringto the wounded, and is ably seconded by the

the rulers of this world play with the lives and fortunes of C.M.S. ladies who are associated with her in visiting the

their fellow -creatures as if they were but pawns in a game of military hospitals, and inkeeping up a constant attendance on

chess . No halo of glory would surround the head of a the platforms of the railway station, so that no troop train

successful general if we considered that his genius for con passing through to the port ofembarkation any day during the

quest was amere outcome ofhis genius for destruction . last six months has been overlooked . There are about ten of

Weseethe same to-day. Japanese and Russian alike are such trains in the course of every twenty -four hours.

heartily sick of this terrible war in the East. Almost in the How eagerly the troopers clamour for a Christmas card or

words of the Israelites in the days of Jeremiah , many of the a Wordless Book. The preachers on the platform cannot
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reach with their voices a fourth part of the occupants of the

carriages who shout to them to come to their compartments.

Hymn sheets are distributed , and the men taught the tunes ;

norare the officers forgotten.

The military officials vie with the railway authorities in

smoothing Miss Holland's way, placing cupboards at her

disposal for storing the Christmas cards, tracts, and booklets,

and awakening her so that the troop trains due at 1.30 a.m. and

4 a.m. are notneglected . This, indeed, is living strenuously.

The officers have often helped in the distribution from the

platform . One carriage was, for want of time, missed in an

ambulance train , and Miss Holland was asked to be good

enough for the future not to miss any. Marshal Oyama and

General Nodzu have personally thanked her for these

devoted services. Every part of Osaka station — the finest in

Japan-has been hallowed by the uplifting of the Crucified

One.

he ambulance trains bringing back the victims of man's

ambition generally wait an hour in the station , and the

doctors and nurses in attendance are only too glad to welcome

Miss Holland's ministry. Once , when a train stopped only a

few minutes, she thought she could do nothing but give out

her Christmas cards, but a porter came and begged her to

sing. “ There is no time," she said. “ Oh, yes, there is time

for one hymn; do sing ! ” These invalids greatly appreciate

the Christmas cards, each with a text from the Japanese

Scriptures pasted inside, and great store is laid by those with

flags and British Army types, English scenery, and costumes

on them . Even the English writing on the cards—so different

to their own characters—interests them .

The large Exhibition building has been turned into a vast

hospital. In the Machinery Building alone there are 800 beds,

and nearly 10,000 patients are under treatment, and this is

only one of the Osaka Hospitals. Possibly 80,000 sick and

wounded have been sent home from the front. Officers

conduct the ladies from ward to ward , explaining in a loud

voice who they are and why they have come to visit them .

One told the men she had come to tell them of " how to be

saved from sins, even heart sins."

Japan , as a nation , is at the parting of the ways leading

respectively to Christianity and Materialism , or worse. When

the war is finished their legislature will move either towards

Christ or take the down -hill path towards Atheism . Buddhism

must go, and Christianity will triumph if the Church of the

presentday does its duty in supporting the Societies who are

responsible for evangelizing the country,

The A.N.M.U. has always had an active interest in Miss

Jane Holland's ministry , which was originally among the

80,000 female factory hands of Osaka, who work 29 or 30 days

a month , month after month . About 20,000 carefully selected

Christmas cards have been packed, andwe especially wish to

thank those ladies and gentlemen who have given up their

Saturday afternoons to this service. Any who can help us on

Saturday, March 18th, to sort out and pack another case

should send a postcard to this office. In the meantime we

will welcome all the old Christmas cards, especially folded

ones, as long as they are clean, and not torn . Will everyone

sending a parcel please send a few stamps towards the cost of

carriage, which is heavy ? Gifts towards Miss Holland's print

ing and other expenses are greatly needed.

HE leader of the world-wide Student Volunteer Move

ment, whohas already made twotours roundthe globe,

and visited some eight hundred colleges, is now in

this country, and has beenaddressing the undergraduates of

our ancient Universities. The Mission atCambridge extended

over a period of ten days, and probably something over a

thousand students attended the meetings. The serviceswere

of a definitely evangelistic character, and not alone in the

interests of Foreign Mission enterprise. One of the most

effective of the addresses was, “ Why Students are Increasingly

Believing in the Deity of Jesus Christ.”

A number of striking talks were given to workers, and the

following is the outline of that on “ How to Work Best for

Christ " : - 1. What would Jesus Christ do in my place ? 2 .

Work in the place most useful to our generation . 3. My work

should utilize all the energies of my mind and heart. 4. Go

not simply where needed, butwhere the most needed. Hints—

1. Recognize the things that hinder : (a) Selfish ambition ; ( 6 )

flattery or discouragement by relatives and friends ; (c) ignor

ance, or narrow horizon-God speaks through facts; (d)

indolence and drifting ; (e) indecision - men get the evidence,

but “ hang it up " ; ( f) direct intervention of Satan .

Familiarize self with moral and spiritual needs of the world .

Look with fearless eye at actual facts of our generation. 3 .

Special study of the Bible to see our own life -work : the

command , Understand what the will of the Lord is ." 4 .

Live up to the life you have. 5. Do conclusive thinking.

Mr. Mott addressed a meeting of senior members of the

University at Queen's College Lodge, and held two or

three conferences on special aspects of Christian work .

He also delivered two addresses of a purely missionary

character.

In connection with the Inter-Collegiate Christian Union ,

Mr. Mottalso paid a visit to Oxford. Awelcomemeeting was

held in Hannington Hall on Feb. 20th , and the Mission con

tinued over the following Sunday.

2.

Rev. 3. beywood fborsburgh.

This well-known advocate of Foreign Missions, who

has had many years' experience of work in China, is

prepared to address meetings on behalf of the All

Nations Missionary Union. He has long been in

close sympathy with the aims of the Union, and his

book “ Do Not Say ” has done much to promote syste

matic giving. Mr. Horsburgh will gladly speak in con

nection with Churches of any denomination , or in

Mission halls , drawing rooms, & c., and in the interests

of Mission work generally.

We commend this to the notice of our members and

branches and friends generally, and invite all who can

afford Mr. Horsburgh an opportunity to advocate the

cause of Missions to write to him , or to Mr. Roger

Jones, A.N.M.U. , Exeter Hall, Strand , London , W.C.

The missionaries of the Australasian Baptists, whose field is

in East Bengal , have held their Annual Convention . At

present the Societies they represent — those in the Colonies of

Australia and that in New Zealand -- are separate institutions,

but confederation is expected to take place in the near future.

The Convention , which met in Noakhali , lasted over five days,

when various subjects having an important bearing upon

Mission methods received attention . The main results have

been reaped amongst Garos ; elsewhere the work is mostly in

the pioneering stage.

The Mission Secretary of the Methodist New Connexion .

writing on the Women'sAuxiliary, has been urging the great

need for work among Chinese women. At present the pro

portion of women to men in a membership of 3,500 is only as

about one to seven. The auxiliary, which has now twenty:

seven branches , with 1,200 members, has for its immediate

object the employment of two women missionaries, one to

supervise the girls' school at Chu Chia, and one to visit women

in their homes and train women evangelists. Sufficient funds

have been accumulated to warrant immediate action, and

Miss Mary L. Moreton, late of Cheadle, Loughton Circuit, has

been appointed, and will shortly proceed to China.

The Rev. John Bell, B.M.S., of Wathen Station, Congo, will ,

we understand , probably be transferred to the China Mission.
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Aational Sins and

Judgments.

They are Britishinvastoin binAfghanistadiatelyended

the Opium Commission bring to mind a verse in the Book of

Job that has been strikingly and solemnly fulfilled in the

experience of the Indian Government : “ He hath swallowed

down riches, and he shall vomit them up again ; God shall

cast them out of his belly .”

HE first Opium War with China was immediately followed
Was it merely a coincidence, or was it a Divine warning of

failure. A historian has said of it, that " making allow
greater judgments in store, that in the next year ( 1894 ) the

“ Black Death " or plague ravaged Hong -Kong, the criminally

ance for the difference of numbers, the retreat of the French acquired possession of Britain in connection with the first

from Moscow was less dreadful than this. In both cases, the
Opium War, and thereafter a chief centre of the debauching

ice and snow, the nakedness and famine, slew more than the
trade ? The commerce of the port was upset, and for a time

sword. Counting camp-followers, women and children, more
riches found wings as swift as the Black Death.

than 26,000 human beings perished in the retreat, through cold ,
The year following ( 1895) a war began on the Indian

famine, and the incessant attacks of the enemy.” A British
frontier—in Chitral - which two years later led to another

force of 15,000 men, returning to India, was exterminated in

the Kyber Pass, with the exception of one man, Dr. Brydon, outlay ; the two conflicts entirely swallowing up the opium

frontier war of larger dimensions, longer duration, and greater

who alone of the army reached British soil with the awful revenue of several years.
news. The cost of the war on the side of the British , accord

In the latter part of 1896, the plague which had visited

ing to Sir Henry Willoughby, was not less than £ 15,000,000–
Hong-Kong, appeared with more terrible consequences at

a sum three times the amount wickedly extracted from the
Bombay, one of the two great Indian cities engaged in the

Chinese Government for the expenses of the first Opium War.
export of opium to China and the theatre of the crimes con

During the second war with China, begun through opium , nected with the opium traffic. The sight in the city by the

the terrible scenes of carnage in that land by British hands
middle of January, 1897, is sketched in a few words by Mr. H.

were paralleled by other hands in the terrors of the Indian
F. Laflamme, of the Canadian Baptist Mission, as he witnessed

Mutiny. The events of that tornado of blood need not be
it :- “ The streets were deserted , the timber yards and other

rehearsed here . British troops intended to be used in the

busy centres were wrapped in an ominous silence, the railway
slaughter of the Chinese were hurried to India. The British

stations were crowded ,and the populace were fleeing from the

maintained their rule only through death and great suffering,

while the guilty profits of the opium traffic were counter

presence of the scourge at the rate of several thousands a day .”

Two residents of the city , well qualified to judge, estimated

balanced by the outlay incurred in suppressing the Mutiny,
that in a few months from the ouibreak nearly three- fourths

and have since been counter -balanced by the large permanent
of the population, or about 600,000 persons, had fled , while a

addition to the national expenditure of India which followed.
careful calculation placed the deaths in the city from plague

These facts were forcibly brought out in National Righteous within a year, at not less than 20,000. These statements co

ness for July, 1892 , in an article by Mr. Benjamin Broomhall ,
incide with my observation as an inhabitant of Bombay during

entitled “Reckoning without God .” From the financial that period.

statistics for thirty -three years from the Mutiny - including The pecuniary loss attending such a condition was great.

the latest published up to date — it was shown that the total

increase of expenditure on the army in India in those days was
The alarm of foreign Governments at the possibility of con

tagion led to the port of Bombay being largely deserted,

£ 219,428,000, while the total opium revenue for the period was

2211,327,000 showing that the opium revenue had not met
except by the mail lines of steamships. Then the spread of

the plague to Poona, the summer capital of the Bombay

the increased army expenditure by the sum of £ 8,101,000.

Since the compilation of those figures, the annual loss has
Presidency, and to other places in Western India, involved

been greater, the military expenditure having been enlarged,
the Government of the Presidency, apart from the expense, in

while the receipts from opium have diminished. The money
difficulties unprecedented in India since the days of the
Mutiny.

value of the poison per chest has fallen . As of old, there is a

curse on riches that are not by right ; and whether theculprit outbreak of plague inBombay and Poona , mostly of great

Every subsequent year upto the present there has been an

be an individual or a Government, riches profit not in the day
severity ; and it has indeed now become endemic throughout

of God's wrath
a large part of India .

The appointment of the Opium Commission in 1893, and

the official manipulation of the evidence before it , constituted

morally a third üpium War. It was the intention of British

officials in India, through that Commission, to give a fatal blow
Y.M.C.A. SECRETARIES are working special Association tents

to the anti-opium movement. Atthe conclusion of the Com among the Japanese soldiers in Manchuria, by formal permis

mission , newspaper organs of the Government of India actually sion of high Japanese officials. Tents are established atAn

boasted that this object had been accomplished . But God, tụng, on the Yalu River, and at Hojo and Yingkow, in New

whose righteousnessthe anti-opium movement represents, is
chwang. All the stationery and books, as well as the tents

not so easily disposed of. themselves, bear the name of the Y.M.C.A., and thousands of

It was indignantly remarked while the Commission was in letters having this imprint are going back to Japan, even

India, that “ rarely in history has there been such a deluge of tually to find their way into nearly every town and village of

falsehood as has been poured forth by Government witnesses
the empire . The Secretaries have splendid opportunities for

within the past few weeks. ” After this experience, the Indian personal Christian work among the men in the hospitals and

people may justly mock at the boasted truthfulness of English
the thousands who frequent the tents. The majority of the

soldiers are country lads who have never heard a Christian

The explanation of the added dishonour which this Com address before, but they listen gladly, being already prejudiced

mission thus brought upon British rule in the East, is found in in favour of the message on account of what the Secretaries

the following brier sentence of moral blindness and infatuation
have done for them in so many other ways. The work has

in the Majority Report : - " In the present circumstances the already been established at eight or nine posts, and is being

revenue derived from opium is indispensable for carrying on with
extended to a number of others.

efficiency the Government of India ." Upon such a plea any crime

might be justified . The one bright spot in the Commission's

proceedings wasthe noble stand madefor truth and right by
For Sale—Two Ladies' Gold Watches, open faced ,

Mr.Henry J. Wilson , M.P., a Commissioner truly Royal. best English make, good time-keepers. Originally cost

The events which speedily succeeded the appointment of £13 135. and 611 Ios. Valued as second-hand at 70s.

* From Word-Pictures of Chinese Life. Edited by Alfred S. Dyer
and 6os. Either could be sent onapprobation. — Apply

(A.N.M.U.). Secretary, All Nations Missionary Union.

men,
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four or five men each for the purpose of a definite effort

to reach the literati . In an interview with the B.M.S.

Committee at their meeting last month , he affirmed that

UL NATIONS
the leaders of the Empire were persuaded of the necessityMISSIONARY MAGAZINE

of seeking Western light and of the wrongs which they

felt had been done their country by foreign dismember

All Literary Communications, Books for Review, etc. , should be ment, and were strong in their determination to establish

addressed to THE EDITORS, ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand, in each province a seat of learning. Dr. Richard referred

London , W.C.

to the union which was every day becoming closer
Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER JONES ,

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C. between China and Japan . He dwelt with much satis

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in faction upon the unity and co -operation now existing

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence between the various Christian Missions, and called upon

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES.
the Christian Churches to take a more decided lead in

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

giving the Gospel to the Chinese , who, he believed , werePUBLISHERS MARSHALL BROS., House, Paternoster

ready to receive it . His own special qualifications give
Row, E.C.

him authority to speak with regard to the great thinking

classes in China, and he pleads for a better understanding

of the intellectual and religious life of the Chinese,

believing that such a knowledge will tend to a notable

increase in the number of those who will embrace the

Christian faith .

Dr. Richards' sanguine outlook is confirmed by the

impressions of Mr. Walter B. Sloan , of the China Inland

In the attention which has of late been devoted almost Mission , who, on his recent tour in China-partly as a

exclusively to Russia and Japan, both as regards foreign member of the Keswick Deputation , in company with

affairs in general and their bearing the Rev. J. Stuart Holden — found a widespread enquiry

China. upon Missions , the neighbouring amongst the people for Western learning and literature,

Empire of China has been for a time and an element of mental and spiritual unrest. After

forgotten to a large extent , but the visit of Dr. Timothy making all allowance for the other than religious motives

Richard , of Shanghai , is likely to stimulate renewed which impel many of the applicants for Church member

interest in the needs of the Celestial Empire , whose ship, he yet was convinced of the possibilities of the

future is intimately bound up with the issues of the present awakening.
present awakening. The baptisms already reported for

present struggle, and in regard to which the problem of 1904 in connection with the C.I.M. -the returns being

Missions is as important as that which confronts Christi still incomplete—are about 2,100 , a number very con

anity in Japan . Dr. Richard has spent thirty -five years siderably above that of any previous year, although the

in China as a missionary of the B.M.S. , though during
Mission staff has not yet quite recovered its numerical

the last fourteen he has been given up solely to the strength as before the Boxer outbreak of 1900. Mr.

work of the Society for the Diffusion of Christian
Sloan also lays stress upon the importance of the spread

Literature, whose headquarters are at Shanghai . The of Christian literature among all classes . The circula

Doctor proposes to make a stay of five months in this
tion of tracts and books by the Central China Religious

country , and is likely to have a busy time, judg Tract Society grew from 1,400,000 in 1898 to 2,100,000

ing from one day's experience, when , we are told , in 1903 , and a member of the C.I.M. has just been set

he received no less than successive inter
free to manage it , the R.T.S. being responsible for his

viewers . The worthy Doctor must have imagined maintenance. From his own observation Mr. Sloan con

himself in New York or Boston , rather than in cluded that at the time of his visit the war had not

London ! One of the objects he has in view is to interfered to any serious extent with Mission work in

induce the leading Missionary Societies to set apart North China, or even in Manchuria.

seven
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The Gospel in Brazil.

TH

BY FREDERICK C. GLASS

( South American Evangelical Mission) .

HERE is a great and spreading interest in the spiritual

condition of this vast and splendid country of Brazil,

with its population of nearly 20,000,000, including

Indians. The majority of its people are Roman Catholic, but

after considerable experience in all parts of the country, and

among all classes, I can truthfully affirm that the religion of

1

ideas are moulded by the Jesuit priests, and who implicitly

believe and do all that these " spiritual fathers " tell them , are

diminishing daily.

When the Republic was proclaimed, seventeen years ago,

the Roman Church was disestablished, and religious freedom

declared for all denominations. It was soon after this time

that God turned the thoughts of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Young

to the needs of the great Republic, and after some years of

trials and great hardships, they were enabled to start a work

in San Paulo, capital of the State of that name. Thanks to

their untiring energy and devotion, the work grew remarkably,

and soon began to extend its usefulness into other States,

including two which had hardly ever been touched by the

Gospel before, the far interior States of Gorgary and Matto

Grosso.

From the start a missionary spirit was manifested among

the San Paulo converts, and ere long several had volunteered

for work in the “ regions beyond. ” Long journeys on horse

back , covering thousands of miles, were willingly undertaken to

open up theway for regular permanent work being initiated

in several States. Native-trained colporteurs were sent out

all over South and Central Brazil , soon to be followed by

native evangelists, with the result that within four years nine

little congregations have been formed in six different States,

with six native pastors in charge. About 50,000 copies of the

Word of God have been put into circulationin twelve States,

each of them a huge country in itself, Matto Grosso, for

example, being larger than Great Britain , France, and Italy

together . In some of these there was not a single Gospel

worker. Our native worker from Cinaba, the capital of Matto

Grosso, arrived in San Paulo in the closing week of last year,

after a journey of over three months on horseback, accom

panied by one of our native colporteurs, but without any guide

or helper. Part of the journey was through a large, little

known territory, only inhabited by uncivilized Indians.

Thus the work has grown, and after a careful sifting and

weeding we have a little company of 400 faithful converts

in all , converted from sin unto God, many of them only

awaiting some chance to dedicate their lives and all to active

work for Christ in Brazil .

Recently , however, Mr. Young was stricken down with a

dangerous illness, that threatened life itself , and after unavail

ing efforts to recover his health , he has most reluctantly been

obliged to withdrawfrom the trying climate of Brazil. But

Godhad foreseen all this, and just at this time sent to San

Paulo Mr. and Mrs. Bryce W. Ranken, of the South American

Evangelical Mission, an interdenominational Society, known

to many as having its headquarters in Liverpool , England .

This Society was far from unknown to us, having helped us

considerably from time to time, and being in sympathy with

our aims and ideas generally. After careful consideration and

prayer, it was felt that God's interest in the important work

that Mr. Young found himself obliged to lay down could best

be served by placing the whole under the care of the S.A.E.M.,

and the transfer has accordingly been effected as from the

beginning of the present year.

Duringthe past year no less than four workers have had to

be withdrawn from the interior for lack of means for their

support, and at the present moment,out of nine congregations

under our charge, five in these different States are without

pastors or teachers, although we have the men in the parent

Church here in San Paulo, ready to send out.
In some

districts it would be wise to place them two and two, but in

others a single worker could do good aggressive work.

What we urgently need at this time is the co-operation of

Christians at home, who might, singly or in groups, assume

the support of a representative in this needy land ; £ 6 a month

would be sufficient in most parts of the country. This would

enable us to re-occupy our existing stations, and seriously face

the important ministry awaiting us among the far interior

Indians, the Redskins of Brazil; for we intend to do this as

soon as the means will permit us, andwehave a good base for

such operations in the Gorgary capital, where we have a small

congregation already. The tribes we should most likely touch

are the Carajā and Bororo Indians.

AN INDIAN WARRIOR OF THE CARAJA TRIBE.

most is that of Indifferentism or pure Materialism , with a good

sprinkling of Spiritualism, and very rarely does one meet a

Brazilian who has any real respect for, or intelligent faith in ,

the modern Roman Catholic faith as seen in South America,

where, unrestricted and high -throned , it shows its real

character and value.

But its corrupt doctrines no longer pass unchallenged . The

Bible is no longer theunknown Book it was fifty years ago, in

spite of all the Bible burnings and other efforts of the priests

to bar its way. The absurdand superstitious customs and

image -worship of the Roman Church are alienating very large

numbers of the best class of Brazilians, and though there are

yet many who externally follow the " religion of their fathers,"

as they call it , it is more from a sense of duty than from any

higher motive, and the blind, fanatical type, whose religious
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Connemara.

BY MRS. K. E. O'CONNELL.

O many friends of Missions this beautiful district in the

west of Ireland is truly a terra incognita, while the HE third Annual Report of the Training Home in

Mission stations in West Africa are household words. Madras for Eurasian girls of good family, dwells on the

Yet “ Under the lamp there is darkness," and close to our difficulty of securing students willing to devote them

doors there are citadels to be stormed, forts to be held, and selves to missionary work. During the year under review the

the old old story of the cross to be told in all its fulness where number never exceeded five. The girls enter for a two years'

error and superstition still hold sway. For more than half-a course ; two were passed out in December who have gone for

century earnest bands of missionaries have laboured here, and an additional year's training in teaching (normal) and nursing,

on the rugged hillsides, or in the sheltered valleys, churches respectively. The Training Home course includes Scripture,

have sprung up, congregations have been gathered in , schools Prayer Book , Church history, and the study of the language ;

established, with here and there a little orphanage nestling each student being expected to pass two vernacular examina

close by. For one of these--the youngest — this appeal goes tions during her residence. Some practical training in

forth : Aasleagh Nursery, a little home for orphan and destitute Mission work in schools and visiting is also afforded.

children , where these human buds are sheltered, and, under What we should describe as a Mothers' Meeting is held

careful training and teaching, fitted for this life , and, we trust, weekly in two centres in one of the stations of the C.E.Z.M.S.

the life to come. The two meetings are attended by from sixty to seventy

The little home is entirely supported by voluntary contri Hindu women of different castes, the Sweepers sitting far

butions, and help is now needed for some special objects :-1. apart from the others. The women bring their babies with

A cow for the use of the children, many of whom are delicate them, and no sewing is attempted, as, unless one or two

Mohammedan women happen to be present,

few of these mothers have ever held a needle

in their lives. Hymns with native tunes are sung

and a Bible story told . On leaving, each woman

receives about an ounce of mustard oil, which is

much prized in a hot country. Fever and cough

mixtures and some of the simplest medicines

are also distributed with wonderful healing

effect. It is hoped that a weekly or bi-weekly

dispensary may soon be started .

The following is an account of the welcome

given to Miss Swainson and two new fellow

workers on their arrival at the Deaf and Dumb

Institution conducted by the C.E.Z.M.S. in

Palamcottah , the only one in India established

by Protestant missionary enterprize : - “ On the

platform at Tinnevelly station stood a group of

boys and some of the masters. Limes were

pressed into our hands, and the children made

signs and talked on their fingers, some in Tamil

and some in English, making a terrific noise in

spite of their dumbness. At the school, which

is an hour's drive from the station, the Indus

trial girls ( these have hearing and speech ) and

the rest of the deaf and dumb childrenassembled

A GROUP OF “ NURSERY CHILDREN
on the verandah. The boys stood at the gates,

waving flags, and the girls clapped and salaamed .

and require a great deal of milk, £10. 2. A garden plot has At 4.30 the missionaries, nearly 100 deaf and dumb chil

been offered if we can fence and plant it , £ 5. 3. General dren, and the forty girls of the Industrial Class, assem
repairs to Home, and spring cleaning, £ 7 . All these expenses bled in the schoolroom for a formal welcome. Garlands

are extra, and outside the usual sum collected for food and of yellow and red paper were placed round the necks of the

clothing. On the western sea -board there is, this year,much three arrivals by three tiny girls, to which thegardener added

actual distress, and this lovely valley at the head of the Killery wreaths of white, sweet-smelling flowers. A Tamil lyric com

Bay, where our King and Queen landed two summers ago, is posed for the occasion was sung, the bigger deaf and dumb

not exempt ; so the little mites in Aasleagh Nursery, hidden as girls spelling it on their fingers, and Miss Swainson spoke of

they are from the outer world behind the towering mountain the pleasure it gave her to be amongst them once more .

ridges, look out with shaded eyes to where the sun is shining Afterwards the children performed pretty action songs, first

more brightly, for the answer to their morning prayer, “ Give spelling them on their fingers, and then acting them by signs.

us this day our daily bread . ” All they have been taught to do is perfectly wonderful.”

From this schoolat Aasleagh many ardent missionarieshave

gone out to heathen lands, bearing the good news of the

Gospel which they first learned there. Others are engaged in PROFOUND sorrow has been caused throughout the Primitive

telling their friends at home what great things God hasdone Methodist Connexion by the news, received by cable, of the

for them , and the little children are learning to follow in the death of Mr. Walter Hogg, at Sojobas, Central Africa. Mr.

footsteps of both . Friends who would care for further parti- Hogg proceeded to Central Africa as artisan -missionary

culars can have the Report of the Home from myself, as five years ago, and rendered splendid pioneer service.

Hon. Sec . , Aasleagh Rectory, Leenane , Co. Galway, Ireland .

I would also gratefully acknowledge subscriptions .
He was in the habit of taking long journeys among the

native tribes , and had remarkable success in gaining their

confidence. Mr. Hogg leaves a widow, who has for some

At the meeting of the B.M.S. Committee on Feb. 21st, Mr. time been resident in this country on account of her health ,

W. R. Rickett, J.P. , was presented with an illuminated copy Of his family, two daughters are left alone upon the Mission

of the minute passed on his retirement from the Treasurership. station .
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Japan and Christianity .*

but she must be prepared for a struggle such as she has not

experienced before, and this, humanly speaking, may be of

centuries' duration . For , whether we regard it from its

APAN is now fully open to the Gospel. The foundations doctrinal, its philosophical, its ethical, its practical, or its

of the Church are being laid. The leaven of living ceremonial aspects, no one acquainted with the facts can

deny that Buddhism, as developed and modified by its contact

soon will it leaven the whole lump ? When will our faith
with and assimilation of principles and practices from

have spread so far as to affect the whole course of the nation's
Romanism, Confucianism, Taoism , and Shintoism , is, notwith

life ?

There has been much too sanguine a view taken by many

standing its many errors and grossly superstitious observances,

an antagonist of intense moral and religious force. It will

as to the rapidity with which Japan will become evangelized. never be overcome without continual dependence, in simple
This has been due, probably, to too much concentration of

faith and earnest devotion, on the almighty power of the

thought upon the truly astonishing results already attained ,
Risen Christ. We cannot afford to depreciate or despise it.

and to an apparent ignoring of the magnitude of the task still We may be quite certain that not without a fierce and bitter

remaining to be accomplished . The fact that so much has

been done by Divine grace in the comparatively short space

contest to the very death will Buddhism yield to Christianity

as the predominating influence in the national and religious

of thirty years of Christian effort, constrains those who have
life of the Japanese.

been engaged in it to exclaim , “ This is the Lord's doing, and

it is marvellous in our eyes.” Buttheyare inclined to forget enemytobe attacked and reducedbeforethe Gospelcanreign

But there is, if possible, a still more secure stronghold of the

that, although Christianity can now claim about 150,000 con triumphantly in Japan . Philosophical speculation has a subtle

verts — including Roman Catholic and Greek Church , as well

as Protestant believers - out of 45,000,000 of inhabitants, as

fascination for the highly intellectual and refined minds of the

people. They have a natural aptitude of analytical scientific

compared with practically none thirty years ago ; yetthis criticism .

means, whenlooked at from another pointofview,nothing general indifference towards supernatural, spiritual, and

These tendencies lead reasonably enough to a

morethan that seventeenout of every 5,000 of the population religious verities,and to an acceptance of atheistic and
have entered nominally the Christian Church ; or, in other

words, that,on anaverage,nearly 499out of every soo persons develop into unblushing agnosticism or open scepticism asto

materialistic systems of philosophy ; and these in their turn

in the land are still unconverted — outside the visible Church !
the necessity or desirableness of any religion whatever. This

Of course it is notfair to judge of the success or otherwise rationalistic spirit is fostered, moreover, by influential assist

of the many years of earnest teaching and faithful living out ance from the intellectual culture of civilized Europe. It can

of Christian principles merely by the numerical results

attained . Their influence has spread, no doubt , into every

readily be conceived therefore, how, when such a force is let

department of national life , and thousands who have not

loose among the minds of the rising generation , the arch

actually had the boldness, or even the desire, to come out

enemy makes use of it to hinder and hamper evangelistic

efforts among them. And it will need special grace and

publicly “ on the Lord's side ,” have been powerfully affected

by them in several indirect ways. And yet, on the other

peculiar giftsof the Holy Spirit for Christian teachers to hold

their own.

hand , we must not forget that our numerical results are not

all satisfactory spiritual results. Among the apparently large

It is well-known that the Japanese are desirous of accepting

number of baptized converts, how many - what proportion

that which is worth having in Western civilization and adapt

ofeven themembers of our Protestant congregations - to ingit, by modification orimprovement, to suit thecircum

stances of their national life. It is an indisputable historical

or all reference to the still larger number of Romanists and

Greek Church adherents-can be conscientiously claimed as

fact that Christianity has always manifested an inherent capa

consistent believers, truly converted " children of God” ? A

bility of being adapted to suit the special wants of every

nation which she has won to faith in Jesus. Hence many

glance at the statistics, therefore, from an all -round point of have been led to fear that the contact of her doctrines and

view , should be sufficient to make us pause before expressing a

sanguineopinion as to the speedy triumph of the Gospel in

principles with the ideas, latent or openly taught , in , far

Japan. Weheartily thank God for the great things He has

Eastern philosophies must necessarily produce some time

done for us in the past, and are encouraged to persevere in

hence a modification of Gospel truth, and a remodelling of the

our efforts ; but we must remember that not until a propor

“ old, old story," to suit the tastes and inclinations of this

intellectual race.
tion , at the very least , one-tenth-one in ten instead of one in

five hundred , as is the case at present-- of the population has

No doubt there is a peril in this direction ; but we believe

there is not so much cause for alarm as many suppose. That

become nominally Christian , shall we be justified in conclud a number of half - trained , ill-disciplined, self-opinionated

ing that the army of the Cross of Christ has won a satisfactory

victory overthenumerous and powerful forces of the enemy.

leaders among the converts, being led away by the allure

ments of the “

Wecan afford to ignore, as any seriously potent factor in

higher " criticism and the attractions of the

this conflict, the influence of Shintoism and its latest unortho
" new " theology, will do their best thus to modify and

dox but popular development, Ten - ri -kyo. The present

adulterate Scriptural principles, may be taken for granted.

But we cannot believe that they will ever succeed in doing

enlightened Government may well be trusted to discover
Christianity much practical harm in the long run , although

before long some more sensible and intelligible means of this element must be reckoned upon as a strong factor in

inculcating and fostering patriotism , loyalty, and piety, than

the manifestly absurd legends, palpably unhistoricaltraditions,

hampering the satisfactory progress of the Gospel in her

victorious career.

and grossly superstitious observances of the “way of the

gods ; and, when this has been accomplished successfully,

More real , though less to be deplored , is the probability that

nothing but the dead weight of a defunct cult will have to be

the Japanese Christians will, as they feelstrong enough , try their

dealt with .

hand at improving and altering the external characteristics of

But we mustweigh well the fact that, although Christianity Christianity — suchasher organizations, forms ofservice, rites,

has met with , and by Divine power already conquered, many

ceremonies, and institutions. Here, too, however, we believe

-perhaps most-of the false religious systems in the world,

that many decades must elapse before any changes of

still she has never yet in any serious way met, in hand-to-hand importance will be made, although, sooner orlater,wemust

combat, at close quarters, that most powerful of all heathen

expect to see modifications broughtabout.

religions, Buddhism . And , in all human probability, the battle

It is , however, only just to them toadd that we have reason

will have to be fought out in Japan . The Church does not

to believe that the large majority of Japanese teachers and

flinch from the conflict, nor does she doubt her final conquest,

converts connected with our Mission are thoroughly loyal to

the fundamental ecclesiastical principles of our beloved

* Abridged from Japan and the Japan Mission . Fourth Edition, Church of England, as laid down in the Prayer Book, Ordinal,

25. net. (C.M.S.).
and Thirty-nine Articles, and that they are not at all likely to
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agitate for any rash or imprudent alterations in real essentials

of Church organization. But even if they were to do so, until

they have a good number of Japanese Bishops, they are

A MILLION PENNY FUND.
powerless under their present Constitution to take decided

action without the approval and assistance of their foreign BY MRS. WATSON .

colleagues in the Synod. Yet it is well that this characteris

ticallyindependent spirit of our brethren should be clearly
HE Birds' Nest is a Home at Kingstown, near Dublin,

recognized and judiciously directed . where nearly two hundred children are fed and clothed

At one time there was an idea prevalent in certain quarters and taught. It is the largest of seven Homes — two for

that the Japanese Government might be persuaded to adopt boys, one for girls, one for little children (these arein Dublin ),

Christianity as a national religion . It is probable that this one for "tinies" at Dollymount, opposite the Birds' Nest, on

was altogether a mistake. We must not, and do not, expect the other side of DublinBay, and one at Spiddal, in Galway, a

any assistance from the State in our evangelization of the smaller Birds' Nest.

country . Nor would such help be either desirable or bene Six hundred children in all are received in these Homes at

ficial, for obvious reasons. The attitude assumed by the one time. Think of the long procession always moving on,

Government- and not likely to be departed from by any year by year — at one end , moreand more children coming in

ministry for a long while to come—is one of absolute neutrality from misery and starvation , from moral and spiritual darkness ;

towards all religious systems, granting complete toleration at the other end , those who have passed through the Homes,

and full liberty of belief to theadherents of each. For this going out into life strong and healthy, well taught, and pre

attitude we heartily thank our Lord , and with it we are pared for the life that lies before them , many of them , we

entirely satisfied. trust , prepared for anything because they have taken shelter

underthe shadowing wings of God's love .

They are entirely dependent upon the gifts of kind friends

for their support from day to day , and we were unwilling to

throw on those who already do their utmost the extra burden

of expense for the necessary building alterations lately carried

OST people in England imagine that such an atrocious out at the Birds' Nest, or for the repairs urgently needed in

thing as suttee— the burning of a widow alive with
the other Homes. Hence the special effort to get others to

the corpse of her late husband — is a crime long

since relegate
help and raise a million pennies. We have already succeeded

to the past in India. But although this

barbarous custom is now happily one of rare occurrence,
in getting one-quarter of the million, and we are starting at

the second quarter. We want, by “ a long pull, and a strong

the practice is not entirely extinct, and the Church Missionary pull, and a pull all together," to get this amount in three
Intelligencer for March contains an account, taken from the months, in time for the closing of the accounts. If this is to

Advocate of India, of the trial of thirteen persons for taking be done, it means work, and it is “ many hands," as we all

part in the burning of a widow. Seven of the prisoners were know, that lighten labour. Will all who read these words

convicted and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment
ask themselves, " Cannot I lend a hand just for once to this

ranging from five years' rigorous imprisonment to nine good work ? We are not asking for annual subscriptions.

months,
Could we find two hundred and fifty people willing to try to

Bishop Hoare, of Victoria , Hong Kong, has recently collect one thousand pennies each ? It would be such a help !

completed a tour of the Church Missionary Society's And it would do a double good, for it would introduce the

stations in Fuh -Kien, Southern China, and writes in Birds' Nest to many who do not know it now. Familiarity

terms of thankfulness for what he has

may “ breed contempt,” but real intimate knowledge often
God's working in that province. As each year goes makes fast friendship .

by he notices marked progress in many respects. For Someone may say,
“ How could I get a thousand pennies ? "

instance, there is a very large and steady increase in numbers. Well, you might ask a number of friends to help. If ten

Though he was compelled last year to leave three large and people would give or collect one hundred pennies each , that

important districts unvisited, nevertheless, in the course of would secure the thousand without too much trouble to any

1904 he confirmed in one province of Ful - Kien 1,069 persons, one. The plan of " trading ” with a penny is an excellent one.

of whom the very large majority were baptized as adult Or little Sales of Work, in even small drawing-rooms, often

converts from heathenism . He also ordained seven men to produce very good results. The Birds' Nest helpers and

Priests' Orders and three to Deacons' Orders. The Bishop children , who are doing their very best for the fund , had a Sale

was impressed during this visitation with the improvementini just before Christmas, mostly of their own work, and made

the order and reverence of the services, and encouraged by the £10. A few friends to afternoon tea, a little consultation over

marked increase in the knowledge of the Gospel shown by
the matter, and some judicious planning, would work wonders.

those whom he confirmed .

The Society's arrangements for its One Hundred-and- Sixth “ So then , do not answer rashly ,

Anniversary in May next will include several new features. There is time , we both can wait ;

For instance , Exeter Hall having been quite inadequate the And ' twere well to think a little

last few years to accommodate those who have been desirous of On the words our Master said ,

attending the evening meeting , the Royal Albert Hall has been How He left the poor behind,

engaged for the evening of May 2nd. The Bishop of St. That we might serve them in His stead .
Albans will preside. Hitherto there has been nothing

And whatever help we grant them ,

specially for children in connection with the anniversary, but Be it great or be it small ,

this year it is hoped to hold, by special permission of the
To our blessed Lord we give it,

authorities, special services for children in St. Paul's Cathedral
To our Lord, who gave us all."

and in the Collegiate Church, Southwark, on the afternoon of

Saturday, April 29th. One lady, hearing of the children giving their pennies, gave

There are distinct signs of awakening interest in Christianity £5 , for she said the pennies were as much to the children as.

among upper-class Moslems in Egypt. As many as fifty pounds to her.

sheikhs are attending a weekly meeting held by C.M.Š. If anyone has some plan to suggest by which this Penny

missionaries in Cairo, and about a hundred educated men, Scheme could be more widely known, we shall be grateful for

among whom are Russian Moslems, Syrians, Indians, and suggestions, and books and papers will be gladly sent ( free )

Egyptians, are being attracted to another similar gathering, to anyone wishing for them , by the Secretaries to the Million

which also has for its object the setting forth of the claimsof Penny Fund : Mrs. Watson , Hurstwood, Woodford Green,

Christ. Essex ; and Miss Ellen S. Smyly, 21 , Grattan Street, Dublin .

seen of
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that it will be her last long resting -place.

The saddest visit there was when we laid

little Nora away last January. The little girl

had been making dolls clothes the evening

before, but was taken ill at night, and at

three that afternoon she died of the dread

cholera. It was almost dark when we took

her down Mount Sophia to the cemetery in

thedrizzling rain .

Yes, I am a missionary buggy, and the

scenes in which I have mingled have been

bright and sad . I know I have been useful,

and that is a solace ; when all my bolts

rattle I know that I have held together about

as long as is possible, and I don't know what

my mistress would do without me.

JamesHandy.
I know just how hot the sun is when she

must be on her round ; I know the force of

the tropical storms which I have shielded her from ; but I

wish I knew where the one hundred and fifty gold dollars

are to come from that will buy my successor. – From The

Women's Missionary Friend.

1

M

The Story of a Buggy."

AM old, very old, and shabby ; I have not had an easy

life of it . Not that I am complaining ; work is good for

a buggy as well as a woman , but, as I said , I am old , and

I don't think I can last out much longer. What will my

mistress do then ?

It is a long whilesince I first becamea missionary's buggy .

I didn't like it at all at first ; it was such a change in circum

stances. I had been used to a regular life , and the good roads

of the town , and to European society, and when my new

mistress went in and out of all sorts of smelly lanes, took up a

child here , and another there, without seeming to mind if

they were clean or not, I could not make it out. I thought

her queer, and so she was . Our first sais (driver ) was quite a

nice -looking Malay youth , but drive-he didn't know how to

drive poor me! The pony was a lively little Deli ; we had

three accidents in two weeks. Then we changed saises .

Things went on fairly well until fasting month ,when the

Malay sais was sleepy and cross. He went to sleep while my

mistress was paying a long visit in a Chinese house, and the

little pony was restless. When at last we started off, the pony

went like a shot , a little strap broke from its buckle , and

began to flap on the pony's back ; faster and faster he went ;

then the trace broke, and he bolted like the wind ; next, the

shaft gave way, and we were madly careering around till we

came to a ditch, and flop we went in ! I was so broken to

pieces that I had to be taken away myself in a bullock cart.

That was twelve years ago ; we got another sais and another

pony, a cinnamon -coloured one. Well, since then I have had a

good deal of work , and a good many experiences. I do not

think there is a bit of my original self left ; I have had new

wheels, new box, new hood, new shafts. Now I think some

day I shall fall to pieces,

" All at once and nothing first,

Just as bubbles when they burst."

I am at the tukang's ( workman) now.

I think I know all the places my mistress visits , and where

all the street Sunday Schools are. I know just how long she

will stay ; at Nonia Sin Neo's long enough to talk over the

church work , the absent missionaries , and to read some com

forting verses and have prayers. Then I am used to Cheng

Boon's house. The old man generally comes to the door to

speak of how his girls began to read so manyyears ago, when

few mothers would let their girls learn. We went to see

Supamma the other day , and how glad she was to see my

mistress ! She was one of the first girls in the Tamil School ;

now she is talking of sending her own boys and girls to school.

I like to have two or three of the little girls to take home from

church on Sunday. Don't they chatter ! You see I am

changed ; I havebeen a missionary's buggy so long that I am

interested in all the work .

Why, I have taken our girls to church when they have gone

to be married. Haven't they looked fine in their brocaded

silk Rabaya ! I have listened to some sage advice at such

times. And, ah me, many is the time I have been to the

cemetery. I am used to going there, and my mistress hopes

My Life's history.

BY ONE OF RAMABAI'S Widows.

Y father was a priest , and my mother died when I was

three days old. My aunt, who was a poor widow ,

took care of me until my father died seven years

later . Then people called me an unfortunate girl and , as I

was a burden to my aunt, she tried to get a husband for me,

but every one refused to marry me because my hair happened

10 be of a light colour.

At length , when I was only nine, a doctor, who was forty

five years old and had already lost three wives, consented to

marry me. He had been an invalid many years, and I got

tired of serving him day and night. I was never happy.

Seven years after my marriage I became a widow. I had no

friends, and as there was nothing left for me by my husband I

was perfectly helpless. It would be impossible to describe

my sufferings.

According to our Hindu custom I was obliged to remain

in the house one year, so some kind people of my caste made

arrangements to give me food during that time. When the

year was over I began to beg, for Brahmins consider it far

more honourable to beg than to work. Thus for some time I

led a wandering life full of sorrow and danger.

A few months ago, six widows, including myself, agreed to

go on a pilgrimage to the river Ganga, there to wash away our

sins and obtain salvation . Accordingly we took the train at

Madras and went as far as Bombay. An English lady

missionary was in our compartment, and she told us about

Christ and also about this home for widows.

While at the Bombay Railway Station, my box and the

money that I had were stolen , so that I again fell into distress.

The next morning we all went out to see if there were any

templesin Bombay, when to my surprise I met the same lady

again with some other ladies . I told her that I was helpless,

and at once she said , “ Would you like to come with me

now ? " I followed the lady to her house and she sent me

here. It is only a few months since I came here and began

to go to school. Now I can read the Marathi Bible and sing

hymns. I thank the God who guided my feet here. I am

happy now in this home, and a month ago I made up my

mind that I would not leave as long as I live. I believe that

Jesus alone can save me from mysins, and I wish to die a

saved woman. Please pray for me.
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All Nations Prayer Union Notes.

of the L.M.S. are able to report as

follows : “ Our adherents have

risen from 16,000 to apwards of

68,000 ; our ordained ministers

now number 20 in active service.

Congregations have doubled ; con

tributions from the people have

increased ten -fold ; thousands of

scholarsare in the schools ; Zenana

work is in a healthy condition ,

and the Medical Mission has

become a most important depart.

ment of work, leaving no portion

AB of our whole field unprovided with

means for the alleviation of sick

ness and suffering." Such an

account of one district in South

India may well rejoice our hearts,

March 1st. —THY KINGDOM COME : As we watch to -day for giving as it does the evidence of abundantlife, and the power

the coming of Christ's Kingdom in the world , and as, in ful working of the Holy Spirit , blessing the efforts of

obedience to His command , we “ lift up our eyes and look on European missionaries and native workers.

the fields, " our hearts must rejoice, for in many parts of the CLARA BENHAM .

world , where but a few years ago there was not a ray of

Gospel light, God has broken down barriers, opened doors,

andmade way for His light-bearers. It is but the beginning

in many lands, but Hewho is the Alpha is also the Omega,
Reviews.

and He will perfect the work He has begun. What encour

agement, then, for us to pray without ceasing. The Spirit of WORD-PICTURES OF CHINESE LIFE. Edited by ALFRED S

God is with us, but too often we hinder His working by our DYER. 6d. and is. ( All Nations Missionary Union .)

lack of believing prayer. Do not let us limit our God, but as

we ask, day by day, let us watch for and claim abundant

Mr. Dyer has proved himself in this little book a skilful

compiler of irresistible facts . He has included in a brief

answers.
space testimony from a very large number of unquestioned

March 14th.—SIERRA LEONE : After a hundred years of authorities on the opium traffic, and these pages will furnish

work in Sierra Leone, the C.M.S. can rejoice in a strong and speakers with a fund of material. The entire history of our

vigorous native Church, which is spreading its evangelizing association with the evil is concisely sketched, and Mr. Dyer

efforts throughout that vast area of the Niger. Atspecial attributes the Indian Mutiny and the plague from which

thanksgivingservices, an earnest appeal was made to the India has suffered so severeiy and regularly since the Opium

young native Christians, urging them to band themselves into Wars, to Divine retribution for our responsible part in forcing

a Union for Mission service, as the missionaries realize that opium upon China—as will be seen from the lengthy extract

the future of Christian work in Sierra Leone in large measure from the book we print elsewhere in this issue.

rests with the young Africans of to-day . Let us specially bear

these young people on our hearts before God to-day. UNDER Two MASTERS. The Story of Jacoby, Dr. Torrey's

Assistant.
March 15th.-WEST AFRICA : As our thoughts and prayers

By J. KENNEDY MACLEAN. is. (Marshall

Brothers.)

are lingering around the Niger district during these two days,

let us take a look at the eastern region, among the Ibo villages, Although for three or four years Dr. Torrey has been

as described by a missionary. She says :“We are surrounded engaged in conducting Missions on both sides of the globe, he

by thick darkness, such as can be felt. Only recently I sur is still the pastor of the Avenue Church, Chicago, which is

prised the people in the middle of a cannibal feast . Their the Moody Church and connected with the Moody Bible

idols are of wood and mud, and they believe that all the
Institute . It is perhaps a unique circumstance that a pastoral

affairs of this life are directed by these idols. They are bound relationship should still exist in view of such a prolonged

by superstition and denseignorance, and many of their cus
absence, but we believe the relationship is, nevertheless,

toms are cruel and revolting. How sorely they need the
regarded as a very definite one by both parties. The actual

the light ! "
oversight of the Church devolves upon Mr. Jacoby, whose life

story is one of the most remarkable instances of Christ's power

March 16th . — EGYPT : A great change has come over the to save “ to the uttermost.” It deserves to stand side by side
people during the last few years, and now they listen to the

story of the Cross without opposition .

with that of Jerry Macaulay and Samuel Hadley, of theWater

The missionaries
Street Mission , New York . Dr. Torrey says of Mr. Jacoby

thankfully report : “ We are in the middle of a wave of inquiry that, as far ashe can judge, he is the most Christian man he

about Christianity .” Lantern addresses dealing with our
knows, and further that he supposes him to be “ the most

Lord's sacrifice have been a special feature of the work loved man in Chicago to -day — actually intensely loved , as he
carried out during the days of the Moslem feast ; crowds came

certainly ought to be by more people than any other man in
each night, among them many religious sheikhs . Another

the city of Chicago ."

important branch of the work is the publication of contro

versial books in Arabic on Christianity as opposed to the

Moslem faith . This literature is dispatched to many Moslem
SPANISH RELIGIOUS TRACT & BOOK SOCIETY.

lands. Let us follow it with our prayers, that it may be a A large number of well-illustrated Tracts and Books have been published by the

mighty instrument in God's hands to win souls from error to
above Society, under the direction of the Rev. L. Lopez Rodriguez, of the Figueras

Mission , Spain. The writers and translators being Spanish, the errors of literal
the true faith . translation are avoided , greatly adding to the value and accuracy of the Spanish

Tract Society's publications.
March 27th .-SOUTH INDIA : A wonderful movement is Object : The diffusion of the Gospel . Those interested in Christ's work in Spain,

going on among the poorest of the people in South India South America, Philippines , and Cuba, would do well to send orders for Tracts and

the pariahs, who are outcasts .

Books to

They are crowding the
DIRECTOR, at Figueras, Prov. Gerona, Spain.

chapels and eagerly drinking in the story of the Gospel, and Catalogues supplied Gratis. Specimen Packet 6d ., post free.

this message of peace is bringing uplifting and joy. After APPEALS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED .

many years of work in the Nagercoil district, the missionaries Hon . Treas. , GENERAL BATTERSBY , Lyncroft, Weybridge.
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ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION,

Pence Association and Information Bureau .

*** 一

OFFICES — Rooms 21 and 22, Exeter Hall, Strand,

London , W.C.

President SIR . GEORGE WILLIAMS .

Treasurer JOHN JACKSON, ESQ ., F.R.G.S.

Secretary-WM. ROGER JONES.

MOTTO—“ Every Little Helps." BA818— " Carey's Weekly Penny."

OBJECTS

1. To Promote the Work of Evangelising the World .

2. To Encourage Systematic Giving to the Cause of Missions.

We sing, and lustily ( for is it not one of our favourite

hymns?) :

“ Were the whole realm of nature mine,

That were an off'ring far too small.

Love so amazing, so divine,

Demands mysoul , my life , my all. "

And then we give Him for Foreign Missions-one per cent. of

our income ? Nay , taking the average, one-sixteenth of

one per cent! Oh, why do we call ourselves God's servants,

and serve Him so badly ?

My brother, beware how you rob God . Take care, I pray

you, lest in seeking to save your life you lose it , lest in seeking

to save your money it vanish away, lest in seeking to save

your children they are taken from you.

*

Our New Revival Prayer Card . — We have prepared

a little card for use by all who are pleading with Godfor a

real revival, or who are willing to do so. It is small and

neat, and gives carefully selected passages bearing on this all

important topic : ( 1 ) In the Individual Life ; ( 2) In the Church ;

and (3) In the World . We believe many will be glad to use it

as well as to distribute it . To secure a wide circulation we

are supplying them at 6d . per 100, or 4s. per 1,000, post free.

Specimen on application to All Nations Missionary Union

Exeter Hall, London , W.C .- ( Editor ).

Missions and Missionaries of all denominations have benefited by its funds, and

also by the stimulus it has given to a practical self-denying interest in the Missions
of the Churches. Over 636,000 has been collected. Pioneer Missionaries have

been sent out and supported in hitherto unoccupied fields. Over 45,000 has been

raised for building Leper Asylums and housing tainted and untainted children of

Lepers, and a further 63,000 for Indian Famine relief .

Funds are open for all Missions advocated in the columns of ALL NATIONS, and

donations on behalf of the various efforts to extend the Redeemer's Kingdom

solicited .

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to the Treasurer, and

crossed " London and South Western Bank." English and foreign stamps of any

value received at full price . The higher values preferred .

Readers of ALL NATIONS are invited to become members of the ALL NATIONS

MISSIONARY UNION. Subscription , ONE PENNY A WEEK. Please write for a

card of membership .

Our All Nations Missionary Prayer Union covers the whole field of Missions

A different subject for every day. Please ask for a Prayer-Cycle.

Are you interested in any particular Mission or Missionary ? The A.N.M.U.issues

" Carey's Weekly Penny" collecting Cards and Boxes for any Mission you may

choose. A few members banding together may easily support their own native

catechist, Bible-woman , orphan, or Leper child.

A. IA.SM.W. News and hotes.

Listen to Dean Goulbourn , the famous preacher :

“ He who embraces in his prayers the widest circle of his

fellow - creatures, he who extends his practical sympathy not

only to the victims of poverty and suffering at home, but to

the dupes of idolatrous religions abroad, is most in harmony

with the mind of God."

Brieflets.-Miss E. M. Phillips sailed on the roth ult . , by

the s.s. Omrah, to join her friend, Miss Jessie Porter, in

Pondicheri.

Miss Elvin sailed on the 14th ult. to join her sister in

Nellore. Many prayers will follow these two workers in

their consecrated labours.

Miss Chenevix -Trench sent fifty cholies to clothe the baby

orphans in the Nellore Asylum . These make the number of

garments received from this lady and her friends to four

hundred. “ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of

these ."

We have to thank two of our warm-hearted subscribers in

Harrogatefor the gift of two gold watches to be sold for the

benefit of the A.N.M.C.

We thank missionaries in Casablanca, Morocco , and in

Caminha, Portugal, for generous contributions to our funds.

We also thank “ P.H.C.” ( Pinner) for a gift of ros. for the

Bidar Medical Mission .

A friend offers a really good magic-lantern for £5 . It cost

ten guineas wholesale not long ago.

*

*
The Money Problem .-Sir Robert Giffen, the financial

expert, estimates the aggregate income of the people of the

United Kingdom (not the British Empire) at £ 1,750,000,000

per annum. So far as obedience to the Lord's command to

evangelize the heathen goes, we give not one - thousandth part

of it to the work which the Bible puts first .

Look at our houses, our lands , our possessions, our enter

tainments, our amusements, our recreations, our comforts,

our luxuries, our extravagances ! Surely, as long as we have

all these things for ourselves , we can scarcely plead with any

honesty, “ We would help the poor heathen if we could, but

really we have no money ! ” No money ! Nay, God's servants

have plenty of their Master's money. But they are not willing

to part with it. If we liked to give the money we should find

we had it to give. If we wanted to send our missionaries we

should find some way of doing it . Oh , yes, if it would secure

social advantages, or if it were something we cared for,

Christians would soon be busy writing their cheques, and

pouring their silver and gold intothe treasury. But as it is—

we really cannot afford it ! ” True, we sing about

my silver and my gold ,

Not a mite would I withhold ."

And, perhaps, a mite we do not withhold . But, too often

(with heaped up riches), we withhold all the rest ! We think

we may lavish as much as we please upon ourselves, while we

expect ourMaster, who gave Himself for us, to be satisfied

with any little pittance we may condescend to offer Him !

Lantern Lecture- " Our Empire Across the Seas ; or,

Pictures from India ” (Pandita Ramabai's Work. Miss Mary

Reed and her Lepers. The Great Famine, etc.) .

This lecture, with from sixty to seventy-five slides,many of

them coloured, has been given at Hendon Baptist Chapel ,

Foot's Cray Baptist Chapel, and at various Mission Halls

in Clapham , Brighton, and other centres this year by your

Secretary. At these gatherings it has been a pleasure to make

the acquaintance of many staunch supporters of the Carey's

Weekly Penny Card System .

The Rev. A. B. Preston kindly writes: - “ Dear Mr. Jones,

I feel I must write you a few lines just to thank you for your

trulygrand lecture this week . I do not mean " grand " in a

merely rhetorical style, but truly grand because of the heroism

and devotion of theworkers, and their glorious achievements,

Several of our people have since told me how deeply moved

they were by your lecture.” - Hendon ,January 19th , 1905 .

*

New Sheet of Sunday School Reward Tickets .

-- Messrs. S. W. Partridge & Co. have supplied us with their

latest sheet of tickets. There are forty -two dockets on each

sheet , with a text, and the coloured representation of the head

of a typical native . The texts are plain and well selected .

Samplesheet in tube for three penny stamps, or five sheets,

all different, for one shilling .
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Miss Blackmore is thanked for 100 needle cases, made from

Christmas cards, for gifts to the lepers.

From Koilpati , in the Tinnevelly district, comes news of

blessing attending the labours of Mr. and Mrs. F. Cook, but

their health necessitates a visit to the Nilgiri Hills as soon as

they can be spared from the schools. A pressing want in

Koilpati is the need of a small organ for the Mission Hall

services.

From Mandalay, we hear of a successful issue attending our

missionary friend, the Rev. J. S. Aaron , in the erection of his

new hall. He asks for English tracts for free distribution on

the railways and in the city. It is just. fourteen years since

the Bureau sent him to Burmah, and he hopes shortly to

come to England to enlist further support for the Tamil
Mission.

For a blessing to attend the return of Rev. C. T. Collyer

to Korea.

For the remaining £50 to complete the building of the

New Mission Hall in Mandalay.

For the Lord's work and workers in Caminha, Portugal.

That the Holy Spirit may hallow the work among the

Japanese soldiers in Osaka.

" I hear many very interesting accounts of the wounded

soldiers,” says Miss Dora Howard (C.M.S. Japan ). “ They

are thankful for Japanese literature, and the missionaries say

it is very expensive indeed to supply them . ”

That the Lord may graciously provide for the needs of
the Bidar Medical Mission .

*

Men Roger
Jones ,

Subjects for Praise.For blessings attending a Mis

sionary Rally, held at the Brixton Y.M.C.A.

For a promise of support for another native worker in
Korea.

For prayers answered at Islingwood Road Mission .

*

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall, Strand ,

London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western

* *

Subjects for Prayer.-For a portable organ for Koilpati.

For funds to complete the outfit of Mrs. T. Collins Joyce

and children to Bahia.

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this

periodical .
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s. d .Amounts received by All Nations Mission: Mr. R. Steven's Work (Casa

1 0 0blanc ) Fund
ary Union from Jan.

0 2
2nd

' Thirty Years " 6

to Feby . 15th, Congo Balolo Mission (Mr. For New Asylum at Tung

1905 . (In six weeks, £451 . )
Beale) 011 kung 1 16 6

Rev. M. Hayford's New For Support of one Adult
Church ( Gold Coast ) 06

For the Societies. ( one year)... 5 00s . d .
Mr. H. Lamb ( Port Gueydon ) 0 8 2 Miss M. Reed's Work ( Chandag ) 8 1

Gumede's Native
6 s . d . School

Deacon Abraham (Urmia ) Do. (Support of0 6 0 Jyuni" ) 2 10ALL NATIONS Missionary ( Acton Homes) 0 3 6 Per Leicester Auxiliary 3 S
Anglo -Indian Evan . Society 3 4 1Union 13 17 7 North Africa St. Clement's (Liverpool) 14 18Mission 6
Balaghat Mission (General) 0 5 8

Do. ( for Gospels for India) 0 10 0
014 8(General) .Do. ( for " Kashi 2and » Cage Lane (Plumstead ) 0

Do. ( for Deficit ) 10 13 1 Do (to Miss Jennings, for
Champi " )

Wellesley Road (Ilford ) 0 16 90

Baptist Missionary Society ... 0 6 6
** Sofia ) 0 19 6

Miss E. Bayły (Neemuch ) Tooting Branch 2 13 60 7

Do.(Rev. F. Madeley, for
Ikoko Mission 0 3 3

Rev. A. Förder (Bedouin Brinton Ready Band 1 0 7

Native Teacher )... 0 13 6
South Africa General Mission 0 1 Hove Y.W.C.I. 5 12 3

Mission ) 1 4
Do. (Mrs. Couling. China) 0 Do. ( for Lulwe Station )7 7 1Claremont Hall 0Bidar Medical Mission 9 1 10

Do. ( for Medical Mission ) 1 11
Southern Morocco Mission 0 10 0 Heaton Chapel Branch ... 4 16 10

Do. ( Conditional Gift) 5 0 0
Do. ( for Dr. Edwards, Mr. B. von Gros ( Alexandria) 1 7 Salisbury Branch 0 14

For Evangelists at Chandag
1

Shan-si ) 0 15 2
Zambesi Industrial Mission 0 Bignold Hall Branch 3 0Heights

08 15 0
Do.1 for Messrs. Lorrain and Miss Richardson, Pao-ning Toxteth and Aigburth
Savidge) 0 13 0 Branch 3 4 6

(C.I.M. ) 0 0
Famine Funds.Baptist Zenana Missionary

Do. ( for Organ ), " King's Messengers0 16 0
Society 3 0 Branch

Do. ( for Cot in Hospital) . 0 17 General Famine Fund 14 18 109 1 12 8
Church Missionary Society i 1 6 Forest Gate Branch

Mr. F. Cook's Work (Koilpati) 0 4 4 For Raipur Orphanage 4 1 0
3 2 10

Do. (per Holy Trinity, Gloucester Branch 0 11Dumaria Mission 8 8
Brondesbury ) ( 10 0 Kurku Mission 0 17 0

Do. (for Oyo) 27 0 0 Friends of Armenia 0 17 South America, &c.
Million Farthing Fund.Do. (Medical Mission ) 5 0 Indian Christian Realm 8 0 0

Do. ( Pakhoi Leper Asylum) ( 13 1
Sr. F. Olsson ( Adrogue) 08

Rev. H. Halliwell (Indian For Pat para Asylum (Mandla ) 0 12 0
Do. ( Fuh -kien Schools ) Mr. McEwen (Brazil Bible1 8 2

C.E.S.) 5 0 Mungeli Asylum ... 0 11
School) 11

Do. (per St. Jude's, Mild
0

Miss Holland's Work( Osaka,
Ludhiana 1 3 1

Pastor R. F Elder's Work 2 18 0may) 0 Ludhiana(Women's MedicalJapan ) 2 15

Do. (Sandown Gleaners Rev. F. Edmonds (Ocho Rios,
| Rev. c . T. Collyer's Work

Mission ) 0 10 6

Union ) 0
0 4 41

Jamaica) 2 1
( Korea) 2 0

London Missionary Society
Rev. T. C. Joyce (Bahia ,

Korean ProtestantOrphanage 0 5 6
(General Funds) 2 8 3 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.0 14 11 Brazil )

Gospel Work Straits
Do. ( Mr. G. Wilkerson , Postal Telegraph Christian

Settlements 6 10 ALL NATIONS Prayer Union 0 17 0
Matabililand )

Association 2 7 03 08
Bengali Mission (support of

Ragged School Barefoot
Do. (per Earl St. Mission ) 2 South America Missionary0 10 " Praca ' )... 0 10 0 Mission 0 7 6
Do. (for Trevandrum Society 0 1 6

Postal Telegraph Christian
Tottenham

Lepers)
Unemployed

South America Evangelistic3 19 8 Association 02 Relief 1 10 0
Presbyterian Mission (Sua Mission 6 7 3

Rev.W. Pettigrew (Manipur) i 10
Field Lane Institution 1 1 0

Bue, China )
Mr. F.Lister Newton's Work2 11 9 Pandita Ramabai's Widows 6 Open -Air Mission 6

Wesleyan Missionary society 305 (Argentina ) 8 11Miss Porter ( Pondicherry soldiers' and Sailors' Society 2 195

Do. (for Rev. A. H. Bestall ) 0 10
Victoria Gospel Press 9 18 9

5 13 8 Boys' Home, Galway (Mr.
Zenana B. and M. Mission 08 6 Miss J. Elvin's Passage and

Rogers ) 0 5 7

Outfit (Nellore ) . 28 5 0 Mission to Lepers.
International Christian Mis.

Europe. Mr. J. Johnston's Work sion 0 12 10

( Bombay) 0 6 6
General Funds... 30 18 Passages and Outfits Fund 3 50

Antwerp Sailors' Rest 0 2 6
Christmas

Punjab Mission ( Reformed Day " Special For Training
Pastor Rohrbach ( Berlin )

Candidates
8 Fund3 6Episcopal Church )

3 18 60
Bull Ring Mission (Madrid) 0

Expenses
For Support of Sunhar,"Smyrna Sailors ' Rest ( Dr. Missions to Jews

Figueras
( 10 0do. (Spain ) 2

Moschou ) ... 0 17 10
Potu , “ Godai 5 15 0 ** Reserved " Contributions... 1 5 8

Mr. W. McIntosh ( Valladolid) 0 16 4
Pilibhit Mission ( Rev. J. C. Do. " Abupiva ," " Bardeo. Sale of Calendars and

For support of " Rose ” (per
Lawson )

Nathaniel, * Ruar Almanacs ...
W.P. U. ) ... 0 10 6 11 10 9

06 1 singh , 4 11 2 Sales and Subscriptions ALL

Do. " Lois." " Ma-sank-mya ." 8 0 0 NATIONS 23 5

Asia. Africa .
Do. “ Balia Vithoba and General and Unallotted

Phut -ku " 2 0 0 Funds 24
China Inland Mission (General

1 1
Rev. Mojola Agbebi's Work Do. “ Mayatap." " Husen For Expenses 7 9 7

Funds) 5 6
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kerak.

BY HENRY G. HARDING

(Late of the C.M.S.) .

Only in Kir-haraseth left they the stones thereof : howbeit the slingers

went about it and smote it." -2 Kings iii , 25.

O anyone who has seen the town of Kerak-the

ancient Kir-haraseth—the above text will come

with a new meaning, and he will understand why

this city alone proved too strong for the beseig

ing forces . Perched on a single hill, surrounded

by deep valleys, defended by ramparts of solid

rock , it defies assault. It was the last stronghold

of the crusading knights in 1188, stayed the trium

phal progress of Ibrahim Pasha in 1840, and finally yielded

to the Turkish power as recently as 1893.

The people of Kerak were like their stronghold . A tribe

of brigands , fierce, wild , and unscrupulous, they were a by

word for lawlessness even in that lawless land. They had

little intercourse with the outside world. Their evil repu

tation kept even the ubiquitous trader at a distance.
The

situation of the city also made it difficult and dangerous of

access . Situated about fifteen miles east of the Dead Sea, it

could only be reached by a toilsome and perilous journey

round the North or South of that Sea, through a country

almost uninhabited , and infested with robbers.

But some men are attracted by difficulties. Such a man

was Mr. Lethaby , who, some twenty years ago , started to

carry the Gospel to Kerak . Without any Society to back him ,

without funds, without introductions , he started out on foot,

only to return in a few days robbed of all he possessed , and

driven back when almost within sight of the town.

A second attempt was more successful. Mr. Lethaby settled

in Kerak, established a school , was joined by other workers

a Miss Arnold from Australia, and Mr. A. Forder from England

-and carried on a good work for some years. Both Mr.

Lethaby and Mr. Forder were married , and the writer believes

that the success of the Mission was largely due to the ladies.
A BEDOUIN .

He has often been told bynative Christians that the tact and

common-sense of Mrs. Lethaby alone repeatedly saved the Mission and the missionaries from disaster.

In 1893 the Turkish Government established themselves in the town and introduced some sort of law and order.

Butalas ! they looked with no favour on the missionaries. They closed the school and resolutely opposed the

work in every way. At the same time the home friends of the Mission found themselves in difficulties, and it

was felt that if this important outpost were to be held it should be put under the care of a strong Society .
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Cow

open their hearts to us .

So one adopted the line

of an itinerantevangelist ;

not , however, with tents,

servants , and camp equip

ment, as is possible in

some parts. Here it was

necessary to avoid any

thing that would attract

attention , so with one or

two native companions one wandered from

camp to camp , accepting the hospitality of the

Bedouins as a passing stranger, sleeping in the

public guest-tent, and sitting round the camp

fire as one of themselves . Here it was an easy matter

to lead the conversation into religious channels, 'and

often I have kept on literally for hours, telling story

The Church after story from God's Word , and expounding itin

Missionary simple language justas one would to children, for these

Society was at work fierceand lawless men were in some respectsas simple

in Salt (Ramoth
as babes. Here we noted the innate power of God's

THE MOUNTAINS OF MOAB . Gilead ) , about a

Word to compel attention . There were no conventions

hundred miles from
to assist us, no feeling that it would be rude to interrupt ;

Kerak, and they being asked to take over the station , ac
to them one was simply a wandering hakim , who wanted

cepted the responsibility. They sent out in 1895 a quali

fied medical man, Dr. F. Johnson , who is still carrying on

to air his knowledge of things past, present, and future ,

and as long as the talk was worth listening to they

the work , and fifteen months later the writer and his wife
would listen, but no longer. Yet I seldom hadto com

joined thestaff,also a nurse, Miss Patching, who, to our plain of inattention , still less of opposition. On these

greatgrief, died very shortly after, Mr. and Mrs. Forder journeys the writer was accompanied by a native

and Miss Arnold kindly remained with thenew Society catechist, Selim , a most devoted evangelist, with a real

for two years, but being unable to conscientiously accept love for souls. Hewas a fine specimen of the fruits of

its principles, left finally in 1897 .

Kerak isatown ofabout ten thousand inhabitants, by his Christ-like character.

Mission work in Palestine, and endeared himself to all

some two thousand of whom are Christians, mostly of
In the town the Medical Mission work steadily

the Greek Church, and the rest nominally Moham increased . Dr. Johnson was invalided home in the

medans, though ill-instructed in their religion and

not at all bigoted . They are semi-Bedouin , living most
autumn of 1897 , but shortly after a new Governor was

appointed and he removed the restrictions on the

of their time in tents, simple in habits, kindly in dis medical work.

position, and moral in character. Among these the however, failed, largely

An attempt to re-open the school ,

Medical Mission was welcomed ; they gladly accepted of a certain section of the Greek Christians, who
however, failed , largely owing to the antagonism

the doctor's help and willingly listened to his teaching . roused the authorities to action against us.

The Turkish Governor did all he could to hinder.

Policemen were stationed at our door to prevent people

entering ; proclamations were issued forbidding people

to come to us ; men were imprisoned for accepting a

bottle of medicine , and for a time it seemed that we

should be able to do nothing. Still the people came in

twos and threes, and, as the vigilance of the authorities

relaxed , in increasing numbers. At one time the

authorities offered to remove all restrictions on our

work if we would give up preaching and con

fine ourselves to medical work. This offer

was, of course, declined . Then Mohammedan

missionaries were brought in to counteract

our teaching and to instruct the people in

the tenets of Islam . These gentry were

attended by soldiers in their progress among

the Bedouin camps, and attendance on their

ministrations was enforced by horsewhips.

Such methods did not commend them to

the independent minds of the Bedouin.

But the only effective way of reaching these

people was by going to them . Wemight

gather numbers at our dispensary and preach

to them , but onlyround their own camp fires

did they feel really at ease and disposed to

11

Arabs from inc East Shoc

of the Dead Sea
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are few : Kerak must wait. But the enemy

will not wait . Every year the Bedouin

becomes a little less teachable, a little more

bigoted ; the present day of opportunity is

passing away, and presently Kerak will

become as hard and as unresponsive toGos

pel effort as other Mohammedan lands.

" Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,

that He would send forth labourers into His

harvest."

Mr. George J. Wilker

son .

UR readers will be interested in the

following extract from a letter from

Mr. George J. Wilkerson, of the L.M.S. ,

Plumtree Siding, Rhodesia ,who was trained

and sent out by the Missionary Bureau in

its early days, and for whom we continue

to receive contributions, which we would
Mission COMPOUND, KERAK,

were larger :

(Door of Dr. Johnson's house in foreground on the right.)
“ My sphere does not lend itself to inter

esting accounts ; it is a monotonous work.

The Sunday services were very poorly attended , only For instance, brick making, then the stacking in the

two or three beyond our own party venturing to come. kiln and burning, and then the carting. Our hands

The writer had reason to believe that this was due to become so sore, and the skin gets cut through the

the influence of the owners of the house in which we continual handling of the bricks. A boy receives a

were living, and in which the services were held . In brick on his bare toes or shin , and just now one lad is

1899 he managed to secure a new house, with a large laid up with a squashed thumb. Another day the oxen

room suitable for services . Here the attendance rose help to make the work interesting by getting lost, or

at once to between forty and fifty . Another room was perhaps one gets injured, so upsetting all our little plans

fitted up as a native reception - room , and here every for the day. We are very short indeed of water about

evening the neighbours would gather for conversation this part . Our cattle and stock are all away at a place

and informal instruction . Many an old theological near some water. I get my milk from a distance of six

problem was discussed on these occasions, and the miles every day.

habitués of the place, who were many of them leading “ Coming to the other side of Mission work, I am so

men of the Greek community, weregradually and un tied with my industrial concerns that I do not get away

consciously led into the clear light of Protestant belief. to visit the out- stations, but I see the teachers as they

Later, at their own request, the writer commenced a come to me. The people amongst whom I am living

Sunday evening Bible-reading with them. Sometimes now are not Matabele, but a tribe called Makalana,

Mohammedans would be present at these gatherings, slaves at one time to the Matabele. The old people

and it was a great joy to hear these native Christians have taken a strong objection to their children going to

expounding the truths of Christianity to such . school , because when they have heard of Christ and

More than once I was summoned to the Castle to begun to follow Him , they will not go back into heathen

answer charges in connection with these services . I customs , as polygamy, & c. Just now our schools are

was accused of having opened a church without not very flourishing, but we are preaching and teaching ,

Imperial sanction , and of the heinous crime of ringing and the work is growing slowly, though we trust surely .

an unauthorized bell to summon people to service , but I Our Matabele schools are full of children, and the work

was able to persuade the authorities that the church is going forward . Parents were never so hard on their

was a room in my own house , and that the bell was a daughters in regard to marriage . Still the work is new

dinner bell ! among the Makalana here, and we have much to praise

In 1901 I was transferred to another station , and of God for, because on this station a little church has been

subsequent progress I am not competent to speak. My formed, and its power is being felt around where our

place was taken by a native clergyman. Themedical teachers are working daily. In spite of all our troubles,

work, however, goes on steadily under Dr. Johnson , we are preserved in health ,and Christ is with us. The

who has now been labouring there for nearly ten years. boys are doing well and enquiring the way of life , and

But how can the work develop when the staff of taking part a little in the Master's service.”

workers is being constantly reduced ? There are now

only two European labourers where there were formerly
It is stated that the sum of £ 30,000, which , under the will of

five. That door which the pioneer missionaries opened the prevalence of Ritualism , diverted fromthe building of
the late Mr. Alfred Roberts, of Tipton, is, in consequence of

through danger, suffering, and death , is now set wide, churches and parsonage houses, will be devoted to the C.M.S. ,

but where are the men and women ready to enter where the Church Pastoral Aid Society, and the South American

others have opened a way ? The Society says recruits Missionary Society.
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able to give such ' power ' to its owners — this

' fetish ' ofthe white man-of which they had

seen evidence in the coast towns and had

heard from their friends. My friend and I

stood bareheaded and sad at heart in this

House of God desecrated by people whose

god is the devil, whose worship is fetishism ,

and whose life is the most degraded imagin

able. "

THE

By the way.

A C.M.S. missionary in Japan, who has

been ministering to the wounded soldiers in

the hospitals, writes : " One thing that has

HE MARQUIS OF , as Presi struck me very much is the way in which , amongst all

dent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, those thousands of soldiers out on the field of battle, it

has issued an appeal on behalf of the Society and its has happened again and again that instead of one Chris

Centenary Fund . After remarking on the wide oppor tian soldier being left alone, two have found themselves

tunities now open to the Society, he points out that the together ; until now perfect strangers to one another,

funds are not adequate at present to meet the growing but with the tie of Christian brotherhood ready to unite

demandsupon them. Theexcess of expenditure over in them at once. In one case a Christian doctor was at

come during thelast seven years has averaged £13,000 per hand to soothe the last momentsof the brother ofone of

year, and with a rapidly increas our catechists, and in another , a

ing circulation and a correspond friend to bring to the mind of a

ing advance in expenditure, the dying soldier the beautiful words

Committee are face to face with of the twenty-third psalm . This

still further deficits - or general
morning I had a request to send a

retrenchment-unless the Society hymn -book, so that one of the

gains more liberal support. The Christians of the Anglican Church

Centenary Fund of 250,000 could sing a hymndaily with a

guineas is urgently needed to im Christian of the Presbyterian

prove the organization and to Church , but the request ran ,

relieve the ordinary income from * Please send it without delay, as

heavy annualannual charges. The
our lives are at present like the

money thus released will then be light of candles blown by the

available for the expansion of the wind, which at any moment may

work. As was stated in the Cen be blown out. '

tenary appeal , this is the least

sum which the Committee think ACCORDING to the latest report

will suffice for the purpose . issued by the Governor -General

Thanks to the generous help of of the Congo Free State , the

many friends in all parts of the
number of Roman Catholic priests

world, the greater part of this and nuns engaged in that country

has been received, but is 400. They have erected since

£ 45,000 is still lacking. The 1885 641 churches and chapels,

Committee earnestly appeal to whilst further accommodation has

the friends of the Society and of
A JEWISH CHRISTIAN , TUNIS. been provided in 523 small

the Bible -- and especially to houses used occasionally as

those who have not contributed hitherto to the Cen chapels. Three secondary schools have been opened ,

tenary Fund-for liberal gifts to complete the balance. and there are 75 elementary and 440 preparatory

schools. The total Catholic population is estimated at

72,382. The different Missions are divided into two

Owing to lack of workers and scarcity of funds, a Vicariats and Prefectures Apostolic. These figures

village in the Hinterland of Sierra Leone was tempor have been supplied by the Romish authorities. Some

arily abandoned by the Sierra Leone Native Church “ English ” Roman Catholic missionaries have recently

Mission. A missionary of the Church Missionary gone out from the seminary of St. Joseph's, Mill Hill ,

Society thus describes the place on a recent visit : which was founded forty years ago, and the Society , or

" On the top of a little hill we saw a small building , Congregation , in connection with which has Missions in

evidently a Church, and went up to investigate. To our America, Uganda, Afghanistan, Madras , and Borneo .

dismay we found that the heathen had brokenopen the The “Father Superior " of the missionary party is an

door, stolen the benches, and hadused the building as a Irishman , Martin O'Grady, but the rest are Belgianpriests

cow -shed . We opened the windows and immediately trained in England. The State has decided not to give

noticed that the little Communion-table had not been them a definite Mission at present. The “English

removed, and on it was a large Bible which the inscrip- ' fathers will be settled at the chief centres, Boma,

tion showed had been given to this Church by the Matadi, Léopoldville, Nouville, Anvers, or Coquilhatville,

daughter of Bishop Crowther. The heathen had evi- They will be for the time cures of the imative villages at

dently been afraid to venture near a Book which was those points.

sum
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Romanism in Travancore.

TH

From Goa he set forth with a train of devoted followers,

clad in the vestments of his Order and the priesthood , and

By Rev. ARTHUR PARKER journeyed down the coast of Travancore to its extremest point

at Cape Comorin , preaching, exhorting, rebuking, and

(London Missionary Society). baptizing, a perfect tornado of missionary ardour. It is

recorded that in one single month he
HE discovery of the sea route to India by the Portuguese

tized over 10,000

persons in Travancore, and to this day almost every fishing
at the end of the fifteenth century marks a time when

the whole of Europe wasre-awakening. A newspirit Catholic chapel. Most of these claim to have been founded by

village along the sea- coast of Travancore has its Roman

was breathing through old institutions, a New World was

discovered in America, and the Old World ofthe East was
the missionary saint.

That Xavier's work was of a superficial character is
re-discovered when the new route round the Cape of Good

notorious . He himself declared that most of his converts
Hope was made known. A new movement began also in

were little better than heathen. He said that there was little
religion about the same time, for it was in the latter half of

hope forany but those who diedin youth , with their baptismal
this century, and the first half of the next, that the Protestant

Reformation did its great work. grace still upon them. But Xavier's work, superficial though

it was, has stood the test of the centuries, and now after 360This was followed by a Catholic Reformation, and one of

the fruits of the latter was the establishment of the great
years the Roman Catholic community in Travancore is

numbered by the hundred thousand. Xavier ardently desired

that teachers and parish priests should be sent to complete and

establish his work. Such were not sent immediately,but they

eventually did come, and, by founding seminaries for the

training of priests, a native -born clergy has been provided, who

minister totheir owncountrymen.

The Roman Catholics, unlike the Syrian Christians, did not

confine themselves to any one caste. Xavier and his com

panions held firmly, one might almost say fiercely, the Evan

gelical doctrine of the equal value ofsouls in the sight of God .

Consequently the Roman Catholic Church gathered into its

fold representatives from all classes, but chiefly from the lower

orders. Their success amongst the fishing population, a very

numerous community in Travancore, is so remarkable that it

is difficult to find a fishing village the inhabitants of which are

not wholly or in part Roman Catholics.

Apart from the fiery zeal of Xavier and his disciples, the

prospect of the protection of the Kingdom of Portugal, which

was extended to all Roman Catholics, and whose fleet domi

nated the coast, was a great inducement to the seafaring

population to accept the new faith . But no doubt the main

inducement was the offer of a religion which, theoretically at
PI

least, placed the low caste man on a level with the highest,

and which admitted to the greatest Sacraments the poorest

coolie along with the Brahmin or the Raja.

Again , it is a matter of astonishment that with such advan

tages, Roman Catholicism should not have spread throughout

Travancore, and from that vantage ground have captured the

whole of India. But again we see that the same two influences

which sterilized the Syrian Christian Church deprived Roman

Catholicism of the true fruits of victory. Needless to say that

Sacerdotalism , with all its adjuncts of priestly dominance and

practically idolatrous rites, Aourished. In dealing also with

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPEL, TRIVANDRAM . caste, theChurch tacitly admitted it . The various castes were

allowed to maintain their own distinctions, and to indulge in

their old prejudices. In the very services of the Church

Catholic Missionary Society called the Society of Jesus. One provision was made for castes to sit in separate parts of the

of the most prominent members of this Society was the building . No attempt was made to alleviate the hard lot of

remarkable man known as St. Francis Xavier. The Jesuits the poor ; no schools were opened, and, of course, the Bible
flourish chiefly in Spain and Portugal, and the missionaries of was denied to all.

their Order, who bound themselves by the strongest vows of After a time the zeal of the early missionaries cooled down

obedience and poverty, readily responded to the orders of and passed away. Roman Catholicism has been reinforced,

their chiefs, and following the course of Spanish conquest and not from the English or American priesthood, but from the

Portuguese discovery andtrade, made their way into the wilds old countries - Spain , Portugal, Belgium ; and the pride and

of North and South America, and to the isles and continents bigotry of those old priest-ridden countries have been main

of eastern seas. tainedamong the Roman Catholics of Travancore . At present

Francis Xavier came as amissionary to Goa, the Portuguese Roman Catholicism seems to be learning the lesson of the new

capital on the west coast of India, in 1542, about fifty years times. There is in Travancore a large Eurasian population,

after its conquest. There he found the Roman Catholic descended from the unionof Portuguese and natives. These

population sunk in spiritual lassitude. They could hardly be are largely employed in Government service, and are almost

induced to attend church , even for the great festivals, and the all RomanCatholics. The need for educating this community,

priests were satisfied with the formal adhesion of the Euro if the members of it are to retain theirpositions in State service,

peans and the formal submission of the natives. Xavier's fiery has led the Church to provide institutions for higher education,

spirit brooked no opposition, and he rebuked high and low, and to these schools natives are also admitted in large numbers.
officials, merchants, and native priests, with a dauntless spirit, There is also an attemptto give education to the low castes,

before which all had to bow. The churches became filled to and as theTravancore Government greatly aids such efforts,

overflowing, and the infectious zeal of Xavier spread to all something is being done in this direction .

classes.
But Roman Catholicism in Travancore is not a missionary
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The Society for the Protection

of Children in Jndia.

A

body, and except in cases where the close proximity of an

active Protestant Church arouses feelings of emulation, not to

say animosity, the Church is lethargic, and its members are

content with a purely formal worship. The priesthood are

dependent on the offerings of the faithful and upon the fees

for priests' services, and being men for the most part of very
By Rev. John P. Ashton, M.A.

little education, and that of a narrow ecclesiastical type, they

are content so long as the offerings are sufficient. “ The HINDU girl has much to suffer. Her birth is not wel.

hungry sheep look up and are not fed .”
comed. Her parents think that the sooner she is

As the activity of the Roman Catholic Church is confined
married off the better. The wedding must not be

almostentirely in South Travancore to the fishing population, delayed till after she has attained her twelfth year, and
the London Missionary Society comes but little in contact generally comes off much earlier. Her husband may be a

with them . In isolated cases, however, a good deal of friction youth , but is usually a full-grown man. Even if a man would

has occurred . It appears as if in some cases the existence of have a second wife, no matter how late in life , she cannot be

a Protestant congregation, with its freedom and simplicity of
older than twelve years. Many become widows, and have to

worship, encouraged as it is by the missionary to aim at self suffer all the trialsand degradations imposed on widowhood

government as well as self-support, has occasionally been in India , before they are old enough to leave their parents'

found attractive to some Roman Catholics, and inone case at roof. Though the law forbids the completion of marriage so

least,anentire Roman Catholic congregation deliberately put early, some become mothers at twelveand even occasionally

themselves under Protestant guidance . On the other hand, at eleven. A case is even known of a woman becoming a

the ease with which a Hindu may enter the Roman Catholic grandmother at twenty-four and a great-grandmother at thirty

communion , without divesting himself of any of his caste

privileges, still wearing his sacred thread and preserving the

sacredtuft of hair, and in many cases conforming to caste and

religious observances, makes the transition from Hinduism to

Roman Catholicism a very easy one. And the wonder is,

considering the social advantages which follow on a change

from low -caste Hinduism to Roman Catholicism that more do

not take the step .

A remarkable result of the presence of Roman Catholicism

in Travancore is the determined Protestantism of our converts.

They are strongly opposed to what look like Romish practices.

They object to anything like priestly claims. They love simple

worship, and are fond of preaching and Bible teaching. Many

times we have heard thatin discussion with Roman Catholics

their knowledge of the Bible has been observed to be remark

able .

In some respects the presence of Roman Catholic congrega

tions where caste is observed is helpful to us in fighting that

evil , by showing how, in the Church itself , its presence is of

deadly power. In fact natives are learning, not only from our

direct teaching, but from the evil results seen in the Roman

and Syrian Churches, what deadly enemies caste and priest

craft are to Christianity.

The fortunes of these two Churches, the Syrian and the

Roman, teach us in the clearest manner that the blessing of Rev. A. E. SUMMERS.

God will not rest on those who despise and neglect the poor ;

and the rise in the social scale of the poorer classes, who have

been the objects of the London Missionary Society's work, six. Reflection will show how serious must be the moral and

proves that theGospel has power to develop and ennoble even

the meanest of mankind. In the struggle for prosperity and

physical evils which follow from such a state of things.

Enlightened Hindus are beginning to say that the laws

progress in Travancore, the Christiansof our Mission, most of which are supposed to justify infant marriage are perversions

whom are from the low castes, and who have had the benefits of the ancient Institutes of Manu, which really permit the

of Christian teaching for comparativelyonly a short time, are

now competing successfully with Christians of these exclusive

postponement of a daughter's marriage much beyond the age

castes, who for centuries have had the spiritual and other

of twelve, but the people, ignorantof this, blindly follow the

customs of their fathers. Two of the native States have, how

advantages, to which they have selfishly clung. In other ever, within the last two years, recognized the evil and passed

words, where the true spirit of Christ has been forgotten, and laws against it . In Mysore, no girl is to be married under

the self-sacrificing love of Christ has been forsaken, the

blessings of the Gospel have been lost. Doubtless in time to

eight, or the parents and the officiating priest, and the bride

come the Syrian and the Roman Churches may learn these

groom , also, if he be over seventeen , will be prosecuted . A

man of fifty must not marry a girl under fourteen . Several

lessons once more, but at present they cling to the old privi

leges and maintain the old barriers, and thus leave to us that

prosecutions have actually taken place within the last twelve

months. In Baroda, a law has just been passed that no girl is

wide field of Christian enterprise which lies before us now in

Travancore.

to marry under twelve, or boy under fourteen . This is an im

provement on the Mysore law, but certain exceptions are

allowed . These laws are a great step in the right direction.

Miss ELLEN STONE has decided to return to her former One might desire that they were more thorough, but when

work in Bulgaria, the scene of her capture by brigands. nothing whatever of the kind has yet been attempted by the

British Government, blame is ill-becoming.

For Sale-Two Ladies' Gold Watches, open faced ,

Sensible of these evils and of many others to which boys as

best English make, good time-keepers. Originally cost

well as girls are liable, a Society was started in Calcutta four

£13 13s, and £ 11 1os.

years ago for the Protection of Children in India, on the lines

Valued as second-hand at 70s. of the National Society in England. As theidea was quite

and 6os. Either could be sent onapprobation.--Apply newtoIndiaitwas felt that for a time, at least,aGuarantee

Secretary , All Nations Missionary Union .
Fund must be raised in England to secure a sufficient salary
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years ?

The Spanish Tract and Book the River,Min ,and whose granite stones have been worn

Society

to the Secretary in Calcutta. A good beginning having been and contradictory Romish teaching during the week, must

made through the generosity of certain merchants in Scotland, result in hopelessly confusing the infant and youthful mind,

the Rev. A.E. Summers was appointed in January, 1902. He exposing it to the danger of being permanently poisoned

has proved to be most suited for the work, and already a large against the Truth . The Spanish Tract Society has set itself

number of cases have been investigated and many children vigorously to work to remedy this terrible evil. Numbers of

rescued and placed in suitable homes. Public opinion is excellent works are ready for publication , only waiting for

being aroused,and someprominent Hindusand Mohammedans, funds to enable us to issue them .

recognizing the benevolent and unsectarian character of the “ The Peep of Day ,” the charining and invaluable book for

Society, have joined its Committee. The Government has children , so well known and loved in English homes, has just

already been induced, on behalf of the shockingly large been published by the Society. The type is clear, and in

number of girls who are sold , or kidnapped, or devoted to regard to illustrations the edition is unrivalled in any language.

temples, to be brought up to a life of shame, often under cir It contains 150 pages, 8vo. , and 57 half-page engravings, not

cumstances of the most abominable cruelty, to consider the only artistic, but adapted to captivate and interest the young,

amendment of the laws of guardianship. The Society is also suitable for perusal in the home and in the school. Who

making investigations as to whether , in the absence of a law will help to pay for the circulation of this much-needed book,

against infant marriage, it might not be well to have a Per in token of thankfulness for benefit derived from it in early

missive Bill definitely legalizing the marriage of Hindu girls

above the customary ageof twelve. During the past year there have been distributed 1,726

The Committee have been encouraged by the practical Bibles and Testaments, 41,426 Gospels and Epistles, 21,374

assistance which has been given them by BishopWelldon, Sir various works, 12,651 Monthly Illustrated Papers ,73,105 tracts,

C. C. Stevens, PrebendaryFox, Lady Dufferin, Lady Curzon, 63,749 Sunday School lessons-total 214,032 . This shows an

and many others, as well as by the Maharajahs of Cooch increase of 96,174 on that of the previous year.

Behar and Burdwan, and other prominent men in India.

Considerable advance has been made towards independence

of funds in England , but some further help will be still required , THE Rev. L. Lloyd, writing in the Church Missionary

and all the more urgently if the work is to be extended to Intelligencer on “Changing China ," says : - “ In Fuh -chow and

other cities of India. At least £ 300 more is required . Further its neighbourhood signs of change of thought and feeling

particulars and reports of the work will be readily supplied by abound on every hand, and inspire us with the hope that it

the Hon. Secretary at 7, Tillington Terrace , Hastings. will very soon cease to be fashionable or true to dub China

unprogressive, inert, and unenlightened. The Bridge of

'

,

smooth by the countless feet which have trodden them, is at

last invaded by telegraph poles, clamped on to its ancient

pillars , that the lightning thread ' may put the city authorities

in possession of the news of the world at the earliest possible
BY EMILY LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ .

moment. Steamboats of all sorts and sizes are rapidly taking

HE Society is vigorously prosecuting a great and impor.
the place of the cumbersome junk, with its grotesque eyes to

tant work among the young. It prints the International
enable it to see its way. Uniformed postmen are seen every

Sunday School Lesson Leaflets, well illustrated . The
where in our narrow thoroughfares, and letters are delivered

funds do not permit of more than 2,000children being supplied
in all important cities and towns for a fraction of a penny.

The smoke of the new mint reminds us that China's ancient
weekly with the Lessons. Not only in Spain, but also in South

America, Cuba, and the Philippines, how many thousands of

square-holed ' cash'-a thousand making a dollar — is doomed ,

children are having nothing done for them ! We long to care
and is speedily being replaced by coins fashioned after

for them , but lack the means for doing so.
Western models. But better than all this , we cannot help

A new, useful, and successful work being done by the
noting the fact that the new generation of Chinese which is

Society is the publication of charming Scripturepuzzles. They
springing up is quite well aware of their country's backward

interest and teach not only the children , but also parents and

ness, and is ashamed of it. This is of course largely

other persons, obliging them in the first place to procure a
the result of the teaching given in colleges and schools, ..

Bible in order to discover the secret, and then, as a rule, all
and a fair percentage of these young men are Christians, not

the family engage in the search for the story whichcorresponds

only in name, but in deed and in truth .”

with the picture -puzzle. When found , the geometrical figures

are carefully cut out, and pasted on paper. Finally, the
From letters received by the Church Missionary Society

lessons taught by the Scripture story have to be explained in
from Japan , it seems that the severe trial through which that

writing, and sent to the Hon. Director of the Society. Each
island-empire is passing is finding expression in greater

competitor who, in a given time, is successful, receives the earnestness in the performance of heathen rites. A recent

reward of a New Testament, a Pilgrim's Progress,” or “ Peep three-days' festival in honour of a " looking -glass ” god, which

of Day.” Thus Spanish children , who have never before attracted thousands of reverent worshippers in a city whose

heard of nor seen a Bible, are led to take delight in studying
government offices were closed for the occasion, is sufficient

its sacred pages. In answer to prayer, we trust that many
proof that Japan, with all her chivalry and progress, still needs

will be made wise unto salvation." In connection with this spiritual enlightenment. Bishop Awdry (of South Tokyo ),

department of work, numbers of interesting letters reach us
however, thankfully testifies that side by side with a great

from missionaries, pastors, and Sunday School teachers from
religious revival that is going on-the Shinto and Buddhist

all parts of the world . temples being crowded--the movement towards Christianity

Protestant educational books for schools are greatly needed
grows in earnestness and volume. The Confirmations in his

in order to counteract the false teaching of Rome. For
diocese alone during 1904 far exceeded those of any former

example, it is sad indeed that Protestant Mission Schools
period.

should , for lack of such literature, be compelled to use reading

books containing foolish stories and legends of the Virgin and In the House of Commons, on March 27th , Mr. Brodrick, in

Saints, Romish doctrines, &c . History has been terribly response to a question , announced that the deaths from plague

distorted by Roman Catholic authors, and facts untruthfully in India during February were 126,041 , and the total from

stated . Thus Luther is described as a base and criminal January 1st to the end of February 252,567. After communi

heretic, and Mary Stuart as a saintly Christian martyr, &c. cation with the Viceroy it has been decided to send out a

The pupils' minds are misinformed, and prejudices created, scientific expedition to make a thorough investigation of the

most difficult to remove. Toinculcate the Gospel on Sundays origin and causes of plague.

TH
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show that the Free Churches as a whole are alive to the

paramount duty of aggressive effort in the foreign field .

The first was that of the incoming President , Dr. R. F.

ALL NATIONS 6 MISSIONARY MAGAZINE
Horton , who frankly confessed that in his judgment they

were not bearing their full share of the great task of
B.REEVE

world evangelization . He urged a forward movement

for the occupation of some new and neglected field such
All Literary Communications, Books for Review, etc. , should be

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS , Exeter Hall , Strand, as Tibet . After a “ Mission " which was the reverse of

London , W.C.

peaceful, it would be fitting that an adequate attempt

Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. WM. ROGER JONES ,
should be made to send the Gospel to the Tibetans.

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION , Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C.

Such a task presents difficulties of course. But in

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in

Foreign Missions, beyond all other forms of enterprise,
this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. JONES. difficulties exist in order to be overcome. The formation

of circles for the study of Missions and the appointment
Applications for Advertisement Space should be made to the

PUBLISHERS , Bros., Keswick House, of a Secretary to promote them were some of the many
Paternoster

Row , E.C.
valuable suggestions made by Dr. Horton. He also

advocated the holding of Missionary Exhibitions - a

form of Missionary education in which the C.M.S. has

set a splendid example. That Missions should have

had so prominent a place in the Presidential address at

a time when home questions are specially pressing is a

hopeful sign of the times. Of equal interest and im

portance with Dr. Horton's address was the proposal

submitted by Dr. Wenyon. This aimed at nothing less

than a Federation of Free Church Missions in the

The Federation of Free Church Councils is one of Foreign Field . That such a suggestion should have

the most remarkable and encouraging features of the been received with enthusiastic approval is possibly

religious life of the new century .
the most hopeful feature of this most hopeful Congress.

Free Churches Notwithstanding the fraternal feeling that exists

With any political or semi- political

and Missions. between the missionaries of various Societies working

action taken by the Federation
in the same or in neighbouring fields, the fact remains

have here concern . What desire that the sectarian divisions of the Christian Church do

thankfully to note is the practical unity manifested
prove a hindrance to progress, especially in such

countries as India or China. The essential unity of the

by the leading Nonconformist bodies , and this without
Evangelical Churches is unknown to the Hindu or

the surrender of any of the doctrines distinctive of the
Buddhist, who is only too well aware of the denomin

various denominations. They are happily developing ational differences. He is ready to attach an undue

a sense of proportion . They have come to recognize importance to them, and to find in them either a

that they are one in their common acceptance of the genuine reason , or a sufficient excuse , for rejecting the

vital and essential facts and doctrines of the Faith , and Christianity these Churches hold in common . To remove

that the minor points on which they differ are compara
this stumbling block Dr. Wenyon advocates three

reforms-( 1 ) The organic unity of Free Church

tively unimportant . At the recent Annual Congress at Missionary Societies in one great undenominational

Manchester , the accredited delegates numbered no less Evangelical Alliance ; (2 ) Co-operation among mission

than two thousand, and many matters of great import- aries ; ( 3 ) Federation of the agents of the various

ance were debated, including Education , Temperance,

Societies under one directorate. The further develop

ment of these suggestions will be watched with intense

and Evangelism. But it is the great question of Foreign interest by all lovers of Missions, and we devoutly

Missions that chiefly interests us , and we gladly note hope that in due time practical effect may be

that this vital topic received full recognition in the given to proposals so full of hope for the future of

meetings of the Congress . Two very striking utterances Missions.
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Foreigners in London .

L

Calling on the Rev. T. S. Hutchinson , one of the Secretaries

of the Mission , at the headquarters in Bridewell Place, I asked

him what among these special fields of labour he considered

INTERYIE N WITH THE REY. T. S. HUTCHINSON, M.A. the most interesting. After describing to me the work in

By B. Reeve. general he singledout four classes, the Scandinavian, Asiatic,

French, and Jewish as the chief.

ONDON is not the most thoroughly cosmopolitan city " Tellme, please," said I , " something of each ."

in the world , but its population, nevertheless, includes " Well,” replied the Secretary, “ to deal with the Scandi

all nationalities, either spread over the whole metropolis navians first, they comprise by far the greater number of the

and intermingling with their English neighbours, or sailors who come to the Port of London . Out of a yearly total

separated into distinctly foreign quarters, as, for example, of about 20,000, 38 per cent. are Swedes, 12 Norwegian, and

the Italian Colony at Saffron Hill and the Jewish Ghetto in 6 Danes. Some are bright, healthy men, leading strictly moral

Spitalfields. There are several Missions which devote them lives, while others are drunkards, immoral and idle loafers,

selves exclusively to one or other of these special classes, living for months at a time upon what they can beg'or steal

while Protestant Churches exist in which the French, from those who return from a voyage and have been paid their

Germans, and other Continentals find services conducted wages. In some cases they take to this life as the result of

in their own tongues, wherein they were born. The London early training. In others, the ' crimp ' or ' runner ' comes on

City Mission has a special agency, however, which embraces board as soon as the ship enters the dock gates, often under

to

SCANDINAVIANS AT THE FOREIGNERS' SUMMER FETE,

( With Mrs. Robert Barclay and the Missionary .)

work among the peoples of all languages who temporarily or the pretence of being a salesman, either as a tailor, shoemaker,

permanently findaplace in our midst,and is the handmaid of jeweller, or something else, offering his goods to the sailors

such Evangelical Churches as minister to the needs of their under the pretence that this is his sole business ; but by fair

respective countrymen . Fifteen of its large staff of mission . words and a glowing picture of the chances London offers he

aries are told off for this special duty, the majority of them succeeds in tempting the young, inexperienced sailor todesert

being themselves foreigners. his ship. The ' runner' earns his five shillings for securing the

The condition of the resident foreign element in the metro prey, and the sailor lad, if he does not succeed in a week or

polis in 1835, when the London City Mission was founded by two, or even less , in getting outof the clutches of his captors,

David Nasmyth, was deplorable, and the scenes in the East is turned out of the ' boarding-house' to which he has been

End among the neglected riverside inhabitants sad indeed . lured, his clothes being kept for the debt incurred, and gradu .

The floating population of the river and docks were equally ally he sinks to the level of these men, and in his turn victimizes

uncared for, and there was call for earnest Christian sympathy his fellows."

and practical effort to reach the spiritually and morally “ What is being doneto counteract these vicious influences ? ”

darkened mass of human beings who congregated in the I enquired.

sailors' quarter. To-day the conscience of the Churches has “ We have a Scandinavian Mission Room , which is opened

been roused towards caring for the strangers within our gates, every day for purposes of reading and writing and regular

with very happy and encouraging results. 4 Gospel meetings and limelight lectures, besides the constant
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work of visitation on board ship and among the lodging Road, the foundation stone of the building being laid by

houses. One very excellent thing our missionary has done is Prince Consort on May 31st, 1856. For twenty years Mr.

to establish a kind of post office. Sailors may have letters Salter remained in this sphere, visiting the ships and inviting

from home addressed c /o the missionary, and if they are com men to take advantage of the institution. When he retired

pelled to leave London before the mails arrive their letters are from this work it was only to help these Eastern people in

forwarded to them to the next port they call at . Thus the larger ways. In the conduct of Bethel services, the visitation

sailors are constantly under the influence of home, which of prisons, and as an interpreter, he continued for many years

often preserves a check upon them, and, secondly, the his wonderful labours ."

missionary is able to follow up impressions made at the meet A large number of French among our per

ings by writing himself to the men at the following ports. manent foreign residents, and " on the whole," Mr.

Frequently he receives letters from parents asking him to keep Hutchinson told me, “ the work is exceedingly good . One

a look-out for their boys, missionary visits the

and a young sailor, on French sailors in the

calling at the Mission docks and also seeks to

Room to enquire for influence the Spanish ,

letters, finds that the Portuguese, Italians, and

missionary already other sailors from the

knows very much about South of Europe , but

him, and the way devotes himself

opened up for confi wholly to the resident

dence and help ." population, chiefly in the

Turning next to the neighbourhood of Soho. "

Asiatics, Mr. Hutchin There was an inter

son said : “ We have a esting incident arising

missionary who out of the work which

speak Hindustani, the Secretary related to

Kiswahili—the language me as an example of the

of East Africa and blessing attending the

Arabic. These three open-air services held in

enable him to deal with this quarter. Last May

practically all men in at a street meeting in

the East, Hindustani French , a young man

with those from India , with a bicycle stayed to

and Kiswahili and Arabic
listen for a few minutes.

with Africans. Cer Then he went away, but

tainly the Chinese would came back, and putting

not know any of these his leg across his

tongues, but most of machine stayed the

them can speak 'pigeon meeting out. No one

English . We had a invited him to the in

remarkable missionary,
door service which

Mr. Salter, in charge followed, as he had the

of this work in former bicycle with him , but

years . He could speak after the singing of the

in twelve languages and first hymn he entered ,

dialects. It was while and the missionary con

a missionary in West
cluded that he lived

London, about fifty near and had taken the

years ago, that a friend machine home. At the

presented him with a close of the meeting he

Hindustani New Testa
remained behind and

ment, having given up
desired to speak to the

the study of the lan
missionary, to whom he

guage in despair . confided the fact that he

Shortly after, Mur Jaffier had stolen the bicycle

Ali , the Nawab of from some unfinished

Surat, with twelve works at a hotel in the

followers, settled down Strand , and that night

near the district . Mr. was going to Belgium ,

Salter was deeply inter
THE SCANDINAVIAN MISSION HALL, LONDON .

taking themachine with

ested in a distressed him , but was arrested by

Hindu residing in the the open - air meeting.

Dudley Refuge for the Destitute, and a desire to teach He requested the missionary to restore the bicycle to its

this poor fellow the Gospel led him to obtaina footing among owner for him , which was done, and seemed deeplyimpressed

the Nawab's suite to learn their tongue . With an educated by the conversation , weeping bitterly as he told the story of

native as tutor and the New Testament for text-book , the his past life. He left promising to read several New Testa.

instruction was given . Mohammed Ali, the Prince's nephew , ment passages which the missionary marked for him .

became an earnest enquirer, and in return for conversations Eight of the fifteen missionaries to foreigners are engaged

on spiritual themes gave Mr. Salter lessons in Persian . When , amongst the Jews and others in East London. One special

in August, 1857, the Nawab returned to India, every member feature of this work to which Mr. Hutchinson drew my atten

of his suite had been made acquainted with the way of tion was the Saturday afternoon addresses for many years

salvation, and all were in possession of Bibles in Hindu given from the open-air pulpit at St. Mary's, Whitechapel.

stani and other tongues. Mr. Salter was transferred Situated within a few feet of the thoroughfare, it attracts a

to East London in connection with the Strangers' Home for crowd , while being on private property objectors dare not

Asiatics, Africans, and South Sea Islanders, in East India Dock make too great a disturbance, and the fact that the pulpit is
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entered from the church , and has no steps to the churchyard,

prevents molestation of the preacher. There are often present

ardent Jews who strive to keep the company that gathers

round from paying heed to the message, but nevertheless a

magnificent opening is afforded for preaching the Gospel .

Before I left I asked Mr. Hutchinson if, as one deeply

interested in the welfare of the poor of all classes and races in

the great city , he had any opinion to express on the subject of

alienimmigration. “From a political point of view ," he replied,

“ it is a difficulty, and I think legislation is quite right ; but

from our point of view we welcome the presence of these

people as a grand opportunity of workingamong them. They

come here and meet with a kindness they donot receive in

other countries , and are much more open to the reception of

the Gospel. They feel the political freedom of England so

delightful. Even the Jews, instead of being persecuted, as

Church of England Zenana Society.

HE report of the year's work of the Church of England

Zenana Mission Converts' Home at Baranagar shows

the following figures :—2,200 lbs . of jam made, 100

gallons of chutney, 300 lbs. of curry powder, and twenty -five

large and fifty small Mirzapur rugs, besides the usual cotton

and silk embroideries. The average numberof women in the

Home is forty -five. The weaving of the Mirzapur rugs has

been added as a new industry during the year ; these are

strongly made and give everlasting wear. It is hoped that

arrangements may be made for effecting a sale of them in this

country. Over 500 rupees' worth have been bought in

Calcutta. Lady Fraser, the wife of the Lieutenant-Governor

of Bengal , has kindly purchased one of the large size. Miss

Evans is applying to Government for a technicali grant

+
2

SOME FRENCH VISITORS AT THE FOREIGNERS ' FETE .

(At Highleigh, Hoddesdon , the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barclay .)

they are in Roumania, Russia,and other parts of the Con for the industrial work, which it is fully expected will be

tinent, find tolerance. Then, of course, they witness a purer given .

type of Christianity than that seen abroad , and are not shocked The work of the Gampola Village Mission of the C.E.Z.M.S.

somuch with idolatry in churches. Jews are more prepared includes fifteen schools. One new one was started during the

to acceptthe Gospel in London than anywhere else, so that the past year. The annual examinations were held in September

great wall of partition is broken down and the enmity abolished. and October. Most of the schools did fairly well, and gained

We have hundreds of their children in our Mission Rooms, slightly higher grants. Arithmetic is, however, a weak

learning the Scriptures and hymns. Every year some Jews are subject. A senior girl in Gampola School passed the eighth

baptized,and there are a number of real believers who have not standard, and hopes to go on to the new Training School for

yet had the courage to come out and profess Christianity .” Teachers in Colombo. Two Scripture examinations were

also held-that of the " All India Sunday School Union , "

The Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall , D.D., has again been for which a few scholars went in and seven passed ; and

appointed by theC.M.S. to deliver the James Long Lectures the Diocesan Scripture Examination on the Bible lessons

on Oriental Religions during the present year. The subject daily taught in the schools, of which the results arenot

chosen is Hinduism , though he is prepared to lecture on yet known . One of the missionaries has started a

Islam or Buddhism insteadin case it is desired . The course lace-making class for big girls who have left, or who are

on Hinduism will consist of four lectures, on ( 1) “Vedic too old to attend school. An average of six attend, and

Hinduism ,” (2) “ Brahminical Hinduism ," (3 ) " Philosophical show great interest, both in the lace-making and

Hinduism ," and (4) “ Modern Hinduism " respectively. the Scripture lesson, which is given at the same time,
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Past and present Christian them as the great middle term of the reconciliation of Orient

Work for Japan.

A

Doveton College, Dadras.

PRI

them as the great middle term of the reconciliation of Orient

and .

Yes, the Japanese will be Christians - yet not like us. They

will never deluge their land with blood over Romanist and

Protestant, or Calvinistic or Arminian contentions as our

By William Elliot Griffis, LL.D. ,
fathers deluged Europe. They will have no Inquisition and

Author of “The Mikado's Empire,” etc. few , if any,heresy trials. Metaphysical theology will be at a

discount. But the fundamental truths, as Jesus taught them ,

WILD statement has been going therounds of the Press the re-making of the home and family on Gospel foundations,

that the sum expended on modern Protestant Missions the establishment of marriage with love—" as Christ loved the

in Japan amounts to one hundred millions of dollars. Church and gave Himself for it"—the curbing of lust and in

My own opinion is that not over thirty millions, all told , have temperance, the securing of a Lord's Day of rest and worship,

been thus expended . the rehabilitation of the merchant's character - a thousand

However, suppose $ 100,000,000 had actually been given to other things that are just, honest, lovely, and of good report,

make the Japanese Bible -readers and followers of Jesus, or they will strive for .

even imitators of the best Christian public example, could My heart and sympathies goout deeply and widely to the

money be more wisely expended, judging both by the fruits “ remnant” in Japan — the true Christians, few in number, but

and the leavening ? For here is a nation with a public policy genuine. They will win the day for their Master . Japan

actually based on Christian institutions and civilization . will be a Christian nation , for the zeal of the Lord of Hosts

Judging by the fruits — as Jesus taught us to do - Japan is more shall perform this. --Missionary Review of the World .

Christian than Russia. Yet it is certain that the mass of the

Japanese people are not Christians in the Christianity which

Jesus taught, but neither are the Russians. None more than

the Christ denounced the religion of lip and word only. None

more than He now, were He on earth in the flesh, would

denounce the ikon, the fetish , the superstition of Russian

ecclesiasticism. In my belief, the Master would look alike on
RESIDING at the jubilee anniversary of the Doveton

Daruma, Jizo, Daikoku, and all the idols of the Japanese, and
Protestant College at Madras, Lord Ampthill said that

the institution could look back to wholesome and
upon the images of invoked saints, Virgin , and the idols, black

with smoke of incense, in churches varnished with the name
honourable traditionsas a college for educating Anglo -Indians

of Christian. Let us also hate, in both Japanese and Russian,
and Eurasians on distinctively Christian and Protestant lines.

what the Master would hate, and love what He would love.
Religious instruction was provided, as a matter of course, side

“ And the idols He shall utterly abolish ” is as true of us, of
by side with secular education. This in itself was a matter of

Russia, and of Japan, as of Assyria or Israel.
the highest importance in a country where education was

I give thanks to God , in the year of our Lord 1905 , that He
almost universally secular, and it lent a distinctive character

gave to awakened Japan, in her cradle days, such men as
to the college. It was of particular importance at the present

Verbeck, Brown, Hepburn, and Williams, who for over ten
time when Christians, Hindus, and Mohammedans were

years — 1859 to 1870-virtually had all Japan to themselves.
beginning to recognize that education divorced from religion

They were fine nursing fathers of the new nation . They
was not true or complete education , and when there was a

accomplished, under God, fully as much as the average
general striving after religious instruction. He agreed with

missionary (or apostle) of the first century. They did not give
the principle that the hostel it was proposed to establish would

theJapanese his ability ; God did that. But they directed the
be the best method of commemorating the founding of the

nation in the course and career of Christian civilization .
school and of helping the community it served. The boys,

Thirty-yes, one hundred millions of dollars were well spent
they hadbeen told, were content with knowing little , reading

to do this . This Russo-Japanese war is His ploughshare, I
little, and playing little, and herein they exhibited the well

believe, ripping up alike sham Christianity and proud paganism .
known failings of the Eurasian community, and the best

And in speaking of “ sham Christianity ” I mean the American
remedy would be for boys who now lived some distance from

as well as the Russian sort.
the college to live under one roof, where they could be

Now, and for some months to come, is the moment for the
stimulated to the incentive of competition inworkand in play.

Good Samaritan type of missionary propaganda. Let meta

So long as Eurasian parents spoilttheir children and left them

physics and scholastic theories and Christian rationalism, in
to self-indulgence, no extraneous help from Government or

which so many graduates of the schools waste time or confuse
any other source would avail to improve the community, and

the heathen, rest on their pegs or between their book - covers
the maxim of “self-help" adopted by their leaders would

for a time, and let the " man from Jerusalem ” get down off
remain an empty boast.

his horse and take out his balm and oil. Yes, let him carry

the bruised and wounded patient to the inn, and pay out his

pence. There are at least one hundred thousand sick, wounded,

convalescent, war-broken Japanese and Russians now in Japan.
Remarkable Sales of scriptures in

A half million widows and orphans are in want. Why will
China .

not American Christians see their golden opportunity, and for

a while concentrate their efforts on the Good Samaritan form The Bible Society reports remarkable sales of theScriptures

of work ? in China last year, where the total number of copies circu

I believe, not with my emotions, but with all my logical lated was 1,086,670. Of these , 34,873 were free grants made

understanding, that the Japanese are becoming and will become for special purposes, which leaves the actual sales well over

a great Christian nation . Their ambition is not military. It a million copies - though the books are sold much below

is commercial, and in the direction of material and inoral cost price. This far outstrips all previous records, and is

development. They are fighting for food, for the right to a further indication of the desire the Chinese are

trade and colonize, in defence of the virtueand chastity of the showing to examine for themselves the Book of the Christian

Asiatic woman against the brutal lust of Europeans, for the religion .

integrity of China, for Japanese manhood, and to curb the The Society's Agent in Japan reports that the circulation of

earth -hunger of European Governments. They are sure to the Scriptures in that country also greatly exceeded that of

succeed. I have known the Japanese pretty intimately for any other year. In addition to the 233,000 copies given to the

thirty-seven years, and their history is a mirror of their Japanese troops, the actual sales by the British Bible Societies

character. Some day their magnificent loyalty and manifold amounted to no fewer than 102,896 copies—an increase of

noble qualities will tell in the Kingdom of God. He is using 19,489 on the sales of 1903 .

now
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Never shall I forget the light which shone

upon her face as she began to try to tell the

certainty of those things that she herself had

known about Jesus. She forgot me, and the

time , and everything, and just poured out her

heart before these women . If ever I saw any

body filled with the Spirit of God it was thatTHE CHILDREN'S PAGE.

woman that day. She went on for an hour or

two without pause, and nobody moved. Many

of them were in tears, many of them had never

heard ofJesus. They had never had a mission

ary until two weeks before. A woman sitting

in the room gave her heart to God , and still

lives a consistent Christian life . Best of all ,

the preacher was saved from herself, and

filled with the Spirit, and became from that

Ogndy: time such a teacher ofthe Gospel that I never

thought of speaking when she was there.

Men have often said , when she has preached half the day :

The Story of a Chinese Convert. “ We do not want to go home, we never heard anything

like this before. You go to bed and let this woman stay and
REMEMBER a very degraded woman in a city in the

heart of China. One day there were a dozen women
talk , she can talk all night."

around me, and , sitting right at my feet, a woman I had
I have wakened in the middle of the night and heard that

never seen before , poor and degraded . " I could see at a glance
woman in the dark, still telling of Jesus to those who were

she had lived a very sad life. Her hands were hard with toil,
eager to hear. Sometimes they would ask her questions, and

and she seemed stupid. We were talking about the power of
even go to sleep and wake up and ask more questions, and

early in the morning would be listening still. — Christian
Jesus Christ and how He even cast outevil spirits and delivered

Express.
people who were tormented with devils. She had never heard

of Christ before, never heard His name, and stopped me

several times, asking

“ Is it true ? "

I assured her over and over again that it was certainly true. A Lepers Christmas Dinner.

Towards the end she said one thing more .

“ Does Jesus Christ do those things now, to -day ? " ISS SUSIE SORABJI tells of some little girls in her

What would you have said ? There is nothing so powerful
school at Poona : " I must tell you how my children

as a present experience of the power of Jesus Christ enabling
celebrated their first Christmas in the new school.

one to assure those who never heard of Him before that these Some of them thought they would like to do something for the

things are true. I must not tell you all about it . She went lepers, so they began collecting their coppers as usual for

away and gave her heart to Jesus Christ that night, and He
Christmas, Those who had no money, and no means of

wrought in her a most wonderful transformation. She came getting any, came to ask me for work. I was having the

a few days afterwards, and said, schoolcompound cleared, and they offered to do it if I would

" I know now that what you told me the other day was true . "
employ them instead of coolies. Some of the girls earned

“ How do you know ? " money by sewing. The Parsee children , hearing of this, added

“ He has done it for me." their mite to the sum, and, when the boxes were opened , the

“Are you going to another city where they have never
teachers slipped in some coins, bringing up the whole to

heard of Jesus ? " twenty rupees, which for a native school is a large sum.

“ Yes." wonder if money ever went so far as those twenty rupees.

"Are you going soon ?"
I not only got the poor lepers a dinner, and a good one, but

“ Yes, soon .” also a garment each, and I had twelve garments over for

" Have you a servant to go with you ?” other beggars. The lepers, about fifty of them, sat in long

" No. " rows in the compound, whichwas gaily decorated with flags.

She said, “ I am going withyou, and Iwill doyour washing school, for youwillhardly believeit, but theselepers

, whom

“ The children watched them from the verandah of the

and make shoes. I love you and I love your Jesus."

The end of it was she came. She was truly converted, but no one will touch, actually keep caste, and none of us— Chris

very rough . I felt , however, there was a soul filled with love tians, Parsees, or Mohammedans, could go within a certain

to Jesus, and I spent a great deal of time in teaching and
distance of them. They were born Mahrattas, and I had to

praying for that woman. I taught her all I could of the life get the Mahratta woman who collects the children to serve

of Christ, and the way to put the Gospel. There came a day
them .

when there was a great fair, and hundreds of women crowded “ The dinner consisted of rice and curry (a special kind

to see us. While Iwas speaking to them I lost my voice and made with meat and vegetables), a dish madeonly of veget.

could not go on talking. The room was full, and this woman ables, and gelabis (a kind of sweetmeat ), considered the right

sitting near me. She had been a Christian for two or three thing for a dinner such as this. The lepers

months, and turning to her I said
had each a little plate, made of leaves

“ You see I cannot speak any more, will you try and just pinned together. As many as could used

tell the women the rest. their fingers, but there were many with

She said , “ I cannot preach , do not ask me to do such a
whom the disease was in such an advanced

thing." stage that the fingers had dropped off, and

“ Well,” I said , “ if you do not they will have to go without they were obliged to use a spoon,

hearing and perhaps never come again . The Holy Spirit can
which they held in the palm of

help you, and make you tell them far better than I can .
their hands — how , I can hardly tell

Won't you ask Him ? "
you .

She bent her head in prayer for a moment, and I sat praying “ We sang, and then told them

for her with intense earnestness, feeling that it was a crisis in the story of Lazarus and the rich

her life and might prove such for many souls. Presently she man , and they listened with touching

raised her head, looked around, and I saw what had happened. earnestness." - Zenana .

I
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All Nations Prayer Union Notes.

seen the transformed lives of these

poor outcast Pariahs. Let us, too ,

thank God, and pray on with hope

and expectancy.

April 25th . China : News

reaches us at times of spiritual

revival in South China. Special

meetings have been held in several

towns on the South coast, and

they are being followed by marked

blessing. Many months ago the

Fuhkien Prayer Union was formed,

AB
to pray for the outpouring of the

Spirit on the churches which

seemed getting cold , and into

ruts ; and now the answer is

beginning to come. While we are

rejoicing in signs of revival at

April 12th . — HEATHENISM : Heathenism in Africa ! Have home, our thanksgivings and prayers may embrace China.

we ever tried to realize what it must be to be surrounded by
Clara BENHAM .

the most degraded of human beings - who have absolutely no

conception of purity, morality, or virtue; who do not know

what sin is, and whose lives are very little raised above the

level of the beasts around them ?. To hear the drums beating

at night, summoning to cannibal feasts ; and to see the perfect
TReviews.

contentment of the ignorant savages with the darkness and

filth of the tiny huts in which theylive! Oh, let us give our
JAPAN AND THE JAPAN Mission. Fourth Edition . 28. net .

selves time, to-day, to sit down, and, alone in the presence of
( Church Missionary Society .)

our Master, look at this sin and gross darkness, and out of The first edition of this book appeared twenty -six yearsago ,

this vision will grow a deeper earnestness in prayer than we and was from the pen of Mr. Eugene Stock. Further editions

have ever known before. And, further, we shall experience a were published in 1887 and 1898. The record is brought

fuller and closer sympathy with our missionaries who are in down to date in this new issue, and we hardly need say that

the midst of these terrible conditions of life, and they will there is a timeliness in its production at the present moment.

reap a benefit in the uplifting of soul coming to them through The Rev. C. D. Snell, Assistant Editorial Secretary of the

our prayers. Cut off from all the spiritual “ helps" that we Society, is responsible for the form in which it now comes to

depend upon here at home, the missionary must often feel
us, save as to the chapter we reprinted in our last number ,

sorely lonely, and must long for Christian fellowship, and then which is written by the Rev. G. H. Pole, Vicar of Christ

the knowledge that many are praying at home comes as a Church , Chislehurst, a former C.M.S. missionary in Japan.

comforting thought, bringing renewed strength for the work .
Our readers will recognize the value of the book from that

We rejoice to hear that victories are being won in Congo land , extract.

and souls are emerging out of the night into Christ's marvel

lous light . Some native evangelists are now doing glorious
OUTLINE HISTORIES OF C.M.S. MISSIONS. is. net. ( Church

work, preaching the Gospel , and witnessing to its power by
Missionary Society .)

their consistent lives, who only a few years ago were cannibals ! For use at Gleaners' Union meetings and Missionary Study

Classes this handbook will be found very helpful, as supplying
April 23rd.—INDIA : There are in India fifty millions of

people who are commonly called Malas or Pariahs. They are
the salient facts concerning the lands in which the C.M.Š.

carries on its Missions and the histories of those Missions,
very poor, ignorant , and degraded folk , who live mostly in little

hamlets outside main villages. In some places they are not
The design of the Society in its compilation is to provide

permitted to walk through the principal streets of the towns
facilities for the preparation of addresses to children and

and villages ; nowhere are they allowed to draw water out of
others. This is the first of three such handbooks, and deals

the village wells. For centuries they have been downtrodden
with Sierra Leone, Yoruba, Niger, Uganda, Egypt, Palestine,

andoppressed, and now they are the most given up to all sorts
Turkish Arabia, Persia, and one or two other countries. The

of vile and filthy habits of all people in the country. Looked
sketches are contributed by missionaries who are or have been

at from a human standpoint, they are the most hopeless of all
on the fields of which they write .

classes in our Indian Empire. But now there is springing up A CHRISTIAN HOME IN THE PANJAB. By CONSTANCE E. E.

in connection with these people a great hope, and we hear Tuting. 6d. ( Church of England Zenana Society and

that they are becoming discontented with their old life, and Marshall Brothers.)

are reaching up to something better and purer. From all

parts of India news comes of a great upheaval; these poor
This is a true story of the Sikhs, those striking people whose

people are coming forward in massesto give up their idolsand
origin and religion are concisely sketched inawell-written

seek for admission into the Church of Christ. A missionary of preface . Thetale itself is a simple but interesting one,and

illustrates the close relation of the work of the C.M.S. and the
long experience in South Telegu has recently told us how

C.E.Z.M.S.

wonderfully this has been the case in that large district . He

says that members of this Pariah class do not come forward

individually to seek baptism , but they talk the matter over
FIGUERAS EVANGELISTIC MISSION, N.E. Spaln.

with friends and neighbours for months, or even years, until

the whole community is ready as one man to give up idolatry Object . - The Evangelisation of the Province of Gerona, population 400,000,

and accept Christian instruction . Then they come forward
divided into centres, the headquarters of the Evangelists. In addition, Sunday.

Day and Night Schools, Mothers ' Meetings. Y.W.C.A., Training Students, Print.
and plead for a teacher. And it is just here that the awful ing and Circulation of Scriptures, Publication of El Heraldo( illustrated paper ).
responsibility of the Christian Church at home comes in . How Books, Tracts, &c. Medical Mission for Patients from all parts of the province ;

two Doctors employed Average yearly attendance from 2,000 to 3,000. Visits

can we, how dare we , hinder such a work of God's Spirit, and made since the work was started ,30,819.

possibly drive these people back into heathenism by our lack Director : - Pastor LOPEZ RODRIGUEZ, Figueras, Spain ( Prov . of Gerona ).

of faithfulness in prayer and giving ? Avowed Hindu opponents Hon. Treasurer : -Major -General BATTERSBY, who will send report on

to Christianity have confessed to its superiority as they have application . Address : “ Lyncroft, Weybridge. "
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* *

60

are so

one is

be abandoned , mainly owing to the expense of operating so far from the
coast towns , it is incumbent on us to transfer our interest to those

workers who are more favourably situated in this respect. Mr. Peters is

Do We Pray Aright ? -- The words of the well-known collect
visiting England with the hope of procuring funds to start an industrial,

and eventually self-supporting, Mission, and is warmly recommended by
" Have mercy upon all Jews , Turks, Infidels, and Heretics , " and similar

supplications to the God of Missions are often on our lips , but I much
those who are most capable of judging the merits of his plans . Letters
and invitations to address meetings may be sent to him at this

doubt whether they make an ideal prayer . Is not God always yearning office .

with bowels of infinite mercy and compassion over all lost souls ? Is it

not we , to whom have been committed the sacred duty of proclaiming

the mercies of God in Christ Jesus, is it not we who so often stand in

God's way, and obstruct the proclamation of the Gospel in distant lands ?
Feathers for Missionary Arrows.

The opportunities that the Churchhas prayed for solong are come, the The quarterly report of Ramabai's remarkable efforts on behalf of

doors so long shut are standing wide open inSouth America, in Central India's child-widows and famine orphans is a stimulus to everyone who

Africa , in the great Fulani Kingdoms of the Sudan ; opportunities never knows the value of her work. Her immense family of sixteen hundred

known to Christianity before stare us in the face ; missionaries are souls indicates the wonderful possibilities lying before the Indian Chris

staggering under thembecause we do not send out reinforcements ; in tians. There are more Satthianidans and Ramabais to follow in their

India thousands are willing to become Christians en masse (and en masse footsteps. We give another group of child -widows. It may interest our

movements, wisely directed and controlled , are the secret of success in readers to know thateventually everyone in the preceding group became

Mission work in such a country as India for reasons which I cannot a protégé of one or other of our members. One of these widows was

enter into here) ; in South America three millions of Indians await the
engaged in nursing a famine orphan whenother girls, similarly occupied,

call to forsake Roman Catholicism . No , instead of calling to God to have twitted her on the scraggy and scrawny face of her adopted daughter,

mercy upon the heathen, we ought rather to cry for mercy on ourselves and called the baby Monkey-child . " She replied : " To take a pretty

that we child is good,

loth to take up but to take an

this glorious ugly

partnership in love . "

the greatest

work in the

world .
Humours of

the Caste

System . A

Missions to traveller in South

Aborigines.
India was visiting

-Our Society a native school

has always
master, and con

taken a special gratulated him

interest in the upon possessing

aboriginal races
a very up- to-date

of the world .
set of European

Missionaries school furniture.

who have
“ But," asked he,

preached the " What is that

Gospel to the
heap of clods of

Lushais, Abors, earth for by the

and Manipuris
side of your

of Further India desk ? " The

have found them
dominie replied :

singularly - " You see those

ceptive to its boys at the back ,

message, and in Sahib ; I keep

more recent these to throw at

years the efforts them if they mis

of Mr. George behave. I cannot

R. Witte and hit them with

Mr. Nonnen , this cane like I

and of Dr. do the other lads ,

James A. Gra
for being low

ham and his caste scholars I

wife to gather
should be defiled

the neglected by striking

Indians of Cen
A GROUP OF RAMABAI'S CHILD-WIDOWS. them ."

tral and North
One of the

ern Brazil into the fold of Christ, have excited much interest. Dr. most difficult towns in India to evangelize is Poona. Not many

Graham's pathetic lament over the sudden home-call of his noble wife years ago they had the custom there of closing the city gates to all

lies before me as I write, pariahs, and people of the lower castes, except between the hours of

" She who was in many respects admirably suited for Brazil has gone, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. , when , the sun being high in the heavens, their shadows

the bravest woman that ever lived , for none could be braver , and yet the were not so elongated that they would fall across the path of the

most humble and uncomplaining, whether engaged in the drudgery Brahmin , Khashitrya, and other high caste Hindus .

of a Brazilian kitchen , or in the exacting duties of an assistant surgeon

or anæsthetizer, or cleaning foul ulcerated patients, or travelling in a

cramped -up manner for weeks in a canoe, or riding for days through diffi

cult forest or plain, fording rivers or exposed to a burning sun, living
The Growth of the “ Caste ” Myth . - It is a mistake to sup

for weeks on sun-dried meat with the maggots crawling through it , or
pose that the iron rule of the “ caste " system has always weighed so

mandiocca root gruel ; suffering fevers, pains, & c . She always was the
heavily upon the followers of Brahma. in a translation of the Maha

calm , cool, brave lassie hat smiled when the bullets came crashing barata (the Holy Book of Vedic philosophy ) we read this verse

through the roof at Barra da Corda, and 24 wounded men lay in our Small souls enquire. “ Belongs this man

house ; that did not hesitate to kill a snake, or attack a burglar once ; that To our race, or sect , or clan ? ”

could ride a wild horse or swim a river better than most men , and yet But larger-hearted men embrace

of whom a well-known Scotch minister wrote after her death : ' If ever I As brothers all the human race .

knew a saint on earth that person was your wife . ' And she has gone,
gone. But I must not write thus ; she is still mine in a sense , and I I should like to see this quatrain engraved over the porch of every

ought to rejoice that I was favoured with such pure love from such a church and chapel in England .

woman , but eh man , sometimes my heart feels like breaking."

Now thatthe long dispute between Bolivia and Brazil over the Acre

Territories is ended , our friends, Messrs . Wilson and Allen in Bolivia , Missionary Enthusiasm of Long Ago.It is stated that in

and Mr. Peters in Peru , just over theborder, are ready to proclaim spiri the fifth , sixth , and seventh centuries, more missionaries left England

tual liberty to the degraded Quiché Indians, and to the other Indian tribes , to carry the Gospel to the wild races inhabiting the inhospitable shores

descendants of the old Aziec nations, on both slopes of the Andes. As of the Baltic and the frozen regions of Scandinavia, than go out now-a-days

the plan for reaching these Indians from the Lower Amazon has had to to heathen lands , and that more missionaries left Scotland, carrying

re

* ** *
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Royal Missionaries. In the year 244 B.C. , the sonand daughter

of Asoka, the great Emperor who was the Constantine of India, left the

royal palace of Magadhya, and proceeded as Buddhist missionaries to

Ceylon . Their example was widely followed , and to-day Buddhism ,

though driven out of India , is still the recognized religion of Ceylon

and Burma.

* *

Sailings. – Mrs. T. Collins Joyce and two children, per R.M.S.C.

ss . Danube, on March 10th , to Bahia, Brazil . Rev. C. T. Collyer , F.R.G.S. ,

and wife from Liverpool , on March 14th , en route to Seoul, Korea.

* * *

Arrivals. –Mr. Peters from Cuzco, Peru , on the 7th ult. , and Mr.

Douglas Gordon Harding from China on the 8th , Miss Melville , C.I.M.,

also on the 8th ult.

*

We have to thank Miss Chenevix Trench and also friends at the

Emmaus Mission for large parcels of cholies for Indian Famine orphans.

*

*

Wants.—The Rev. William Pettigrew and his wife will shortly be

returning to Manipur, and we wish to supply them with two tents for

itinerating purposes with the necessary furniture, the trade price of

which will be close on £30. Will our card -holders please bear this in

mind ? These Manipuris cannot hear the Gospel from any other

European lips but theirs, as the Indian Government will permit no

other Missions in that Indian State.

We feel no compunction at such frequent appeals to our friends'

generosity, for putting money in the Gospel is one way of laying up

treasure in heaven. These suggestive words were once found on an

epitaph :

" What I used I had .

What I kept I lost .

What I gave I have."

Men Roger Jones.,

A South AMERICAN INDIAN .

their lives in their hands , to preach the Gospel to thesavage Saxon and

furious Frisians , than go out to-day to India and Africa from our

Northern ports.

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall, Strand,

London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this

periodical.

Amounts received by All Nations Mission

ary Union from Feb. 16th to Mar. 28th,

1905 .

...

4

... ...

...

8

4

The Societies.
£ s. d.

Rev. 0. T. Collyer's Work
to s . d . (Seoul, Korea ) 12 00

ALL NATIONS Missionary
Korean ProtestantOrphanage 3

Union 31 10 0
Rev. W.Hill Murray's Chinese

Baptist Missionary Society ... 3 16 6 Blind 0 10 0
Þo. ( for Dr. Edwards, Postal Telegraph Association
Shan -si)

0 16 3 (China) 1 19 7

Do. ( for Messrs. Lorrain and
Rev.W.Pettigrew (Manipur) 1 6 3

Savidge) 2 6 Pandita Ramabai's Widows
Church Missionary Society and Orphans 1 6 6

(per Holy Trinity Sunday Miss Porter's Work (Pondi
Schools) 4 0 0

cherry ) 1 15 0

London Missionary Society Sua Bue Presbyterian Mission
( per Staindrop C.E.S.) 0 8 ( China ) 0 8 0

Do. (for Mr. G. Wilkerson ) 05 Miss N. Warr (Nan -chan -fu,

China ) 3 17 3

Europe.

Spezia Mission ( Italy ) 1 14 7 Africa .

Asia. Rev. Mojola Agbebi's Work

(Lagos) 0 5 0

Balaghat Mission (for Mr. Angola Mission

Smith) 0 12 11 Basuto Mission ( for Morija) 0 8 4

Bethel SanthalMission 0 10 0 Rev. A. Forder (Bedouin Mis
Bidar Medical Mission 12 4 11 sion ) 0 11 6

Miss M. Reed's Evangelistic Rev. A.Yardumian (Philip

Work (support of Timah) 2 10 0 popolis) 0 10 0

Do. do . 0 10 0 Mr. Carr's Work (Sailors 'Rest,

China Inland Mission 0 18 Grand Canary) 0 15 8

Friends of Armenia 1 0 0 Mr. R. Steven ( Casablanca

Rev. W. E. Horley ( Kuala Mission) 0 14 5

Lumpor) 0 8 8 Miss I. Crooke's Work (Hoop

Indian Christian Realm 0 10 6 fontein ) 0 10 8

Do. ( for Mr.Mason's passage) 0 5 0 Congo Balolo Mission 0 5 6

Rev. H. Halliwell (Indian Miss Coote's Work (Coloured
Christian Endeavour) 0 1 0 Girls , South Africa ) 0 10 3

Miss Holland's Work (Wounded Rev. M. G. Hayford (Gold

Soldiers, Japan ) 8 0 4 Coast ) 0 12 5

£ s . d . £ s. d .
North Africa Mission 0 5 0 Mr. Lister Newton's Work

Do. (for Miss Hodges) 1 8 2 (Coronel Pringles) 2 4 7

Do. ( for Miss Jennings) 0 5 0 Victoria Gospel Press 11 2 3

Do. ( for Mr. Percy Smith )... 1 11 5 Do. (for Mrs. Lowson's

Nyassa Industrial Mission ... 3 10 6 personal use ) 2 16 6

South Africa General Mission

(for Lulwe )
1 5 1

Famine Funds.
Southern Morocco Mission ... 0 10 0

Miss Millard's Blind Orphans
For Support of Boy at Duke

( Bombay) 0 5 0

town ) Old Calabar ( per

Rev. J. Luke)
Raipur Famine Orphanage... 5 152 2 3
Do. ( Support of “ Tukel " ) 3 0 0

Jewish Yissions.
Mission to Lepers.

Mildmay Mission 0 5 0
Chandkuri Leper Asylum 5 0 0Mr. YiddishBergmann's Tarn Taran Asylum

Bible...
2 0 0

2 5 0
Total received (particulars

Mr. D. Baron Ecattered

Nation " 0 10 0 later) including “ Million

Farthing Fund " 72 18 4

South America, &c. Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Mr. McEwen, Orobo, Bahia
Miss Bowyer's Work (Jeru

(for Carpenter ) 10 0 0 salem ) 0 5 0
Bolivian Indian Mission (for "Reserved " Funds 3 5 0

Mr. W. H. Spence ) 1 14 0
Pakhoi Leper Fund 0 10 6

Pastor R. F. Elder's Work 1 12 5
Rev.Gregory Mantle's Distress

Dr. Jas. A. Graham's Fund ... 0 99 Fund 0 5 0

Help for Brazil Mission (Mr. Dr. Barnardo's Homes 0 72
Kingston ) 0 5 6

Evangelical Alliance ... 0 5 0

Rev. J. Kirkham ( Sav la Mar ,
Mr. Fegan's Homes 0 10 0

Jamaica ) 0 12 9
“ Reserved " for Bibles 0 2 2

Rev. J. Yair. (Lucea, Jamaica ) 1 02 Sales and Subscriptions ALL
Rev. T. C. Joyce ( Bahia , NATIONS 9 8 6

Brazil) 4 13 8
Office and General Expenses 32 12 11

Postal TelegraphAssociation Nile Mission Press 0 1 0
( South America ) ... 2 11 7

Passages and Outfits Fund 8 13 7
Dr. Paton's Mission (New Pemba Mission ... 05 0

Hebrides) 0 4 4
Soudan Pioneer Mission ( Mr.

Do. (for Dr. Crombie) 0 11 11 Von Gros) 2 5 0
Miss Thomson's Work

Women's Protestant Union ... ö i
( Kingston, Jamaica) 0 10 5 Sales of Calendars, Al

South American Missionary
manacs, & c . 4 3 9

Society ( Mr. Grubh) 1 0 0

South American Evangelistic Total £316 17 1
Mission 2 10 0

...
...

2

0

...
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The Waldensian Church.

·INTERVIEW WITH LIEUTENANT - COLONEL

MARTIN FROBISHER, J.P.

By B. Reeve.

o be able to claim direct descent from one

of Sir Francis Drake's heroes in the days

of the Armada is a proud distinction ,

which would seem to give its possessor

a natural interest in the perpetuation of

the Protestant faith among those assailed

by Roman Catholic neighbours. In the

English Secretaryship ofthe Waldensian

Church Missions , therefore, Lieut . - Colonel Martin

Frobisher occupies a post which is congenial to his

historic Protestant sympathies.

One thing especially Colonel Frobisher was anxious

SIGNOR GUISEPPE SILVA

(Asa Protestant pastor ).

G

A

to emphasize at the commencement of our interview ,

and that was the fact that the Waldenses did not

originate, as is often supposed , with Peter Waldo. He

was a wealthy merchant of Lyons, who lived in the

twelfth century, and was a means of creating a revival

in the Waldensian Church , but he built upon a founda

` tion already laid . The history of the Church can be

traced , at all events, back to the ninth century , and

Colonel Frobisher is of opinion that it is even older

still .

“ The Church of the Valleys"-the Valleys of Pied

mont — as it is picturesquely called, has passed through

centuries of persecution to the liberty it enjoys to -day.

In the earliest times the mountain seclusion preserved

it wonderfullyfrom harm, but at the close of the year

1400 a terrible tragedy took place in the valley of

Pragelas, as the result of Papal edicts . An inquisitor,

named Borelli, at the head of an armed troop, broke

$

SIGNOR GUISEPPE SILVA

(As a Capuchin monk ).
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suddenly, on Christmas Day, into the town of Pragelas. In 1655 the famous Edict of Banishment was promul

The inhabitants fled in haste to the mountains, and gated . A formidable tribunal had been secretly gather

carrying on their shoulders their old men , their sick and ing strength in the Church of Rome, called “ The

their infants , encamped on a summit which has ever Council for the Propagation of the Faith and the

since been called the “ Albergian,” or Refuge. In the Extirpation of Heretics." One of their first acts was

morning, eighty young children were found dead with an edict of exile against the Vaudois of the Valley of

cold , many of them locked in the frozen arms of their Luserna. Gastaldo, the Pope's legate, ordered all to

mothers. In the year 1488 another dread persecution leave their fertile valley and retire into the mountains,

arose , in which hundreds perished , some by suffocation unless within twenty days they declared themselves

--a fire being lighted by their enemies at the entrance Roman Catholics. Not one accepted the terms, and,

of the cave in which they had taken refuge. headed by Pastor Leger, 2,000 of them betook them

In 1588 Albert Cataneo, Archdeacon of Cremona, the selves to the mountains. An army of 15,000 soldiers,

Pope's legate, entered the valleys with 18,000 men , under Piadezza , were quartered among them, under

Orag of Castellaz.

IT

PROTESTANT CHURCH OF SAN GIOVANNI, LUSERNA, WALDENSIAN YALLEYS .

(The chief town, Torre Pellice, lies behind, close under the mountain .)

hoping to extirpate the heretics, but he found them false pretences , and a revolting massacre took place,

much more formidable antagonists than he had ex the defenceless people, oldand young, being literally

pected . They took refuge with their wives and little butchered . At the little village of Rorà, however, a

ones in the fastnesses above Pra del Tor. There was marvellous defence was made by the community of

only one way of reaching them , and that was through twenty -five families, under Janavel. Twice they

a narrow pass where only two could walk abreast. repelled the enemy with heavy loss, and it took 8,000

Just when the enemy were about to enter the defile, a troops to eventually subdue them . Janavel escaped

dense fog descended so that the soldiers could neither with a few followers. He carried his boy onhis back

advance nor retreat. The Waldenses, realizing in this over the mountains, and then returned to head another

a Divine interposition, attacked their persecutors, who attack, and on this occasion these last few heroic

were driven back in confusion and slaughtered in great defenders were all slain .

numbers. For nearly a year this harassing warfare was It is to the lasting honour of Oliver Cromwell that he

kept up, till at length the young Duke ofSavoy , more championed the cause of the persecuted Waldenses at

lenient than the Pope , made terms of peace. this time . It was one of the noblest deeds of his
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The Jndian Earthquake.

W

He

career, and even his detractors must confess the dis married , recently , the Roman Catholic Press represented

interestedness of this action . He ordered a general that he was married at St. George's Roman Catholic

fast, collected about £ 30,000 for their relief (of which Church , Hanover Square—of course it was the well

£ 2,000 was subscribed by himself), and sent an known parish Church at which the ceremony took

ambassador to the King of France and to the Duke of place — and obtained a special dispensation from the

Savoy to remonstrate with them , which had the desired Pope to be married in Lent. As a matter of fact ,

effect for the time. John Milton's famous sonnet “ On Signor Marconi is a member of the Waldensian Church.

the Late Massacre in Piedmont was written in memory He was born in the Valley , educated at our school in

of this terrible slaughter. Leghorn , and at the present time is a member of the

Such is the past history of a Church which has Church in Rome, under Pastor G. Prochert , D.D."

preserved the purity of its faith and worship in spite of

all . In 1848 it secured its independence, being emanci

pated by the King of Sardinia, and then they began a

missionary enterprize in Italy , which has been largely

developed since. They owe much to the late Canon E deeply regret to record the deaths of three C.M.S.

Gilly, of Durham, and the late General Beckwith . The
missionaries in the earthquake in Lahore last month .

latter was an English officer who had lost a leg at

The Rev. H. F. Rowlands was an Oxford man, who

went out as a honorary worker in 1895 , and he leaves a widow.

Waterloo, but at the same time found the Saviour.
He was the son of the Rev. W. E. Rowlands, Rector of Bon

was a man whose rank and fortune gave him the entrée church, Isle of Wight . Mrs. Daüble entered the Mission field

to palaces, and put him among the elite of European in 1868 as Miss Stoephasius, going to the United Provinces,

society ; yet he gave it all up , and for thirty years he under the Berlin Ladies' Society . She married the late Rev.

lived amongst and for this people.
C. G. Daüble, of the C.M.S., in 1882. He died in 1893. A

Having listened to Col. Frobisher as he gave me the
notable feature of her thirty-five years' missionary service in

resume of this wonderful history which I have here

India was the fact that during the whole of that time she had

written , I asked him whether, to-day, the Church

suffered any persecution at the hands of Roman

Catholicism .

“ Yes," he replied, " the Bishop of Termoli, with the

help of the police, recently forced the Church to dis

continue the building of a chapel at San Giacomo degli

Schiavoni, relying on certain rights and privileges which

dated from the Middle Ages. The Court at Larino,

however, obliged him to abandon his suits and pay all

costs. Then the priest of Sant'Angelo del Pesco,

having stirred up the fanaticism of his hearers against

one of the evangelists of the Waldensian Church , found

himself condemned to eighty - five days' imprisonment

and a fine of 150 lire ( £ 6 ). On his appeal to a higher

court the sentence was confirmed .”

The Colonel told me a good story which strikingly

illustrates the work of the Church. The Secretary of

one of the Cardinals in Rome, being deeply impressed

with the Gospel , invited the Waldensian pastor to his

private room in the Vatican, and there they studied the

Bible and prayed together. Eventually the Secretary

joined the Waldensian Church.

In answer to my enquiry as to the present strength

of the Church , Col. Frobisher quoted the following

figures :-“There are now 47 settled congregations and

67 Missionary stations, besides localities visited fre

quently by evangelists. The number of ordained Photo by ] [ Mowll, Birmingham .

ministers is 50 ; of evangelists, teachers, colporteurs,
THE LATE REV . H. F. ROWLANDS.

and Bible-readers, 107 . The regular attendants at

church amount to 9.001 ; the occasional hearers to but one furlough to Europe. Miss Lorbeer was “ lent ” to

84,733 . The number of communicants last year was
the C.M.S. for a period by the Berlin Ladies ' Society.

6,379 ; of members newly admitted , 845 ; and of cate
Kangra, the station of which Mr. Rowlands had charge, pos

chumens, 1,721 . There are 56 day-schools, with an
seşses an interesting boys' school. In May, 1903 , it had

received an adverse report from the Government Inspector,

attendance of 2,864 scholars ; and 54 Sabbath -schools, and required reorganization. A fresh staff of masters was

with an attendance of 3,954 pupils.” engaged, and placed under the Rev. B. L. Dat, a native

I may add that the Central Committee of England, clergyman and former headmaster, who had retired from the

in aid of Waldensian Church Missions in Italy-of work, but came to the rescue in the emergency. Although

which Col. Frobisher is Secretary - together with its quite blind, he met with remarkable success, and it was a

auxiliaries, received last year £ 2,798 towards the work.
striking sight towitness him enforcing Christian teaching in a

Before I left , the Colonel gave me

large class of Hindu boys.

an interesting
Mrs. Daüble had her headquarters at Dharmsala, where

little piece of information concerning Signor Marconi , the Rev. P. Nath, a native deacon, was in quasi-pastoral

the famous electrician . He said : " When Marconi was charge.
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By the Way.

The Rev. J. C. LAWSON, of the Industrial

Evangelistic Mission , Pilibhit , North India ,

writes: “ There are 150 of us now, all told ,

including two missionaries, 105 orphan boys,

and the rest native Christian workers and

teachers . Several trades are being taught,

the most prominent and important of which

are printing , baking, boot and stoe making.

The boot and shoe department especially is

getting on well , and we have far more orders

than we can begin to fill. We also have

tailoring and the making of bamboo screens

for doors. Those boys who are not working

NEW English boarding school was opened by the at trades carry earth, do gardening, or are kept busy

Church of England Zenana Missionary Society in at something . We have no drones here.

Ratni-Morwara, in the Central Provinces , in January we have meetings every evening with the famine boys,

last . In March, Miss Bardsley, the missionary in and on Sundays among ourselves. There is also a

charge, wrote that there were five boarders , the chil- regular preaching in the market-place every Sunday

dren of Indian Christians , and more expected ; and evening . Moreover, have teaching of book

eleven day scholars, of whom six are the children of knowledge daily , but this is done only to a small

poor Eurasians , to whom the school is a great boon , extent , as we feel called of God to lay special stress

and five are Parsees. It is on the spiritual and industrial .

hoped that this school will We are doing but little work in

supply Hindi-speaking teachers the villages, as we are so short

for the Mission schools in the of workers.”

Central Provinces .

A
Of course,

we

a

BISHOP MORLEY , late of

UNDER the title of " On the Tinnevelly , who is acting as Arch

Borders of Pigmy Land,” Messrs. deacon of Egypt under the Bishop

Marshall Brothers will shortly for Jerusalemand the East, visited

publish , price 3s. 6d . , a work Khartum in the last week of

of exceptional interest by Mrs.
March . He was the guest of

Fisher (née Ruth Hurditch) . the Commandant of Khartum

Missionary work amongst the district . The Bishop held

Pigmies is in its infancy, and
confirmation , three candidates

there is so far no record of these presenting themselves for accept

strange people giving such full ance . On the 28th the Bishop

details oftheir habits and country . laid the foundation stone of the

The camera is , of course , pressed Church Missionary Society's

into service to convey to the reader School for Girlsnow in course of

a better idea of the subject of the
construction in Victoria Avenue.

work, a large number of charm The ceremony was attended by

ing photographs being repro practically the entire British com

duced . As a proof of the definite munity , military and civil , of the

results of the untiring efforts of Sudan capital. Already 100 chil

the Rev. A. B. and Mrs. Fisher dren , part of Egyptian, part of

in the district of Toro and sur
YOUNG JAPAN .

Sudanese parentage, are being

rounding country, we may say that many converts have taught in the building provisionally used as a school .

been made, and these , after baptism and suitable training ,

have gone forth to their own people and to other tribes

to preach the Gospel . Mrs. Fisher was the first white The Church Missionary Society, whose financial

lady to penetrate these parts , including the borders of
year closed on March 31st, has to face a deficit of

the Pigmy forest. and to ascend the perilous heights of £45.213. Thisis not due solely or even chiefly to

Ruwenzori , or Mountains of the Moon .”
increased expenditure, which hashas been carefully

guarded against all the year . The income itself is

As illustrating the need of absolute accuracy in Bible
considerably less than that of last year, though

translation, the Bible Society supplies the following :
£ 14,000 more than that of the previous year. The

“ In the first edition of St. Matthew in Micmac , for the
Committee of the Society urge their friends to

Indians of Nova Scotia , the translator found, when he
foster the development of new plans for promoting

came to revise it , that in chap. xxiv . 7 , instead of Nation
more systematic lines study of Missions, prayer

shall rise against nation, ' he had written A pair of snow
for Missions , and liberal support of Missions.

shoes shall rise up against a pair of snow -shoes. But

there was only one letter mis-printed — nãooktukumiksijik The Clothworkers' Company has sent through Sir

(a nation) having been displaced by nãooktâkumiksijik Owen Roberts £50 to the British and Foreign Sailors '

(a snow-shoe) !” Society , bringingup the total of their grants to £400.

on
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The Secretaryship of the Al financial support— arising in part from indefiniteness in

1Aations Missionary Union .

income

its objects — had so declined in vigour that it was decided

to merge it into the Pence Association , on the under

standing that part of its functions should be carried out

E have to announce an impending change in the by that body . The branches of the work of the Bureau

Secretaryship of the A.N.M.U. On May 15th which the M.P.A. was best able to continue were those

Mr. W. Roger Jones will cease to hold that position , and of ( 1 ) spreading missionary information , ( 2 ) advising

will , on that date , be succeeded by Mr. Robert H. candidates as to training , etc. , ( 3 ) assisting qualified

Parsons , who possesses qualifications and experience workers by introducing them to suitable Societies or

fitted to promote the interests of the work. fields of labour .

Mr. Jones has been associated with the work since the Under the above heads a large amount of work

days of the Missionary Bureau. It was while serving on has been done by the Association during the past twelve

years , and there are many devoted workers in foreign

lands to-day who are grateful for advice and financial

assistance given by the M.P.A.

As the Missionary Pence Association grew , it was

found that its title , while still indicating its root -idea ,

gave the impression that its aim was limited to the

collection of pence , and also frequently that it was a

young people's movement. As fully one - half of its

which averages about £3,400 a year is

received in contributions apart from its “ Pence Cards,"

it was decided , at the end of 1903 , to change the title to

the All Nations Missionary Union, Pence Association ,

and Information Bureau. For a Society with so com

prehensive a title, the work of our Union is at present

small-much smaller than it should be . But its prin

ciples are sound, its methods have been tried and

approved , and we believe its future is full of promise.

As the Founder, First Secretary , and Treasurer of the

Union , I would appeal to all our members and friends

to stand by us in this time of special need, and not only

to continue their collections and gifts, but to enlist new

members and to increase their contributions if possible.

Will all our kind helpers also give Mr. Parsons

the benefit of their earnest prayers for wisdom and

strength , so to fulfil his duties as to promote the great

objects we all have in view ?

As the only available way of introducing our new

Secretary to our members and friends we are giving his

portrait. Mr. Parsons comes to us with good credentials

and a varied experience. Five years spent in the office

of the Zenana Bible and Medical Mission gave him an

insight into accounts and finance . Following this he

was for three years in pastoral charge of a large Mission

in Monmouthshire. He returned to London in 1900 to

superintend the Lectures Department of the Sunday

MR. Robert H. PARSONS .
School Union . Mr. Parsons has always felt a deep

(The new Secretary of the A.N.M.U. ) interest in the work of Foreign Missions , and has acted

as Hon . Deputation Secretary for the Young Christians'

the Committee of the Bureau that I was led to establish Missionary Union . He has also been actively engaged

the Missionary Pence Association , acting as Honorary in Christian Endeavour work, being Chairman of the

Secretary myself for several months . In course of time

Committee of the Central South London C.E. Union .

the new Association developed into a vigorous agency ,
He will enter on the duties of his new office on May

15th , on and after which date he will be pleased to see

its rapid growth proving that its fundamental principle any friends at the office and to attend to all letters. The

of “ Carey's Weekly Penny " was sound and successful. other office staff and arrangements remain unchanged .

Mr. Jones had, meanwhile , become Secretary (pro tem .) JOHN JACKSON ,

of the Missionary Bureau . This body, owing to lack of
Hon . Superintendent and Treasurer.
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Finance - Important.

AT

The Aeed of Education in

T a meeting of the Council of the A.N.M.U. , held

China.*
on March 14th , the present financial position of

the Society was carefully considered . The Rev. F. B.
HE terrific war which is waging between Russia and

Meyer presided and offered prayer. The Treasurer's

statement showed a deficit on the General Fund of the war there is a Japanese view , a Russian view, a Chinese

Union of £ 470. When it is borne in mind that this view , and a Western view, which we need not discuss at

fund has to furnish the working expenses , as well as to length, as they are widely known. What we are most con

sustain some departments of work for which the Union
cerned about is the deeper cause of misunderstanding and

antagonism between the East and the West, which may in

is responsible , it will be seen that the position is one
volve half the human race in war, and the remedy for it.

calling for much earnest prayer and effort on the part There is no force yet known in human experience to unite

of all friends of the Union . nations and races more powerful than general education and

After careful consideration it was clear that the time Christian charity.

had arrived when all members—whether individuals or Formerly we had only Chinese ignorance of universal affairs

branches,—and contributors should be invited to bear to contend with. Happily the Chinese have now recognized

their share of the unavoidable expenses of rent, salaries ,
that without Western knowledge they cannot hope to cope

with foreign nations, East or West. And this brings us face

printing, & c. It was felt that themost reasonable way of
to face with a new danger which arises out of that very pro

arranging this was for each contribution to pay a fixed pro gress. An increasing number of Chinese students go to

portion to the general fund . It was unanimously resolved Europe and America, but Japan being so near, and the same

that thefollowing addition be made to Rule V. , viz . : written language being used there as in China, they find it

“ Should the state of the fundsrender it necessary , five per cent. much easier to visit Japan. About a hundred studentsfrom

may be deducted from any contribution towards the working each of the eighteen provinces have been sent over to Japan

expenses of the Union. Under exceptional circumstances the to learn how the Japanese have prospered so rapidly. After a

treasurer is authorized to increase this deduction toten per cent." few months' or years' residence there, they return and write

We believe our friends will see the reasonableness of
to the Chinese papers and publish new books on every con

this addition to Rule V. , and will loyally support us in
ceivable subject. As they have had no time to learn the whole

truth , they publish the half-truths which are so proverbially

its adoption . The difficulty, which we trust is only a
dangerous. In a translation of John Stuart Mill's “ Essay on

temporary one, has arisen , in some measure, through Liberty ” is an ambiguous passage which may be read to

our too-generous basis , viz. , the principle of sending all imply that the leader of the party which condemned Jesus

specially allotted sums, without deduction, to the Christ was Paul, and that the Sepoy rebellion was caused by

Societies or workers to whom they were assigned . the British Government insisting that in the public schools,

While the Society was small, andits expenses propor
supported by public funds, the reading of Christian books

tionately light , and while old friends gave generously to
should be a sine qua non ! The result is that we have an

immense amount of new ideas : good , bad , and indifferent

our General Fund, this could be donewithout incurring

debt. But this is no longer the case , as the present others are only common -place. A general impression seems
some giving excellent advice, others inciting to rebellion , while

serious deficit shows. We therefore appeal to all our to be gaining ground that Japanese civilization is better for

Pence Collectors to concur in this plan, remembering China than that of Christendomn. In Shanghai fifry different

that for many years we have provided them with cards, book -shops,which have agencies all over the Empire, are

magazines, and other facilities for carrying on their

devoted to the sale of these books.

work entirely without cost to themselves . We would The Chinese Press has produced cartoons showing that

foreign nations are like wild beasts about to eat up or capture
still gladly do so if it were possible, but it is not. We

China. In the north is the Russian bear ; in the centre is the

want to obey the command to “ owe no man anything, ” English bull-dog ; in the south -east is the American eagle ;

and we confidently appeal to all our friends to help us while in the south there is the French frog . Round Formosa

in this most moderate and reasonable manner. It will is a lasso thrown out by Japan ; and round Shan - tung is a

be noted that the deduction of either five or ten per link representing a German sausage. Foreign railways, min

cent. for expenses is not fixed or compulsory, but only ing and other syndicates, are likespiders' webs devised first

to be resorted to when the state of the funds renders
to entangle, so as finally to absorb China. To avert this

it necessary . Although the deficiency demands, and

calamity the Chinese planned and carried out the great Boxer

movement, and now they wonder if they cannot succeed far

would warrant, the larger amount being deducted until
better by the aid of a powerful ally.

it is extinguished , it is only proposed to take five per Whilst inflammatory literature is being scattered broadcast

cent. at present , in the hope that by special gifts all over the Empire, and the tax- gatherer is ubiquitous, can

and by retrenchment in expenditure the debt may we wonder thatnew Societies are being formed to give effect

be liquidated . to the feelings of both Government and people ? A new

In view of the fact that the Treasurer was founder of anti-foreign and anti-Manchu organization has arisen called

the Union and has practically supervised it from the
the “Orchard Society , ” apparently a purely Chinese Society,

carrying on its propaganda in Ho-nan and the surrounding

beginning, it was decided to appoint him Honorary provinces for manymonths ; while the anti-dynastic rebellion

Superintendent.
in Kwang-si has been carried on for several years, and no

amount of men and money has been able to suppress it. But

In the Annual Report of the Mission of the United Free for the great war going on now, each of these would be con

Church of Scotland at Main , Tembuland , South Africa, the
sidered a serious matter demanding immediate attention .

Rev. Doig Young bewails the natives' attitude of stolid indiffer
Still , these very agitations are signs of new life, and they are

ence to the Gospel, and the resultingly small number of
bound to continue till the Chinese get better knowledge of the

converts, which last year was thirty-nine. The total income
outside world and the great forces which make for peace,

was £ 314 , a decrease of £8. A new church has been built at

Laing, and £ 125 raised towards the cost. A stir was caused
* From the Report of the Society for the Diffusion of Christian and

in the district by a visit from the Rev. David Russell, the General Knowledge among the Chinese .

evangelist, and twenty persons professed conversion.
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his eyes.

So long as ignorance lasts the majority will always be ready good of all . More than one Foreign Minister at the court of

to join in any anti-foreign crusade. These internal commo Pekin has already made his views plain to that effect.

tions, the aggression of Foreign Powers, and the direction of The UnionColleges are a sign of true Christianity. There

a united policy for the whole Yellow Race , are fraught with stand out a few Christian Union Colleges of great promise,

enormous consequences to which no intelligent man can shut lately established in China. The Congregationalists, Metho

dists, and Presbyterians, for purposes of efficiency and

To remove the cause of these wars, some enlightened and economy, have united their forces to form a model Christian

adequate means should be adopted. All civilized nations College in Pekin and Tungchow. The American Presby

recognize the importance of a system of national education, terians and the English Baptists have done the same in

in which loyalty and patriotism are instilled in order to pro Shantung, and a similar union has taken place in Canton .

mote peace and prosperity, and they spend several dollars per Yale University is atteinpting to have a Christian College in

inhabitant on it every year. But it is strange, that while all Hu-nan, irrespective of denominational differences, simply on

nations admit the unsatisfactory nature of international inter the ground that the promoters of the enterprise received their

course, involving the upkeep of enormous armaments such as educational training in one university. These are bright

the world has never seen before, costing inore than a million signs of the times when denominational claims yield the first

pounds sterling per day, they do nothing to promote universal place to Christian charity. It is a sign that true Christianity

education which should aim at lessening international friction is more alive to-day than ever before. We need a model

and increasing mutual respect and goodwill amongst the Christian College in every province, and at least one model

nations.
Christian University for all China.

The immense influence of the Kingdom of God on the It must be a joy to the pioneers of education in China like

civilization of the Far East is not generally known even among Drs. Martin, Allen , Fryer, Mateer, Sheffield , and others to find

the well-informed. There have been four great waves which that what they commenced on a small scale long ago is now

have exercised an almost controlling influence over the Far being carried out on a gigantic scale throughoutthe Empire ;

East. The first was the new form of “Buddhism” (so called ) and a satisfaction to the Missionary Societies to find that the

known as the “ Mahayana School ” ( a subject not yet fully Chinese Government at last tacitly acknowledges that the

comprehended by European students), which superseded the missionaries are their friends, for they now see that the way

atheistic tenets of the earlier “ Hinayana School,” with its they indicated to China is the best for them to follow.

theories of “ Karma " and “ Transmigration .” This “ Other The ardour of the last two years has cooled down somewhat

Religion,” as the Buddhists proper call it, spreadand prevailed this year. Still the Viceroy of Chih -li , Yuen Shih -Kai, is most

all over the Far East, and , because of its adoption of Budd active is promoting modern education ; and the ex -Governor

histic terminology, and incorporating some of the finer of Shantung, Chow Fu, is not behind him in his zeal . The

elements of early Buddhism , it came to be recognized as Shantung Imperial University , just completed , is remarkably

another form of Buddhism . The second was the influence of well built, and well organized for teaching 600 students, and

the Nestorian sect in China which appears to have been a has English, American, German , as well as Japanese profes

principal factor in the transformation of Taoism, about 1,000 tors . The Viceroy, Chang Chih , and Governor, Tuan Fang,

years ago, from a magical superstition to an ethical system . are strongly is favour of Japanese educators. The new edu

The third was the medieval influence revived by the Jesuits, cational institutions throughout the Empire, though wrapped

which almost converted the Emperor Kanghi. On none of in conservative swaddling bands, and having many difficulties

these can we enlargehere. We can only dwell on the fourth to contend with , are the offspring of a race that never says

influence — modern Christianity . die. As they grow, they will assimilate all the good they

The Greek , Roman, and Protestant Branches of the Christian hear of, till at last they will learn everything that is best in

Church , notwithstanding many imperfections of which they the world .

are very conscious, exhibit one feature in contrast to all other [ Enclosed with the Report from which the above article is

forces in the transformation of the Far East. They do some extracted were several pictures showing Koreans blindfolded,

thing that can be definitely pointed out as a great uplift to the and tied hand and foot to wooden crosses and then shot by

nations here. They deal with the mind and heart and con Japanese soldiers. We regret thatthey were not satisfactory

science of the people, and are mighty forces which cannot be enough for reproduction . It is said of them : “ The suggestive

ignored in the future. They were the first to translate Chinese ness of this sacrilegious and cruel mode of executing untortunate

literature into Western languages - Latin , French , German, Koreans suspected of favouring the Russians needs no eluci

and English-without which the West cannot understand dation .” The following further comment is made : " A subtle

the East. They were the first to open the best modern Japanese appeal for the support and sympathy of all the races
schools in the Far East for and for women. who form the ‘ Yellow Peril ' against European civilization

They were the first to introduce the training of medical and' especially against Christianity. These executions were

men on modern lines. They were the first to travel far and carried out on Sept. 15th, 1904, at Seoul, by the Japanese

wide and lecture on the comparative merits of the different authorities. The pictures were taken by a Japanese photo

civilizations and religions. They were the first to start the grapher at Chemulpo, where they can be bought for a few

Press in the Far East, commencing with monthlies, then cents." The pictures are striking and painful ones, but we

followed by weeklies and dailies. They were the first to would venture to believe - certainly to hope—that they do not

prepare text-books for the use of modern education. They represent Japanese feeling in general, butare only an unhappy

were the first to prepare books on general subjects of all exhibition on the part of individuals in authority. - Eds.]

kinds, which were the means of setting on foot the great

reform movement in China. And in all cases of public

calamity, such as famines, floods, earthquakes, and the like, The SOUTH AMERICAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY held its annual

they have always taken a leading part, both in raising the meeting on April 27th , at Exeter Hall, the Dean of Wells

funds and in the distribution-a task which, owing to famine presiding. Bishop Stirling (late of the Falkland Islands)
and fevers, frequently cost them their lives. On this peaceful, stated that in Buenos Ayres the Society had schools attended

enlightened , and philanthropic work, which profoundly affects by nearly 3,000 , and that number might be doubled if funds

public opinion for good , and prepares the way for friendly were forthcoming: Other branches of the work were in

intercourse and enlightened policy, they spend now about a connection with British citizens and sailors, Spanish and

million pounds sterling annually. And whoreaps the benefit ? Portuguese speaking people and the native Indians. The

Certainly not they themselves. The time will come when Annual Report showed general consolidation and progress of

Chinese and Japanese and the commercial men in the Far the work in the Chaco, where a new boys' school has been

East will acknowledge that the peace, progress, and prosperity built , and at Palermo and Alberdi , which are also flourishing

which they enjoy, are largely due to this hitherto ignored Mission stations. The income was £28,914 , with a balance on

Power that is working through good and ill report for the the wrong side of £ 7,000 .

men
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A very pertinent question arises as to whether the

Churches of England are ready for a Revival . And let

it be remembered that the word has
SANDACH

LINATION MISSIONARY MAGAZINE A Revival of reference first of all to the Christian
NATIONS

Giving Church . When God's people are fully

alive and strong with abundant life ,

All Literary Communications, Books for Review , etc. , should be thousands will be won from the world in spite of

addressed to THE EDITORS , ALL NATIONS, Exeter Hall , Strand,

themselves . There is a suggestive passage in the

London, W.C.

prophecy of Malachi which has a distinct bearing
Annual Subscriptions should be sent to Mr. Robert H. PARSONS ,

ALL NATIONS MISSIONARY UNION, Exeter Hall , Strand , W.C. on the present position of Foreign Missions. When

Readers desirous of assisting any Mission Work referred to in the people of Israel are " robbing God ” by with

this Magazine, or of becoming members of the Union and Pence holding their gifts from the treasury, He challenges

Association, are invited to communicate with Mr. PARSONS.
them to bring " all the tithes into the storehouse," and

Applications for Advertisement Space should be made
if that is done pledges Himself to " pour out such a

PUBLISHERS, BROS. , House, Paternoster

blessing ” — " empty out” is the emphatic Hebrew

Row , E.C.

word—that there shall not be room enough to receive

it. Can any enlightened observer doubt the close con

nection between an unrevived , because unconsecrated,

Church and an empty Exchequer ? For we may be

assured that in one respect at least Missionary Reports

will be monotonously alike. They will be unanimous

in bewailing the lack of the funds needed to sustain

their present undertakings-not to speak of the steady

expansion which should be the normal condition of

As these pages appear, the annual spring convoca healthy Churches both at home and abroad. There is

tions known as the " May Meetings ” will be in full
a real and practical sense in which the missionary

tide. The Foreign Missionary Socie- problem is a financial one, and it is in no spirit of carp

The May ties will gather their supporters in

ing criticism that we affirm that in the Christian Church

Meetings. thousands. The missionaries who

address these great gatherings will
as a whole the standard of giving to Missions is lament

magnify the triumphs of the Gospel in their respective ably low. Nor is it inability to give that prevents the

fields, and will , not unnaturally, minimize the failures . opening of new stations and, shameful to record , com

Such Societies as are concerned with work in the Home pels the closing of old ones. Missionaries returning

field will look forward with hopes awakened by the home after years of absence are struck by the increased

Revival which God has granted to Wales, and by the expenditure and often the needless extravagance of

spirit of enquiry and the willingness to hear that is Christian homes. It is credibly reported that a pro

manifest in other places—for the " Revival ” proper minent Christian philanthropist recently felt compelled

appears to be , for the present at least, limited to the to reduce his subscriptions to two well -known Societies

marvellous doings of the Lord in Wales. Let us exerLet us exer- -and within the following month spent £800 on

cise care in our use of terms, and not miscall a “ Mission ,”
motor-cars. If the people of God keep back the tithes

however large and seemingly successful , a Revival .
and offerings, He is bound in the very nature of things

The great effort centred just now at Brixton , with

to withhold the blessing . Moreover, it is stating the

similar smaller movements elsewhere , may prove the

.
precursors of a Revival in England , but let us reserve fact in the plainest and simplest way to say that exist.

the great words for the great events, and pray that ing work is hampered and new work prevented by the

God will so put forth His power in England that silver and gold provided by God being kept back by

we may soon be able to praise Him for a real Revival Christian people, instead of being willingly poured into

here also . the treasury for the furtherance of Foreign Missions.
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The SilverSilver Lining of an

Indian famine.

TH

In July, 1902 , it was my privilege to pay a visit to this

station, and I came away much cheered and encouraged by

all I saw and heard. On arrival at the railway station we

weremetby the local missionaries, who were accompanied by

BY THOMAS A. BAILEY the Tasildar - one of the town officials. The following day a

( Hon . Organizing Secretary of the Mission to Lepers).
meeting was held in the Town Council Room, when nearly

all the members of the Municipal Council were present . After

HE history of many Leper Asylums in India has a close we had given a short speech , the Mulguzar replied in the

connection with the terrible famines which have devas name of the Council , thanking the local missionaries and the

tated that unhappy land in recent years. Begging is the Mission to Lepers for all they were doing on behalf of the

only means of subsistence open to the homeless lepers wander. lepers. He also spoke in high terms of all the good work the

ingabout the country, but when the grim hand of starvation missionaries were doing in their midst. This, coming from

lays hold on the whole population, the poor lepersmust either Hindus, was most gratifying to hear. It was stated at the

starve or, if possible, drag themselves to some Government meeting that more land for the extension of the leper asylum

Poorhouse , though even there the leper is an outcast, and kept work would be a great boon. On hearing this the kind

apart from his fellow -paupers. It is, however, after the famine Mulguzar promised to give another portion of ground, which

has run its course, and the people return once more to their he has since done.

deserted villages to battle afresh with the problems of life, A later visit to the Asylum , more than a year afterwards,

that the leper is in the worst plight, for his pittance from revealed that much progress had been made. Two good

Government charity must also cease, and unless some special buildings were erected for the women , also a home for

arrangements can be made for him his case is indeed hopeless. children . These were enclosed by a wall , outside of which

Dhamtari is a small town in the Central Provinces, and until there is a home for men . The inmates were most grateful for

a few years ago, had no communication by rail with the out . our visits, and expressed themselves as being very contented

side world . The and happy They

famine of 1899 and
all looked clean and

1900 affected this comfortable . In ad

place and the sur. dition to the work the

rounding villages
lepers have done in

very badly. When connection with the

it was over, the Mu erection oftheir build -

nicipal authorities ings, they have laid

were left a legacy of out pretty little gar

an appalling number dens, andthe entrance

of lepers and famine to the Asylum , with

orphans, for whose these gardens in the

future they had no foreground, is most

provision. However, attractive.

during the famine, a The spiritual work

company of mission has been greatly

aries, always the blessed, and the

“ friends in need ” earnest efforts of the

of India's people , missionaries abun

settled in Dhamtari , dantly rewarded.

and took their part in When they took over

the bloodless the work all

with famine. In its non - Christians,

perplexity, the Mu. miserable suffering
THE WARDS, DHAMTARI .

nicipality turned to company without any

these foreigners for brightness to cheer

assistance . A Municipal Committee meeting was held , their lives. To -day there is a large congregation of earnest

and it was resolved to invite the missionaries, who had Christian men and women , to whom the Gospel has brought

so practically stood by the people in their trouble, to not only the hope of life eternal for the future, but peace and

take charge of the helpless community of lepers. In happiness for “ the life that now is."

their Master's name, these servants of Christ undertook the In a recent letter the Superintendent writes that the lepers

responsibility, and the Mulguzar- head of the village - of are longing to have some building in which they can gather

Dhamtari, a kind -hearted Hindu gentleman , offered to give a together for worship, as it is very trying for them , as well as

site of land for the erection of an asylum . for their teachers , to sit in the hot sun , or the rain in the

Mr. Ressler, the Superintendent of the Mission, sent an monsoon season, during their service. As a token of their

appeal for help to the Mission to Lepers, to which the Com earnestness in the matter,they have contributed the value of

mittee responded with a liberal grant, and operations were the rice which they raised for their own use towards the cost

commenced with very little delay. of a little church , and it is most gratifying to learn also that

In the work of erecting their new home, those lepers who some of the Hindu shopkeepers have promised money towards

were not utterly helpless, rendered cheerful and valuable assis this building. The missionary has generously refrained from

tance. At first there was a little difficulty in persuading them making anappeal for assistance to the Leper Mission Com

to do so, as they had become entire unaccustomed to work , mittee, but as there is still a good deal required to complete

but when it wasexplained to them that others were willingly the scheme, he says that any contribution will be most

giving of their substance and time in order to make them helpful.

comfortable, they gave themselves to the task right earnestly, " Every cloud has a silver lining," and surely part

and in addition to carrying all the mortar and stone for the of the lining of the terrible cloud of famine which

building from a distance, they erected a mud cookhouse for burst over India a few years ago is this little colony

themselves without putting the Mission to any cost. So keen of sadly afflicted people made glad with the gladness of

did they become in their share of the work that one woman, the Gospel and comforted by the ministrations of those

when rebuked by the Superintendent for overtaxing her strength, who, like their Master, were “ moved with compassion ,”

replied that so much was being done for them by kind friends and have put forth the hand of sympathy and love to

she could not sit idle as long as there was workto be done. touch the unclean .

war were

a

ONE OF
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The Truth about the Mission

ary Stricken with Leprosy.

Horth Jndia School

of Medicine for Christian

Women.

S '

By John JACKSON , F.R.G.S.

INCE our last issue appeared our readers will have seen

references in the Press to the sad fate of an Indian
On Wednesday, March 22nd, a meeting was held in Lower

Exeter Hall , on behalf of the North India School of Medicine

missionary who has become a leper. Several of the
for Christian Women at Ludhiana. Lieut. -Col. G. MACKINLAY

statements made, and the inferences drawn from them, have

been so wide of the truth that I think it best to impart to our
presided, and a number of friends were present, including

readers the actual facts of this terrible case, of which I have
Lady Congleton , Lady Stevenson , Mr. W. Coldstream, I.C.S.,

the Rev. G. Tonge , Dr. H. Soltau, and others.
had , all through , special and exclusive knowledge.

After a few cordial remarks from the CHAIRMAN, Dr. HENRY

Just four years ago, in the course of a six months' tour through MARTYN-CLARK, of the Church Missionary Society, Amritsar,

India, I was the guest of a devoted missionary whose iden addressed the meeting. Having spoken generally ofthe place

tity — for obvious reasons—I will conceal under the initial X.
and power of Missions to the women of India , Dr. Martyn

At that time Mr. X was closely connected with the erec
Clark led up tothe particular need of Zenana Medical Missions,

tion of a new asylum for the Mission to Lepers. There were,
and dwelton the unique position occupied by the North India

moreover, some cases of leprosy among the native Christians
School of Medicine as the one Medical School in India where

of whom he had pastoral charge, besides a good many in his instruction is given to women students apart from men . Dr.

district . He has, however, no really definite idea as to how
Martyn -Clark acted as examiner to the school , and is there

he became infected .
fore able to pronounce on the quality of the teaching. On

In the autumn oflastyear I was surprised to receive a letter one occasion, being unable to prepare a special set of exami

from Mr. X-, dated from a hospital in East London , in nation questions, he gave one of thepapers of the Edinburgh

which tropical diseases are specially treated . The letter M.B. exam . , expecting to receive indifferent answers. But

invited me to call on him as he wished to consult me as to his nothing could havebeen clearer, better, or more thorough than

plans. The same day found meat the hospital, and on enter the knowledge displayed , and the viva voce was up to the same

ing the small isolation ward the first glance revealed the standard . His verdict is that an education is being given

terrible truth to me. My friend ,who was alone at that time, which will do honour to the work of God wherever the

though he had two other companions at different times during students are scattered . The testimony of Government to the

his stay - said : “ Don't shake hands with me." Even before
value, efficiency, and necessity of the institution , in recently

he had spoken these significant words, his appearance had granting 25,000 rupees to the building fund of the hospital, is

betrayed the nature of his disease.
still more striking. Patients themselves are another witness ;

I replied : “ Is it that ? ” during the last year the fees paid by private patients amounted

“ Yes,” he responded bravely, “ it is.” It was thus my sad
to 1,148 rupees.

privilege to be the first, apart from his wife and the medical
Auxiliary Committees of the N.I.S.M.C.W. exist in London

staff ofthe hospital , to whom his dread secret was confided.
and Dublin . During the past year one has been formed

in the United States, with Dr. Charles Cuthbert Hall for its

Not only were the symptoms of tubercular leprosy clearly
President. The two pressing needs of this valuable work are

present, but microscopic examination revealed the presence

of the leprosy bacillus. The disease began to develop at least
a larger staff of doctors and increased pecuniary support. The

Secretary of the London Auxiliary Committee, Miss M. W.

two years before his departure from India, and its progress
Brown, 120, St. James' Road , West Croydon, will gladly

was undoubtedly accelerated by his brave persistence in

active, and even extra, work while in a debilitated condition .
answer enquiries, or send the Annual Report, or descriptive

Strangely, as men would say, but providentially, ashehimself pamphlets toapplicants.

believed, he had been led to theone place in all England in

which he could be treated with the best prospect ofsuccess. The sixteenth International Triennial Conference of the

On my second visit I was accompanied by Mr. Wellesley C. Y.M.C.A. has been held in Paris. At the first session , when

Bailey, the Superintendent of the Mission to Lepers . After twenty - five countries were represented, Sir George Williams

consultation with the physician in charge, Mr. Bailey wrote was elected Honorary President, and Count de Pourtales

toCaptain Rost, of the Indian Medical Service,forasupply Acting President. A " Jubilee Resolution ,” re-affirming the As
of leprolin, the new remedy discovered by him. This arrived

sociation's basis , was moved by Prince Oscar Bernadotte. Mes
in due course, and Mr. X— was treated with at least ten

injections at intervals of ten days. Some six miles of walking

sages of greeting were received from King Edward, President

Loubet, and Prince Henry of the Netherlands, while personal

exercise on most days, together with suitable diet, tended to
greetings were given by Lord Kinnaird, Count Bernstorf,

a marked improvement in general health , but I regret that it Mr. Richard Morse, and representatives of Russia, Japan ,

cannot be said that anything approaching a cure was effected. China, Austria, Belgium , and other countries. Baroness

During his stay in London , of upwards of six months, he Bartholdi afterwards entertained the delegates to tea. A

was visited regularly by myself, and occasionally by two or discussion was introduced by M. E.de Billy, on the subject,

three others. For all such visits, as well as for sympathy “ Does the Y.M.C.A. by its Current Forms and Methods meet

shown him by gifts of fruit, flowers, and books, he was deeply the Needs of Present-Day Young Men ? " M.de Billy advo

grateful. He is now settled in a quiet country home - not in cated a more liberal interpretation of the Association Statutes,

England -- in a bracing, healthy climate, and under conditions in order that many Societies, not wholly on the Y.M.C.A.

which will, it is hoped , give him the advantage of the partial basis , might be admitted in some auxiliary relation , as they

society of his family, without exposing them to danger . would be found valuable allies . He also proposed that room

These are the mere, bald , external facts of this tragic case. might be found in the Associations for Biblical criticism, to

Another martyr has before him the prospect of a living death, meet the special requirements of young men of to -day. On

incurred in the effort to win India for Christ I dare not the other hand it was rightly urged that the vast majority of

draw aside the veil from the inner history of this soul as it young men needed approaching on the moral and spiritual

was made known to meduring those months of solitary suffer . rather than the higher intellectual side ; and that the simpler

ing. “ I have trodden the winepress alone " — “ I have passed the methods of the Y.M.C.A. in theological matters the better .

through my Gethsemane " some of the expressions Other papers were given by Pastor H. Klug and Mr. Richard

whichshowed the bitter agony endured, and endured with Morse ; and Revs. R. Saillens, G. Boissonnas, and Frank

wonderful courage and hopefulness. Thomas addressed a great meeting for young men .

-were
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Early
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Mission Work in the Rev. G. N. and Mrs. Gordon came in 1857. Though their
strength was wasted by fever and ague and sickness, they

Thew Thebrides.

learnt the language, translated some books of the Bible, and

taught the love of Christ to the natives. But an epidemic of

sickness came and roused the natives' superstition . In 1861

By Rev. FRED. J. PATON . Gordon was decoyed intoan ambush, andkilled after a struggle.

The murderers then ran to his house and killed his wife also .

'HE New Hebrides Islands dot the Pacific for a length Next Sabbath the few Christians rang the bell, and bravely

of over two hundred miles . The history of Mission held service as usual.

work has been unique, and several Societies have had a The Rev. James McNair and his wife came from Scotland

share in evangelizing these islands. John Williams, a grand in 1867, but weakened by fever, Mr. McNair died in three

veteran of the L.M.S., sailed from Raratonga in 1839, and years. Mr. Neilson wrote, “ Beside the grave of the murdered

settled three teachers on Tanna. Next day he and a young Gordons, by the bank of the stream that was reddened by the

missionary named James Harris, who was just beginning his blood of Harris and Williams, under the waving plumes of the

life work,went ashore on the island of Erromanga, and were cocoanut palms, the broad Pacific gleaming in the sunshine,

murdered . Messrs. Turner and Nisbet, also of the L.M.S., lies , awaiting a glorious resurrection, the body of James

landed in 1842 on Tanna, with brave Raratongan teachers, but McNair, as devoted a missionary, as prayerful a Christian, as

after seven months' incessant danger and hardship were driven sincere a man, as the Church has ever sentinto these Southern

out. So the first attempts failed , and the islands seemed Seas. "

closed to Mission efforts. The Rev. J. D. Gordon was a student in Nova Scotia when

But a married minister, who was doing splendid work in he heard of his brother's death. He dedicated himself to

Nova Scotia , felt the awful sadness of the lot of these savages, Erromanga, landing in 1864. He was also on Santo, but spent

with none to tell them of Christ. He so stirred the Canadian the greater part of eight years on Erromanga. On his

Church that they sent him out as their first missionary, and verandah, as he was revising Acts vii . , with the account of

Mr. and Mrs. Geddie came to Aneityum in 1848, Dr. and Mrs. the martyrdom of Stephen, a native came up and drove an

Inglis from Scotland following in four years. axe through his head. Though almost instantly killed, he

Strangling of widows was then the rule on that island , and spasmodically dashed into the house. The murderer calmly

cruelty of every kind abounded . By sea the missionaries had followed andwrenched the axe out of his head, as being too

long dangerous trips in open whale boats, and on land their useful to lose . The manuscript was stained with Gordon's

lives were attempted. They had to build houses, and do all blood at the verses telling how Christ stood to welcome

manual labour. They made a written language, taught the Stephen.

alphabet, translated and printed portions of Scripture, primers, The sorely -tried Christians held firm , and the Rev. H. A.

a hymn book, &c.—and all this in loneliness, perhaps getting Robertson and his wife, who were just enteringthe Mission ,

letters from loved ones far away once in a year. But the took up the work on this blood - stained island . Mr. Robertson

island was won for Christ. The tablet to Dr. Geddie's memory had lived in the islands before, and fully knew the dangers of

in theAneityum Church has the following inscription : — " the field . The heathen were bitterly hostile, and after lights

When he landed in 1848 there were no Christians here, and were out, the missionaries had often to change their sleeping

when he left in 1872 there were no heathens.. rooms for fear of night attacks. At last the island was won

The natives have paid the entire cost of the Bible in their for Christ, and in sight of the martyrs' graves six hundred

anguage, viz. , £1,200, by the sale of arrowroot of special natives have taken the communion , and raised hymns of

quality prepared by themselves. They support their own grateful praise to Christ. The Martyrs' Memorial Church

teachers , and regularly contribute to the Home Church . was blown down by a fierce hurricane in 1901, and part of the

Almost every island has a different language ; some islands house destroyed , but Dr. Robertson has, by kindness of

have many, and each has had to be won for Christ in a friends, been able to erect a new church, and this year at their

different way. Take the next large island, Tanna. After annual meeting the Presbyterian Mission will be the guest of

Messrs . Turner and Nisbet were driven out in 1842, teachers Dr. and Mrs. Robertson on Erromanga.
carried on the work when possible for sixteen years. A

The history of the above three out of the scores of

forward movement was made by the settlement of a band of islands will give an idea of the early Mission work. Con

Scottish missionaries in 1858, among whom was Dr. Paton. ditions are now different, but the difficulties are in their

But in a few years all who had not died were driven out by way as hard to face in the more complex state of affairs in

the savage attacks of the natives . Dr. Geddie's son-in-law, the the group

Rev. T. Neilson , with his wife, came in 1867, the natives

throwing the house timber into the sea as it was landed .

Nothing daunted, they held on for fifteen years, till broken
health compelled them to leave. Mr. and Mrs. Watt had

landed in 1869, and with little to encourage, Mr. Watt has

borne the burden of the work till the present, thirty-six
BOX has reached the Bible House in London from

years.
Bugotu , British Solomon Islands, containing specimens

Some young men came to Tanna in 1896, among them the
of some of the items contributed by the natives to the

Rev. Frank Paton, Dr. Paton's third son, who went to West collection made on Bible Sunday at the Melanesian Mission

Tanna, where there had been no Mission . During an island Church . The contents include some strings of beads, por

visit, and while they were praying, a bullet fired at him killed poise teeth , and armlets, which are recognized coin of the

a teacher at his side. Butsuch dangers made the worshippers realm. One string of red beads, measuring the length of the

firmer, and more joined. Mr. Frank Paton retired in broken arms at full stretch, equals two shillings ; four similar lengths

health , but his successor, by the generosity of the J. G. Paton of white beads are equal to one shilling ; ten porpoise teeth

Fund , has a small hospital, and the work progresses. From represent one shilling ; while each of the white rings for wear .

Mr. Watt's station to the last one started , all round Tanna the ing on the arms are of the value of one shilling. Among the

Gospel is now winning.
other articles — which are used for barter-are some pieces of

Dr. Paton's work on Aniwa is probably known to you, and tortoiseshell in the rough, a bamboo box such as is used to

there is space to tell of only one more island , Erromanga. carry lime for betel chewing, a fine string bag, and a piece of

Captain Cook landed on Erromanga to get wood and water, the native cloth in which the Bugotu women wrap their

but the natives fought him and there wasbloodshed. Williams babies to keep them from the insects. Similar articles in

and Harris were martyred in 1839. Teachers of the L.M.S., the collection were sold in the nearest market and raised

landed later, had to leave in a year, after a terrible time. For altogether £31 1os. , which has been duly remitted to the

some years, as the way opened, teachers were settled , and the Bible House.

A Bugotu Offertory..

A
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I show you the importance of telling out God's message

A

had to go round through a back door. I

looked in to see the room , which was ready

for the dinner. There was no spread table

and no chairs, nothing but little mats down

each side of the room , and in front of each a

large brass plate. From the ceiling bright

coloured balls and Chinese lanterns bung.THE CHILDREN'S PAGE.

Although the mother was better , she still

had fever ; and just outside the windows was

a native band - one or two huge drums, and

two or three awful shrieking horns. We

were so sorry for the poor girl . Although

there were four windows and two doors in

the room , they were all tightly closed, and

the windows covered , keeping out all light

and air. We said, " She must have air . " So

Tag.nost)gedy.
they opened one window and a door, but we

knew they would close them again the moment

Strange Stories from Ratnagiri.

we had come away. We asked why it was. They only said ,

“ It is our custom . ” Then the little baby was named on the

WANT to tell you about one house I used to visit , just to
twelfth day , and we went through the large room, and there

were four or five very fat Brahmin priests getting some offer .

justas soon as possible, in case one does not get a second
ings ready for the gods ; they had ever so many cocoanuts and

opportunity. This was a Mohammedan house. The family
other things, but as we were not allowed to go near I could

consisted of the father, one son and two girls, with their elder
not see what they were doing. The baby hadtwo dirty pieces

sister . The father and son were dressed in the English dress,
of string tied round its wrists, and I said , “ What are these ?

but the little girls were very picturesquely, though curiously
The mother -in -law said , “ It is our custom ," but another old

attired . The two little ones wore black satin trousers trimmed woman said, “ It is to keep Satan from going into the child .” —

with silver braid , and pink silk bodices, with dark green satin
Miss Wakeford, in the Zenana .

waistcoats over them. The elder sister had pale grey satin

trousers trimmed with silver, a pale green silk bodice, which

came nearly to her knees, trimmed with gold braid all over, a

white satin waistcoat over that, and a bright yellow silk shawl,
The Thanged One."

gracefully draped over her head and shoulders. In spite of
MISSIONARY was in the court of the Jewish Synagogueall the coloursshe looked very pretty. They, like most of the

in a large and important German town, when he was

people who care at all for education, were learning English.
surrounded by about twenty Jewish boys, and asked if

The eldest girl had a Testament Miss Sharp had givenher, he really believed that the Messiah had come. “ I do, " he

and could read it pretty well, but did not understand much, so
answered : and went on to tell them , from the Old and New

we went as often as we could , and spoke much to her of the
Testaments, as much as they could understand of the history

awfulness of sin , and her Saviour's love. The father was very
of the Messiah . Whilst he was speaking, a Melammed, or tutor,

ill, and suddenly one day they all went to Bombay, wherethe

father died . The eldest girl has since been married . Pray
came out and tried to drive away the boys, but they persisted

in remaining . He then turned to the missionary, and striking
for her, that she may not forget what she has heard.

him on the chest , cried “ What art thou doing, thou accursed
Not long ago a missionary, who is a doctor here, was called

heretic ? Thou art perverting my children. Thou tellest them ,
to see a woman who was very ill . I went with her. The girl

of the Hanged One.” ( The word Tholeh, “ the hanged one , "
-for they said she was barely sixteen-was in bed with high

is a scornful title given by Jews to our Lord . ) The missionary

fever ; beside her on the bed was a three-days'-old baby, her
answered , “ We must all hang on Him , who hanged on the

first child. She was a high -caste Brahmin . And although , as
tree for us ; yea, thou must also hang on Him , or thou wilt

a rule , they would not allow anyone to go near her for ten come to destruction ." " What ! I hang on Him ? ” he cried ;

days, as it was a boy , and they seemed really to care for the
“ never ! ” - stamping his foot, and making a sign to imply he

girl's life, they let us go into the room , that the doctor
would rather cut his throat than do so. Yes," said the mis

might attend to her. But I must tell you about the house .
sionary, “ thou must hang on the Tholeh , or be trodden under

We went first through a large, comparatively empty room ,
His feet -- these children shall be witnesses, ” and then he

then through another, in which there were a fewth stand .
turned and left the Melammed and children.

ing about , and in one corner the “ puja set,” or silver cups and

Six years after, the missionary was staying in Strasbourg,

plates, etc., which they use for their “ puja,” or worship. At
when an officer with sword by his side, meeting him in the

one side of this room was a door leading into another room , street, stopped and enquired if he knew him . No, " replied

but although we heard someone say “Come in ,” we could see
the missionary, “ your face is quite unknown to me." Carry

nothing, it was so dark. We went in, and when our eyes got
back your thoughts six years to a Jewish synagogue, a Melam

accustomed to the dark we saw we were in a very small,
med and some boys. Do you remember ?"" “ Yes, I have a

narrow room, not more than seven feet wide, and from four

teen to twenty feet long. Just inside the door a woman was
faint recollection of something of the kind." " I was the Jew

who said I would rather have my throat cut than become a

standing ; we knew at once she was a widow, as her head was
Christian.” “ Oh ! I remember you now: I trust you have

shaved, and she had no jewellery on . We found afterwards
seen that you must hang on the Hanged One.” " Thanks be

she was the baby's father's mother. Right at the other end of
to the Almighty, I have learned that lesson , " said the officer

the room was a bed, on which the young mother lay. Her solemnly ; “that is why I have stopped you . Your words left
mother-in-law dared not go near her, as no one ever goes near

such a goad on my conscience, that I at last felt compelled to
or touches a mother until ten days after the baby is born,

seek Christian instruction ; and now I am one with you ."

unless in a special case like this , when they had some old

Brahmin widows to look after her. She was such a sweet

girl, and was so grateful for what the doctor did for her and

for the baby, which was a dear little boy. We went every day A MOTTO FOR BOYS AND GIRLs. I am not everybody, but

for a week. Then on the tenth day, when we went, they said I am somebody . I cannot do everything, but I can do some

we could not go through the large room, because it was all thing. What I can do I ought to do ; what I ought to do I

ready for a big dinner in honour of the son and heir . So we will do.

66
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ments if the cause is to be properly

maintained .

May 27th .—THE CONGO : It is

very encouraging to hear of signs

of the coming of the Kingdon on

the Congo. A missionary recently

returned tells of the blessings in

the work witnessed lately . The

darkness of heathenism is terrible ,

and cannibalism exists to a great

extent , but the Spirit of God is

working and very many young

lives are now set free from this

bondage , and are brightly shining

for Jesus. Many young lads, and

girls too, are showing strong evan

gelistic desires, and go into villages

and large dark districts bearing

May 7th and 8th.— NORTH INDIA : The devastating forces the light and preaching the Gospel fearlessly among their

of the earthquake have been witnessed in the Punjab and in fellows.

Kashmir to a terrible extent , and our hearts go out in CLARA BENHAM .

sympathy with all bereaved ones, and all who are suffering

the loss of home and all earthly possessions. In praying for

this vast district , where Mission work has been so disappoint.

ing, shall we not ask that the greater shaking of God's Holy

Spirit may soon be seen ? It is beautiful to see the courage and

devotion with which missionaries face their work in such a
Amos. By CHARLES H. WaLLER, D.D. LEVITICUS. Ву

city as Benares. After long periods of apparently fruitless
Rev. ANDREW Craig ROBINSON , M.A. Our Bible Hour

toil , they are ready to continue their labour, believing that
Series. Js. net. (Marshall Brothers. )

there is an underground influence at work, and any day these These are two further volumes in a useful series of small

spiritual forces may spring into visible manifestation, causing Biblical manuals. Dr. Waller supplies not only careful notes,

such a shock as shall break for ever the power of Hinduismin but a paraphrase of the prophetic book . To students who

the land. Even in Benares there are indications that the have no first-hand acquaintance with Hebrew his elucidation

Gospel seed , sown so patiently and hopefully through many of obscure points will prove very helpful. Mr. Robinson

longyears, has taken root. The unseen influence is there, and deals shrewdly with Dr. Driver and other critics, and main

we know not how soon the change will come in the attitude of tains the conservative position .

the people towards Christianity . Let us continue in prayer

and watch for the answer. We may specially commend the EMPIRE BUILDERS : PIONEERS OF THE King of Kings. By

VARIOUS WRITERS.
Church Missionary Society to God in prayer, remembering the

is. 6d. (Church Missionary Society .)

loss of three missionaries in the earthquake. The Empire intended is not the British Empire, but the

Christian. Nor are the builders the great names of Mission

May 13th . — South CHINA : Weare to-day to pray specially history ; the chapters describe not the great events in the

for the spiritual life of the Church in South China ; and we story of missionary pioneering already familiar to most of us,

may do so with hearts full of thanksgiving for the gracious but the steady work of every day by which at the present

answer to prayer now being witnessed. The outpouring of moment the Kingdom of Jesus Christ on earth is being built

the Holy Spirit has come, and especially in the Fuh Kien up . Africa, India , Persia, and other countries are included

province is it evident that this is a time of wonderful and in the territory being conquered, and the day is hastening

blessed revival among the churches. About eighteen months when the kingdomsof this world shall become the kingdoms

agoa Prayer Union was formed by the missionaries of various of our Lord and of His Christ . The book is adapted to young

Societies,especially to pray for this baptism of the Spirit, and readers.

now the answer has come, to the joy and encouragement of all

who thus united. Special meetings for Christians have been WILLIAM JEFFERY , THE PURITAN APOSTLE OF KENT. By

held in Amoy and the district , which have been abundantly CHARLES RUDGE. With an Introduction by Dr. CLIFFORD .

successful. One writes : “ It was a glorious sight to see that is. 6d. ( James Clarke & Co. , and the Kingsgate Press).

fine large chapel thronged with eager worshippers, and to The name of William Jeffery stands among the lesser lights

know that these were all professing Christians. It did one's of the Puritan period, but to “ men of Kent” especially the

heart good to hear their simple testimonies to the power of part he took in the great movement should be of interest.

the Spirit , and their joy in the Lord.” One great and sig. The author has, by a long ministry in the county - at

nificant innovation was made, in the removal of the high Sevenoaks— familiarized himself with the local history and

screen which separates men andwomen, so now all worship traditions, and writes with a warm sympathywhichcauses him

together with perfect freedom . Old and long-standing feuds to devote a considerable portion of his space to the general

are being made up under this new revival of the Spirit's treatment of the Puritan era.

power, and in many ways it is seen that the movement is real

and far -reaching in its effects.

SPANISH RELIGIOUS TRACT & BOOK SOCIETY.

May 14th . — MID CHINA : In our prayers to-day for the A large number of well-illustrated Tracts and Books have been published by the

L.M.S. in Hankow, and all the wide- spreading district of above Society, under the direction of the Rev. L. Lopez Rodriguez, of the Figueras

Central China, we may specially remember Dr. Griffith
Mission, Spain . The writersand translators being Spanish ,the errors ofliteral

translationare avoided, greatly addingto the value and accuracy of the Spanish

John, who has completed his jubilee of work in that land, Tract Society's publications.

and who is still in the midst of vigorous work. We Object : The diffusion of the Gospel. Those interested in Christ's work in Spain ,

may praise God for all He has done in the life of His
South America, Philippines, and Cuba, would do well to send orders for Tracts and
Books to

servant, and rejoice in the wonderful extension of the
DIRECTOR, at Figueras, Prov. Gerona, Spain ,

Kingdom in the three great provinces. The work of the Catalogues supplied Gratis. Specimen Packet 6d ., post free.

L.M.S. and other Societies in Hunan continues to grow APPEALS FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD . FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED .

rapidly, and it will be necessary to send out strong reinforce Hon. Treas ., GENERAL BATTERSBY, Lyncroft Weybridge.
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Among the Lepers. A.A.II .W. Aews and Hotes.
( U.

RAMACHANDRAPURAM.

TH

Vale !-Since the formation of the Missionary Pence Association in

1892, I have had the privilege of contributing 147 of these monthly

articles, dealing with a variety of Missionary topics. In such a glorious

cause there can be no excuse for dulness, and all the less so because our

numerous friends have always shown a marked enthusiasm for this work.

If it were not so I could nothave expected much blessing to attend my

labours. No amount of spurring will move a dead horse, and no amount

of writing will kindle a flame of Missionary zeal unless the Holy Spirit

has first lighted the sacred fires of love to God and to His creatures in

our hearts .

I have endeavoured to proclaim the Gospel of Foreign Missions as

I have myself been taught of God , and if that Gospel has largely dealt

with such mundane matters as pounds, shillings , and pence, it is because

the joy of giving is so little understood by manyof our Church members,

and because in such a service a secular subject like this becomes a

sacred theme. Possibly this constant reference to the pecuniary needs

of the work has become rather monotonous, however much the writer

mayhave tried to vary the note which he has struck . One generous giver

who has for years past sent about twenty shillings monthly has just been

"HE village that rejoices in this polysyllabic name is on

one ofthe canals near the mouth ofthe Godavari river.

Well I remember a journey of twelve hours, frommid

night to mid-day, on Miss Hatch's travelling boat. On arrival

I found the Asylum for the lepers just being built. It was a

great privilege to tell fifty or sixty sufferers of the Saviour.

The following extract from the Report of the Asylum for 1904

illustrates the success that has attended the work, and shows

what power the Gospel has to bring hope and comfort to the

hearts of these stricken people :

" During the year, twenty -six have found Christ as their

Saviour. These represent several different castes, but they

recognize now that all are one in Christ Jesus. Though there

have been some cases of discipline that have given us pain ,

we are glad to note some of the things that make all toil seem

sweet and all burdens light . In an experience meeting I had

with them one day, I had asked them previously to come

prepared to give some of their experience or quotesome text

that had been specially helpful. One who had lost nearly all

his loved ones, and was one of three who were left, two of

whom were lepers, spoke of the joy oflooking forward, and

quoted ‘ Rejoice in the Lord always. ' This sameyoung man,

who has some of his gifted father's preaching ability, preached

one Sunday later on from ' As one whom his mother com

forteth , so will I comfort thee. ' His brother gave the text :

• Thosewho sow in tears shall reap in joy . Another leper

gave . His grace is sufficient for me, ' and Him that cometh to

Me I will in no wise cast out . ' Another thought that God

would punish the wicked, but he trusted Him as his Way, his

Light. Another had had great comfort because Christ had

healed the leper who came to Him . Another told of the joy

of telling his people to seek the kingdom of God , another told

of how his village people had heard of God through him and

had great joy. One said ' Thy word is more precious than

honey.' He also told of the testimony of his dying boy,

Subbana, ' The Lord is calling me, I am going to Jesus. Here

agony, there peace.' Others followed with their testimonies,

and altogether we had a blessed time. The confession of

Jesus Christ as their Savionr by 16 lepers in one meeting is

another time to be remembered with a heart full of praise."

J. J.

At the B.M.S. Committee, the Rev. Herbert Anderson, the

Indian Secretary, newly arrived from Calcutta, was welcomed .

He expressed the feelings with which, after more than

eight years' absence, he had returned to the home country,

his disappointment that more had not been done for India ;

the sadness he felt as he thought of the 200 millions of caste

bound Hindoos for whom asyet nothing adequate had been

attempted . He said how glad and thankful he was at the

marvellous progress which was being made amongst the

aborignal hill tribes. The Rev. C. E. Wilson, who has left the

mission - field for the secretariat in Furnival Street, was also

welcomed .

A FIGURE OF The Child JESUS IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC

CHURCH, BELEN , BOLIVIA,

worshipped by the Indians, who believe that the church came down

from heaven in its present form . The image is supposed to have exceptionally

miraculous powers. It is dressed after the fashion of the Bolivian President, its

gold stripes, silver sword, and other gaudy ornaments having cost atleast 2,000
dollars. The whole figure is not more than eighteen inches high.

kind enough to say , " You have always made the little we have sent to be

used in such an interesting way that it has been a pleasure to send it ,

and we have felt that it would be so well used ." I bope others have

been equally pleased.

New ZEALAND has welcomed General Booth with great

enthusiasm , and people throng to his meetings from great

distances. He paid a visit to the Parliament buildings at

Wellington , where he was welcomed by Mr. Seddon and his

Cabinet, the headsof the Civil Service, the Bishops and clergy

and the Chief Rabbi , who all passed the General with a hand

shake. Mr. Seddon warmly commended the Army's work.

DR. ETHEL L. STARMER, of the Presbyterian Mission, has

left for Moukden, Manchuria, via Marseilles, hastening back,

after shortened furlough, to meet the pressing need of the

city, with its 28,000 Chinese refugees. Epidemics have already

broken out,and there is great need of the services of a second

medical lady.

Unus Homo. Nullus Homo.-Venturing to sum up the pith of

these letters in one sentence, I would suggest the old Latin mottowhich

avers that one man is no man , or, in other words , we must each seek our

own happiness in making others happy. Live for others and you will

find Life yourself ; pray for others and you pray for yourself ; think of

others and you will be relieved of many of your own cares and worries ;

deny yourself for the sake of others and you will have a rich reward.

When our hearts are soured with disappointments , when the blood

seems to turn to acid , when in vulgar parlance we have a fit of the

blues ," let us take a lesson from our old Roman poet, whoever he was ,

who wrote this ancient Latin motto , and set out to help our fellow

creatures who so much need our pity .
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Although leaving the secretarial desk and handing over the numerous

accountswith Missions in all parts of the world - and amongst a great

variety of heathen , possibly the poor leper has always had the warmest

place in my affections — to my successor , I shall , I trust, always have

a deep interest, not only in the progress of the ALL NATIONS Missionary

UNION , but shall also continue to feel a certain amount of sincere

friendship for all who have so heartily co -operated in building up, from

such small beginnings, an associationof workers in the Missionary cause

now numberingmany thousands of givers of the weekly penny, as well as

a numerous body of other friends who have subscribed to the various

needs of the workers as they have arisen .

That the future of the A.N.M.U. is rosy with hope is apparent when

I state that , in spite of the special difficulties connected with the raising

of funds in 1904, our auditors, Messrs. Theodore B. Jones , Sons & Co.,

have certified that the income of the Society has fallen only a few pounds

short of that for the preceding year , which amounted to the creditable

sum of £3,426 168. ud.

I hope thata still larger volume of prayer will ascend from the readers

of ALL NATIONS that God will bless the A.N.M.U., and especially that

Mr. Parsons, the new Secretary, may have great encouragement and

special guidance in his multifarious duties . I feel assured that the

dreadful burden of Deficit now hampering the work will soon be

removed in answer to believing prayer, and by means of the special

united effort which doubtless weshall all be called to make.

To the collectors of the weekly pence I would say-Persevere , “ For

God is not unrighteous to forget your work and labour of love, which ye

haveshowed toward His name, in that ye have ministered to the saints ,

and do minister."

Khurtas (and Cholies. -Over twelve thousand garments for

clothing these orphans have now gone out to India from this office, and

many more are still being called for. The last mail brought a batch of

thanks from recipients, four of them written in Gondi characters. Mr.

H. Guse, the missionary in charge of the Raipur Orphanage, writes :

" I wish you might all see the happiness produced by your kind and

generous contribution. " Miss Elvin, whom you assisted out to India

last January to take charge of the Yercaud Orphanage, also writes to

thank you for the garments she took with her ; " they created the

greatest excitement when they were distributed ."

The Hindu Christian headmaster at Raipur, writing in English, says :

“ Certainly they are good clothes, and the boys like them . I think they

had not such clothes ever before ." Girdhari, a Christian orphan , says :

" Before coming here I had no clothes, and little food. I am hoping to

be a preacher ." Lurga, after saying salaams, writes to the same effect,

and ends, " May God help me in the future to be worthy to do His work ."

Lukel writes : - " I had no food, or clothes , or home, but now I have a

coat, a khurta , a choli, and pyjamas, good things toeat, and a goodhome.

Pray that we may win the ignorant people of India for God ." Bisahu
laments " that his clothes were but one rag. Many salaams and

if possible send us your picture ."

* * * *

men .

Special Needs of the A.N.M.U.- Under date of April 19th

one of our oldest and most cherished friends writes : - " We have always

regarded the A.N.M.U. as a medium to feed existing Societies, and I

fear have overlooked its separate existence." There has been no lack of

continuity between The Missionary Bureau, The Missionary Pence

Association , and the All Nations Missionary Union, in the work of

assisting men and women called of God to carry the Gospel to the

heathen, and in many instances this Society has been called upon to

assist in their maintenance . At the present time it needs money for

trainingpurposes , and for passages and outfits for several promising

The most urgent cases are those of Mr. Charles Mason, who is

called to Champawat, near Almora, in Northern India, and that of Mr

Reginald A. Lorrain , a brother of Mr. J. Herbert Lorrain, well-known

for his pioneer work among the Abors and Lushais. The latter calls his

brother to prayerfully consider the needs of the Lakkers, an almost

unknown tribe on the Burmo- Assam frontier, six days ' hard travel south

of Lushailand . None of the better-known Societies being willing to

enter upon this new field, Mr. Reginald Lorrain calls upon you to assist

him in this pioneering venture of faith . About £150 a year is the

smallest amount whichwould enable an evangelist to settle among this

tribe .

To the neighbouring state of Manipur, our friends the Rev.and Mrs.

W. Pettigrew will shortly be returning . The sum of £30 is still required
for their outfit.

We are also asked to find passage for Miss Wyatt, who is called to

assist Pandita Ramabai .

*

Japanese Soldiers - Miss Jane Holland, of Osaka , writes acknow

ledging the receipt of a large case of Christmas cards, and informs us

that they are all exhausted. She urges us to send out at once as many

boxes full as we can " without staying to take the trouble of sorting

them out." It is hoped to despatch to her about half a ton weight

shortly .

INRE

* * *

A C.M.S. Need .-Our friend the Rev. Edmund John Jones , who has

been transferred from Malegam to Nasik, makes an urgent appeal to us

to assist him in providing industrial work for his promising famine

orphans. He has a good printing press, but still needs £ 120 to set it

going. The era of Industrial Missions is dawning, and every effort

should be made to nurture them in these their days of infancy.A SHRINE WHERE QUECHA INDIANS, BOLIVIA , GATHER TO

WORSHIP SUN, MOON , AND Cross. * *

*
The Million Farthing Fund.–To the box-holders whose

energies are given to collecting for the support of our three Victoria

Memorial Asylums in Patpara (Mandla ), in Mungeli (C.P. ) , and at

Ludhiana, I would say, join praises with your prayers for the poor

inmates. Over one hundred conversions have already been noted in

these three leper institutions since I first inaugurated this scheme in

October, 1897. In 1903 these Asylums , thanks to our box -collectors, card

holders, and other contributors, were entirely supported by the A.N.M.U. ,

and we hope to hear that our funds were again sufficient last year to

meet their needs.

*

*

* *

Appointments. - Dr. James A. Graham to the Philippines , and

Mr. R. Gardiner to the Zambesi.

* *

Portable Organs. — Miss Lucy Richardson , of Chung- King (C.M.S.)

writes : - " Received safely without the slightest damage. I cannot

express my gratitude to you ! " Mr. Percy Smith , of Constantine,

( N.A.M. ) , and Mrs. F. Cook, of Koilpati , S. India , still await similar

instruments .

*

" Bang went Saxpence.” - A Deputation Secretary meets not

only the cream of Christian society, but also sees the seamy side ,

occasioned by our sectarian differences. Many occurrences come to my

mind , but one of the funniest took place in a Presbyterian Church of

good repute, not a hundred miles from King's Cross . A young lady , a

member of the Church, whom we had trained for three years , was fare.

welling to a crowded congregation, and your humble servant was invited

to speak on the work of this Society, first being cautioned to expect no

collection as " this was not usual." After the congregation had dispersed,

I was leaving the building when the senior elder hurried up to me ,

expressed his delight with the meeting , and hastily pushed a piece of

paper into my hand,was a contribution towards your Society." . On my

way home curiosity led me to open the paper , expecting certainly to see

nothing less than a guinea , when behold , a sixpence met my eye ! This

India's Famine Orphans. It has been one of the trying ex

periences of your Secretary that the interest of our members in the

30,000 famine orphans in the care of India's missionaries has slackened

off almost to the vanishing point. This is the field where Christianity

can win its greatest triumphs, and sow seed that will without doubt bring

in a glorious harvest in after years. Who is doing anything here in

England now - a -days for this vast family of God's little ones ? InAmerica
it is different. Dr. Klopsch raised £ 2,680 in 1904 for their support, and

a private lady , Miss Wheeler, of Worcester , Mass ., the large sum of

£ 2,296. Shame on us that we should be so apathetic .
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was the only gift we ever received from this particular Christian com

munity. This sameyoung lady , who is still doing a grand work in India ,

stepped into this office last year and repaid the £45 we had expended on

her, out of her own pocket.

" Wood,...

...

Weight of mass, 100 lbs . Of this , on analysis there proves to be

Bigotry 10 parts

Personal ambition 23

Love of praise 19 Hay

Pride of denomination 15 and

Pride of taient 14 Stubble. '

Love of authority

Love to God 4
Pure Zeal .

Love to Man 3

**

*

I 2

!
Zululand .-- We rejoice hear from our dear brother , Mr. George

F. Gale ,of Maputa station,that he has recently baptized eighteen con

This is a hard field , and such victories of the Lamb cause the

angels to rejoice.

verts .
100

* * The satisfactory point is that there was some proportion of pure zeal,

and that mercenary zeal was conspicuous by its absence . How is your

zeal, brother ?

*
Cameras Wanted .-There is always a steady demand from mis

sionaries for cameras . Let us not forget that the Rev. HerbertHalliwell, in

India, and Mr. Tilden Eldridge , of Borneo, are still waiting for their

promised gifts .

*

In conclusion , I cannot say with what sorrow I end my connection

with you all , and yet with joy look forward to hearing that you are, as a

Society, not only lengenthing your cords, but strengthening your stakes.

I will pass on as my closing message to you all those beautiful words

of Bishop Bickersteth , taken from his epic poem , “ Yesterday , to-day, and
for ever , a fascinating book that will live for many a year. They run

thus: - " Only be humble : ministry is might, and loving servitude is

sceptral rule. Ye are My servants , and in serving men ye honour Me,

will honour you ."and

Did you ever read " The Worker's Dream ? " Briefly - A worker sat

in his arm -chair, and being tired fell asleep . While he slept , a stranger

entered the room and extending his hand , asked “ How is your zeal?

The worker smiled , for he was well satisfied with his zeal , and putting

his hand into his bosom he brought it forth . The stranger took it , and

putting it into his balance carefully weighed it, and said , One hundred

pounds ! " and the worker expressed his satisfaction. But stay ! this

was not the final conclusion . The mass was broken and put into

a crucible, and the crucible into the fire. When fused, it was taken out

and set to cool . It congealed in cooling, and when turned out on the

hearth exhibited a series of layers or strata, which, when touched

with a hammer, fell apart . Being severally tested and weighed , the

stranger making minute notes, he finally handed the worker

copy of what he had written , and with a look of sorrow and com

passion, saying , " May God save you," he departed . The copy read

as follows :

len Roger Jones.

a ALL Nations MISSIONARY UNION, 21 and 22 , Exeter Hall , Strand,

London , W.C.

Bankers : London & South -Western

Accounts open with all Missions mentioned in the pages of this periodical .

..

£ s. d.

to s. d .

...
.

.

0

.

and

11

Amounts received by All Nations Missionary

Union from Mar. 28th to May 4th, 1905 .

The Societies.

China Inland Mission (for

All Nations Missionary Mr. D. Harding ) ... 0 10 0

Union 11 18 0 Congo Balolo Mission (Mr.

Baptist Medical Mission 1 11
F. Beale ) 0 12 8

Young Peoples' Missionary Mr. F. Cook's Work (Koil

Union 0 10 0 pati, S India ) 2 16 6

Baptist Zenana Missionary
Dumaria Mission 11 1

Society 7 7 Do. (for Furlough Fund )... 0 17 3

Do. (for Miss Aldridge )
3 0 0 Marash (Girls ' Orphanage.... 1 0 0

Church Missionary Society 0 5 0
Rev. W. E. Horley (Kuala

Do. (per Lumpor) 0 4 4
Holy Trinity,

Brondesbury ) 23 19 11 Indian Christian Realm 4 0 0

Do. (for Pakhoi Asylum )... 0.77
Indian Christian Endeavour

Do. (for Quetta Hospital) 0 10 0
(Rev. H.Halliwell - Camera ) 0 16 6

Church of England Zenana
Miss J. Holland's Work (Japan

Missionary Society
07 -Wounded Soldiers) 1 8 11

0

O.M.S. Work in Japan 0 17 4 Kurku Mission (for Miss Har

London Missionary Society try ) 0 17 7

Korean ProtestantOrphanage(for Mr. G. Wilkerson ) 2 09
(Seoul) 16 5 0

Do. ( for Support of " Ben

jamin Surappa " )... 3 7 6
Rev. W. Pettigrew (Manipur,

Assam ) 2 19 6

Wesleyan Missionary Society O 7 9

China Inland Mission
2 2 0Do. ( for Tents )

28 6
Mission to the Lakkers 1 4 0

Do. ( Printing Expenses)... 0 10 10

Europe. Pandita Ramabai's Work

( Orphans) 4 8 0

Pastor Rohrbach (Berlin ) 0 8 8
Do. (Widows) 3 0 10

Miss Leake (Bull Ring Mis
Do. (Miss Wyatt's Outfit) 1 0 0

sion, Madrid ) 0 9 0

Mr. Dodd ( Marin), Spain 0 2 6
Pondicherry Protestant Mis

sion (Miss Porter ) 4 19 8

Mr. McIntosh (Vigo) , Spain 0 15 2 D) . ( for Miss Phillips) 0 14 5
Spezia Mission ... 1 14 7

Spanish Church aja ..
Miss Nellie Warr (Nan-chan0 91
fu) 0

Asia.
Africa .

Support of Native Teacher Rev. Mojola Agbebi (Lagos) i 7 1
( per Rev. F. Madeley , Sailors' Rest, Grand Canary

China) 0 16 6 ( Mr. A. Carr) 2 4 0

Messrs. Savidge & Lorrain Rev. M. G. Hayford (Gold
( South Lushais ) 0 13 0 Coast Mission ) 0 2 6

Bethel Santhal Mission 0 16 0 Mr. R. Steven (Casablanca )... 1 6 7
Bidar Medical Mission 1 16 8 Mr. H. G. Lamb ( Port

Smyrna Mission 011 0 Gueydon ) 09 6

Balaghat Mission 0 4 4 Scotch Baptist Mission, An
China Inland Mission 0 1

goniland ( Rev. W. C.

Do. (for " Pao -ning " Cot) i 10 0 Maisey) 0 8 2

6 s. d. £ s. d.

North Africa Mission (Mr. P. Per Stratford Railway Mis

Smith) 0 14 1 sion ... 6

Do. (Support of Sofia ) 0 18 5 Hove Y.W.O.I. 4 15 8
South Africa General Mission Brinton “ Ready Band "

( Mr. Oscar Feyling ) 0 3 0 ( “ Moharaji " ) 1 2 0

Mr. H. Eades ( Azul, Argen Tooting Congregational

tina) ... 0 18 5 Church 2 5 0

Tangiers Orphanage ... 0 7 7 Ilford Branch 1 10 1
Mr. Von Gros (Alexandria )... 0 13 5 Leicester Branch ... 10 2 0

Zambesi Industrial Mission For support of “ Lydia 4 0 0

( Mr. F. Gardner )... 1 16 0 Child (one quarter)-Miss

K. E. ( Hove) and Phutku 2 0 0

Jewish Missions . " Makayah .' Mahatap,"

Mildmay Mission
" Kansi3 0 1 " Bali,

Barbican do. 0 10 10 tiya " 6 0 7

Various Children 4 0 0

Godai,
South America, &c.

Antony,

" Samedas,"' " Abu - Piva ,"
Adrogue_Industrial Mission · Mindlu , " Sandlu ,"

(Sr. E. Olsson ) 1 0 0 “ Bardeo, and two
Pastor R. F. Elder's Work 0 13 others 12 19 3

Rev. J. Yair (Lucea, Jamaica ) 0 7 0 Leicester Auxiliary 2 10 7

Rev. T. C Joyce ( Babia ,
Brazil ) 1 15 0

Million Farthing Fund.
PostalTelegraph Christian

Association 3 94 Mandla ( Patpara ) Asylum 4 7 0

Mungeli AsylumDr. Paton(New Hebrides
4 9

Mission) 0 13 0
Ludhiana do . 4 10 3

Dr. Mackenzie (New Hebrides

Mission ) 1.15 3 Home Missions & Miscellaneous.

Mr. Lister Newton's Work Open Air Mission 0 2 6
(Coronel Pringles ) 1 16 99

Evan. Preachers' Association o 2 2
Victoria Gospel Press 6 0 1

London City Mission ... 0 9 9

Passages and Outfits Fund 1 18 0

Famine Funds. Reformed Episcopal Church

Famine Fund (Madras) 090 (Punjab Mission ) 2 11 7

Yercaud Protestant Orpban Smyrna Sailors' Rest ( Dr.

age 092 Xenophon Moschou ) 0 99

For support of " Piyara "
0 0 Calendars and Almanacks 05 7

Raipur Famine Orphanage... 1 19 10
Sales of, and Subscriptions

Support of Bhean - Bala 3 0 0 to, ALL NATIONS... 6 10 3

General Expenses Fund 13 17 7

Mission to Lepers.
Sale of Foreign Stamps 7
Sale of Two Gold Watches ... 4 0

General Fund 26 9 5
Per Polytec. C.E.(2 meetings) 1 18For Miss Reed's Work
Battersea Pk. Tabernacle C.E. 8 5 8

( Chandag Heights) 1 6 0 By Sale of Jewellery ... 7 11Per Forest Gate Branch 0 17
London City Mission ... 0 7

Bignold Hall (support of 0 10By Sale of Prayer Cards 3
"Kakan" ) 2 13 8

Claremont Mission (“ San Total £ 328 14 9
toki " ) 1 0 0
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